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PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION 

The purpose of the present edition is the same as that of the first six: to 
present the basic fundamentals of aerospace engineering at the introduc
tory level in the clearest, simplest, and most motivating way possible. 

Because the book is meant to be enjoyed as well.l as understood, I have made 
every effort to ensure a clear and readable text. The choice of subject matter and 
its organization, the order in which topics are introduced, and how these ideas are 
explained have been carefully planned with the uninitiated reader in mind. 
Because the book is intended as a self-contained text at the first-and second-year 
levels, I avoid tedious details and massive "handbook'' data. Instead, I introduce 
and discuss fundamental concepts in a manner that is as straightforward and 
clean-cut as possible, knowing that the book has also found favor with those who 
wish to leam something about this subject outside the classroom. 

The overwhelmingly favorable response to the earlier editions from stu
dents, teachers, and practicing professionals both here and abroad is a source 
of gratification. Particularly pleasing is the fact that those using the book 
have enjoyed reading its treatment of the fascinating, challenging, and 
sometimes awesome discipline of aerospace engineering. 

Thanks to this response, the contents of the sixth edition have been car
ried over into the seventh edition with only minor modifications. A hallmark 
of this book is the use of specially designed devices to enhance the readers' 
understanding of the material. In particular, these features are carried over 
from the sixth edition: 

1. Road maps placed at the beginning of each chapter help guide the reader 
through the logical flow of the material. 

2. Design boxes discuss interesting and important applications of the 
fundamental material; these are literally set apart in boxes. 

3. Preview boxes at the chapter beginnings give the reader insight into what 
each chapter is about and why the material is important. I intend the 
preview boxes to be motivational, to make the reader interested and curious 
enough to pay close attention to the content of the chapter. These preview 
boxes are written in an informal manner to help tum the reader on to the 
content. In these preview boxes, I am unabashedly admitting to providing 
some fun for the readers. 

In the same spirit, the seventh edition contains new material intended to 
enhance the education and interest of the reader: 

1. The summary sections at the end of each chapter, which previously just 
listed the important equations developed and discussed in that chapter, 

XIII 



xlv Preface to the Seventh Edition 

have been expanded to "Summary and Review" sections. In these new 
sections, the important ideas and concepts presented in each chapter are 
reviewed, first without equations, to remind readers about the physical 
aspects of the material and to provide a focused intellectual background for 
the equations that are then summarized at the end of the section. 

2. The section on uninhabited aerial vehicles (Section 6.20) has been 
expanded to include some of the basic methodology for their design, as 
well as more description of their expanding use. 

3. A new Section 6.21 on "Micro Air Vehicles" has been added, briefly 
describing what they are and their missions. This section also discusses the 
low-Reynolds-number aerodynamic problems encountered by such small 
vehicles, not present in ordinary flight vehicles. 

4. Additional worked Examples further help readers to understand how to use 
what they have been reading. 

s. Additional homework problems grace the end of most chapters. New to 
this edition is an answer key, found at the end of the book, for selected 
homework problems. 

All told, the new materian represents a meaningful enhancement of 
Introduction to Flight. 

To allow space for this new material in the seventh edition, without 
inordinately increasing the length of the book, the chapter on "Flight Vehi
cle Structures and Materials" (Ch. 10 in the sixth edition) has been removed 
from this new edition, and instead placed on the book's website at www 
.mhhe.com/anderson. 

At the University of Maryland this text is used for an introductory 
course for sophomores in aerospace engineering. It leads directly into a sec
ond book by the author, Fundamentals of Aerodynamics, 5th ed. (McGraw
Hill, 2011), which is used in a two-semester junior-senior aerodynamics 
course. This, in turn, feeds into a third text, Modern Compressible Flow: 
With Historical Perspective, 3rd ed. (McGraw-Hill, 2003), used in a course 
for advanced undergraduates and first-year graduate students. The complete 
triad is intended to give students a reasonable technical and historical per
spective on aerospace engineering in general and aerodynamics in particular. 

I am very grateful to Mrs. Susan Cunningham, who did such an excel
lent job of typing the manuscript. I am fortunate to have such dedicated and 
professional help from one of the best scientific typists in the world. My 
gratitude also goes out to my wife of 50 years, Sarah-Allen, who has helped 
to motivate and expedite the effort that has gone into this book. 

I also thank the following reviewers for their valuable feedback: 

Julie Albertson, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs 
Ron Blackwelder, University of Southern California 
Goetz Bramesfeld, Saint Louis University 
Erin Crede, Virginia Tech 
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John F. Dannenhoffer, Syracuse University 
Keith Koenig, Mississippi State University 
Bruce D. Kothmann, University of Pennsylvania 
Thomas N. McKnight, Jr., Delaware State University 
David Miklosovic, U.S. Naval Academy 
Richard B. Mindek, Jr., Western New England College 
Brian Moravec, Oregon Institute of Technology 
M. G. Nagati, Wichita State University 
Changho Nam, Arizona State University-Polytechnic 
Kapseong Ro, Western Michigan University 
Gerard E. Sedlak, Vaughn College 
Bruce Slack, Embry Riddle Aero University 
James E. Steck, Wichita State University 
Thomas William Strganac, Texas A&M University 
Siva Thangam, Stevens Institute of Technology 

Finally, emphasizing that the study, understanding, and practice of the 
profession of aerospace engineering is one of the most gratifying of human 
endeavors and that my purpose is to instill a sense of enthusiasm, dedica
tion, and love of the subject, let me simply say to the reader: read, learn, and 
enJoy. 

John D. Anderson, Jr. 

XV 





PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

This book is an introduction to aerospace engineering from both the tech
nological and historical points of view. It is written to appeal to several 
groups of people: (1) students of aerospace engineering in their freshman 

or sophomore years in college who are looking for a comprehensive introduction 
to their profession; (2) advanced high school seniors who want to learn what 
aerospace engineering is all about; (3) college undergraduate and graduate 
students who want to obtain a wider perspective on the glories, the intellectual 
demands, and the technical maturity of aerospace engineering; and ( 4) working 
engineers who simply want to obtain a firmer grasp on the fundamental concepts 
and historical traditions that underlie their profession. 

As an introduction to aerospace engineering, this book is unique in at 
least three ways. First, the vast majority of aerospace engineering profes
sionals and students have little knowledge or appreciation of the historical 
traditions and background associated with the technology that they use 
almost every day. To fill this vacuum, the present book marbles some his
tory of aerospace engineering into the parallel technical discussions. For 
example, such questions as who Bernoulli was, where the Pitot tube origi
nated, how wind tunnels evolved, who the first true aeronautical engineers 
were, and how wings and airfoils developed are answered. The present 
author feels strongly that such material shouJ!d be an integral part of the 
background of all aerospace engineers. 

Second, this book incorporates both the SI and the English engineering 
system of units. Modem students of aerospace engineering must be 
bilingual-on one hand, they must fully understand and feel comfortable 
with the SI units-because most modem and all future literature will deal 
with the SI system; on the other hand, they must be able to read and feel 
comfortable with the vast bulk of existing literature, which is predominantly 
in engineering units. In this book the SI system is emphasized, but an honest 
effort is made to give the reader a feeling for and understanding of both 
systems. To this end, some example problems are worked out in the SI sys
tem and others in the English system. 

Third, the author feels that technical books do not have to be dry and 
sterile in their presentation. Instead the present book is written in a rather 
informal style. It talks to the reader. Indeed it is intended to be almost a self
teaching, self-pacing vehicle that the reader can use to obtain a fundamental 
understanding of aerospace engineering. 

This book is a product of several years of teaching the introductory 
course in aerospace engineering at the University of Maryland. Over these 
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years, students have constantly encouraged the author to write a book about 
the subject, and their repeated encouragement could not be denied. The 
present book is dedicated in part to these students. 

Writing a book of this magnitude is a total commitment of time and 
effort for a longer time than the author likes to remember. In this light, this 
book is dedicated to my wife, Sarah-Allen, and my two daughters, Katherine 
and Elizabeth, who relinquished untold amounts of time with their husband 
and father so that these pages could be created. To them I say thank you, and 
hello again. Also, hidden between the lines but ever-so-much present is 
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CHAPTER 

The First Aeronautical 
Engineers 

Nobody will fly for a thousand years! 

Wilbur Wright, 1901, in a fit of despair 

SUCCESS FOUR FUGHTS THURSDAY MORNING ALL AGAJNST TWENTY 
ONE MILE WIND STARTED FROM LEVEL WITH ENGINE POWER ALONE 
AVERAGESPEEDTHROUGHAIR.THIRTYONEMlLESLONGEST57SECONDS 
INFORM PRESS HOME CHRISTMAS. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

OREVELLE WRIGHT 
A telegram, with the original misprints, 
from Orville Wright to his father, 
December 17, 1903 

The scene: Windswept sand dunes of Kill Devil Hills, 4 mi south of Kitty Hawk, 
North Carolina. The time: About 10:35 AM on Thursday, December 17, 1903. 
The characters: Orville and Wilbur Wright and five local witnesses. The action: 
Poised, ready to make history, is a flimsy, odd-looking machine, made from 
spruce and cloth in the form of two wings, one placed above the other, a horizon
tal elevator mounted on struts in front of the wings, and a double vertical rudder 
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Figure 1.1 Three views of the Wright Flyer I, 1903. 

behind the wings (see Fig. 1.1). A 12-hp engine is mounted on the top surface 
of the bottom wing, slightly right of center. To the left of this engine lies a 
man-Orville Wright-prone on the bottom wing, facing into the brisk and cold 
December wind. Behind him rotate two ungainly looking airscrews (propellers), 
driven by two chain-and-pulley arrangements connected to the same engine. The 
machine begins to move along a 60-ft launching rail on level ground. Wilbur 
Wright runs along the right side of the machine, supporting the wing tip so it will 
not drag the sand. Near the end of the starting rail, the machine lifts into the air; 
at this moment, John Daniels of the Kill Devil Life Saving Station takes a pho
tograph that preserves for all tiime the most historic moment in aviation history 
(see Fig. 1.2). The machine flies unevenly, rising suddenly to about 10ft, then 
ducking quickly toward the ground. This type of erratic flight continues for 12 s, 
when the machine darts to the sand, 120 ft from the point where it lifted from the 
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Figure 1.2 The first heavier-than-air flight in history: the Wright Flyer I with Orville Wright 
at the controls, December 17, 1903. 
(Source: National Air and Space Museum.) 

starting rail. Thus ends a flight that, in Orville Wright's own words, was ''the first 
in the history of the world in which a machine carrying a man had raised itself 
by its own power into the air in full flight, had sailed forward without reduction 
of speed, and had finally landed at a point as high as that from which it started." 

The machine was the Wright Flyer I, which is shown in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2 
and which is now preserved for posterity in the Air and Space Museum of the 
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, District of Columbia. The flight on that 
cold December 17 was momentous: It brought to a realization the dreams of 
centuries, and it gave birth to a new way of life. It was the first genuine powered 
flight of a heavier-than-air machine. With it, and with the further successes to 
come over the next five years, came the Wright brothers' clear right to be consid
ered the premier aeronautical engineers of history. 

However, contrary to some popular belief, the Wright brothers did not truly 
invent the airplane; rather, they represent the fruition of a century's worth of 
prior aeronautical research and development. The time was ripe for the attain
ment of powered flight at the beginning of the 20th century. The Wright broth
ers' ingenuity, dedication, and persistence earned them the distinction of being 
first. The purpose of this chapter is to look back over the years that led up to 
successful powered flight and to single out an important few of those inventors 
and thinkers who can rightfully claim to be the first aeronautical engineers. In 
this manner, some of the traditions and heritage that underlie modern aerospace 
engineering will be more appreciated when we develop the technical concepts of 
flight in subsequent chapters. 

1.2 VERY EARLY DEVELOPMENTS 
Since the dawn of human intelligence, the idea of :lftying in the same realm as birds 
has possessed human minds. Witness the early Greek myth of Daedalus and his 
son Icarus. Imprisoned on the island of Crete in the Mediterranean Sea, Daedalus 
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is said to have made wings fastened with wax. With these wings, they both escaped 
by flying through the air. However, Icarus, against his father's warnings, &w too 
close to the sun; the wax melted, and Icarus fell to his death in the sea. 

All early thinking about human flight centered on the imitation of birds. 
Various unsung ancient and medieval people fashioned wings and met with some
times disastrous and always unsuccessful consequences in leaping from towers or 
roofs, flapping vigorously. In time, the idea of strapping a pair of wings to arms fell 
out of favor.lt was replaced by the concept of wings flapped up and down by vari
ous mechanical mechanisms, powered by some type of human arm, leg, or body 
movement. These machines are called ornithopters. Recent historical research has 
revealed that Leonardo da Vinci was possessed by the idea of human flight and 
that he designed vast numbers of ornithopters toward the end of the 15th century. 
In his surviving manuscripts, more than 35,000 words and 500 sketches deal with 
flight. One of his ornithopter designs is shown in Fig. 1.3, which is an original da 
Vinci sketch made sometime between 1486 and 1490.1t is not known whether da 
Vinci ever built or tested any of his designs. However, human-powered flight by 
flapping wings was always doomed to failure. In this sense, da Vinci's efforts did 
not make important contributions to the technical advancement of flight. 

Human efforts to fly literally got off the ground on November 21, 1783, when 
a balloon carrying Pilatre de Rozier and the Marquis d' Arlandes ascended into the 
air and drifted 5 mi across Paris. The balloon was inflated and buoyed up by hot 
air from an open fire burning in a large wicker basket underneath. The design and 

Figure 1.3 An ornithopter design by Leonardo da Vinci, 1486-1490. 
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construction of the balloon were those of the Montgolfier brothers, Joseph and 
Etienne. In 1782 Joseph Montgolfier, gazing into his fireplace, conceived the idea 
of using the "lifting power" of hot air rising from a flame to lift a person from the 
surface of the earth. The brothers instantly set to work, experimenting with bags 
made of paper and linen, in which hot air from a :fire was trapped. After several 
public demonstrations of flight without human passengers, including the 8-min 
voyage of a balloon carrying a cage containing a sheep, a rooster, and a duck, 
the Montgolfiers were ready for the big step. At 1:54 PM on November 21, 1783, 
the first flight with human passengers rose majestically into the air and lasted for 
25 min (see Fig. 1.4). It was the first time in history that a human being had been 
lifted off the ground for a sustained period. Very quickly after this, the noted 
French physicist J. A C. Charles (of Charles' gas law in physics) built and flew a 
hydrogen-filled balloon from the Tuileries Gardens in Paris on December 1, 1783. 

So people were finally off the ground! Balloons, or "aerostatic machines" as 
they were called by the Montgolfiers, made no real technical contributions to human 
heavier-than-air flight. However, they served a major pUipOse in triggering the pub
lic's interest in flight through the air. They were living proof that people could really 
leave the ground and sample the environs heretofore exclusively reserved for birds. 
Moreover, balloons were the only means of human flight for almost 100 years. 

IU~iJ?·_!_ II II 
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Figure 1.4 The first aerial voyage in history: The 
Montgolfier hot-air balloon lifts from the ground 
near Paris on November 21, 1783. 
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1.3 sm GEORGE CAYLEY (1773- 1857)- THE TRUE 
INVENTOR OF THE AIRPLANE 

The modem airplane has its origin in a design set forth by George Cayley in 
1799. It was the first concept to include a fixed wing for generating lift, another 
separate mechanism for propulsion (Cayley envisioned paddles), and a com
bined horizontal and vertical (cruciform) tail for stability. Cayley inscribed his 
idea on a silver disk (presumably for permanence), shown in Fig. 1.5. On the 
reverse side of the disk is a diagram of the lift and drag forces on an inclined 
plane (the wing). The disk is now preserved in the Science Museum in London. 
Before this time, thought of mechanical flight had been oriented toward the flap
ping wings of ornithopters, where the flapping motion was supposed to provide 
both lift and propulsion. (Da Vinci designed his ornithopter wings to flap simul
taneously downward and backward for lift and propulsion.) However, Cayley 
is responsible for breaking this unsuccessful line of thought; he separated the 
concept of lift from that of propulsion and, in so doing, set into motion a century 
of aeronautical development that culminated in the Wright brothers' success in 
1903. George Cayley is a giant in aeronautical history: He is the parent of mod
em aviation and was the first to introduce the basic configuration of the modem 
airplane. Let us look at him more closely. 

Cayley was born at Scarborough in Yorkshire, England, on December 27, 
1773. He was educated at York and Nottingham and later studied chemistry and 
electricity under several noted tutors. He was a scholarly man of some rank, a 
baronet who spent much of his time on the family estate, called Brompton. A por
trait of Cayley is shown in Fig. 1.6. He was a well-preserved person, of extreme 

Figure 1.5 The silver disk on which Cayley engraved his concept for a fixed-wing 
aircraft, the first io history, io I 799. The reverse side of the disk shows the resultant 
aerodynamic force on a wing resolved ioto lift and drag components, iodicatiog 
Cayley's full understandiog of the function of a fixed wing. The disk is presently io the 
Science Museum io London. 
(Source: Science Mr<reum, London.) 
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Figure 1.6 A portrait of Sir George Cayley, painted by 
Henry Perronet Briggs in 1841. The portrait now hangs in 
the National Portrait Gallery in London. 
(Source: National Portrait Gallery, London.) 

intellect and open mind, active in many pursuits over a long life of 84 years. 
In 1825 he invented the caterpillar tractor, forerunner of all modem tracked 
vehicles. In addition, he was chairman of the Whig Club of York, founded the 
Yorkshire Philosophical Society (1821), cofounded the British Association for 
the Advancement of Science (1831 ), was a member of Parliament, was a leading 
authority on land drainage, and published papers dealing with optics and rail
road safety devices. Moreover, he had a social conscience: He appealed for, and 
donated to, the relief of industrial distress in Yorkshire. 

However, by far his major and lasting contribution to humanity was in aero
nautics. After experimenting with model helicopters beginning in 1796, Cayley 
engraved his revolutionary fixed-wing concept on the silver disk in 1799 (see 
Fig. 1.5). This was followed by an intensive 10-year period of aerodynamic 
investigation and development. In 1804 he built a whirling-arm apparatus, 
shown in Fig. 1.7, for testing airfoils; this was simply a lifting surface (airfoil) 
mounted on the end of a long rod, which was rotated at some speed to generate 
a flow of air over the airfoil. In modem aerospace engineering, wind tunnels 
now serve this function; but in Cayley's time the whirling arm was an important 
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Figure 1.7 George Cayley's whirling-arm apparatus for testing airfoils. 

development that allowed the measurement of aerodynamic forces and the cen
ter of pressure on a lifting surface. Of course these measurements were not very 
accurate, because after a number of revolutions of the arm, the surrounding air 
would begin to rotate with the device. Nevertheless, it was a first step in aero
dynamic testing. (Cayley did not invent the whirling arm; that honor belongs to 
the English military engineer Benjamin Robins in 1742.) Also in 1804, Cayley 
designed, built, and flew the small model glider shown in Fig. 1.8. This may 
seem trivial today, something that you might have done as a child; but in 1804, it 
represented the first modern-configuration airplane of history, with a fixed wing, 
and a horizontal and vertical tail that could be adjusted. (Cayley generally flew 
his glider with the tail at a positive angle of incidence, as shown in his sketch in 
Fig. 1.8.) A full-scale replica of this glider is on display at the Science Museum 
in London; the model is only about 1 m long. 

Cayley's first outpouring of aeronautical results was documented in his 
momentous triple paper of 1:809-1810. Titled "On Aerial Navigation" and 
published in the November 1809, February 1810, and March 1810 issues of 
Nicholson's Journal of Natural Philosophy, this document ranks as one of the 
most important aeronautical works in history. (Note that the words natural phi
losophy in history are synonymous with physical science.) Cayley was prompted 
to write his triple paper after hearing reports that Jacob Degen had recently flown 
in a mechanical machine in Vienna. In reality, Degen flew in a contraption that 
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Figure 1.8 The first modem-configuration airplane in history: Cayley's model glider, 1804. 

was lifted by a balloon. It was of no significance, but Cayley did not know the 
details. In an effort to let people know of his activities, Cayley documented many 
aspects of aerodynamics in his triple paper. It was the first published treatise on 
theoretical and applied aerodynamics in history. In it, Cayley elaborated on his 
principle of the separation of lift and propulsion and his use of a fixed wing to 
generate lift. He stated that the basic principle of a flying machine is "to make a 
surface support a given weight by the application of power to the resistance of 
air." He noted that a surface inclined at some angle to the direction of motion will 
generate lift and that a cambered (curved) surface will do this more efficiently 
than a fiat surface. He also stated for the first time in history that lift is gener
ated by a region of low pressure on the upper surface of the wing. The modern 
technical aspects of these phenomena are developed and explained in Chs. 4 
and 5; however, stated by Cayley in 1809-1810, these phenomena were new 
and unique. His triple paper also addressed the matter of flight control and was 
the first document to discuss the role of the horizontal and vertical tail planes in 
airplane stability. Interestingly enough, Cayley went off on a tangent in discuss
ing the use of flappers for propulsion. Note that on the silver disk (see Fig. 1.5) 
Cayley showed some paddles just behind the wing. From 1799 until his death 
in 1857, Cayley was obsessed with such flappers for aeronautical propulsion. 
He gave little attention to the propeller (airscrew); indeed, he seemed to have an 
aversion to rotating machinery of any type. However, this should not detract from 
his numerous positive contributions. Also in his triple paper, Cayley described 
the first successful full-size glider of history, built and flown without passengers 
by him at Brompton in 1809. However, there was no clue as to its configuration. 

Curiously, the period from 1810 to 1843 was a lull in Cayley's life in regard 
to aeronautics. Presumably he was busy with his myriad other interests and activ
ities. During this period, he showed interest in airships (controlled balloons), 
as opposed to heavier-than-air machines. He made the prophetic statement that 
"balloon aerial navigation can be done readily, and will probably, in the order 
of things, come into use before mechanical flight can be rendered sufficiently 
safe and efficient for ordinary use." He was correct; the first successful airship, 
propelled by a steam engine, was built and flown by the French engineer Henri 
Giffard in Paris in 1852, some 51 years before the first successful airplane. 

Cayley's second outpouring of aeronautical results occurred in the period 
from 1848 to 1854. In 1849 he built and tested a full-size airplane. During some 
of the flight tests, a 10-year-old boy was carried along and was lifted several 
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meters off the ground while gliding down a hill. Cayley's own sketch of this 
machine, called the boy carrier, is shown in Fig. 1.9. Note that it is a triplane 
(three wings mounted on top of one another). Cayley was the first to suggest such 
multiplanes (i.e., biplanes and triplanes), mainly because he was concerned with 
the possible structural failure of a single large wing (a monoplane). Stacking 
smaller, more compact, wings on top of one another made more sense to him, 
and his concept was perpetuated into the 20th century. It was not until the late 
1930s that the monoplane became the dominant airplane configuration. Also 
note from Fig. 1.9 that, strictly speaking, this was a "powered" airplane; that is, 
it was equipped with propulsive flappers. 

One of Cayley's most important papers was published in Mechanics ' 
Magazine on September 25, 1 &52. By this time he was 79 years old! The article 
was titled "Sir George Cayley's Governable Parachutes." It gave a full descrip
tion of a large human-carrying glider that incorporated almost all the features of 
the modem airplane. This design is shown in Fig. 1.1 0, which is a facsimile of 
the illustration that appeared in the original issue of Mechanics ' Magazine. This 
airplane had ( 1) a main wing at an angle of incidence for lift, with a dihedral for 
lateral stability; (2) an adjustable cruciform tail for longitudinal and directional 
stability; (3) a pilot-operated elevator and rudder; ( 4) a fuselage in the form of a 
car, with a pilot's seat and three-wheel undercarriage; and (5) a tubular beam and 
box beam construction. These combined features were not to be seen again until 
the Wright brothers' designs at the beginning of the 20th century. Incredibly, 

Figure 1.9 Cayley' s triplane from 1849-the boy carrier. Note the vertical and horizontal 
tail surfaces and the flapperlike propulsive mechanism. 
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Figure 1.10 George Cayley's human-carrying glider, from Mechanics' Magazine, 1852. 
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this 1852 paper by Cayley went virtually unnoticed, even though Mechanics ' 
Magazine had a large circulation. It was rediscovered by the eminent British 
aviation historian Charles H. Gibbs-Smith in 1960 and republished by him in the 
June 13, 1960, issue of The Times. 

Sometime in 1853-the precise date is unknown-George Cayley built and 
flew the world's first human-carrying glider. Its configuration is not known, but 
Gibbs-Smith states that it was most likely a triplane on the order of the earlier 
boy carrier (see Fig. 1.9) and that the planform (top view) of the wings was prob
ably shaped much like the glider in Fig. 1.10. According to several eyewitness 
accounts, a gliding flight of several hundred yards was made across a dale at 
Brompton with Cayley's coachman aboard. The glider landed rather abruptly; 
and after struggling clear of the vehicle, the shaken coachman is quoted as say
ing, ''Please, Sir George, I wish to give notice. I was hired to drive, and not to 
fly." Very recently, this flight of Cayley's coachman was reenacted for the public 
in a special British Broadcastiing Corporation television show about Cayley's 
life. While visiting the Science Museum in London in August of 1975, the pres
ent author was impressed to find the television replica of Cayley's glider (minus 
the coachman) hanging in the entranceway. 

George Cayley died at Brompton on December 15, 1857. During his almost 
84 years oflife, he laid the basis for all practical aviation. He was called the father 
of aerial navigation by William Samuel Henson in 1846. However, for reasons 
that are not clear, the name of George Cayley retreated to the background soon 
after his death. His works became obscure to virtually all later aviation enthu
siasts in the latter half of the 19th century. This is incredible, indeed unforgiv
able, considering that his publlished papers were available in known journals. 
Obviously many subsequent inventors did not make the effort to examine the 
literature before forging ahead with their own ideas. (This is certainly a prob
lem for engineers today, with the virtual explosion of written technical papers 
since World War II.) However, Cayley's work has been brought to light by the 
research of several modem historians in the 20th century. Notable among them 
is C. H. Gibbs-Smith, from whose book titled Sir George Cayley's Aeronautics 
(1962) much of the material in Sec. 1.3 has been gleaned. Gibbs-Smith states that 
had Cayley's work been extended directly by other aviation pioneers, and had 
they digested ideas espoused in his triple paper of 1809-1810 and in his 1852 
paper, successful powered flight would most likely have occurred in the 1890s. 
Probably so! 

As a final tribute to George Cayley, we note that the French aviation histo-
rian Charles Dollfus said the following in 1923: 

The aeroplane is a British invention: it was conceived in all essentials by George 
Cayley, the great English engineer who worked in the first half oflast century. The 
name of Cayley is little known, even in his own country, and there are very few who 
know the work of this admirable man, the greatest genius of aviation. A study of his 
publications fills one with aboolute admiration both for his inventiveness, and for his 
logic and common sense. This great engineer, during the Second Empire, did in fact 
not only invent the aeroplane entire, as it now exists, but he realized that the problem 
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of aviation had to be divided between theoretical research-Cayley made the first 
aerodynamic experiments for aeronautical purposes--and practical tests, equally in 
the case of the glider as of the powered aeroplane. 

1.4 THE INTERREGNUM-FROM 1853 TO 1891 
For the next 50 years after Cayley's success with the coachman-carrying glider, 
there were no major advances in aeronautical technology comparable to those 
of the previous 50 years. Indeed, as stated in Sec. 1.3, much of Cayley's work 
became obscure to all but a few dedicated investigators. However, there was 
considerable activity, with numerous people striking out (sometimes blindly) in 
various uncoordinated directions to conquer the air. Some of these efforts are 
noted in the following paragraphs, just to establish the flavor of the period. 

William Samuel Henson (1812-1888) was a contemporary of Cayley. In 
April 1843 he published in England a design for a fixed-wing airplane pow
ered by a steam engine driving two propellers. Called the aernzl steam carriage, 
this design received wide publicity throughout the 19th century, owing mainly 
to a series of illustrative engravings that were reproduced and sold around the 
world. This was a publicity campaign of which Madison Avenue would have 
been proud; one of these pictures is shown in Fig. 1.11. Note some of the quali
ties of modern aircraft in Fig. 1.11: the engine inside a closed fuselage, driving 
two propellers; tricycle landing gear; and a single rectangular wing of relatively 
high aspect ratio. (J/e discuss the aerodynamic characteristics of such wings 
inCh. 5.) Henson's design was a direct product of George Cayley's ideas and 
research in aeronautics. The aerial steam carriage was never built; but the design, 
along with its widely published pictures, served to engrave George Cayley's 

Figure 1.11 Henson's aerial steam carriage, 1842-1843. 
(Source: National Air and Space MIL,eum.) 
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fixed-wing concept on the minds of virtually all subsequent workers. Thus, even 
though Cayley's published papers fell into obscurity after his death, his major 
concepts were partly absorbed and perpetuated by subsequent generations of 
inventors, even though most of these inventors did not know the true source of 
the ideas. In this manner, Henson's aerial steam carriage was one of the most 
influential airplanes in history, even though it never flew. 

John Stringfellow, a friend ofHenson, made several efforts to bring Henson's 
design to fruition. Stringfellow built several small steam engines and attempted 
to power some model monoplanes off the ground. He was close but unsuccessful. 
However, his most recognized work appeared in the form of a steam-powered 
trip lane, a model of which was shown at the 1868 aeronautical exhibition spon
sored by the Aeronautical Society at the Crystal Palace in London. A photograph 
of Stringfellow's triplane is shown in Fig. 1.12. This airplane was also unsuc
cessful, but again it was extremely influential because of worldwide publicity. 
Illustrations of this triplane appeared throughout the end of the 19th century. 
Gibbs-Smith, in his book Aviation: An Historical Survey from Its Origins to the 
End of World War II (1970), states that these illustrations were later a strong 
influence on Octave Chanute, and through him the Wright brothers, and strength
ened the concept of superimposed wings. Stringfellow's triplane was the main 
bridge between George Cayley's aeronautics and the modem biplane. 

During this period, thefirstpoweredairplanes actually hopped off the ground, but 
only for hops. In 1857-1858 the French naval officer and engineer Felix Du Temple 
flew the first successful powered model airplane in history; it was a monoplane with 
swept-forward wings and was powered by clockwork! Then, in 1874, Du Temple 
achieved the world's first powered takeoff by a piloted, full-size airplane. Again 
the airplane had swept-forward wings, but this time it was powered by some type 
of hot-air engine (the precise type is unknown). A sketch ofDu Temple's full-size 

Figure 1.12 Stringfellow's model triplane exhibited at the first aeronautical exhibition in 
London, 1868. 
(Source: National Air and Space Museum.) 
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Figure 1.13 Du Temple's airplane: the first aircraft to make a powered but assisted 
takeoff, 1874. 

ahplane is shown in Fig. 1.13. The machine, piloted by a young sailor, was launched 
down an inclined plane at Brest, France; it left the ground for a moment but did 
not come close to anything resembling sustained flight. In the same vein, the sec
ond powered ahplane with a pilot left the ground near St. Petersburg, Russia, in 
July 1884. Designed by Alexander F. Mozhais.ki, this machine was a steam-powered 
monoplane, shown in Fig. 1.14. Mozhais.ki's design was a direct descendant of 
Henson's aerial steam carriage; it was even powered by an English steam engine. 
With I. N. Golubev as pilot, this ahplane was launched down a ski ramp and flew 
for a few seconds. AI; with Du Temple's ahplane, no sustained flight was achieved. 
At various times the Russians have credited Mozhais.ki with the first powered flight 
in history, but of course it did not satisfy the necessary criteria to be called such. 
Du Temple and Mozhais.ki achieved the first and second assisted powered takeoffs, 
respectively, in history, but neither experienced sustained flight. In his book The 
World's First Aeroplane Flights (1965), C. H. Gibbs-Smith states the following 
criteria used by aviation historians to judge a successful powered flight: 

In order to qualify for having made a simple powered and sustained flight, a con
ventional aeroplane should have sustained itself freely in a horizontal or rising flight 
path- without loss of airspeed- beyond a point where it could be influenced by 
any momentum built up before it left the ground: otherwise its performance can 
only be rated as a powered leap, i.e., it will not have made a fully self-propelled 
flight, but will only have followed a ballistic trajectory modified by the thrust of 
its propeller and by the aerodynamic forces acting upon its aerofoils. Furthermore, 
it must be shown that the machine can be kept in satisfactory equilibrium. Simple 
sustained flight obviously need not include full controllability, but the maintenance 
of adequate equilibrium in flight is part and parcel of sustention. 

Under these criteria, there is no doubt in the mind of any major aviation historian 
that the first powered flight was made by the Wright brothers in 1903. However, 
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Figure 1.14 The second airplane to make an assisted takeoff: Mozbaiski's aircraft, 
Russia, 1884. 

the assisted ''hops" just described put two more rungs in the ladder of aeronauti
cal development in the 19th century. 

Of particular note during this period is the creation in London in 1866 of the 
Aeronautical Society of Great Britain. Before this time, work on "aerial naviga
tion" (a phrase coined by George Cayley) was looked upon with some disdain 
by many scientists and engineers. It was too out of the ordinary and was not to 
be taken seriously. However, the Aeronautical Society soon attracted scientists 
of stature and vision, people who shouldered the task of solving the problems of 
mechanical flight in a more orderly and logical fashion. In turn, aeronautics took 
on a more serious and meaningful atmosphere. The society, through its regular 
meetings and technical journals, provided a cohesive scientific outlet for the pre
sentation and digestion of aeronautical engineering results. The society is still 
flourishing today in the form of the highly respected Royal Aeronautical Society. 
Moreover, it served as a model for the creation of both the American Rocket 
Society and the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences in the United States in this 
century; both of these societies merged in 1964 to form the American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), one of the most influential channels for 
aerospace engineering information exchange today. 

In conjunction with the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, at its first 
meeting on June 27, 1866, Francis H. Wenham read a paper titled "Aerial 
Locomotion," one of the classics in aeronautical engineering literature. Wenham 
was a marine engineer who later was to play a prominent role in the society and 
who later designed and built the first wind tunnel in history (see Sec. 4.24). His 
paper, which was also published in the first annual report of the society, was the 
first to point out that most of the lift of a wing was obtained from the portion near 
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the leading edge. He also established that a wing with a high aspect ratio was the 
most efficient for producing lift. (y{e will see why in Ch. 5.) 

As noted in our previous discussion about Stringfellow, the Aeronautical 
Society started out in style: When it was only two years old, in 1868, it put on the 
first aeronautical exhibition in history at the Crystal Palace. It attracted an assort
ment of machines and balloons and for the first time offered the general public 
a firsthand overview of the efforts being made to conquer the air. Stringfellow's 
trip lane (discussed earlier) was of particular interest. Zipping over the heads of 
the enthralled onlookers, the triplane moved through the air along an inclined 
cable strung below the roof of the exhibition hall (see Fig. 1.12). However, it did 
not achieve sustained flight on its own. In fact, the 1868 exhibition did nothing 
to advance the technical aspects of aviation; nevertheless, it was a masterstroke 
of good public relations. 

1.5 OTTO LILIENTHAL (1848-1896)-THE 
GLIDER MAN 

With all the efforts that had been made in the past, it was still not until 1891 that 
a human literally jumped into the air and flew with wings in any type of con
trolled fashion. This person was Otto Lilienthal, one of the giants in aeronautical 
engineering (and in aviation in general). Lilienthal designed and flew the first 
successful controlled gliders in history. He was a man of aeronautical stature 
comparable to Cayley and the Wright brothers. Let us examine the man and his 
contributions more closely. 

Lilienthal was born on May 23, 1848, at Anklam, Prussia (Germany). He 
obtained a good technical education at trade schools in Potsdam and Berlin, the 
latter at the Berlin Technical Academy, graduating with a degree in mechani
cal engineering in 1870. After a one-year stint in the army during the Franco
Prussian War, Lilienthal went to work designing machinery in his own factory. 
However, from early childhood he was interested in flight and performed some 
youthful experiments on ornithopters of his own design. Toward the late 1880s, 
his work and interests took a more mature turn, which ultimately led to fixed
wing gliders. 

In 1889 Lilienthal published a book titled Der Vogelflug als Grundlage der 
Fliegekunst (Bird Flight as the Basis of Aviation). This is another of the early 
classics in aeronautical engineering: Not only did he study the structure and 
types of birds' wings, but he also applied the resulting aerodynamic informa
tion to the design of mechanical flight. Lilienthal's book contained some of the 
most detailed aerodynamic data available at that time. Translated sections were 
later read by the Wright brothers, who incorporated some of his data in their first 
glider designs in 1900 and 1901. 

By 1889 Lilienthal had also come to a philosophical conclusion that was to 
have a major impact on the next two decades of aeronautical development. He 
concluded that to learn practical aerodynamics, he had to get up in the air and 
experience it himself. In his own words, 
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One can get a proper insight into the practice of flying only by actual flying 
experiments .... The manner in which we have to meet the irregularities of the wind, 
when soaring in the air, can om..ly be learnt by being in the air itself .... The only way 
which leads us to a quick development in human flight is a systematic and energetic 
practice in actual flying experiments. 

To put this philosophy into practice, Lilienthal designed a glider in 1889 and 
another in 1890; both were unsuccessful. However, in 1891 Lilienthal's first suc
cessful glider flew from a natural hill at Derwitz, Germany. (Later he was to 
build an artificial hill about 50ft high near Lichterfelde, a suburb of Berlin; this 
conically shaped hill allowed glider flights to be made into the wind, no matter 
what the direction,) The general configuration of his monoplane gliders is shown 
in Fig. 1.15, which is a photograph showing Lilienthal as the pilot. Note the 
rather birdlike planform of the wing. Lilienthal used cambered (curved) airfoil 
shapes on the wing and incorporated vertical and horizontal tail planes in the 
back for stability. These machines were hang gliders, the grandparents of the 
sporting vehicles of today. Flight control was exercised by shifting one's center 
of gravity under the glider. 

Contrast Lilienthal's flying philosophy with those of previous would-be 
aviators before him. During most of the 19th century, powered flight was looked 
upon in a brute-force manner: Build an engine strong enough to drive an air
plane, slap it on an airframe strong enough to withstand the forces and to gener
ate the lift, and presumably you could get into the air. What would happen after 
you got into the air would be just a simple matter of steering the airplane around 
the sky like a carriage or automobile on the ground-at least this was the general 
feeling. Gibbs-Smith called the people taking this approach the chauffeurs. In 
contrast were the airmen-Lilienthal was the first-who recognized the need to 

Figure 1.15 A monoplane bang glider by Lilienthal, 1894. 
(Source: National Air and Space MIL<eum.) 
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get up in the air, fly around in gliders, and obtain the "feel" of an airplane before 
an engine was used for powered flight. The chauffeurs were mainly interested 
in thrust and lift, whereas the airmen were more concerned with flight control in 
the air. The airmen's philosophy ultimately led to successful powered flight; the 
chauffeurs were singularly unsuccessful. 

Lilienthal made more than 2000 successful glider flights. The aerodynamic 
data he obtained were published in papers circunated throughout the world. In 
fact, his work was timed perfectly with the rise of photography and the print
ing industry. In 1871 the dry-plate negative was invented, which by 1890 could 
"freeze" a moving object without a blur. Also, the successful halftone method 
of printing photographs in books and journals had been developed. As a result, 
photographs of Lilienthal's flights were widely distributed; indeed, Lilienthal 
was the first human to be photographed in an airplane (see Fig. 1.15). Such 
widespread dissemination of his results inspired other pioneers in aviation. The 
Wright brothers' interest in flight did not crystallize until Wilbur first read some 
of Lilienthal's papers in about 1894. 

On Sunday, August 9, 1896, Lilienthal was gliding from the Gollenberg hill 
near Stollen in Germany. It was a fine summer's day. However, a temporary 
gust of wind brought Lilienthal's monoplane glider to a standstill; he stalled 
and crashed to the ground. Only the wing was crumpled; the rest of the glider 
was undamaged. However, Lilienthal was carried away with a broken spine. He 
died the next day in the Bergmann Clinic in Ber lin. During his life Lilienthal 
remarked several times that "sacrifices must be made." This epitaph is carved on 
his gravestone in the Lichterfelde cemetery. 

There is some feeling that had Lilienthal lived, he would have beaten the 
Wright brothers to the punch. In 1893 he built a powered machine; however, the 
prime mover was a carbonic acid gas motor that twisted six slats at each wing tip
obviously an ornithopter-type idea to mimic the natural mode of propulsion for 
birds. In the spring of 1895 he built a second, but larger, powered machine of the 
same type. Neither of these airplanes was ever flown with the engine operating. It 
seems to this author that this mode of propulsion was doomed to failure. IfLilienthal 
had lived, would he have turned to the gasoline engine driving a propeller and thus 
achieved powered flight before 1903? It is a good question for conversation. 

1.6 PERCY PILCHER (1867- 1899)-EXTENDING 
THE GLIDER TRADITION 

In June 1895 Otto Lilienthal received a relatively young and very enthusias
tic visitor in Berlin-Percy Pilcher, a Scot who lived in Glasgow and who had 
already built his first glider. Under Lilienthal's guidance, Pilcher made several 
glides from the artificial hill. This visit added fuel to Pilcher's interest in avia
tion; he returned to the British Isles and over the next four years built a series 
of successful gliders. His most noted machine was the Hawk, built in 1896 
(see Fig. 1.16). Pilcher's experiments with his hang gliders made him the most 
distinguished British aeronautical engineer since George Cayley. Pilcher was an 
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Figure 1.16 Pilcher' s hang glider, the Hawk, 1896. 

airman, and along with Lilienthal he underscored the importance of learning the 
practical nature of flight in the air before lashing an engine to the machine. 

However, Pilcher's sights were firmly set on powered flight. In 1897 
he calculated that an engine of 4 hp weighing no more than 40 lb, driving a 
5-ft-diameter propeller, would be necessary to power his Hawk off the ground. 
Because no such engine was available commercially, Pilcher (who was a 
marine engineer by training) spent most of 1898 designing and constructing 
one. It was completed and bench-tested by the middle of 1899. Then, in one of 
those quirks of fate that dot many aspects of history, Pilcher was killed while 
demonstrating his Hawk glider at the estate of Lord Braye in Leicestershire, 
England. The weather was bad, and on his first flight the glider was thoroughly 
water-soaked. On his second flight, the heavily sodden tail assembly collapsed, 
and Pilcher crashed to the ground. Like Lilienthal, Pilcher died one day after 
this disaster. Hence England and the world also lost the only man other than 
Lilienthal who might have achieved successful powered flight before the 
Wright brothers. 

1.7 AERONAUTICS COMES TO AMERICA 
Look at the geographic distribution of the early developments in aeronautics 
as portrayed in Sees. 1.2 through 1.6. After the advent of ballooning, due to 
the Montgolfiers' success in France, progress in heavier-than-air machines was 
focused in England until the 1850s: Witness the contributions of Cayley, Henson, 
and Stringfellow. This is entirely consistent with the fact that England also gave 
birth to the Industrial Revolution during this time. Then the spotlight moved 
to the European continent with Du Temple, Mozhaiski, Lilienthal, and others. 
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There were some brief flashes again in Britain, such as those due to Wenham and 
the Aeronautical Society. In contrast, throughout this time virtually no impor
tant progress was being made in the United States. The fledgling nation was 
busy consolidating a new government and expanding its frontiers. There was not 
much interest in or time for serious aeronautical endeavors. 

However, this vacuum was broken by Octave Chanute (1832-1910), a 
French-born naturalized citizen who lived in Chicago. Chanute was a civil engi
neer who became interested in mechanical flight in about 1875. For the next 
35 years he collected, absorbed, and assimilated every piece of aeronautical 
information he could find. This culminated in 1 894 with the publication of his 
book titled Progress in Flying Machines, a work that ranks with Lilienthal's Der 
Vogelflug as one of the great classics in aeronautics. Chanute's book summa
rized all the important progress in aviation up to that date; in this sense, he was 
the first serious aviation historian. In addition, Chanute made positive sugges
tions about the future directions necessary to achieve success in powered flight. 
The Wright brothers avidly read Progress in Flying Machines and subsequently 
sought out Chanute in 1900. A close relationship and interchange of ideas devel
oped between them. A friendship developed that was to last in various degrees 
until Chanute's death in 1910. 

Chanute was an airman. Following this position, he began to design hang 
gliders, in the manner of Lilienthal, in 1896. His major specific contribution to 
aviation was the successful biplane glider shown in Fig. 1.17, which introduced 
the effective Pratt truss method of structural rigging. The Wright brothers were 
directly influenced by this biplane glider, and in this sense Chanute provided the 
natural bridge between Stringfellow's triplane (1868) and the first successful 
powered flight (1903). 

Figure 1.17 Chanute's hang glider, 1896. 
(Source: National Air and Space Museum.) 
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About 500 mi to the east, in Washington, District of Columbia, the United 
States' second noted pre-Wright aeronautical engineer was hard at work. Samuel 
Pierpont Langley (1834-1906), secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, was 
tirelessly designing and building a series of powered aircraft, which finally cul
minated in two attempted piloted flights, both in 1903, just weeks before the 
Wrights' success on December 17. 

Langley was born in Roxbury, Massachusetts, on August 22, 1834. He 
received no formal education beyond high school, but his childhood interest 
in astronomy spurred him to a lifelong program of self-education. Early in his 
career, he worked for 13 years as an engineer and architect. Then, after mak
ing a tour of European observatories, Langley became an assistant at Harvard 
Observatory in 1865. He went on to become a mathematics professor at the 
U.S. Naval Academy, a physics and astronomy professor at the University of 
Pittsburgh, and the director of the Allegheny Observatory at Pittsburgh. By vir
tue of his many scientific accomplishments, Langley was appointed secretary of 
the Smithsonian Institution in 1887. 

In this same year, Langley, who was by now a scientist of international repu
tation, began his studies of powered flight. Following the example of Cayley, he 
built a large whirling arm, powered by a steam engine, with which he made force 
tests on airfoils. He then built nearly 100 different types of rubber-band-powered 
model airplanes, graduating to steam-powered models in 1892. However, it was 
not until 1896 that Langley achieved any success with his powered models; on 
May 6 one of his aircraft made a free flight of 3300 ft, and on November 28 
another flew for more than fm:i. These Aerodromes (a term coined by Langley) 
were tandem-winged vehicles, driven by two propellers between the wings, 
powered by a 1-hp steam engine ofLangley's own design. (However, Langley 
was influenced by one of John Stringfellow's small aerosteam engines, which 
was presented to the Smithsonian in 1889. After studying this historic piece of 
machinery, Langley set out to design a better engine.) 

Langley was somewhat satisfied with his success in 1896. Recognizing that 
further work toward a piloted aircraft would be expensive in both time and money, 
he "made the firm resolution not to undertake the construction of a large man
carrying machine." (Note that it was in this year that the Wright brothers became 
interested in powered flight-another example of the flow and continuity of ideas 
and developments in physical science and engineering. Indeed, Wilbur and Orville 
were directly influenced and encouraged by Langley's success with powered air
craft. After all, here was a well-respected scientist who believed in the eventual 
attainment of mechanical flight and who was doing something about it.) 

Consequently, there was a lull in Langley's aeronautical work until December 
1898. Then, motivated by the Spanish- American War, the War Department, 
with the personal backing of President McKinley himself, invited Langley to 
build a machine for passengers. It backed up its invitation with $50,000. Langley 
accepted. 

Departing from his earlier use of steam, Langley correctly decided that 
the gasoline-fueled engine was the proper prime mover for aircraft. He first 
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commissioned Stephan Balzer of New York to produce such an engine; dis
satisfied with the results, Langley eventually had his assistant, Charles Manly, 
redesign the power plant. The resulting engine produced 52.4 hp yet weighed 
only 208 lb, a spectacular achievement for that time. Using a smaller, 1.5-hp, 
gasoline-fueled engine, Langley made a successful flight with a quarter-scale 
model aircraft in June 1901, and then an even more successful flight of the model 
powered by a 3.2-hp engine in August 1903. 

Encouraged by this success, Langley stepped directly to the full-size air
plane, top and side views of which are shown in Fig. 1.18. He mounted this 

Figure 1.18 Drawing of the Langley full-size Aerodrome. 
(Source: National Air and Space MIL,eum.) 
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Figure 1.19 Langley's full-size Aerodrome on the houseboat launching catapult, 1903. 
(Source: National Air and Space MIL,eum.) 

tandem-winged aircraft on a catapult to provide an assisted takeoff. In turn, the 
airplane and catapult were placed on top of a houseboat on the Potomac River 
(see Fig. 1.19). On October 7, 1903, with Manly at the controls, the airplane 
was ready for its first attempt. The launching was given wide advance public
ity, and the press was present to watch what might be the first successful pow
ered flight in history. A photograph of the Aerodrome a moment after launch is 
shown in Fig. 1.20. Here is the resulting report from the Washington Post the 
next day: 

A few yards from the houseboat were the boats of the reporters, who for three 
months had been stationed at Widewater. The newspapermen waved their hands. 
Manly looked down and smiled. Then his face hardened as he braced himself for 
the flight, which might have in store for him fame or death. The propeller wheels, 
a foot from his head, whirred around him one thousand times to the minute. A man 
forward fired two skyrockets. There came an answering "toot, toot," from the tugs. 
A mechanic stooped, cut the -cable holding the catapult; there was a roaring, grind
ing noise-and the Langley airship tumbled over the edge of the houseboat and 
disappeared in the river, sixteen feet below. It simply slid into the water like a 
handful of mortar .... 

Manly was unhurt. Langley believed the airplane was fouled by the launch
ing mechanism, and he tried again on December 8, 1903. Figure 1.21, a pho
tograph taken moments after launch, shows the rear wings in total collapse and 
the Aerodrome going through a 90° angle of attack. Again the Aerodrome fell 
into the river, and again Manly was fished out, unhurt. It is not entirely certain 
what happened this time; again the fouling of the catapult was blamed, but some 
experts maintain that the tail boom cracked due to structural weakness. (A recent 
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Figure 1.20 Langley's first launch of the full-size Aerodrome, October 7, 1903. 
(Source: National Air and Space Museum.) 

structural analysis by Dr. Howard Wolko, now retired from the National Air 
and Space Museum, has proven that the large Langley Aerodrome was clearly 
structurally unsound.) At any rate, that was the end of Langley's attempts. The 
War Department gave up, stating that "we are still far from the ultimate goal (of 
human flight)." Members of Congress and the press leveled vicious and unjusti
fied attacks on Langley (human flight was still looked upon with much derision 
by most people). In the face of this ridicule, Langley retired from the aeronauti
cal scene. He died on February 27, 1906, a man in despair. 

In contrast to Chanute and the Wright brothers, Langley was a chauffeur. 
Most modern experts feel that his Aerodrome would not have been capable of 
sustained, equilibrium flight, had it been successfully launched. Langley made 
no experiments with gliders with passengers to get the feel of the air. He ignored 
completely the important aspects of flight control. He attempted to launch Manly 
into the air on a powered machine without Manly's having one second of flight 
experience. Nevertheless, Langley's aeronautical work was of some importance 
because he lent the power of his respected technical reputation to the cause of 
mechanical flight, and his Aerodromes were to provide encouragement to others. 

Nine days after Langley's second failure, the Wright Flyer I rose from the 
sands of Kill Devil Hills. 
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• 

Figure 1.21 Langley's second launch of the full-size Aerodrome, December 8, 1903. 
(Soun:e: National Air and Space Museum.) 
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1.8 WILBUR (1867- 1912) AND ORVILLE 
(1871- 1948) WRIGHT-INVENTORS 
OF THE FIRST PRACTICAL AIRPLANE 

The scene now shifts to the Wright brothers, the premier aeronautical engineers 
of history. Only George Cayley may be considered comparable. Sec. 1.1 stated 
that the time was ripe for the attainment of powered flight at the beginning of 
the 20th century. The ensuing sections then provided numerous historical brush
strokes to emphasize this statement. Thus, the Wright brothers drew on an exist
ing heritage that is part of every aerospace engineer today. 

Wilbur Wright was born on April 16, 1867 (two years after the Civil War), 
on a small farm in Millville, Indiana. Four years later, Orville was born on 
August 19, 1871, in Dayton, Ohio. The Wrights were descendants of an old 
Massachusetts family, and their father was a bishop of the United Brethren 
Church. The two brothers benefited greatly from the intellectual atmosphere of 
their family. Their mother was three months short of a college degree. She had 
considerable mechanical ability, enhanced by spending time in her father's car
riage shop. She later designed and built simple household appliances and made 
toys for her children. In the words of Tom Crouch, the definitive biographer of 
the Wright brothers, "When the boys wanted mechanical advice or assistance, 
they came to their mother." Their father, Crouch says, "was one of those men 
who had difficulty driving a nail straight." (See T. Crouch, The Bishop's Boys, 
Norton, New York, 1989.) Interestingly enough, neither Wilbur nor Orville offi
cially received a high school diploma; Wilbur did not bother to go to the com
mencement services, and Orville took a special series of courses in his junior 
year that did not lead to a prescribed degree, and he did not attend his senior 
year. Afterward, the brothers immediately sampled the business world. In 1889 
they first published a weekly four-page newspaper on a printing press of their 
own design. However, Orville had talent as a prize-winning cyclist, and this 
prompted the brothers to set up a bicycle sales and repair shop in Dayton in 1892. 
Three years later they began to manufacture their own bicycle designs, using 
homemade tools. These enterprises were profitable and helped to provide the 
financial resources for their later work in aeronautics. 

In 1896 Otto Lilienthal was accidently killed during a glider flight (see 
Sec. 1.5). In the wake of the publicity, the Wright brothers' interest in aviation, 
which had been apparent since childhood, was given much impetus. Wilbur and 
Orville had been following Lilienthal's progress intently; recall that Lilienthal's 
gliders were shown in flight by photographs distributed around the world. In fact, 
an article about Lilienthal in an issue of McClure 's Magazine in 1894 was appar
ently the first to trigger Wilbur's mature interest; it was not until1896, though, 
that Wilbur really became a serious thinker about human flight. 

Like several pioneers before him, Wilbur took up the study of bird flight as 
a guide on the path toward mechanical flight. This led him to conclude in 1899 
that birds "regain their lateral balance when partly overturned by a gust of wind, 
by a torsion of the tips of the wings." Thus emerged one of the most important 
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developments in aviation history: the use of wing twist to control airplanes in lat
eral (rolling) motion. Ailerons are used on modern airplanes for this purpose, but 
the idea is the same. (The aerodynamic fundamentals associated with wing twist 
or ailerons are discussed in Chs. 5 and 7.) In 1903 Chanute, in describing the 
work of the Wright brothers, coined the term wing warping for this idea, a term 
that was to become accepted but that was to cause some legal confusion later. 

Anxious to pursue and experiment with the concept of wing warping, Wilbur 
wrote to the Smithsonian Insti:tution in May 1899 for papers and books about 
aeronautics; in turn he received a brief bibliography of flying, including works 
by Chanute and Langley. Most important among these was Chanute's Progress 
in Flying Machines (see Sec. 1.7). Also at this time, Orville became as enthu
siastic as his brother, and they both digested all the aeronautical literature they 
could find. This led to their first aircraft, a biplane kite with a wingspan of 5 ft, 
in August 1899. This machine was designed to test the concept of wing warping, 
which was accomplished by means of four controlling strings from the ground. 
The concept worked! 

Encouraged by this success, Wilbur wrote to Chanute in 1900, informing him 
of their initial, but fruitful, progress. This letter began a close friendship between 
the Wright brothers and Chanute, which was to benefit both parties in the future. 
Also, following the true airman philosophy, the Wrights were convinced they 
had to gain experience in the air before applying power to an aircraft. By writing 
to the U.S. Weather Bureau, they found an ideal spot for glider experiments: the 
area around Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, where there were strong and constant 
winds. A full-size biplane glider was ready by September 1900 and was flown 
in October of that year at Kitty Hawk. Figure 1.22 shows a photograph of the 
Wrights' number 1 glider. It had a 17-ft wingspan and a horizontal elevator in 

Figure 1.22 The Wright brothers' number 1 glider at Kitty Hawk, North 
Carolina, 1900. 
(Source: National Air and Space MIL,eum.) 
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front of the wings and was usually flown on strings from the ground; only a few 
brief piloted flights were made. 

With some success behind them, Wilbur and Orville proceeded to build their 
number 2 glider (see Fig. 1.23). Moving their base of operations to Kill Devil 
Hills, 4 mi south of Kitty Hawk, they tested number 2 during July and August of 
1901. These were mostly manned flights, with Wilbur lying prone on the bottom 
wing, facing into the wind, as shown in Fig. 1.23. (Through 1901, Wilbur did 
what little flying was accomplished; Orville flew for the first time a year later.) 
This new glider was somewhat larger, with a 22-ft wingspan. As with all Wright 
machines, it had a horizontal elevator in front of the wings. The Wrights felt that 
a forward elevator would, among other functions, protect them from the type of 
fatal nosedive that killed Lilienthal. 

During these July and August test flights, Octave Chanute visited the Wrights' 
camp. He was much impressed by what he saw. This led to Chanute's invitation 
to Wilbur to give a lecture in Chicago. In giving this paper on September 18, 
1901, Wilbur laid bare their experiences, including the design of their gliders and 
the concept of wing warping. Chanute described Wilbur's presentation as "a dev
ilish good paper which will be extensively quoted." Chanute, as usual, was serv
ing his very useful function as a collector and disseminator of aeronautical data. 

However, the Wrights were not close to being satisfied with their results. 
When they returned to Dayton after their 1901 tests with the number 2 glider, 
both brothers began to suspect the existing data that appeared in the aeronauti
calliterature. To this date, they had faithfully relied upon detailed aerodynamic 
information generated by Lilienthal and Langley. Now they wondered about its 
accuracy. Wilbur wrote that "having set out with. absolute faith in the existing 
scientific data, we were driven to doubt one thing after another, until finally, after 
two years of experiment, we cast it all aside, and decided to rely entirely upon 
our own investigations." And investigate they did! Between September 1901 and 
August 1902, the Wrights undertook a major program of aeronautical research. 
They built a wind tunnel (see Ch. 4) in their bicycle shop in Dayton and tested 
more than 200 different airfoil shapes. They designed a force balance to measure 

Figure 1.23 The Wright brothers' number 2 glider at Kill Devil Hills, 1901. 
(Source: National Air and Space MJL,eum.) 
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accurately the lift and drag. This period of research was a high-water mark in 
early aviation development. The Wrights learned, and with them ultimately so 
did the world. This sense of learning and achievement by the brothers is apparent 
simply from reading through The Papers of Wilbur and Orville Wright (1953), 
edited by Marvin W. McFarland. The aeronautical research carried out during 
this period ultimately led to their number 3 glider, which was flown in 1902. It 
was so successful that Orville wrote that "our tables of air pressure which we 
made in our wind tunnel woull.d enable us to calculate in advance the perfor
mance of a machine." Here is tlb.e first example in history of the major impact of 
wind tunnel testing on the flight development of a given machine, an impact that 
has been repeated for all major airplanes of the 20th century. (yery recently, it 
has been shown by Anderson in A History of Aerodynamics and Its Impact on 
Flying Machines [Cambridge University Press, 1997] that Lilienthal's data were 
reasonable, but the Wrights misinterpreted them. Applying the data incorrectly, 
the Wrights obtained incorrect results for their 1900 and 190 I gliders. However, 
this is irrelevant because the Wrights went on to discover the correct results.) 

The number 3 glider was a classic. It was constructed during August and 
September of 1902. It first flew at Kill Devil Hills on September 20, 1902. It 
was a biplane glider with a 32-ft l -in wingspan, the largest of the Wright glid
ers to date. This number 3 glider is shown in Fig. 1.24. Note that, after several 
modifications, the Wrights added a vertical rudder behind the wings. This rudder 
was movable, and when connected to move in unison with the wing warping, it 

Figure 1.24 The Wright brothers' number 3 glider, 1902. 
(Source: National Air and Space MIL,eum.) 
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enabled the number 3 glider to make a smooth, banked tum. This combined use 
of rudder with wing warping (or later, ailerons) was another major contribution 
of the Wright brothers to flight control in particular, and aeronautics in general. 

So the Wrights now had the most practical and successful glider in his
tory. During 1902 they made more than 1000 perfect flights. They set a distance 
record of 622.5 ft and a duration record of 26 s. In the process, both Wilbur and 
Orville became highly skilled and proficient pilots-something that would later 
be envied worldwide. 

Powered flight was now just at their fingertips, and the Wrights knew it! 
Flushed with success, they returned to Dayton to face the last remaining prob
lem: propulsion. As had Langley before them, they could find no commercial 
engine that was suitable, so they designed and built their own during the winter 
months of 1903. It produced 12 hp and weighed about 200 lb. Moreover, they 
conducted their own research, which allowed them to design an effective propel
ler. These accomplishments, which had eluded people for a century, gushed forth 
from the Wright brothers like natural spring water. 

With all the major obstacles behind them, Wilbur and Orville built their 
Wright Flyer I from scratch during the summer of 1903. It closely resembled 
the number 3 glider, but had a wingspan of 40 ft 4 in and used a double rudder 
behind the wings and a double elevator in front of the wings. And, of course, 
there was the spectacular gasoline-fueled Wright engine, driving two pusher pro
pellers by means of bicycle-type chains. A three-view diagram and a photograph 
of the Wright Flyer I are shown in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. 

From September 23 to 25, the machine was transported to Kill Devil Hills, 
where the Wrights found their camp in some state of disrepair. Moreover, 
their number 3 glider had been damaged over the winter months. They made 
repairs and afterward spent many weeks of practice with their number 3 glider. 
Finally, on December 12, everything was ready. However, this time the ele
ments interfered: Bad weather postponed the first test of the Wright Flyer I until 
December 14. On that day, the Wrights called witnesses to the camp and then 
flipped a coin to see who would be the first pilot. Wilbur won. The Wright Flyer I 
began to move along the launching rail under its own power, picking up flight 
speed. It lifted off the rail properly but suddenly went into a steep climb, stalled, 
and thumped back to the ground. It was the first recorded case of pilot error 
in powered flight: Wilbur admitted that he had put on too much elevator and 
brought the nose too high. 

With minor repairs made, and with the weather again favorable, the Wright 
Flyer I was again ready for flight on December 17. This time it was Orville's 
turn at the controls. The launching rail was again laid on level sand. A cam
era was adjusted to take a picture of the machine as it reached the end of the 
rail. The engine was put on full throttle, the holding rope was released, and the 
machine began to move. The rest is history, as portrayed in the opening para
graphs of this chapter. 

One cannot read or write about this epoch-making event without experi
encing some of the excitement of the time. Wilbur Wright was 36 years old; 
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Orville was 32. Between them, they had done what no one before them had 
accomplished. By their persistent efforts, their detailed research, and their superb 
engineering, the Wrights had made the world's first successful heavier-than-air 
flight, satisfying all the necessary criteria laid down by responsible aviation 
historians. After Orville's first flight on that December 17, three more flights 
were made during the morning, the last covering 852 ft and remaining in the air 
for 59 s. The world of flight-and along with it the world of successful aeronauti
cal engineering-had been born! 

It is interesting to note that even though the press was informed of these 
events via Orville's telegram to his father (see the introduction to this chapter), 
virtually no notice appeared before the public; even the Dayton newspapers did 
not herald the story. This is a testimonial to the widespread cynicism and disbelief 
among the general public about flying. Recall that just nine days before, Langley 
had failed dismally in full view of the public. In fact, it was not until Amos I. 
Root observed the Wrights flying in 1904 and published his inspired account 
in a journal of which he was the editor, Gleanings in Bee Culture (January 1, 
1905, issue), that the public had its first detailed account of the Wrights' success. 
However, the article had no impact. 

The Wright brothers did not stop with the Wright Flyer I. In May 1904 their 
second powered machine, the Wright Flyer II, was ready. This aircraft had a 
smaller wing camber (airfoil curvature) and a more powerful and efficient engine. 
In outward appearance, it was essentially like the 1903 machine. During 1904, 
more than 80 brief flights were made with the Wright Flyer II. all at a 90-acre 
field called Huffman Prairie, 8 mi east of Dayton. (Huffman Prairie still exists 
today; it is on the huge Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, a massive aerospace 
development center named in honor of the Wrights.) These tests included the 
first circular flight-made by Wilbur on September 20. The longest flight lasted 
5 min 4 s, traversing more than 2 tmi. 

More progress was made in 1905. The Wright Flyer III was ready by June. 
The wing area was slightly smaller than that of the Flyer II, the airfoil camber was 
increased back to what it had been in 1903, the biplane elevator was made larger 
and was placed farther in front of the wings, and the double rudder was also larger 
and placed farther back behind the wings. New, improved propellers were used 
This machine, the Flyer III, was the first practical airplane in history. It made more 
than 40 flights during 1905, the longest being 38 min 3 sand covering 24 mi. These 
flights were generally terminated only after the gas was used up. C. H. Gibbs-Smith 
writes about the Flyer III, "The description of this machine as the world's first practi
cal powered aeroplane is justified by the sturdiness of its structure, which withstood 
constant takeoffs and landings; its ability to bank, turn, and perform figures of eight; 
and its reliability in remaining airborne (with no trouble) for over half an hour." 

Then the Wright brothers, who heretofore had been completely open about 
their work, became secretive. They were not making any progress in convincing 
the U.S. government to buy their airplane, but at the same time various peo
ple and companies were beginning to make noises about copying the Wrights' 
design. A patent applied for by the Wrights in 1902 to cover their ideas of wing 
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warping combined with rudder action was not granted until1906. So, between 
October 16, 1905, and May 6, 1908, neither Wilbur nor Orville flew, nor did they 
allow anyone to view their machines. However, their aeronautical engineering 
did not stop. During this period, they built at least six new engines. They also 
designed a new flying machine that was to become the standard Wright type A, 
shown in Fig. 1.25. This airplane was similar to the Wright Flyer lli, but it had a 

Figure 1.25 A two-view of the Wright type A, 1908. 
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40-hp engine and allowed two people to be seated upright between the wings. It 
also represented the progressive improvement of a basically successful design, a 
concept of airplane design carried out to present day. 

The public and the Wright brothers finally had their meeting, and in a big 
way, in 1908. The Wrights signed contracts with the U.S. Army in February 
1908, and with a French company in March of the same year. After that the 
wraps were off. Wilbur traveled to France in May, picked up a crated type A 
that had been waiting at Le Havre since July 1907, and completed the assem
bly in a friend's factory at Le Mans. With supreme confidence, he announced 
his first public flight in advance-to take place on August 8, 1908. Aviation 
pioneers from all over Europe, who had heard rumors about the Wrights' suc
cesses since 1903, the press, and the general public all flocked to a small race 
course at Hunaudieres, 5 mi south of Le Mans. On the appointed day, Wilbur 
took off, made an impressive, circling flight for almost 2 min, and landed. It 
was like a revolution. Aeronautics, which had been languishing in Europe 
since Lilienthal's death in 1896, was suddenly alive. The Frenchman Louis 
Bleriot, soon to become famous for being first to fly across the English Channel, 
exclaimed, "For us in France and everywhere, a new era in mechanical flight has 
commenced-it is marvelous." The French press, after being skeptical for years 
of the Wrights' supposed accomplishments, called Wilbur's flight "one of the 
most exciting spectacles ever presented in the history of applied science." More 
deeply echoing the despair of many would-be French aviators who were in a race 
with the Wrights to be first with powered flight, Leon Delagrange said, "Well, 
we are beaten. We just don't exist." Subsequently Wilbur made 104 flights in 
France before the end of 1908. The acclaim and honor due the Wright brothers 
since 1903 had finally arrived. 

Orville was experiencing similar success in the United States. On September 3, 
1908, he began a series of demonstrations for the U.S. Army at Fort Myer, near 
Washington, District of Columbia. Flying a type A machine, he made 10 fl. ights, 
the longest for 1 h 14 min, before September 17. On that day, Orville experienced 
a propeller failure that ultimately caused the machine to crash, seriously injuring 
himself and killing his passenger, Lt. Thomas E. Selfridge. This was the fi rst 
crash of a powered aircraft, but it did not deter either Orville or the Army. Orville 
made a fast recovery and was back to flying in 1909-and the Army bought the 
airplane. 

The public flights made by Wilbur in France in 1908 electrified aviators 
in Europe. European airplane -designers immediately adopted two of the most 
important technical features of the Wright machine: lateral control and the pro
peller. Prior to 1908, European flying-machine enthusiasts had no concept of the 
importance of lateral control (rolling of the airplane-see Sec. 7.1) and certainly 
no mechanical mechanism to achieve it; the Wrights achieved lateral control by 
their innovative concept of wing warping. By 1909, however, the Frenchman 
Henri Farman designed a biplane named the Henri Farman m that included 
fiaplike ailerons at the trailing edge near the wing tips; ailerons quickly became 
the favored mechanical means for lateral control, continuing to the present day. 
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Similarly, the European designers were quick to adopt the long, slender shape 
of the Wrights' propellers; these were quite different from the wide, paddlelike 
shapes then in use, which had low propeller efficiencies (defined in Sec. 6.6.1) on 
the order of 40 to 50 percent. In 1909 the efficiency of the Wrights' propeller was 
measured by an engineer in Berlin to be a stunning 76 percent. Recent wind tun
nel experiments at the NASA Langley Research Center (carried out by research
ers from Old Dominion University in 2002) indicated an even more impressive 
84 percent efficiency for the Wrights' propeller. These two technical features
the appreciation for, and a mechanical means to achieve, lateral control, and 
the design of a highly efficient propeller-are the two most important technical 
legacies left by the Wrights to future airplanes, and European designers quickly 
seized upon them. (See Anderson, The Airplane: A History of Its Technology, 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 2002, for more details.) 

The accomplishments of the Wright brothers were monumental. Their 
zenith occurred during the years 1908 to 1910; after that European aeronautics 
quickly caught up and went ahead in the technological race. The main rea
son for this was that all the Wrights' machines, from the first gliders, were 
statically unstable (see Ch. 7). This meant that the Wrights' airplanes would 
not fly "by themselves"; rather, they had to be constantly, every instant, con
trolled by the pilot. In contrast, European inventors believed in inherently 
stable aircraft. After their lessons in flight control from Wilbur in 1908, work
ers in France and England moved quickly to develop controllable, but stable, 
airplanes. These were basically safer and easier to fiy. The concept of static 
stability has carried over to virtually all airplane designs through the present 
century. (It is interesting to note that the new designs for military fighters, such 
as the Lockheed-Martin F-22, are statically unstable, which represents a return 
to the Wrights' design philosophy. However, unlike the Wright Flyers, these 
new aircraft are flown constantly, every moment, by electrical means, by the 
new ''fly-by-wire" concept.) 

To round out the story of the Wright brothers, Wilbur died in an untimely 
fashion of typhoid fever on May 30, 1912. In a fitting epitaph, his father said, 
''This morning, at 3:15 Wilbur passed away, aged45 years, 1 month, and 14 days. 
A short life full of consequences. An unfailing intellect, imperturbable temper, 
great self-reliance and as great modesty. Seeing the right clearly, pursuing it 
steadily, he lived and died." 

Orville lived on until January 30, 1948. During World War I, he was com
missioned a major in the Signal Corps Aviation Service. Although he sold all his 
interest in the Wright company and "retired" in 1915, he afterward performed 
research in his own shop. In 1920 he invented the split flap for wings, and he 
continued to be productive for many years. 

As a final footnote to this story of two great men, there occurred a dispute 
between Orville and the Smithsonian Institution concerning the proper historical 
claims on powered flight. As a result, Orville sent the historic Wright Flyer I, the 
original, to the Science Museum in London in 1928.1t resided there, through the 
bombs of World War IT, until1948, when the museum sent it to the Smithsonian. 
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It is now part of the National Air and Space Museum and occupies a central posi
tion in the gallery. 

1.9 THE AERONAUTICAL TRIANGLE-LANGLEY, 
THE WRIGHTS, AND GLENN CURTISS 

In 1903-a milestone year for the Wright brothers, with their first successful 
powered flight-Orville and Wilbur faced serious competition from Samuel P. 
Langley. As portrayed in Sec. 1. 7, Langley was the secretary of the Smithsonian 
Institution and was one of the most respected scientists in the United States at that 
time. Beginning in 1886, Langley mounted an intensive aerodynamic research 
and development program, bringing to bear the resources of the Smithsonian and 
later the War Department. He carried out this program with a dedicated zeal that 
matched the fervor that the Wrights themselves demonstrated later. Langley's 
efforts culminated in the full-scale Aerodrome shown in Figs. 1.18, 1.19, and 
1.20. In October 1903 this Aerodrome was ready for its first attempted flight, in 
the full glare of publicity in the national press. 

The Wright brothers knew about Langley's progress. During their prepara
tions with the Wright Flyer at Kill Devil Hills in the summer and fall of 1903, 
Orville and Wilbur kept in touch with Langley's progress via the newspapers. 
They felt this competition keenly, and the correspondence of the Wright broth
ers at this time indicates an uneasiness that Langley might become the first to 
successfully achieve powered flight before they would have a chance to test the 
Wright Flyer. In contrast, Langley felt no competition at all from the Wrights. 
Although the aeronautical activity of the Wright brothers was generally known 
throughout the small circle of aviation enthusiasts in the United States and 
Europe-thanks mainly to reports about their work by Octave Chanute-this 
activity was not taken seriously. At the time of Langley's first attempted flight on 
October 7, 1903, there is no recorded evidence that Langley was even aware of 
the Wrights' powered machine sitting on the sand dunes of Kill Devil Hills, and 
certainly no appreciation by Langley of the degree of aeronautical sophistication 
achieved by the Wrights. As it turned out, as was related in Sec. 1.7, Langley's 
attempts at manned powered flight, first on October 7 and again on December 8, 
resulted in total failure. A photograph of Langley's Aerodrome, lying severely 
damaged in the Potomac River on October?, is shown in Fig. 1.26.Inhindsight, 
the Wrights had nothing to fear from competition with Langley. 

Such was not the case in their competition with another aviation pioneer, 
Glenn H. Curtiss, beginning five years later. In 1908--another milestone year 
for the Wrights, with their glorious first public flights in France and the United 
States-Orville and Wilbur faced a serious challenge and competition from 
Curtiss, which was to lead to acrimony and a fl. urry of lawsuits that left a smudge 
on the Wrights' image and resulted in a general inhibition of the development 
of early aviation in the United States. By 1910 the name of Glenn Curtiss was 
as well known throughout the world as those of Orville and Wilbur Wright, and 
indeed Curtiss-built airplanes were more popular and easier to fly than those 
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Figure 1.26 Langley's Aerodrome resting in the Potomac River after its first 
unsuccessful flight on October 7, 1903. Charles Manly, the pilot, was fished out of the 
river, fortunately unhurt. 
(Source: National Air and Space MIL,eum.) 

produced by the Wrights. How did these circumstances arise? Who was Glenn 
Curtiss, and what was his relationship with the Wrights? What impact did Curtiss 
have on the early development of aviation, and how did his work compare and 
intermesh with that of Langley and that of the Wrights? The historical develop
ment of aviation in the United States can be compared to a triangle, with the 
Wrights on one apex, Langley at another, and Ourtiss at the third. This "aero
nautical triangle" is shown in Fig. 1.27. What was the nature of this triangular 
relationship? These and other questions are addressed in this section. They make 
a fitting conclusion to the overall early historical development of aeronautical 
engineering as portrayed in this chapter. 

Let us first look at Glenn Curtiss, the man. Curtiss was born in Hammondsport, 
New York, on May 21, 1878. Hammondsport at that time was a small town 
(population less than I 000) bordering on Keuka Lake, one of the Finger Lakes 
in upstate New York. (Later Curtiss was to make good use of Keuka Lake for 
the development of amphibious aircraft-one of his hallmarks.) The son of a 
harness maker who died when Curtiss was five years old, Curtiss was raised 
by his mother and grandmother. Their modest financial support came from a 
small vineyard that grew in their front yard. His formal education ceased with 
the eighth grade, after which he moved to Rochester, where he went to work 
for Eastman Dry Plate and Film Company (later to become Kodak), stenciling 
numbers on the paper backing of film. In 1900 he returned to Hammondsport, 
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Wilbur (left) and Orville (right) Wright 

A c 

B 

Samuel P. Langley Glenn H. Curtiss 

Figure 1.27 The "aeronautical triangle," a relationship that dominated the early 
development ofaeronautics in the United States during the period from 1886 to 1916. 
(Source: National Air and Space Museum.) 

where he took over a bicycle repair shop (shades of the Wright brothers). At this 
time Glenn Curtiss began to show a passion that would consume him for his 
lifetime-a passion for speed. He became active in bicycle racing and quickly 
earned a reputation as a winner. In 1901 he incorporated an engine on his bicy
cles and became an avid motorcycle racer. By 1902 his fame was spreading, 
and he was receiving numerous orders for motorcycles with engines of his own 
design. By 1903 Curtiss had established a motorcycle factory at Hammondsport, 
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and he was designing and building the best (highest horsepower-to-weight ratio) 
engines available anywhere. In January 1904, at Ormond Beach, Florida, Curtiss 
established a new world's speed record for a ground vehicle--67 milh over a 
1 0-mi straightaway-a record that was to stand for seven years. 

Curtiss "backed into" aviation. In the summer of 1904 he received an 
order from Thomas Baldwin, a California balloonist, for a two-cylinder engine. 
Baldwin was developing a powered balloon-a dirigible. The Baldwin dirigi
bles, with the highly successful Curtiss engines, soon became famous around the 
country. In 1906 Baldwin moved his manufacturing facilities to Hammondsport 
to be close to the source of his engines. A lifelong friendship and cooperation 
developed between Baldwin and Curtiss and provided Curtiss with his first expe
rience in aviation, as a pilot of some of Baldwin's powered balloons. 

In August 1906 Baldwin traveled to the Dayton Fair in Ohio for a week of 
dirigible flight demonstrations; he brought Curtiss along to personally maintain 
the engines. The Wright brothers also attended the fair-specifically to watch 
Thomas Baldwin perform. They even lent a hand in retrieving the dirigible when 
it strayed too far afield. This was the first face-to-face encounter between Curtiss 
and the Wrights. During that week, Baldwin and Curtiss visited the Wrights at 
the brothers' bicycle shop and entered into long discussions about powered flight. 
Recall from Sec. 1.8 that the Wrights had discontinued flying one year earlier; 
at the time of their meeting with Curtiss, Orville and Wilbur were actively trying 
to interest the United States, as well as England and France, in buying their air
plane. The Wrights had become very secretive about their airplane and allowed 
no one to view it. Curtiss and Baldwin were no exceptions. However, that week 
in Dayton, the Wrights were relatively free with Curtiss, giving him information 
and technical suggestions about powered flight. Years later, these conversations 
became the crux of the Wrights' claim that Curtiss had stolen some of their ideas 
and used them for his own gain. 

This claim was probably not entirely unjustified, for by that time Curtiss 
had a vested interest in powered flight; a few months earlier he had supplied 
Alexander Graham Bell with a 15-hp motor to be used in propeller experiments, 
looking toward eventual application to a manned, heavier-than-air, powered air
craft. The connection between Bell and Curtiss is important. Bell, renowned as 
the inventor of the telephone, had an intense interest in powered flight. He was a 
close personal friend of Samuel Langley and, indeed, was present for Langley's 
successful unmanned Aerodrome flights in 1896. By the time Langley died in 
1906, Bell was actively carrying out kite experiments and was testing air pro
pellers on a catamaran at his Nova Scotia coastal home. In the summer of 1907 
Bell formed the Aerial Experiment Association, a group of five men whose offi
cially avowed purpose was simply "to get into the air." The Aerial Experiment 
Association (ABA) consisted of Bell himself, Douglas McCurdy (son of Bell's 
personal secretary, photographer, and very close family friend), Frederick W. 
Baldwin (a freshly graduated mechanical engineer from Toronto and close 
friend of McCurdy), Thomas E. Selfridge (an Army lieutenant with an extensive 
engineering knowledge of aeronautics), and Glenn Curtiss. The importance of 
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Curtiss to the AEA is attested to by the stipends that Bell paid to each member of 
the association: Curtiss was paid five times more than the others. Bell had asked 
Curtiss to join the association because of Curtiss's excellent engine design and 
superb mechanical ability. Curtiss was soon doing much more than just design
ing engines. The plan of the AEA was to conduct intensive research and develop
ment on powered flight and to build five airplanes-one for each member. The 
first aircraft, the Red Wing, was constructed by the AEA with Selfridge as the 
chief designer. On March 12, 1908, the Red Wing was flown at Hammondsport 
for the first time, with Baldwin at the controls. It covered a distance of 318 ft and 
was billed as ''the first public fllight" in the United States. 

Recall that the tremendous success of the Wright brothers from 1903 to 1905 
was not known by the general public, mainly because of indifference in the press 
as well as the Wrights' growing tendency to be secretive about their airplane 
design until they could sell an airplane to the U.S. government. However, the 
Wrights' growing apprehension about the publicized activities of the AEA is 
reflected in a letter from Wilbur to the editor of the Scientific American after the 
flight of the Red Wing. In this letter, Wilbur states, 

In 1904 and 1905, we were flying every few days in a field alongside the main wagon 
road and electric trolley line from Dayton to Springfield, and hundreds of travel
ers and inhabitants saw the machine in :flight. Anyone who wished could look. We 
merely did not advertise the flights in the newspapers. 

On March 17, 1908, the second flight of the Red Wing resulted in a crash 
that severely damaged the aircraft. Work on the Red Wing was subsequently 
abandoned in lieu of a new design of the AEA, the White Wing, with Baldwin 
as the chief designer. Members of the AEA were acutely aware of the Wrights' 
patent on wing warping for lateral control, and Bell was particularly sensitive to 
making certain that his association did not infringe upon this patent. Therefore, 
instead of using wing warping, the White Wing utilized triangular movable sur
faces that extended beyond the wing tips of both wings of the biplane. Beginning 
on May 18, 1908, the White Wing successfully made a series of flights piloted 
by various members of the AEA. One of these flights, with Glenn Curtiss at the 
controls, was reported by Selfridge to the Associated Press as follows: 

G. H. Curtiss of the Curtiss Manufacturing Company made a flight of339 yards in 
two jumps in Baldwin's White Wing this afternoon at 6:47 PM. In the first jump he 
covered 205 yards then touched, rose immediately and flew 134 yards further when 
the :flight ended on the edge of a ploughed field. The machine was in perfect control 
at all times and was steered first to the right and then to the left before landing. The 
339 yards was covered in 19 seconds or 37 miles per hour. 

Two days later, with an inexperienced McCurdy at the controls, the White Wing 
crashed and never flew again. 

However, by this time, the Wright brothers' apprehension about the AEA 
was growing into bitterness toward its members. Wilbur and Orville genuinely 
felt that the AEA had pirated their ideas and was going to use them for com
mercial gain. For example, on June 7, 1908, Orville wrote to Wilbur (who was 
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in France preparing for his spectacular first public flights that summer at Le 
Mans-see Sec. 1.8), "I see by one of the papers that the Bell outfit is offer
ing Red Wings for sale at $5,000 each. They have some nerve." On June 28 he 
related to Wilbur, "Curtiss et al. are using our patents, I understand, and are now 
offering machines for sale at $5,000 each, according to the Scientific American. 
They have got good cheek." 

The strained relations between the Wrights and the AEA-particularly 
Curtiss-were exacerbated on July 4, 1908, when the ABA achieved its crowning 
success. A new airplane had been constructed-the June Bug-with Glenn Curtiss 
as the chief designer. In the previous year the Scientific American had offered a 
trophy, through the Aero Club of America, worth more than $3000 to the first 
aviator making a straight flight of 1 km (3281 ft). On Independence Day in 1908, 
at Hammondsport, New York, Glenn Curtiss at the controls of his June Bug was 
ready for an attempt at the trophy. A delegation of 22 members of the Aero Club 
was present, and the official starter was none other than Charles Manly, Langley's 
dedicated assistant and pilot of the ill-fated Aerodrome (see Sec. l. 7 and Fig. 1.26). 
Late in the day, at 7:30 PM, Curtiss took off and in 1 min 40 shad covered a distance 
of more than 1 mi, easily winning the Scientific American prize. A photograph of 
the June Bug during this historic flight is shown in Fig. 1.28. 

The Wright brothers could have easily won the Scientific American prize 
long before Curtiss; they simply chose not to. Indeed, the publisher of the 
Scientific American, Charles A. Munn, wrote to Orville on June 4, inviting him 

Figure 1.28 Glenn Curtiss flying the June Bug on July 4, 1908, on his way to the Scientific 
American prize for the first public flight of greater than I km. 
(Source: National Air and Space MIL,eum.) 
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to make the first attempt at the trophy, offering to delay Curtiss's request for an 
attempt. On June 30, the Wrights responded negatively; they were too involved 
with preparations for their upcoming flight trials in France and at Fort Myer in 
the United States. However, Curtiss's success galvanized the Wrights' oppo
sition. Remembering their earlier conversations with Curtiss in 1906, Orville 
wrote to Wilbur on July 19, 

I had been thinking of writing to Curtiss. I also intended to call attention of the Sci
entific American to the fact that the Curtiss machine was a poor copy of ours; that we 
had furnished them the information as to how our older machines were constructed, 
and that they had followed this construction very closely, but have failed to mention 
the fact in any of their writings. 

Curtiss's publicity in July was totally eclipsed by the stunning success of 
Wilbur during his public flights in France beginning August 8, 1908, and by 
Orville's Army trials at Fort Myer beginning on September 3, 1908. During 
the trials at Fort Myer, the relationship between the Wrights and the AEA took 
an ironic twist. One member of the evaluation board assigned by the Army to 
observe Orville's flights was Lt. Thomas Selfridge. Selfridge had been officially 
detailed to the ABA by the Army for a year and was now back at his duties of 
being the Army's main aeronautical expert. As part of the official evaluation, 
Orville was required to take Selfridge on a flight as a passenger. During this 
flight, on September 17, one propeller blade cracked and changed its shape, thus 
losing thrust. This imbalanced the second propeller, which cut a control cable to 
the tail. The cable subsequently wrapped around the propeller and snapped it off. 
The Wright type A went out of control and crashed. Selfridge was killed, and 
Orville was severely injured; he was in the hospital for 11-months. For the rest of 
his life, Orville would walk with a limp as a result of this accident. Badly shaken 
by Selfridge's death, and somewhat overtaken by the rapid growth of aviation 
after the events of 1908, the Aerial Experiment Association dissolved itself on 
March 31, 1909. In the written words of Alexander Graham Bell, ''The A.B.A. 
is now a thing of the past. It has made its mark upon the history of aviation and 
its work will live." 

After this, Glenn Curtiss struck out in the aviation world on his own. Forming 
an aircraft factory at Hammondsport, Curtiss designed and built a new airplane, 
improved over the June Bug and named the Golden Flyer. In August 1909 a 
massive air show was held in Reims, France, attracting huge crowds and the 
crown princes of Europe. For the first time in history, the Gordon Bennett trophy 
was offered for the fastest flight. Glenn Curtiss won this trophy with his Golden 
Flyer, averaging a speed of 75.7 kmlh (47.09 mi/h) over a 20-km course and 
defeating a number of pilots flying the Wrights' airplanes. This launched Curtiss 
on a meteoric career as a daredevil pilot and a successful airplane manufacturer. 
His motorcycle factory at Hammondsport was converted entirely to the manufac
ture of airplanes. His airplanes were popular with other pilots of that day because 
they were statically stable and hence easier and safer to fly than the Wrights' 
airplanes, which had been intentionally designed by the Wright brothers to be 
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statically unstable (see Ch. 7). By 1910 aviation circles and the general public 
held Curtiss and the Wrights in essentially equal esteem. At the lower right of 
Fig. 1.27 is a photograph of Curtiss at this time; the propeller ornament in his 
cap was a good luck charm that he took on his flights. By 1911 a Curtiss airplane 
had taken off from and landed on a ship. Also in that year, Curtiss developed the 
first successful seaplanes and forged a lasting relationship with the U.S. Navy. 
In June 1911 the Aero Club of America issued its first official pilot's license to 
Curtiss in view of the fact that he had made the first public flight in the United 
States-an honor that otherwise would have gone to the Wrights. 

In September 1909 the Wright brothers filed suit against Curtiss for pat
ent infringements. They argued that their wing warping patent of 1906, liber
ally interpreted, covered all forms of lateral control, including the ailerons used 
by Curtiss. This triggered five years of intensive legal maneuvering, which dis
sipated much of the energies of all the parties. Curtiss was not alone in this 
regard. The Wrights brought suit against a number of fledgling airplane design
ers during this period, both in the United States and in Europe. Such litigation 
consumed Wilbur's attention, in particular, and effectively removed him from 
being a productive worker toward technical aeronautical improvements. It is 
generally agreed by aviation historians that this was not the Wrights' finest hour. 
Their legal actions not only hurt their own desiign and manufacturing efforts 
but also effectively discouraged the early development of aeronautics by others, 
particularly in the United States. (It is quite clear that when World War I began 
in 1914, the United States-the birthplace of aviation-was far behind Europe 
in aviation technology.) Finally, in January 1914 the courts ruled in favor of the 
Wrights, and Curtiss was forced to pay royalties to the Wright family. (By this 
time Wilbur was dead, having succumbed to typhoid fever in 1912.) 

In defense of the Wright brothers, their actions against Curtiss grew from a 
genuine belief on their part that Curtiss had wronged them and had consciously 
stolen their ideas, which Curtiss had subsequently parlayed into massive eco
nomic gains. This went strongly against the grain of the Wrights' staunchly ethi
cal upbringing. In contrast, Curtiss bent over backward to avoid infringing on the 
letter of the Wrights' patent, and there is much evidence that Curtiss consistently 
tried to mend relations with the Wrights. It is this author's opinion that both sides 
became entangled in a complicated course of events that followed those heady 
days after 1908, when aviation burst on the world scene, and that neither Curtiss 
nor the Wrights should be totally faulted for their actions. These events simply 
go down in history as a less than glorious, but nevertheless important, chapter in 
the early development of aviation. 

Animportantpostscript should be added here regarding the triangular relation
ship between Langley, the Wrights, and Curtiss, as shown in Fig. 1.27. Sees. 1. 7 
and 1.8 have already shown the relationship between Langley and the Wrights 
and the circumstances leading up to the race for the first flight in 1903. This 
constitutes side A in Fig. 1.27. In this section we have seen the strong connection 
between Curtiss and the work of Langley, via Alexander Graham Bell-a close 
friend and follower of Langley and creator of the Aerial Experiment Association, 
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Figure 1.29 The modified Langley Aerodrome in flight over Keuka Lake in 1914. 
(Source: National Air and Space Museum.) 

which gave Curtiss a start in aviation. We have even noted that Charles Manly, 
Langley's assistant, was the official starter for Curtiss's successful competition 
for the Scientific American trophy. Such relationships form side B of the triangle 
in Fig. 1.27. Finally, we have seen the relationship, albeit somewhat acrimoni
ous, between the Wrights and Curtiss, which forms side C in Fig. 1.27. 

In 1914 an event occurred that simultaneously involved all three sides of 
the triangle in Fig. 1.27. When the Langley Aerodrome failed for the second 
time in 1903 (see Fig. 1.21), the wreckage was simply stored away in an unused 
room in the back of the Smithsonian Institution. When Langley died in 1906, he 
was replaced as secretary of the Smithsonian by Dr. Charles D. Walcott. Over 
the ensuing years, Secretary Walcott felt that the Langley Aerodrome should be 
given a third chance. Finally, in 1914 the Smithsonian awarded a grant of $2000 
for the repair and flight of the Langley Aerodrome to none other than Glenn 
Curtiss. The Aerodrome was shipped to Curtiss's factory in Hammondsport; 
there not only was it repaired, but also 93 separate technical modifications were 
made, aerodynamically, structurally, and to the engine. For help during this res
toration and modification, Curtiss hired Charles Manly. Curtiss added pontoons 
to the Langley Aerodrome and on May 28, 1914, personally flew the modified 
aircraft for a distance of 150ft over Keuka Lake. Figure 1.29 shows a photograph 
of the Langley Aerodrome in graceful flight over the waters of the lake. Later the 
Aerodrome was shipped back to the Smithsonian, where it was carefully restored 
to its original configuration and in 1918 was placed on display in the old Arts and 
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Industries Building. Underneath the Aerodrome was placed a plaque reading, 
"Original Langley flying machine, 1903. The first man-carrying aeroplane in the 
history of the world capable of sustained free flight." The plaque did not mention 
that the Aerodrome demonstrated its sustained flight capability only after the 
93 modifications made by Curtiss in 1914. It is no surprise that Orville Wright 
was deeply upset by this state of affairs, and this is the principal reason why the 
originall903 Wright Flyer was not given to the Smithsonian untill948, the year 
of Orville's death. Instead, from 1928 to 1948, the Flyer resided in the Science 
Museum in London. 

This section ends with two ironies. In 1915 Orville sold the Wright 
Aeronautical Corporation to a group of New Y o:rk businesspeople. During the 
1920s this corporation became a losing competitor in aviation. Finally, on June 
26, 1929, in a New York office, the Wright Aeronautical Corporation was offi
cially merged with the successful Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Corporation, 
forming the Curtiss-Wright Corporation. Thus, ironically, the names of Curtiss 
and Wright finally came together after all those earlier turbulent years. The 
Curtiss-Wright Corporation went on to produce numerous famous aircraft, per
haps the most notable being the P-40 of World War II fame. Unfortunately the 
company could not survive the lean years immediately after World War II, and 
its aircraft development and manufacturing ceased in 1948. This leads to the 
second irony. Although the very foundations of powered fl. ight rest on the work 
of Orville and Wilbur Wright and Glenn Curtiss, there is not an airplane either 
produced or in standard operation today that bears the name of either Wright 
or Curtiss. 

1.10 THE PROBLEM OF PROPULSION 
During the 19th century numerous visionaries predicted that manned heavier
than-air flight was inevitable once a suitable power plant could be developed 
to lift the aircraft off the ground. It was just a matter of developing an engine 
having enough horsepower while at the same time not weighing too much-that 
is, an engine with a high horsepower-to-weight ratio. This indeed was the main 
stumbling block to such people as Stringfellow, Du Temple, and Mozhaiski: 
The steam engine simply did not fit the bill. Then, in 1860, the Frenchman Jean 
Joseph Etienne Lenoir built the first practical gas engine. It was a single-cylinder 
engine, burning ordinary street-lighting gas for fuel. By 1865, 400 of Lenoir's 
engines were doing odd jobs around Paris. Further improvements in such inter
nal combustion engines came rapidly. In 1876 N. A. Otto and E. Langen of 
Germany developed the four-cycle engine (the ancestor of all modem auto
mobile engines), which also used gas as a fuel. This led to the simultaneous 
but separate development in 1885 of the four-cycle gasoline-burning engine by 
Gottlieb Daimler and Karl Benz, both in Germany. Both Benz and Daimler put 
their engines in motorcars, and the automobile industry was quickly born. After 
these "horseless carriages" were given legal freedom of the roads in 1896 in 
France and Britain, the automobile industry expanded rapidly. Later this industry 
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was to provide much of the technology and many of the trained mechanics for 
the future development of aviation. 

This development of the gasoline-fueled internal combustion engine was a 
godsend to aeronautics, which was beginning to gain momentum in the 1890s. 
In the final analysis, it was the Wright brothers' custom-designed and custom
constructed gasoline engine that was responsible for lifting their Flyer I off the 
sands of Kill Devil Hills that fateful day in December 1903. A proper aeronauti
cal propulsion device had finally been found. 

It is interesting to note that the relationship between the automobile and the 
aircraft industries persists to the present day. For example, in June 1926 Ford 
introduced a very successful three-engine, high-wing transport airplane-the 
Ford 4-AT Trimotor. During World War II virtually all the major automobile 
companies built airplane engines and airframes. General Motors maintained an 
airplane engine division for many decades-the Allison Division in Indianapolis, 
Indiana-noted for its turboprop designs. Today Allison is owned by Rolls
Royce and constitutes its North American branch. More recently, automobile 
designers are turning to aerodynamic streamlining and wind tunnel testing to 
reduce drag, hence increasing fuel economy. Thus the parallel development 
of the airplane and the automobile over the past I 00 years has been mutually 
beneficial. 

It can be argued that propulsion has paced every major advancement in the 
speed of airplanes. Certainly the advent of the gasoline engine opened the doors 
to the first successful flight. Then, as the power of these engines increased from 
the I2-hp, Wrights-designed engine of I903 to the 2200-hp, radial engines of 
I945, airplane speeds correspondingly increased from 28 to more than 500 mi/h. 
Finally, jet and rocket engines today provide enough thrust to propel aircraft at 
thousands of miles per hour-many times the speed of sound. So, throughout the 
history of manned flight, propulsion has been the key that has opened the doors 
to flying faster and higher. 

1.11 FASTER AND HIGHER 
The development of aeronautics in general, and aeronautical engineering in par
ticular, was exponential after the Wrights' major public demonstrations in I908, 
and has continued to be so to the present day.lt is beyond the scope of this book 
to go into all the details. However, marbled into the engineering text in Chs. 2 
through II are various historical highlights of technical importance. It is hoped 
that the following parallel presentations of the fundamentals of aerospace engi
neering and some of their historical origins will be synergistic and that, in com
bination with the present chapter, they will give the reader a certain appreciation 
for the heritage of this profession. 

As a final note, the driving philosophy of many advancements in aeronautics 
since I903 has been to fly faster and higher. This is dramatically evident from 
Fig. I.30, which gives the flight speeds for typical aircraft as a function of chron
ological time. Note the continued push for increased speed over the years and the 
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Figure 1.30 Typical flight velocities over the years. 

particular increase in recent years made possible by the jet engine. Singled out 
in Fig. 1.30 are the winners of the Schneider Cup races between 1913 and 1931 
(with a moratorium during World War 1). The Schneider Cup races were started 
in 1913 by Jacques Schneider of France as a stimulus to the development of 
high-speed float planes. They prompted some early but advanced development 
of high-speed aircraft. The winners are shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1.30, 
for comparison with standard aircraft of the day. Indeed, the winner of the last 
Schneider race in 1931 was the Supermarine S. 6:B, a forerunner of the famous 
Spitfire of World War II. Of course, today the maximum speed of flight has been 
pushed to the extreme value of36,000 ftls, which is the escape velocity from the 
earth, by the Apollo lunar spacecraft. 
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Note that the almost exponential increase in speed that occurred from 
1903 to 1970 has not continued in recent years. In fact, the maxlln.um speed of 
modern military fighters has actually been decreasing since 1970, as shown in 
Fig. 1.30. This is not due to a degradation in technology, but rather is a reflec
tion of the fact that other airplane performance parameters (not speed) are 
dictating the design. For example, air-to-air combat between opposing fighter 
airplanes capable of high supersonic speeds quickly degenerates to flying at 
subsonic or near-sonic speeds because of enhanced maneuverability at these 
lower speeds. Today fighter airplanes are being optimized for this lower-speed 
combat arena. On the commercial side, most transport airplanes are subsonic, 
even the newest (at the time of this writing) such as the Boeing 787. Only 
one type of supersonic transport, the Anglo-French Concorde, ever provided 
extensive service. The Concorde, was designed with 1960s technology and 
carried a relatively small number of passengers. Hence, it was not profitable. 
The Concorde was withdrawn from service in 2003. At the time of this writ
ing, there is no commitment from any country to build a second-generation 
supersonic transport; however, in the United States, NASA has been carrying 
out an extensive research program to develop the basic technology for an 
economical high-speed supersonic transport. Even if an economically viable 
supersonic transport could be designed, its speed would be limited to about 
Mach 2.2 or less. Above this Mach number, aerodynamic heating becomes 
severe enough that titanium rather than aluminum would have to be used for 
the aircraft skin and for some internal structure. Titanium is expensive and 
hard to machine; it is not a preferred choice for a new supersonic transport. 
For these reasons, it is unlikely that the speed curve in Fig. 1.30 will be pushed 
up by a new supersonic transport. 

As a companion to speed, the maximum altitudes of typical manned aircraft 
are shown in Fig. 1.31 as a function of chronological time. The same push to 
higher values in the decades between 1903 and 1970 is evident; so far the record 
is the moon in 1969. However, the same tendency to plateau after 1970, as in the 
speed data, can be seen in the altitude data in Fig. 1.31. 

Hence the philosophy of faster and higher that has driven aeronautics 
throughout most of the 20th century is now being mitigated by practical 
constraints. To this we must add safer, cheaper, more reliable, quieter, and 
more environmentally clean. Nevertheless, the eventual prospect of hyper
sonic aircraft (with Mach number greater than 5) in the 21st century is 
intriguing and exciting. Hypersonic airplanes may well be a new frontier in 
aeronautics in the future century. See Ch. 11 for a discussion of hypersonic 
aircraft. 

In this chapter we have only been able to briefly note several important 
events and people in the historical development of aeronautics. There are many 
other places, people, and accomplishments that we simply could not mention in 
the interest of brevity. Therefore, the reader is urged to consult the short bibliog
raphy at the end of this chapter for additional modern reading about the history 
of aeronautics. 
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Figure 1.31 Typical flight altitudes over the years. 

1.12 REVIEW AND SUMMARY 
The next time you see an aitplane flying overhead, pause and reflect for a moment. 
It is a flying machine that synergistically embodies the laws of physics, designed 
by a person or people who know how to apply these laws using proven engineering 
methods to obtain a vehicle that can perform a specified mission. For the Wright 
brothers in 1903 (Fig. 1.2), that mission was simply to get off the ground and fly 
through the air in a controlled fashion for a sustained period of time. For Charles 
Lindbergh's Spirit of St. Louis in 1927 (Fig. 1.32), that mission was to fly safely 
across the Atlantic Ocean from New York to Paris on one load of fuel. For the 
Douglas DC-3 in 1935 (Fig. 1.33), that mission was to fly more passengers safely 
and comfortably at a faster speed and lower cost than any existing airliner of that 
time, thus revolutionizing air travel for the public in the 1930s. For the Lockheed 
F-104 in the 1950s (Fig. 1.34), the mission was to be the first supersonic jet fighter 
to cruise at Mach 2 (twice the speed of sound). So it will most likely continue. 

The intellectual understanding of how and why these (and indeed all) air
planes fly, and to use this understanding to design new flight vehicles, is the 
job of aerospace engineering. Since the 1950s, this job has extended to space 
vehicles as well. You are about to embark on a study of aerospace engineering, 
and as you progress through the pages of this book, and as your understanding of 
the science and technology of flight gradually increases and matures, let yourself 
begin to feel the joy of this undertaking. 
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Figure 1.32 Charles Lindbergh's Spirit of St. Louis (1927), banging in the National Air and 
Space Museum. 
(PiwtQ courte.ry of the ,John Ander.,·Qn (:oflection.) 

Figure 1.33 The Douglas DC-3 (19'35), banging in the National Air and Space Museum. 
(Photo courte.1y of the John Anderson Coflection.) 
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Figure 1.34 The Lockheed F-104 (1956), hanging near the second-floor balcony at tbe 
National Air and Space Museum. 
(Photo courte.1y of the John Ander.! on Cofledion.) 

Finally, as you are watching that airplane flying overhead, remember from 
the history discussed in this chapter that airplane is the heritage of centuries of 
effort to understand the physics of flight and to design flying machines. This 
chapter has presented a short historical sketch of some of the heritage underlying 
modern aerospace engineering. The major stepping stones to controlled, heavier
than-air, powered flight with a human pilot are summarized as follows: 

1. Leonardo da Vinci conceives the ornithopter and leaves more than 
500 sketches of his design, drawn from 1486 to 1490. However, this 
approach to flight proves to be unsuccessful over the ensuing centuries. 

2. The Montgolfier hot-air balloon floats over Paris on November 21, 1783. 
For the first time in history, a human being is lifted and carried through 
the air for a sustained period. 

3. A red-letter date in the progress of aeronautics is 1799. In that year Sir 
George Cayley in England engraves on a silver disk his concept of a 
fuselage, a fixed wing, and horizontal and vertical tails. He is the first 
person to propose separate mechanisms for the generation of lift and 
propulsion. He is the grandparent of the concept of the modem airplane. 

4. The first two powered hops in history are achieved by the Frenchman Felix 
Du Temple in 1874 and the Russian Alexander F. Mozhaiski in 1884. 
However, they do not represent truly controlled, sustained flight. 
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S. Otto Lilienthal designs the first fully successful gliders in history. During 
the period from 1891 to 1896, he makes more than 2000 successful glider 
flights. If he had not been killed in a glider crash in 1896, Lilienthal might 
have achieved powered flight before the Wright brothers. 

6. Samuel Pierpont Langley, secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 
achieves the first sustained heavier-than-air, unmanned, powered flight in 
history with his small-scale Aerodrome in 1896. However, his attempts at 
manned flight are unsuccessful, the last one failing on December 8, 1903-
just nine days before the Wright brothers' stunning success. 

7. Another red-letter date in the history of aeronautics, indeed in the history 
of humanity, is December 17, 1903. On that day, at Kill Devil Hills in 
North Carolina, Orville and Wilbur Wright achieve the first controlled, 
sustained, powered, heavier-than-air, manned flight in history. This flight is 
to revolutionize life during the 20th century. 

8. The development of aeronautics takes off exponentially after the Wright 
brothers' public demonstrations in Europe and the United States in 1908. 
The ongoing work of Glenn Curtiss and the Wrights and the continued 
influence of Langley's early work form an important aeronautical triangle 
in the development of aeronautics before World War I. 

Throughout the remainder of this book, various historical notes will appear, 
continuing to describe the heritage of aerospace engineering as its technology 
advanced during the 20th and 21st centuries. It is hoped that such historical notes 
will add a new dimension to your developing understanding of this technology. 
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CHAPTER 

Fundamental Thoughts 

Engineering: ''The application of scienti1ic principles to practical ends." From the 
Latin word "ingenium," meaning inborn talent and skill, ingenious. 

The American Herit<lge Dictionary 
of the English Language, 1969 

T he language of engineering and physical science is a logical collection 
and assimilation of symbols, definitions, formulas, and concepts. To the 
average person in the street, this language is frequently esoteric and 

incomprehensible. In fact, when you become a practicing engineer, do not expect 
to converse with your spouse across the dinner table about your great technical 
accomplishments of the day. Chances are that he or she will not understand what 
you are talking about (unless your spouse happens to work in a related engineer
ing field). The language is intended to convey physical thoughts. It is our way 
of describing the phenomena of nature as observed in the world around us. It is 
a language that has evolved over at least 2500 years. For example, in 400 BC the 
Greek philosopher Democritus introduced the word and concept of the atom, the 
smallest bit of matter that could not be cut. The purpose of this chapter is to intro
duce some of the everyday language used by aerospace engineers; in turn, this 
language will be extended and applied throughout the remainder of this book. 

Throughout this book, you will be provided with road maps to guide you 
through the thoughts and intellectual development that constitute this introduc
tion to flight. Please use these road maps frequently. They will tell you where 
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PREVIEW BOX 

The purpose of this chapter is to help you get going. 
For many of us, when we have a job to do or a goal 
to accomplish, the most important thing is simply to 
get started-to get going- and hopefully to get going 
in the right direction. This chapter deals with some 
fundamental thoughts to help you start learning about 
airplanes and space vehicles. 

For example, we have to start with some basic 
definitions that are absolutely necessary for us to 
speak the same language when we describe, discuss, 
analyze, and design airplanes and space vehicles. 
When we talk about the pressure in the airflow around 
a Boeing 777 in flight, do we know what pressure 
means? Really? If we talk about the airflow velocity 
around the airplane, do we really know what we are 
talking about? Definitions are important, so this chap
ter pushes definitions. 

Another example: When you walk down the 
sidewalk in the face of a 40 mph gale, the wind is 
pushing you aroun~xerting an aerodynamic force 
on you. Every vehicle that moves through the air 
feels an aerodynamic force. How does the wind reach 
out and grab you? How does nature exert an aerody
namic force on a Boeing 747 cruising at 500 miles 
per hour at an altitude of 35,000 feet? In this chapter 
we examine the sources of aerodynamic force and 
answer the question how? 

Dimensions and units-what dry and dull sub
jects! Yet they are subjects of the utmost importance 
in engineering and science. You have to get them 
right. In December 1999 the Mars Polar Lander 
was lost during entry into the Martian atmosphere 
because of a miscommunication between the contrac
tor in Denver and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 
Pasadena involving feet and meters, costing the space 
program a loss of dollars and valuable scientific data 
(not to mention considerable embarrassment and 
bad publicity). Dimensions and units are fundamen
tal considerations and are discussed at length in this 
chapter. 

Airplanes and space vehicles: Some readers are 
enthusiasts; they recognize many of these vehicles 
by sight and even know some of their performance 
characteristics. Other readers are not so sure about 
what they are seeing and are not so familiar with their 
characteristics. Just to put all readers on the same 
footing (on the same page, so to speak), this chapter 
ends with a brief description of the anatomy of air
planes and space vehicles-identifying various parts 
and features of these vehicles. 

This is how we get going-looking at some of 
the most fundamental thoughts that will be with us 
for the remainder of the book. Read on, and enjoy. 

you are in our discussions, where you have been, and where you are going. For 
example, Fig. 2.1 is an overall road map for the complete book. Examining this 
road map, we can obtain an overall perspective for our introduction to flight as 
presented in this book. First we start out with some necessary preliminaries
some fundamental thoughts that are used throughout the remainder of the book. 
This is the subject of this chapter. Because flight vehicles spend all, or at least 
some of, their time operating in the atmosphere, next we have to consider the 
properties of the atmosphere, as discussed in Ch. 3. (Airplanes spend all their 
time in the atmosphere. Space vehicles have to ascend through the atmosphere 
to get out to space; and if they carry humans or other payloads that we wish to 
recover on earth, space vehicles have to descend-at very high speeds-back 
through the atmosphere.) Now imagine a vehicle flying through the atmosphere. 
One of the first thoughts that comes to mind is that there is a rush of air over 
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1 Airplane performance - Chapter6 

I 
1 Stability and control Chapter7 

I Space flight 
I 

Chapter 8 

~ Propulsion - Chapter 9 

: Structures - Web page 

Advanced vehicle 
concepts (hypersonic terlO r-- Chap 
vehicles) 

Figure 2.1 Road map for the book. 

the vehicle. This rush of air generates a force-an aerodynamic force--on the 
vehicle. A study of aerodynamics is the subject of Chs. 4 and 5. The vehicle 
itself feels not only this aerodynamic force but also the force of gravity-its 
own weight. If the vehicle is powered in some fashion, it will also feel the force 
(called thrust) from the power plant. The vehicle moves under the influence 
of these forces. The study of the motion of the flight vehicle is labeled flight 
dynamics, which is further divided into considerations of airplane performance 
(Ch. 6) and stability and control (Ch. 7). In contrast, a space vehicle moving 
in space will, for all practical purposes, feel only the force of gravity (except 
when some on-board propulsion device is turned on for trajectory adjustment). 
The motion of a vehicle in space due to gravitational force is the subject of 
Ch. 8. Considering again a flight vehicle moving through the atmosphere, there 
has to be something to push it along-something to keep it going. This is the 
function of the engine, which generates thrust to keep the vehicle going. Space 
vehicles also need engines, to accelerate them into orbit or deep space and for 
midcourse trajectory corrections. Engines and how they generate thrust repre
sent the discipline of propulsio.n, the subject of Ch. 9. Additionally, as the flight 
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vehicle moves and responds to the forces acting on it, the physical structure of 
the vehicle is under a lot of stress and strain. You want this structure to be strong 
enough to not fall apart under these stresses and strains, but at the same time not 
to be so heavy as to render the flight vehicle inefficient. We address some aspects 
of flight structures in a special section of the web page for this book. All these 
major disciplines-aerodynamics, flight dynamics, propulsion, and structures
are integrated into the design of a flight vehicle. Such design is indeed the final 
objective of most aerospace research and development. Throughout this book, at 
appropriate places, we address pertinent aspects of vehicle design. We highlight 
these aspects by placing them in accented design boxes. You cannot miss them 
in your reading. Finally, looking toward the future, we discuss some advanced 
vehicle concepts inCh. 10. All the previous discussion is diagrammed in Fig. 2.1. 
This is the road map for our excursions throughout this book. From time to time, 
as you proceed through this book, flip back to Fig. 2.1 for a reminder of how the 
material you are reading fits into the whole scheme. 

Returning to our considerations at hand, we look at the road map for this 
chapter in Fig. 2.2. We treat two avenues of thought in this chapter. As shown 
in the left column of Fig. 2.2, we examine some basic ideas and definitions 
that are rooted in physics. These include definitions of the physical quantities 
of a flowing gas- that is, the language we use to talk about aerodynamics and 
propulsion. We discuss the fundamental sources of aerodynamic force-how 

I At. the beginning: Some fundamental !hougb!s I 

Some physics I 

Physical quantities 
of a flowing gas 

I. Pressure 
2. Density 
3. Temperature 
4. Flaw velocity 
5. Streamlines 

Source of 
aerodynamic force 

Equation of state 

Specific volume I 

Some vehicle aspects I 
Anatomy of 
the airplane 

Anatomy of a 
space vehicle 

Figure 2.2 Road map for Chapter 2. 
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aerodynamic force is exerted on a vehicle. We look at some equations that 
relate the physical quantities, and we also discuss the mundane (but essen
tial) consideration of units for these physical quantities. We then move to 
the right column in Fig. 2.2 and discuss some fundamental aspects of flight 
vehicles themselves, taking a look at the anatomy of typical airplanes and 
space vehicles. 

2.1 FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICAL QUANTITIES 
OF A FLOWING GAS 

As you read through this book, you will soon begin to appreciate that the flow 
of air over the surface of an airplane is the basic source of the lifting or sustain
ing force that allows a heavier-than-air machine to fly. In fact, the shape of an 
airplane is designed to encourage the airflow over the surface to produce a lifting 
force in the most efficient manner possible. (You will also begin to appreciate 
that the design of an airplane is in reality a compromise between many different 
requirements, the production of aerodynamic lift being just one.) The science 
that deals with the flow of air (or, for that matter, the flow of any gas) is called 
aerodynamics, and the person who practices this science is called an aerody
namicist. The study of the flow of gases is important in many other aerospace 
applications: the design of rocket and jet engines, propellers, vehicles entering 
planetary atmospheres from space, wind tunnels, and rocket and projectile con
figurations. Even the motion of the global atmosphere and the flow of effluents 
through smokestacks fall within the realm of aerodynamics. The applications are 
almost limitless. 

Four fundamental quantities in the language of aerodynamics are pressure, 
density, temperature, and velocity. Let us look at each one. 

2.1.1 Pressure 

When you hold your hand outside the window of a moving automobile, with 
your palm perpendicular to the incoming airstream, you can feel the air pressure 
exerting a force and tending to push your hand rearward in the direction of the 
airflow. The force per unit area on your palm is defined as the pressure. The 
pressure exists basically because air molecules (oxygen and nitrogen molecules) 
are striking the surface of your hand and transferring some of their momentum to 
the surface. More precisely, 

Pressure is the normal force per unit area exerted on a surface due to the time rate of 
change of momentum of the gas molecules impacting on that surface. 

It is important to note that even though pressure is defined as force per unit 
area (for example, newtons per square meter or pounds per square foot), you do 
not need a surface that is actually 1 m2 or 1 ft2 to talk about pressure. In fact, 
pressure is usually defined at a point in the gas or a point on a surface and can 
vary from one point to another. We can use the language of differential calculus 
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Gas 

Figure 2.3 Definition of pressure. 

to see this more clearly. Referring to Fig. 2.3, we consider a point Bin a volume 
of gas. Let 

dA =An incremental area around B 
dF = Force on one side of dA due to pressure 

Then the pressure p at point B in the gas is defined as 

p=lim( : ) dA-+0 (2.1) 

Equation (2.1) says that, in reality, the pressure p is the limiting form of the force 
per unit area where the area of interest has shrunk to zero around point B. In this 
formalism, it is easy to see that p is a point property and can have a different 
value from one point to another in the gas. 

Pressure is one of the most fundamental and important variables in aerody
namics, as we will soon see. Common units of pressure are newtons per square 
meter, dynes per square centimeter, pounds per square foot, and atmospheres. 
Abbreviations for these quantities are N/m2, dym/cm2, lb/ft2, and atm, respec
tively. See App. C for a list of common abbreviations for physical units. 

2.1.2 Density 
The density of a substance (including a gas) is the mass of that substance per unit 
volume. 

Density will be designated by the symbol p. For example, consider air in a 
room that has a volume of250 m3. If the mass of the air in the room is 306.25 kg 
and is evenly distributed throughout the space, then p = 306.25 kg/250 m3 = 
1.225 kglm3 and is the same at every point in the room. 
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o@ 
dv 

Vo lume of gas 

Figure 2.4 Definition of density. 

Analogous to the previous. discussion of pressure, the definition of density 
does not require an actual volume of 1 m3 or 1 ftl. Rather, pis a point property 
and can be defined as follows. Referring to Fig. 2.4, we consider point B inside 
a volume of gas. Let 

dv = Elemental volume around point B 

dm =Mass of gas inside dv 

Then p at point B is 

p=Iim( ~: ) dv~O (2.2) 

Therefore, pis the mass per uniit volume where the volume of interest has shrunk 
to zero around point B. The value of p can vary from point to point in the gas. 
Common abbreviated units of density are kg/ml, slug!ftl, g/cml, and lbm/ft3. 

(The pound mass, Ibm, is discussed in Sec. 2.4.) 

2.1.3 Temperature 

Consider a gas as a collection of molecules and atoms. These particles are in 
constant motion, moving through space and occasionally colliding with one 
another. Because each particle has motion, it also has kinetic energy. If we watch 
the motion of a single particle over a long time during which it experiences 
numerous collisions with its neighboring particles, we can meaningfully define 
the average kinetic energy of the particle over this long duration. If the particle 
is moving rapidly, it has a higher average kinetic energy than if it were mov
ing slowly. The temperature T of the gas is directly proportional to the average 
molecular kinetic energy. In fact, we can define T as follows: 

Temperature is a measure of ilie average kinetic energy of the particles in the gas. If 
KE is the mean molecular kinetic energy, then temperature is given by KE = fkT, 
where k is the Boltzmann constant 

The value of k is 1.38 x IQ-23 JIK, where J is an abbreviation for joule and K is 
an abbreviation for Kelvin. 
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Hence we can qualitativelyvisualizeahigh-temperature gas as one in which the 
particles are randomly rattling about at high speeds, whereas in a low- temperature 
gas, the random motion of the particles is relatively slow. Temperature is an 
important quantity in dealing with the aerodynamics of supersonic and hyper
sonic flight, as we will soon see. Common units of temperature are the kelvin (K), 
degree Celsius eC), degree Rankine eR), and degree Fahrenheit (°F). 

2.1.4 Flow Velocity and Streamlines 

The concept of speed is commonplace: It represents the distance traveled by 
some object per unit time. For example, we all know what is meant by traveling 
at a speed of 55 mi!h down the highway. However, the concept of the velocity 
of a flowing gas is somewhat more subtle. First, velocity connotes direction as 
well as speed. The automobile is moving at a velocity of 55 milh due north in a 
horizontal plane. To designate velocity, we must quote both speed and direction. 
For a flowing gas, we must further recognize that each region of the gas does not 
necessarily have the same velocity; that is, the speed and direction of the gas may 
vary from point to point in the flow. Hence, flow velocity, along withp, p. and 
T, is a point property. 

To see this more clearly, consider the flow of air over an airfoil or the flow 
of combustion gases through a rocket engine, as sketched in Fig. 2.5. To orient 
yourself, lock your eyes on a specific, infinitesimally small element of mass in 
the gas, and watch this element move with time. B oth the speed and direction of 
this element (usually called a fluid element) can vary as it moves from point to 
point in the gas. Now fix your eyes on a specific fixed point in the gas flow, say 
point Bin Fig. 2.5. We can now define flow velocity as follows: 

The velocity at any fixed point B in a flowing gas is the velocity of an infinitesimally 
small fluid element as it sweeps through B. 

Again we emphasize that velocity is a point property and can vary from point to 
point in the flow. 

Referring again to Fig. 2.5, we note that as long as the flow is steady (as 
long as it does not fluctuate with time), a moving fluid element is seen to trace 
out a fixed path in space. This path taken by a moving fluid element is called a 
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Figure 2.5 Flow velocity and streamlines. 
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Figure 2.6 Smoke 
photograph of the 
low-speed flow over a 
Lissaman 7769 airfoil 
at I 0" angle of attack. 
The Reynolds number 
based on chord is 
150,000. This is the 
airfoil used on the 
Gossamer Condor 
human-powered 
aircraft. 
(The photograph was taken 
in one of the Notre Dame 
University smoke twmeL• 
by Dr. T. J. Mueller, 
Professor of Aerospace 
Engineering at Notre 
Dame, and i< shol+n here 
through his courtesy.) 

Figure 2.7 An oil 
streak photograph 
showing the surface 
streamline pattern for 
a fin mounted on a flat 
plate in supersonic 
flow. The parabolic 
curve in front of the 
fin is due to the bow 
shock wave and flow 
separation ahead of the 
fin. Note how clearly 
the streamlines can be 
seen in this complex 
flow pattern. Flow is 
from right to left. The 
Mach number is 5, and 
the Reynolds number 
is 6.7 x 106. 
(Courtesy of Allen E. 
Winkelmann, University of 
Maryland, and the Naval 
Surface Weapons Center.) 
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streamline of the flow. Drawing the streamlines of the flow field is an important 
way of visualizing the motion of the gas; we will frequently sketch the stream
lines of the flow about various objects. For example, the streamlines of the flow 
about an airfoil are sketched in Fig. 2.5 and clearly show the direction of motion 
of the gas. Figure 2.6 is an actual photograph of streamlines over an airfoil 
model in a low-speed subsonic wind tunnel. The streamlines are made visible 
by injection of filaments of smoke upstream of the model; these smoke filaments 
follow the streamlines in the flow. Using another flow field visualization tech
nique, Fig. 2.7 shows a photograph of a flow where the surface streamlines are 
made visible by coating the model with a mixture of white pigment in mineral 
oil. Clearly, the visualization of flow streamlines is a useful aid in the study of 
aerodynamics. 

2.2 THE SOURCE OF ALL AERODYNAMIC 
FORCES 

We have just discussed the four basic aerodynamic flow quantities: p, p, T, and 
V, where Vis velocity, which has both magnitude and direction; that is, velocity 
is a vector quantity. A knowledge of p, p, T, and V at each point of a flow fully 
defines the flow field. For example, if we were concerned with the flow about 
a sharp-pointed cone, as shown in Fig. 2.8, we could imagine a Cartesian xyz 
three-dimensional space, where the velocity far ahead of the cone v. is in the 

Voo 
Flow 

z 

y 

p = p(x, y, z) 
p = p(x, y, z) 
T=T(x,y,z ) 
V = V(x,y,z) 

Figure 2.8 Specifications of a flow field. 

Flow field 
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x direction and the cone axis is also along thex direction. The specification of the 
following quantities then fully defines the flow field: 

p = p(x,y,z) 

p=p(x,y,z) 

T =T(x,y,z) 

V =V(x,y,z) 

(In practice, the flow field about a right circular cone is more conveniently 
described in terms of cylindrical coordinates, but we are concerned only with the 
general ideas here.) 

Theoretical and experimental aerodynamicists labor to calculate and measure 
flow fields of many types. Why? What practical information does knowledge of the 
flow field yield with regard to airplane design or to the shape of a rocket engine? 
A substantial part of the first five chapters of this book endeavors to answer these 
questions. However, the roots of the answers lie in the following discussion. 

Probably the most practical consequence of the flow of air over an object 
is that the object experiences a force, an aerodynamic force, such as your hand 
feels outside the open window of a moving car. Subsequent chapters discuss 
the nature and consequences of such aerodynamic forces. The purpose here is 
to state that the aerodynamic force exerted by the airflow on the surface of an 
aixplane, missile, or the like stems from only two simple natural sources: 

1. Pressure distribution on the surface. 
2. Shear stress (friction) on the surface. 

We have already discussed pressure. Referring to Fig. 2.9, we see that pres
sure exerted by the gas on the solid surface of an object always acts normal to 

p 

Figure 2.9 Pressure and shear stress distributions. 
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the surface, as shown by the directions of the arrows. The lengths of the arrows 
denote the magnitude of the pressure at each local point on the surface. Note 
that the surface pressure varies with location. The net unbalance of the varying 
pressure distribution over the surface creates an aerodynamic force. The second 
source, shear stress acting on the surface, is due to the frictional effect of the flow 
"rubbing" against the surface as it moves around fue body. The shear stress t;., is 
defined as the force per unit area acting tangentially on the surface due to fric
tion, as shown in Fig. 2.9. It is also a point property; it varies along the surface; 
and the net unbalance of the surface shear stress distribution creates an aerody
namic force on the body. No matter how complex the flow field, and no matter 
how complex the shape of the body, the only way nature has of communicating 
an aerodynamic force to a solid object or surface is through the pressure and 
shear stress distributions that exist on the surface. These are the basic fundamen
tal sources of all aerodynamic forces. The pressure and shear stress distributions 
are the two hands of nature that reach out and grab the body, exerting a force on 
the body-the aerodynamic force. 

Finally, we can state that a primary function of theoretical and experimental 
aerodynamics is to predict and measure the aerodynamic forces on a body. In many 
cases, this implies prediction and measurement of p and t;., along a given surface. 
Furthermore, a prediction of p and t;., on the surface frequently requires knowledge 
of the complete flow field around the body. This helps to answer our earlier ques
tion about what practical information is yielded by knowledge of the flow field. 

2.3 EQUATION OF STATE FOR A PERFECT GAS 
Air under normal conditions of temperature and pressure, such as those encoun
tered in subsonic and supersonic flight through the atmosphere, behaves very 
much as a perfect gas. We can best see the definition of a perfect gas by return
ing to the molecular picture. A gas is a collection of particles (molecules, atoms, 
electrons, etc.) in random motion, where each particle is, on average, a long 
distance away from its neighboring particles. Each molecule has an intermo
lecular force .field about it, a ramification of the complex interaction of the elec
tromagnetic properties of the electrons and nucleus. The intermolecular force 
field of a given particle extends a comparatively long distance through space and 
changes from a strong repulsive force at close range to a weak attractive force at 
long range. The intermolecular force field of a given particle reaches out and is 
felt by the neighboring particles. On the one hand, if the neighboring particles are 
far away, they feel only the tail of the weak attractive force; hence the motion of 
the neighboring particles is only negligibly affected. On the other hand, if they 
are close, their motion can be greatly affected by the intermolecular force field. 
Because the pressure and temperature of a gas are tangible quantities derived 
from the motion of the particles, p and Tare directly influenced by intermolecu
lar forces, especially when the molecules are packed closely together (i.e., at 
high densities). This leads to the definition of a perfect gas: 

A perfect gas is one in which intermolecular forces are negligible. 
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Clearly, from the previous discussion, a gas in nature in which the particles 
are widely separated (low densities) approaches the definition of a perfect gas. 
The air in the room about you is one such case; each particle is separated, on 
average, by more than 10 molecular diameters from any other. Hence, air at 
standard conditions can be readily approximated by a perfect gas. Such is also 
the case for the flow of air about ordinary flight vehicles at subsonic and super
sonic speeds. Therefore, in this book, we always deal with a perfect gas for our 
aerodynamic calculations. 

The relation amongp, p, and T for a gas is called the equation of state. For a 
perfect gas, the equation of state is 

p =IJRT (2.3) 

where R is the specific gas constant, the value of which varies from one type of 
gas to another. For normal air we have 

R=2&1 J 
(kg)(K) 

1716 ft·lb 
(slug)(0 R) 

From your earlier studies in chemistry and physics, you may be more familiar 
with the universal gas constant 9i, where 9i = 8314 J/(kg · mole K) = 4.97 x 
104 (ft lb)/(slug · mole 0R), a universal value for all gases. The specific and 
universal gas constants are related through 9i = 9i/ M, where M is the molecular 
weight (or more properly, the molecular mass) of the gas. For air, M = 28.96 kg/ 
(kg . mole). Note that kg. mole is a single unit; it stands for a kilogram-mole, 
identifying what type of mole we are talking about. (It does not mean kilo
grams multiplied by moles.) A kilogram-mole contains 6.02 x 1026 molecules
Avogadro's number for a kilogram-mole. A kilogram-mole is that amount of a 
gas that has a mass in kilograms equal to the molecular weight of the gas. For air, 
because M = 28.96, one kilogram-mole of air has a mass of28.96 kilograms and 
consists of6.02 x 1026 molecules. Similarly, a slug· mole of gas is that amount of 
gas that has a mass in slugs equal to the molecular weight of the gas. For air, one 
slug-mole has a mass of28.96 slugs. The same litany applies to the gram-mole, 
with which you may be more familiar from chemistry. The values of R for air 
given at the beginning of this paragraph are obtained from 

and 

R•~IM= 83 ~4 J/(kg ·mole K) 287 J 
28. 96 kg/ (kg· mole) (kg)(K) 

R -~iM = 4.97 x 10\ft ·lb)/(slug· mole
0
R) 

28.96 s lug/(slug ·mole) 
1716 ft ·lb 

(slug)(0 R) 

It is interesting that the deviation of an actual gas in nature from perfect gas 
behavior can be expressed approximately by the modified Berthelot equation of 
state: 
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Here a and b are constants of the gas; thus the deviations become smaller asp 
decreases and T increases. This makes sense because if p is high, the molecules 
are packed closely together, intermolecular forces become important, and the gas 
behaves less as a perfect gas. In contrast, if Tis high, the molecules move faster. 
Thus, their average separation is larger, intermolecular forces become less sig
nificant in comparison to the inertia forces of each molecule, and the gas behaves 
more as a perfect gas. 

Also, note that when the air in the room around you is heated to temperatures 
above 2500 K, the oxygen molecules begin to dissociate (tear apart) into oxygen 
atoms; at temperatures above 4000 K, the nitrogen begins to dissociate. For these 
temperatures, air becomes a chemically reacting gas, such that its chemical com
position becomes a function of both p and T; that is, it is no longer normal air. 
As a result, R in Eq. (2.3) becomes a variable-R = R(p, 1)--simply because 
the gas composition is changing. The perfect gas equation of state, Eq. (2.3), is 
still valid for such a case, except that R is no longer a constant. This situation is 
encountered in very high-speed flight-for example, the atmospheric entry of the 
Apollo capsule, in which case the temperatures in some regions of the flow field 
reach 11,000 K. 

Again, in this book we always assume that air is a perfect gas, obeying 
Eq. (2.3), with a constant R = 287 J/(kg)(K) or 1716 ft · lb/(slug)CR). 

2.4 DISCUSSION OF UNITS 
Physical units are vital to the language of engineering. In the final analysis, the 
end result of most engineering calculations or measurements is a number that 
represents some physical quantity, such as pressure, velocity, or force. The num
ber is given in terms of combinations of units: 105 N/m2, 300 m/s, or 5 N, where 
the newton, meter, and second are examples of units. (See App. C.) 

Historically, various branches of engineering have evolved and favored 
systems of units that seemed to most conveniently fit their needs. These various 
sets of"engineering" units usually differ among themselves and are different 
from the metric system, preferred for years by physicists and chemists. In 
the modem world of technology, where science and engineering interface on 
almost all fronts, such duplicity and variety of units have become an unnec
essary burden. Metric units are now the accepted norm in both science and 
engineering in most countries outside the United States. More importantly, in 
1960 the Eleventh General Conference on Weights and Measures defined and 
officially established the Systeme International d'Unites (the SI units), which 
was adopted as the preferred system of units by 36 participating countries, 
including the United States. Since then the United States has made progress 
toward the voluntary implementation of SI units in engineering. For example, 
several NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) laboratories 
have made SI units virtually mandatory for all results contained in techni
cal reports, although engineering units can be shown as a duplicate set. The 
AIAA (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics) has a policy of 
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encouraging use of SI units in all papers reported or published in its techni
cal journals. It is apparent that in a few decades the United States, along with 
the rest of the world, will be using SI units almost exclusively. Indeed, the 
aerospace and automobile industries in the United States are now making 
extensive use of SI units, driven by the realities of an international market for 
their products. 

So here is the situation. Much of the past engineering literature generated in 
the United States and Britain used engineering units, whereas much of the cur
rent work uses SI units. Elsewhere in the world, SI units have been, and continue 
to be, the norm. As a result, modem engineering students must do "double duty" 
in regard to familiarization with units. They must be familiar with engineering 
units so that they can read, understand, and use the vast bulk of existing literature 
quoted in such units. At the same time, they must be intimately familiar with SI 
units for present and future work. Engineering students must be bilingual with 
regard to units. 

To promote fluency in both the engineering and SI units, this book inco1p0rates 
both sets. It is important that you develop a natural feeling for both sets of units; for 
example, you should feel as at home with pressures quoted in newtons per square 
meter (pascals) as you probably already do with pounds per square inch (psi). 
A mark of successful experienced engineers is their feel for correct magnitudes of 
physical quantities in familiar units. It is important for you to start gaining this feel
ing for units now, for both the engineering and SI units. A pU:tpOse of this book is 
to help you develop this feeling of comfort. In the process, we will be putting a bit 
more emphasis on SI units in deference to their extensive international use. 

For all practical purposes, SI is a metric system based on the meter, kilo
gram, second, and kelvin as basic units of length, mass, time, and temperature, 
respectively. It is a coherent, or consistent, set of units. Such consistent sets of 
units allow physical relationships to be written without the need for "conversion 
factors" in the basic formulas. For example, in a consistent set of units, Newton's 
second law can be written 

F = mxa 
Force = Mass x Acceleration 

In SI units, 

F = ma 

1 newton = (1 kilogrnm)(1 meter/second2
) 

(2.4) 

The newton is a force defined such that it accelerates a mass of 1 kilogram by 
1 meter per second squared. 

The English engineering system of units is another consistent set of units. 
Here the basic units of mass, length, time, and temperature are the slug, foot, 
second, and degree Rankine, respectively. In this system, 
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F = ma 

1 pound = (1 slua)(1 foot/second2
) 

(2.5) 

The pound is a force defined such that it accelerates a mass of 1 slug by 1 foot 
per second squared. Note that in both systems, Newton's second law is written 
simply as F = ma, with no conversion factor on the right side. 

In contrast, a nonconsistent set of units defines force and mass such that 
Newton's second law must be written with a conversion factor, or constant: 

F 
1 

= X m )t a 
gc 

i i i i 
Force Conversion Ma..<:s Acceleration 

factor 

A nonconsistent set of units frequently used in the past by mechanical engineers 
includes the pound force, pound mass, foot, and second: 

gc = 32.2(lbm)(ft) I (s2)(lb1) 

1 
F=- m )( a (2.6) gc 

i i i i 
lb/ I Ibm ft/s2 

3IT 

In this nonconsistent system, the unit of mass is the pound mass lb,... Comparing 
Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), we see that 1 slug= 32.2 lb,... A slug is a large hunk of mass, 
whereas the pound mass is considerably smaller, by a factor of 32.2. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 2.1 0. 

Another nonconsistent set of units that is used in international engineering 
circles deals with the kilogram force, the kilogram mass, meter, and second: 

I Ibm 

1 slug 

I slug= 32.2 Ibm 

Figure 2.10 Comparison between the slug and pound mass. 
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i i i i 
(2.7) 

k8J 9Js kg mfs2 

In this nonconsistent system, the unit of force is the kilogram force, kg,. 
It is easy to understand why people use these nonconsistent units, the pound 

mass (lb..) and the kilogram force (kg1). It has to do with weight. By definition, 
the weight of an object, W, is 

W = mg (2.8) 

where g is the acceleration of gravity, a variable that depends on location around 
the earth (indeed, throughout the universe). At standard sea level on earth, the 
standard value of g is 9.8 m/(s'f, or 32.2 ftl(s)2• Eq. (2.8) is written in consistent 
units; it is simply a natural statement of Newton's second law, Eq. (2.4), where 
the acceleration a is the acceleration of gravity g. Hence, if you held a kilogram 
of chocolate candy in your hands at a location on earth where the acceleration 
of gravity is the standard value of 9.8 m/sec, that "kilo" of candy would weigh 

W .. mg=(l.kg)(9.8 m/sec) = 9.8 N 

The "kilo" box of candy would weigh 9.8 N; this is the force exerted on your 
hands holding the candy. In contrast, if we used the nonconsistent units embod
ied in Eq. (2.7) to calculate the force exerted on your hands, we obtain 

F= ma = ( 1)(9.8) = 1 k 
gc (9.8) gf 

The "kilo" box of candy would weigh 1 kg,; the force exerted on your hands 
is 1 kgf What a common convenience: the force you feel on your hands is the 
same number of kg, as is the mass in kg. Presto-the use of the kilogram force in 
engineering work. Similarly, imagine you are holding 1 pound of chocolates. In 
the United States, we go to the store and pick a ''pound" box of candy off the shelf. 
We feel the pound force in our hands. From Eq. (2.8), the mass of the candy is 

w 1lb 
m = -g= 32.2 ft/(s2 ) 0.031 slug 

But if you go into a store and ask the attendant for a "0.031-slug" box of candy, 
imagine the reply you will get. In contrast, using Eq. (2.6) with the nonconsistent 
unit oflbm, the mass of a 1-1 b box of candy is 

_ Fgc _ (I lbX32.2) 
m - - - llbm 

a ( 32.2) 



2.4 Discussion of Un~s 

Once again, we have the evexyday convenience of the mass in your hands being 
the same number in Ibm as is the force on your hands. Presto-the use of the pound 
mass in engineering work. This makes sense in common everyday life; in the tech
nical world of engineering calculations, though, using Eq. (2. 7) with the noncon
sistent unit of kg, or Eq. (2.6) with the nonconsistent unit of lb,.., makes gc appear 
in many of the equations. Nature did not plan on this; the use of gc is a human 
invention. In nature, Newton's second law appears in its pure form, F =rna, not 
F= l lgc(ma). Thus, to use nature in its pure form, we must always use consistent 
units. When we do this, gc will never appear in any of our equations, and there is 
never any confusion in our calculations with regard to conversion factors-quite 
simply, no conversion factors are needed 

For these reasons, we will always deal with a consistent set of units in this 
book. We will use both the SI units from Eq. (2.4) and the English engineering 
units from Eq. (2.5). As stated before, you will frequently encounter the engi
neering units in the existing literature, whereas you will be seeing SI units with 
increasing frequency in the future literature; that is, you must become bilingual. 
To summarize, we will deal with the English engineering system units (lb, slug, 
ft, s, 0 R) and the Systeme International (SI) units (N, kg, m, s, K). 

Therefore, returning to the equation of state, Eq. (2.3), where p = pRT, we 
see that the units are as follows: 

p 
p 
T 
R (for air) 

English Engineering System SI 

lblftl 
slugs/ft3 

OR 
1716 ft · lb/(slug)(0 R) 

N/rnl 
kg!ml 
K 
287 J/(kg)(K) 

There are two final points about units to note. First, the units of a physical 
quantity can frequently be expressed in more than one combination simply by 
appealing to Newton's second law. From Newton's law, the relation between N, 
kg, m, and s is 

F - ma 

N=kg·mls2 

Thus, a quantity such as R = 287 J/(kg)(K) can also be expressed in an equivalent 
way as 

R=281 J 
(kg)(K) 

287 N·m 
(kg)(K) 

287kg·m m 
s2 (kg)(K) 

R can also be expressed in the equivalent terms of velocity squared divided by 
temperature. In the same vein, 

R=l7l6 ft·lb 
(slug)(0 R) 
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Second, in the equation of state, Eq. (2.3), T is always the absolute tem
perature, where zero degrees is the absolutely lowest temperature possible. Both 
K and 0 R are absolute temperature scales, where 0°R = 0 K = the temperature at 
which almost all molecular translational motion theoretically stops. In contrast, 
the familiar Fahrenheit e F) and Celsius eq scales are not absolute scales: 

0°F=460°R 
ooe = 273 K = 32°F 

For example, 90°F .s. the same as. 460 + 90 = 550~ 
and 1 ooc is. the s.ame ~ 273 + 10 = 283 K 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Please remember: Tin Eq. (2.3) must be the absolute temperature, either kelvins 
or degrees Rankine. 

2.5 SPECIFIC VOLUME 
Density pis the mass per unit volume. The inverse of this quantity is also fre
quently used in aerodynamics. It is called the specific volume v and is defined as 
the volume per unit mass. By definition, 

1 
v= -

p 

Hence, from the equation of state 

we also have 

1 
P =~T= -RT 

v 

pv=RT 

Abbreviated units for v are m3/lkg and tV/slug. 

(2.11) 

The air pressure and density at a point on the wing of a Boeing 747 are 1.10 x 105 N/m2 

and 1.20 kg/m3, respectively. What is the temperature at that point? 

• Solution 
FromEq. (2.3),p = pRT; hence T = pl(pR), or 

T _ 1.10 x l05 N/m2 I 
- (1.20 kg/m3)[287 J/(kg)(K)] l3 l9 ~ 
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The high-pressure air storage tank for a supersonic wind tunnel has a volume of 1000 fP. 
If air is stored at a pressure of30 atm and a temperature of 530°R, what is the mass of gas 
stored in the tank in slugs? In pound mass? 

• Solution 
The unit of atm for pressure is not a consistent unit. You will find it helpful to remember 
that in the English engineering system, 

1 atm -2116 lb/fe 

Hence p = (30)(2116) lb/ft2 = 6.348 x J04 lb/ft2• Also, from Eq. (2.3), p = pRT; hence 
p = (pi RT), or 

6.348 x 1 o• tblfe 
p = [1716 ft·I IJ/(s1ug)(0R)](530°R) 6 ·98 ,.w-z sluglft

3 

This is the density, which is mass per unit volume. The total mass Min the tank of volume 
Vis 

M - .4)V= (6.98 x l0-2 sluglft3 )(1000 fe) = j6!l.8 slugs! 

Recall that 1 slug = 32.2 lb.,. Hence 

M = (69.&)(32.2) = j22481b., l 

Air flowing at high speed in a wind tunnel has pressure and temperature equal to 0.3 atm 
and -1 00°C, respectively. What is the air density? What is the specific volume? 

• Solution 
You are reminded again that the unit of atm for pressure is not a consistent unit. You will 
find it helpful to memorize that in the SI system, 

1 am -1.01 x lOs N/m2 

Hence 

P = ( f).:l)(l. f. l x •If) = 0.303x lOs N/m2 

Note that T = - l00°C is not an absolute temperature. Hence 

T = 100 + 273 = 173 K 

From Eq. (2.3), p = pRT; hence p = pi(RT), or 

0.303x lOs N/nl 
p = [287 J l(kg)(K)](173 K) 

0
'
610 

kgJm
3 

v = .!..= 
1 

164m3/kg 
p 0.610 
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Note: It is worthwhile to remember that 

1 atm -2116 lb/ft2 

1 at:m=l.01 x105 N/m2 

Note: In Example 2.1-2.3, the units for each number that appears internally in the cal
culations were explicitly written out next to each of the numbers. This was done to give 
you practice in thinking about the units. In the present example, and in all the remain
ing worked examples in this book, we discontinue this practice except where necessary 
for clarity. We are using consistent units in our equations, so we do not have to worry 
about keeping track of all the units internally in the mathematics. If you feed numbers 
expressed in terms of consistent units into your equations at the beginning of your calcu
lation and you go through a lot of internal mathematical operations (addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, differentiation, integration, division, etc.) to get your answer, that answer 
will automatically be in the proper consistent units. 

Consider the Concorde supersonic transport flying at twice the speed of sound at an 
altitude of 16 km. At a point on the wing, the metal surface temperature is 362 K. The 
immediate layer of air in contact with the wing at that point has the same temperature and 
is at a pressure of 1.04 x 1 ()4 N/m2 • Calculate the air density at this point. 

• Solution 
FromEq. (2.3), 

p = p wh11a .R = 287 J 
RT' (kg)(K) 

The given pressure and temperature are in the appropriate consistent SI units. Hence 

= 1 04 "' 104 = 10.100 k /m3 
P (287X362) . g 

We know the answer must be in kilograms per cubic meter because these are the consis
tent units for density in the SI system. We simply write the answer as 0.100 kglm3 without 
needing to trace the units through the mathematical calculation. 

This example deals with the conversion of units from one system to another. 
An important design characteristic of an airplane is its wing loading, defined as the 

weight of the airplane, W, divided by its planform wing area (the projected wing area 
you see by looking directly down on the top of the wing), S. (The importance of wing 
loading, WIS, on the performance of an airplane is discussed at length in Ch. 6.) Con
sider the Lockheed-Martin F-117A stealth fighter, shown in Fig. 2.11. In most modem 
international aeronautical publications, the wing loading is given in units of k~/m2• 

For the F-117A, the wing loading is 280.8 kgJm2• Calculate the wing loading in units 
oflb/ft2• 
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Figure 2.11 Three-view of the Lockheed-Martin F-117 A stealth fighter. 

• Solution 
We want to convert from ~to lb and from m2 to ft2• Some useful intermediate conver
sion factors obtained from App. C are itemized in the following: 

1ft • 0.3048 m 
llb = 4.448 N 

Inaddition,fromEq. (2.7), amass ofl kg weighs 1 kg,, and fromEq. (2.8), the same 1-kg 
mass weighs 9.8 N. Thus we have as an additional conversion factor 

1 tg1 -9.8 N 

I recommend the following ploy to carry out conversions of units easily and accurately. 
Consider the ratio (1 ft/0.3048 m). Because 1 foot is exactly the same length as 0.3048 m, 
this is a ratio of the "same things"; hence philosophically you can visualize this ratio as 
like "unity'' (although the actual number obtained by dividing 1 by 0.3048 is obviously 
not 1 ). Hence we can visualize that the ratios 

( 
1 ft ) ( 1lb ) { I kg1 ) 

0.3048 m ' 4.448 N '~9 .8 N 

are like ''unity." Then, to convert the wing loading given in kg,/m2 to lb/ft2, we simply 
take the given wing loading in kg,/m2 and multiply it by the various factors of ''unity" in 
just the right fashion so that various units cancel out, and we end up with the answer in 
lb/ft2. That is, 

W =280.8 kg1 (9.8N)( llb )(0.3048 m)2 

(2.12) 
S jjj2 1kg1 4.448N 1ft 
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The quantitative number for W!S is, from Eq. (2.12), 

'!::. = (JRr.8)(9.ll)(n.3048)2 = 
57

_
3 s 4.448 

The units that go along with this number are obtained by canceling various units as they 
appear in the numerators and denominators ofEq. (2.12). That is, 

w = 280.8 ~/&(~)( lib )( 0.30~)2 = 57.3!? 
S m2 1 kg1 4.448 N 1 ft ftz 

This example also deals with the conversion of units. 
In common everyday life in the United States, we frequently quote velocity in units 

of miles per hour. The speedometer in a car is primarily calibrated in miles per hour 
(although in many new cars, the dial also shows kilometers per hour in finer print). In 
popular aeronautical literature, airplane velocities are frequently given in miles per hour. 
(After their successful flight on December 17, 1903, Orville telegraphed home that the 
speed of the Wright Flyer was 31 miles per hour, and miles per hour has been used for air
plane flight speeds since that time.) Miles per hour, however, are not in consistent units; 
neither miles nor hours are consistent units. To make proper calculations using consistent 
units, we must convert miles per hour into feet per second or meters per second. 

Consider a Piper Cub, a small, light, general aviation airplane shown in Fig. 2.12a; 
the Piper Cub is a design that dates to before World War IT, and many are still flying today. 
When the airplane is flying at 60 mi!h, calculate the velocity in terms of(a) ftls and (b)m/s. 

• Solution 
We recall these commonly known conversion factors: 

Also, from App. C, 

a. V= 

1 rni = 5280 ft 
1 h - 3600 s 

1 ft : 0.3048 m 

60~ lh 5280 ft 
h 3600s 

ft v = 88.0 -
s 

) mi 
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Figure 2.12a The Piper Cub, one of the most famous light, general aviation aircraft. 
(Source: From the colledion of Hal Andrews and David Ostrmvsld.) 

Figure 2.12b The North American P-5ID Mustang of World War II fame. 
(Source: From the colledion of Hal Andrews.) 
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This answer provides a useful conversion factor by itself. It is simple and helpful to 
memorize that 

60 mi/h = 88 ft/s 

For example, consider a World War II P-51 Mustang (Fig. 2.12b) flying at 400 milh. Its 
velocity in ft/s can easily be calculated from 

b. 

Hence 

V = 400 88 ft/s = 586.7 ft/s 
60 mils 

v = (6o~)( 1 h )(5280 ft)( O.l048 m) 
h 3600 s I mi I ft 

V = l 26.82m/s I 

60 milh= 26.82 m/s 

The next three examples further illustrate how to use proper, consistent units to solve 
engineering problems. 

Consider the Lockheed-Martin F-117A discussed in Example 2.5 and shown in 
Fig. 2.11. The planform area of the wing is 913 ft2. Using the result from Example 2.5, 
calculate the net force exerted on the F-117A required for it to achieve an acceleration 
of one-third of ag (one-third the standard acceleration of gravity) in straight-line flight. 

• Solution 
From Example 2.5, the wing loading was calculated in English engineering units to be 
W/S = 57.3lb/ft2• Thus the weight of the F-117A is 

W=(~)s=(57.3 1:
2

}913 :; ') =52,315lb 

The force required to achieve a given acceleration of a given object is obtained from 
Newton's second law: 

F - ma 

The mass of the F-117A is obtained from Eq. (2.8) written as 

w 
m=-

g 



where g = 32.2 ftls2• Thus 

52,315 
m = - = 1624.7 slug 

32.2 
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Therefore, the net force required to accelerate the F-ll7A at the rate of one-thirdg-that 
is, the rate of 1/3 (32.2) = 10.73 ftls2-is 

F - rna = (162-P)(lO. /)) = 117,438 Ib j 

In level flight, the net force on the airplane is the difference between the thrust from 
the engines acting forward and the aerodynamic drag acting rearward (such matters 
are the subject of Ch. 6). The F-117 A has two turbojet engines capable of a combined 
maximum thrust of21,600 lb at sea level. When the aerodynamic drag is no more than 
21,600- 17,438 = 46121b, the F-ll7A is capable of achieving an acceleration of one
third of a g in level flight at sea level. 

This example highlights the use of the English engineering system consistent unit of 
mass (namely the slug) in Newton's second law. Furthermore, we obtained the mass in 
slugs for the F-ll7A from its weight in lb using Eq. (2.8). 

Consider a case in which the air inside the pressurized cabin of a jet transport flying at 
some altitude is at a pressure of0.9 atm and a temperature ofl5°C. The total volume of 
air at any instant inside the cabin is 1800 nt. If the air in the cabin is completely recircu
lated through the air conditioning system every 20 min, calculate the mass flow of air in 
kg/s through the system. 

• Solution 
The density of the air is given by the equation of state, Eq. (2.3), written as 

p 
p = 

RT 

In the SI system of units, consistent units of pressure and temperature are N/m2 and K 
respectively. (Remember that T in Eq. (2.3) is the absolute temperature.) In Example 2.3 
we noted that 1 atm= 1.01 x l05 N/m2• Hence 

p = ( IJ.9 atm)(l .Ut v: tf)=0.909->. 105 N/M2 

and 

T = 213+15 = 288 K 
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Thus 

p = 0.909xl0
5 

= l.lk 1 3 

p = RT (287)(288) g m 

The total mass M of air inside the cabin at any instant is pV, where Vis the volume of the 
cabin, given as 1800 m3. Thus 

M - tiP' = (1.1)(1800)= 1980 kg 

This mass of air is recirculated through the air conditioning system every 20 min, or every 
1200 s. Hence, the mass flow m is 

1980 
m = rno= It 6s kgls l 

Consider the same airplane cabin discussed in Example 2.8. We now wish to increase 
the pressure inside the cabin by pumping in extra air. Assume that the air temperature 
inside the cabin remains constant at 288 K. If the time rate of increase in cabin pressure is 
0.02 atm/min, calculate the time rate of change of the air density per second. 

• Solution 
From the equation of state, 

p = p/I.T 

Differentiating this equation with respect to time, t, assuming that T remains constant, 
we have 

or 

dp = RT dp 
dt dt 

dp 1 ( dp) 
dt= RT dt 

C . . fidp N F th . infi . onststent uruts or - are ~ . rom e gtven ormation, 
dt m2s 

de = 0 02 atm/min 

Changing to consistent units, noting that 1 atm = 1.01 x 105 N/m2 and one minute is 
60 seconds, we have 

dp = O 02 at~( l Ol x W Ntm
2 t(I min)= 33_67 N 

dt mm 1 atm ) 60 s m2s 
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Hence 

dp 1 (dp) 33 67 
dt= Rf dt = (287)(28M) 

4 O?x 10_. kg ;s 

The performance of an airplane (Ch. 6) depends greatly on the power available from its 
engine(s). For a reciprocating engine, such as in an automobile or in many propeller
driven airplanes, the power available is commonly given in terms of horsepower, a hor
ribly nonconsistent unit. This unit was developed by James Watt, the English inventor 
of the first practical steam engine in the years around 1775. To help market his steam 
engine, Watt compared its power output with that of a horse. He observed that a horse 
could turn a mill wheel with a 12-foot radius 144 times in an hour pulling a force of 
180 lb. Recalling that power, P, by definition, is energy per unit time, and energy is 
force, F, times distance, d, the power output of the horse is 

p = Fd = (180)[(144)(2<~r)(l2)] 
t 60 min 

32,572 ft ~ b 
nun 

Watt rounded this number up to 33,000 ft lb/min, which is the value we use today for the 
energy equivalent to one horsepower. Using consistent units of ft lb/sec, we have 

1 h = 
33

• 
000 

550 ft lb/sec p 60 

These are the consistent units for one horsepower in the English engineering system. 
From this, calculate the value for one horsepower in the SI system. 

• Solution 
In the SI system, the consistent units for energy (force x distance) are (N)(m), so the con
sistent units of power are (force x distance )/t = (N)(m)/sec. This unit of power is called a 
watt, in honor of James Watt, abbreviated in this example as W. From App. C, we have 

Thus 

1 ft - 0.3048 m 

1 111 - 4.448 N 

1 hp = 550 ft lb 
sec 

= 550( o.3~m)(4.448 N) 
1ft llb 

= 746W 

= 146 N m = ff46 WJ 
sec 
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These consistent units for 1 hp, namely 

are used in Ch. 6. 

1 hp = 550 ft lb = 746 w 
sec 

One of the important performance characteristics of a given airplane is its maximum 
rate-of-climb, that is, its time rate of increase in altitude. In Sec. 6.8, we show that rate
of-climb, denoted by RIC, is proportional to the difference in maximum power available 
from the engine and the power required by the airplane to overcome aerodynamic drag; 
this difference is called the excess power. Indeed, in Sec. 6.8 we show that 

RIC = excess power 
w 

where W is the weight of the airplane. Using this equation, calculate the RIC in units of 
ftlmin for an airplane weighing 9000 kg, flying at the condition where the excess power 
is 4700 hp. Note that all the units given here, ft!min, kgfi and hp are inconsistent units; 
however, the equation for RIC must use consistent units. (Also, the numbers given here 
apply approximately to the twin-jet executive transport considered inCh. 6.) 

• Solution 
The result from Example 2.10 is that 1 hp = 746 Watts. Hence, in the SI system. 

excess power =~ .LlUCi hp)( 7-i6) = 3.506xl06 Watts 

Near the surface of the earth (see Sec. 2.4), the mass of the airplane in kg is the same 
number as the weight in kgr. Hence, the weight is 

W =mg = (IJOOC kgX ~-8 m/sec2
) 

W - 8. 82lc lO~N 

Now we have each term in the equation for rate-of-climb expressed in consistent SI units. 
Hence 

RIC = excess power 
w 

RIC = 39.75 tl)fsec 

3.506xl06 W 

8 82 ~C 104N 

The consistent units for RIC are m/sec because we used consistent SI units in the equa
tion. Rate-of-climb is frequently quoted in the literature in terms of minutes rather than 
seconds, so we have 

RIC - 39.75( m )(
60 s.ec)= 2385~ 

sec 1 nun nun 
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We are asked in this example to calculate RIC in units: of ftlmin, which is still the norm 
in the United States. From App. C, 

1 ft • 0.3048 m 

Thus, 

2.6 ANATOMY OF THE AIRPLANE 
In regard to fundamental thoughts, it is appropriate to discuss some basic nomen
clature associated with airplanes and space vehicles-names for the machines 
themselves. In this section we deal with airplanes; space vehicles are discussed 
in Sec. 2.7. 

The major components of a conventional airplane are identified in Fig. 2.13. 
Thefoselage is the center body, where most of the usable volume of the airplane 
is found. The fuselage carries people, baggage, other payload, instruments, fuel, 
and anything else that the airplane designer puts there. The wings are the main 
lift-producing components of the airplanes; the left and right wings are identified 
as you would see them from inside the airplane, facing forward. The internal 
volume of the wings can be used for such items as fuel tanks and storage of the 
main landing gear (the wheels and supporting struts) after the gear is retracted. 
The horizontal and vertical stabilizers are located and sized so as to provide 
the necessary stability for the airplane in flight (we consider stability in Ch. 7). 
Sometimes these surfaces are called the horizontal and vertical tails, or fins. 
When the engines are mounted from the wings, as shown in Fig. 2.13, they are 
usually housed in a type of shroud called a nacelle. As a historical note, the 
French worked hard on flying machines in the late 19th and early 20th centuries; 

Fuselage 

Figure 2.13 Basic components of an airplane. 

Vertical stabilizer 
(vertical tail) 

Horizontal stabilizer 
(horizontal tail) 

Left 
wing 
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Rudder 

Elevator 

Aileron 

Figure 2.14 Control surfaces and flaps. 

as a result, some of our conventional airplane nomenclature today comes from 
the French. Fuselage is a French word, meaning a "spindle" shape. So is the 
word nacelle, meaning a "small boat." 

Flaps and control surfaces are highlighted in Fig. 2.14. These are hinged 
surfaces, usually at the trailing edge (the back edge) of the wings and tail, that 
can be rotated up or down. The function of a flap is to increase the lift force on 
the airplane; flaps are discussed in detail in Sec. 5.17. Some aircraft are designed 
with flaps at the leading edge (the front edge) of the wings as well as at the 
trailing edge. Leading-edge flaps are not shown in Fig. 2.14. The ailerons are 
control surfaces that control the rolling motion of the airplane around the fuse
lage. For example, when the left aileron is deflected downward and the right 
aileron is deflected upward, lift is increased on the left wing and decreased on 
the right wing, causing the airplane to roll to the right. The elevators are control 
surfaces that control the nose up-and-down pitching motion; when the elevator 
is deflected downward, the lift on the tail is increased, pulling the tail up and the 
nose of the airplane down. The rudder is a control surface that can turn the nose 
of the airplane to the right or left (called yawing). The nature and function of 
these control surfaces are discussed in greater detail inCh. 7. 

In aeronautics it is common to convey the shape of an airplane by means of a 
three-view diagram, such as those shown in Fig. 2.11 and in Fig. 2.15. Proceeding 
from the top to the bottom of Fig. 2.15, we see a front view, top view, and side 
view, respectively, of the North American F-86H, a famous jet fighter from the 
Korean War era. A three-view diagram is particularly important in the design 
process of a new airplane because it conveys the precise shape and dimensions 
of the aircraft. 

The internal structure of an airplane is frequently illustrated by a cutaway 
drawing, such as that shown in Fig. 2.17. Here the famous Boeing B-17 bomber 
from World War II is shown with a portion of its skin cut away so that the inter
nal structure is visible. Although the B-17 is alate 1930s design, it is shown here 
because of its historical significance and because it represents a conventional 
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Figure 2.15 Three-view diagram of the North American F-86H. 

airplane structure. A cutaway of the Lockheed-Martin F-117A stealth fighter 
is shown in Fig. 2.18; this is a modern airplane, yet its internal structure is not 
unlike that of the B-17 shown in Fig. 2.17. Cutaway diagrams usually contain 
many details about the internal structure and packaging for the airplane. 
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DESIGN BOX 

This is the first of many design boxes in this book. 
These design boxes highlight information pertinent 
to the philosophy, process, and details of flight vehi
cle design, as related to the discussion at that point 
in the text. The purpose of these design boxes is to 
reflect on the design implications of various topics 
being discussed. This is not a book about design, but 
the fundamental information in this book certainly 
has applications to design. The design boxes are here 
to bring these applications to your attention. Design 
is a vital function-indeed, usually the end product
of engineering. These design boxes can give you a 
better understanding of aerospace engineering. 

diagrams. An example of a much more detailed three
view diagram is that in Fig. 2.16, which shows the 
Vought F4U Corsair, the famous Navy fighter from 
World War ll. Figure 2.16 is an example of what, in 
the airplane design process, is called a configuration 
layout. In Fig. 2.16, we see not only the front view, 
side view, top view, and bottom view of the airplane, 
but also the detailed dimensions, the cross-sectional 
shape of the fuselage at different locations, the air
foil shape of the wing at different locations, landing 
gear details, and the location of various lights, radio 
antenna, and so on. (A discussion of the role of the 
configuration layout in airplane design can be found 
in Anderson, Aircraft Performance and Design, 
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1999.) 

This design box is associated with our discus
sion of the anatomy of the airplane and three-view 

Any student of the history of aeronautics knows that airplanes have been 
designed with a wide variety of shapes and configurations. It is generally true 
that form follows function, and airplane designers have configured their air
craft to meet specific requirements. However, airplane design is an open-ended 
problem-there is no single "right way" or "right configuration" to achieve the 
design goals. Also, airplane design is an exercise in compromise; to achieve 
good airplane performance in one category, other aspects of performance may 
have to be partly sacrificed. For example, an airplane designed for very high 
speed may have poor landing and takeoff performance. A design feature that 
optimizes the aerodynamic characteristics may overly complicate the structural 
design. Convenient placement of the engines may disrupt the aerodynamics of 
the airplane ... and so forth. For this reason, airplanes come in all sizes and 
shapes. An exhaustive listing of all the different types of airplane configura
tions is not our purpose here. Over the course of your studies and work, you will 
sooner or later encounter most of these types. However, there are several general 
classes of airplane configurations that we do mention here. 

The first is the conventional configuration. This is exemplified by the air
craft shown in Figs. 2.13 through 2.17. Here we see monoplanes (a single set of 
wings) with a horizontal and vertical tail at the back of the aircraft. The aircraft 
may have a straight wing, as seen in Figs. 2.13, 2.14, 2.16, and 2.17, or a swept 
wing, as seen in Fig. 2.15. Wing sweep is a design feature that reduces the aero
dynamic drag at speeds near to or above the speed of sound, and that is why most 
high-speed aircraft today have some type of swept wing. However, the idea goes 
back as far as 1935. Swept win,gs are discussed in greater detail in Sec. 5.16. 
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2.8 Anatomy of the Airplane 

Figure 2.18 Cutaway view of the Lockheed-Martin F-117 A stealth fighter. 

Figure 2.15 illustrates an airplane with a swept-back wing. Aerodynamically, 
the same benefit can be obtained by sweeping the wing forward. Figure 2.19 is 
a three-view diagram of the X-29A, a research aircraft with a swept-forward 
wing. Swept-forward wings are not a new idea. However, swept-forward wings 
have combined aerodynamic and structural features that tend to cause the wing 
to twist and fail structurally. This is why most swept-wing airplanes have used 
swept-back wings. With the new, high-strength composite materials of today, 
swept-forward wings can be designed strong enough to resist this problem; the 

Figure 2.19 Three-view diagram of the Grumman X-29A research aircraft. 
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swept-forward wing of the X-29A is a composite wing. There are some advan
tages aerodynamically to a swept-forward wing, which are discussed in Sec. 5.16. 
Also note by comparing Figs. 2.15 and 2.19 that the juncture of the wing and the 
fuselage is farther back on the fuselage for the airplane with a swept-forward 
wing than for an airplane with a swept-back wing. At the wing-fuselage juncture, 
there is extra structure (such as a wing spar that goes through the fuselage) that 
can interfere with the internal packaging in the fuselage. The swept-forward wing 
configuration, with its more rearward fuselage-wing juncture, can allow the air
plane designer greater flexibility in placing the internal packaging inside the fuse
lage. In spite of these advantages, at the time of writing, no new civilian transports 
or military aixplanes are being designed with swept-forward wings. 

The X-29A shown in Fig. 2.19 illustrates another somewhat unconventional 
feature: The horizontal stabilizer is mounted ahead of the wing rather than at the 
rear of the aixplane. This is defined as a canard configuration, and the horizontal 
stabilizer in this location is called a canard surface. The 1903 Wright Flyer was 
a canard design, as clearly seen in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2. However, other aixplane 
designers after the Wrights quickly placed the horizontal stabilizer at the rear 
of the aixplane. (There is some evidence that this was done more to avoid patent 
difficulties with the Wrights than for technical reasons.) The rear horizontal tail 
location is part of the conventional aircraft configuration; it has been used on the 
vast majority of airplane designs since the Wright Flyer. One reason for this is 
the feeling among some designers that a canard surface has a destabilizing effect 
on the airplane (to call the canard a horizontal "stabilizer" might be considered 
by some a misnomer). However, a properly designed canard configuration can 
be just as stable as a conventional configuration. This is discussed in detail in 
Ch. 7. Indeed, there are some inherent advantages of the canard configuration, 
as we outline in Ch. 7. Because of this, a number of new canard aixplanes have 
been designed in recent years, ranging from private, general aviation airplanes to 
military, high-performance fighters. (The word canard comes from the French 
word for "duck.") 

Look again at the Wright Flyer in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2. This aircraft has two 
wings mounted one above the other. The Wrights called this a double-decker 
configuration. However, within a few years such a configuration was called a 
biplane, nomenclature that persists to the present. In contrast, aixplanes with just 
one set of wings are called monoplanes; Figs. 2.13 through 2.19 illustrate mono
planes, which have become the conventional configuration. However, this was 
not true through the 1930s; until about 1935, biplanes were the conventional con
figuration. Figure 2.20 is a three-view of the Grumman F3F-2 biplane designed 
in 1935. It was the U.S. Navy's last biplane fighter; it was in service as a front
line fighter with the Navy until 1940. The popularity of biplanes over mono
planes in the earlier years was due mainly to the enhanced structural strength 
of two shorter wings trussed together compared to that of a single, longer-span 
wing. However, as the cantilevered wing design, introduced by the German engi
neer Hugo Junkers as early as 1915, gradually became more accepted, the main 
technical reason for the biplane evaporated. But old habits are sometimes hard to 
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Figure 2.20 Three-view of the Grumman F3F-2, the last U.S. Navy 
biplane fighter. 

change, and the biplane remained in vogue far longer than any technical reason 
would justify. Today biplanes still have some advantages as sport aircraft for 
aerobatics and as agricultural spraying aircraft. Thus, the biplane design lives on. 

2.7 ANATOMY OF A SPACE VEHICLE 
In Sec. 2.6 we discussed the conventional airplame configuration. In contrast, it 
is difficult to define a "conventional" spacecraft configuration. The shape, size, 
and arrangement of a space vehicle are determined by its particular mission, and 
there are as many (if not more) different spacecraft configurations as there are 
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missions. In this section we discuss a few of the better-known space vehicles; 
although our coverage is far from complete, it provides some perspective on the 
anatomy of space vehicles. 

To date, all human-made space vehicles are launched into space by 
rocket boosters. A rather conventional booster is the Delta three-stage rocket, 
shown in Fig. 2.21. Built by McDonnell-Douglas (now merged with Boeing), 
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Figure 2.21 Delta 3914 and 3920 rocket booster configurations. 
(Source: From M. D. Griffin and J. R. French, Space Vehicle Design, A1AA: Reston, Virginia, I 991.) 
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Payload 

Stage 2 motor 

•Optional configurations are also available. 
tOptional fourth stage available for precision injection. 

Figure 2.22 Orbital Sciences Pegasus, an air-launched rocket booster. 
(Source: From C. H. Eldred et al., "Fu!ure Space Transportation Systems and Launch, " 

in Future Aeronautical and Space Systems, eds. A. K. Noor and S. L. Vemzera, AJAA, 
Progress in Astronautics and Aeronautics, mi. 172, 1997.) 

the Delta rocket is a product of a long design and development evolution 
that can be traced to the Thor intermediate-range ballistic missile in the late 
1950s. The spacecraft to be launched into space is housed inside a fairing 
at the top of the booster, which falls away after the booster is out of the 
earth's atmosphere. The rocket booster is really three rockets mounted on top 
of one another. The technical reasons for having such a multistage booster 
(as opposed to a single-stage rocket) are discussed in Sec. 9.11. Also, the 
fundamentals of the rocket engines that power these boosters are discussed 
inCh. 9. 

A not-so-conventional booster is the air-launched Pegasus, shown in 
Fig. 2.22. The Pegasus is a three-stage rocket that is carried aloft by an air
plane. The booster is then launched from the airplane at some altitude within the 
sensible atmosphere. The first stage of the Pegasus has wings, which assist in 
boosting the rocket to higher altitudes within the sensible atmosphere. 

The Delta rocket in Fig. 2.21 and the Pegasus in Fig. 2.22 are examples of 
expendable launch vehicles; no part of these boosters is recovered for reuse. 
There are certain economies to be realized by recovering part (if not all) of the 
booster and using it again. There is great interest today in such recoverable 
launch vehicles. An example of such a vehicle is the experimental X-34, shown 
in Fig. 2.23. This is basically a winged booster that will safely fly back to earth 
after it has launched its payload, to be used again for another launch. 

In a sense, the Space Shuttle is partly a reusable system. The Space Shuttle 
is part airplane and part space vehicle. The Space Shuttle flight system is shown 
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Wmg 

Figure 2.23 Orbital Sciences X-34 small reusable rocket booster. 
(Source: From Eldred e/ al.) 

Payload 
door 

in Fig. 2.24. The shuttle orbiter is the airplanelike configuration that sits on the 
side of the rocket booster. The system is powered by two solid rocket boosters 
(SRBs) that burn out and are jettisoned after the first 2 min of flight. The SRBs 
are recovered and refurbished for use again. The external tank carries liquid oxy
gen and liquid hydrogen for the main propulsion system, which comprises the 
rocket engines mounted in the orbiter. The external tank is jettisoned just before 

Cargo bay envelope 

Figure 2.24 The Space Shuttle. 
(Source: From Griffin and French.) 
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the system goes into orbit; the tank falls back through the atmosphere and is 
destroyed. The orbiter carries on with its mission in space. When the mission is 
complete, the orbiter reenters the atmosphere and glides back to earth, makjng a 
horizontal landing as a conventional unpowered airplane would. 

Let us now examine the anatomy of the payload itself-the functioning 
spacecraft that may be a satellite in orbit around earth or a deep-space vehicle 
on its way to another planet or to the sun. As mentioned earlier, these spacecraft 
are point designs for different specific missions, and therefore it is difficult to 
define a conventional configuration for spacecraft. However, let us examine the 
anatomy of a few of these point designs, just to obtain some idea of their nature. 

A communications satellite is shown in Fig. 2.25. This is the FLTSATCOM 
spacecraft produced by TRW for the U.S. Navy. It is placed in a geostationary 
orbit-an orbit in the plane of the equator with a period (time to execute one 
orbit) of 24 h. Hence, a satellite in geostationary orbit appears above the same 
location on earth at all times--a desirable feature for a communications satellite. 
Orbits and trajectories for space vehicles are discussed inCh. 8. The construction 
is basically aluminum. The two hexagonal compartments (buses) mounted one 
above the other at the center of the satellite contain all the engineering subsys
tems necessary for control and communications. The two antennas that project 
outward from the top of the bus are pointed at earth. The two solar array arms 

NORMAL ORBIT: 
LAUNCH: 

GEO-STATIONARY 
1978 
ETR 
ATLAS.CENTAUR 
CENTAUR STANDARD FAIRING 

SPACECRAFT WEIGHT C100 LB 

IN ORBITAL OPERATION 
THE SPACECRAFT IS 3-AXIS ST ABILIZEO 
WITH THE IOOY·FIXED ANTENNA 
POINTING C0NST ANTL Y AT lHE EARTH 
AND THE SOLAR ARRAY ROlATED TO 
POINT AT THE SUN 

Figure 2.25 The TRW communications satellite FL TSA 1'COM. 
(Source: From Griffin and French.) 
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t-- Rover UHF antenna 

Imager for Mars 
Pathfinder (IMP) 

Figure 2.26 The Mars Pathfinder on the surface of Mars. 

LanderLGA 

Micro rover 

(Source: FromM. K. Olsen et aL, "Spacecraft for Solar System Explnration, " in Furore 
Aeronautical and Space Systems, eds. A. K. Noor and S. L. Venneri, A1AA Progress in 
Astronautics and Aeronautics, vol. 172, 1997.) 

(solar panels) that project from the sides of the bus constantly rotate to remain 
pointed at the sun at all times. The solar panels provide power to run the equip
ment on the spacecraft. 

The Mars Pathfinder spacecraft is sketched in Figs. 2.26 and 2.27. This 
spacecraft successfully landed on the surface of Mars in 1997. The package that 
entered the Martian atmosphere is shown in an exploded view in Fig. 2.27. The 
aeroshell and backshell make up the aerodynamic shape of the entry body, with 
the lander packaged in a folded position inside. The function of this aerodynamic 
entry body is to create drag to slow the vehicle as it approaches the surface of 
Mars and to protect the package inside from aerodynamic heating during atmo
spheric entry. The dynamics of a spacecraft entering a planetary atmosphere, 
and entry aerodynamic heating, are discussed in Ch. 8. Figure 2.26 shows the 
Pathfinder lander after deployment on the Martian surface. The rover, solar 
panel, high-gain and low-gain antennas, and imager for taking the pictures trans
mitted from the surface are shown in Fig. 2.26. 

Some spacecraft are designed simply to fly by (rather than land on) plan
ets in the solar system, taking pictures and transmitting detailed scientific data 
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Cruise stage 

Backshell 

Folded lander 

Aeroshell 

Figure 2.27 Components of the Mars 
Pathfinder space vehicle. 
(Source: From Olsen eta/.) 

back to earth. Classic examples are the Mariner 6 and 7, two identical spacecraft 
launched in 1969 to study the surface and atmosphere of Mars. The configura
tion of these spacecraft is shown in Fig. 2.28. Mariner 6 flew past Mars with a 
distance of closest approach of 3429 km on July 28, 1969, and Mariner 7 zipped 
by Mars with a distance of closest approach of3430 km on August 5, 1969. Both 
sent back important information about the Martian atmospheric composition, 
pressure, and temperature and about Mars's heavily cratered surface. Examining 
Fig. 2.28, we see the eight-sided magnesium centerbody supporting four rectan
gular solar panels; the centerbody housed the control computer and sequencer 
designed to operate Mariner independently without intervention from ground 
control on earth. Attached to the centerbody are two television cameras for wide
angle and narrow-angle scanning of the Martian s.urface. 

Voyager 2, arguably our most spectacular and successful deep-space probe, 
is shown in Fig. 2.29. Launched on August 20, 1977, this spacecraft was designed 
to explore the outer planets of our solar system. In Aprill979 it began to trans
mit images of Jupiter and its moons. Speeding on to Saturn, Voyager provided 
detailed images of Saturn's rings and moons in August 1981. Although these 
two planetary encounters fulfilled Voyager 's primary mission, the mission plan
ners at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory sent it on to Uranus, where closest 
approach of71,000 km occurred on January 24, 1986. From the data sent back 
to earth, scientists discovered 10 new moons of Uranus. After a midcourse cor
rection, Voyager skimmed 4500 km over the cloud tops of Neptune and then 
headed on a course that would take it out of the solar system. After the Neptune 
encounter, NASA formally renamed the entire project the Voyager Interstellar 
Mission, and the spacecraft's instruments were put on low power to conserve 
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Attitude control 
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Figure 2.28 Two views of the Mariner 6 and 7, identical spacecraft that flew by Mars in 1969. 

energy. In November 1998 most instruments were turned off, leaving only seven 
essential instruments still operating. Today Voyager is more than 10 billion km 
from earth-and still going. Although data from the remaining operating instru
ments could be obtained as late as 2020, when power levels are expected to dip 
too low for reception on earth, Jet Propulsion Laboratory engineers finally turned 
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off the switches in early 2003; Voyager had provided more than enough pioneer
ing scientific data. 

Examining the configuration of Voyager 2 shown in Fig. 2.29, we see a 
classic spacecraft arrangement. Because of the multiplanet flyby, the scien
tific instruments shown in Fig. 2.29 had to have an unobstructed view of each 
planet with the planet at any position with respect to the spacecraft. This led to 
the design of an articulated instrument platform shown on the right side of the 
spacecraft in Fig. 2.29. The high-gain antenna shown at the top in Fig. 2.29 was 
pointed toward earth by maneuvering the Voyager. 

In summary, there are about as many different spacecraft configurations as 
there are different missions in space. Spacecraft fly in the near vacuum of space 
where virtually no aerodynamic force, no lift or drag, is exerted on the vehicle. 
Hence, the spacecraft designer can make the external configuration whatever he 
or she wants. This is not true for the airplane designer. The external configura
tion of an airplane (fuselage, wings, etc.) dictates the aerodynamic lift and drag 
on the airplane, and the airplane designer must optimize the configuration for 
efficient flight through the atmosphere. Airplanes therefore share a much more 
common anatomy than spacecraft. The anatomy of spacecraft is all over the map. 
This section about the anatomy of spacecraft contains just a sampling of different 
configurations to give you a feeling for their design. 
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2.8 HISTORICAL NOTE: THE NACA AND NASA 
NASA-four letters that have meaning to virtually the entire world. Since its 
inception in 1958, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has been 
front-page news, many times good news and sometimes not so good, with the 
Apollo space flight program to the moon, the Space Shuttle, the space station, 
and so on. Since 1958 NASA has also been in charge of developing new tech
nology for airplanes-technology that allows us to fly farther, faster, safer, and 
cheaper. In short, the professional world of aerospace engineering is driven by 
research carried out by NASA. Before NASA, there was the NACA, the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, which carried out seminal research pow
ering technical advancements in flight during the first half of the 20th century. 
Before we progress further in this book dealing with an introduction to flight, 
you should understand the historical underpinnings of NACA and NASA and 
appreciate the impact these two agencies have had on aerospace engineering. 
The NACA and NASA have beenfundamental to the technology of flight. It is 
fitting, therefore, that we place this particular historical note in the chapter deal
ing with fundamental thoughts. 

Let us pick up the thread of aeronautical engineering history from Ch. 1. 
After Orville and Wilbur Wright's dramatic public demonstrations in the United 
States and Europe in 1908, there was a virtual explosion in aviation develop
ments. In turn, this rapid progress had to be fed by new technical research in aero
dynamics, propulsion, structures, and flight control. It is important to realize that 
then, as well as today, aeronautical research was sometimes expensive, always 
demanding in terms of intellectual talent, and usually in need of large testing 
facilities. Such research in many cases either was beyond the financial resources 
of, or seemed too out of the ordinary for, private industry. Thus, the fundamental 
research so necessary to fertilize and pace the development of aeronautics in the 
20th century had to be established and nurtured by national governments. It is 
interesting to note that George Cayley himself (see Ch. 1 ), as long ago as 1817, 
called for "public subscription" to underwrite the expense of the development of 
airships. Responding about 80 years later, the British government set up a school 
for ballooning and military kite flying at Farnborough, England. By 1910 the 
Royal Aircraft Factory was in operation at Farnborough, with the noted Geoffrey 
de Havilland as its first airplane designer and test pilot. This was the first major 
government aeronautical facility in history. This operation was soon to evolve 
into the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE), which conducted viable aeronauti
cal research for the British government for almost a century. 

In the United States, aircraft development as well as aeronautical research 
languished after 1910. During the next decade, the United States embarrassingly 
fell far behind Europe in aeronautical progress. This set the stage for the U.S. 
government to establish a formal mechanism for pulling itself out of its aeronauti
cal "dark ages." On March 3, 1915, by an act of Congress, the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) was created, with an initial appropriation 
of $5000 per year for five years. This was at first a true committee, consisting of 
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12 distinguished members who were knowledgeable about aeronautics. Among 
the charter members in 1915 were Professor JosephS. Ames of Johns Hopkins 
University (later to become president of Johns Hopkins) and Professor William 
F. Durand of Stanford University, both of whom were to make major impres
sions on aeronautical research in the first half-century of powered flight. This 
advisory committee, NACA, was originally to meet annually in Washington, 
District of Columbia, on ''the Thursday after the third Monday of October of 
each year," with any special meetings to be called by the chair. Its purpose was 
to advise the government on aeronautical research and development and to bring 
some cohesion to such activities in the United States. 

The committee immediately noted that a single advisory group of 12 mem
bers was not sufficient to breathe life into U.S. aeronautics. Their insight is 
apparent in the letter of submittal for the first annual report ofNACA in 1915, 
which contained the following passage: 

There are many practical problems in aeronautics now in too indefinite a form to 
enable their solution to be undertaken. The committee is of the opinion that one of 
the first and most important steps to be taken in connection with the committee's 
work is the provision and equipment of a flying field together with aeroplanes and 
suitable testing gear for determining the forces acting on full-sized machines in con
strained and in free flight, and to this end the estimates subruitted contemplate the 
development of such a technical and operating staff, with the proper equipment for 
the conduct of full-sized experiments. 

It is evident that there will ultimately be required a well-equipped laboratory 
specially suited to the solving of those problems which are sure to develop, but 
since the equipment of such a laboratory as could be laid down at this time ruight 
well prove unsuited to the needs of the early future, it is believed that such provision 
should be the result of gradual development. 

So the first action of this advisory committee was to call for major govern
ment facilities for aeronautical research and development. The clouds of war 
in Europe-World War I had started a year earlier-made their recommenda
tions even more imperative. In 1917, when the United States entered the conflict, 
actions followed the committee's words. We find the following entry in the third 
annual NACA report: 

To carry on the highly scientific and special investigations contemplated in the 
act establishing the committee, and which have, since the outbreak of the war, 
assumed greater importance, and for which facilities do not already exist, or exist 
in only a limited degree, the committee has contracted for a research laboratory 
to be erected on the Signal Corps Experimental Station, Langley Field, Hampton, 
Virginia. 

The report goes on to describe a single, two-story laboratory building with 
physical, chemical, and structural testing laboratories. The building contract 
was for $80,900; actual construction began in 1917. Two wind tunnels and an 
engine test stand were contemplated "in the near future." The selection of a site 
4 mi north of Hampton, Virginia, was based on general health conditions and the 
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problems of accessibility to Washington and the larger industrial centers of the 
East, protection from naval attack, climatic conditions, and cost of the site. 

Thus the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Research Laboratory was born. 
It was to remain the only NACA laboratory and the only major U.S. aeronauti
callaboratory of any type for the next 20 years. Named after Samuel Pierpont 
Langley (see Sec. 1.7), it pioneered in wind tunnel and flight research. Of partic
ular note is the airfoil and wing research performed at Langley during the 1920s 
and 1930s. We return to the sulbject of airfoils inCh. 5, at which time the reader 
should note that the airfoil data included in App. D were obtained at Langley. 
With the work that poured out of the Langley laboratory, the United States took 
the lead in aeronautical development. High on the list of accomplishments, along 
with the systematic testing of airfoils, was the development of the NACA engine 
cowl (see Sec. 6.19), an aerodynamic fairing built around radial piston engines 
that dramatically reduced the aerodynamic drag of such engines. 

In 1936 Dr. George Lewis, who was then NACA Director of Aeronautical 
Research (a position he held from 1924 to 1947), toured major European labo
ratories. He noted that NACNs lead in aeronautical research was quickly dis
appearing, especially in light of advances being made in Germany. As World 
War II drew close, NACA clearly recognized the need for two new laboratory 
operations: an advanced aerodynamics laboratory to probe the mysteries of 
high-speed (even supersonic) flight and a major engine-testing laboratory. These 
needs eventually led to the construction of Ames Aeronautical Laboratory at 
Moffett Field, near Mountain View, California (authorized in 1939), and Lewis 
Engine Research Laboratory at Cleveland, Ohio (authorized in 1941). Along 
with Langley, these two new NACA laboratories again helped to propel the 
United States to the forefront of aeronautical research and development in the 
1940s and 1950s. 

The dawn of the space age occurred on October 4, 1957, when Russia 
launched Sputnik L the first artificial satellite to orbit the earth. Swallowing its 
somewhat embarrassed technical pride, the United States moved quickly to com
pete in the race for space. On July 29, 1958, by another act of Congress (Public 
Law 85-568), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was 
born. At this same moment, NACA came to an end. Its programs, people, and 
facilities were instantly transferred to NASA. However, NASA was a larger 
organization than just the old NACA; it absorbed in addition numerous Air 
Force, Navy, and Army projects for space. Within two years of its birth, NASA 
authorized four new major installations: an existing Army facility at Huntsville, 
Alabama, renamed the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center; the Goddard 
Space Flight Center at Greenbelt, Maryland; the Manned Spacecraft Center (now 
the Johnson Spacecraft Center) in Houston, Texas; and the Launch Operations 
Center (now the John F. Kennedy Space Center) at Cape Canaveral, Florida. 
These, in addition to the existing but slightly renamed Langley, Ames, and Lewis 
research centers, were the backbone of NASA. Thus the aeronautical expertise 
of NACA formed the seeds for NASA, shortly thereafter to become one of the 
world's most important forces iin space technology. 



2.e Summary and Review 

This capsule summary of the roots ofNACA and NASA is included in this 
chapter on fundamental thoughts because it is virtually impossible for a student 
or practitioner of aerospace engineering in the Uniited States not to be influenced 
or guided by NACA or NASA data and results. The extended discussion of air
foils in Ch. 5 is a case in point. Because NACA and NASA are fundamental to 
the discipline of aerospace engineering, it is important to have some impression 
of the historical roots and tradition of these organizations. This author hopes that 
this short historical note provides such an impression. A much better impression 
can be obtained by taking a journey through the NACA and NASA technical 
reports in the library, going all the way back to the first NACA report in 1915. In 
so doing, a panorama of aeronautical and space research through the years will 
unfold in front of you. 

2.9 Summary and Review 
This chapter sets out the fundamental information necessary to launch our study of aero
space engineering. Before an artist starts to paint a picture, he or she begins to mix vari
ous color combinations of paint on a palette, which later will come together on a canvas 
or board to form a work of art. In this chapter, various ideas are laid out on our aerospace 
engineering palette that later will come together in our minds, on paper, or on the com
puter to form an engineering work of art. 

The only equation discussed in this chapter is the equation of state, Eq. (2.3), but this 
equation, which relates pressure, density, and temperature in a gas, is fundamental to any 
analysis of a high-speed flow. Also, its introduction in this chapter acted as a springboard 
for a lengthy discussion of units, a subject so important that you must master these ideas 
before making any reasonable quantitative calculations. 

You are strongly advised always to use consistent units in your calculations; con
sistent units naturally fit nature's equations in their pure physical form without the need 
for conversion factors in the equations. By using consistent units, you can always write 
Newton's second law as F = rna, unencumbered by any g. conversion factor. The equa-

tion F = ma is nature's equation, and it uses consistent units. In contrast, F = (;.) ma is 

a manmade equation, made unnecessarily complicated by the use of nonconsistent units. 
If you use nature's equations in their most basic form, and incorporate consistent units, 
your results are guaranteed to come out with consistent units, without your having to 
track the detailed units throughout the details of the calculations. A case in point is the 
equation of state given by Eq. (2.3), 

p = pRT 

This is nature's equation; it contains no manmade conversion factors. If you feed num
bers into this equation using consistent units, the results will be in consistent units. 

Unfortunately, throughout the history of engineering over the past centuries, many 
manmade, nonconsistent units have surfaced, and dealing with these units while making 
calculations is frequently a challenge, especially if you want to come up with the correct 
answers. To avoid mistakes due to unit mismatches, I implore you to always use consis
tent units in your equations. In this book, we employ two systems of consistent units: the 
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SI system, which uses N, kg, m, sec, and K as the units of force, mass, length, time, and 
temperature; and the English engineering system, which uses the lb, slug, ft, sec, and 0 R 
The SI system is, by far, the most widely used system throughout the world, whereas the 
English engineering system, the mainstay in England and in the United States for the past 
century, is now being gradually replaced by the SI system even in these two countries. 
However, because a vast bulk of past engineering literature is in the English engineer
ing system, and because some engineers still use that system, it is necessary for you to 
become bilingual and feel comfortable using both systems. That is why, in this book, 
you will find some calculations using one system, and some calculations using the other. 
(There is some temptation in modem engineering textbooks to use the SI system exclu
sively, but I feel that doing so in this book would be a disservice. Whether you are from a 
country that uses SI units exclusively, or from a country that continues, at least in part, to 
use the English engineering units, you must become familiar and comfortable with both 
systems to operate smoothly in this international world.) 

Perhaps one of the most important fundamental thoughts introduced in this chapter 
is that regarding the source of all aerodynamic forces. As described in Sec. 2.2, whenever 
there is a flow of a gas or liquid over an object, the object experiences an aerodynamic 
force. This force is frequently resolved into two force components: lift, perpendicular to 
the upstream flow direction; and drag, parallel to the upstream flow direction. Section 2.2 
emphasizes that in all cases, no matter what the configuration and orientation of the 
object of the fhw, and no matter how slow or fast the flow is moving over the object, the 
net aerodynamic force on the object, and hence the lift and drag, is due only to the pres
sure distribution and the shear stress distribution exerted over the total surface in contact 
with the flow. The pressure and shear stress distributions are the two hands with which 
nature resches out and exerts a force on an object in a flow field. This is it; there is nothing 
more. Understanding and appreciating this fact right from the start of your study of aero
space engineering will save you a lot of grief and confusion in your future study and work. 

A concise summary of the major ideas in this chapter is as follows: 

1. The language of aerodynamics involves pressure, density, temperature, and 
velocity. An illustration of the velocity field can be enhanced by drawing 
streamlines for a given flow. 

2. The source of all aerodynamic forces on a body is the pressure distribution and the 
shear stress distribution over the surface. 

3. A perfect gas is one in which intermolecular forces can be neglected. For a perfect 
gas, the equation of state that relates p, p, and Tis 

(2.3) 

where R is the specific gas constant. 
4. To avoid confusion, errors, and a number of unnecessary conversion factors in the basic 

equations, always use consistent units. In this book, SI units (newton, kilogram, meter, 
second) and the English engineering system (pound, slug, foot, second) are used. 
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Problems 
2.1 Consider the low-speed flight of the Space Shuttle as it is nearing a landing. If 

the air pressure and temperature at the nose of the shuttle are 1.2 atm and 300 K, 
respectively, what are the density and specific volume? 

2.2 Consider I kg of helium at 500 K. Assuming that the total internal energy of 
helium is due to the mean kinetic energy of each atom summed over all the atoms, 
calculate the internal energy of this gas. Note: The molecular weight of helium is 4. 
Recall from chemistry that the molecular weight is the mass per mole of gas; that 
is, I mol of helium contains 4 kg of mass. Also, I mol of any gas contains 
6.02 x !()23 molecules or atoms (Avogadro's number). 

2.3 Calculate the weight of air (in pounds) contained within a room 20 ft long, 15 ft 
wide, and 8 ft high. Assume standard atmospheric pressure and temperature of 
2116lb/ft2 and 59°F, respectively. 

2.4 Comparing with the case ofProb. 2.3, calculate the percentage change in the total 
weight of air in the room when the air temperature is reduced to - I 0°F (a very 
cold winter day), assuming that the pressure remains the same at 2116lb/ft2• 

2.5 If 1500 lb., of air is pumped into a previously empty 900 ft3 storage tank and the 
air temperature in the tank is uniformly 70°F, what is the air pressure in the tank in 
atmospheres? 

2.6 In Prob. 2.5, assume that the rate at which air is being pumped into the tank is 
0.5 lb.,/s. Consider the instant in time at which there is 1000 lb., of air in the tank. 
Assume that the air temperature is uniformly 50°1F at this instant and is increasing 
at the rate of 1 °F/min. Calculate the rate of change of pressure at this instant. 

2.7 Assume that, at a point on the wing of the Concorde supersonic transport, the air 
temperature is -10°C and the pressure is I. 7 X 104 N/m2. Calculate the density at 
this point. 

2.8 At a point in the test section of a supersonic wind tuinnel, the air pressure and 
temperature are 0.5 x 105 N/m2 and 240 K, respectively. Calculate the specific volume. 

2.9 Consider a flat surface. in an aerodynamic flow (say a flat sidewall of a wind 
tunnel). The dimensions of this surface are 3 ft in the fuw direction (the x direction) 
and 1 ft perpendicular to the fuw direction (they direction). Assume that the 
pressure distribution (in pounds per square foot) is given byp = 2116- Hk and is 
independent of y. Assume also that the shear stress distribution (in pounds per square 
foot) is given by -t;., = 90/(x + 9)112 and is independent of y as shown in figure below. 

Flow ~xb!-. 1 
~L_==::'j3iftft='t~=· (x=) =I~ {t 
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In these expressions, x is in feet, and x = 0 at the front of the surface. Calculate the 
magnitude and direction of the net aerodynamic force on the surface. 

2.10 A pitcher throws a baseball at 85 miles per hour. The :flow field over the baseball 
moving through the stationary air at 85 miles per hour is the same as that over a 
stationary baseball in an airstream that approaches the baseball at 85 miles per 
hour. (This is the principle of wind tunnel testing, as will be discussed inCh. 4.) 
This picture of a stationary b>ody with the :flow moving over it is what we adopt 
here. Neglecting friction, the theoretical expression for the :flow velocity over the 
surface of a sphere (like the baseball) is v = P'- sin () . Here v_ is the airstream 
velocity (the free-stream velocity far ahead of the sphere). An arbitrary point on 
the surface of the sphere is located by the intersection of the radius of the sphere 
with the surface, and 8 is the angular position of the radius measured from a 
line through the center in the direction of the free stream (i.e., the most forward 
and rearward points on the spherical surface correspond to f)= 0° and 180°, 
respectively). (See figure below.) The velocity Vis the :flow velocity at that 
arbitrary point on the surface. Calculate the values of the minimum and maximum 
velocity at the surface and the location of the points at which these occur. 

Flow 

v_ - 85 miJhr 

2.11 Consider an ordinary, helium-filled party balloon with a volume of2.2 ft3. The 
lifting force on the balloon due to the outside air is the net resultant of the pressure 
distribution exerted on the exterior surface of the balloon. Using this fact, we 
can derive Archimedes' principle, namely that the upward force on the balloon is 
equal to the weight of the air displaced by the balloon. Assuming that the balloon 
is at sea level, where the air density is 0.002377 slug/ft3, calculate the maximum 
weight that can b>e lifted by the balloon. Note: The molecular weight of air is 28.8 
and that of helium is 4. 

2.12 In the four-stroke, reciprocating, internal combustion engine that powers most 
automobiles as well as most small general aviation aircraft, combustion of the 
fuel- air mixture takes place in the volume b>etween the top of the piston and 
the top of the cylinder. (Reciprocating engines are discussed inCh. 9.) The gas 
mixture is ignited when the piston is essentially at the end of the compression 
stroke (called top dead center), when the gas is compressed to a relatively high 
pressure and is squeezed into the smallest volume that exists between the top of 
the piston and the top of the cylinder. Combustion takes place rapidly b>efore the 
piston has much time to start down on the power stroke. Hence, the volume of 
the gas during combustion stays constant; that is, the combustion process is at 
co71Stant volume. Consider the case where the gas density and temperature at the 
instant combustion b>egins are 11.3 kg/m3 and 625 K, respectively. At the end of 
the constant-volume combustion process, the gas temperature is 4000 K. Calculate 
the gas pressure at the end of the constant-volume combustion. Assume that the 
specific gas constant for the fuel-air mixture is the same as that for pure air. 



Problems 

2.13 For the conditions ofProb. 2.12, calculate the force exerted on the top of 
the piston by the gas at (a) the beginning of combustion and (b) the end of 
combustion. The diameter of the circular piston face is 9 em. 

2.14 In a gas turbine jet engine, the pressure of the incoming air is increased by 
flowing through a compressor; the air then enters a combustor that looks vaguely 
like a long can (sometimes called the combustion can). Fuel is injected in to the 
combustor and burns with the air, and then the burned fuel-air mixture exits the 
combustor at a higher temperature than the air coming into the combustor. (Gas 
turbine jet engines are discussed inCh. 9.) The pressure of the flow through 
the combustor remains relatively constant; that is, the combustion process is at 
consumt pressure. Consider the case where the gas pressure and temperature 
entering the combustor are 4 x 106 N/m2 and 900 K, respectively, and the gas 
temperature exiting the combustor is 1500 K. Calculate the gas density at (a) the 
inlet to the combustor and (b) the exit of the combustor. Assume that the specific 
gas constant for the fuel-air mixture is the same as that for pure air. 

2.15 Throughout this book, you will frequently encounter velocities in terms of miles 
per hour. Consistent units in the English engineering system and the SI are ftlsec 
and m/sec, respectively. Consider a velocity of 60 mph. What is this velocity in 
ftlsec and rnlsec? 

2.16 You might find it convenient to remember the results from Prob. 2.15. If you do, 
then you can almost instantly convert velocities in mph to ftlsec or m/sec. For 
example, using just the results ofProb. 2.15 for a velocity of60 mph, quickly 
convert the maximum flight velocity of the F-86H (shown in Fig. 2.15) of 
692 mph at sea level to ftlsec and m/sec. 

2.17 Consider a stationary, thin, fiat plate with area of 2m2 for each face oriented 
perpendicular to a flow. The pressure exerted on the front face of the plate (facing 
into the flow) is 1.0715 x I OS N/m2, and is constant over the face. The pressure 
exerted on the back face of the plate (facing away from the flow) is 1.01 x 10SN/m2, 

and is constant over the face. Calculate the aerodynamic force in pounds on the 
plate. Note: The effect of shear stress is negligible for this case. 

2.18 The weight of the North American P-51 Mustang shown in Fig. 2.12b is 10,100 lb 
and its wing planform area is 233 ft2. Calculate the wing loading in both English 
engineering and SI units. Also, express the wing loading in terms of the 
nonconsistent unit k~. 

2.19 The maximum velocity oftheP-51 shown in Fig. 2.12b is 437 mph at an altitude of 
25,000 ft. Calculate the velocity in terms of kmlhr and the altitude in terms ofkm. 

2.20 The velocity of the Space Shuttle (Fig. 2.24) at the instant of burnout of the rocket 
booster is 26,000 ftlsec. What is this velocity in km!sec? 

2.21 By examining the scale drawing of the F4U-1D Corsair in Fig. 2.16, obtain 
the length of the fuselage from the tip of the propeller hub to the rear tip of the 
fuselage, and also the wingspan (linear distance between the two wing tips), 
in meters. 
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CHAPTER 

The Standard Atmosphere 

Sometimes gentle, sometimes capricious, sometimes awful, never the same for 
two moments together; almost human in its passions, almost spiritual in its tenderness, 
almost divine in its infinity. 

John Ruskin, The Sky 

A erospace vehicles can be divided into two basic categories: atmospheric 
vehicles such as airplanes and helicopters, which always fly within the 
sensible atmosphere; and space vehicles such as satellites, the Apollo 

lunar vehicle, and deep-space probes, which operate outside the sensible atmo
sphere. However, space vehicles do encounter the earth's atmosphere during 
their blastoffs from the earth's surface and again during their reentries and recov
eries after completion of their missions. If the vehicle is a planetary probe, it 
may encounter the atmospheres ofVenus, Mars, Jupiter, and so forth. Therefore, 
during the design and performance of any aerospace vehicle, the properties of the 
atmosphere must be taken into account. 

The earth's atmosphere is a dynamically changing system, constantly in a 
state of fl. ux. The pressure and temperature of the atmosphere depend on altitude, 
location on the globe (longitude and latitude), time of day, season, and even 
solar sunspot activity. To take all these variations into account when considering 
the design and performance of flight vehicles is impractical. Therefore, a stan
dard atmosphere is defined in order to relate flight tests, wind tunnel results, and 
general airplane design and performance to a common reference. The standard 
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PREVIEW BOX 

Before you jump into a strange water pond or dive 
into an unfamiliar swimming pool, there are a few 
things you might like to know. How cold is the 
water? How clean is it? How deep is the water? 
These are things that might influence your swimming 
performance in the water or even your decision to go 
swimming at all. Similarly, before we can study the 
performance of a flight vehicle speeding through the 
air, we need to know something about the proper
ties of the air itself. Consider an airplane flying in 
the atmosphere, or a space vehicle blasting through 
the atmosphere on its way up to space, or a vehicle 

coming back from space through the atmosphere. In 
all these cases, the performance of the flight vehicle 
is going to be dictated in part by the properties of the 
atmosphe~the temperature, density, and pressure 
of the atmosphere. 

What are the properties of the atmosphere? We 
know they change with altitude, but how do they 
change? How do we find out? These important ques
tions are addressed in this chapter. Before you can go 
any further in your study of flight vehicles, you need 
to know about the atmosphere. Here is the story
please read on. 

atmosphere gives mean values of pressure, temperature, density, and other prop
erties as functions of altitude; these values are obtained from experimental bal
loon and sounding-rocket measurements combined with a mathematical model 
of the atmosphere. To a reasonable degree, the standard atmosphere reflects 
average atmospheric conditions, but this is not its main importance. Rather, its 
main function is to provide tables of common reference conditions that can be 
used in an organized fashion by aerospace engineers everywhere. The purpose 
of this chapter is to give you some feeling for what the standard atmosphere is all 
about and how it can be used for aerospace vehicle analyses. 

We might pose this rather glib question: Just what is the standard atmo
sphere? A glib answer is this: The tables in Apps. A and Bat the end of this book 
Take a look at these two appendixes. They tabulate the temperature, pressure, 
and density for different altitudes. Appendix A is in SI units, and App. B is in 
English engineering units. Where do these numbers come from? Were they sim
ply pulled out of thin air by somebody in the distant past? Absolutely not. The 
numbers in these tables were obtained on a rational, scientific basis. One purpose 
of this chapter is to develop this rational basis. Another purpose is to show you 
how to use these tables. 

The road map for this chapter is given in Fig. 3 .1. We first run down the left 
side of the road map, establishing some definitions and an equation from basic 
physics (the hydrostatic equation) that are necessary tools for constructing the 
numbers in the standard atmosphere tables. Then we move to the right side of the 
road map and discuss how the numbers in the tables are actually obtained. We go 
through the construction of the standard atmosphere in detail. Finally, we define 
some terms that are derived from the numbers in the tables-the pressure, den
sity, and temperature altitudes-that are in almost everyday use in aeronautics. 

Note that the details of this chapter are focused on the determination of the 
standard atmosphere for earth. The tables in Apps. A and Bare for the earth's 
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I The standard atmosphere I 
I 

-1 Some definitions I Construction of the standard 
atmosphere: Variation 

- Absolute altitude of p, T, and r with altitude 

~ Geometric altitude 

1- Geopotential altitude 
Definition of pressure, density, 

Some physics: The and temperature altitudes 

hydrostatic equation 

Figure 3.1 Road map for Chapter 3. 

atmosphere. However, the physical principles and techniques discussed in this 
chapter also apply to constructing model atmospheres for other planets, such 
as Venus, Mars, and Jupiter. The applicability of this chapter thus reaches far 
beyond the earth. 

It should be mentioned that several different standard atmospheres exist, 
compiled by different agencies at different times, each using slightly different 
experimental data in the models. For all practical purposes, the differences are 
insignificant below 30 km (100,000 ft), which is the domain of contemporary 
airplanes. A standard atmosphere in common use is the 1959 ARDC model 
atmosphere. (ARDC stands for the U.S. Air Force's previous Air Research and 
Development Command, which is now the Air Force Research Laboratory.) 
The atmospheric tables used in this book are taken from the 1959 ARDC model 
atmosphere. 

3.1 DEFINITION OF ALTITUDE 
Intuitively, we all know the meaning of altitude. We think of it as the distance 
above the ground. But like so many other general terms, it must be more precisely 
defined for quantitative use in engineering. In fact, in the following sections we 
define and use six different altitudes: absolute, geometric, geopotential, pressure, 
temperature, and density altitudes. 

First imagine that we are at Daytona Beach, Florida, where the ground is at 
sea level. If we could fly straight up in a helicopter and drop a tape measure to 
the ground, the measurement on the tape would be, by definition, the geometric 
altitude ha-that is, the geometric height above sea level. 

If we bored a hole through the ground to the center of the earth and extended 
our tape measure until it hit the center, then the measurement on the tape would 
be, by definition, the absolute altitude h.. If r is the radius of the earth, then 
h.= ha + r. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. 

The absolute altitude is important, especially for space flight, because the 
local acceleration of gravity g varies with h •. From Newton's law of gravitation, 
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Figure 3.2 Definition of altitude. 

g varies inversely as the square of the distance fr{)m the center of the earth. By 
letting g0 be the gravitational acceleration at sea level, the local gravitational 
acceleration g at a given absolute altitude h. is 

g=go(!._)2 =go( r )2 
h. r+ho 

(3.1) 

The variation of g with altitude must be taken into account when you are deal
ing with mathematical models of the atmosphere, as discussed in the following 
sections. 

3.2 HYDROSTATIC EQUATION 
We will now begin to piece together a model that will allow us to calculate 
variations of p, p, and T as functions of altitude. The foundation of this model 
is the hydrostatic equation, which is nothing more than a force balance on an 
element of fluid at rest. Consider the small stationary fluid element of air shown 
in Fig. 3.3. We take for convenience an element with rectangular faces, where 
the top and bottom faces have sides of unit length and the side faces have an 
infinitesimally small height dhr;. On the bottom face, the pressure pis felt, which 
gives rise to an upward force of p x 1 x 1 exerted on the fluid element. The top 
face is slightly higher in altitude (by the distance dha); and because pressure 
varies with altitude, the pressure on the top face will differ slightly from that on 
the bottom face by the infinitesimally small value dp. Hence, on the top face the 
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Figure 3.3 Force diagram for the hydrostatic equation. 
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pressure p + dp is felt. It gives rise to a downward force of (p + dp )(1 )(1) on the 
fluid element. Moreover, the volume of the fluid element is ( 1 )(1) dha = dhc;; and 
because p is the mass per unit volume, the mass of the fl. uid element is simply 
P(l )(1 )dha = p dhr;. If the local acceleration of gravity is g, then the weight of 
the fluid element is gp dha, as shown in Fig. 3.3. The three forces shown in 
Fig. 3.3-pressure forces on the top and bottom, and the weight-must balance 
because the fluid element is not moving. Hence 

Thus dp = - pgdha (3.2) 

Equation (3.2) is the hydrostatic equation and applies to any fluid of density p; 
for example, water in the ocean as well as air in the atmosphere. 

Strictly speaking, Eq. (3.2) is a differential equation; that is, it relates an 
infinitesimally small change in pressure dp to a corresponding infinitesimally 
small change in altitude dha, where in the language of differential calculus, dp 
and dha are differentials. Also note thatg is a variable in Eq. (3.2); g depends on 
ha as given by Eq. (3.1). 

To be made useful, Eq. (3.2) should be integrated to give what we want: the 
variation of pressure with altitude p = p(hG). To simplify the integration, we 
make the assumption that g is constant throughout the atmosphere, equal to its 
value at sea level go. This is something of a historical convention in aeronautics. 



3.3 Relation Between Geopotential and Geometric Altrtudes 

Hence we can write Eq. (3.2) as 

(3.3) 

However, to make Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) numerically identical, the altitude h in 
Eq. (3.3) must be slightly different from ha in Eq. (3.2) to compensate for the fact 
that g is slightly different from g0• Suddenly we have defined a new altitude h, 
which is called the geopotential altitude and which differs from the geomet
ric altitude. To better understand the concept of geopotential altitude, consider 
a given geometric altitude, ha, where the value of pressure is p. Let us now 
increase the geometric altitude by an infinitesimal amount, dha, such that the 
new geometric altitude is ha+ dhc;. At this new altitude, the pressure is p + dp, 
where the value of dp is given by Eq. (3.2). Let us now put this same value of dp 
in Eq. (3.3). Dividing Eq. (3.3) by (3.2), we have 

1= (~ )(::J 
Clearly, because g0 and g are different, dh and dha must be different; that is, the 
numerical values of dh and dha that correspond to the same change in pressure, 
dp, are different. As a consequence, the numerical values of h and ha that corre
spond to the same actual physical location in the atmosphere are different values. 

For the practical mind, geopotential altitude is a ''fictitious" altitude, defined 
by Eq. (3.3) for ease of future calculations. However, many standard atmosphere 
tables quote their results in terms of geopotential altitude, and care must be taken 
to make the distinction. Again, geopotential altitude can be thought of as that fi cti
tious altitude that is physically compatible with the assumption of g = const =go. 

3.3 RELATION BETWEEN GEOPOTENTIAL 
AND GEOMETRIC ALTITUDE S 

We still seek the variation of p with geometric altitude p = p(ha). However, our 
calculations using Eq. (3.3) will give, instead, p = p(h). Therefore, we need to 
relate h to ha, as follows. Dividing Eq. (3.3) by (3.2), we obtain 

or 

We substitute Eq. (3.1) into (3.4): 

1= go dh 
g dha 

dh= ~dha 
go 

2 

dh= r dha 
(r +ha)2 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

By convention, we set both h and ha equal to zero at sea level. Now consider a 
given point in the atmosphere. This point is at a certain geometric altitude ha, and 
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associated with it is a certain value of h (different from ha). Integrating Eq. (3.5) 
between sea level and the given point, we have 

rh dh = fila r2 dha = rl1ilo dha 
Jo Ja (r+ha)' o (r+ha? 

h:r2 (r:~f =r(r ~~G +~)=rz(-[r~::)hra ) 

Thus (3.6) 

where h is geopotential altitude and ha is geometric altitude. This is the desired 
relation between the two altitudes. When we obtain relations such asp= p(h), we 
can use Eq. (3.6) to subsequently relate p to he;. 

A quick calculation using Eq. (3.6) shows that there is little difference 
between h and ha for low altitudes. For such a case, ha « r, r/fr + ha) "" I; hence 
h"" ha. Putting in numbers, r= 6.356766 x 106 m (at a latitude of 45°), and if ha= 
7 km (about 23,000 ft), then the corresponding value of his, from Eq. (3.6), h = 
6.9923 !an-about O.I of I percent difference! Only at altitudes above 65 km 
(213,000 ft) does the difference exceed I percent. (Note that 65 km is an altitude 
at which aerodynamic heating ofNASA's Space Shuttle becomes important dur
ing reentry into the earth's atmosphere from space.) 

3.4 DEFINITION OF THE STANDARD 
ATMOSPHERE 

We are now in a position to obtain p, T, and pas functions of h for the stan
dard atmosphere. The keystone of the standard atmosphere is a defined variation 
of T with altitude, based on experimental evidence. This variation is shown in 
Fig. 3.4. Note that it consists of a series of straight lines, some vertical (called 
the constant-temperature, or isothermal, regions) and others inclined (called 
the gradient regions). Given T= T(h) as defined by Fig. 3.4, thenp = p(h) and 
p= p(h) follow from the laws of physics, as shown in the following. 

First consider again Eq. (3.3): 

dp= -p~dh 

Divide by the equation of state, Eq. (2.3): 

dp = _ Pgadh _go dh 
p pRT RT 

(3.7) 

Consider first the isothermal (constant-temperature) layers of the standard atmo
sphere, as given by the vertical lines in Fig. 3.4 and sketched in Fig. 3.5. The 
temperature, pressure, and density at the base of the isothermal layer shown in 
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Figure 3.4 Temperature distribution in the standard atmosphere. 

Fig. 3.5 are T~, p~, and /)I, respectively. The base is located at a given geopo
tential altitude h1. Now consider a given point in the isothermal layer above the 
base, where the altitude is h. We can obtain the pressure p at h by integrating 
Eq. (3.7) betweenh1 andh: 

Ip dp & Jh - =-- dh 
PIp RT hi 

(3.8) 
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lsothermal layer 

h------- .--- r, p , P 

hJ--------ti&!---Base of isothermal layer 
I 
I 
I 
I 

TJ, PI· PI 

Figure 3.5 Isothermal layer. 

Note that g0, R, and Tare constants that can be taken outside the integral. (This 
clearly demonstrates the simplification obtained by assuming that g =go = const, 
and therefore dealing with geopotential altitude h in the analysis.) Performing 
the integration in Eq. (3.8), we obtain 

or 

From the equation of state, 

Thus 

lnL .. -~(h -ht) 
P• RT 

£.. = e -[~oi(Rr)lh-h,) 

P1 

p - pT - p -----
PI p.:z; p. 

f!_= e-[.o.(tn)lA- hJ) 

p. 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Equations (3.9) and (3.10) give the variationofp andpversus geopotential alti
tude for the isothermal layers of the standard atmosphere. 

Considering the gradient layers, as sketched in Fig. 3.6, we find that the 
temperature variation is linear and is geometrically given as 

T - 7; dT 
- = a 

h - h. dh 

where a is a specified constant for each layer obtained from the defined tempera
ture variation in Fig. 3.4. The value of a is sometimes called the lapse rate for 
the gradient layers. 
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Figure 3.6 Gradient layer. 

Thus 
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Gradient region 

dh= !..aT 
a 

I 
I 
I 

Base of gradient region 

-------111 

We substitute this result into Eq. (3.7): 

dp = -~ dT 
p aR T 

(3.11) 

Integrated between the base of the gradient layer (shown in Fig. 3.6) and some 
point at altitude h, also in the gradient layer, Eq. (3.11) yields 

IPdp g0 Jr dT - =- - -
P!p aRT1T 

P go T 
ln-= - -ln-

p, aR r. 

Thus 
.!!... = (!...) 81W(•R) 

p, r. (3.12) 
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From the equation of state, 

Hence Eq. (3.12) becomes 

or (3.13) 

Recall that the variation of T is linear with altitude and is given the specified 
relation 

T =T.+a(h - h1)1 (3.14) 

Equation (3.14) gives T = T(h) for the gradient layers; when it is plugged into 
Eq. (3.12), we obtainp =p(h); similarly, from Eq. (3.13) we obtainp= p(h). 

Now we can see how the standard atmosphere is pieced together. Looking 
at Fig. 3.4, start at sea level (h = 0), where standard sea level values of pressure, 
density, and temperature--p., p., and T., respectively-are 

p_, = l. Ol325xl05 Nlm2 = 2116.2lb/ft2 

p, = 1.2250 kg/m3 = 0.002377 sl ugfff 

T.. = 288. 16 K= 518.69°R 

These are the base values for the first gradient region. Use Eq. (3.14) to obtain 
values of T as a function of h until T = 216.66 K, which occurs at h = 11.0 km. 
With these values ofT, use Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) to obtain the corresponding 
values of p and pin the first gradient layer. Next, starting at h = 11.0 km as the 
base of the first isothermal region (see Fig. 3.4), use Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) to cal
culate values of p and p versus h, until h = 25 km, which is the base of the next 
gradient region. In this manner, with Fig. 3.4 and Eqs. (3.9), (3.10), and (3.12) to 
(3.14), we can construct a table of values for the standard atmosphere. 

Such a table is given in App. A for SI units and App. B for English engineer
ing units. Look at these tables carefully and become familiar with them. They 
are the standard atmosphere. The first column gives the geometric altitude, and 
the second column gives the corresponding geopotential altitude obtained from 
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DESIGN BOX 

The first step in the design process of a new aircraft is 
the determination of a set of specifications, or require
ments, for the new vehicle. These specifications may 
include such performance aspects as a stipulated 
maximum velocity at a given altitude or a stipulated 
maximum rate-of-climb at a given altitude. These 
performance parameters depend on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the vehicle, such as lift and drag. In 
turn, the lift and drag depend on the properties of the 

atmosphere. When the specifications dictate certain 
performance at a given altitude, this altitude is taken 
to be the standard altitude in the tables. Therefore, in 
the preliminary design of an airplane, the designer 
uses the standard atmosphere tables to define the pres
sure, temperature, and density at the given altitude. 
In this fashion, many calculations made during the 
preliminary design of an airplane contain information 
from the standard altitude tables. 

Eq. (3.6). The third through fifth columns give the corresponding standard values 
of temperature, pressure, and density, respectively, for each altitude, obtained 
from the previous discussion. 

We emphasize again that the standard atmosphere is a reference atmosphere 
only and certainly does not predict the actual atmospheric properties that may exist 
at a given time and place. For example, App. A says that at an altitude (geometric) 
of3 km,p = 0.70121 x lOS N/m2, T= 268.67 K, andp= 0.90926 kg/m:l. In reality, 
situated where you are, if you could right now levitate yourself to 3 km above sea 
level, you would most likely feel a p, T, and p different from the values obtained 
from App. A. The standard atmosphere allows UlS only to reduce test data and 
calculations to a convenient, agreed-upon reference, as will be seen in subsequent 
sections of this book. 

Comment: Geometric and Geopotential Altitudes Revisited We now can 
appreciate better the meaning and significance of the geometric altitude, ha, 
and the geopotential altitude, h. The variation of the properties in the standard 
atmosphere are calculated from Eqs. (3.9) to (3.14). These equations are derived 
using the simplifying assumption of a constant value of the acceleration of grav
ity equal to its value at sea level; that is, g =constant= g0. Consequently, the alti
tude that appears in these equations is, by definition, the geopotential altitude, h. 
Examine these equations again-you see go and h appearing in these equations, 
not g and hG- The simplification obtained by assuming a constant value of g is the 
sole reason for defining the geopotential altitude. This is the only use of geopo
tential altitude we will make in this book- for the calculation of the numbers that 
appear in Apps. A and B. Moreover, because hand ha are related via Eq. (3.6), 
we can always obtain the geometric altitude, he;, that corresponds to a specified 
value of geopotential altitude, h. The geometric altitude, he;, is the actual height 
above sea level and therefore is more practical. That is why the first column in 
Apps. A and B is he;, and the entries are in even intervals of hG- The second col
umn gives the corresponding values of h, and these are the values used to gener
ate the corresponding numbers for p, p, and Tvia Eqs. (3.9) to (3.14). 
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In the subsequent chapters in this book, any dealings with altitude involving 
the use of the standard atmosphere tables in Apps. A and B will be couched in 
terms of the geometric altitude, ha. For example, if reference is made to a "stan
dard altitude" of 5 km, it means a geometric altitude of ha = 5 km. Now that we 
have seen how the standard atmosphere tables are generated, after the present 
chapter we will have no reason to deal with geopotential altitude. 

You should now have a better understanding of the statement made at the 
end of Sec. 3.2 that geopotential altitude is simply a "fictitious" altitude, defined 
by Eq. (3.3) for the single purpose of simplifying the subsequent derivations. 

Calculate the standard atmosphere values of T, p, and pat a geopotential altitude of 14 km. 

• Solution 
Remember that T is a defined variation for the standard atmosphere. Hence, we can 
immediately refer to Fig. 3.4 and find that at h = 14 km, 

T = 216.66K 

To obtainp and p, we must use Eqs. (3.9) to (3.14), piecing together the different regions 
from sea level up to the given altitude with which we are concerned. Beginning at sea 
level, the first region (from Fig. 3.4) is a gradient region from h '" 0 to h '" 11.0 km. The 
lapse rate is 

= dT = 216.66- 288.16 _
65

Kik 
a dh 11.0 - 0 m 

or a = - 0.0065 Kim 

Therefore, using Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13), which are for a gradient region and where the 
base of the region is sea level (hence p1 = 1.01 x 105 N/m2 and Pt = 1.23 kg/m3), we find 
that ath = 11.0 km 

( 
T )-g,i(aR) . • (216.66)-91~-0.006~:• )1 

P • P1 7; = (. u . x tn ) 
288

.1
6 

where g0 = 9.8 m/s2 in SI units. Hence p (at h = 11.0 km) = 2.26 x 10"' N/m2• 

( 

T )-(801(.1)<-11 

P • P1 1j 

(
216 66)"1'8~-0.,.AS(2S7)]<-1} 

= ( I 21) 288:16 

= 0.367 kg/m3 at 11 • . 1.0 km 
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These values of p and p now form the base values for the first isothermal region (see 
Fig. 3.4). The equations for the isothermal region are Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), where now 
P1 = 2.26 x 10' N/m2 and/)! = 0.367 kg/m3. For h = 14 km, h - h1 = 14 - 11 = 3 km = 
3000 m. From Eq. (3.9), 

FromEq. (3.10), 

Hence 

P _ p
1
e-lk t<RT>X•-ht> _ ,2.26 ,. Hl4)e.[9M87(216.t6)X3000) 

p = 1.411.104 N/m2 

p p 
= 

_ £.. = o 367 1.
41 

" 1 04 
= jo 23 k 1 ' I p PI Pl · 2.26 v l0~ gm 

These values check, within roundoff error, with the values given in App. A. Note: This 
example demonstrates how the numbers in Apps. A and B are obtained. 

For approximate, closed-form engineering calculations of airplane performance (Ch. 6), a 
simple equation for the variations of density with altitude is useful. Denoting the standard 
sea-level density by Po, an approximate exponential variation of density with altitude h 
can be written as 

P -nA - = e 
Po 

(3.15) 

where n is a constant. 
(a) Derive the value ofn so that Eq. (3.15) gives the exact density ath = 36,000 ft (11 

km, which is the upper boundary of the first gradient region shown in Fig. 3.4). 
(b) Using this value of n, calculate the density at 5000 ft, 10,000 ft, 20,000 ft, 

30,000 ft, and 40,000 ft from Eq. (3.15), and compare your results with the exact numeri
cal values from Appendix B. 

• Solution 
(a) From Appendix B, for 36,000 ft, P= 7.1028 x 10-4 slug!ft3. From Eq. (3.15), written 
ath = 36,000 ft, 

7 .I 028 X I 0-4 -36,000 n 
e 

2.3769xlo-3 

0.2988 = e-36
•
000

" 

/n(0.2988) - 36,000 n 

n = -1.208 3.3555xlo-s 
-36,000 
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Hence, 

or 

where h is in feet. 

p = e -3.3SSSxto-5 h 

Po 

-h 

E.. = ez9,soo 
Po 

(3.16) 

(b) Comparing the results fromEq. (3.16) with the exact results from App. B, we have 

h 
~ (Eq. 3.16) 1fo (App. B) 

(I) (1) (•;a) Difference 

5,000 0.00201 0.00205 2% 
10,000 0.00170 0.00176 3.4% 
20,000 0.00121 0.00127 4.7% 
30,000 0.000869 0.000891 2.5% 
40,000 0.000621 0.000587 -5.8% 

Comment From sea level to 40,000 ft, Eq. (3 .16) yields the atmospheric density to within 
5.8%, or better. These results are accurate enough for approximate engineering calcula
tions. Eq. (3.16) is used in Example 6.12 for the approximate calculation of the absolute 
ceiling for an airplane. 

In both the gradient and isothermal regions of the standard atmosphere, the pressure 
decreases with an increase in altitude. Question: Does pressure decrease faster in the 
gradient regions or in the isothermal regions? 

• Solution 
Consider an infinitesimally small increase in altitude, dh. The corresponding infinitesi
mally small change in pressure is dp, and is given by Eq. (3.7), repeated here: 

t!J!..=- go dh 
p RT 

(3.7) 

To interpret the physical meaning of the differential relationship given by Eq. (3. 7), 
consider a given altitude h where the pressure is p. If we increase altitude by an infini
tesimally small amount, dh, the corresponding infinitesimally small change in pres
sure is dp. The ratio dp/p is the fractional change in pressure. (You can also interpret 
this as a "percentage change" in pressure, which in reality is given by 100 (dp/p).) 
The rate of change of this fraction with respect to a change in altitude, dh, is repre
sented by 

dp 

.!- =-~ 
dh RT 

(3.17) 
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obtained from Eq. (3 .7). To properly answer the question posed in this example, we need 

to evaluate the value of (a;) in the isothermal regions and the gradient regions. Clearly, 
dh 

fromEq. (3.17), this value depends only on the local temperature at the given altitude h. 
From this, we make the following observations: 
1. In the first gradient region, where T decreases with altitude (see Fig. 3.4), the absolute 

value of (r ) becomes larger ash increases (i.e., the pressure decreases at a faster 

rate). For example, at the base of the first gradient region, where h = 0 and T = 
288.1 6 K, we have, from Eq. (3.17) 

a; =_go 9·8 - l.l85xlO_.permeter 
dh RT (287)(288.16) 

At the top of the first gradient region, where h = 11 km and T = 216.66 K, we have 
dp 

..!... = go 
dh RT 

9.8 
(287)(216.66) 

Clearly, in the first gradient region, the pressure decreases at a faster rate ash increases. 
In contrast, in the isothermal region, because T is constant in this region, the pressure 
decreases at the same rate with altitude; that is, from h = 11 km to h = 25 km, the value 

dp 

of dh = - 1.576 x 10-4 per meter; it does not change with altitude. However, examining 

the second gradient region in Fig. 3. 4, where T increases with an increase in h, the press
ure decreases at a slower rate ash increases. 

Conclusion: There is no pat answer to the question posed in this example. The frac
tional rate of change of pressure with respect to altitude at any altitude just depends on 
the value ofT at that altitude. 

3.5 PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, 
AND DENSITY ALTITUDES 

With the tables of Apps. A and B in hand, we can now define three new 
"altitudes"--pressure, temperature, and density altitudes. 1bis is best done by 
example. Imagine that you are in an airplane flying at some real, geometric alti
tude. The value of your actual altitude is immaterial for this discussion. However, 
at this altitude, you measure the actual outside air pressure to be 6.16 x 1 ()4 N/m2. 

From App. A. you find that the standard altitude that corresponds to a pressure 
of 6.16 x 104 N/m2 is 4 km. Therefore, by definition, you say that you are flying 
at a pressure altitude of 4 km. Simultaneously, you measure the actual outside 
air temperature to be 265.4 K. From App. A, you find that the standard altitude 
that corresponds to a temperature of265.4 K is 3.5 km. Therefore, by definition, 
you say that you are flying at a temperature altitude of 3.5 km. Thus, you are 
simultaneously flying at a pressure altitude of 4 km and a temperature altitude of 
3.5 km while your actual geometric altitude is yet a different value. The definition 
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of density altitude is made in the same vein. These quantities-pressure, tempera
ture, and density altitudes--are just convenient numbers that, via App. A or B, 
are related to the actual p, T, and p for the actual altitude at which you are flying. 

If an airplane is flying at an altitude where the actual pressure and temperature are 4. 72 x 
1()4 N/m2 and 255.7 K, respectively, what are the pressure, temperature, and density 
altitudes? 

• Solution 
For the pressure altitude, look in App. A for the standard altitude value corresponding to 
p = 4.72 x 1()4 N/m2• This is 6000 m. Hence 

[PreSSure altitude = 6000 m = 6 km I 
For the temperature altitude, look in App. A for the standard altitude value corresponding 
to T =255.7 K. This is 5000 m. Hence 

!Temperature altitude- 5000 m - 5 km J 

For the density altitude, we must first calculate p from the equation of state: 

p 4.72 x 104 

p = RT = 287(255.7) 0·643 kg!m
3 

Looking in App. A and interpolating between 6.2 and 6.3 km, we find that the standard 
altitude value corresponding top= 0.643 kglm3 is about 6240 m. Hence 

fi?eii"sity altitude = 6240 m - 6 2'1 km J 

Note that temperature altitude is not a unique value. The answer for temperature alti
tude could equally well be 5.0, 38.2, or 59.5 km because of the multivalued nature of the 
altitude-versus-temperature function. In this section, only the lowest value of temperature 
altitude is used. 

The flight test data for a given airplane refer to a level-flight maximum-velocity run made 
at an altitude that simultaneously corresponded to a pressure altitude of 30,000 ft and 
density altitude of 28,500 ft. Calculate the temperature of the air at the altitude at which 
the airplane was flying for the test. 

• Solution 
FromApp. B: 
For pressure altitude = 30,000 ft: 

p = 629.66 lb/ft2 

For density altitude = 28,500 ft: 

p = 0.9408 x 10-3 sluglft3 
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These are the values of p and p that simultaneously existed at the altitude at which the 
airplane was flying. Therefore, from the equation of state, 

T- .!!.. - 629.66 IJ.SW)ORI 
- pR- (0.94082xW' )(1716) 

Consider an airplane flying at some real, geometric altitude. The outside (ambient) pres
sure and temperature are 5.3 x 104 N/m2 and 253 K, respectively. Calculate the pressure 
and density altitudes at which this airplane is flying. 

• Solution 
Consider the ambient pressure of5.3 x 104 N/m2• lnApp. A, there is no precise entry for 
this number. It lies between the values p1 = 5.331 x 10' N/m2 at altitude hG,l = 5100 m 
andp2 = 5.2621 x 104 N/m2 at altitude hG.z = 5200 m. We have at least two choices. We 
could simply use the nearest entry in the table, which is for an altitude h az = 5100 m, and 
say that the answer for pressure altitude is 5100 m. This is acceptable if we are making 
only approximate calculations. However, if we need greater accuracy, we can interpolate 
between entries. Using linear interpolation, the value of hG corresponding top = 5.3 x 
IO'N/m2 is 

p p 
he =ha 1+ (ha . - ha1) . . . p. - Pz 

h = S.100+ (5200-5!00)( 
5
·
331

-
5 3 

) 
(J 5.331- 5.2621 

= ~100 + 100(0.4662) : 5146.6 m 

The pressure altitude at which the airplane is flying is 5146.6 m. (Note that in this 
example and in Examples 3.4 and 3.5, we are interpreting the word altitude in the 
tables to be the geometric altitude h G rather than the geopotential altitude h. This is 
for convenience because h G is tabulated in round numbers, in contrast to the column 
for h. Again, at the altitudes for conventional flight, the difference between hG and h 
is not significant.) 

To obtain the density altitude, calculate the density from the equation of state: 

p 5 3xl04 

p = iff = (287)(253) 0.72992 kg!m
3 

Once again we note that this value of p falls between two entries in the table. It falls between 
ha1 = 5000 m where/)! = 0.73643 kg/m3 and haz = 51 00 m where /)2 = 0.72851 kg/m3• (Note 
that these subscripts denote different lines in the table from those used in the first part of this 
example. It is good never to become a slave to subscripts and symbols. Just always keep in 
mind the significance of what you are doing.) We could take the nearest entry, which is for 
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an altitude h0 = 5100 m, and say that the answer for the density altitude is 5100 m. However, 
for greater accuracy, let us linearly inte1p0late between the two entries: 

(p.-p) 
he : htn +(ha . ha,) , , , A-fh, 

= SOOQ + (SIOO _ SOOO)( 0.73643- 0.72992) 
0.73643-0.72851 

= 5000 + 100(0.82197) = 5082.2 m 

The density altitude at which the airplane is flying is 5082.2 m. 

The ambient temperature in the air ahead of an airplane in flight is 240 K. At what tem
perature altitude is the airplane flying? 

• Solution 
The purpose of this example is to show the ambiguity of the use of temperature altitude. 
First, just examine Fig. 3.4. Go the abscissa and find T = 240 K. Then, simply cast your 
eyes upward. Within the scale of this figure, there are three different altitudes that have 
a temperature of240 K. Using App. A, these altitudes are (to the nearest entry) 7.4 km, 
33 Jan, and (returning to Fig. 3.4) about 63 Jan. Of course, the airplane cannot be at all 
three altitudes simultaneously. W:e conclude that the definition of temperature altitude 
has Iim.ited usefulness. 

3.6 HISTORICAL NOTE: THE STANDARD 
ATMOSPHERE 

With the advent of ballooning in 1783 (see Ch. I), people suddenly became inter
ested in acquiring a greater understanding of the properties of the atmosphere 
above ground level. However, no compelling reason for such lmowledge arose 
until the coming of heavier-than-air flight in the 20th century. As we will see in 
subsequent chapters, the flight performance of aircraft depends on such proper
ties as the pressure and density of the air. Thus, a lmowledge of these properties, 
or at least some agreed-upon standard for worldwide reference, is absolutely 
necessary for intelligent aeronautical engineering. 

The situation in 1915 was summarized by C. F. Marvin, Chief of the U.S. 
Weather Bureau and chairman of anNACA subcommittee to investigate and report 
on the existing status of atmospheric data and lmowledge. In his ''Preliminary 
Report on the Problem of the Atmosphere in Relation to Aeronautics," NACA 
Report No.4, 1915, Marvin wrote; 

The Weather Burean is already in possession of an immense amount of data con
cerning atmospheric conditions, including wind movements at the earth's surface. 
This information is no doubt of distinct value to aeronautical operations, but it needs 
to be collected and put in form to meet the requirements of aviation. 
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The following four years saw such efforts to collect and organize atmospheric 
data for use by aeronautical engineers. In 1920 the Frenchman A Toussaint, 
director of the Aerodynamic Laboratory at Saint-Cyr-l'Ecole, France, suggested 
the following formula for the temperature decrease with height: 

T = IS - 0.006YJ 

Here T is in degrees Celsius and h is the geopotential altitude in meters. 
Toussaint's formula was formally adopted by France and Italy with the Draft 
of Inter-Allied Agreement on Law Adopted for the Decrease of Temperature 
with Increase of Altitude, issued by the Ministere de la Guerre, Aeronautique 
Militaire, Section Technique, in March 1920. One year later, England followed 
suit. The United States was close behind. Since Marvin's report in 1915, the 
U.S. Weather Bureau had compiled measurements of the temperature distribu
tion and found Toussaint's formula to be a reasonable representation of the 
observed mean annual values. Therefore, at its executive committee meeting 
of December 17, 1921, NACA adopted Toussaint's formula for airplane per
formance testing, with this statement: ''The subcommittee on aerodynamics 
recommends that for the sake of uniform practice in different countries that 
Toussaint's formula be adopted in determining the standard atmosphere up to 
10 km (33,000 ft) .... " 

Much of the technical data base that supported Toussaint's formula was 
reported in 1922, in NACA Report No. 147, "Standard Atmosphere," by 
Willis Ray Gregg. Based on free-flight tests at McCook Field in Dayton, 
Ohio, and at Langley Field in Hampton, Virginia, and on the other flights at 
Washington, District of Columbia, as well as artillery data from Aberdeen, 
Maryland, and Dahlgren, Virginia, and sounding-balloon observations at 
Fort Omaha, Nebraska, and St. Louis, Missouri, Gregg was able to compile 
a table of mean annual atmospheric properties. An example of his results 
follows: 

Mean Annual Temperature 
Temperature In from Toussaint's 

Aldtude, m United States, K Formula,K 

0 284.5 288 
1000 281.0 281.5 
2000 277.0 275.0 
5000 260.0 255.5 

10,000 228.5 223.0 

Clearly, Toussaint's formula provided a simple and reasonable representation 
of the mean annual results in the United States. This was the primary message 
in Gregg's report in 1922. However, the report neither gave extensive tables nor 
attempted to provide a document for engineering use. 

Thus it fell to WalterS. Diehl (who later became a well-known aerodynami
cist and airplane designer as a captain in the Naval Bureau of Aeronautics) to 
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provide the first practical tables for a standard atmosphere for aeronautical use. In 
1925, in NACA Report No. TR 218, titled (again) "Standard Atmosphere," Diehl 
presented extensive tables of standard atmospheric properties in both metric and 
English units. The tables were in increments of 50 m up to an altitude of 10 km 
and then in increments of 100m up to 20 km. In English units, the tables were in 
increments of 100 ft up to 32,000 ft and then in increments of200 ft up to a maxi
mum altitude of 65,000 ft. Considering the aircraft of that day (see Fig. 1.31 ), 
these tables were certainly sufficient. Moreover, starting from Toussaint's for
mula for Tup to 10,769 m, then assuming that T=const= - 55°Cabove 10,769 m, 
Diehl obtained p and pin precisely the same fashion as described in the previous 
sections of this chapter. 

The 1940s saw the beginning of serious rocket flights, with the German 
V -2 and the initiation of sounding rockets. And airplanes were flying higher than 
ever. Then, with the advent of intercontinental ballistic missiles in the 1950s and 
space flight in the 1960s, altitudes began to be quoted in terms of hundreds of 
miles rather than feet. Therefore, new tables of the standard atmosphere were 
created, mainly extending the old tables to higher altitudes. Popular among the 
various tables is the ARDC 1959 Standard Atmosphere, which is used in this 
book and is given in Apps. A and B. For all practical purposes, the old and new 
tables agree for altitudes of greatest interest. Indeed, it is interesting to compare 
values, as shown in the following: 

T from T from 
Aldtude, Diehl, 1925, ARDC, 1959, 

m K K 
0 288 288.16 

1000 281.5 281.66 
2000 275.0 275.16 
5000 255.5 255.69 

10,000 223.0 223.26 
10,800 218.0 218.03 
11,100 218.0 216.66 
20,000 218.0 216.66 

Diehl's standard atmosphere from 1925, at least up to 20 km, is just as good 
as the values today. 

3.7 SUMMARY AND REVIEW 
A standard atmosphere table, such as in App. A orB of this book, will prove to be among 
the most useful references you have throughout your career in aerospace engineering. It 
is essential for the calculation of airplane performance, as discussed and illustrated in 
Ch. 6. It is essential for the rational comparison of :flight test data obtained from differ
ent sources. It helps to put data from various wind tunnel facilities on a common basis. 
Also, the equations used to compile the standard atmosphere can be programmed into 
your hand calculator, freeing you from having to read the tables. The tables, however, 
are particularly useful for carrying out "back-of-the-envelope" engineering calculations. 



3.7 Summary and Review 

No table of the standard atmosphere existed at the time of the Wright brothers. They 
did not need one because all their work was done essentially at sea level. For their cal
culations of lift and drag, they did, however, need a value of the ambient air density. 
This they had indirectly through a now-anachronistic empirical factor called "Smeaton's 
coefficient," which was based in part on the value of sea-level density, along with a rea
sonably accurate value of Smeaton's coefficient as measured by Samuel Langley at the 
Smithsonian Institution. (For more details, see John Anderson, A History of Aerodynam
ics and Its Impact on Flying Machines, Cambridge University Press, New York, 1997.) 
By the time of World War I, however, airplanes were regularly flying at altitudes of 
10,000 ft and higher, and the lack of a standard table of the variation of atmospheric 
properties with altitude was becoming a real stumbling block for airplane designers. This 
prompted the big push for the compilation of standard atmospheric data that is described 
in Sec. 3.6. 

The equations used for compilation of the standard altitude tables for air, as devel
oped in this chapter, are the same as used for the calculation of the properties throughout 
foreign planetary atmospheres. This should come as no surprise, as the physics underly
ing the calculation of atmospheric properties on earth are the same as on Venus, Jupiter, 
and so forth. Therefore, this chapter is relevant to space :flight and the design of space 
vehicles, the subject of Ch. 8. 

Finally, we emphasize that the tables of the standard atmosphere in Apps. A and B 
did not simply come out of thin air. The values tabulated there were obtained from the 
application of physics, as embodied in the hydrostatic equation and the equation of state. 
To help reinforce this concept, the following lists some of the major ideas discussed in 
this chapter: 

1. The standard atmosphere is defined in order to relate :flight tests, wind tunnel 
results, and general airplane design and performance to a common reference. 

2. The definitions of the standard atmospheric properties are based on a given 
temperature variation with altitude, representing a mean of experimental data. 
In turn, the pressure and density variations with altitude are obtained from this 
empirical temperature variation by using the laws of physics. One of these laws is 
the hydrostatic equation: 

dp =-pgdha (3.2) 

3. In the isothermal regions of the standard atmosphere, the pressure and density 
variations are given by 

L = £.. = e -JN.I(R1' ,,,. II)> 

Pt Pt 
(3 .9) and (3 .1 0) 

4. In the gradient regions of the standard atmosphere, the pressure and density 
variations are given by, respectively, 

E..= (! )-!U.I{.a)}tl) 
Pt 1i 

where T = T1 +a (h - h1) and a is the given lapse rate. 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 
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5. The pressure altitude is that altitude in the standard atmosphere that corresponds 
to the actual ambient pressure encountered in flight or laboratory experiments. 
For example, if the ambient pressure of a flow, no matter where it is or what 
it is doing, is 393.12lb/ft2, the flow is said to correspond to a pressure altitude 
of 40,000 ft (seeApp. B). The same idea can be used to define density and 
temperature altitudes. 
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Problems 

3.1. At 12 km in the standard atmosphere, the pressure, density, and temperature 
are 1.9399 x 10' N/m2, 3.1194 x 10-1 kg/ml, and 216.66 K, respectively. Using 
these values, calculate the standard atmospheric values of pressure, density, and 
temperature at an altitude of 18 km, and check with the standard altitude tables. 

3.2. Consider an airplane flying at some real altitude. The outside pressure and 
temperature are 2.65 x 10' N/m2 and 220 K, respectively. What are the pressure 
and density altitudes? 

3.3. During a flight test of a new airplane, the pilot radios to the ground that she is in 
level flight at a standard altitude of35,000 ft. What is the ambient air pressure far 
ahead of the airplane? 

3.4. Consider an airPlane flying at a pressure altitude of 33,500 ft and a density altitude 
of32,000 ft. Calculate the outside air temperature. 

3.5. At what value of the geometric altitude is the difference h - hG equal to 2 percent 
of the geopotential altitude, h? 

3.6. Using Toussaint's formula, calculate the pressure at a geopotential altitude of 5 km. 
3.7. The atmosphere of Jupiter is essentially made up of hydrogen, H2. For H2. the 

specific gas constant is 4157 J/(kg)(K). The acceleration of gravity of Jupiter is 
24.9 m/s2• Assuming an isothermal atmosphere with a temperature of 150 K and 
assuming that Jupiter has a definable surface, calculate the altitude above that 
surface where the pressure is one-half the surface pressure. 

3.8. An F-15 supersonic fighter aircraft is in a rapid climb. At the instant it passes 
through a standard altitude of25,000 ft, its time rate of change of altitude 
is 500 ft/s, which by definition is the rate-of-climb, discussed in Ch. 6. 
Corresponding to this rate-of-climb at 25,000 ft is a time rate of change of ambient 
pressure. Calculate this rate of change of pressure in units of pounds per square 
foot per second. 

3.9. Assume that you are ascending in an elevator at sea level. Your eardrums are very 
sensitive to minute changes in pressure. In this case, you are feeling a 1 percent 
decrease in pressure per minute. Calculate the upward speed of the elevator in 
meters per minute. 



Problems 

3.10. Consider an airplane flying at an altitude where the pressure and temperature are 
530 lb/ft2 and 390°R, respectively. Calculate the pressure and density altitudes at 
which the airplane is flying. 

3.11. Consider a large rectangular tank of water open to the atmosphere, 10 ft deep, with 
walls oflength 30ft each. When the tank is filled to the top with water, calculate 
the force (in tons) exerted on the side of each wall in contact with the water. The 
tank is located at sea level. (Note: The specific weight of water is 62.4 lb/ft3, and 
I ton = 2000 lb1.) (Hint: Use the hydrostatic equation.) 

3.12. A discussion of the entry of a space vehicle into the earth's atmosphere after it 
has completed its mission in space appears in Ch. 8. An approximate analysis of 
the vehicle motion and aerodynamic heating during atmospheric entry assumes an 
approximate atmospheric model called the exponential atmosphere, where the air 
density variation with altitude is assumed to be 

!!.... = e-gohi(RT) 

Po 

where Po is the sea-level density and h is the altitude measured above sea level. 
This equation is only an approximation for the density variation with altitude 
throughout the whole atmosphere, but its simple form makes it useful for 
approximate analyses. Using this equation, calculate the density at an altitude of 
45 km. Compare your result with the actual value of density from the standard 
altitude tables. In the preceding equation, assume that T = 240 K (a reasonable 
representation for the value of the temperature between sea level and 45 km. 
which you can see by scanning down the standard atmosphere table). 

3.13. The entries for the standard altitude in Apps. A and B are given at distinct, 
regularly spaced values of h. To obtain the values of pressure, temperature, and 
density at an altitude between two adjacent entries in the table, linear interpolation 
can be used as an approximation. Using the tables, obtain the pressure, density, 
and temperature at a standard altitude of 3. 03 5 km. 

3.14. For a standard altitude of3.035 km, calculate the exact values for pressure, 
density, and temperature using the exact equations from Sec. 3. 4 in this chapter. 
Compare these exact values with the approximate values obtained in Prob. 3.13. 

3.15. Section 3.3 states that only at altitudes above 65 ian does the difference between 
the geometric and geopotential altitudes exceed I percent. Calculate the exact 
value of the geometric altitude at which this difference is precisely 1 percent. 

3.16. For the flight of airplanes in the earth's atmosphere, the variation of the 
acceleration of gravity with altitude is generally ignored. One of the highest-flying 
aircraft has been the Lockheed U-2 (see Fig. 5.52) which was designed to cruise 
at 70,000 ft. How much does the acceleration of gravity at this altitude differ from 
the value at sea level? 
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CHAPTER 

Basic Aerodynamics 

Mathematics up to the present day have been quite useless to us in regard to flying. 

From the 14th Annual Report 
of the Aeronautical Society 
of Great Britain, 1879 

Mathematical theories from the happy hunting grounds of pure mathematicians 
are found suitable to describe the airflow produced by aircraft with such excellent 
accuracy that they can be applied directly to airplane design. 

Theodore von Karman, 19 54 

Consider an airplane flying at an altitude of3 .km (9840 ft) at a velocity of 
112 m/s (367 fils or 251 mi/h). At a given point on the wing, the pressure 
and airflow velocity are specific values, dictated by the laws of nature. 

One objective of the science of aerodynamics is to decipher these laws and 
to give us methods to calculate the flow properties. In tum, such information 
lets us calculate practical quantities, such as the lift and drag on the airplane. 
Another example is the flow through a rocket engine of a given size and shape. 
If this engine is sitting on the launch pad at Cape Canaveral and given amounts 
of fuel and oxidizer are ignited in the combustion chamber, the flow velocity 
and pressure at the nozzle exit are again specific values, dictated by the laws 
of nature. The basic principles of aerodynamics allow us to calculate the exit 
flow velocity and pressure, which, in tum, allow us to calculate the thrust. For 
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PREVIEW BOX 

At the beginning of Ch. 2, we imagined a vehicle 
flying through the atmosphere, and one of the first 
thoughts was that there is a rush of air over the vehi
cle. This rush of air generates an aerodynamic force 
on the vehicle. This is an example of aerodynamics in 
action. We went on to say that aerodynamics was one 
of the four major disciplines that go into the design 
of a flight vehicle, the others being flight dynamics, 
propulsion, and structures. 

What is aerodynamics? The American Heri
tage Dictionary of the English Language defined 
aerodynamics as "the dynamics of gases, especially 
of atmospheric interactions with moving objects." 
What does this mean? Dynamics means motion. 
Gases are a squishy substance. Is aerodynamics the 
dynamics of a squishy substance? To some extent, 
yes. In contrast, this book is a solid object; it is easy 
to pick it up and throw it across the room. In so 
doing, you can easily track its velocity, acceleration, 
and path through the air. This involves the dynamics 
of a solid body and is a subject you might be some
what familiar with from a previous study of physics. 
But just try to scoop up a handful of air and throw it 
across the room. Doesn't make sense, does it? The 
air, being a squishy substance, is just going to flow 
through your fingers and go nowhere. Obviously the 
dynamics of air (or a fluid in general) is different 
than the dynamics of a solid body. Aerodynamics 
requires a whole new intellectual perspective. A pur
pose of this chapter is to give you some of this new 
perspective. 

So, how do you get air to move? It obviously 
does: When an airplane streaks past you, the air flows 
over the airplane and basically does everything neces
sary to get out of the way of the airplane. From a dif
ferent perspective, imagine that you are riding inside 
the airplane, and the airplane is flying at 400 miles 
per hour. If you look ahead, you see the atmospheric 
air coming toward you at 400 miles per hour. Then 
it flows up, down, and around the airplane, locally 
accelerating and decelerating as it passes over the 
fuselage, wings, and tail and through the engines. 
The air does more than this. It also creates a pressure 
distribution and a shear stress distribution over the 

surface of the airplane that results in aerodynamic lift 
and drag exerted on the vehicle (see again Sec. 2.2). 
So the air moves, and we repeat the question: How 
do you get the air to move? Keep reading this chapter 
to find out. 

Many engineers and scientists have spent their 
professional lifetimes working on aerodynamics, so 
aerodynamics must be important. Moreover, there is 
a lot to aerodynamics. This chapter is long, one of the 
longest in the book, because there is a lot to aerody
namics and becanse it is important. Aerodynamics is 
the dominant feature that drives the external shape of 
any flight vehicle. You can hardly take your first step 
into aerospace engineering without serious consider
ation and understanding of aerodynamics. The pur
pose of this chapter is to help you take this first step 
and obtain some understanding of aerodynamics. In 
this chapter you will learn how to get air to move. 
You will learn how to predict the pressure exerted 
on the surface of a body immersed in the flow and 
how this pressure is related to the velocity of the air. 
You will learn about the high-speed flow of air, with 
velocities greater than the speed of sound (supersonic 
flow), and about shock waves that frequently occur 
in supersonic flow. You will learn how to measure 
the flight speed of an airplane during flight. You will 
learn why the nozzles of rocket engines are shaped 
the way they are (all due to aerodynamics). You will 
learn about many applications of aerodynamics, but 
you will have to learn some of the fundamentals-the 
concepts and equations-of aerodynamics in the first 
part of this chapter before you can deal with applica
tions. For all these reasons, this chapter is important; 
please treat it with serious study. 

A word of caution: This chapter is going to be 
a challenge to you. Most likely the subject matter 
is different from you have dealt with before. There 
are a lot of new concepts, ideas, and ways of looking 
at things. There are a lot of new equations to help 
describe all this new stuff. The material is definitely 
not boring, and it can be great fun if you let it be. 
Expect it to be different, and go at it with enthusiasm. 
Simply read on, and step through the door into the 
world of aerodynamics. 
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reasons such as these, the study of aerodynamics is vital to the overall under
standing of flight. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the basic laws and 
concepts of aerodynamics and show how they are applied to solving practical 
problems. 

The road map for this chapter is given in Fig. 4.1. Let us walk through this 
road map to get a better idea of what this chapter on aerodynamics is all about. 
First, we can identify two basic types of aerodynamic flows: (1) flow with no 
friction (called inviscid flow) and (2) flow with friction (called viscous flow). 
These two types of flow are represented by the two boxes shown near the top 
of the road map. This is an important distinction in aerodynamics. Any real-life 
aerodynamic flow has friction acting on the fluid elements moving within the 
flow field. However, in many practical aerodynamic problems the influence of 
this internal friction is very small, and it can be neglected. Such flows can be 
assumed to have no friction and hence can be analyzed as inviscid.flows. This 
is an idealization, but for many problems a good one. By not dealing with fric
tion, the analysis of the flow is usually simplified. However, for some flows 
the influence of friction is dominant, and it must be included in any analysis of 

Basic aerodynamics 1 

Flow with no friction Flow with friction 
(inviscid flow) (viscous flow) 

Continuity equation 
1--(mass is conserved) 
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such flows. The inclusion of friction usually makes the analysis of the flow more 
complicated. 

This chapter deals with basics. We will start out with the statement of 
three fundamental physical principles from physics: 

1. Mass is conserved. 

2. Newton's second law (force= mass x acceleration) holds. 

3. Energy is conserved. 

When these fundamental principles are applied to an aerodynamic flow, certain 
equations result, which, in mathematical language, are statements of these prin
ciples. We will see how this can be accomplished. We will start with the physi
cal principle that mass is conserved and obtain a governing equation labeled 
the continuity equation. This is represented by the center box in Fig. 4.1. The 
continuity equation says, in mathematical symbolts, that mass is conserved in an 
aerodynamic flow. Mass is conserved whether or not the flow involves friction. 
Hence, the continuity equation is equally applicable to both types of flow, and 
that is why it is centered beneath the top two boxes in Fig. 4.I.We will then 
work our way down the left side of the road map, making the assumption of 
an inviscid flow. We will invoke Newton's second law and obtain the momen
tum equation for an inviscid flow, called Euler's equation (pronounced like 
"oilers"). A specialized but important form of Euler's equation is Bernoulli's 
famous equation. Then we will invoke the principle of conservation of energy 
and obtain the energy equation for a flow. However, because the science of 
energy is thermodynamics, we have to first examine some basic concepts of 
thermodynamics. 

After the basic equations are in hand, we will continue down the left side 
of Fig. 4.1 with some applications for inviscid flows, ranging from the speed of 
sound to wind tunnels and rocket engines. 

Finally, we will move to the right side of our road map and discuss some 
important aspects of viscous flows. We will introduce the idea of a viscous 
boundary layer, the region of flow immediately adjacent to a solid surface, 
where friction is particularly dominant. We will examine two types of viscous 
flows with quite different natures-laminar flow and turbulent flow-and how a 
laminar flow transitions to a turbulent flow. We will discuss the impact of these 
flows on the aerodynamic drag on a body. Finally, we will see how a viscous 
aerodynamic flow can actually lift off (separate) from the surface-the phenom
enon of .flow separation. 

This has been a rather long discussion of a somewhat intricate road map. 
However, the author's experience has been that readers being introduced to the 
world of basic aerodynamics can find the subject matter sometimes bewildering. 
In reality, aerodynamics is a beautifully organized intellectual subject, and the 
road map in Fig. 4.1 is designed to prevent some of the possible bewilderment. 
As we progress through this chapter, it will be important for you to frequently 
return to this road map for guidance and orientation. 
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Figure 4.2 Stream tube with mass conservation. 

4.1 CONTINUITY EQUATION 
The laws of aerodynamics are formulated by applying several basic principles 
from physics to a flowing gas. For example, 

Physical principle: Mass can be neither created nor destroyed.' 

To apply this principle to a flowing gas, consider an imaginary circle drawn per
pendicular to the flow direction, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Now look at all the stream
lines that go through the circumference of the circle. These streamlines form a 
tube, called a stream tube. As we move along with the gas confined inside the 
stream tube, we see that the cross-sectional area of the tube may change, say, in 
moving from point 1 to point 2 in Fig. 4.2. However, as long as the flow is steady 
(invariant with time), the mass that flows through the cross section at point 1 
must be the same as the mass that flows through the cross section at point 2, 
because by the definition of a streamline, there can be no flow across streamlines. 
The mass flowing through the stream tube is confined by the streamlines of the 
boundary, much as the flow of water through a flexible garden hose is confined 
by the wall of the hose. This is a case of "what goes in one end must come out 
the other end." 

Let A 1 be the cross-sectional area of the stream tube at point 1. Let V, be the 
flow velocity at point 1. Now, at a given instant in time, consider all the fluid 
elements that are momentarily in the plane of A 1• After a lapse of time dt, these 
same fluid elements all move a distance V, dt, as shown in Fig. 4.2. In so doing, 
the elements have swept out a volume A 1 V1 dt downstream of point 1. The mass 
of gas dm in this volume is equal to the density times the volume; that is, 

dm = p, (A1 fl dt) (4.1) 

This is the mass of gas that has swept through area A 1 during time interval dt. 

Definition: The mass flow m through area A is the mass crossing A per unit time. 

'Of course, Einstein has shown that e = nui', and hence mass is truly not conserved in situations where 
energy is released. However, for any noticeable change in mass to occur, the energy release must be 
tremendous, such as occurs in a nuclear reaction. We are generally not concerned with such a case in 
practical aerodynamics. 
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Figure 4.3 A stream tube. 

Therefore, from Eq. (4.1), for area A~, 

Mass flow= dm = m, = ~A1f; kg/s or slugs/s 
dt 

Also, the mass flow through Az, bounded by the same streamlines that go through 
the circumference of A., is obtained in the same fashion, as 

1hz -M~ 

Because mass can be neither created nor destroyed, we have m, = rizz . Hence 

P •(Y. =P2Azfz (4.2) 

This is the continuity equation for steady fluid flow. It is a simple algebraic equa
tion that relates the values of density, velocity, and area at one section of the 
stream tube to the same quantities at any other section. 

There is a caveat in the previous development. In Fig. 4.2, velocity V1 is 
assumed to be uniform over the entire area A I· Similarly, the density P1 is assumed 
to be uniform over area A 1• In the same vein, V2 and fJ2 are assumed to be uniform 
over area A2• In real life, this is an approximation; in reality, V and p vary across 
the cross-sectional area A. However, when using Eq. ( 4.2), we assume that p and 
V represent mean values of density and velocity over the cross-sectional area A. 
For many flow applications, this is quite reasonable. The continuity equation in 
the form ofEq. (4.2) is a workhorse in the calculation of flow through all types 
of ducts and tubes, such as wind tunnels and rocket engines. 

The stream tube sketched in Fig. 4.2 does not have to be bounded by a solid 
wall. For example, consider the streamlines of flow over an airfoil, as sketched in 
Fig. 4.3. The space between two adjacent streamlines, such as the shaded space 
in Fig. 4.3, is a stream tube. Equation (4.2) applies to the stream tube in Fig. 4.3, 
where p1 and V1 are appropriate mean values over A., and fJ2 and V2 are appropri
ate values over Az. 

4.2 INCOMPRESSIBLE AND COMPRESSIBLE FLOW 
Before we proceed, it is necessary to point out that all matter in real life is com
pressible to some greater or lesser extent. That is, if we take an element of mat
ter and squeeze it hard enough with some pressure, the volume of the element 
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P2 >PI 

In 

PI ~ m/111 

Figure 4.4 lllustration of compressibility. 

of matter will decrease. However, its mass will stay the same. This is shown 
schematically in Fig. 4.4. As a result, the density p of the element changes as 
it is squeezed. The amount by which p changes depends on the nature of the 
material of the element and how hard we squeeze it-that is, the magnitude of 
the pressure. If the material is solid, such as steel, then the change in volume is 
insignificantly small and pis constant for all practical purposes. If the material 
is a liquid, such as water, then the change in volume is also very small and again 
pis essentially constant. (Try pushing a tight-fitting lid into a container of liquid, 
and you will find out just how "solid" the liquid can be.) But if the material is a 
gas, the volume can readily change and p can be a variable. 

The preceding discussion :allows us to characterize two classes of aerody
namic flow: compressible flow and incompressible flow. 

1. Compressible flow-flow in which the density of the fluid elements can 
change from point to point. Referring to Eq. ( 4.2), we see if the flow is 
compressible, p1 * Pz. The variability of density in aerodynamic flows 
is particularly important at high speeds, such as for high-performance 
subsonic aircraft, all supersonic vehicles, and rocket engines. Indeed, all 
real-life flows, strictly speaking, are compressible. However, in some 
circumstances the density changes only slightly. These circumstances lead 
to the second definition. 

2. Incompressible flow-flow in which the density of the fluid elements 
is always constant.2 Referring to Eq. ( 4.2), we see if the flow is 
incompressible, P1 = p2; hence 

A1J'; = ~Y; (4.3) 

Incompressible flow is a myth. It can never actually occur in nature, as pre
viously discussed. However, for those flows in which the actual variation of 
p is negligibly small, it is convenient to make the assumption that p is constant, 
to simplify our analysis. (Indeed, it is an everyday activity of engineering and 

' In more advanced studies of aerodynamics, you will find that the definition of incompressible fiow is 
given by a more general statement. For the purposes of this book, we will consider incompressible fuw 
to be constant-{!ensity fiow. 
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4.2 Incompressible and Compressible Flow 

Az <At 
Hence 

v1 > v, 

Figure 4.5 Incompressible flow in a convergent duct. 

physical science to make idealized assumptions about real physical systems in 
order to make such systems amenable to analysis. However, care must always 
be taken not to apply results obtained from such idealizations to real problems 
in which the assumptions are grossly inaccurate or inappropriate.) The assump
tion of incompressible flow is an excellent approximation for the flow of liquids, 
such as water or oil. Moreover, the low-speed flow of air, where V < I 00 m/s 
(or V < 225 mi!h) can also be assumed to be incompressible to a close approxi
mation. A glance at Fig. 1.30 shows that such velocities were the domain of 
almost all airplanes from the Wright Flyer (1903) to the late 1930s. Hence, the 
early development of aerodynamics always dealt with incompressible flows, and 
for this reason there exists a huge body of incompressible-flow literature with its 
attendant technology. At the end of this chapter we will be able to prove why air
flow at velocities less than I 00 m/s can be safely assumed to be incompressible. 

In solving and examining aerodynamic flows, you will constantly be making 
distinctions between incompressible and compressible flows. It is important to 
develop that habit now, because there are some striking quantitative and qualita
tive differences between the two types of flow. 

As a parenthetical comment, for incompressible flow, Eq. (4.3) explains 
why all common garden-hose nozzles are convergent shapes, such as shown in 
Fig. 4.5. From Eq. (4.3), 

If A2 is less than A 1, then the velocity increases as the water flows through the 
nozzle, as desired. The same principle is used in the design of nozzles for subsonic 
wind tunnels built for aerodynamic testing, as will be discussed in Sec. 4.10. 

Consider a convergent duct with an inlet area A 1 = 5 m2·• Air enters this duct with a veloc
ity V1 = 10 m/s and leaves the duct exit with a velocity v; = 30 m/s. What is the area of 
the duct exit? 
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• Solution 
Because the flow velocities are less than 100 m/s, we can assume incompressible flow. 
FromEq. (4.3), 

Consider a convergent duct with an inlet area A1 = 3 ft2 and an exit area A 2 = 2.57 ft2• 

Air enters this duct with a velocity V1 = 700ft/sand a density PI = 0.002 slug/ft3, and air 
leaves with an exit velocity V2 = I 070 ft/s. Calculate the density of the air P2 at the exit 

• Solution 
An inlet velocity of700 ft/s is a high-speed flow, and we assume that the flow has to be 
treated as compressible. This implies that the resulting value for /)2 will be different from 
PI· FromEq. (4.2), 

or 
_ A1P.i _ O 

002 
3(700) 

P1 PI A
2

P.; · 2.57(1070) 

Note: The value of p2 is indeed different from PI• which clearly indicates that the flow in 
this example is a compressible flow . .((the flow were essentially incompressible, then the 
calculation of /)2 from Eq. (4.2) would have produced a value essentially equal to PI· But 
this is not the case. Keep in mind that Eq. (4.2) is more general than Eq. (4.3). Eq. (4.2) 
applies to both compressible and incompressible flows; Eq. (4.3) is valid for an incom
pressible flow only. 

Reminder: In this example, and in all the worked examples in this book, we use con
sistent units in the calculations. Hence we do not need to explicitly show all the units car
ried with each term in the mathematical calculations, because we know the answer will be 
in the same consistent units. In this example, the calculation involves the continuity equa
tion;A1 andA2 are given inft2, V1 and V2 in ft/s, and PI in slug/ft3• When these numbers are 
fed into the equation, we know the answer for P2 will be in slug/ft3. It has to be because 
we know the consistent units for density in the English engineering system are slug/ft3. 

4.3 MOMENTUM EQUATION 
The continuity equation, Eq. ( 4!.2), is only part of the story. For example, it says 
nothing about the pressure in ·the flow; yet we know, just from intuition, that 
pressure is an important flow variable. Indeed, differences in pressure from one 
point to another in the flow create forces that act on the fluid elements and cause 
them to move. Hence, there must be some relation between pressure and veloc
ity, and that relation is derived in this section. 
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z 

Figure 4.6 Force diagram for the momentum equation. 

Again we first state a fundamental law of physics-namely Newton's sec
ond law. 

Physical principle: I Force- mass x acceleration I 

or (4.4) 

To apply this principle to a :flowing gas, consider an infinitesimally small 
fluid element moving along a streamline with velocity V, as shown in Fig. 4.6. At 
some given instant, the element is located at point P. The element is moving in 
the x direction, where the x axis is oriented parallel to the streamline at point P. 
The y and z axes are mutually perpendicular to x. The fluid element is infini
tesimally small. However, looking at it through a magnifying glass, we see the 
picture shown at the upper right of Fig. 4.6. What is the force on this element? 
Physically, the force is a combination of three phenomena: 

1. Pressure acting in a normal direction on all six faces of the element. 
2. Frictional shear acting tangentially on all six faces of the element. 
3. Gravity acting on the mass inside the element. 

For the time being, we will ignore the presence of frictional forces; moreover, 
gravity is generally a small contribution to the total force. Therefore, we will 
assume that the only source of force on the fluid element is pressure. 

To calculate this force, let the dimensions of the fluid element be dx, dy, and 
dz, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Consider the left and right faces, which are perpendicular 
to the x axis. The pressure on the left face is p. The area of the left face is dy dz; 
hence the force on the left face is p(dy dz). This force is in the positive x direc
tion. Now recall that pressure varies from point to point in the flow. Hence, there 
is some change in pressure per unit length, symbolized by the derivative dp/dx. 
Thus, if we move away from the left face by a distance dx along the x axis, the 
change in pressure is (dp!dx) dx. Consequently, the pressure on the right face is 
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p + (dp!dx) dx. The area of the right face is also dy dz; hence the force on the 
right face is [p + (dp/dx) dx](dy dz). This force acts in the negativex direction, as 
shown in Fig. 4.6. The net force in the x direction F is the sum of the two: 

or 

F .. p dy dz - ( p+ dx dx )ay dz 

F = - dp (dx dy dz) 
dx 

(4.5) 

Equation (4.5) gives the force on the fluid element due to pressure. Because of 
the convenience of choosing the x axis in the flow direction, the pressures on the 
faces parallel to the streamlines do not affect the motion of the element along the 
streamline. 

The mass of the fluid element is the density p multiplied by the volume 
dx dydz: 

m ~ »(dx dy dz) (4.6) 

Also, the acceleration a of the fluid element is, by definition of acceleration (rate 
of change of velocity), a= dV!dt. Noting that, also by definition, V = dx!dt, we 
can write 

dV dV dx dV 
a - - - v - - - --- -

dt dx dt dx (4.7) 

Equations (4.5) to (4.7) give the force, mass, and acceleration, respectively, 
that go into Newton's second law, Eq. (4.4): 

F~ma 

dp dV 
- - (dx dy dz) = p(dx dy dz)V -

dx dx 

or lap - - pv av 1 (4.8) 

Equation (4.8) is Euler's equation. Basically, it relates rate of change of 
momentum to force; hence it can also be designated as the momentum equation. 
It is important to keep in mind the assumptions utilized in obtaining Eq. (4.8): 
We neglected friction and gravity. For flow that is frictionless, aerodynamicists 
sometimes use another term, inviscid flow. Equation (4.8) is the momentum 
equation for inviscid (frictionless) flow. Moreover, the flow field is assumed to 
be steady-that is, invariant with respect to time. 

Please note that Eq. ( 4.8) relates pressure and velocity (in reality, it relates a 
change in pressure dp to a change in velocity dV). Equation ( 4.8) is a differential 
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Figure 4. 7 Two points at different locations along a 
streamline. 

equation, and hence it describes the phenomena in an infinitesimally small neigh
borhood around the given point Pin Fig. 4.6. Now consider two points, 1 and 2, 
far removed from each other in the flow but on the same streamline. To relate 
p 1 and V1 at point 1 to p2 and V2 at the other, far-removed point 2, Eq. ( 4.8) must 
be integrated between points 1 and 2. This integration is different depending 
on whether the flow is compressible or incompressible. Euler's equation itself, 
Eq. ( 4.8), holds for both cases. For compressible fl. ow, pin Eq. ( 4.8) is a variable; 
for incompressible flow, p is a constant. 

First consider the case of incompressible flow. Let points 1 and 2 be located 
along a given streamline, such as that shown over an airfoil in Fig. 4.7. From 
Eq. (4.8), 

dp+ IJV dV= 0 

where p= constant. Integrating between points 1 and 2, we obtain 

fP' d + J"2 VdV=O 
PI p (pV.~ V.2 ) 

p l - Pt + p ~ - + = 0 

v,_2 v.2 
Pl+P-=Pt+P-

2 2 
v2 

P + P T = const along streamline 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

Either form, Eq. (4.9a) or (4.9b), is called Bernoulli's equoJion. Historically, 
Bernoulli's equation is one of the most fundamental equations in fluid mechanics. 

The following important points should be noted: 

1. Equations (4.9a) and (4.9b) hold only for inviscid (frictionless), 
incompressible flow. 

2. Equations (4.9a) and (4.9b) relate properties between different points along 
a streamline. 
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3. For a compressible flow, Eq. ( 4.8) must be used, with p treated as a 
variable. Bernoulli's equation must not be used for compressible flow. 

4. Remember that Eqs. ( 4.8) and ( 4.9a) and ( 4.9b) say that F = ma for a fluid 
flow. They are essentially Newton's second law applied to fluid dynamics. 

To return to Fig. 4.7, if all the streamlines have the same values of p and V 
far upstream (far to the left in Fig. 4.7), then the constant in Bernoulli's equa
tion is the same for all streamlines. This would be the case, for example, if the 
flow far upstream were uniform flow, such as that encountered in flight through 
the atmosphere and in the test sections of well-designed wind tunnels. In such 
cases, Eqs. (4.9a) and (4.9b) are not limited to the same streamline. Instead, 
points 1 and 2 can be anywhere in the flow, even on different streamlines. 

For the case of compressible flow also, Euler's equation, Eq. (4.8), can be 
integrated between points 1 and 2; however, because p is a variable, we must 
in principle have some extra information about how p varies with V before the 
integration can be carried out. This information can be obtained; however, there 
is an alternative, more convenient route to treating many practical problems in 
compressible flow that does not explicitly require use of the momentum equa
tion. Hence, in this case, we will not pursue the integration ofEq. (4.8) further. 

4.4 A COMMENT 
It is important to make a philosophical distinction between the nature of the equa
tion of state, Eq. (2.3), and the flow equations of continuity, Eq. (4.2), and momen
tum, such as Eq. (4.9a). The equation of state relatesp, T, andpto one another at 
the same point; in contrast, the flow equations relate p and V (as in the continuity 
equation) and p and V (as in Bernoulli's equation) at one point in the flow to the 
same quantities at another point in the flow. There is a basic difference here; keep 
it in mind when setting up the solution of aerodynamic problems. 

Consider an airfoil (the cross section of a wing, as shown in Fig. 4. 7) in a :flow of air, 
where far ahead (upstream) of the airfoil, the pressure, velocity, and density are 2116lb/ft2, 
100 milh, and 0.002377 slug/ft3, respectively. At a given point A on the airfoil, the pres
sure is 2070 lb/ft2• What is the velocity at point A? 

• Solution 
First we must deal in consistent units; V1 = 100 milh is not in consistent units. However, 
a convenient relation to remember is that 60 milh = 88 ftls. Hence V1 = 1 00(88/60) = 
146.7 ftls. This velocity is low enough that we can assume incompressible :flow. Hence 
Bernoulli's equation, Eq. (4.9), is valid: 

Pn + pJI'( = PA + pJI1 
2 2 
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Thus v. =[ 2(p p PA) + v.zr 
=[2(2116- 2070) + (146.7)zJ

12 

0.002177 

lV. - 245.4 ftls l 

----------------------------~· Consider the same convergent duct and conditions as in Example 4 .1. If the air pressure 
and temperature at the inlet arep1 = 1.2 x 105N/m2 and T1 = 330 K, respectively, calculate 
the pressure at the exit. 

• Solution 
First we must obtain the density. From the equation of state, 

P1 1.2 X 105 
3 

p1 = RTt = 287(330) 1.27 kglm 

Still assuming incompressible flow, we find from Eq. (4.9) 

P + pV( -p +pJ'i' 
1 - - 2-2 2 

p~ = P1 + !P(Yt~ - vi)= 1.2x 165 + {!)(1.27)(102 - Jif) 

p,_ = 1.195 x 105 N/m2 

Note: In accelerating from 10 to 30 mls, the air pressure decreases only a small 
amount, less than 0.45 percent. This is a characteristic of very low-velocity airflow. 

Consider a long dowel with a semicircular cross section, as sketched in Fig. 4.8a. The 
dowel is immersed in a flow of air, with its axis perpendicular to the flow, as shown in 
perspective in Fig. 4.8a. The rounded section of the dowel is facing into the flow, as 
shown in Fig. 4.8a and 4.8b. We call this rounded section the front face of the dowel. 
The radius of the semicircular cross section is R = 0. 5 ft. The velocity of the flow far 
ahead of the dowel (called the free stream) is V ~ = 100 ftls. Assume inviscid flow; that 
is, neglect the effect of friction. The velocity of the flow along the surface of the rounded 
front face of the dowel is a function of location on the surface; location is denoted by 
angle f) in Fig. 4.8b. Hence, along the front rounded surface, V = V( B). This variation 
is given by 

V = ;av_ sinB (E4.5.l) 
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Front 
fuce 

v_= 100 ft/s 

ft,., = 2116 lb/ft2 

v_ -

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

y b 

a 

Back 
fuce 

(e) 

(g) 

(h) 

Figure 4.8 Diagrams for the construction of the aerodynamic force on a dowel 
(Example 4.5). 



4.4 A Comment 

The pressure distribution exerted over the surface of the cross section is sketched in 
Fig. 4.8c. On the front face, p varies with location along the surface, where the location is 
denoted by the angle 8; that is,p = p( 8) on the front face. On the fiat back face, the pres
sure, denoted by p8 , is constant. The back face pressure is given by 

P. =P--0.7 D- VO: (E4.5.2) 

where P- and p_ are the pressure and density, respectively, in the free stream, far ahead 
of the dowel. The free-stream density is given asP- = 0.002378 sluglf't3. Calculate the 
aerodynamic force exerted by the surface pressure distribution (illustrated in Fig. 4.8c) on 
a 1-ftsegment of the dowel, shown by the shaded section in Fig. 4.8a. 

• Solution 
For this solution, we appeal to the discussions in Sees. 2.2 and 4.3. Examine Fig. 4.8c. 
Because of the symmetry of the semicircular cross section, the pressure distribution over 
the upper surface is a mirror image of the pressure distribution over the lower surface; 
that is, p = p( 8) for 0 $ 8 $ 1& 12 is the same asp = p( 8) for 0 <: 8<: - ?& /2. Owing to this 
symmetry, there is no net force on the cross section in the direction perpendicular to the 
free stream; that is, the force due to the pressure pushing down on the upper surface is 
exactly canceled by the equal and opposite force due Jto the pressure pushing up on the 
lower surface. Therefore, owing to this symmetry, the resultant aerodynamic force is 
parallel to the free-stream direction. This resultant aerodynamic force is illustrated by the 
arrow labeledD in Fig. 4.8c. 

Before feeding the numbers into our calculation, we obtain an analytical formula for 
Din terms of v_ and R, as follows. Our calculations will proceed in a number of logical 
steps. 

Step One: Calculation of the force due to pressure a cting on the front face. 
Here we will integrate the pressure distribution over the surface. area of the front face. We 
will set up an expression for the pressure force acting on an infinitesimally small element 
of surface area, take the component of this force in the horizontal flow direction (the di
rection of v_ in Fig. 4.8), and then integrate this expression over the surface area of the 
front face. Consider the infinitesimal arclength segment of the surface ds and the pressure 
p exerted locally on this segment, as drawn in Fig. 4.8d. A magnified view of this segment 
is shown in Fig. 4.8e. Recall from Fig. 4.8a that we wish to calculate the aerodynamic 
force on a 1-ft length of the dowel, as shown by the shaded region in Fig. 4.8a. As part 
of the shaded region, consider a small sliver of area of width ds and length equal to 1 ft 
on the curved face of the dowel, as shown in Fig. 4.8f The surface area of this sliver is 
1 ds. The force due to the pressure p on this area is p(l) ds = p ds. This force is shown 
in Fig. 4.8e, acting perpendicular to the segment ds. The component of this force in the 
horizontal direction is (p ds) cos8, also shown in Fig. 4.8e. From the geometric construc
tion shown in Fig. 4.8g, we have 

ds = R d(:) 

and the vertical projection of ds, denoted by dy, is given by 

dy = ds cos(:) 

(E4.5.3) 

(E4.5.4) 
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Substituting Eq. (E4.5.3) into (E4. 5.4), we have 

dy = R cnsi d(J (E4.5.5) 

We put Eq. (E4.5.5) on the shelf temporarily. It will be used later, in Step Two of this 
calculation. However, we use Eq. {E4.5.3) immediately, as follows. 

In light of Eq. (E.4.5.3), the horizontal force (p ds)cosB in Fig. 4.8e can be 
expressed as 

(p dt)cosi • p.R cos8 d(J (E4.5.6) 

Returning to Fig. 4.8c, we see that the net horizontal force exerted by the pressure dis
tribution on the rounded front face is the integral ofEq. (E4.5.6) over the front surface. 
Denote this force by Dp. 

J
x/2 

D~ - pRcns8 de 
- fl/2 (E4.5.7) 

This force is shown in Figure 4.8h. 
In Eq. (E4.5.7), p is obtained from Bernoulli's equation, Eq. (4.9), written 

between a point in the free stream where the pressure and velocity are P~ and V~, 
respectively, and the point on the body surface where the pressure and velocity are 
p and V, respectively. 

or 

P-+ tPV.: = P + tPV2 

p •P-+t~(V.: - V') 
(E4.5.8) 

Note: We can use Bernoulli's equation for this solution because the free-stream velocity 
of V~ = 100ft/sis low, and we can comfortably assume that the flow is incompressible. 
Also, because pis constant, the value of pin Eq. (E4.5.8) is the same asP~ in the free 
stream. Substituting Eq. (E4.5.8) into Eq. (E4.5.7), we have 

D, . .. t::IP-+ ~~ (V.!- V2)]R cos$ d(J (E4.5.9) 

Recall that the variation of the surface velocity is given by Eq. (E4.5.1), repeated here: 

v = a v_sin8 

Substituting Eq. (E4.5.1) into Eq. (E4.5.9), we have 

or Jft / 2 [ 1 ~ ( 7 )l" Dp = ..,.
12 

P-+ 
2

pv_ l -4sin G .f cos8 d8 

(E4.5.1) 

(E4.5.10) 

Let us put this expression for DP on the shelf for a moment; we will come back to it 
shortly. 
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Step Two: Calculation of the force due to pressure acting on the hack face. 
Here we will integrate the pressure distribution over the surface area of the back face. 
Similar to Step One, we will set up an expression for the pressure force acting on an 
infinitesimally small element of surface area and then integrate this expression over the 
surface area of the back face. 

Returning to Fig. 4.8c, we now direct our attention to the pressure on the back face 
of the cross sectionp8 . This pressure exerts a force Da on the 1-ft length of dowel, as 
sketched in Fig. 4.8h. ForceD a acts toward the left, opposite to the direction of Dp. Pres
sure Pais constant over the back face. The rectangular area of the 1-ft length of the back 
face is (1)(2R). Because Pais constant over this back face, we can directly write 

(E4.5.ll) 

However, because the resultant aerodynamic force on the cross section is given by 
DF - Da, as seen in Fig. 4.8h, and because DF is expressed in terms of an integral in 
Eq. (E4.5.10), it will be convenient to couch Da in terms of an integral also, as follows. 
Returning to Figure 4.8d, we consider a segment of the back surface area of height dy on 
whichp8 is exerted. Over a 1-ft length of dowel (perpendicular to the page in Fig. 4.8d), 
the area of a small sliver of surface is 1 dy, and the force on this sliver is pa(l) dy. The 
total force on the back face is obtained by integrating with respect to y from point a to 
point b, as noted in Fig. 4.8d: 

(E4.5.12) 

However, recall fromEq. (E4.5.5) thatdy = R cosf)df). Hence Eq. (E4.5.12) becomes 

Jft / 2 
D~ = Pa R cost d8 

-nl ! 
(E4.5.13) 

Please note thatEqs (E4.5.13) and (E4.5.ll) are both valid expressions for D8 -they just 
look dilferent. To see this, carry out the integration in Eq. (E4.5.13); you will obtain the 
result in Eq. (E4.5.ll). Also recall that Pais given by Eq. (E4.5.2), repeated here (and 
dropping the subscript OQ on p because pis constant): 

P. = P-- 0 7~V.! (E4.5.2) 

Hence Eq. (E4.5.13) becomes 

D, • J:::(P-- 0.7p ,V..!)R cos8 d8 (E4.5.14) 

Step Three: Calculation of the resultant aerodynamic force. 
Here we will combine the results obtained in Steps One and Two. In Step One, we 
obtained an expression for the pressure force acting on the front face. In Step Two, 
we obtained an expression for the pressure force acting on the back face. Because the 
force on the front face acts in one direction and the force on the back face acts in the 
opposite direction, as shown in Fig. 4.8h, the net, resultant aerodynamic force is the dif
ference between the two. 
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DESIGN BOX 

The results of Example 4.5 illustrate certain aspects 
important to the general background of airplane design: 

1. It reinforces the important point made in 
Sec. 2.2-namely that the resultant aerodynamic 
force exerted on any object immersed in a 
flowing fluid is due only to the net integration 
of the pressure distribution and the shear 
stress distribution exerted all over the body 
surface. In Example 4.5 we asswned the flow 
to be inviscid; that is, we neglected the effect 
of friction. So the resultant aerodynamic force 
was due to just the integrated effect of the 
pressure distribution over the body surface. 
This is precisely how we calculated the force 
on the dowel in Example 4.5-we integrated 
the pressure distribution over the surface of the 
dowel. Instead of a dowel, if we had dealt with 
a Boeing 747 jumbo jet, the idea would have 
been the same. In airplane design, the shape 
of the airplane is influenced by the desire to 
create a surface pressure distribution that will 
minimize drag while at the same time creating 
the necessary amount of lift. We return to this 
basic idea several times throughout the book. 

2. Equation (E4.5.17) shows that the aerodynamic 
force on the body is 
(a) Directly proportional to the density of the 

fluid p. 

(b) Directly proportional to the square of the 
free-stream velocity: D Q V.: . 

(c) Directly proportional to the size of the 
body, as reflected by the radius R. 

These results are not specialized to the dowel in 
Example 4.5; they are much more general in their 
application. We will see in Ch. 5 that the aerody
namic force on airfoils, wings, and whole airplanes 
is indeed proportional to p.o, V.! , and the size of the 
body, where size is couched in terms of a surface area. 
[In Eq. (E4.5.17), R really represents an area equal 
to R(l) for the unit length of the dowel over which 
the aerodynamic force is calculated] It is interesting 
to note that Eq. (E4.5.17) does not contain the free
stream pressure Pw Indeed, P~ canceled out in our 
derivation of Eq. (E4.5.17). This is not just a charac
teristic of the dowel used in Example 4.5; in general, 
we will see in Ch. 5 that we do not need the explicit 
value of free-stream pressure to calculate the aerody
namic force on a flight vehicle, despite the fact that 
the aerodynamic force fundamentally is due (in part) 
to the pressure distribution over the surface. In the 
final result, it is always the value of the free-stream 
density P~ that appears in the expressions for aerody
namic force, not P~· 

Returning to Fig. 4.8h, we see that the resultant aerodynamic forceD is given by 

Substituting Eqs. (E4.5.10) and (E4.5.14) into Eq. (E4.5.15), we have 

D = J.:':2[P-+ ~QV;(1 - 4Hn: B)fcos9 d9 

- JK12 
(P- -Q 7{!JN?. ) Rcos9 d9 

- lf/2 

(E4.5.15) 

(E4.5.16) 
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Combining the two integrals in Eq. (E4.5.16) and noting that the two terms involvingp~ 
cancel, we have 

D = J ~12 ro .. p + O.ip)v;-2pY~ sin~.1f C089 rlfJ 
-x12 l \2 

~ J '"'~ d u2RJ"xt2 . a d = 1.2pV_R -~1~cos9 8 - 2pr,;;, __ ,.12sm &cos8 8 

= 2.4p¥.!R - 2~f!! J sin3 8]"'2 
l 3 -x/ 2 

= 2.4pW.:R - iP~(i+ i )= l.067pV.:R 

Highlighting the preceding result, we have just derived an analytical expression for 
the aerodynamic forceD, per unit length of the dowel. It is given by 

D - 1 a6'1pY.;R (E4.5.17) 

Putting in the numbers given in the problem, where p = fJ.o = 0.002378 slug/f\3, 
V~ = 100 ftls, and R = 0.5 ft, we obtain from Eq. (E4.5.17) 

D = (!.067)(0. ()()2377)(1 oo)'(0.5) = ll 2.68 lb I per foot of length of dowel . 

4.5 ELEMENTARY THERMODYNAMICS 
As stated earlier, when the airflow velocity exceeds 100 m/s, the flow can no 
longer be treated as incompressible. Later we will restate this criterion in terms 
of the Mach number, which is the ratio of the flow velocity to the speed of 
sound, and we will show that the flow must be treated as compressible when the 
Mach number exceeds 0.3. This is the situation with the vast majority of current 
aerodynamic applications; hence the study of compressible flow is of extreme 
importance. 

A high-speed flow of gas is also a high-energy flow. The kinetic energy of 
the fluid elements in a high-speed flow is large and must be taken into account. 
When high-speed flows are slowed down, the consequent reduction in kinetic 
energy appears as a substantial increase in temperature. As a result, high-speed 
flows, compressibility, and vast energy changes are all related. Thus, to study 
compressible flows, we must first examine some of the fundamentals of energy 
changes in a gas and the consequent response of pressure and temperature to 
these energy changes. Such fundamentals are the essence of the science of 
thermodynamics. 

Here the assumption is made that the reader is not familiar with thermody
namics. Therefore, the purpose of this section is to introduce those ideas and 
results of thermodynamics that are absolutely necessary for our further analysis 
of high-speed, compressible flows. Caution: The material in Sees. 4.5 to 4.7 can 
be intimidating; if you find it hard to understand, do not worry-you are in good 
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System 
(unit mass of gas) 

Figure 4.9 System of un.it mass. 

Surroundings 

6q 

company. Thermodynamics is a sophisticated and extensive subject; we are just 
introducing some basic ideas and equations here. View these sections as an intel
lectual challenge, and study them with an open mind. 

The pillar of thermodynamics is a relationship called the first law, which is 
an empirical observation of natural phenomena. It can be developed as follows. 
Consider a fixed mass of gas (for convenience, say a unit mass) contained within 
a flexible boundary, as shown in Fig. 4.9. This mass is called the system, and 
everything outside the boundary is the surroundings. Now, as in Ch. 2, consider 
the gas that makes up the system to be composed of individual molecules moving 
about with random motion. The energy of this molecular motion, summed over 
all the molecules in the system, is called the internal energy of the system. Let 
e denote the internal energy per unit mass of gas. The only means by which e can 
be increased (or decreased) are the following: 

1. Heat is added to (or taken away from) the system. This heat comes from 
the surroundings and is added to the system across the boundary. Let oq be 
an incremental amount of heat added per unit mass. 

2. Work is done on (or by) the system. This work can be manifested by the 
boundary of the system being pushed in (work done on the system) or 
pushed out (work done by the system). Let Ow be an incremental amount 
of work done on the system per unit mass. 

Also, let de be the corresponding change in internal energy per unit mass. 
Then, simply on the basis of common sense, confirmed by laboratory results, we 
can write 

(4.10) 

Equation (4.10) is termed the .first law of thermodynamics. It is an energy equa
tion stating that the change in internal energy is equal to the sum of the heat 
added to and the work done on the system. (Note in the previous discussion that 
o and d both represent infinitesimally small quantities; however, d is a "perfect 
differential" and o is not.) 
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Figure 4.10 Work being done on the system by pressure. 

Equation (4.10) is very fundamental; however, it is not in a practical form 
for use in aerodynamics, which speaks in terms of pressures, velocities, and the 
like. To obtain more useful forms of the first law, we must first derive an expres
sion for Ow in terms of p and v (specific volume), as follows. Consider the system 
sketched in Fig. 4.10. Let dA be an incremental surface area of the boundary. 
Assume that work llW is being done on the system by dA being pushed in a small 
distances, as also shown in Fig. 4.10. Because work is defined as force times 
distance, we have 

llW = (force)( distance) 
llW = (p d A)s (4.11) 

Now assume that many elemental surface areas of the type shown in Fig. 4.10 
are distributed over the total surface area A of the boundary. Also assume that 
all the elemental surfaces are being simultaneously displaced a small distance s 
into the system. Then the total work Ow done on the unit mass of gas inside the 
system is the sum (integral) of each elemental surface over the whole boundary; 
that is, from Eq. (4.11), 

(4.12) 

Assume that p is constant everywhere in the system (which, in thermody
namic terms, contributes to a state of thermodynamic equilibrium). Then, from 
Eq. (4.12), 

ow =pLs d A (4.13) 

The integral.£, s dA has physical meaning. Geometrically, it is the change in vol
ume of the unit mass of gas inside the system, created by the boundary surface 
being displaced inward. Let dv be the change in volume. Because the boundary 
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is pushing in, the volume decreases (dv is a negative quantity) and work is done 
on the gas (hence ow is a positive quantity in our development). Thus 

LsdA .... -dv 

Substituting Eq. (4.14) into Eq. (4.13), we obtain 

l8w =- pdv l 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

Equation (4.15) gives the relatiion for work done strictly in terms of the thermo
dynamic variables p and v. 

When Eq. (4.15) is substituted into Eq. (4.10), the first law becomes 

l8q =de+ pdv i (4.16) 

Equation ( 4.16) is an alternative form of the first law of thermodynamics. 
It is convenient to define a new quantity, called enthalpy h, as 

h = e + pv = e + RT (4.17) 

where pv = RT, assuming a perfect gas. Then, differentiating the definition in 
Eq. (4.17), we find 

dh=de+pdv+vdp (4.18) 

Substituting Eq. (4.18) into (4.16), we obtain 

0q =de+ pdv = (dh - pdv = vdp)+ pdv 

I&J =dh - vdp 
(4.19) 

Equation (4.19) is yet another alternative form of the first law. 
Before we go further, remember that a substantial part of science and engi

neering is simply the language. In this section we are presenting some of the 
language of thermodynamics essential to our future aerodynamic applications. 
We continue to develop this language. 

Figures. 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate systems to which heat oq is added and on 
which work ow is done. At the same time, oq and ow may cause the pressure, 
temperature, and density of the system to change. The way (or means) by which 
changes of the thermodynamic variables (p, T, p, v) of a system take place is 
called a process. For example, a constant-volume process is illustrated at the left 
in Fig. 4.11. Here the system is a gas inside a rigid boundary, such as a hollow 
steel sphere, and therefore the volume of the system always remains constant. 
If an amount of heat o q is added to this system, p and Twill change. Thus, by 
definition, such changes take place at constant volume; this is a constant-volume 
process. Another example is given at the right in Fig. 4.11. Here the system is 
a gas inside a cylinder-piston arrangement. Consider that heat oq is added to 
the system, and at the same time assume the piston is moved in exactly the right 
way to maintain a constant pressure inside the system. When oq is added to this 
system, T and v (and hence p) will change. By definition, such changes take place 
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Figure 4.11 Dlustration of constant-volume and constant-pressure 
processes. 

at constant pressure; this is a constant-pressure process. Many different kinds of 
processes are treated in thermodynamics. These are only two examples. 

The last concept to be introduced in this section is that of specific heat. 
Consider a system to which a small amount of heat oq is added. The addition 
of oq will cause a small change in temperature dT of the system. By definition, 
specific heat is the heat added per unit change in temperature of the system. Let 
c denote specific heat. Thus 

c = Oq 
dT 

However, with this definition, c is multivalued. That is, for a fixed quantity 
oq, the resulting value of dT can be different, depending on the type of process 
in which oq is added. In turn, the value of c depends on the type of process. 
Therefore, in principle we can define more precisely a different specific heat for 
each type of process. We will be interested in only two types of specific heat, one 
at constant volume and the other at constant pressure, as follows. 

If the heat oq is added at constant volume and it causes a change in tempera
ture dT, the specific heat at constant volume c. is defined as 

Cv =: ( ~ lm~nt vol~ 
or 8q = c, dT (constant volume) (4.20) 

In contrast, if oq is added at constant pressure and it causes a change in tem
perature dT (whose value is different from the preceding dl), the specific heat at 
constant pressure cP is defined as 

c =( 8q l 
p dT nstantpr=e 

or oq =cpdT (constant pressure) (4.21) 
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The preceding definitions of c. and cp, when combined with the first law, 
yield useful relations for internal energy e and enthalpy h as follows. First con
sider a constant-volume process, where by definition dv = 0. Thus, from the 
alternative form of the first law, Eq. ( 4.16), 

8q = de~ p dv = de+ 0 = de 

Substituting the definition of c., Eq. ( 4.20), into Eq. ( 4.22), we get 

Ide= c.dTI 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

By assuming that c. is a constant, which is reasonable for air at normal condi
tions, and letting e = 0 when T = 0, we may integrate Eq. ( 4.23) to 

(4.24) 

Next consider a constant-pressme process, where by definition dp = 0. From the 
alternative form of the first law, Eq. (4.19), 

8q • dh - vdp = dh - 0 = dh (4.25) 

Substituting the definition of cP, Eq. (4.21), into Eq. (4.25), we find 

idh - cpar l (4.26) 

Again, assuming that cP is constant and letting h = 0 at T = 0, we see that 
Eq. (4.26) yields 

(4.27) 

Equations (4.23) to (4.27) are very important relationships. They have 
been derived from the first law, into which the definitions of specific heat 
have been inserted. Look at them! They relate thermodynamic variables only 
( e to T and h to T); work and heat do not appear in these equations. In fact, 
Eqs. (4.23) to (4.27) are quite general. Even though we used examples of 
constant volume and constant pressure to obtain them, they hold in general 
as long as the gas is a perfect gas (no intermolecular forces). Hence, for any 
process, 

de =c. dT 
dh = cPdT 

e • c,T 
h .. cPT 

This generalization of Eqs. ( 4.23) to ( 4.27) to any process may not seem logical 
and may be hard to accept; nevertheless, it is valid, as can be shown by good 
thermodynamic arguments beyond the scope of this book. For the remainder of 
our discussions, we will make frequent use of these equations to relate internal 
energy and enthalpy to temperature. 
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Calculate the internal energy and enthalpy, per unit mass, for air at standard sea-level 
conditions in (a) SI units and (b) English engineering units. For air at standard condi
tions, c. = 720 J/(kg)(K) = 4290 ft · lb/(slug)(0 R), and cP = 1008 J/(kg)(K) = 6006 ft · lb/ 
{slug)(0 R). 

• Solution 
At standard sea level, the air temperature is 

T = )&3 It- $)!1°R 

a. FromEqs. (4.24) and{4.27), we have 

e -c.T = ( 7''0)(JR~) = 2.07 x l05 Jlkg 

h = CpT = (100~)( 21!) = 2 90 Y 105 J/kg 

b. Also fromEqs. (4.24) and{4.27), 

e =c,T = (4290)(~ 14J) = l .23.x 106 ft· lb/slug 

h -cPT = (6006)(519) - 1.12 x 106 ft· lb/slug 

Note: For a perfect gas, e and hare functions of temperature only, as emphasized in this 
worked example. If you know the temperature of the gas, you can directly calculate e and 
h from Eqs. (4.24)and (4.27). You do not have to be ooncerned whether the gas is going 
through a constant-volume process, a constant-pressure process, or whatever. Internal 
energy and enthalpy are state variables-that is, properties that depend only on the local 
state of the gas as described, in this case, by the given temperature of the gas. 

Consider air inside a cylinder, with a piston at the top of the cylinder. The internal energy 
of the air inside the cylinder is 4 x I OS J. The piston moves into the cylinder by a distance 
sufficient to do 2 x I 05 J of work on the system. At the same time, 6 x I 05 J of heat are 
added to the system. Calculate the internal energy of the air after the work is done and 
the heat added 

• Solution 
This example is almost trivial, but it is intended to illustrate the use of the first law of 
thermodynamics. Equation ( 4.1 0) is expressed in terms of infinitesimally small quantities 
of heat added, oq, and work done, ow. It holds, however, for any quantities of heat and 
work Let 6-Wbe the total amount of work done on the system, 6-Q the total heat added to 
the system from the surroundings, and f:lE the resulting finite change in internal energy. 
The first law of thermodynamics, Eq. (4.10), can be expressed as 

(4.7.1) 
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In this example, aQ = 6 X lOS J and aW = 2x 1QS J. Hence, from Eq. (4.7.1), 

a E "' E~ - B, .. aQ + aW "'6 x 105 -~ ><105 = 8 x tos J 

Because E1 is given as 4 x 10s J, then 

E~ = E1 + dQ +AW = 4 x !OS +SxlOs = l12x10s Jl 
In this example, nothing is said about the processes by which the heat is added and work 
is done on the system. Because the values of both work and heat are given, we did not 
have to specify the process. (Later we will see that to calculate aw and aq from the 
other changes in the system, we need to specify the type of process. Both aw andaq are 
process dependent. But in this example we know up front the values of aW and 8 Q. This 
is all that is seen by the first law of thermodynamics, and all that is required to obtain the 
change in internal energy,aE =E2 - E1• 

4.6 ISENTROPIC FLOW 
We are abnost ready to return to our consideration of aerodynamics. However, 
we must introduce one more concept that bridges both thermodynamics and 
compressible aerodynamics-namely, that of isentropic flow. 

First consider three more definitions: 

An adiabatic process is one in which no heat is added or taken away: oq = 0. 

A reversible process is one in which no frictional or other dissipative effects occur. 

An isentropic process is one that is both adiabatic and reversible. 

Thus, an isentropic process is one in which there is neither heat exchange nor 
any effect due to friction. (The source of the word isentropic is another defined 
thermodynamic variable called entropy. Entropy is constant for an isentropic 
process. A discussion of entropy is not vital to our discussion here; therefore, no 
further elaboration is given.) 

Isentropic processes are very important in aerodynamics. For example, con
sider the flow of air over the airfoil shown in Fig. 4.7. Imagine a fluid element 
moving along one of the streamlines. No heat is being added or taken away from 
this fluid element; heat exchange mechanisms such as heating by a flame, cooling 
in a refrigerator, or intense radiation abs01ption are all ruled out by the nature of the 
physical problem we are considering. Thus, the flow of the fluid element along the 
streamline is adiabatic. At the same time, the shearing stress exerted on the surface 
of the fluid element due to friction is generally quite small and can be neglected 
(except very near the surface, as will be discussed later). Thus, the flow is also 
frictionless. [Recall that this same assumption was used in obtaining the momen
tum equation, Bq. ( 4.8).] Hence, the flow of the fluid element is both adiabatic and 
reversible (frictionless); that is,. the flow is isentropic. Other aerodynamic flows 
can also be treated as isentropic, such as the flows through wind tunnel nozzles and 
rocket engines. 
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Note that even though the flow is adiabatic, the temperature need not be 
constant. Indeed, the temperature of the fluid element can vary from point to 
point in an adiabatic, compressible flow. This is because the volume of the fluid 
element (of fixed mass) changes as it moves through regions of different den
sity along the streamline; when the volume varies, work is done [Eq. (4.15)], 
hence the internal energy changes [Eq. (4.10)], and hence the temperature 
changes [Eq. (4.23)]. This argument holds for compressible flows, where the 
density is variable. In contrast, for incompressible flow, where p = constant, the 
volume of the fluid element of fixed mass does not change as it moves along a 
streamline; hence no work is done and no change in temperature occurs. If the 
flow over the airfoil in Fig. 4.7 were incompressible, the entire flow field would 
be at constant temperature. For this reason, temperature is not an important 
quantity for frictionless incompressible flow. Moreover, our present discussion 
of isentropic flows is relevant to compressible flows only, as explained in the 
following. 

An isentropic process is more than just another definition. It gives us several 
important relationships among the thermodynamic variables T, p, and p at two 
different points (say, points 1 and 2 in Fig. 4.7) along a given streamline. These 
relations are obtained as follows. Because the flow is isentropic (adiabatic and 
reversible), oq = 0. Thus, from Eq. (4.16), 

8q~de+pdv=O 
- pdv =de (4.28) 

Substitute Eq. (4.23) into (4.28): 

(4.29) 

In the same manner, using the fact that oq = 0 in Eq. ( 4.19), we also obtain 

Oq -dh - vdp = 0 
vdp , dh (4.30) 

Substitute Eq. (4.26) into (4.30): 

(4.31) 

Divide Eq. (4.29) by (4.31): 

or dp _ cP dv - - - --- (4.32) 
p c, v 

The ratio of specific heats cplcv appears so frequently in compressible flow equa
tions that it is given a symbol all its own, usually r, ePic, = r For air at normal 
conditions, which exist for the applications treated in this book, both cP and c, 
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are constants, and hence r =constant= 1.4 (for air). Also, cJc.., = r = 1.4 (for air 
at normal conditions). Thus, Eq. (4.32) can be written as 

dp dv 
- = --r- (4.33) p v 

Referring to Fig. 4.7, we integrate Eq. (4.33) between points I and 2: 

ln P2 = - rln v2 

p, v, 
(4.34) 

Because v, = 1/p, and v2 = l/fJ2, Eq. (4.34) becomes 

P2 = (p2 )r isentropic flow 
p, p, 

(4.35) 

From the equation of state, we have p = pi(RT). Thus, Eq. ( 4.35) yields 

P2 _ ( P2 RT., )r - - --
p, RT; p, 

or 
(

T, )r6(rl) P2 _ 2 - - -
p, 1; 

isentropic flow (4.36) 

Combining Eqs. ( 4.35) and ( 4.36), we obtain 

p2 = p2 = r; isentropic flow ( )
r ( )r<(r') 

p, p, T., 
(4.37) 

The relationships given in Eq. ( 4.37) are powerful. They provide important infor
mation for p, T, and p between two different points on a streamline in an isen
tropic flow. Moreover, if the streamlines all emanate from a uniform flow far 
upstream (far to the left in Fig. 4.7), then Eq. (4.37) holds for any two points in 
the flow, not necessarily those on the same streamline. 
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We emphasize again that the isentropic flow relations, Eq. (4.37), are rel
evant to compressible flows only. By contrast, the assumption of incompressible 
flow (remember, incompressible flow is a myth, anyway) is not consistent with 
the same physics that went into the development ofEq. ( 4.37). To analyze incom
pressible flows, we need only the continuity equation [say, Eq. (4.3)] and the 
momentum equation [Bernoulli's equation, Eqs. (4.9a) and (4.9b)]. To analyze 
compressible flows, we need the continuity equation, Eq. (4.2), the momentum 
equation [Euler's equation, Eq. (4.8)], and another soon-to-be-derived relation 
called the energy equation. If the compressible flow is isentropic, then Eq. ( 4.3 7) 
can be used to replace either the momentum or the energy equation. Because 
Eq. (4.37) is a simpler, more useful algebraic relation than Euler's equation, 
Eq. (4.8), which is a differential equation, we frequently use Eq. (4.37) in place 
of Eq. ( 4.8) for the analysis of compressible flows in this book. 

As just mentioned, to complete the development of the fundamental rela
tions for the analysis of compressible flow, we must now consider the energy 
equation. 

An airplane is flying at standard sea-level conditions. The temperature at a point on the 
wing is 250 K. What is the pressure at this point? 

• Solution 
The air pressure and temperature, p 1 and Tl> far upstream of the wing correspond to 
standard sea level. Hence p 1 = 1.01 x 105 N/m2 and T1 = 288.16 K. Assume that the flow 
is isentropic (hence compressible). Then the relation between points 1 and 2 is obtained 
from Eq. (4.37): 

(
7: )r'(rl) Pz _ 2 

p;- 7; 

( 

T, ) rl(,-1) ( 25 0 )1.41~ 4 I) 
P - Pl ~ = (UUx10S) =C77 

7; 288.16 

IPz = 6 14 >c 10
4 

Nhn.Z I 

In a rocket engine, the fuel and oxidizer are burned in the combustion chamber, and then 
the hot gas expands through a nozzle to high velocity at the exit of the engine. (Jump 
ahead and see the sketch of a rocket engine nozzle in Fig. 4.32.) The flow through the 
rocket engine nozzle downstream of the combustion chamber is isentropic. Consider the 
case when the pressure and temperature of the burned gas in the combustion chamber 
are 20 atm and 3500 K, respectively. If the pressure of the gas at the exit of the nozzle 
is 0.5 atm, calculate the gas temperature at the exit. Note: The combustion gas is not air, 
so the value for y will be different than for air; that is, r will not be equal to 1.4. For the 
combustion gas in this example, r = 1.15. 
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• Solution 
FromEq. (4.36), 

(

T ) YI(r l) 
P2 - 2 - - -
A T. 

where we will designate condition 1 to be the combustion chamber and condition 2 to be 
the nozzle exit. Hencep1 = 20 atm, T1 = 3500 K, andp2 = 0.5 atm. RearrangingEq. (4.36), 
we have 

( )

( r Qr ( )(11s 1)/ l.lS 

7; - 1i ~~ = 2500 ~~ = 3500(0.025t
3 

= f2167 Kf 

Question: Atmospheres is a nonconsistent unit for pressure. Why did we not convert p1 

and p2 to N/ni before inserting into Eq. (4.36)? The answer is that p 1 and p2 appear as a 
ratio in the preceding calculation, .namely p1/P2. As long as we use the same units for the 
numerator and the denominator, the ratio is the same value, independent of what units 
are used. To prove this, let us convert atmospheres to the consistent units ofN/m2• One 
atmosphere is by definition the pressure at standard sea level. From the listing of sea-level 
properties in Sec. 3.4, we see that 

Thus 

1 atm -1.01 x lOs N/m 2 (rounded to three significant figures) 

p1 = 20(1.01 x 105). 2,02 x 106 N/m2 

Pz = 0.5(1.01 " lOs) = 5,05 x 104 N/m2 

FromEq. (4.36), 

T = T. p2 = 3500 
5

·
05 

x lO = 3500(0 OJ:~i\0 13 = 2167 K 
( )

( r 1)Y ( 4 )('" o)/1 .15 

2 1 p 1 202 x 106 · · ~ 

which is the same answer as first obtained. 

A cylinder with a piston moving inside the cylinder, as considered in Example 4.7, is the 
basic power-producing mechanism in the reciprocating engine found in most automo
biles and in many small general aviation aircraft. The basic principle of the reciprocat
ing engine is described in Sec. 9 .3, and the elements of a four-stroke engine cycle are 
sketched in Fig. 9 .11. Without being concerned with the details (you will be able to digest 
and enjoy the details when you study Ch. 9), just note that the four strokes are intake, 
compression, power, and exhaust. In particular, examine Fig. 9 .lib, which illustrates the 
compression stroke. At the beginning of the compression stroke, the piston is at the bot
tom of the cylinder, and the cylinder is full of the gas-air mixture. Denote the volume of 
this mixture by V2• When the piston has moved its maximum distance toward the top of 
the cylinder at the end of the compression stroke, the volume of the gas-air mixture above 
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the piston is V3• By definition, in an internal combustion engine, the all-important com
pression ratio is V/V3• Consider the case where the fuel- air mixture has been brought 
into the cylinder at standard sea-level conditions during the intake stroke. The design 
compression ratio is 10. Calculate the pressure and temperature of the gas-air mixture in 
the cylinder at the end of the compression stroke, assuming that the compression process 
takes place isentropically. Becanse most of the mixture .is air and very little is fuel (typical 
fuel-to-air ratios by mass are 0.05), it is safe to assume a value of r = 1.4. 

• Solution 
Denote conditions at the beginning of the compression stroke by the subscript 2 and those 
at the end of the stoke by the subscript 3. From Eq. ( 4.37) and the definition of specific 
volume, v, in Sec. 2.5, we have 

£2. = (p3 )r = [ (1 I v3)]r = (v2 )r 
Pz Pz (l I Vz) v3 

(E4.10.1) 

The specific volume is the volume per unit mass. Because the mass inside the cylin
der is constant during the compression stroke, we can write v;/113 = Vz{~. Hence, from 
Eq. (E 4.10.1), we have 

(E4.10.2) 

The compression ratio is 10. The gas-air mixture at the beginning of the compression 
stroke is at standard sea-level conditions, i.e.,Pz = 1.02 x l05 Nim2• From Eq. (E 4.10.2), 

P1 =Pz(~J = (L02 x l0
5
)(10)

14 = 12~.6x l05 N/m
2
1 

Note: Becanse we are dealing with ratios in the equation, we can use the nonconsistent 
unit of atmospheres for pressure, i.e.,p2 = 1 atm, and 

P3 = (l)(loy• - 1251 atml 

Check: Since 1 atrn = 1.02 x 1 OS N/m2, then 

P3 = (25.1) 1,02 x 105 = 2~.6 >< l OS N/m2 

which agrees with our first answer. 
To calculate the temperature at the end of the compression stroke, return to 

Eq. (4.37), where we can write 

or, 
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At standard sea-level conditions, T2 = 288 K. Thus, 

( J
jf-1) 

7; - 7; ~ = 288(10)
04 

= 723 K 

It is interesting to note that during the isentropic compression process where the compres
sion ratio is I 0, the pressure increases by a much larger factor- a factor of25.1- than the 
temperature, which increases by a factor of only 2.51. 

Comment By way of the totally different examples in this section, dealing with 
three different practical applications, we can begin to appreciate the importance 
of isentropic flow and isentropic changes in a system. This is just the beginning; 
we will see many other applications of isentropic flow as we proceed with our 
discussion of aerodynamics and propulsion. 

4.7 ENERGY EQUATION 
Recall that our approach to the derivation of the fundamental equations for fluid 
flow is to state a fundamental principle and then to proceed to cast that principle 
in terms of flow variables p, T, p, and V. Also recall that compressible flow, 
high-speed flow, and massive changes in energy go hand in hand. Therefore, the 
last fundamental physical principle that we must take into account is as follows: 

Physical principle: Energy can be neither created nor destroyed. It can only 
change form. 

In quantitative form, this principle is nothing more than the first law of ther
modynamics, Eq. (4.10). To apply this law to fluid flow, consider again a fluid 
element moving along a streamline, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Let us apply the first 
law of thermodynamics 

Oq +Dw= de 

to this fluid element. Recall that an alternative form of the first law is Eq. (4.19): 

8q =dh -vdp 

Again we consider an adiabatic flow, where oq = 0. Hence, from Eq. (4.19), 

dh - vdp = 0 

Recalling Euler's equation, Eq. (4.8), 

dp = - pVdV 

we can combine Eqs. (4.38) and (4.8) to obtain 

dh+ vpVdV = 0 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 
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However, v = lip; hence Eq. (4.39) becomes 

dh+ VdV =0 

Integrating Eq. (4.40) between two points along the streamline, we obtain 

f 112 dh+ fVzvav = o 
hj '1 

v~ v? 
~ - hl + _ 2 _ _ _ 1_ = 0 

2 2 

ht + J-)2 = ~ + Vi 
2 2 

h + V
2 

= const 
2 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

Equation (4.41) is the energy equation for frictionless, adiabatic flow. We can 
write it in terms ofT by using Eq. (4.27), h = cPT. Hence, Eq. (4.41) becomes 

cP7; + } Vf = cPT; + t-J-;2 

cPT + ~V2 = const 
(4.42) 

Equation (4.42) relates the temperature and velocity at two different points 
along a streamline. Again, if all the streamlines emanate from a uniform flow far 
upstream, then Eq. ( 4.42) holds for any two points in the flow, not necessarily on 
the same streamline. Moreover, Eq. ( 4.42) is just as powerful and necessary for 
the analysis of compressible flow as Eq. ( 4.37). 

A supersonic wind tunnel is sketched in Fig. 4.32. The air temperature and pressure in 
the reservoir of the wind tunnel are T0 = 1000 K and p0 = 10 atm, respectively. The static 
temperatures at the throat and exit are T* = 833 K and T. = 300 K, respectively. The mass 
flow through the nozzle is 0.5 kg/s. For air, Cp = 1008 J/(kg)(K). Calculate 

a. The velocity at the throat V*. 
b. The velocity at the exit v •. 
c. TheareaofthethroatA*. 
d. The area of the exit A •. 

• Solution 
Because the problem deals with temperatures and velocities, the energy equation seems 
useful. 

a. From Eq. ( 4.42), written between the reservoir and the throat, 

c ,. + 1 Y." - c T• + 1 V*2 
p'O, f ' - p 'T 
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However, in the reservoir, V0 ~ 0. Hence 

v• .. J 2cp(1& - T*) 

= . .j2( 1008XlOOO- R11) = 580 m./s 

b. From Eq. ( 4.42), written between the reservoir and the exit, 

c,To = c"T. + P'/ 
v. ~ ..j2cp(1'o - 1'.) 

= J 2(1008)(1000- 300) - 1188 mls 

c. The basic equation dealing with mass flow and area is the continuity equation, 
Eq. (4.2). Note that the velocities are certainly large enough for us to consider the flow 
compressible, so Eq. (4.2), rather than Eq. (4.3), is appropriate: 

or 

m ~p* A* V* 

A* = m 
p*V* 

In the preceding, m is given and V* is known from part a. However, p* must be obtained 
before we can calculate A* as desired. To obtainp*, note that, from the equation of state, 

= .f!J._ = 10(1.01 X 10
5
) = 3_52 kg/m3 

Po RTo 287(1 000) 

Assuming that the nozzle flow is isentropic, which is a good approximation for the real 
case, from Eq. (4.37), we get 

(
T * )ll(y-1) ( 833 )U{l 4 I) 

p• ""Po - = (3 .52) -- = 2.23kg/m3 
To 1000 

Thus A*= m 
p* V* 

0.5 
= -:-( 2--=-.2=3)-:-::( 5-=-:80,..) 

d. Finding A. is similar to the previous solution for A* 

m .. .AA. V. 
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where, for isentropic flow, 

(
T. )'l(r-l) ( 300 )"{1.4-~ 3 

P - Po - • = (3 52) -- = 0.174kg/m • To 1000 

or 

'

A. - m - OS 24.2 xlO-~ n2 =24.2 cm2 
- p.V. - 0.174(1188) 

Consider an airfoil in a flow of air, where far ahead o.f the airfoil (the free stream), the 
pressure, velocity, and density are 2116 lb/ft2, 500 mi!h, and 0.002377 slug/ft3, respec
tively. At a given point A on the airfoil, the pressure is 1497lb/ft2• What is the velocity at 
point A? Assume isentropic flow. For air, Cp = 6006 ft · lb/{slug)(0 R). 

• Solution 
This example is identical to Example 4.3, except here the velocity is 500 mi!h-high 
enough that we have to treat the flow as compressible, in contrast to Example 4.3, in 
which we dealt with incompressible flow. Because the flow is isentropic, we can use 
Eq. ( 4.37) evaluated between the free stream and point A: 

(
T )r'< ·- ~ PA = A 

p.. T .. 

or r ... = p... = 1497 = (0.1075)0.286 = 0.9058 
( )

(, ~~r ( )0.411.4 
T.. p.. 2116 

The value ofT_ can be found from the equation of state: 

T .. = p .. = 2116 519oR 
p..R 0.002377(1716) 

Hence 

From the energy equation, Eq. (4.42), evaluated between the free stream and point A, and 
noting that v_ = 500(88/60) = 733.3 ftls, we have 

v.! v; c7 ,. +- =cPT.. + -
2 2 

v ... -.,:'kp(T. - T,.)+ v.; 
or 

= ,/2(60M)(S.19-470.1)+(?33.3)2 = 1061 ft/s 
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Note: The calculational procedure for this problem, where we are dealing with com
pressible flow, is completely different from that for Example 4.3, where we were dealing 
with incompressible flow. In Example 4.3, we could use Bernoulli's equation, which 
holds only for incompressible flow. We cannot use Bernoulli's equation to solve the pres
ent problem because this is a compressible-flow problem and Bernoulli's equation is not 
valid for a compressible flow. If we had used Bernoulli's equation to solve the present 
problem, following exactly the method in Example 4.3, we would have obtained a veloc
ity of 1029 ftls at point A-an inco"ect answer. Check this yourself. 

Consider the Space Shuttle (see Figs. 2.24, 8.6, and 8.48) as it returns to earth after 
completing a mission in orbit. At a point on its entry path through the atmosphere, its 
velocity is 6.4 k:m/sec at an altitude of 60 km. At some point on the bottom surface, 
near the nose of the shuttle, the flow velocity is zero. This point is defined as a stagna
tion point. The stagnation point is usually the location of maximum temperature in the 
flow. The flow along the streamline that comes from the free stream and goes through 
the stagnation point is called the stagnation streamline. The flow along this stream
line, as well as throughout the flow field, is adiabatic; no outside mechanism adds or 
takes away heat from a fluid element moving along the streamline. (The only exception 
is when the temperature of the :fluid element becomes so hot that it loses significant 
energy by radiation, but this phenomenon is not important in the atmospheric reentry of 
the Space Shuttle.) Assuming a constant specific heat of cP = 1008 J/(kg)(K), calculate 
the temperature of the air at the stagnation point. (How reasonable is the assumption 
of constant specific heat for this problem? We will discuss this matter at the end of the 
example.) 

• Solution 
In Eq. (4.42),let point 1 denote the free stream and point 2 denote the stagnation point. 
We obtain the temperature of the free stream from the standard altitude table in App. A. 
Note that the altitude tabulation in App. A stops just short of 60 km. From App. A, at 
h = 59 km, T= 258.10 K, and at h = 59.5 km, T = 255.89 K. By linear extrapolation, at 
h = 60 km, we have 

7; = 255.89- (258.10- 255.89) = 253.68 K 

Returning to the energy equation, 

c"7; +~ Y~ =c"Tz-!Yi (4.42) 

Point 2 is the stagnation point, where by definition V2 = 0. The temperature at point 2 is 
therefore. the stagnation temperature, denoted by T .. 

cp7; + } V2 - c"To 

or 
1: - 1: + Jf = 253.68 + (6.4 X 1~)2 

9 1 
2c" 2(1 008) 

!20,571 Kl 
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This is our answer, based on the energy equation using a constant value of specific heat. 
This answer gives a very high temperature, more than three times the surface temperature 
of the sun. At such temperatures, air becomes a chemically reactive gas (see Sec. 10.2.4), 
and the assumption of constant specific heat is not valid for such a gas. In reality, properly 
taking into account the chemical reactions, the stagnation temperature is about 6000 K, still 
a very high temperature, but considerably less than that calculated on the basis of constant 
specific heat. Thus we can see that Eq. (4.42), which assumes constant cP, is not valid for 
this application. In contrast, no such assumption is made for the derivation ofEq. (4.41), 
which holds for an adiabatic flow in general. The calculation of a chemically reactive flow 
is beyond the scope of this book. For an in-depth discussion of such flows and their proper 
calculation, see Anderson, Hypersonic and High Temperature Gas Dynamics, 2nd ed., 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Reston, VA, 2006. 

The author and his wife had the joy of flying in the Anglo-French Concorde Supersonic 
Transport (SST) from New York to London (a flight that took only three hours compared 
to the more than six hours in a conventional subsonic jet transport). The SST cruised at a 
velocity of 1936 ftlsec at an altitude of 50,000 ft. Calculate the stagnation temperature for 
the SST at cruise, assuming a constant specific heat for air of 6006 ft lb/(slug)(•R). (The 
concept of stagnation temperature was introduced in Example 4.13.) 

• Solution 
From Eq. (4.42), we have 

From App. B, at h = 50,000 ft, T1 = 389.99°R Thus, 

x = 389.99+ <1936)
2 

= 17o2•RI 0 2(6006) 

In Fahrenheit, this temperature is 

T0 = 702- 460 = 242°F 

which is higher than the boiling temperature of water at sea level. Indeed, the skin tem
perature of the SST was high enough that, after landing, the airplane was left to cool 
down for about a half an hour before the skin was safe to touch with your hand. 
Note: From Sec. 10.2.4, we know that the temperature at which chemical reactions first 
occur in air is about 2000 K = 36QOOR = 3140•F. For the temperature in this example, we 
are very safe in assuming a constant value of Cr Indeed, the specific heat of air remains 
essentially constant up to 1000 K, above which the excitation of vibrational energy of the 
~ and N2 molecules causes some variation of cP' but this is minor compared to the large 
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variation due to chemical reactions. For the vast majority of aerodynamic applications, 
especially those dealing with airplanes, the assumption of constant specific heat is quite 
valid. This will be the case for all applications treated in this book. 

Consider a flow with heat addition, that is, a nonadiabatic flow. Derive the energy equa
tion for such a flow. 

• Solution 
Consider a fluid element moving along a streamline. Let oq be the heat added per unit 
mass to the fluid element. We can apply the first law of thermodynamics as given by 
Eq. (4.19), repeated here: 

&! = dh - vdp 

From Euler's equation, Eq. (4.8), repeated here, 

dp = -pVdV 

Eq. (4.19) becomes 

or 

8q = dh -VdV 

(4.19) 

(4.8) 

(E 4.15.1) 

Integrating Eq. (E 4.15.1) from point 1 to point 2 along the streamline, we have 

J
2
8q .j''dh fv'VdV (E4.15.2) 

1 ht Ya 

In Eq. (E 4.15.2), oq integrated from point 1 to point 2 is the total heat added per unit 
mass to the fluid element between points 1 and 2. Denote this total heat added per unit 
mass by Q12• Eq. (E 4.15.2) can then be written as 

or 

Q12 - h2 - h, + 'f1 - V: 
2 2 

h, - Ql2 + p;2 = hz + Pi 
2 2 

(E4.15.3) 

This is a form of the energy equation for a non-adiabatic flow. Note that it is similar to 
Eq. (4.41), but with a heat addition term, Q12, on the left-hand side. 

Consider the combustion chamber (burner) in a turbojet engine. The elements of a 
turbojet are discussed in Sec. 9.5, and the combustion chamber is illustrated sche
matically in Figs. 9.16, 9.18, and 9.19. (It is worth your while to flip over to these 
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figures for a few moments before you proceed further with this example.) Consider 
the case where air, having passed through the compressor, enters the combustor at 
a temperature of 1200°R. As it flows through the combustor, heat is added per unit 
mass in the amount of 2.1 x 107 ft lb/slug. The flow velocity at the entrance to the 
combustor is 300 ft/sec, and decreases to 200 ftlsec at the exit of the combustor. 
Calculate the temperature of the flow at the exit, assuming constant specific heat 
cP = 6006 ft lb/(slug)(0R). 

• Solution 
UsingtheenergyequationwithheatadditionderivedinExample4.15,namelyEq.(4.15.3), 
assuming constant specific heat so that h = cP T, and using the subscripts 3 and 4 to denote 
the entrance and exit, respectively, of the combustor consistent with the diagrams in 
Figs. 9.16 and 9.18, we have 

where T3 = 1200°R, Q34 = 2.1 x 107 ft lb/slug, Jt; = 300 ftlsec and V. = 200 ftlsec. Hence, 

T. = 7; + Q34 + Vl - v; 1200 + 2.1 x 10
7 

+[(300)
2

- (200)
2

] = 
c" 2 c" 6006 2 (6006) 

1200 + 3497+ 4 = j470l0 R l 

4.8 SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS 
We have just finished applying some basic physical principles to obtain 
equations for the analysis of flowing gases. The reader is cautioned not to 
be confused by the multiplicity of equations; they are useful, indeed neces
sary, tools to examine and solve various aerodynamic problems of interest. 
It is important for an engineer or scientist to look at such equations and see 
not just a mathematical relationship, but primarily a physical relationship. 
These equations talk! For example, Eq. (4.2) says that mass is conserved; 
Eq. (4.42) says that energy is conserved for an adiabatic, frictionless flow; 
and so on. Never lose sight of the physical implications and limitations of 
these equations. 

To help set these equations in your mind, here is a compact summary of our 
results so far: 

1. For the steady incompressible flow of a frictionless fluid in a stream tube 
of varying area, p and V are the meaningful ffow variables; p and Tare 
constants throughout the flow. To solve for p and V, use 

continuity 
Bernoulli's equation 
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2. For steady isentropic (adiabatic and frictionless) compressible flow in 
a stream tube of varying area, p, p, T, and V are all variables. They are 
obtained from 

p,A.Y, = PzAzfl 

Pt = (!!1._)r = ( 7; Jl(rO 
Pz Pz 12 

c,..T. + !-iii~ = c"Tz + P'i 
Pt =PtRTi 
Pz =PzR1i 

continuity 

isentropic relations 

energy 

equation of state 

Let us now apply these relations to study some basic aerodynamic phenomena 
and problems. 

4.9 SPEED OF SOUND 
Sound waves travel through the air at a definite speed-the speed of sound. This 
is obvious from natural observation: A lightning bolt is observed in the distance, 
and thunder is heard at some later instant. In many aerodynamic problems, the 
speed of sound plays a pivotal role. How do we calculate the speed of sound? 
What does it depend on: pressure, temperature, density, or some combination 
thereof? Why is it so important? Answers to these questions are discussed in this 
section. 

First let us derive a formula to calculate the speed of sound. Consider a 
sound wave moving into a stagnant gas, as shown in Fig. 4.12. This sound 
wave is created by some source, say a small firecracker in the comer of a 
room. The air in the room is motionless and has density p, pressure p, and 
temperature T. If you are standing in the middle of the room, the sound wave 
sweeps by you at velocity a mls, fils, or some other unit. The sound wave 
itself is a thin region of disturbance in the air, across which the pressure, 
temperature, and density change slightly. (The change in pressure is what 
activates your eardrum and allows you to hear the sound wave.) Imagine that 
you now hop on the sound wave and move with it. As you are sitting on the 
moving wave, look to the left in Fig. 4.12-that is, look in the direction in 
which the wave is moving. From your vantage point on the wave, the sound 
wave seems to stand still, and the air in front of the wave appears to be com
ing at you with velocity a; that is, you see the picture shown in Fig. 4.13, 
where the sound wave is standing still and the air ahead of the wave is mov
ing toward the wave with velocity a. Now return to Fig. 4.12 for a moment. 
Sitting on top of and riding with the moving wave, look to the right-that 
is, look behind the wave. From your vantage point, the air appears to be 
moving away from you. This appearance is sketched in Fig. 4.13, where the 
wave is standing still. Here the air behind the motionless wave is moving 
to the right, away from the wave. However, in passing through the wave, 
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Figure 4.12 Model of a sound wave moving into a stagnant gas. 
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Figure 4.13 Model with the sound wave stationary. 
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the pressure, temperature, and density of the air are slightly changed by the 
amounts dp, dT, and dp, respectively. From our previous discussions, you 
would then expect the airspeed a to change slightly, say by an amount da. 
Thus, the air behind the wave is moving away from the wave with velocity 
a + da, as shown in Fig. 4.13. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 are completely analo
gous pictures; only their perspectives are different. Figure 4.12 is what you 
see by standing in the middle of the room and watching the wave go by; 
Fig. 4.13 is what you see by riding on top of the wave and watching the air go 
by. Both pictures are equivalent. However, Fig. 4.13 is easier to work with, 
so we will concentrate on it. 

Let us apply our fundamental equations to the gas flow shown in Fig. 4.13. 
Our objective is to obtain an equation for a, where a is the speed of the sound 
wave, the speed of sound. Let points 1 and 2 be ahead of and behind the wave, 
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.13. Applying the continuity equation, Eq. (4.2), 
we find 

or pA.,a = (p + dp)~(a + da) (4.43) 

Here A, and A2 are the areas of a stream tube running through the wave. Just 
looking at the picture shown in Fig. 4.13, we see no geometric reason why the 
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stream tube should change area in passing through the wave. Indeed it does not; 
the area of the stream tube is constant; hence A = A 1 = A2 = constant. (This is an 
example of a type of flow called one-dimensional, or constant-area, flow.) Thus 
Eq. (4.43) becomes 

p a .. (p +dP)(a +da) 

or pa •pa +adp+pda+ dpda (4.44) 

The product of two small quantities dp da is very small in comparison to the 
other terms in Eq. ( 4.44) and hence can be ignored. Thus, from Eq. ( 4.44), 

da 
a= - p 

dp (4.45) 

Now apply the momentum equation in the form of Euler's equation, Eq. (4.8): 

dp = - pada 

or da= - dp (4.46) pa 

Substitute Eq. (4.46) into (4.45): 

a= !._ dp 
dp pa 

or a2=dp 
(4.47) dp 

On a physical basis, the flow through a sound wave involves no heat addition, 
and the effect of friction is negligible. Hence, the flow through a sound wave is 
isentropic. Thus, from Eq. ( 4.47), the speed of sound is given by 

a= J!._ id) 
dp i.<oentropic 

(4.48) 

Equation (4.48) is fundamental and important. However, it does not give us a 
straightforward formula for computing a number for a. We must proceed further. 

For isentropic flow, Eq. (4.37) gives 

P2 =(P2 )r 
Pt Pt 

or P1 = Pt = const = c 
P~ Pi 

(4.49) 
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Equation (4.49) says that the ratio pfpris the same constant value at every point 
in an isentropic flow. Thus we can write everywhere 

Hence 

p =c 
pY 

(
dp \ = .:!_cj)r "' cypr-1 
apt~. dp 

Substituting for c in Eq. (4.51) the ratio ofEq. (4.50), we obtain 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 

(dpL = L yp* I= "'P 
dp . . pY p (4.52) 

Substitute Eq. (4.52) into (4.48): 

(4.53) 

However, for a perfect gas, p and pare related through the equation of state; p = 
p RT, hence pip= RT. Substituting this result into Eq. (4.53) yields 

a= JYRTI 
(4.54) 

Equations (4.48), (4.53), and (4.54) are important results for the speed of 
sound; however, Eq. (4.54) is the most useful. It also demonstrates a fundamen
tal result: The speed of sound in a perfect gas depends only on the temperature 
of the gas. This simple result may appear surprising at first. However, it is to 
be expected on a physical basis, as follows. The propagation of a sound wave 
through a gas takes place via molecular collisions. For example, consider again 
a small firecracker in the comer of the room. When the firecracker is set off, 
some of its energy is transferred to the neighboring gas molecules in the air, 
thus increasing their kinetic energy. In tum, these energetic gas molecules are 
moving randomly about, colliding with some of their neighboring molecules and 
transferring some of their extra energy to these new molecules. Thus, the energy 
of a sound wave is transmitted through the air by molecules that collide with one 
another. Each molecule is moving at a different velocity; but if they are summed 
over a large number of molecules, a mean or average molecular velocity can be 
defined. Therefore, looking at the collection of molecules as a whole, we see 
that the sound energy released by the firecracker will be transferred through the 
air at something approximating this mean molecular velocity. Recall from Ch. 2 
that temperature is a measure of the mean molecular kinetic energy, hence of the 
mean molecular velocity; then temperature should also be a measure of the speed 
of a sound wave transmitted by molecular collisions. Equation ( 4.54) proves this 
to be a fact. 
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For example, consider air at standard sea-level temperature T, = 288.16 K. 
From Eq. (4.54), the speed of sound is a = .J'1RT = .Jl .4(287)(288.1 6) = 
340.3 m/s. From the results of the kinetic theory of gases, the mean molecu
lar velocity can be obtained as V = • ./(M/<a)RT = .1..81 K)287 (71UI.l 6) = 
458.9 m/s. Thus, the speed of sound is of the same oraer of magnitude as the 
mean molecular velocity and is smaller by about 26 percent. 

Again we emphasize that the speed of sound is a point property of the fl. ow, 
just as Tis a point property (as described inCh. 2). It is also a thermodynamic 
property of the gas, defined by Eqs. (4.48) to (4.54). In general, the value of the 
speed of sound varies from point to point in the fl. ow. 

The speed of sound leads to another vital definition for high-speed gas 
flows-namely, the Mach number. Consider a point B in a flow field. The flow 
velocity at B is V, and the speed of sound is a. By definition, the Mach number M 
at point B is the flow velocity divided by the speed of sound: 

(4.55) 

We will find that M is one of the most powerful quantities in aerodynamics. We 
can immediately use it to define three different regimes of aerodynamic flows: 

1. If M < I, the flow is subsonic. 

2. IfM= I , thefl.owissonic. 

3. If M> I, the flow is supersonic. 

Each of these regimes is characterized by its own special phenomena, as will 
be discussed in subsequent sections. In addition, two other specialized aerody
namic regimes are commonly defined: transonic fl. ow, where M generally ranges 
from slightly less than to slightly greater than I (for example, 0.8 <;;, M$ 1.2), and 
hypersonic flow, where generally M > 5. The definitions of subsonic, sonic, and 
supersonic flows in terms of Mas given are precise; the definitions of transonic 
and hypersonic flows in terms of M are a bit more imprecise and really refer to 
sets of specific aerodynamic phenomena rather than to just the value of M. This 
distinction will be clarified in subsequent sections. 

A jet transport is flying at a standard altitude of 30,000 ft with a velocity of 550 milh. 
What is its Mach number? 

• Solution 
From the standard atmosphere table, App. B, at 30,000 ft, T~ = 411.86°R. Hence, from 
Eq. (4.54), 

a_- '>J';RT = Ji .4(1716)(4l 1.86) = 995ft/s 
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The airplane velocity is V~ = 550 milh; however, in consistent units, remembering that 
88 ftls = 60 mi!h, we find that 

FromEq. (4.55), 

v_ = 55o(!~)= 807 ft/s 

v_ 807 
M_ = - = - = 10.8111 

a.. 995 

In the nozzle flow described in Example 4.11, calculate the Mach number of the flow at 
the throat, M*, and at the exit, M •. 

• Solution 
From Example 4.11, at the throat, V* = 580 m/s and T* = 833 K. Hence, fromEq. (4.54), 

a* - ,/Y,RT* - Ji .4(287)(833) - 580 m/s 

FromEq. (4.55), 

V* 580 
M*= - = - = 1!] 

a* 580 

Note: The flow is sonic at the throat. We will soon prove that the Mach number at the 
throat is always sonic in supersonic nozzle flows (except in special, nonequilibrium, 
high-temperature flows, which are beyond the scope of this book). 

Also from Example 4.11, at the exit, V. = 1188 m/s and T. = 300 K. Hence 

a. - ,.~ = Jl .4(287)(300) = 347m/s 

M, = V. = 1188 = [!!) 
a, 347 

Comment Examples 4.17 and 4.18 illustrate two common uses of Mach num
ber. The speed of an aixplane is frequently given in terms of Mach number. In 
Example 4.17, the Mach number of the jet transport is calculated; here the Mach 
number of the aixplane is the velocity of the aixplane through the air divided 
by the speed of sound in the ambient air far ahead of the aixplane. This use 
of Mach number is frequently identified as the free-stream Mach number. In 
Example 4.18, the local Mach number is calculated at two different points in a 
flow field: at the throat and at the exit of the nozzle flow. At any given point in 
a flow, the local Mach number is the local flow velocity at that point divided by 
the local value of the speed of sound at that point. Here Mach number is used 
as a local flow property in a flow field, and its value varies from point to point 
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throughout the flow because both velocity and the local speed of sound (which 
depends on the local temperature) vary throughout the flow. 

Consider a vehicle moving at a velocity of 1000 m/sec through {a) air, and {b) hydrogen. 
The molecular weight (mass) of diatonic hydrogen is 2 kg/ (kg mole). Calculate the Mach 
number of the vehicle in {a) air, and {b) hydrogen. Comment on the implication of the 
results. 

• Solution 
From chemistry, as mentioned in Sec. 2.3, the specific gas constant R is related to the 
universal gas constant R by 

R = RIM 

where Mis the molecular weight of the gas andR = 8314 J/(kg mole)(K). 
a. Air: For air, M = 28.97. Hence, 

R 8314 
R = - = = 218 ~ Jl(kg)(K) 

M 28.97 

Note that R = 287 J/(kg)(K) was first given in Sec. 2.3, and we have used that value in 
subsequent examples. We calculate it here from R and M just for consistency. 

a = J)IRT = ../( 1.4)(287)(300) - 347.2 m/sec 

M = v = 1000 = ~ 8 81 
a 3472 

b. Hydrosen: For H2, M = 2. Hence, 

R = ~ = 
83

2

14 
= 4157 J/(kg)(K) 

For all diatomic gases, the ratio of specific heats r = 1.4. Thus, for H2 at T= 300 K, 

a = vcyJff = ... ~ 1 .4)(41 57)(300) - 1321 m/sec 

M = !::_ = lOOO = 10.7571 
a 1321 

Comment The speed of sound in a light gas such as H2 is much higher than 
that in a heavier gas such as air. AI; a result, an object moving at a given velocity 
through a light gas will have a lower Mach number than if it were moving through 
a heavier gas. Indeed, in this example, the vehicle moving at 1000 mlsec is super
sonic in air, but subsonic in H2• This has a tremendous effect on the aerodynamics 
of the vehicle. AI; will be explained in Sec. 4.11.3, shock waves will appear around 
the supersonic vehicle, thus causing a large increase in the aerodynamic drag of 
the vehicle. This increase is due to wave drag, as will be explained in Sec. 5 .11. 
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Comment A potential practical application of the result calculated in 
Example 4.19 is illustrated in Fig. 4.14. In Fig. 4.l4a, a vehicle is shown fly
ing through air at a velocity of 1000 m/sec. The Mach number is supersonic, 
equal to 2.88. There will be a bow shock wave at the nose of the vehicle, creat
ing a large supersonic wave drag on the vehicle (as discussed in Sec. 5.11). In 
Fig. 4.l4b, the same vehicle is shown flying at the same velocity oflOOO m/sec, but 
through H2 contained in a tube. The Mach number is subsonic, equal to 0.757. 
There is no shock wave, and no wave drag is exerted on the body. Hence, the 
thrust required to propel this vehicle inside the tube at a velocity of 1000 m/sec 
through H2 will be much less than that required to propel the vehicle at 1000 m/sec 
through air. The vehicle in Fig. 4.l4b is flying supersonically relative to the air 
outside the tube but subsonically relative to the H2 inside the tube. This idea 
for a hydrogen-tube vehicle for supersonic transport is currently being studied 
(see, for example, Arnold R. Miller, "Hydrogen Tube Vehicle for Supersonic 
Transport: 2. Speed and Energy," International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 
vol. 35 (2010), pp. 5745-5753). For our introduction to the basic principles of 
flight, it is simply a "cool" application of this section on the speed of sound and 
Mach number. 

AIR 
T_ = 300K 
M..= 2.88 

Supersonic 
flow WAVE DRAG 

/ < L < < L < < / / < 

Hz 
T_ = 300k 
M.. = 0.757 

Subsonic 
flow 

' ' ' ' < ' < ' ' ' < 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4.14 Sketch of a vehicle flying (a) at a 
supersonic velocity in air, and (b) at a subsonic velocity 
in hydrogen, in both cases at the same velocity. 
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4.10 LOW-SPEED SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
Throughout the remainder of this book, the aerodynamic fundamentals and tools 
(equations) developed in previous sections will be applied to specific problems 
of interest. The first will be a discussion of low-speed subsonic wind tunnels. 

What are wind tunnels? In the most basic sense, they are ground-based exper
imental facilities designed to produce flows of air (or sometimes other gases) 
that simulate natural flows occurring outside the laboratory. For most aerospace 
engineering applications, wind tunnels are designed to simulate flows encoun
tered in the flight of airplanes, missiles, or space vehicles. Because these flows 
have ranged from the 27 milh speed of the early Wright Flyer to the 25,000 mi/h 
reentry velocity of the Apollo lunar spacecraft, obviously many different types 
of wind tunnels, from low subsonic to hypersonic, are necessary for laboratory 
simulation of actual flight conditions. However, referring again to Fig. 1.30, we 
see that flow velocities of 300 milh or less were the flight regime of interest until 
about 1940. So, during the first four decades of human flight, aitplanes were 
tested and developed in wind tunnels designed to simulate low-speed subsonic 
flight. Such tunnels are still in use today but now are complemented by transonic, 
supersonic, and hypersonic wind tunnels. 

The essence of a typical low-speed subsonic wind tunnel is sketched in 
Fig. 4.15. The airflow with pressure Pt enters the nozzle at a low velocity V~, 
where the area isA1. The nozzle converges to a smaller areaA2 at the test section. 
Because we are dealing with low-speed flows, where M is generally less than 0.3, 
the flow is assumed to be incompressible. Hence, Eq. (4.3) dictates that the flow 
velocity increases as the air flows through the convergent nozzle. The velocity in 
the test section is then, from Eq. (4.3), 

(4.56) 

After flowing over an aerodynamic model (which may be a model of a complete 
aitplane or part of an aitplane, such as a wing, tail, or engine nacelle), the air 

Settling 
chamber 
(reservoir) 

Nozzle 

Test section 

Figure 4.15 Simple schematic of a :subsonic wind tunnel. 

Diffuser 
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passes into a diverging duct called a diffUser, where the area increases and veloc
ity decreases to A3 and V3, respectively. Again, from continuity, 

~ = ~V2 
~ 

The pressure at various locations in the wind tunnel is related to the velocity 
through Bernoulli's equation, Eq. (4.9a), for incompressible flow: 

(4.57) 

From Eq. ( 4.57), as V increases,p decreases; hence p2 <p 1; that is, the test-section 
pressure is smaller than the reservoir pressure up.stream of the nozzle. In many 
subsonic wind tunnels, all or part of the test section is open, or vented, to the 
surrounding air in the laboratory. In such cases, the outside air pressure is com
municated directly to the flow in the test section. and P2 = 1 atm. Downstream 
of the test section, in the diverging area diffuser, the pressure increases as veloc
ity decreases. Hence p 3 > P2· If A3 =A~> then from Eq. (4.56), V3 = V1; and from 
Eq. ( 4.57), Pl = P•· (Note: In actual wind tunnels, the aerodynamic drag created 
by the flow over the model in the test section causes a loss of momentum not 
included in the derivation of Bernoulli's equation. Therefore, in reality, p 3 is 
slightly less thanp. because of such losses.) 

In practical operation of this type of wind tunnel, the test-section velocity is 
governed by the pressure difference P• - P2 and the area ratio of the nozzle A,! A. 
as follows. From Eq. (4.57), 

< z.(p ) 2 V2 = - • - p. v. p -
(4.58) 

From Eq. ( 4.56), V1 =(A ,fA 1) V2• Substituting this into the right side ofEq. ( 4.58), 
we obtain 

2 2 (~ )
2 

2 V; • - (p. - Pz )+ - 1'; 
- p A. 

Solving Eq. (4.59) for V2 yields 
r----=:::::;;:;===;==] 
V- I 2(p, - _pz) 

z - V p[l - (A~IA,)z] 

(4.59) 

(4.60) 

The area ratio A,/A1 is a fixed quantity for a wind tunnel of given design. The 
"control knob" of the wind tunnel controls P• - P2, which allows the wind tunnel 
operator to control the value of test-section velocity V2 via Eq. ( 4.60). 

In subsonic wind tunnels, a convenient method of measuring the pressure dif
ference p 1 - [)2, and hence of measuring V2 via Eq. ( 4.60), is by means of a manom
eter. A basic type of manometer is the U tube shown in Fig. 4.16. Here the left side 
of the tube is connected to a pressure p., the right side of the tube is connected to 
a pressure p2, and the difference llh in the heights of a fluid in both sides of the 
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PI 

P2 

P1A + (Ah)Aw 

B 

B 8 

Figure 4.16 Force diagram for a manometer. 

U tube is a measurement of the pressure difference p2 - p 1• This can easily be 
demonstrated by considering the force balance on the liquid in the tube at the two 
cross sections cut by plane B- B, shown in Fig. 4.16. Plane B- B is drawn tangent 
to the top of the column of fluid on the left. If A is the cross-sectional area of the 
tube, then p1A is the force exerted on the left column of fluid. The force on the right 
column at plane B- B is the sum of the weight of the fluid above plane B- B and the 
force due to the pressure p~. The volume of the fluid in the right column above 
B- B is A !l.h. The specific weight (weight per unit volume) of the fluid is w = pg, 
where p, is the density of the fluid and g is the acceleration of gravity. Hence, the 
total weight of the column of fluid above B- B is the specific weight times the 
volume--that is, wA ll.h. The total force on the right cross section at plane B- B is 
p2A + wA ll.h. Because the fluid is stationary in the tube, the forces on the left and 
right cross sections must balance; that is, they are the same. Hence 

p 1A ; p2A + wA ll.h 

or (4.61) 

If the left side of the U-tube manometer were connected to the reservoir in a 
subsonic tunnel (point 1 in Fig. 4.15) and the right side were connected to the 
test section (point 2), then ll.h of the U tube would directly measure the velocity 
of the airflow in the test section viaEqs. (4.61) and (4.60). 

In modem wind tunnels, manometers have been replaced by pressure trans
ducers and electrical digital displays for reading pressures and pressure differ
ences. The basic principle of the manometer, however, remains an integral part 
of the study of fluid dynamics, and that is why we discuss it here. 

In a low-speed subsonic wind tunnel, one side of a mercury manometer is connected to 
the settling chamber (reservoir) and the other side is connected to the test section. The 
contraction ratio of the nozzle A :I A1 equals ft. The reservoir pressure and temperature 
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are p 1 = 1.1 atm and T1 = 300 K, respectively. When the twmel is running, the height dif
ference between the two columns of mercury is 10 em. The density of liquid mercury is 
1.36 X 104 kg/m3• Calculate the airflow velocity in the test section v2. 
• Solution 

dh = 10 em = 0 1m 

w (wr me.roury) = f)~ = (1.36 x 104 kg/m3)(9.8 m ~2) 
= 1.33 x lOs N/m3 

FromEq. (4.61), 

p - Pz- wAh= (1.33 x i OS "' rr 3 )(0.1 m) - 1.33 X l04 N/m2 

To find the velocity p;, use Eq. (4.60). However, in Eq. (4.60) we need a value of 
density p. This can be found from the reservoir conditions by nsing the equation of state. 
(Remember: 1 atm= 1.01 x IOSN/m2.) 

Pt l.l(l.O 1 X 1 os) 
p, = R1j = 287(300) 

1.29kg/m3 

Because we are dealing with a low-speed subsonic flow, assume Pt = p = constant. Hence, 
fromEq. (4.60), 

2(1.33 x 10 ) = ll44rn!s l 
1.29[1 - Us )"J 

Note: This answer corresponds to a Mach number of approximately 0.4 in the test section, 
one slightly above the value of 0.3 that bounds incompressible flow. Thus, our assump
tion of p = constant in this example is inaccurate by about 8 percent. 

Referring to Fig. 4.15, consider a low-speed subsonic wind twmel designed with a res
ervoir cross-sectional areaA1 = 2m2 and a test-section cross-sectional areaA2 = 0.5 m2• 

The pressure in the test section is P2 = 1 atm. Assume constant density equal to standard 
sea-level density. (a) Calculate the pressure required in the reservoir, p" necessary to 
achieve a flow velocity V2 = 40 m/s in the test section. (b) Calculate the mass flow through 
the wind twmel. 

• Solution 
a. From the continuity equation, Eq. ( 4.3), 

A,JI; = A2~ 

or p; = ~( ~ )= (40}(~ ~ )= 10 m/s 
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From Bernoulli's equation,Eq. (4.9a), 

v,_z ~ 
Pz+~-=Pt+P-

2 2 
Using consistent units, 

and at standard sea level, 

we have 

p = 1.23 kg/m3 

Pt = Pz + p (Vi: ~) 
2 

=I 01 ~< 105 + l Z
3

[(40)f -(10)2
] 

2 
= l.O E9 x 105 N/m2 

As a check on this calculation, let us insertp1 = 1.019 x !OS N/m2 into Eq. (4.60) and see 
if we obtain the required value of I'; = 40 m/s. From Eq. (4.60), 

2(P1 - P2) 2(1.019-1 01)~105 =40m/s 

p1 -(~ J ~ (1.23)1 -(~ ·~J 

This checks. 
Note: The pressure difference, P2 - Pt> required to produce a velocity of 40 m/s in the 

test section is very small, equal to 1.019 x lOS - 1.01 x 105 = 900 N/m2• In atmospheres, 
this is 900/(1.01 x lOS) = 0.0089 atm, less than a hundredth of an atmosphere pressure 
difference. This is characteristic oflow-speed flows, where it takes only a small pressure 
difference to produce a substantial flow velocity. 
b. From Eq. (4.2), the mass flow can be calculated from the product p AV evaluated 
at any location in the wind tunnel. We choose the test section, where A2 = 0.5 m2, V2 = 
40 m/s, and p= 1.23 kg/m3• 

lm = ~zVz = (1.23)(0.5)(40) = 24 6 kg/s l 

We could just as well have chosen the reservoir to evaluate the mass flow, where A1 = 
2m2 and Vt = 10 m/s. 

m = flA1V. = (1.23~2)(10) = 24.6kg/s 

which checks with the result obtained in the test section. 

For the wind tunnel in Example 4.21, (a) if the pressure difference (p1 - p2) is dou
bled, calculate the flow velocity in the test section. (b) The ratioAv'A2 is defined as the 
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contraction ratio for the wind tunnel nozzle. If the contraction ratio is doubled, keeping 
the same pressure difference as in Example 4.21, calculate the :flow velocity in the test 
section. 

• Solution 
a. From Eq. (4.60), V2 is clearly proportional to the square root of the pressure difference: 

WhenP2 - p1 is doubled from its value in Example 4.21, where V2 = 40 rn!s, then 

Vz = J2(40) · 156.6 m/s I 

b. The original contraction ratio from Example 4.21 is A/A2 = 2.0/0.5 = 4. Doubling this 
value, we have A/A2 = 8. The original pressure difference is p2 - p1 = 900 N/m2• From 
Eq. (4.60), we have 

Note: By doubling only the pressure difference, a 42 percent increase in velocity in the 
test section occurred. In contrast, by doubling only the contraction ratio, a 3.5 percent 
decrease in the velocity in the test section occurred. Once again we see an example of 
the power of the pressure difference in dictating :flow velocity in a low-speed :flow. Also, 
the decrease in the test-section velocity when the contraction ratio is increased, keep
ing the pressure difference the same, seems counterintuitive. Why does the velocity not 
increase when the nozzle is ''necked down" further? To resolve this apparent anomaly, 
let us calculate the velocity in the reservoir for the increased contraction ratio. From the 
continuity equation,A1V1 = A2V2• Hence 

~ = ( ~~ )Vz = (~ }38.6) • 4.83 m/s 

When the contraction ratio is increased, keeping the pressure difference constant, the 
reservoir velocity decreases even more than the test-section velocity, resulting in a 
larger velocity change across the nozzle. For the case in Example 4.21 with a contrac
tion ratio of 4, 

Vz -~ = 40-10 = 30 m/s 

For the present case with a contraction ratio of 8, 

f'; - ~ = 38.6-4.83 = 33.8 rn!s 

By increasing the contraction ratio while keeping the pressure difference constant, we 
increase the velocity difference across the nozzle, although the actual velocities at the 
inlet and exit of the nozzle are decreased. 
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4.11 MEASUREMENT OF AIRSPEED 
In Sec. 4.10 we demonstrated that we can obtain the airflow velocity in the test 
section of a low-speed wind tunnel (assuming incompressible flow) by measur
ing p 1 - p2• However, the previous analysis implicitly assumes that the flow 
properties are reasonably constant over any given cross section of the flow in 
the tunnel (so-called quasi-one-dimensional flow). If the flow is not constant 
over a given cross section-for example, if the flow velocity in the middle of 
the test section is higher than that near the walls-then V2 obtained from the pre
ceding section is only a mean value of the test-section velocity. For this reason, 
and for many other aerodynamic applications, it is important to obtain a point 
measurement of velocity at a given spatial location in the flow. This measure
ment can be made by an instrument called a Pitot-static tube, as described in 
the following. 

First, though, we must add to our inventory of aerodynamic definitions. We 
have been glibly talking about the pressures at points in flows, such as points 
1 and 2 in Fig. 4.7. However, these pressures are of a special type, called static. 
Static pressure at a given point is the pressure we would feel if we were moving 
along with the flow at that point. It is the ramification of gas molecules moving 
about with random motion and transferring their momentum to or across sur
faces, as discussed in Ch. 2. If we look more closely at the molecules in a flowing 
gas, we see that they have a purely random motion superimposed on a directed 
motion due to the velocity of the flow. Static pressure is a consequence of just the 
purely random motion of the molecules. When an engineer or scientist uses the 
word pressure, it always means static pressure unless otherwise identified, and 
we will continue such practice here. In all our previous discussions, the pressures 
have been static pressures. 

A second type of pressure is commonly utilized in aerodynamics: total pres
sure. To define and understand total pressure, consider again a fluid element 
moving along a streamline, as shown in Fig. 4.6. The pressure of the gas in this 
fluid element is the static pressure. However, now imagine that we grab this fluid 
element and slow it down to zero velocity. Moreover, imagine that we do this 
isentropically. Intuitively, the thermodynamic properties p, T, and p of the fluid 
element will change as we bring the element to rest; they will follow the conser
vation laws previously discussed in this chapter. Indeed, as the fluid element is 
isentropically brought to rest, p, T, and p would all increase above their original 
values when the element was moving freely along the streamline. The values of 
p, T, and p of the fluid element after it has been brought to rest are called total 
values-that is, total pressure p0, total temperature T0, and so on. Thus we are led 
to the following precise definition: 

Total pressure at a given point in a flow is the pressure that would exist if the flow 
were slowed down isentropically to zero velocity. 

There is a perspective to be gained here. Total pressure p0 is a property of 
the gas flow at a given point. It is something that is associated with the flow 
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itself. The process of isentropically bringing the fluid element to rest is just an 
imaginary mental process we use to define the total pressure. It does not mean 
that we actually have to do it in practice. In other words, if we consider again the 
flow sketched in Fig. 4.7, there are two pressures we can consider at points 1, 2, 
and so on associated with each point of the flow: a static pressure p and a total 
pressure Po, where Po > P. 

For the special case of a gas that is not moving (that is, the fluid element has 
no velocity in the first place), static and total pressures are synonymous: Po= p. 
This is the case in common situations such as the stagnant air in a room and gas 
confined in a cylinder. 

The following analogy might help to further illustrate the difference between 
the definitions of static and total pressure. Assume that you are driving down the 
highway at 60 mi!h. The windows of your automobile are closed. Inside the 
automobile, along with you, there is a fly buzzing around in a very random fash
ion. Your speed is 60 milh, and in the mean, so is that of the fly, moving down 
the highway at 60 mi/h. However, the fly has its random buzzing-about motion 
superimposed on top of its mean directed speed of 60 milh. To you in the auto
mobile, all you see is the random, buzzing-about motion of the fly. If the fly 
hits your skin with this random motion, you will feel a slight impact. This slight 
impact is analogous to the static pressure in a flowing gas, where the static pres
sure is due simply to the random motion of the molecules. Now assume that you 
open the window of your automobile, and the fly buzzes out. There is a person 
standing along the side of the road. If the fly that has just left your automobile 
hits the skin of this person, the impact will be strong (it may even really hurt) 
because the fly will hit this person with a mean venocity of 60 milh plus whatever 
its random velocity may be. The strength of this impact is analogous to the total 
pressure of a gas. 

There is an aerodynamic instrument that actually measures the total pres
sure at a point in the flow: a Pitot tube. A basic sketch of a Pi tot tube is shown in 
Fig. 4.17. It consists of a tube placed parallel to the flow and open to the flow at 
one end (point A). The other end of the tube (point B) is closed. Now imagine that 
the flow is first started. Gas will pile up inside the tube. After a few moments, 
there will be no motion inside the tube because the gas has nowhere to go-the 
gas will stagnate once steady-state conditions have been reached. In fact, the gas 
will be stagnant everywhere inside the tube, including at point A. As a result, the 
flow field sees the open end of the Pi tot tube (point A) as an obstruction, and a 
fluid element moving along the streamline, labeled C, has no choice but to stop 
when it arrives at point A. Because no heat has been exchanged, and friction is 
negligible, this process will be isentropic; that is, a fluid element moving along 
streamline C will be isentropically brought to rest at point A by the very presence 
of the Pi tot tube. Therefore, the pressure at point A is, truly speaking, the total 
pressure p0• This pressure will be transmitted throughout the Pitot tube; and if a 
pressure gauge is placed at point B, it will in actuality measure the total pressure 
of the flow. In this fashion, a Pitot tube is an instrument that measures the total 
pressure of a flow. 
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Pilot tube 
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Figure 4.17 Sketch of a Pitot tube. 

Total pressure measured here 

Flow with velocity V 1 B 

/Static pressure orifice 
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Static 
pressure 
measured here 

Pitot tube 

Differential pressure gaug~ 

Figure 4.18 Schematic of a Pitot-static measurement. 

By definition, any point of a :flow where V = 0 is called a stagnation point. 
In Fig. 4.17, point A is a stagnation point. 

Consider the arrangement shown in Fig. 4.18. Here we have a uniform flow 
with velocity V1 moving over a :flat surface parallel to the :flow. There is a small 
hole in the surface at point A, called astatic pressure orifice. Because the surface 
is parallel to the :flow, only the random motion of the gas molecules will be felt 
by the surface itself. In other words, the surface pressure is indeed the static pres
sure p. This will be the pressure at the orifice at point A. In contrast, the Pi tot tube 
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Total pressure 
felt here 

Pitot·static probe 

Figure 4.19 Schematic of a Pitot-static probe. 

at point B in Fig. 4.18 will feel the total pressure Po, as previously discussed. If 
the static pressure orifice at point A and the Pitot tube at point B are connected 
across a pressure gauge, as shown in Fig. 4.18, the gauge will measure the differ
ence between total and static pressure Po - p. 

Now we arrive at the main thrust of this section. The pressure difference 
Po -p, as measured in Fig. 4.18, gives a measure of the flow velocity V1• A com
bination of a total pressure measurement and a static pressure measurement 
allows us to measure the velocity at a given point in a flow. These two measure
ments can be combined in the same instrument, a Pitot-static probe, as illus
trated in Fig. 4.19. A Pitot-static probe measures Po at the nose of the probe and 
p at a point on the probe surface downstream of the nose. The pressure difference 
Po - p yields the velocity V~, but the quantitative formulation differs depend
ing on whether the flow is low speed (incompressible), high-speed subsonic, or 
supersoruc. 

4.11.1 Incompressible Flow 

Consider again the sketch shown in Fig. 4.18. At point A, the pressure is p and 
the velocity is V1• At pointE, the pressure is Po and the velocity is zero. Applying 
Bernoulli's equation, Eq. (4.9a), at points A and B, we obtain 

Static 
pressure 

Dynamic 
pressure 

Total 

Prt-<sure 

In Eq. ( 4.62), for dynamic pressure q we have the definition 

q .. ~pV2 

(4.62) 

(4.63) 

which is frequently employed in aerodynamics; the grouping ~ pV2 is termed 
the dynamic pressure for flows of all types, incompressible to hypersonic. From 
Eq. (4.62), 

(4.64) 
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This relation holds for incompressible flow only. The total pressure equals the 
sum of the static and the dynamic pressure. Also from Eq. (4.62), 

(4.65) 

Equation (4.65) is the desired result; it allows the calculation of flow veloc
ity from a measurement of Po - p, obtained from a Pitot-static tube. Again we 
emphasize that Eq. (4.65) holds only for incompressible flow. 

A Pitot tube can be used to measure the flow velocity at various points in the 
test section of a low-speed wind tunnel, as shown in Fig. 4.20. The total pres
sure at point B is obtained by the Pitot probe; the static pressure, also at point B, 
is obtained from a static pressure orifice located at point A on the wall of the 
closed test section, assuming that the static pressure is constant throughout the 
test section. This assumption of constant static pressure is fairly safe for subsonic 
wind tunnel test sections and is commonly made. If the test section is open to the 
room, as also sketched in Fig. 4.20, then the static pressure at all points in the 
test section is p = 1 atm. In either case, the velocity at point A is calculated from 
Eq. (4.65). The density pin Eq. (4.65) is a constant (incompressible flow). We 
can obtain its value by measuring p and T somewhere in the tunnel, using the 

/Pilot probe 

'---:-ow-.--0 .-J---11 
-

t 

A / Static pressure orifice 

------·~---------
(a) Closed test section 

~J Ae 

~ peJatm 

(b) Open test section 

Figure 4.20 Pressure measurements in open and closed test sections 
of subsonic wind tunnels . 
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Figure 4.21 Sketch of wing-mounted Pitot 
probe. 

equation of state to calculate p = p/(RT). These measurements are usually made 
in the reservoir upstream of the nozzle. 

Either a Pitot tube or a Pitot-static tube can be used to measure the airspeed 
of airplanes. Such tubes can be seen extending from airplane wing tips, with 
the tube oriented in the flight direction, as shown in Fig. 4.21. Pitot tubes were 
used for airspeed measurements as early as World War I, at that time principally 
by the British. Figure 4.22 focuses on the dual Pitot and static pressure tubes 
mounted on one of the interplane struts of the Sopwith Snipe, an airplane from 
the period around 1917. Figure 4.23 shows the wing-mounted Pitot tube facing 
forward from the leading edge of the left wing of the Lockheed Vega from the 
1930s. Returning to the drawing of the World War ll Corsair in Fig. 2.16, note 
the Pitot tube extending from the left wing. These airplanes are typical examples 
of low-speed aircraft for which the equation developed in this section, assuming 
incompressible flow, are valid for airspeed measurements. 

If a Pitot tube by itself is used instead of a Pitot-static tube, then the ambient 
static pressure in the atmosphere around the airplane is obtained from a static pres
sure orifice placed strategically on the airplane surface. It is placed where the surface 
pressure is nearly the same as the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere. Such a 
location is found by experience. It is generally on the fuselage somewhere between 
the nose and the wing. The values of Po obtained from the wing-tip Pitot probe and 
p obtained from the static pressure orifice on the surface enable calculation of the 
airplane's speed through the air using Eq. (4.65), as long as the airplane's velocity 
is low enough to justify the assumption of incompressible flow---that is, for veloci
ties less than 300 fils. In actual practice, the measurements of Po and p are joined 
across a differential pressure gauge that is calibrated in terms of airspeed, using 
Eq. (4.65). This airspeed indicator is a dial in the cockpit, with units of velocity, 
say miles per hour, on the dial. However, in determining the calibration (that is, in 
determining what values of miles per hour go along with given values of Po - p ), 
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Figure 4.22 Detail of the wing of the World War I Sopwith Snipe hanging in the World 
War I gallery of the National Air and Space Museum, showing the Pitot-static tube on one of 
the interwing struts. 
(fhoto courte.•y of the John Anderson Collection.) 

Figure 4.23 A Lockheed Vega from the 1930s. The Pitot tube extending ahead of the left 
wing leading edge is easily visible. 
(Source: NatWnal Air and Space Mr.veum) 
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the engineer must decide what value of pto use in Eq. (4.65). Ifp is the true value, 
somehow measured in the actual air around the airplane, then Eq. ( 4.65) gives the 
true airspeed of the airplane: 

(4.66) 

However, measurement of atmospheric air density directly at the airplane's 
location is difficult. Therefore, for practical reasons, the airspeed indicators on 
low-speed airplanes are calibrated by using the standard sea-level value of p, in 
Eq. (4.65). This gives a value of velocity called the equivalent airspeed: 

V.= , j2(Pu - P) 
y P .• (4.67) 

The equivalent airspeed v. differs slightly from V -· the difference being the fac
tor (pi p,y12• At altitudes near sea level, this difference is small. 

The altimeter on a low-speed Cessna 150 private aircraft reads 5000 ft. By an indepen
dent measurement, the outside air temperature is 505°R. If a Pitot tube mounted on the 
wing tip measures a pressure of 1818lb/ft2, what is the true velocity of the airplane? What 
is the equivalent airspeed? 

• Solution 
An altimeter measures the pressure altitude (see the discussion inCh. 3). From the stan
dard atmosphere table inApp. B, at 5000 ft,p = 176llb/ft2• Also, the Pitot tube measures 
total pressure; hence 

P9 - p = 1818-1761 = 57lb/ft2 

The true airspeed can be obtained fromEq. (4.66); however, we need p, which is obtained 
from the equation of state. For the outside ambient air, 

p 1761 3 3 
p = RT = 

171
6(

505
) :Hl3x to- slug/ft 

FromEq. (4.66), 

v .... = ,r2(p~ p) = ' 2(57) = l237ftts l 
' 2 03 x 1 o-1" . . 

Note: Because 88 ftls = 60 mi!h, V""' = 237(60/88) = 162 milh. 
The equivalent airspeed (that which would be read on the airspeed indicator in the 

cockpit) is obtained from Eq. (4.67), where p, = 0.002377 slug/ft3 (the standard sea-level 
value). Hence, fromEq. (4.67), 

V. = 12U>o p) =J 2(57) = l219fttsl 
~ p, 2.377 X 10-3 

· · 

Note the 7.6 percent difference between V""' and v •. 
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In a low-speed subsonic wind tunnel with a closed test section (Fig. 4.20a), a static pres
sure tap on the wall of the tunnel test section measures 0.98 atm. The temperature of the 
air in the test section is 80•F. A Pitot tube is inserted in the middle of the flow in the test 
section in order to measure the flow velocity. The pressure measured by the Pitot tube is 
2200 lb/ft2• Calculate the flow velocity in the test section. 

• Solution 
We first change the inconsistent units of atm and •F into consistent units in the English 
engineering system: 

p = ~.9.8(2116} = 20741blftz 

T = 80+ 460 = S40•R 

Thus, from the equation of state 

p 2074 
p = RT = (1716)(540) 

0.002238 slug/ft3 

The Pitot tube measures the total pressure; 

Po = 2200 lb/fe 

From Eq. (4.65), we have 

p; = I ....;~::...;Po~P~~ = 12 (2200 -2074) = 1335.6 ftlsec [ 
\ p \ 0.002238 

Wind tunnel operators sometimes like to talk about air velocities in terms of miles per 
hour. Recalling that 88 ftlsec = 60 mph, we have 

p; = (~~}335.6) = 1229 mph l 

Consider a low-speed subsonic wind tunnel with an open test section (Fig. 4.20b). The 
ambient pressure in the room is 1 atm, and the temperature of the air in the test section 
is 15•C. A Pitot tube is mounted in the test section. The tunnel is turned on, and the air 
velocity in the test section is adjusted to be 110 m/sec. What is the subsequent reading 
from the Pitot tube? 

• Solution 
Change to consistent units. 

p = 1 atm = (l.Olx i05~i)= l.Olx 105 N/m2 
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Thus, 

p 1 Olxl05 

p = RT = (287)(288) 
1.22 kg/m3 

FromEq. (4.62), 

Po = [1.084 x 105 Nlm.Z I 
In units of atmospheres, we have 

= 1.084 x lOs = 11.67 atml 
Po 1 01 x l05 

An airplane is flying at sea level at a speed of 100 m/sec. Calculate the free-stream 
dynamic pressure and total pressure. 

• Solution 
Dynamic pressure is defined by Eq. (4.63). 

q_ - ~~v: = }(1.23)(100)2 = 16l5x 103 N/m2 j 
Total pressure, for incompressible flow, is given by the sum of the static and dynamic 

pressures, that is, Eq. (4.64). The total pressure of the free stream is 

Po • fl), +q- -. 1.()1 X 105 + 0.061S x 105 = b 07 x l05 N/m2 J 

4.11.2 Subsonic Compressible Flow 

The results of Sec. 4.11.1 are valid for airflows whereM < 0.3-that is, where the 
flow can reasonably be assumed to be incompressible. This is the flight regime 
of small, piston-engine private aircraft. For higher-speed flows, but where the 
Mach number is still less than 1 (high-speed subsonic flows), other equations 
must be used. This is the flight regime of commercial jet transports such as the 
Boeing 747 and the McDonnell-Douglas DC-10 and of many military aircraft. 
For these cases, compressibility must be taken into account, as follows. 

Consider the definition of enthalpy: h = e + pv. Because h = CPT and e = cvT, 
then cPT = evT + RT, or 

(4.68) 
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Divide Eq. (4.68) by cP: 

1 R 
1- ----,-

cplc, cP 

or 

1- !. = !._2_ = ~ 
r r cp 

~ 
-p r=tl (4.69) 

Equation ( 4.69) holds for a perfect gas with constant specific heats.lt is a neces
sary thermodynamic relation for use in the energy equation, as follows. 

Consider again a Pitot tube in a flow, as shown in Figs. 4.17 and 4.19. 
Assume that the flow velocity V1 is high enough that compressibility must 
be taken into account. As usual, the flow is isentropically compressed to 
zero velocity at the stagnation point on the nose of the probe. The values 
of the stagnation, or total, pressure and temperature at this point are Po and 
T0, respectively. From the energy equation, Eq. (4.42), written between a 
point in the free-stream flow where the temperature and velocity are T1 and 
V~, respectively, and the stagnation point, where the velocity is zero and the 
temperature is To, 

or 

Substitute Eq. (4.69) for cP in Eq. (4.70): 

7;. = 1+ p;z = 1+ r - 1 p;z 
7; 2(yRi (y 1))7; 2 r R7; 

However, from Eq. ( 4.54) for tlhe speed of sound, 

Thus, Eq. (4.71) becomes 

af ,. yR1; 

To _1 r - 1 li';z - - + --,-
7; 2 a1 

Because the Mach number M1 = Vtfa~, Eq. (4.72) becomes 

7;. _1 r - 1,,.2 - - + --il'lt 
7; 2 

(4.70) 

(4.71) 

(4.72) 

(4.73) 
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Because the gas is isentropically compressed at the nose of the Pitot probe in 
Figs. 4.17 and 4.18, Eq. (4.37) holds between the free stream and the stagnation 
point. That is,pl)p1 = (A! PtY = (T I)T1)71(r-tl. Therefore, from Eq. ( 4. 73), we obtain 

Po ( r - 1 2J' (r l) 
- = 1+--M. 
Pt 2 
Po - ( r - 1 2Jt(l!>..t) - - 1+--M. 
p1 2 

(4.74) 

(4.75) 

Equations (4.73) to (4.75) are fundamental and important relations for com
pressible, isentropic flow. They apply to many other practical problems in addition 
to thePitot tube. Note thatEq. (4.73) holds for adiabatic flow, whereasEqs. (4.74) 
and (4.75) contain the additional assumption of frictionless (hence isentropic) 
flow. Also, from a slightly different perspective, Eqs. (4.73) to (4.75) determine 
the total temperature, density, and pressure-To, Po, and Po-at any point in the 
flow where the static temperature, density, and pressure are Tt. Pt. and p1 and 
where the Mach number is M 1• In other words, reflecting the earlier discussion of 
the definition of total conditions, Eqs. (4.73) to (4.75) give the values ofpo, To, 
and Po that are associated with a point in the flow where the pressure, temperature, 
density, and Mach number are Pt. T~, {Jt, and M~, respectively. These equations 
also demonstrate the powerful influence of Mach number in aerodynamic flow 
calculations. It is very important to note that the ratios T,jTt. PcfPt. and pJ p1 are 
functions of M 1 only (assuming that r is known; r = 1.4 for normal air). 

Returning to our objective of measuring airspeed, and solving Eq. (4.74) 
for Mt. we obtain 

1r2 _ Po _ 1 
2 ~( )(r1

)1r l 
1Y11 - - -

y - l Pt 
(4.76) 

Hence, for subsonic compressible flow, the ratio of total to static pressure 
pl)p1 is a direct measure of Mach number. Thus, individual measurements of Po 
and Pt in conjunction with Eq. ( 4.76) can be used to calibrate an instrument in the 
cockpit of an airplane called a Mach meter, where the dial reads directly in terms 
of the flight Mach number of the airplane. 

To obtain the actual flight velocity, recall that Mt = Vtlat; so Eq. (4.76) 
becomes 

V.2 = __ , Po _ 1 
2a2 ( )(y-l)IY 

y - l Pt 
(4.77a) 

Equation (4.77) can be rearranged algebraically as 

V.2 = 2a, Po -Pt +ll - l 2 ~( \(r t)6r ] 

r - 1 P1 ) 
(4.77b) 
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Equations (4.77a) and (4.77b) give the true airspeed of the airplane. However, 
they require a knowledge of a1 and hence T1• The static temperature in the air 
surrounding the airplane is difficult to measure. Therefore, all high-speed (but 
subsonic) airspeed indicators are calibrated from Eq. ( 4. 77 b), assuming that at is 
equal to the standard sea-level value a, = 340.3 m/s = 1116 ft/s. Moreover, the 
airspeed indicator is designed to sense the actual pressure difference Po - Pt in 
Eq. (4.77b), not the pressure ratio pc/p~, as appears in Eq. (4.77a). Hence, the 
form ofEq. (4.77b) used to define a calibrated airspeed is as follows: 

2 ~( ) (r t)lr l 
V.!t = ::\ ~ Po~ Pt + 1 - 1 (4.78) 

where a, and p, are the standard sea-level values of the speed of sound and static 
pressure, respectively. 

Again we emphasize that Eqs. (4.76) to (4.78) must be used to measure 
airspeed when M 1 > 0.3-that is, when the flow is compressible. Equations 
based on Bernoulli's equation, such as Eqs. (4.66) and (4.67), are not valid 
when Mt > 0.3. 

So once again, just as in the case of low-speed airplanes flying in the incom
pressible flow regime, we see that a Pi tot tube is used on high-speed subsonic air
planes for airspeed measurement. The first mass-produced American jet fighter, 
the Lockheed P-80 (later designated the F-80), went into service beginning in 
1945, and was the first American jet fighter to participate in the Korean War, 
beginning in 1950. The F-80 shown in Fig. 4.24 has the Pitot tube mounted on the 
leading edge of the vertical tail!, as shown in the detail in Fig. 4.25. Also, return 
to Fig. 2.15, which shows the North American F-86, America's first swept-wing 
jet fighter, introduced during the Korean War with great success. Note the Pitot 
tube extending ahead of the right wing tip. The F-86 was a high-speed subsonic 
airplane capable of exceeding the speed of sound in a dive. 

A high-speed subsonic McDonnell-Douglas DC-10 airliner is flying at a pressure altitude 
of 10 km. A Pitot tube on the wing tip measures a pressure of4.24x 104 N/m2• Calculate 
the Mach number at which the airplane is flying. If the ambient air temperature is 230 K, 
calculate the true airspeed and the calibrated airspeed. 

• Solution 
From the standard atmosphere table, App. A, at an altitude of 10,000 m,p = 2.65 x 104 N/m2• 

Hence, from Eq. (4.76), 

M;2 = 2.J(f!.)(rt)ir -1]= 2 ~(4.24x ) O~J0.286 -1] 
y - 1 ~ Pt 1.4 - 1 ~ 2 65 x 10 

= 0.719 
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Figure 4.24 Lockheed F-80. 
(Source: National Air and Space Mr.veum.) 

Thus IM· = 0.8481 

It is given that T1 = 230 K; hence 

a1 = J/R1i = ,/1.4(287)(230) = 304.0 m/s 
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Figure 4.25 A detail of the vertical tail of the F-80 showing the Pitot tube. The airplane is 
on display at the National Air and Space Museum. 
(flwto courte.1y of the John Anderson Collection.) 

FromEq. (4.77), 

p;z = 2a~ ~(Po ) (r-t)lr _ 1] = 2(304.0)a ~(4.24)0.286 _ 1] 
r - 1 ~ P• 1.4 - 1 ~ 2 .65 

I Vi = 258 m/s true airspeed I 

Note: As a check, from the definition of Mach number, 

p; = M1a1 = 0.848(304.0) = 258 m/s 

The calibrated airspeed can be obtained from Eq. (4.78): 

IV cat = 157 m!s l 
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The difference between true and calibrated airspeeds is 39 percent. Note: Just out of 
curiosity, let us calculate V1 the wrong way; that is, let us apply Eq. ( 4.66), which was 
obtained from Bernoulli's equation for incompressible flow. Equation (4.66) does not 
apply to the high-speed case of this problem, but let us see what result we get anyway: 

P1 265xlo• 
p = RT; = 287(230) 0 4 

kg/m
3 

FromEq. (4.66), 

V. 2(po p) _ 12( 4 . .24 - 2.65) X 1 04 

... = ,,_;:_;_p__;:_;_ - \ 0 4 = 282m/s incorrect answer 

Compared with V1 = 258 m/s, an error of 9.3 percent is introduced in the calculation of 
true airspeed by using the incorrect assumption of incompressible flow. This error grows 
rapidly as the Mach number approaches unity, as discussed in a subsequent section. 

Consider an F-80 (Fig. 4.24) flying at 594 mph at standard sea level. (This is the maxi
mum speed of the F-80C at sea level.) Calculate the pressure and temperature at the 
stagnation point on the nose of the airplane. 

• Solution 
At standard sealevel,p~ = 2116lb/fPand T~ = 519•R. 

a_ - /JtRT- = ./( .4)(1716)(519) - 1117 ft/sec 

Note: This is the standard sea-level speed of sound in the English engineering system of 
units. In Sec. 4.9 we gave the standard sea-level speed of sound in SI units, namely a~ = 
340.3 m/sec. You will find it convenient to know the sea-level speed of sound: 

a_ = 340m/sec = 1117 ft/sec = 762 mph 

v_ 594 
M- = - = ~= 078 

a_ 762 

Note: Because Mach number is a dimensionless ratio, we can use inconsistent units 
such as miles per hour, as long as both the numerator and denominator are in the same 
units. 

From Eq. ( 4.74), we obtain the total pressure, which is the pressure at the stagnation 
point 

Po = l4Q6p- = 1.496 (2116) = j3166lb/ftz I 
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From Eq. (4.73), we obtain the total temperature, which is the temperature at the 
stagnation point: 

To r - 1 z z 
- = 1 + - M- = r • (0.2)(0.78) = 1.122 
T- 2 

1'o -1.122 T- = 1.122 (519) = f582.3°R I 

Note: We can check the accuracy of these answers by calculating the stagnation density 
first from the equation of state: 

Po 3166 
Po = RTo = (1716)(582.3) 

thenfrom Eq. (4.75), 

~ = (l + r - l M!)7~1 =[I I 0.2 (0 .78)2 ]
014 

= (l.l217ls - ].3326 
P- \ 2 

p, - 1 )~26 P- -1 31~4> ( f) 002.'71) - 13.168 x 10-3 
slugKe I 

The numbers check. 

At a given point in a flow field of air, the Mach number, velocity, and density are 0.9, 
300m/sec, and 1.2 kg/m3, respectively. Calculate at this point {a) the total pressure, and 
{b) the dynamic pressure. 

• Solution 
a. First, we need the static pressure, and to obtain this from the equation of state, we need 
the temperature. 

V : Ma : M ..fiRT 

(300)
2 

= 276.5 K 
(1.4)(287)(0.9)2 

Thus, 

p -~T = {1.2)(287)(276.5) = ~.!152x 105 N/m2 

FromEq. (4.74), 

~ = (1 + r; 1 ~ [· = [l + 0 .2 (0.9if
5 

= tl.l62)~5 - .691 

p9 = 1.6Qlp = 1.691 (0.952x l05
) = h .6l x l05 N/m2 ! 



b. The dynamic pressure is defined by Eq. (4.63) as 

q • tPVz 
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q = t(l.2)(J.00)2 = 15.4 X 104 Ntm2 1 

Important Note: For a compressible flow, the dynamic pressure is not equal to the differ
ence between total and static pressure. Only for an incompressible flow is this true. We 
emphasize that Eq. (4.64) holds only for an incompressible flow. In the present example, 
we have p0 = 1.61 x 10s N/m2 and p = 0.95222 x 10s N/m2• Thus, the difference between 
total and static pressures is 

Pa - P = (1.61 - 0.9Sa)x lOs = 6.:Sllx 104 N/m2 

This is not equal to the value of q = 5.4 x 104N/m2, obtained above. 

4.11.3 Supersonic Flow 

Airspeed measurements in supersonic flow (that is, for M > 1) are qualitatively 
different from those for subsonic flow. In supersonic flow, a shock wave will 
form ahead of the Pitot tube, as shown in Fig. 4.26. Shock waves are very thin 
regions of the flow (for example, IQ-4 em) across which some severe changes in 
the fiow properties take place. Specifically, as a fiuid element flows through a 
shockwave, 

1. The Mach number decreases. 

2. The static pressure increases. 

3. The static temperature increases. 

4. The flow velocity decreases. 

5. The total pressure p0 decreases. 

6. The total temperature T0 stays the same for a perfect gas. 

These changes across a shock wave are shown in Fig. 4.27. 

Shockwave 

Figure 4.26 Pitot tube in supersonic flow. 
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Shock wave 

Mz< M1 
, Pl > Pl 

r2 > r. 
v2 < v1 

Po2 < Po• 
, To2 = Tol 

Pi tot 
tube 

Figure 4.27 Changes across a shock wave in 
front of a Pitot tube in supersonic flow. 

How and why does a shock wave form in supersonic flow? There are vari
ous answers with various degrees of sophistication. However, the essence is as 
follows. Refer to Fig. 4.17, which shows a Pitot tube in subsonic flow. The gas 
molecules that collide with the probe set up a disturbance in the flow. This dis
turbance is communicated to other regions of the flow, away from the probe, 
by means of weak pressure waves (essentially sound waves) propagating at the 
local speed of sound. If the flow velocity V1 is less than the speed of sound, as 
in Fig. 4.17, then the pressure disturbances (which are traveling at the speed of 
sound) will work their way upstream and eventually will be felt in all regions of 
the flow. In contrast, refer to Fig. 4.26, which shows a Pitot tube in supersonic 
flow. Here V1 is greater than the speed of sound. Thus, pressure disturbances that 
are created at the probe surface and that propagate away at the speed of sound 
cannot work their way upstream. Instead, these disturbances coalesce at a finite 
distance from the probe and form a natural phenomenon called a shock wave, as 
shown in Figs. 4.26 and 4.27. The flow upstream of the shock wave (to the left 
of the shock) does not feel the pressure disturbance; that is, the presence of the 
Pi tot tube is not communicated to the flow upstream of the shock. The presence 
of the Pitot tube is felt only in the regions of flow behind the shock wave. The 
shock wave is a thin boundary in a supersonic flow, across which major changes 
in flow properties take place and which divides the region of undisturbed flow 
upstream from the region of disturbed flow downstream. 

Whenever a solid body is placed in a supersonic stream, shock waves will 
occur. Figure 4.28 shows photographs of the supersonic flow over several aero
dynamic shapes. The shock waves, which are generally not visible to the naked 
eye, are made visible in Fig. 4.28 by means of a specially designed optical sys
tem, called a schlieren system, and a shadow graph system. (An example in 
which shock waves are sometimes visible to the naked eye is on the wing of a 
high-speed subsonic transport such as a Boeing 707. As we will discuss shortly, 
there are regions of local supersonic flow on the upper surface of the wing, and 
these supersonic regions are generally accompanied by weak shock waves. If the 



(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 4.28 (a) Shock 
waves on a swept-wing 
airplane (left) and on a 
straight-wing airplane 
(right). Schlieren pictures 
taken in a supersonic 
wind tunnel at NASA 
Ames Research Center. 
(b) Shock waves on a 
blunt body (left) and 
sharp-nosed body (right). 
(c) Shock waves on a 
model of the Gemini 
manned space capsule. 
Parts b and care shadow 
graphs of the flow. 
( Omrte.•y of NASA Ames 
Research Center.) 
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sun is abnost directly overhead and if you look out the window along the span 
of the wing, you can sometimes see these waves dancing back and forth on the 
wing surface.) 

Consider again the measurement of airspeed in a supersonic flow. The mea
surement is complicated by the presence of the shock wave in Fig. 4.26 because 
the flow through a shock wave is nonisentropic. Within the thin structure of a 
shock wave itself, very large friction and thermal conduction effects are taking 
place. Hence, neither adiabatic nor frictionless conditions hold; therefore, the 
flow is not isentropic. As a result, Eq. (4.74) and hence Eqs. (4.76) and (4.77a) 
do not hold across the shock wave. A major consequence is that the total pres
sure Po is smaller behind the shock wave than in front of it. In turn, the total 
pressure measured at the nose of the Pitot probe in supersonic flow will not 
be the same value as that associated with the free stream-that is, as associ
ated with M 1• Consequently, a separate shock wave theory must be applied to 
relate the Pitot tube measurement to the value of M 1• This theory is beyond the 
scope of our presentation, but the resulting formula is given here for the sake of 
completeness: 

Po, = ( r + 1) Mi l-JP 1 2rM't 
[ 

2 , .._ J rl(r l) 

p, 4JIMf - 2(r - 1) r+ 1 
(4.79) 

This equation is called the Rayleigh Pi tot tube formula. It relates the Pi tot tube 
measurement of total pressure behind the shock wave, Po, and a measurement of 
free-stream static pressure (again obtained by a static pressure orifice somewhere 
on the surface of the airplane) to the free-stream supersonic Mach number M 1• 

In this fashion, measurements of P<>,. and p~, along with Eq. (4.79), allow the 
calibration of a Mach meter for supersonic flight. 

The delta-winged supersonic F -1 02A fighter is shown in Fig. 4 .29. Extending 
forward of the pointed nose is a Pi tot tube for airspeed measurement. As in the 
case of subsonic compressible flow, for supersonic flow the Pitot tube mea
surement in conjunction with a free-stream static pressure measurement leads 
directly to a measurement of the free-stream Mach number. The Mach number 
in the cockpit of the airplane, however, is calibrated according to Eq. (4.76) for 
subsonic flight, and according to Eq. (4.79) for supersonic flight. In both cases, 
the Mach number is the quantity that is obtained directly. To obtain the velocity, 
additional information is required. 

An experimental rocket-powered aircraft is flying at a velocity of 3000 mi1h at an alti
tude where the ambient pressure and temperature are 15llb/ft2 and 390°R, respectively. 
A Pi tot tube is mounted in the nose of the aircraft. What is the pressure measured by the 
Pitot tube? 
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Figure 4.29 Convair F-102A supersonic fighter from the 1950s and 1960s. 
(Source: U.S. Air Force.) 

• Solution 
First we ask: Is the flow supersonic or subsonic? That is, what is M1? FromEq. (4.54), 

a1 = ~yR1i = -Jl .4(1716)(390) =968.0ft/s 

v. = 3ooo( :~ )= 4400 ft/s 

Ml = v; = 4400 = 4 .54 
a1 968.0 
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Hence M1 > 1; the flow is supersonic. There is a shock wave in front of the Pitot tube; 
therefore Eq. ( 4. 74) developed for isentropic flow does not hold. Instead, Eq. ( 4.79) must 
be used: 

Po2 =[ (y+ I)2 M~ ]rl(rl) I - 1 2JM~ 
P1 4'"1'M.2 - 2(y- I) r+ I 

=[ (24)
2
(454)

2 
]

35

I - 1.4+2( 14)(4 U )
2 

27 
4(I 4)(4 54)2 - 2(0.4) 2.4 

Thus Po2 = 211'1 = 27(I5I) = 140771b/ft2 

Note: Again, out of curiosity, let us calculate the wrong answer. If we had not taken into 
account the shock wave in front of the Pitot tube at supersonic speeds, then Eq. (4.74) 
would give 

Thus p0 = 304.2 p1 = 304.2(151) = 45,93l lb/ft2 incorrect answer 

Note that the incorrect answer is off by a factor of more than I 0! 

Consider the F-102A shown in Fig. 4.29. The airplane is flying at a supersonic speed at a 
standard altitude of 8 km. The pressure measured by the Pitot tube is 9.27 x 1 ()4 N/m2• At 
what Mach number is the airplane flying? 

• Solution 
From App. A, for an altitude of8 km,p = 3.5651 x 104 N/m2• Hence, in Eq. (4.79), 

Po,. _ 9 27 x 10
4 

p:- 3.565lxl04 26 

Eq. (4.79) is an implicit relation for M1; there is no easy way that we can turn the equa
tion inside out and obtain an explicit analytic relation for M1 = f( 11o,. lp;). So let us solve 
Eq. (4.79) for M1 by trial and error, by assuming various values of M1 and ultimately 
finding the value that gives ( tlo, lp;) = 2.6. Repeating Eq. 4.79, 

r 
Po, = [ ("' + 1)

2 M: Jr-l 1 -y 2y M: 
P1 4-pM{ - 2(y -l) y ... l 

For y = 1.4, this equation becomes 

Po,. = 576M1 (-0.1667+1.1667M:) 
[ 

2 ]35 

P1 5.6M{ - 0 8 
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Results from this equation are shown in the following table: 

[ S.16Mf r p., 

Mt (assumed) S.6M; -0.8 (-0.1667 + 1.1667 Mf) P t 

1 1.893 1 1.893 
1.1 1.713 1.245 2.133 
1.2 1.591 1.513 2.408 
1.3 1.503 1.805 2.71 
1.25 1.544 1.656 2.557 
1.26 1.535 1.686 2.587 
1.27 1.527 1.715 2.619 

Comparing the right-hand column with the given value of Po,. lp1 = 2.6, we see that, to 
three significant figures, the value of Po,. lp1= 2.587 is the closest. This corresponds to 
the assumed value ofM1 = 1.26. Hence, the Mach number of the F-102A in this case is 

!Ml - 1.261 

4.11.4 Summary 

As a summary of the measurement of airspeed, note that different results apply to 
different regimes of flight: low speed (incompressible), high-speed subsonic, and 
supersonic. These differences are fundamental and serve as excellent examples 
of the application of the different laws of aerodynamics developed in previous 
sections. Moreover, many of the formulas developed in this section apply to 
other practical problems, as discussed in Sec. 4.12. 

4.12 SOME ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Section 4.11 contains information that is considerably more general than just the 
application to airspeed measurements. The purpose of this section is to elaborate 
on some of the ideas and results discussed in Sec. 4.11. 

4.12.1 More about Compressible Flow 

Equations (4.73) through (4.75), relatingthe ratios ofT0/T~,pl)p~, and{Jo //)1 to the 
local Mach number M~, apply in general to any isentropic flow. We state without 
proof that the values of T0, p0, and Po are constant throughout a given isentropic 
flow. In conjunction with Eqs. (4.73) to (4.75), this fact gives us a powerful tool 
for the analysis of an isentropic flow. For example, let us again consider the 
isentropic flow over an airfoil, which was the problem solved in Example 4.12. 
But now we have more information and a broader perspective from which to 
approach this problem. 
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Consider the isentropic flow over the airfoil sketched in Fig. 4.30. The free-stream pres
sure, velocity, and density are 2116lb/ft2, 500 rnilh, and 0.002377 slug/ft3, respectively. 
At a given point A on the airfoil, the pressure is 1497 lb/ft2• What are the Mach number 
and the velocity at point A? 

• Solution 
This example is the same as Example 4.12, with the additional requirement to calculate 
the Mach number at point A. However, we use a different solution procedure in this 
example. First we calculate the free-stream Mach number, as follows: 

T .. = p .. = 2116 ;.}~.goR 
p,.R o. 002377 ( 1716) 

a..= ._)RT .. = J (1.4)(1716}(518.8) - 1116.4 ft/s 

v .. = 500mi.ih = 5oo(!~ )tt/s = 733.3 ft/s 

M .. = V .. = 733·3 = 0.6568 
a.. 1116.4 

The free-stream total temperature is, from Eq. (4.73), 

To.. = 1 + y - 1 M! = 1 1 0.2(0.6568)2 = 1.0863 
T.. 2 

10_ = 1.0863f ... = 1.0863(5 18 P) = S63.6°R 

The free-stream total pressure is, from Eq. (4.74), 

Po..= 1+ y -I M! = (1 0863)35 = 1.336 
( )

rl( ,- 1) 

p.. 2 

P$- = 1.336(2116) = 2827lb/ft2 

,'II 

v. 
p. 

r. 
h.. 
r~ 

l-.ntln'l>l~ O.o,. 

I' •<>~JII•J..._ 
To·~~I•Tn.. 

Figure 4.30 Total pressure and total temperature are 
constant throughout an isentropic flow. 
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Because the total temperature and total pressure are constant throughout the isentropic 
flow over the airfoil, the total temperature and total pressure at point A are the same as 
the free-stream values: 

Tl}_. =To..= 563.6°R 

Pa,. =Po.. =2827lb/ft2 

We can solve fortheMachnumber at point A by applying Eq. (4.74) at point A: 

Po,. = 1 +r-1M~ ( )

r<Y-1 

PA 2 

2827 = (1 - 0 2M2 )3.5 
1497 . A 

or 1 + 0 ,2M~ = (1.888)1135 = (1.888t 2857 = 1.1991 

or MA = 11.1991 - 1 = 10.99771 
'J 0.2 

Note: The Mach number at point A is essentially I; we have nearly sonic flow at point A. 
The static temperature at pointA can be obtained from Eq. (4.73): 

~ r - 1 2 2 - = 1+ - MA = 1 - 0.2(0 .9955) = 1.1982 
TA 2 

T _ To,. 563.6 = 470.4oR 
A - L1982 1.1982 

(Note: This result for TA = 470.4°R agrees well with the value of 470.1 °R calculated in 
Example 4.12; the difference is due to roundoff error produced by carrying just four sig
nificant figures and the author's doing the calculations on a hand calculator.) 

The velocity at point A can be obtained as follows: 

aA = ..[fRTA = J1.4(1716)(470.4) = 1063 ft/s 

VA = a AMA = 1063(0.9955) = 1058 ft/s l 

(Note: This agrees well with the result VA= 1061 ftls calculated in Example 4.12.) 
The calculation procedure used in Example 4.32 is slightly longer than that 

used in Example 4.12; however, it is a more fundamental approach than that used in 
Example 4.12. Return to Example 4.12, and note that we had to employ a value of the 
specific heat cP to solve the problem. However, in the present calculation we did not 
need a value of Cp. Indeed, the explicit use of Cp is not necessary in solving isentropic 
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compressible flows. Instead, we used rand M to solve this example. The ratio of specific 
heats r and the Mach number Mare both examples of similarity parameters in aerody
namics. The concept and power of the similarity parameters for governing fluid flows are 
something you will study in more advanced treatments than this book. Suffice it to say 
here that Mach number is a powerful governing parameter for compressible flow and that 
the results depend on the value of 1< which is usually a fixed value for a given gas (y = 
1.4 for air, as we use here) . Example 4.32 shows the power of using M and yfor solving 
compressible flow problems. We will continue to see the power of Mandrin some of 
our subsequent discussions. 

4.12.2 More about Equivalent Airspeed 

Equivalent airspeed was introduced in Sec. 4.11.1 and expressed by Eq. ( 4.67) 
for low-speed flight, where the flow is assumed to be incompressible. However, 
the concept of equivalent airspeed has a broader meaning than just a value that 
comes from an airspeed indicator, which uses the standard sea-level density to 
determine its readout, as first explained in Sec. 4.11.1. 

The general definition of equivalent airspeed can be introduced by the fol
lowing example. Consider a Lockheed-Martin F -16 fighter cruising at a velocity 
of300 m/s at an altitude of7 km, where the free-stream density is 0.59 kg/m3. The 
velocity of300 m/s is the airplane's true airspeed. At this speed and altitude, the 

dynamic pressure is tPooY~ = }(0 ,50)(30W = 2.6~~ X 1 04N/m2 
. It is impor

tant to reinforce that dynamic pressure is a definition, defined by the quantity 
t P .. Y~. This definition holds no matter what the flight regime is-subsonic, 
supersonic, or whatever-and whether the flow is incompressible or compress
ible. Dynamic pressure q .. is just the definition 

q~ • tP].! 

Now imagine the F-16 flying at standard sea level, where the free-stream density 
is 1.23 kg/IIi. Question: What velocity would it have to have at standard sea level to 
experience the same dynamic pressure that it had when flying at 300 m/s at the altitude of 
7 km? The answer is easy to calculate: 

( q- ) ••• lcwol - ( q .. )7 km 

( t p,.V.;)sca level .. (tJl..V.!)Hm 

Dropping the subscripts OQ for convenience, we have 

v ... lo .. l = V; km (E.._)
112 

P .• 
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where pis the density at 7 km and p, is the standard sea-level density. Putting in 
the numbers, we have 

(
0 59 )l-12 V.ea levcl = 300 _. - = 207.8 m/s 
L23 

Hence, the F-16 flying at 300 rn!s at 7-km altitude would have to fly at a velocity of 
207.8 rn!s at standard sea level to experience the same dynamic pressure. By definition, 
the F-16 flying at 300 rn!s at 7-km altitude has an equivalent airspeed of207.8 rn!s. 

This leads to the more general definition of equivalent airspeed, as fol
lows. Consider an airplane flying at some true airspeed at some altitude. Its 
equivalent airspeed at this condition is defined as the velocity at which it 
would have to fly at standard sea level to experience the same dynamic pres
sure. The equation for equivalent airspeed is straightforward, as obtained in 
the preceding. It is 

v. .. v E... 
( )

112 

P .• 

where v. is the equivalent airspeed, Vis the true velocity at some altitude, pis the 
density at that altitude, and p. is the standard sea-level density. 

In retrospect, our first discussion of v. in Sec. 4.11.1 is consistent with our 
discussions here; however, in Sec. 4.11.1, our discussion was focused on air· 
speed measurements in an incompressible flow. 

The concept of equivalent airspeed is useful in studies of airplane per
formance that involve the aerodynamic lift and drag of airplanes. The lift and 
drag depend on the dynamic pressure, q., as we will see inCh. 5. Giving the 
equivalent airspeed of an airplane is the same as stating its dynamic pressure, 
as discussed previously. Therefore, equivalent airspeed is sometimes used as a 
convenience in reporting and analyzing airplane performance data. 

4.13 SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
AND ROCKET ENGINES 

For more than a century, projectiles such as bullets and artillery shells have 
been fired at supersonic velocities. However, the main aerodynamic interest in 
supersonic flows arose after World War II with the advent of jet aircraft and 
rocket-propelled guided missiles. As a result, almost every aerodynamic labo
ratory has an inventory of supersonic and hypersonic wind tunnels to simulate 
modern high-speed flight. In addition to their practical importance, supersonic 
wind tunnels are an excellent example of the application of the fundamental laws 
of aerodynamics. The flow through rocket engine nozzles is another example of 
the same laws. In fact, the basic aerodynamics of supersonic wind tunnels and 
rocket engines are essentially the same, as discussed in this section. 
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First consider isentropic flow in a stream tube, as sketched in Fig. 4.2. From 
the continuity equation, Eq. (4.2), 

pAV = const 

or lnp + 1n A+ 1n V = 1n (consr) 

Differentiating, we obtain 

dl) + dA + dV = O 
p A V 

Recalling the momentum equation, Eq. (4.8) (Euler's), we obtain 

dp = - pVdV 

Hence 
- dp 

p- - VdV 

Substitute Eq. (4.81) into (4.80'): 

_ d~ V dV + dA + dV = O 
dp A V 

Because the flow is isentropic, 

dp - 1 
dp dpldj) 

Thus, Eq. (4.82) becomes 

Rearranging, we get 

dA = ~- dV =(~- l)dV 
A a V a V 

or 

(4.80) 

(4.81) 

(4.82) 

(4.83) 

Equation (4.83) is called the area-velocity relation, and it contains a wealth 
of information about the flow in the stream tube shown in Fig. 4.2. First note 
the mathematical convention that an increasing velocity and an increasing area 
correspond to positive values of dV and dA, respectively, whereas a decreasing 
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velocity and a decreasing area correspond to negative values of dV and dA. This 
is the normal convention for differentials from differential calculus. With this in 
mind, Eq. ( 4.83) yields the following physical phenomena: 

1. If the flow is subsonic (M < 1), for the velocity to increase (dVpositive), 
the area must decrease (dA negative); that is, when the flow is subsonic, 
the area must converge for the velocity to increase. This is sketched in 
Fig. 4.3la. This same result was observed in Sec. 4.2 for incompressible 
flow. Of course incompressible flow is, in a sense, a singular case of 
subsonic flow, where M -7 0. 

2. If the flow is supersonic (M > I), for the velocity to increase ( dV 
positive), the area must also increase ( dA positive); that is, when the flow 
is supersonic, the area must diverge for the velocity to increase. This is 
sketched in Fig. 4.3lb. 

3. If the flow is sonic (M = I), then Eq. ( 4.83) yi elds for the velocity 

dV 1 dA idA 

v 0 A 

which at first glance says that dV!V is infinitely large. However, on a 
physical basis, the velocity, and hence the change in velocity dV, at 
all times must be finite. This is only common sense. Thus, looking at 
Eq. (4.84), we see that the only way for dV!Vto be finite is to have 
dA!A = O· so 

' 
dV IdA 0 . - = --= - = fimte number 
V 0 A 0 

(4.84) 

That is, in the language of differential calculus, dV!V is an indeterminate 
form of 0/0 and hence can have a finite value. In turn, if dA!A = 0, the 
stream tube has a minimum area at M = I. This minimum area is called a 
throat and is sketched in Fig. 4.3lc. 

Therefore, to expand a gas to supersonic speeds, starting with a stagnant 
gas in a reservoir, the preceding discussion says that a duct of a sufficiently 

~ ~ 
• • • • 

M= I 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.31 Results from the area-velocity relation. 
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~Exit 
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Reservoir 

Po 

To 

v"' o 

Throat 

' M< ~---T--~ 
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Supersonic 

(a) Supersonic wind tunnel nozzle 

Combustion 
chamber 
Po M<IM ~ l 
To 
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M >l 

::----:--. Flow 
Supersonic 

(b) Rocket engine nozzle 

Figure 4.32 Supersonic nozzle shapes. 

p, 

T, 

converging-diverging shape must be used. This is sketched in Fig. 4.32, where 
typical shapes for supersonic wind tunnel nozzles and rocket engine nozzles are 
shown. In both cases, the flow starts out with a very low velocity V"" 0 in the 
reservoir, expands to high subsonic speeds in the convergent section, reaches 
Mach 1 at the throat, and then goes supersonic in the divergent section down
stream of the throat. In a supersonic wind tunnel, smooth, uniform flow at the 
nozzle exit is usually desired; therefore, a long, gradually converging and diverg
ing nozzle is employed, as shown at the top of Fig. 4.32. For rocket engines, the 
flow quality at the exit is not quite as important; but the weight of the nozzle is 
a major concern. For the weight to be minimized, the engine's length is mini
mized, which gives rise to a rapidly diverging, bell-like shape for the supersonic 
section, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 4.32. A photograph of a typical rocket 
engine is shown in Fig. 4.33. 

The real flow through nozzles such as those sketched in Fig. 4.32 is closely 
approximated by isentropic flow, because little or no heat is added or taken 
away through the nozzle walls and a vast core of the flow is virtually fric
tionless. Therefore, Eqs. (4.73) to (4.75) apply to nozzle flows. Here the total 
pressure and temperature Po and T0 remain constant throughout the flow, and 
Eqs. (4.73) to (4.75) can be interpreted as relating conditions at any point in 
the flow to the stagnation conditions in the reservoir. For example, consider 
Fig. 4.32, which illustrates the reservoir conditions Po and T0 where V"" 0. 
Consider any cross section downstream of the reservoir. The static tempera
ture, density, and pressure at this section are T~, p~, and p~, respectively. If the 
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\ 
Figure 4.33 A typical rocket engine. Shown is a small rocket designed by 
Messerschmitt-Bollcow-Blohm for European satellite launching. 
(Photo courtesy of the John Anderson Collection.) 

Mach number M1 is known at this point, then T1, P1, and P1 can be found from 
Eqs. (4.73) to (4.75) as 

(4.85) 

(4.86) 

[ 1 2 f YI(r-1) 
P1 • Po 1 + HY - l)M. J (4.87) 

Again, Eqs. (4.85) to (4.87) demonstrate the power of the Mach number in mak
ing aerodynamic calculations. The variation of Mach number itself through the 
nozzle is strictly a function of the ratio of the cross-sectional area to the throat 
area AlA,. This relation can be developed from the aerodynamic fundamentals 
already discussed; the resulting form is 

(
A J _ 1 [ 2 ( r - 1 2](,.t)l(..-1> 

- - -;-;2 -- 1+--M 
A, M r+1 2 

(4.88) 

Therefore, the analysis of isentropic flow through a nozzle is relatively 
straightforward. The procedure is summarized in Fig. 4.34. Consider that the 
nozzle shape, and hence AlA, is given as shown in Fig. 4.34a. Then, from 
Eq. ( 4.88), the Mach number can be obtained (implicitly). Its variation is sketched 
in Fig. 4.34b. BecauseM is now known through the nozzle, Eqs. (4.85) to (4.87) 
give the variations of T, p, and p, which are sketched in Fig. 4.34c to e. The 
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(a) X 

directions of these variations are important and should be noted. From Fig. 4.34, 
the Mach number continuously increases through the nozzle, going from near 
zero in the reservoir to M = 1 at the throat and to supersonic values downstream 
of the throat. In turn, p, T, and p begin with their stagnation values in the reser
voir and continuously decrease to low values at the nozzle exit. Hence, a super
sonic nozzle flow is an expansion process in which pressure decreases through 
the nozzle. In fact, this pressure decrease provides the mechanical force for push
ing the flow through the nozzle. If the nozzle shown in Fig. 4.34a is simply 
set out by itself in a laboratory, obviously nothing will happen; the air will not 
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start to rush through the nozzle of its own accord. Instead, to establish the flow 
sketched in Fig. 4.34, we must provide a high-pressure source at the inlet, and/or 
a low-pressure source at the exit, with the pressure ratio at just the right value, as 
prescribed by Eq. ( 4.87) and sketched in Fig. 4.34c. 

You are given the job of designing a supersonic wind tunnel that has a Mach 2 flow at 
standard sea-level conditions in the test section. What reservoir pressure and temperature 
and what arearatioA.IA, are required to obtain these conditions? 

• Solution 
The static pressurep. = 1 atm= 1.01 x 105 N/m2, and the static temperature T. = 288.16 K, 
from conditions at standard sea level. These are the desired conditions at the exit of the 
nozzle (the entrance to the test section). The necessary reservoir conditions are obtained 
from Eqs. (4.85) and(4.87): 

To =I + r - 1M2= 1+ t 4 - l{22) - I.8 
T 2 e 2 

e 

Thus To - 187; =I8(288.16)= (518.7KJ 

Po= I+ y - 1 M; = (1 .8)3s =7,82 
( )

y/.(y-1) 

Pe 2 

The area ratio is obtained fromEq. (4.88): 

Hence 

(
A. J _ I [ 2 ( y - I 2 )~(,+ o)i(r-'l 
- - 2 - 1+ - M 
A, M r+ I 2 

2 ( 0 4 2]2.4/04 
= - I+ - 2 - 2.85 

2.4 2 

1_= 1 69 
Ar 

-----------------------------• The reservoir temperature and pressure of a supersonic wind tunnel are 600°R and 
10 atm, respectively. The Mach number of the flow in the test section is 3. A blunt
nosed model like that shown at the left in Fig. 4.28b is inserted in the test section flow. 
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Calculate the pressure, temperature, and density at the stagnation point (at the nose of 
the body). 

• Solution 
The flow conditions in the test section are the same as those at the nozzle exit. Hence, 
in the test section, we obtain the exit pressure from Eq. (4.87), recalling that 1 atm = 

2116lb/ft2: 

[ 
2r/(r -I) 

P. = Po 1 + } (y-I)M, 

= 10(2116)[1 + 0.5(0.4)(3)2]-3.S 

= 576lbtfe 

The pressure at the stagnation point on the model is the total pressure behind a normal 
wave because the stagnation streamline has traversed the normal portion of the curved 
bow shock wave in Fig. 4.28b and then has been isentropically compressed to zero 
velocity between the shock and the body. This is the same situation as that existing at the 
mouth of a Pi tot tube in supersonic flow, as described in Sec. 4 .11. 3. Hence the stagnation 
pressure is given by Eq. ( 4.79): 

P<>,. = Psu.g = (:y+ 1) M. l-y+2yM, 
[ 

2 2 ] y/(y-l) 2 

P1 p. 4yM; - 2(y-l) r + 1 

Psu.g =[ 2.42(32) J .sl-1.4+2(1.4)(32) 12.06 
p. 4(!.4)(32

) - 2(0.4) 2.4 

p""' = 12.06p. = 12.06(576) = l6947lb/ft
2

1 

The total temperature (not the static temperature) at the nozzle exit is the same as the 
reservoir temperature 

Tj},. = 79 
because the flow through the nozzle is isentropic and hence adiabatic. For an adiabatic 
flow, the total temperature is constant, as demonstrated by Eq. (4.42), where at two dif
ferent points in an adiabatic flow with different velocities if the flow is adiabatically 
slowed to zero velocity at both points, we obtain 

Hence To, - T<>,. ; that is, the total temperature at the two different points is the same. 
Therefore, in the present problem, the total temperature associated with the test section 
flow is equal to the total temperature throughout the nozzle expansion: Toe = T0 = 600° R. 
[Note that the static temperature of the test section flow is 214.3°R, obtained from 
Eq. (4.85).] Moreover, in traversing a shock wave (see Fig. 4.27), the total tempera
ture is unchanged; that is, the total temperature behind the shock wave on the model 
is also 600°R (although the static temperature behind the shock is less than 600°R). 
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Finally, because the flow is isentropically compressed to zero velocity at the stag
nation point, the stagnation point temperature is the total temperature, which also 
stays constant through the isentropic compression. Hence, the gas temperature at the 
stagnation point is 

From the equation of state, 

= Psu.g = 
6947 

= '?Ji067 slug!ftl l 
Psu.g RTsu.g 1716(600) E -

----------------------------~· In the combustion chamber of a rocket engine, kerosene and oxygen are burned, resulting 
in a hot, high-pressure gas mixture in the combustion chamber with the following condi
tions and properties: To= 3144K,p0 = 20 atm,R= 378 J/(kg)(K), and r = 1.26. The pres
sure at the exit of the rocket nozzle is 1 atm, and the throat area of the nozzle is 0.1 m2. 
Assuming isentropic flow through the rocket nozzle, calculate (a) the velocity at the exit 
and (b) the mass flow through the nozzle. 

• Solution 
a. To obtain the velocity at the exit, let us first obtain the temperature, next the speed of 
sound, and then the Mach number, leading to the velocity. We note that the combustion 
chamber conditions are the "reservoir" conditions sketched in Fig. 4.32; this is why the 
combustion chamber pressure and temperature have been denoted by Po and To. respec
tively. Because the flow is isentropic, from Eq. ( 4.46) we have 

(
f. )Yir-1 Pe = ...!.. 

Po To 

( )

y/y-1 ( 1 ) 026jl.26 

T. -To ~ = (3144) 
20 

= 1694 K 

or a, = 'lrzrr; = J .26(378)(1694) - 898.2rnls 

The Mach number at the exit is given by Eq. (4.73): 

To _ 1 y - lMz 
- - +-- • T. 2 

or M; = _2_(10-l)= 
2 

(
3144

-1)-6.584 r - 1 r. 1261\1694 

or M, = 2.566 
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Hence V. dl,a, = 2.566(898.2) = 12305Dlls. 

b. The mass flow is given by the product pAVevaluated at any cross section of the 
nozzle. Because we are given the area of the throat, the obvious location at which to 
evaluate p AVis the throat; that is, 

m = fib* A* V* 

where p*, A*, and Jl"' are the density, area, and velocity, respectively, at the throat. We 
will use the fact that the Mach number at the throat is M* = 1. The pressure at the throat 
p* is given by Eq. ( 4.74): 

( 
1 ) y/(y-1) [ 0 26 ]1.26/0.26 

:~ = 1 + r ~ M*2 = 1 + 
2 

(t2) = (1.13)4846 = 1. 808 

Hence * - Po = 20(.0lxl0S) 
p - 1.808 1. 808 

The temperature at the throat is given by Eq. (4.73): 

To =l+r- 1M*2 -1 .13 
T* r 

T* = _2L = ~=2782.3K 
1.13 1.13 

a* : J'y~T* = J 1.26(378)(HII:!.3) -1 151m/s 

p * = L = 1.117 x 106 1.062 kg/m3 
RT* 378(2782.3) 

BecauseM* = 1, Jl"' = a* = 1151 m/s. Hence 

m -~* A* Vt = 1.062(o.1)(1151) = lm .2kgts l 

A supersonic wind tunnel is sketched in Fig. 4.35; this includes not only the convergent
divergent nozzle sketched in Fig. 4.32, but also a constant-area test section downstream 
of the nozzle, and a convergent-<iivergent supersonic diffuser downstream of the test sec
tion. The function of the supersonic diffuser is to slow the supersonic flow from the test 
section to a relatively benign low-speed subsonic flow at the exit of the diffuser. A super
sonic wind tunnel has two locations where a local minimum cross-sectional area exists. 
In Fig. 4.35, location 1 in the nozzle is called the first throat, with areaA,.1• Shock waves 
occur at the entrance to the diffuser, as sketched in Fig. 4.35, and the flow Mach number 
is progressively reduced as the flow passes through these shock waves. Also, because 
the total pressure decreases across a shock wave, as described in Section 4.11.3, there 
is a net loss of total pressure in the diffuser upstream of the second throat. As a result 
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rf throat 
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RESERVOIR M=3 

TEST DIFFUSER 

SECTION 

Figure 4.35 Schematic of a supersonic wind tunne], showing the first and 
second throats. 

of this total pressure loss, the second throat area, A,.z, must be larger than the first throat 
area, A1•1• Prove this statement by deriving an equation for the ratio Ad A1•1 as a function 
of total pressure at the second throat, Po,., and total pressure at the first throat, Po1• Assume 
locally sonic :flow at both locations. 

• Solution 
The mass :flow through the tunnel is constant, so that at the first and second throats, 

(E 4.36.1) 

Because m = pAV, Eq. (E 4.36.1) becomes 

(E4.36.2) 

The first and second throats are local minimum areas in the tunnel, so we assume that the 
local Mach numbers are M41 = M,.z = 1. That is, the velocity at each of the throats is sonic 
velocity. Hence, from Eq. (E 4.36.2) 

P, A,, a, = Pz A.,z t.l2 

or 

p,A,. 'l.:yR1; - P A, , .. / rRTz (E4.36.3) 

From the equation of state,p = pRT, Eq. (E 4.36.3) can be written as 

or 
p A,,, - p A,,z 
""Jt;- - Jr;- (E4.36.4) 
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At the first throat, from Eqs. (4.73) and (4.74), withM,1 = l, we have 

Te) _ l y - 1 Mz _ l y- 1 _ y + 1 - + tl- + -

or 

and 

or 

7; 2 ' 2 2 

2 7; ~ - - - TIV 
r+l 

r r 
Po) - (~ r -1M2 )r' -("'+ lr, - - +-- 12 - --
p, 2 ' 2 

- r 

(
r+ l]Y-T 

P· ~ T) Po,l 

Through a similar derivation at the second throat, with M1.2 = l, we have 

and 

2 
7; =--TIU 

y+l 

(
r+ 1ji~, 

p , a z } Po;t 

(E4.36.5) 

(E4.36.6) 

(E4.36.7) 

(E4.36.8) 

Substituting Eqs. (E 4.36.5), (E 4.36.6), (E 4.36.7), and (E 4.36.8) into (E 4.36.4), we get 

Po ,An = P!).A.z 
..jTe,, JTo; (E4.36.9) 

The flow in the wind tunnel sketched in Fig. 4.35 is adiabatic; no heat is being arlded 
or taken away in the tunnel. This applies also to the shock waves in the diffuser; the flow 
across a shock wave is adiabatic (but not isentropic). As demonstrated in Example 4.34, 
the total temperature is constant in an adiabatic flow. Thus, throughout the flow in the 
wind tunnel, the total temperature remains constant In particular, 

4,1 = 7;,,2 

With this, we get 

(E4.36.10) 

Because there is a loss of total pressure in the diffuser,p • .2 <p•·" and from Eq. (E 4.36.10) 
we know that the second throat is larger than the first throat. Indeed, if A1.2 were made 
smaller than that dictated by Eq. (E 4.36.10), the diffuser would not be able to pass the 
mass flow that comes from the nozzle; the flow in the tunnel would break down and 
the supersonic flow in the test section would become subsonic. In such a case, the tun
nel is said to be "choked." Further discussion of this subject is beyond the scope of this 
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book. See Anderson, Modem Compressible Flow with Historical Perspective, 3rd ed., 
McGraw-Hill, New York, 2003, for more details. 

Consider a supersonic wind tunnel as sketched in Fig. 4.35. The reservoir pressure is 5 atm. 

The area of the first throat (location 1 in Fig. 4.35) is 100 cni. The static pressure measured 
at a pressure tap in the wall of the second throat (location 2 in Fig. 4.35) is 0.87 atm. The local 
Mach number at the second throat is Mr:2 = 1. Calculate the area of the second throat, Au. 

• Solution 
From Eq. (E 4.36.10) in Example 4.36, we have 

A,,z = Po,1 
A,,, Po,z 

The total pressure at the first throat is equal to the reservoir pressure; thus 

P0•1 = 5 atm 

(E4.36.10) 

The total pressure at the second throat, Po:l• where the local Mach number Mr:2 = 1, can be 
calculated from the given static pressure at the second throat,Plo From Eq. (4.74), 

r r 

~: = (1 + r ~ 1 Mf;~-) r l = ( 'P; 1 J I = (I.~i~ = 1.893 

Thus, Po:2 = 1.893 P2 = 1.893 (0.87) = 1.6468 atm. Substituting these results into 
Eq. (E 4.36.10), we have 

A,,_ - A,~(Po,l )= (loc)( 5 )= p03.6 cm21 
Po:2 1.6468 

4.14 DISCUSSION OF COMPRESSIBILITY 
We have been stating all along that flows in which M < 0.3 can be treated as 
essentially incompressible and, conversely, that flows in which M <:: 0.3 should 
be treated as compressible. We are now in a position to prove this. 

Consider a gas at rest (V = 0) with density p0• Now accelerate this gas isen
tropically to some velocity V and Mach number M. Obviously the thermody
namic properties of the gas will change, including the density. In fact, the change 
in density will be given by Eq. (4.75): 

- = 1+ - M 
Po ( r - 1 2)H(Y I) 

p 2 

For r = 1.4, this variation of pi Po is given in Fig. 4.36. Note that forM< 0.3, the 
density change in the flow is less than 5 percent; that is, the density is essentially 
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Mach number 

Figure 4.36 Density variation with Mach number for r = 1.4, showing region where the 
density change is less than 5 percent. 

constant for M < 0.3, and for all practical purposes the flow is incompressible. 
Therefore, we have just demonstrated the validity of this statement: 

ForM< 0.3, the flow can be treated as incompressible. 

4.15 INTRODUCTION TO VISCOUS FLOW 
This is a good time to look back to our road map in Fig. 4.1. We have now 
completed the left side of this road map--inviscid flow with some applica
tions. Examine again the boxes on the left side, and make certain that you 
feel comfortable with the material represented by each box. There are many 
aerodynamic applications in which the neglect of friction is quite reasonable 
and in which the assumption of inviscid flow leads to useful and reasonably 
accurate results. 
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Frictionless now: no drag 

4.16 Introduction to Viscous Flow 

V Separated 
0 now 

Real now: finite drae 

Figure 4.37 Comparison between ideal frictionless flow and real flow with the effects of 
friction. 

Figure 4.38 Frictionless flow. 

The streamline that is right on 
the surface slip$ over the surface. 

However, in numerous other practical problems the effect of friction is 
dominant, and we now turn our attention to such problems. This constitutes 
the right side of our road map in Fig. 4.1-viscous fiow, which is fiow with 
friction. Indeed, in some fiows the fundamental behavior is governed by the 
presence of friction between the airflow and a solid surface. A classic example 
is sketched in Fig. 4.37, which shows the low-speed flow over a sphere. At the 
left is sketched the flow field that would exist if the flow were inviscid. For such 
an ideal, frictionless flow, the streamlines are symmetric; and amazingly, there 
is no aerodynamic force on the sphere. The pressure distribution over the for
ward surface exactly balances that over the rear surface, and hence there is no 
drag (no force in the flow direction). However, this purely theoretical result is 
contrary to common sense; in real life there is a drag force on the sphere tending 
to retard the motion of the sphere. The failure of the theory to predict drag was 
bothersome to early 19th-century aerodynamicists and was even given a name: 
d 'Alembert's paradox. The problem is caused by not including friction in the 
theory. The real flow over a sphere is sketched on the right in Fig. 4.37. The 
flow separates on the rear surface of the sphere, setting up a complicated flow in 
the wake and causing the pressure on the rear surface to be less than that on the 
forward surface. Hence, a drag force is exerted on the sphere, as shown by D in 
Fig. 4.37. The difference between the two flows in Fig. 4.37 is simply friction, 
but what a difference! 

Consider the flow of a gas over a solid surface, such as the airfoil sketched 
in Fig. 4.38. According to our previous considerations of frictionless flows, we 
considered the flow velocity at the surface as being a finite value, such as V2 

shown in Fig. 4.38; that is, because of the lack of friction, the streamline right at 
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Figure 4.39 Flow in real life, with friction. The thlckness of the boundary layer is greatly 
overemphasized for clarity. 

the surface slips over the surface. In fact, we stated that if the flow is incompress
ible, V2 can be calculated from Bernoulli's equation: 

p, + }PV.2 = P1 + }p~2 

However, in real life, the flow at the surface adheres to the surface because 
of friction between the gas and the solid material; that is, right at the surface, the 
flow velocity is zero, and there is a thin region of retarded flow in the vicinity of 
the surface, as sketched in Fig. 4.39. This region of viscous flow that has been 
retarded owing to friction at the surface is called a boundary layer. The inner 
edge of the boundary layer is the solid surface itself, such as point a in Fig. 4.39, 
where V= 0. The outer edge of the boundary layer is given by point b, where the 
flow velocity is essentially the value given by V2 in Fig. 4.38. That is, point bin 
Fig. 4.39 is essentially equivalent to point 2 in Fig. 4.38. In this fashion, the flow 
properties at the outer edge of the boundary layer in Fig. 4.39 can be calculated 
from a frictionless flow analysis, as pictured in Fig. 4.38. This leads to an impor
tant conceptual point in theoretical aerodynamics: A flow field can be split into 
two regions, one region in which friction is important (in the boundary layer near 
the surface) and another region of frictionless flow (sometimes called potential 
flow) outside the boundary layer. This concept was first introduced by Ludwig 
Prandtl in 1904, and it revolutionized modem theoretical aerodynamics. 

It can be shown experimentally and theoretically that the pressure through 
the boundary layer in a direction perpendicular to the surface is constant. That 
is, if we let p. and Pb be the static pressures at points a and b, respectively, in 
Fig. 4.39, thenp. = Pb· This is an important phenomenon. This is why a surface 
pressure distribution calculated from frictionless flow (Fig. 4.38) many times 
gives accurate results for the real-life surface pressures; it is because the fric
tionless calculations give the correct pressures at the outer edge of the boundary 
layer (point b), and these pressures are impressed without change through the 
boundary layer right down to the surface (point a). The preceding statements 
are reasonable for slender aerodynamic shapes such as the airfoil in Fig. 4.39; 
they do not hold for regions of separated flow over blunt bodies, as previously 
sketched in Fig. 4.37. Such sep·arated flows are discussed in Sec. 4.20. 

Refer again to Fig. 4.39. The boundary layer thickness o grows as the flow 
moves over the body; that is, m.ore and more of the flow is affected by friction 
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Figure 4.40 Velocity profile through a boundary layer. 

as the distance along the surface increases. In addition, the presence of friction 
creates a shear stress at the surface 'tw. This shear stress has dimensions of force/ 
area and acts in a direction tangential to the surface. Both o and 'tw are important 
quantities, and a large part of boundary layer theory is devoted to their calcula
tion. As we will see, 'tw gives rise to a drag force called skin friction drag, hence 
attesting to its importance. Subsequent sections will give equations for the cal
culation of o and 'tw. 

Looking more closely at the boundary layer, we see that a velocity profile 
through the boundary layer is sketched in Fig. 4.40. The velocity starts out at 
zero at the surface and increases continuously to its value of V2 at the outer edge. 
Let us set up coordinate axes x and y such that x is parallel to the surface and 
y is normal to the surface, as shown in Fig. 4.40. By definition, a velocity profile 
gives the variation of velocity in the boundary layer as a function of y. In general, 
the velocity profiles at different x stations are different. 

The slope of the velocity profile at the wall is of particular importance 
because it governs the wall shear stress. Let (dV/dy )y=O be defined as the velocity 
gradient at the wall. Then the shear stress at the wall is given by 

(
dV) -r = -•• f..l d 

y y=O 
(4.89) 

where fl. is called the absolute viscosity coefficient (or simply the viscosity) of the 
gas. The viscosity coefficient has dimensions of mass/(length)(time), as can be 
verified fromEq. ( 4.89) combined with Newton's second law.lt is a physical prop
erty of the fluid; fl. is different for different gases and liquids. Also, fl. varies with T. 
For liquids, fl. decreases as T increases (we all know that oil gets ''thinner'' when 
the temperature is increased). But for gases, fl. increases as T increases (air gets 
''thicker'' when temperature is increased). For air at standard sea-level temperature, 

f..L = L7894x lo-s kg/(m)(s) = 3.1l13x 10-7 slug/(ft)(s) 

The variation of fl. with temperature for air is given in Fig. 4.41. 
In this section we are simply introducing the fundamental concepts of boundary 

layer flows; such concepts are essential to the practical calculation of aerodynamic 
drag, as we will soon appreciate. In this spirit, we introduce another important 
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Figure 4.41 Variation of viscosity coefficient with temperature. 
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Figure 4.42 Growth of the boundary layer thickness. 

dimensionless "number," a number of importance and impact on aerodynam
ics equal to those of the Mach number discussed earlier-the Reynolds number. 
Consider the development of a boundary layer on a surface, such as the fiat plate 
sketched in Fig. 4.42. Let x be measured from the leading edge-that is, the front 
tip of the plate. Let V oo be the flow velocity far upstream of the plate. (The subscript 
oo is commonly used to denote conditions far upstream of an aerodynamic body, the 
free-stream conditions.) The Reynolds number Re,. is defined as 

Re = PooV .. x 
X /1.o (4.90) 

Note that Rex is dimensionless and that it varies linearly with x. For this 
reason, Rex is sometimes called a local Reynolds number, because it is based on 
the local coordinate x. 
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Up to this point in our discussion of aerodynamics, we have always con
sidered flow streamlines to be smooth and regular curves in space. However, in 
a viscous flow, and particularly in boundary layers, life is not quite so simple. 
There are two basic types of viscous flow: 

1. Laminar flow, in which the streamlines are smooth and regular and a fluid 
element moves smoothly along a streamline (Fig. 4.43a). 

2. Turbulent flow, in which the streamlines break up and a fluid element 
moves in a random, irregular, and tortuous fashion (Fig. 4.43b). 

The differences between laminar and turbulent flow are dramatic, and they have 
a major impact on aerodynamics. For example, consider the velocity profiles 
through a boundary layer, as sketched in Fig. 4.44. The profiles differ depending 
on whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. The turbulent profile is "fatter," or 
fuller, than the laminar profile. For the turbulent profile, from the outer edge to 
a point near the surface, the velocity remains reasonably close to the free-stream 
velocity; it then rapidly decreases to zero at the surface. In contrast, the laminar 
velocity profile gradually decreases to zero from the outer edge to the surface. 
Now consider the velocity gradient at the wall, (dV/dy)Y=O, which is the reciprocal 
of the slope of the curves shown in Fig. 4.44 evaluated aty = 0. From Fig. 4.44, 
it is clear that 

- for lammar flow < - for turbulent flow (dV) . (dV) 
dy y ..O dy y.() 

--------=------------------~=_, 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
(a) I .amjnar flow 

(b) Turbulent flow 

Figure 4.43 (a) Smooth motion of fluid 
elements in a laminar flow. (b) Tortuous, 
irregular motion of fluid elements in a 
turbulent flow. 
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Figure 4.44 Velocity pro:files for laminar and turbulent boundary 
layers. Note that the turbulent boundary layer thickness is larger 
than the laminar boundary layer thickness. 

Recalling Eq. ( 4.89) for 'tw leads us to the fundamental and highly important fact 
that laminar shear stress is less than turbulent shear stress: 

l'l" w laminar < 'Z'w turbulent I 

This obviously implies that the skin friction exerted on an airplane wing or body 
will depend on whether the boundary layer on the surface is laminar or turbulent, 
with laminar flow yielding the smaller skin friction drag. 

It appears to be almost universal in nature that systems with the maximum 
amount of disorder are favored. For aerodynamics, this means that the vast 
majority of practical viscous flows are turbulent. The boundary layers on most 
practical airplanes, missiles, ship hulls, and the like are turbulent, with the excep
tion of small regions near the leading edge, as we will soon see. Consequently, 
the skin friction on these surfaces is the higher, turbulent value. For the aerody
namicist, who is usually striving to reduce drag, this is unfortunate. However, 
the skin friction on slender shapes, such as wing cross sections (airfoils), can be 
reduced by designing the shape in such a manner as to encourage laminar flow. 
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Figure 4.45 Comparison of conventional and laminar flow airfoils. The pressure 
distributions shown are the theoretical results obtained by NACA and are for 0° angle of 
attack. The airfoil shapes are drawn to scale. 

x fc 

Figure 4.45 indicates how this can be achieved. Here two airfoils are shown; the 
standard airfoil (Fig. 4.45a) has a maximum thickness near the leading edge, 
whereas the laminar flow airfoil (Fig. 4.45b) has its maximum thickness near the 
middle of the airfoil. The pressure distributions on the top surface, of the airfoils 
are sketched above the airfoils in Fig. 4.45. Note that for the standard airfoil, 
the minimum pressure occurs near the leading edge, and there is a long stretch 
of increasing pressure from this point to the trailing edge. Turbulent boundary 
layers are encouraged by such increasing pressure distributions. Hence, the stan
dard airfoil is generally bathed in long regions of turbulent flow, with the atten
dant high skin friction drag. However, note that for the laminar flow airfoil, the 
minimum pressure occurs near the trailing edge, and there is a long stretch of 
decreasing pressure from the leading edge to the point of minimum pressure. 
Laminar boundary layers are encouraged by such decreasing pressure distribu
tions. Hence, the laminar flow airfoil can be bathed in long regions of laminar 
flow, thus benefiting from the reduced skin friction drag. 
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Figure 4.45 (continued) 

The North American P-51 Mustang (Fig. 4.46), designed at the outset of 
World War II, was the first production aircraft to employ a laminar flow airfoil. 
However, laminar flow is a sensitive phenomenon; it readily gets unstable and 
tries to change to turbulent flow. For example, the slightest roughness of the 
airfoil surface caused by such real-life effects as protruding rivets, imperfections 
in machining, and bug spots can cause a premature transition to turbulent flow 
in advance of the design condition. Therefore, most laminar flow airfoils used 
on production aircraft do not yiield the extensive regions of laminar flow that are 
obtained in controlled laboratory tests using airfoil models with highly polished, 
smooth surfaces. From this point of view, the early laminar flow airfoils were 
not successful. However, they were successful from an entirely different point 
of view: They were found to have excellent high-speed properties, postponing 
to a higher flight Mach number the large drag rise due to shock waves and flow 
separation encountered near Mach 1. (Such high-speed effects are discussed in 
Sees. 5.9 to 5.11.) As a result, the early laminar flow airfoils were extensively 
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Figure 4.46 The first airplane to incorporate a laminar flow airfoil for the wing section, the 
North American P-51 Mustang. Shown is a late-model Mustang, the P-510. 
(Source: From the collection of Hal Andrews.) 

used on jet-propelled airplanes during the 1950s and 1960s and are still employed 
on some modern high-speed aircraft. 

Given a laminar or turbulent flow over a surface, how do we actually cal
culate the skin friction drag? The answer is given in the following two sections. 

4.16 RESULTS FOR A LAMINAR 
BOUNDARY LAYER 
Consider again the boundary layer flow over a flat plate, as sketched in Fig. 4.42. 
Assume that the flow is laminar. The two physical quantities of interest are the 
boundary layer thickness o and shear stress 'tw at location x. Formulas for these 
quantities can be obtained from laminar boundary layer theory, which is beyond 
the scope of this book. However, the results, which have been verified by experi
ment, are as follows. The laminar boundary layer thickness is 

laminar ! (4.91) 

where Rex= p .. V .,x/p..., as defined in Eq. (4.90). It is remarkable that a phe
nomenon as complex as the development of a boundary layer, which depends 
at least on density, velocity, viscosity, and length of the surface, should be 
described by a formula as simple as Eq. (4.91). In this vein, Eq. (4.91) dem
onstrates the powerful influence of the Reynolds number, Re,. in aerodynamic 
calculations. 
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Note from Eq. (4.91) that the laminar boundary layer thickness varies inversely 
as the square root of the Reynolds number. Also, because Re, = p .. V ..;KIp.., then 
from Eq. (4.91) o= x 112; that is, the laminar boundary layer grows parabolically. 

The local shear stress 'tw is also a function of x, as sketched in Fig. 4.47. 
Rather than deal with 'tw directly, aerodynamicists find it more convenient to 
define a local skin friction coefficient ct. as 

(4.92) 

The skin friction coefficient is dimensionless and is defined as the local shear 
stress divided by the dynamic pressure at the outer edge of the boundary. From 
laminar boundary layer theory, 

laminar (4.93) 

where, as usual, Re. = p .. V .,;K/Ji. ... Equation (4.93) demonstrates the convenience 
of defining a dimensionless skin friction coefficient. On the one hand, the dimen
sional shear stress 'tw (as sketched in Fig. 4.47) depends on several quantities, 
such asp .. , v .. , andRe.; on the other hand, from Eq. (4.93), cf. is a function of 
Re. only. This convenience, obtained from using dimensionless coefficients and 
numbers, reverberates throughout aerodynamics. Relations between dimension
less quantities such as those given in Eq. (4.93) can be substantiated by dimen
sional analysis, a formal procedure to be discussed in Sec. 5.3. 

Combining Eqs. (4.92) and (4.93), we can obtain values of'tw from 

-rw = f (x) = 0.664q .. 
Jffi; (4.94) 

Note from Eqs. (4.93) and (4.94) that both c/. and 'tw for laminar boundary 
layers vary as x-112; that is, c!. and 'tw decrease along the surface in the flow direc
tion, as sketched in Fig. 4.47. The shear stress near the leading edge of a flat plate 
is greater than that near the trailing edge . 

.,.,.. ~ f(x). What is /(x)? 

Figure 4.47 Variation of shear stress with distance 
along the surface. 
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The variation oflocal shear stress 'tw along the surface allows us to calculate 
the total skin friction drag due to the airflow over an aerodynamic shape. Recall 
from Sec. 2.2 that the net aerodynamic force on any body is fundamentally due 
to the pressure and shear stress distributions on the surface. In many cases, it 
is this total aerodynamic force that is of primary interest. For example, if you 
mount a fiat plate parallel to the airstream in a wind tunnel and measure the force 
exerted on the plate by means of a balance of some sort, you are not measuring 
the local shear stress 'tw; rather, you are measuring the total drag due to skin 
friction being exerted over all the surface. This total skin friction drag can be 
obtained as follows. 

Consider a fiat plate of length L and unit width oriented parallel to the flow, 
as shown in perspective in Fig. 4.48. Consider also an infinitesimally small sur
face element of the plate oflength dx and width unity, as shown in Fig. 4.48. The 
local shear stress on this element is 1:.., a function of x. Hence, the force on this 
element due to skin friction is 'tw dx(l) = 'tw dx. The total skin friction drag is the 
sum of the forces on all the infinitesimal elements from the leading to the trailing 
edge; that is, we obtain the total skin friction drag D1 by integrating 'tx along the 
surface: 

Combining Eqs. (4.94) and (4.95) yields 

DJ = 0 664q~ J L dx = 0.664q~ J L dx 
o .jR.e; .Jp~V.. IJL~ o .JX 

D _ l.328q_L 
1 

- .Jp~V ..LIJL 

Let us define a total skin friction drag coefficient C1 as 

Voo 

I. ' X 

~ 
I~'- q::s-1 

Figure 4.48 Total drag is the integral of the local shear stress over the 
surface. 

(4.95) 

(4.96) 

(4.97) 
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where Sis the total area of the plate, S = L(1). Thus, from Eqs. (4.96) and (4.97), 

or 

C _ Dl _ 1.328q. L 
1 - q_L(l) - q_L(p,.V..,LJIJII-)111 

C _ 1.328 1 . I 
1 - rr;:::- anunar 

v"-et (4.98) 

where the Reynolds number is now based on the total length L; that is, ReL = 
p.,. v ..,L/ f.J.,.,. 

Do not confuse Eq. (4.98) with Eq. (4.93); they are different quantities. The 
local skin friction coefficient c!. in Eq. ( 4.93) is based on the local Reynolds num
ber Rex= p.,.V _x/J.i- and is a function of x. However, the total skin friction coef
ficient C1 is based on the Reynolds number for the plate length£: ReL = p.,.V ..,L/Ji-

We emphasize that Eqs. (4-91), (4.93), and (4.98) apply to laminar boundary 
layers only; for turbulent flow, the expressions are different. Also, these equa
tions are exact only for low-speed (incompressible) flow. However, they have 
been shown to be reasonably accurate for high-speed subsonic flows as well. For 
supersonic and hypersonic flows, where the velocity gradients within the bound
ary layer are so extreme and wlb.ere the presence of frictional dissipation creates 
very large temperatures within the boundary layer, the form of these equations 
can still be used for engineering approximations; but p and JL must be evaluated 
at some reference conditions germane to the flow inside the boundary layer. Such 
matters are beyond the scope of this book. 

Consider the flow of air over a small flat plate that is 5 em long in the flow direction 
and 1 m wide. The free-stream conditions correspond to standard sea level, and the flow 
velocity is 120 m/s. Assuming laminar flow, calculate 
{a) The boundary layer thickness at the downstream edge (the trailing edge). 
(b) The drag force on the plate. 

• Solution 
a. At the trailing edge of the plate, where x = 5 em = 0.05 m, the Reynolds number is, 
fromEq. (4.90), 

Re, = p~V .. x = (J.225 kg/m3){120 m/s)(O. n5 11)) 

f.l.~ 1.789 x 10-5 kg/(m)(s) 

FromEq. (4.91), 



4.18 Resu~s for a Laminar Boundary Layer 

Note how thin the boundary layer is-only 0.0406 em at the trailing edge. 
b. To obtain the skin friction drag, Eq. ( 4.98) gives, with L = 0.05 m, 

C _ 1.328 _ 1.328 _ 2 Q? X 10-3 
1 - Rer2 - (4.11 x Iifyn -

The drag can be obtained from the definition of the skin friction drag coefficient, 
Eq. (4.97), once q~ and S are known. 

q_ - tP-~ = !-(1.225)(12W = 8820 N/m2 

S = 0.0~1) = 0.05m2 

Thus, from Eq. (4.97), the drag on one suiface of the plate (say the top surface) is 

Top f't - q~S~ - 118;20(0 051t2 ,()l . .dtl.3) - 0 ~lJN 

Because both the top and bottom surfaces are exposed to the flow, the total friction drag 
will be double the above result: 

Total D1 = 1(0.~ ll) = lt,8l6 N l 

For the fiat plate in Example 4.38, calculate and compare the local shear stress at the 
locations I and 5 em from the front edge (the leading edge) of the plate, measured in the 
flow direction. 

• Solution 
The location x = 1 em is near the front edge of the plate. The local Reynolds number at 
this location, where x = I em = 0.01 m, is 

FromEq. (4.93), 

l.22S{I20)(0.L :) = i .211x Io• 
1.789 x 10-' 

0.664 0.664 

c~z = -,;:;;= J 8.217xl04 

0.664 

286.65 
0.002316 

FromEq. (4.92), withq~ = 8820 N/m2 from Example 4.38, 

-r ,., = q_c;~z = 8820(0.002316) = 120.43 N/m2 j 

At the locationx = 5 em = 0.05 m, the local Reynolds number is 

I .225(120)(0.tl5) 
1.789 X 10-3 
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(This is the same value as that calculated in Example 4.38.) From Eq. (4.93), 

Ct. = 0.664 = 0.664 = 0.001036 
' ..jRe; v'4 .11 X 105 

FromEq. (4.92), 

By comparison, note that the local shear stress at x = 5 em-that is, at the back end of the 
plate (the trailing edge}-is less than that at x = 1 em near the front edge. This confirms 
the trend sketched in Fig. 4.47 that 't., decreases with distance in the flow direction along 
the plate. 

As a check on our calculation, we note from Eq. (4.94) that 'tw varies inversely asx112• 

Thus, once we have calculated 'tw = 20.43 N/m2 at x = 1 em, we can directly obtain 't., at 
x = 5 em from the ratio 

Setting condition 1 at x = 1 em and condition 2 at x = 5 em, we have 

-r ,.. ='~'., ~ = 20.43 f! =9.135N/m2 

vx;: ·rs 
which verifies our original calculation of 't., at x = 5 em. 

4.17 RESULTS FOR A TURBULENT 
BOUNDARY LAYER 
Under the same flow conditions, a turbulent boundary layer will be thicker than 
a laminar boundary layer. This comparison is sketched in Fig. 4.49. Unlike in the 
case for laminar flows, no exact theoretical results can be presented for turbulent 
boundary layers. The study of turbulence is a major effort in fluid dynamics 
today; so far, turbulence is still an unsolved theoretical problem and is likely to 
remain so for an indefinite time. In fact, turbulence is one of the major unsolved 
problems in theoretical physics. As a result, our knowledge of o and 'tw for 

Voo 

S turbulent - ----- - ----
Slaminar 

Figure 4.49 Turbulent boundary layers are thicker than laminar boundary layers. 



4.17 Resu~s for a Turbulent Boundary Layer 

turbulent boundary layers must rely on experimental results. Such results yield 
the following approximate formula for turbulent flow: 

8 = 0.37x 
Reo2 

X 

turbulent (4.99) 

Note from Eq. ( 4.99) that a turbulent boundary grows approximately as :x;'JS. This is 
in contrast to the slower x112 variation for a laminar !boundary layer. As a result, tur
bulent boundary layers grow faster and are thicker than laminar boundary layers. 

The local skin friction coefficient for turbulent flow over a flat plate can be 
approximated by 

turbulent (4.100) 

The total skin friction coefficient is given approximately as 

C - 0·074 turbulent 
I- Re~·2 (4.101) 

Note that for turbulent flow, C1 varies as L-115; this is in contrast to the L-112 

variation for laminar flow. Hence, C1 is larger for turbulent flow, which pre
cisely confirms our reasoning at the end of Sec. 4.15, where we noted that 'tw 

(laminar) < 'tw (turbulent). Also note that C1 in Eq. (4.101) is once again a func
tion ofRe£. Values of C1 for both laminar and turbulent flows are commonly 
plotted in the form shown in Fig. 4.50. Note the magnitude of the numbers 
involved in Fig. 4.50. The values of Re L for actual flight situations may vary 
from 105 to 1 OS or higher; the values of C1 are generally much less than unity, 
on the order of w-2 to 10-3• 

0.004 c, 
0.003 

0.002 

Reynolds number, p00V 00 L/1Joo 

Figure 4.50 Variation of skin friction coefficient with Reynolds 
number for low-speed flow. Comparison oflanrinar and turbulent fi ow. 
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Consider the same flow over the same fiat plate as in Example 4.38; however, assume that 
the boundary layer is now completely turbulent. Calculate the boundary layer thickness at 
the trailing edge and the drag force on the plate. 

• Solution 
From Example 4.38, Re, = 4.11 x lOS. From Eq. (4.99), for turbulent flow, 

8 _ 0 37 . _ 0.37(0,0 5) h 
3

<}x 
10

_3ml 
- Re~2 - (4.1lxl0')"-2 · · 

Note: Compare this result with the laminar flow result from Example 4.38: 

s _ _ 1 39 x 10·3 

~m. - 4 06x to-• 3 42 

Note that the turbulent boundary layer at the trailing edge is 3.42 times thicker than the 
laminar boundary layer-quite a sizable amount! FromEq. (4.101), 

c = 0.o74_ = 0.074 = 0.00558 
J Re~-z ( 4 .11 X 1 05)o:z 

On the top surface, 

D1 = q.$C1 = 8820(0 .05)(0.00558) = 2.46 N 

Considering both top and bottom surfaces, we have 

Note that the turbulent drag is 2.7 times larger than the laminar drag. 

Repeat Example 4.39, except now assume that the boundary layer is completely turbulent. 

• Solution 
From Example 4.39, atx = 1 em, Re, = 8.217 x 104

• The local turbulent skin friction coef
ficient at this location is, from Eq. (4.100), 

c = 0.0592 = 0.0592 = 0 00616 
fx Re~2 (8.217 x104)02 · 

From Example 4.39, q~ = 8820 N/m2• Hence 



4.18 Compressibility Effects on Skin Friction 

Note: In comparison to the laminar flow result from Example 4.39, the turbulent shear 
stress is 54.33/20.43 = 2.7 times larger. By coincidence, this is the same ratio as the 
total drag comparison made between turbulent and laminar boundary layer cases in 
Example 4.39. 

At x = 5 em, from Example 4.39, Re, = 4.11 x 105. The local turbulent skin friction 
coefficient at this location is, from Eq. ( 4.100), 

c = 0.0592 = 0.0592 = 0 00446 
lr Re~.z (4,11 x 104) 02 • 

Hence '<w = fl - Cfr = 8820(0.00446) = j39.34 N/m2
J 

Note: In comparison to the laminar flow result from Example 4.39, the turbulent shear 
stress atx = 5 em is 39.34/9.135 = 4.3 times larger. 

Comparing the present results with those of Example 4.39, we see that over a given 
length of plate, the percentage drop in shear stress for the laminar case is larger than 
that for the turbulent case. Specifically, the percentage drop over the 4-cm space from 
x = 1 em to x = 5 em for the laminar case (Example 4.39) is 

D 20.43-9.135 100 55 3o/c ecrease = 
20

.4
3 

x = . o 

For the turbulent case (Example 4.41), 

D 54.33-39.34 100 27 60/ ecrease = x = . >o 
54.33 

4.18 COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS 
ON SKIN FRICTION 

Let us examine again the expressions for laminar and turbulent skin friction coef
ficients given by Eqs. ( 4.93) and ( 4.1 00), respectively. These equations shout the 
important fact that c lr is a function of Reynolds number only; that is, 

Laminar 

Turbulent 

Once again we see the power of the Reynolds number in governing viscous flows. 
However, this is not the whole story. Equations (4.91), (4.93), and (4.98) give 
expressions for 0, c1,, and C1, respectively, for a fiat-plate boundary layer in an 
incompressible laminar flow. Similarly, Eqs. (4.99), (4.100), and (4.101) give 
expressions for 0, c1,, and Cl> respectively, for a fiat-plate boundary layer in an 
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incompressible turbulent flow. Mainly for the benefit of simplicity, we did not 
emphasize in Sees. 4.16 and 4. 17 that these equations apply to an incompressible 
flow. However, we are now bringing this to your attention. Indeed, you might want 
to go back to these equations and mark them in the margins as "incompressible." 

This raises the question: What are the effects of compressibility on a fiat
plate boundary layer? The answer lies in the Mach number, which, as we have 
already seen in Sees. 4.11 to 4.13, is the powerful parameter governing high
speed, compressible inviscid flows. Specifically, for a fiat-plate boundary layer 
in a compressible fl. ow, 0, c 1,, and Cf are functions of both Mach number and 
Reynolds number. The effect of Mach number is not given by a nice, clean 
formula; rather, it must be evaluated from detailed numerical solutions of the 
compressible boundary layer fl. ow, which are beyond the scope of this book. It 
is sufficient to note that for a fiat-plate compressible boundary layer, the con
stant 0.664 in the numerator of Eq. ( 4.93) is replaced by some other number that 
depends on the value of the free-stream Mach number; that is, 

laminar, compressible (4.102) 

Similarly, the constant 0.0592 in the numerator of Eq. (4.100) is replaced by 
some other number that depends on the value of M .. ; that is, 

C - /,. (Moo) turbulent, compressible (4.103) fo - Re02 
X 

These variations are plotted in Fig. 4.51. Here the ratio of compressible to incom
pressible skin friction coefficients at the same Reynolds number is plotted versus 

c.rx 
(c_r.)i; 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 1 

Laminar 

Turbulent 

2 4 5 

Figure 4.51 Approximate theoretical results for the 
compressibility effect on laminar and turbulent flat-plate 

skin friction coefficients. 
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4.18 Compressibility Effects on Skin Friction 

free-stream Mach number for both laminar and turbulent flows. Note the follow
ing trends, shown in Figure 4.51: 

1. For a constant Reynolds number, the effect of increasing M.,. is to decrease c 1 • . 

2. The decrease in c1• is much more pronounced for turbulent flow than for 
laminar flow. 

A three-view of the Lockheed F-104A Starfighter is shown in Fig. 4.52. This was the first 
fighter aircraft designed for sustained Mach 2 flight. The airfoil section of the wing is 
very thin, with an extremely sharp leading edge. Assume that the wing is an infinitely thin 
fiat plate. Consider the F-104 flying at Mach 2 at a standard altitude of35,000 ft. Assume 
that the boundary layer over the wing is turbulent. Estimate the shear stress at a point 2 ft 
downstream of the leading edge. 

• Solution 
At 35,000 ft, from App. B, fJ.o = 7.382 x J0-4 slug!ft3 and T"" = 394.08°R To calculate 
the Reynolds number, we need both V"" and the viscosity coefficient Jl«>· The free-stream 
velocity is obtained from the speed of sound as follows: 

a...= ,JjRT.. = .J1.4 (1716)(394.08) = 973 ft/s 

v_ = a~M~ = 973(2) = 1946 ftls 

We obtainj.4o from Fig. 4.41, which shows the variation of pwith T. Note that the ambi
ent temperature in kelvins is obtained from 394.08/ 1.8 = 219 K. Extrapolating the linear 
curve in Fig. 4.41 to a temperature of 219 K, we find that /4o = 1.35 x 10-s kg!(m)(s). 
Converting to English engineering units, we note that as given in Sec. 4.15 at standard 
sea level,p = 1.7894 x 10-s kg!(m)(s) = 3.7373 x I0-7 slug!(ft)(s). The ratio of these two 
values gives us the conversion factor; so at T= 219 K = 394.08°R, 

Jl = [l,JS X lo-s kg/(m)(s)]3. 7373 X 10-l slug/(fl)(S) 
l. 7 894 x 10"5 kg/(m)(s) 

= 2.82 x 10-7 slug!(ft)(s) 

Figure 4.52 Three-view of the Lockheed F-104 supersonic fighter. 
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From Eq. (4.100), the incompressible skin friction coefficient is 

( ). = 0.0592 = 0.0592 = 0.00235 
Ct. ,nc Re2 2 1.02x 107 

From Fig. 4.51, for a turbulent boundary layer at M~ = 2, 

Hence, the value of ct. at Mach 2 is 

C~z = 0.74(0.00235)= 0.00174 

The dynamic pressure is 

q~ = iP~V.: = }(7 .382 X 10--'~)()~62) = 1398lb/ ft2 

Thus rw = q_c4 = 1398(0.00174) = J2.43lb/ft2
1 

4.19 TRANSITION 
In Sec. 4.16 we discussed the flow over a fiat plate as if it were all1aminar. 
Similarly, in Sec. 4.17 we assumed all-turbulent flow. In reality, the flow always 
starts out from the leading edge as laminar. Then, at some point downstream 
of the leading edge, the laminar boundary layer becomes unstable and small 
"bursts" of turbulent flow begin to grow in the flow. Finally, over a certain region 
called the transition region, the boundary layer becomes completely turbulent. 
For analysis we usually draw the picture shown in Fig. 4.53, where a laminar 
boundary starts out from the leading edge of a fiat plate and grows parabolically 
downstream. Then, at the transition point, it becomes a turbulent boundary layer 
growing at a faster rate, on the order of x415 downstream. The value of x where 

Tr.ansition 

\ Turbulenl 

Laminar 

I· ·I 
Figure 4.53 Transition ftom laminar to turbulent flow. The boundary 
layer thlckness is exaggerated for clarity. 



4.19 Transition 

transition is said to take place is the critical value Xa. In tum, Xa allows the defini
tion of a critical Reynolds number for transition as 

Re = p,.V ooXcr 
Xa-

f.loo 
(4.104) 

Volumes of literature have been written about the phenomenon of transi
tion from laminar to turbulent flow. Obviously, because 'tw is different for the 
two flows, knowledge of where on the surface the transition occurs is vital to 
anaccurate prediction of skin friction drag. The location of the transition point 
(in reality, a finite region) depends on many quantities, such as the Reynolds 
number, Mach number, heat transfer to or from the surface, turbulence in the 
free stream, surface roughness, and pressure gradient. A comprehensive dis
cussion of transition is beyond the scope of this book. However, if the critical 
Reynolds number is given to you (usually from experiments for a given type of 
flow), then the location of transition x"' can be obtained directly from the defini
tion, Eq. (4.104). 

For example, assume that you have an airfoil of given surface roughness 
in a flow at a free-stream velocity of 150 rnls and you wish to predict how far 
from the leading edge the transition will take place. After searching through the 
literature for low-speed flows over such surfaces, you may find that the critical 
Reynolds number determined from experience is approximately Re,., = 5 x 105

. 

Applying this "experience" to your problem, using Eq. (4.104), and assuming 
that the thermodynamic conditions of the airflow correspond to standard sea 
level, you find 

[1.789 X 1 o-s kg/(m)(s))(S X 105) 

(1.225kg/m3 )(150 m/s) 
0.047m 

Note that the region of laminar flow in this example is small-only 4.7 em 
between the leading edge and the transition point. If you double the free-stream 
velocity to 300 rnls, the transition point is still governed by the critical Reynolds 
number Re, = 5 x 105• Thus 

" 
x = (1.789x 10-;)(5 x l05

) 
0

_
0235

m 
cr l.22S(300) 

Hence, when the velocity is doubled, the transition point moves forward one-half 
the distance to the leading edge. 

In summary, once you know the critical Reynolds number, you can find x"' 
from Eq. (4.104). However, an accurate value of Re,., applicable to your prob
lem must come from somewhere-experiment, free flight, or some semiempiri
cal theory-and this may be difficult to obtain. This situation provides a little 
insight into why basic studies of transition and turbulence are needed to advance 
our understanding of such flows and to allow us to apply more valid reasoning to 
the prediction of transition in practical problems. 
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The wingspan of the Wright Flyer I biplane is 40 ft 4 in, and the planform area of each 
wing is 255 ft2 (see Figs. 1.1 and 1.2). Assume that the wing is rectangular (obviously not 
quite the case, but not bad), as shown in Fig. 4.54. If the Flyer is moving with a velocity 
of 30 mi1h at standard sea-level conditions, calculate the skin friction drag on the wings. 
Assume that the transition Reynolds number is 6.5 x 105• The areas oflaminar and turbu
lent flow are illustrated by areas A and B, respectively, in Fig. 4.54. 

• Solution 
The general procedure is this: 
a. Calculate D1for the combined area A + B, assuming that the flow is completely turbulent 
b. Obtain the turbulent D1 for area B only, by calculating the turbulent D1 for area A and sub
tracting this from the resultofpart(a). 
c. Calculate the laminar D1for area A. 
d. Add the results from parts (b) and (c) to obtain the total drag on the complete surface 
A+B. 

First obtain some useful numbers in consistent units: b = 40 ft 4 in = 40.33 ft. Let 
S = planform area = A + B = 255 ft2• Hence, c = Sib = 255/40.33 = 6.32 ft. At standard 
sea level, P~ = 0.002377 slug/ft3 and .u~ = 3.7373 x 10-7 slug!(ft)(s). Also, V~ = 30 milh = 
30(88/60) = 44 ftls. Thus 

Rec = p_V_c = 0.002377(44)(6.32) 
fl- 3.7373x 10-7 

= 1.769 X 106 

This is the Reynolds number at the trailing edge. To find x.., 

Re = P-V..xa 
·~ f.L-

Re....,.u
Xa = --=,,...

p_V_ 

= (6.5 X 105)(3.7373 X 10-7) = 2.32 ft 
0. 002377( 44) 

Area A (laminar) 

Figure 4.54 Planfonn view of surface experiencing transition from 
laminar to turbulent flow. 



4.20 Flow Separation 

We are now ready to calculate the drag. Assume that the wings of the Wright Flyer I are 
thin enough that the flat-plate formulas apply. 
a. To calculate turbulent drag over the complete surfaceS= A +B, useEq. (4.101): 

c = 0.074 - 0.074 = 0.00417 
1 Re~i - (1 .769x106t 2 

q_ = }~v.; = !(0.002377)(.U2
) = z.~o tblft2 

(D1 ), = t}..SC1 = 2.30(255)(0.00417) = 2.446lb 

b. For area A only, assuming turbulent flow, 

c = 0.074 = 0.074 = 0.00509 
1 Re~; (6.5 x105t 2 

(DJ ) • • q..AC, = 2 .30(2.32 X 40.13)(().00509) = 1.095 lb 

Hence, the turbulent drag on area B only is 

( DJ)II = ( OJ)• - (D;·)A = 2.446- 1.095 = 1.35llb 

c. Considering the drag on area A, which is in reality a laminar drag, we obtain 
fromEq. (4.98) 

c = 1.328 1.328 0.00165 1 Re05 (6.5 x 105
)

0 3 

'" 
(D1 ) . = f . AC1 = 2.3()(2.32 x 40.33)(0.00165) = 0.354 lb 

d. The total drag D1 on the surface is 

D1 = (laminar drag on A)+ ( turbul ent d rag on B) 

= 0.354 lb + 1.35llb = 1.705lb 

This is the drag on one surface. Each wing has a top and bottom surface, and there are two 
wings. Hence, the total skin friction drag on the complete biplane wing configuration is 

D1 = 4(1.7C.5) = 16 .820 lb l 

4.20 FLOW SEPARATION 
We have seen that the presence of friction in the flow causes a shear stress at 
the surface of a body, which in tum contributes to the aerodynamic drag of the 
body: skin friction drag. However, friction also causes another phenomenon, 
called flow separation, which in tum creates another source of aerodynamic 
drag, called pressure drag due to separation. The real flow field about a sphere 
sketched in Fig. 4.37 is dominated by the separated flow on the rearward surface. 
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Consequently, the pressure on the rearward surface is less than the pressure on 
the forward surface, and this imbalance of pressure forces causes a drag-hence 
the term pressure drag due to separation. In comparison, the skin friction drag 
on the sphere is very small. 

Another example of where flow separation is important is the flow over an 
airfoil. Consider an airfoil at a low angle of attack (low angle of incidence) to the 
flow, as sketched in Fig. 4.55. The streamlines move smoothly over the airfoil. 
The pressure distribution over the top surface is also shown in Fig. 4.55. Note 
that the pressure at the leading edge is high; the leading edge is a stagnation 
region, and the pressure is essentially stagnation pressure. This is the highest 
pressure anywhere on the airfoil. As the flow expands around the top surface of 
the airfoil, the surface pressure decreases dramatically, dipping to a minimum 
pressure, which is below the free-stream static pressure p.,.. Then, as the flow 
moves farther downstream, the pressure gradually increases, reaching a value 
slightly above free-stream pressure at the trailing edge. This region of increas
ing pressure is called a region of adverse pressure gradient, defined as a region 

v"" 
p.,. 

p-p-

l p v. 2 1.0 
2 """" 

NASA LS( I) - 0417 airfoil 
Angle of attack = o• 

Here dp/dx is(+); this 
is an adverse pressure gradient. 
but it is moderate. 

Figure 4.55 Pressure distribution over the top surface for attached flow over 
an airfoil. Theoretical data for a modem NASA low-speed airfoil, from NASA 
Conference Publication 2046, Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, voL II, 
March 1978, p. 11. 
(Source: After McGhee, Beasley, and Whitcomb.) 



4.20 Flow Separation 

where dp/dx is positive. This region is so identified in Fig. 4.55. The adverse 
pressure gradient is moderate; that is, dp!dx is small, and for all practical pur
poses the flow remains attached to the airfoil surface, as sketched in Fig. 4.55. 
The drag on this airfoil is therefore mainly skin friction drag D1. 

Now consider the same airfoil at a very high angle of attack, as shown 
in Fig. 4.56. First assume that we had some magic fluid that would remain 

P - P. 1.0 
.!.p v2 
2 --

0 

- I 

- 2 

- 3 

-4 

s 

6 

7 

-----~ ~ Separ.~ted no"' 

0.2 

NASA LS( I)- 0417 o.irfoil 
Angle of attack~ 18.4° 

0.4 O.b 0.8 

"' ,"" 
/ , 

1.0 

X Pressure diStribution 
/ with separation 

/ 
I 

I 
I 
I 

<k 

I~ Pressure distribuhon if there 
I were no ~paration : dp/d.< 
I is ( +) ami I 3J1lC. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 4.56 Pressure distribution over the top surface for separated 
flow over an airfoil. Theoretical data for a modem NASA low-speed 
airfoil, from NASA Conference Publication 2045, Part !,Advanced 
Technology Airfoil Research, vol. I, March 1978, p. 380. 
(Source: After Zumwalt and Nack.) 
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attached to the surface-purely an artificial situation. If this were the case, then 
the pressure distribution on the top surface would follow the dashed line in 
Fig. 4.56. The pressure would drop precipitously downstream of the leading edge 
to a value far below the free-stream static pressure p ... Farther downstream the 
pressure would rapidly recover to a value above p ... However, in this recovery, 
the adverse pressure gradient would no longer be moderate, as was the case in 
Fig. 4.55. Instead, in Fig. 4.56 the adverse pressure gradient would be severe; that 
is, dpldx would be large. In such cases the real flow field tends to separate from 
the surface. Therefore, in Fig. 4.56 the real flow field is sketched with a large 
region of separated flow over the top surface of the airfoil. In this real separated 
flow, the actual surface pressure distribution is given by the solid curve. In com
parison to the dashed curve, note that the actual pressure distribution does not 
dip to as low a pressure minimum and that the pressure near the trailing edge 
does not recover to a value above p ... This has two major consequences, as can 
be seen in Fig. 4.57. Here the airfoil at a large angle of attack (thus with flow 
separation) is shown with the real surface pressure distribution, symbolized by 
the solid arrows. Pressure always acts normal to a surface, so the arrows are all 
perpendicular to the local surface. The length of the arrow denotes the magnitude 
of the pressure. A solid curve is drawn through the base of the arrows to form an 
"envelope" to make the pressure distribution easier to visualize. However, if the 

f L.,.......,now 
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Note: Tite length of the arrows denotina 
pres.•ure is proportional to p - Pm• 
where P..r is an arbitrary referen~-e 
pressure slightly less Utan Ute minimum 
pressure on the airfoil. 

Attached now - ---

Separated now---

Figure 4.57 Qualitative comparison of pressure distribution, lift, and drag for attached and 
separated flows. Note that for separated flow, the lift decreases and the drag increases. 
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flow were not separated (that is, if the flow were attached), then the pressure dis
tribution would be that shown by the dashed arrows (and the dashed envelope). 
The solid and dashed arrows in Fig. 4.57 qualitatively correspond to the solid and 
dashed pressure distribution curves, respectively, in Fig. 4.56. 

The solid and dashed arrows in Fig. 4.57 should be looked at carefully. They 
explain the two major consequences of separated fl. ow over the airfoil. The first 
consequence is a loss of lift. The aerodynamic lift (the vertical force shown in 
Fig. 4.57) is derived from the net component of a pressure distribution in the 
vertical direction. High lift is obtained when the pressure on the bottom surface is 
large and the pressure on the top surface is small. Separation does not affect the 
bottom surface pressure distribution. However, comparing the solid and dashed 
arrows on the top surface just downstream of the leading edge, we find that the 
solid arrows indicate a higher pressure when the flow is separated. This higher 
pressure is pushing down, hence reducing the lift This reduction of lift is also 
compounded by the geometric effect that the portion of the top surface of the air
foil near the leading edge is approximately horizontal in Fig. 4.57. When the flow 
is separated, causing a higher pressure on this part of the airfoil surface, the direc
tion in which the pressure is acting is closely aligned to the vertical, and hence 
almost the full effect of the increased pressure is felt by the lift. The combined 
effect of the increased pressure on the top surface near the leading edge, and the 
fact that this portion of the surface is approximately horizontal, leads to the rather 
dramatic loss of lift that occurs when the fl. ow separates. Note in Fig. 4.57 that the 
lift for separated flow (the solid vertical arrow) is smaller than the lift that would 
exist if the flow were attached (the dashed vertical arrow). 

Now let us concentrate on that portion of the top surface near the trailing edge. 
On this portion of the airfoil surface, the pressure for the separated flow is now 
smaller than the pressure that would exist if the flow were attached. Moreover, the 
top surface near the trailing edge is geometrically inclined to the horizontal and, in 
fact, somewhat faces in the horizontal direction. Recall that drag is in the horizon
tal direction in Fig. 4.57. Because of the inclination of the top surface near the trail
ing edge, the pressure exerted on this portion of the surface has a strong component 
in the horizontal direction. This component acts toward the left, tending to counter 
the horizontal component of force due to the high pressure acting on the nose of the 
airfoil pushing toward the right. The net pressure drag on the airfoil is the differ
ence between the force exerted on the front pushing toward the right and the force 
exerted on the back pushing toward the left. When the flow is separated, the pres
sure at the back is lower than it would be if the flow were attached. Hence, for the 
separated flow, there is less force on the back pushing toward the left, and the net 
drag acting toward the right is therefore increased Note in Fig. 4.57 that the drag 
for separated flow (the solid horizontal arrow) is Earger than the drag that would 
exist if the flow were attached (the dashed horizontal arrow). 

Therefore, two major consequences of the flow separating over an airfoil are 

1. A drastic loss of lift (stalling). 
2. A major increase in drag, caused by pressure drag due to separation. 
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When the wing of an airplane is pitched to a high angle of attack, the wing can 
stall; that is, there can be a sudden loss of lift. Our previous discussion gives the 
physical reasons for this stalling phenomenon. Additional ramifications of stall
ing are discussed inCh. 5. 

Before ending this discussion of separated flow, we ask: Why does a flow 
separate from a surface? The answer is combined in the concept of an adverse 
pressure gradient (dp/dx is positive) and the velocity profile through the bound
ary layer, as shown in Fig. 4.44. If dp!dx is positive, then the fluid elements 
moving along a streamline have to work their way "uphill" against an increas
ing pressure. Consequently, the fluid elements will slow down under the influ
ence of an adverse pressure gradient. For the fluid elements moving outside the 
boundary layer, where the velocity (and hence kinetic energy) is high, this is 
not much of a problem. The fluid element keeps moving downstream. However, 
consider a fluid element deep inside the boundary layer. Looking at Fig. 4.44, 
we see that its velocity is small. It has been retarded by friction forces. The fluid 
element still encounters the same adverse pressure gradient, but its velocity is 
too low to negotiate the increasing pressure. As a result, the element comes to 
a stop somewhere downstream and then reverses its direction. Such reversed 
flow causes the flow field in general to separate from the surface, as shown in 
Fig. 4.56. This is physically how separated flow develops. 

Reflecting once again on Fig. 4.44, we note that turbulent boundary layers 
have fuller velocity profiles. At a given distance from the surface (a given value 
of y), the velocity of a fluid element in a turbulent boundary is higher than that 
in a laminar boundary layer. Hence, in turbulent boundary layers there is more 
flow kinetic energy nearer the surface, and the flow is less inclined to separate. 
This leads to a fundamental fact: Laminar boundary layers separate more easily 
than turbulent boundary layers. Therefore, to help prevent flow field separation, 
we want a turbulent boundary layer. 

4.21 SUMMARY OF VISCOUS EFFECTS ON DRAG 
We have seen that the presence of friction in a flow produces two sources of drag: 

1. Skin friction drag D1 due to shear stress at the wall. 

2. Pressure drag due to flow separationDp, sometimes identified as form drag. 

The total drag caused by viscous effects is then 

D • n, + DP 
Total drag Drag due Drag due to 

(4.105) 

due to v iscous to skin separation 
effects friction (pressure drag) 

Equation ( 4.1 05) contains one of the classic compromises of aerodynamics. 
In previous sections we pointed out that skin friction drag is reduced by main
taining a laminar boundary layer over a surface. However, we also pointed out 
at the end of Sec. 4.20 that turbulent boundary layers inhibit flow separation; 
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hence pressure drag due to separation is reduced by establishing a turbulent 
boundary layer on the surface. Therefore, in Eq. ( 4.1 05) we have the following 
comprormse: 

D • Df 
less for laminar, 
more for turbulenr 

+ DP 
More for laminar, 
les..~ for turbulent 

Consequently, as discussed at the end of Sec. 4.15, it cannot be said in general 
that either laminar or turbulent flow is preferable. Any preference depends on 
the specific application. On the one hand, for a blunt body such as the sphere in 
Fig. 4.37, the drag is mainly pressure drag due to separation; turbulent boundary 
layers reduce the drag on spheres and are therefore preferable. (JYe discuss this 
again inCh. 5.) On the other hand, for a slender body such as a sharp, slender 
cone or a thin airfoil at small angles of attack to the flow, the drag is mainly skin 
friction drag; laminar boundary layers are preferable in this case. For in-between 
cases, the ingenuity of the designer and practical experience help to determine 
what compromises are best. 

As a final note to this section, the total drag D given by Eq. (4.105) is 
called profile drag because both skin friction and pressure drag due to separa
tion are ramifications of the shape and size of the body-that is, the "profile" 
of the body. The profile drag D is the total drag on an aerodynamic shape due 
to viscous effects. However, it is not in general the total aerodynamic drag on 
the body. There is one more source of drag, induced drag, which is discussed 
inCh5. 

Consider the NASALS (1)-0417 airfoil, shown in Fig. 4.55, mounted in the test sec
tion of a wind tunnel. The length of the model in the flow direction (the chord length 
as defined in Sec. 5.2) is 0.6 m, and its width across the flow (wingspan as defined in 
Sec. 5.3) is 1.0 m. The tips of the model are flush with the vertical sidewalls of the wind 
tunnel; in this fashion the induced drag (discussed in Sec. 5.13) is zero, and the total drag 
on the airfoil model is the profile drag,D, defined by Eq. (4.105). When the airflow in the 
test section of the wind tunnel is 97 m/s at standard sea-level conditions, the profile drag 
on the airfoil at zero degress angle of attack is 34.7 N. (a) For these conditions, calculate 
the drag on the airfoil due to skin friction D1. Assume that D1 is the same as the turbulent 
skin friction drag on a flat plate of equal length and width. (b) Calculate the pressure drag 
due to flow separation, DP, on the airfoil. {c) Compare and comment on the results. 

• Solution 
a. The skin friction drag depends on the Reynolds number based on the length of the air
foil in the flow direction, L, which is 0.6 m. The airstream in the test section of the wind 
tunnel is at a velocity of97 m/s at standard sea-level conditions. Hence 
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The turbulent fiat-plate total skin friction drag coefficient is given by Eq. (4.101) as 

C _ 0.074 _ 0.074 = J.Slg X 10-3 
1 - ReP - (4 xi06)""2 

The total skin friction drag on one side of the plate is D1 = q QQ S Cfi where the surface 
area of one side of the plate is its length times its width: S = (0.6)(1.0) = 0.6 m2• Thus, on 
one side of the plate, 

D1 = q,.SC1 = !_~-V.::SC1 = !_(1 ,23)(97i(0.6)(3.Sl9x W 3
) = 12.29 N 

2 2 

Counting both sides of the plate, the total skin friction drag is 

D1 = 2(12.29) = 124.6 N 

b. The pressure drag due to flow separation is obtained simply from Eq. ( 4.1 05): 

D" = D-D1 = 34.7 -24.6 = 10.1N 

c. The ratio of pressure drag to total profile drag on the LS(1) - 0417 airfoil for the 
given conditions is 10.1/34.7 = 0.29; that is, the pressure drag is 29 percent of the total 
profile drag. This is reasonable for a rather thick airfoil (17 percent thick) with the cusped 
trailing edge on the bottom surface. For a thinner, more conventionally shaped airfoil, 
pressure drag constitutes a smaller percentage-typically 15 percent of the profile drag at 
low angles of attack. 

4.22 HISTORICAL NOTE: BERNOULLI AND EULER 
Equation ( 4.9) is one of the oldest and most powerful equations in fluid dynam
ics. It is credited to Daniel Bernoulli, who lived during the 18th century; little 
did Bernoulli know that his concept would find widespread application in the 
aeronautics of the 20th century. Who was Bernoulli, and how did Bernoulli's 
equation come about? Let us briefly look into these questions; the answers will 
lead us to a rather unexpected conclusion. 

Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782) was born in Groningen, the Netherlands, on 
January 29, 1700. He was a member of a remarkable family. His father, Johann 
Bernoulli, was a noted mathematician who made contributions to differential and 
integral calculus and who later became a doctor of medicine. Jakob Bernoulli, who 
was Johann's brother (Daniel's uncle), was an even more accomplished mathemati
cian; he made major contributions to calculus, and he coined the term integral. Sons 
of both Jakob and Johann, including Daniel, went on to become noted mathema
ticians and physicists. The entire family was Swiss and made its home in Basel, 
Switzerland, where they held various professorships at the University of Basel. 
Daniel Bernoulli was born away from Basel only because his father spent 10 years 
as professor of mathematics in the Netherlands. With this type of pedigree, Daniel 
could hardly avoid making contributions to mathematics and science himself. 
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And indeed he did make contributions. For example, he had insight into the 
kinetic theoxy of gases; he theorized that a gas was a collection of individual particles 
moving about in an agitated fashion, and he correctly associated the increased tem
perature of a gas with the increased energy of the particles. These ideas, originally 
published in 1738, were to lead a century later to a mature understanding of the nature 
of gases and heat and helped lay the foundation for the elegant kinetic theoxy of gases. 

Daniel's thoughts on the kinetic motion of gases were published in his book 
Hydrodynamica (1738). However, this book was to etch his name more deeply 
in association with fluid mechanics than with kinetic theoxy. The book was 
started in 1729, when Daniel was a professor of mathematics at Leningrad (then 
St. Petersburg) in Russia. By this time he was already well recognized; he had 
won 10 prizes offered by the Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris for his solution 
of various mathematical problems. In his Hydrodynamica (which was written 
entirely in Latin), Bernoulli ranged over such topics as jet propulsion, manom
eters, and flow in pipes. He also attempted to obtain a relationship between pres
sure and velocity, but his derivation was obscure. In fact, even though Bernoulli's 
equation, Eq. (4.9), is usually ascribed to Daniel via his Hydrodynamica, the 
precise equation is not to be found in the book! The picture is further complicated 
by his father, Johann, who published a book in 1743 titled Hydraulica. It is clear 
from this latter book that the father understood Bernoulli's theorem better than the 
son did; Daniel thought of pressure strictly in terms of the height of a manometer 
column, whereas Johann had the more fundamental understanding that pressure 
was a force acting on the fluid. However, neither of the Bemoullis understood 
that pressure is a point property. That was to be left to Leonhard Euler. 

Leonhard Euler (1707- 1783) was also a Swiss mathematician. He was born 
in Basel, Switzerland, on Aprill5, 1707, seven years after the birth of Daniel 
Bernoulli. Euler went on to become one of the mathematical giants ofhistoxy, but 
his contributions to fluid dynamics are of interest here. Euler was a close friend 
of the Bemoullis; he was a student of Johann Bernoulli at the University of Basel. 
Later Euler followed Daniel to St. Petersburg, where he became a professor of 
mathematics. Here Euler was influenced by the work of the Bemoullis in hydro
dynamics, but was more influenced by Johann than by Daniel. Euler originated 
the concept of pressure acting at a point in a gas. This quickly led to his differ
ential equation for a fluid accelerated by gradients in pressure, the same equa
tion we derived as Eq. (4.8). In tum, Euler integrated the differential equation 
to obtain, for the first time in histoxy, Bernoulli's equation, just as we obtained 
Eq. (4.9). Hence, we see that Bernoulli's equation, Eq. (4.9), is really a historical 
misnomer. Credit for Bernoulli's equation is legitimately shared by Euler. 

4.23 HISTORICAL NOTE: THE PITOT TUBE 
The use of a Pi tot tube to measure airspeed is described in Sec. 4.11; indeed, the 
Pi tot tube today is so commonly used in aerodynamic laboratories and on aircraft 
that it is almost taken for granted. However, this simple little device has a rather 
interesting and somewhat obscure histoxy. 
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The Pitot tube is named after its inventor, Henri Pitot (1695-1771). Born 
in Aramon, France, in 1695, Pitot began his career as an astronomer and math
ematician. He was accomplished enough to be elected to the Royal Academy of 
Sciences, Paris, in 1724. About this time, Pitot became interested in hydraulics 
and, in particular, in the flow of water in rivers and canals. However, he was not 
satisfied with the existing technique of measuring the flow velocity, which was to 
observe the speed of a floating object on the surface of the water. So, he devised 
an instrument consisting of two tubes. One was simply a straight tube open at one 
end, which was inserted vertically into the water (to measure static pressure), and 
the other was a tube with one end bent at right angles, with the open end facing 
directly into the flow (to measure total pressure). In 1732, between two piers of 
a bridge over the Seine River in Paris, he used this instrument to measure the 
flow velocity of the river. This invention and the first use of the Pi tot tube were 
announced by Pitot to the Academy on November 12, 1732. He also presented 
some data of major importance on the variation of water flow velocity with depth. 
Contemporary theory, based on experience of some Italian engineers, held that 
the flow velocity at a given dep th was proportional to the mass above it; hence 
the velocity was thought to increase with depth. Pitot reported the stunning (and 
correct) results, measured with his instrument, that in reality the flow velocity 
decreased as the depth increased. So the Pitot tube was introduced with style. 

Interestingly enough, Pitot's invention soon fell into disfavor with the engi
neering community. A number of investigators attempted to use just the Pitot 
tube itself, without a local static pressure measurement. Others, using the device 
under uncontrolled conditions, produced spurious results. Various shapes and 
forms other than a simple tube were sometimes used for the mouth of the instru
ment. Moreover, there was no agreed-upon rational theory of the Pi tot tube. Note 
that Pitot developed his instrument in 1732, six years before Daniel Bernoulli's 
Hydrodynamica and well before Euler had developed the Bernoullis' concepts 
into Eq. ( 4.9), as discussed in Sec. 4.22. Hence, Pi tot used intuition, not theory, to 
establish that the pressure difference measured by his instrument was an indication 
of the square of the local flow velocity. Of course, as described in Sec. 4.11, we 
now clearly understand that a Pitot-static device measures the difference between 
total and static pressures and that for incompressible flow, this difference is related 
to the velocity squared through Bernoulli's equation; that is, fromEq. (4.62), 

Po. -p= ~pV2 

However, for more than 150 years after Pitot's introduction of the instrument, 
various engineers attempted to interpret readings in terms of 

Po-p= ~K~V2 

where K was an empirical constant, generally much different from unity. 
Controversy was still raging as late as 1913, when John Airey, a professor of 
mechanical engineering from the University of Michigan, finally performed a 
series of well-controlled experiments in a water tow tank, using Pitot probes of 
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six different shapes. These shapes are shown in Fig. 4.58, which is taken from 
Airey's paper in the Aprill7, 1913, issue of the Engineering News, titled ''Notes 
on the Pitot Tube." In this paper Airey states that all his measurements indicate 
that K = 1.0 within 1 percent accuracy, independent of the shape of the tube. 
Moreover, he presents a rational theory based on Bernoulli's equation. Further 
comments on these results are made in a paper titled "Origin and Theory of the 
Pitot Tube" by A. E. Guy, the chief engineer of a centrifugal pump company in 
Pittsburgh, in a June 5, 1913, issue of the Engineering News. This paper also 
helped to establish the Pitot tube on firmer technical grounds. 

It is interesting to note that neither of these papers in 1913 mentioned what 
was to become the most prevalent use of the Pitot tube: the measurement of 
airspeed for airplanes and wind tunnels. The first practical airspeed indica
tor, a Venturi tube, was used on an aircraft by the French Captain A. Eteve in 
January 1911, more than seven years after the first powered flight. Later in 1911, 
British engineers at the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) at Famborough 
employed a Pitot tube on an airplane for the first time. This was eventually to 
evolve into the primary instrument for flight speed measurement. 

- - - --- - ---- ---- - -

(~ (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 4.58 Six forms ofPitot tubes tested by John Airey. 
(Source: From Engineering News, vol. 69, oo. /6, p. 783, April19/3.) 
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There was still controversy over Pitot tubes, as well as the need for reli
able airspeed measurements, in 1915, when the brand-new National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) stated in its First Annual Report that "an 
important problem to aviation in general is the devising of accurate, reliable 
and durable air speed meters. . .. The Bureau of Standards is now engaged in 
investigation of such meters, and attention is invited to the report of Professor 
Herschel and Dr. Buckingham of the bureau on Pitot tubes." The aforementioned 
report was NACA Report No.2, Part 1, ''The Pitot Tube and other Anemometers 
for Aeroplanes," by W. H. Herschel, and Part 2, ''The Theory of the Pitot and 
Venturi Tubes," by E. Buckingham. Part 2 is of particular interest. In clear terms, 
it gives a version of the theory we developed in Sec. 4.11 for the Pitot tube; 
moreover, it develops for the first time the theory for compressible subsonic 
flow-quite unusual for 1915! Buckingham showed that to obtain 0.5 percent 
accuracy with the incompressible relations, v .. should not exceed 148 mi!h = 
66.1 m/s. However, he went on to state that "since the accuracy of better than 
1.0 percent can hardly be demanded of an airplane speedometer, it is evident that 
for all ordinary speeds of flight, no correction for compressibility is needed .... " 
This was certainly an appropriate comment for the "ordinary" airplanes of that 
day; indeed, it was accurate for most aircraft until the 1930s. 

In retrospect, we see that the Pitot tube was invented almost 250 years ago 
but that its use was controversi al and obscure until the second decade of pow
ered flight. Then, between 1911 and 1915, one of those "explosions" in technical 
advancement occurred. Pitot tubes found a major home on airplanes, and the 
appropriate theory for their correct use was finally established. Since then Pitot 
tubes have become commonplace: The Pi tot tube is usually the first aerodynamic 
instrument introduced to students of aerospace engineering in laboratory studies. 

4.24 HISTORICAL NOTE: THE FIRST 
WIND TUNNELS 

Aerospace engineering in general, and aerodynamics in particular, is an empiri
cally based discipline. Discovery and development by experimental means have 
been its lifeblood, extending all the way back to George Cayley (see Ch. 1). 
In turn, the workhorse for such experiments has been predominantly the wind 
tunnel-so much so that today most aerospace industrial, government, and 
university laboratories have a complete spectrum of wind tunnels ranging from 
low subsonic to hypersonic speeds. 

It is interesting to reach back briefly into history and look at the evolution 
of wind tunnels. Amazingly enough, this history goes back more than 400 years. 
The cardinal principle of wind tunnel testing was stated by Leonardo da Vinci 
near the beginning of the 16th century as follows: 

For since the action of the medium upon the body is the same whether the body 
moves in a quiescent medium, or whether the particles of the medium impinge with 
the same velocity upon the quiescent body; let us consider the body as if it were qui
escent and see with what force it would be impelled by the moving medium. 
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It is almost self-evident today that the lift and drag of an aerodynamic body 
are the same whether it moves through stagnant air at 100 mi!h or whether the air 
moves over the stationary body at 100 mi!h. This concept is the very foundation 
of wind tunnel testing. 

The first actual wind tunnel in history was designed and built more than 
100 years ago by Francis Wenham in Greenwich, England, in 1871. We met 
Wenham once before, in Sec. 1.4, where we noted his activity in the Aeronautical 
Society of Great Britain. Wenham's tunnel was nothing more than a 10-ft-long 
wooden box with a square cross section, 18 in on a side. A steam-driven fan 
at the front end blew air through the duct. There was no contour and hence no 
aerodynamic control or enhancement of flow. Plame aerodynamic surfaces were 
placed in the airstream at the end of the box, where Wenham measured the lift 
and drag on weighing beams linked to the model. 

Thirteen years later, Horatio F. Phillips, also an Englishman, built the sec
ond known wind tunnel in history. Again the flow duct was a box, but Phillips 
used steam ejectors (high-speed steam nozzles) downstream of the test section to 
suck air through the tunnel. Phillips went on to conduct some pioneering airfoil 
testing in his tunnel, which will be mentioned again in Sec. 5.20. 

Other wind tunnels were built before the turning point in aviation in 1903. 
For example, the first wind tunnel in Russia was due to Nikolai Joukowski at the 
University of Moscow in 1891 (it had a2-indiameter). A larger, 7 in X 10 in tun
nel was built in Austria in 1893 by Ludwig Mach, son of the famed scientist and 
philosopher Ernst Mach, after whom the Mach number is named. The first tun
nel in the United States was built at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
in 1896 by Alfred J. Wells, who used the machine to measure the drag on a fiat 
plate as a check on the whirling-arm measurements of Langley (see Sec. 1.8). 
Another tunnel in the United States was built by Dr. A Heb Zahm at the Catholic 
University of America in 1901. In light of these activities, it is obvious that at 
the turn of the 20th century, aerodynamic testing in wind tunnels was poised and 
ready to burst forth with the same energy that accompanied the development of 
the airplane itself. 

It is fitting that the same two people responsible for getting the airplane off 
the ground should also have been responsible for the first concentrated series 
of wind tunnel tests. As noted in Sec. 1.8, the Wright brothers in late 1901 con
cluded that a large part of the existing aerodynamic data was erroneous. This 
led to their construction of a 6-ft-long, 16-in-square wind tunnel powered by a 
two-blade fan connected to a gasoline engine. A replica of the Wrights' wind 
tunnel is shown in Fig. 4.59. (Their original wind tunnel no longer exists.) 
They designed and built their own balance to measure the ratios of lift to drag. 
Using this apparatus, Wilbur and Orville undertook a major program of aero
nautical research between September 1901 and August 1902. During this time, 
they tested more than 200 different airfoil shapes manufactured out of steel. The 
results from these tests constitute the first major impact of wind tunnel testing on 
the development of a successful airplane. As we quoted in Sec. 1.8, Orville said 
about their results, "Our tables of air pressure which we made in our wind tunnel 
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Figure 4.59 A replica of the Wright brothers' wind tunnel in a workroom behind the 
Wrights' bicycle shop, now in Greenfield Village, Dearborn, Michigan. 
(Source: National Air and Space MIL,eum.) 

would enable us to calculate in advance the performance of a machine." What 
a fantastic development! This was a turning point in the history of wind tunnel 
testing, and it had as much impact on that discipline as the December 17, 1903, 
flight had on the airplane. 

The rapid growth in aviation after 1903 was paced by the rapid growth of 
wind tunnels, both in numbers and in technology. For example, tunnels were 
built at the National Physical Laboratory in London in 1903; in Rome in 1903; 
in Moscow in 1905; in GOttingen, Germany (by the famous Dr. Ludwig Prandtl, 
originator of the boundary layer concept in fluid dynamics) in 1908; in Paris in 
1909 (including two built by Gustave Eiffel, of tower fame); and again at the 
National Physical Laboratory in 1910 and 1912. 

All these tunnels, quite naturally, were low-speed facilities, but they were 
pioneering for their time. Then, in 1915, with the creation ofNACA (see Sec. 2.8), 
the foundation was laid for some major spurts in wind tunnel design. The first 
NACA wind tunnel became operational at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical 
Laboratory at Hampton, Virginia, in 1920.1t had a 5-ft-diameter test section that 
accommodated models up to 3.5 ft wide. In 1923, to simulate the higher Reynolds 
numbers associated with flight, NACA built the first variable-density wind tun
nel, a facility that could be pressurized to 20 atm in the flow and therefore obtain 
a 20-fold increase in density, and hence Re, in the test section. During the 1930s 
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and 1940s, subsonic wind tunnels grew larger and larger. In 1931 a NACA wind 
tunnel with a 30 ft x 60 ft oval test section went into operation at Langley with a 
129 milh maximum flow velocity. This was the first million-dollar tunnel in his
tory. In 1944 a 40 ft x 80 ft tunnel with a flow velocity of 265 milh was initiated 
at Ames Aeronautical Laboratory at Moffett Field, California. This is still the 
largest wind tunnel in the world today. Figure 4.60 shows the magnitude of such 
tunnels: Whole airplanes can be mounted in the test section! 

The tunnels just mentioned were low-speed, essentially incompressible-flow 
tunnels. They were the cornerstone of aeronautical testing until the 1930s and 
remain an important part of the aerodynamic scene today. However, airplane 
speeds were progressively increasing, and new wind tunnels with higher-velocity 
capability were needed. Indeed, the first requirement for high-speed subsonic tun
nels was established by propellers: In the 1920s and 1930s the propeller diame
ters and rotational speeds were both increasing so as to encounter compressibility 
problems at the tips. This problem led NACA to build a 12-in-diameter high
speed tunnel at Langley in 1927. It could produce a test section flow of765 milh. 
In 1936, to keep up with increasing airplane speeds, Langley built a large 8-ft 
high-speed wind tunnel providing 500 mi/h. This was increased to 760 milh in 
1945. An important facility was built at Ames in 1941: a 16-ft tunnel with an air
speed of680 milh. A photograph of the Ames 16-ft tunnel is shown in Fig. 4.61 
just to give a feeling for the massive size of such a facility. 

In the early 1940s, the advent of the V -2 rocket as well as the jet engine put 
supersonic flight in the minds of aeronautical engineers. Suddenly the require
ment for supersonic tunnels became a major factor. However, supersonic flows 
in the laboratory and in practice date farther back than this. The first supersonic 
nozzle was developed by Laval about 1880 for use with steam turbines. This is 
why the convergent-divergent nozzles are frequently called Laval nozzles. In 
1905 Prandtl built a small Mach 1.5 tunnel at Gottingen to study steam turbine 
flows and (of all things) the moving of sawdust around sawmills. 

The first practical supersonic wind tunnel for aerodynamic testing was devel
oped by Dr. A. Busemann at Braunschweig, Germany, in the mid-1930s. Using 
the "method of characteristics" technique, which he had developed in 1929, 
Busemann designed the first smooth supersonic nozzle contour that produced 
shock-free isentropic flow. He had a diffuser with a second throat downstream to 
decelerate the flow and to obtain efficient operation of the tunnel. A photograph 
of Busemann's tunnel is shown in Fig. 4.62. All supersonic tunnels today look 
essentially the same. 

Working from Busemann's example, the Germans built two major super
sonic tunnels at their research complex at Peenemiinde during World War IT. 
These were used for research and development of the V-2 rocket. After the war, 
these tunnels were moved almost in total to the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory 
(one was later moved to the University of Maryland), where they were used 
until the end of the 20th century. However, the first supersonic tunnel built in 
the United States was designed by Theodore von Karman and his colleagues 
at the California Institute of Technology in 1944 and was built and operated at 
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Figure 4.60 A subsonic wind tunnel large enough to test a full-size airplane. The NASA 
Langley Research Center 30 ft x 60 ft tunnel. 
(Source: NASA.) 



4.24 Historical Note: The First Wind Tunnels 

Figure 4.61 The Ames 16-ft high-speed subsonic wind tunnel, illustrating the massive size 
that goes along with such a wind tunnel complex. 
(Courte.\y NASA Ames Research Center.) 

Figure 4.62 The first practical supersonic wind tunnel, built by A. Busemann in the 
mid-1930s. 
(Courte.\yof A. Br.vemann..) 
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the Army Ballistics Research Laboratory at Aberdeen, Maryland, under contract 
with Cal Tech. Then the 1950s saw a virtual bumper crop of supersonic wind 
tunnels, one of the largest being the 16ft x 16ft continuously operated super
sonic tunnel of the Air Force at the Arnold Engineering Development Center 
(AEDC) in Tennessee. 

About this time, the development of the intercontinental ballistic missile 
(ICBM) was on the horizon, soon to be followed by the space program of the 
1960s. Flight vehicles were soon to encounter velocities as high as 36,000 ft/s in the 
atmosphere-hypersonic velocities. In turn, hypersonic wind tunnels ( M > 5) were 
suddenly in demand. The first hypersonic wind tunnel was operated by NACA 
at Langley in 1947. It had an 11-in-square test section capable of Mach 7. Three 
years later, another hypersonic tunnel went into operation at the Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory. These tunnels are distinctly different from their supersonic relatives in 
that, to obtain hypersonic speeds, the flow has to be expanded so far that the tem
perature decreases to the point of liquefying the air. To prevent this, all hypersonic 
tunnels, both old and new, have to heat the reservoir gas to temperatures far above 
room temperature before its expansion through the nozzle. Heat transfer is a prob
lem for high-speed flight vehicles, and such heating problems feed right down to 
the ground-testing facilities for such vehicles. 

In summary, modem wind tunnel facilities range across the whole spectrum 
of flight velocities, from low subsonic to hypersonic speeds. These facilities are 
part of the everyday life of aerospace engineering; this brief historical sketch has 
provided some insight into their tradition and development. 

4.25 HISTORICAL NOTE: OSBORNE REYNOLDS 
AND HIS NUMBER 

In Sees. 4.15 to 4.19 we observed that the Reynolds number, defined in Eq. (4.90) 
as Re = p .. V .,;cl/4., was the governing parameter for viscous flow. Boundary layer 
thickness, skin friction drag, transition to turbulent flow, and many other charac
teristics of viscous flow depend explicitly on the Reynolds number. Indeed, we can 
readily show that the Reynolds number itselfhas physical meaning: it is proportional 
to the ratio of inertia forces to viscous forces in a fluid flow. Clearly, the Reynolds 
number is an extremely important dimensionless parameter in fluid dynamics. 
Where did the Reynolds number come from? When was it first introduced, and 
under what circumstances? The Reynolds number is named after a man-Osborne 
Reynolds. Who was Reynolds? Ths section answers these questions. 

First let us look at Osborne Reynolds, the man. He was born on October 23, 
1842, in Belfast, Ireland. He was raised in an intellectual family atmosphere; his 
father had been a fellow of Queens College, Cambridge; a principal of Belfast 
Collegiate School; headmaster of Dedham Grammar School in Essex; and finally 
rector at Debach-with-Boulge in Suffolk Anglican clerics were a tradition in the 
Reynolds family; in addition to his father, his grandfather and great-grandfather 
had been rectors at Debach. Against this background, Osborne Reynolds's early 
education was carried out by his father at Dedham In his teens, Osborne already 
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showed an intense interest in the study of mechanics, for which he had a natural 
aptitude. At the age ofl9 he served a short apprenticeship in mechanical engineer
ing before attending Cambridge University a year later. Reynolds was a highly 
successful student at Cambridge, graduating with the highest honors in mathemat
ics. In 1867 he was elected a fellow of Queens College, Cambridge (an honor 
earlier bestowed upon his father). He went on to serve one year as a practicing 
civil engineer in the office of John Lawson in London. However, in 1868 Owens 
College in Manchester (later to become the University ofManchester) established 
its chair of engineering-the second of its kind in any English university (the first 
was the chair of civil engineering established at the University College, London, 
in 1865). Reynolds applied for this chair, writing in his application, 

From my earliest recollection I have had an irresistible lilcing for mechanics and the 
physical laws on which mechanics as a science are based. In my boyhood I had the 
advantage of the constant guidance of my father, also a lover of mechanics and a 
man of no mean attainment in mathematics and their application to physics. 

Despite his youth and relative lack of experience, Reynolds was appointed to the 
chair at Manchester. For the next 3 7 years he served as a professor at Manchester 
until his retirement in 1905. 

During those 37 years, Reynolds distinguished himself as one of history's 
leading practitioners of classical mechanics. During his first years at Manchester, 
he worked on problems involving electricity, magnetism, and the electromag
netic properties of solar and cometary phenomena. After 1873 he focused on fl. uid 
mechanics-the area in which he made his lasting contributions. For example, he 
(1) developed Reynolds's analogy in 1874, a relation between heat transfer and 
frictional shear stress in a fluid; (2) measured the average specific heat of water 
between freezing and boiling, which ranks among the classic determinations of 
physical constants; (3) studied water currents and waves in estuaries; (4) devel
oped turbines and pumps; and (5) studied the propagation of sound waves in flu
ids. However, his most important work, and the one that gave birth to the concept 
of the Reynolds number, was reported in 1883 in a paper titled "An Experimental 
Investigation of the Circumstances which Determ.ime whether the Motion ofWater 
in Parallel Channels Shall Be Direct or Sinuous, and of the Law of Resistance in 
Parallel Channels." Published in Proceedings of the Royal Society, this paper 
was the first to demonstrate the transition from laminar to turbulent flow and to 
relate this transition to a critical value of a dimensionless parameter-later to 
become known as the Reynolds number. Reynolds studied this phenomenon in 
water flow through pipes. His experimental apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 4.63, 
taken from his original 1883 paper. (Note that before the day of modem photo
graphic techniques, some technical papers contained rather elegant hand sketches 
of experimental apparatus, of which Fig. 4.63 is an example.) Reynolds filled a 
large reservoir with water, which fed into a glass piipe through a larger bell-mouth 
entrance. As the water flowed through the pipe, Reynolds introduced dye into the 
middle of the stream, at the entrance of the bell mouth. What happened to this 
thin filament of dye as it flowed through the pipe is illustrated in Fig. 4.64, also 
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: 

Figure 4.63 Osborne Reynolds's apparatus for his famous pipe flow 
experiments. This figure is from his original paper, referenced in the text. 
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Figure 4.64 Development of turbulent flow in pipes, as 
observed and sketched by Reynolds. This figure is from his 
original paper, referenced in the text. 
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from Reynolds's original paper. The flow is from right to left. If the flow veloc
ity was small, the thin dye filament would travel downstream in a smooth, neat, 
orderly fashion, with a clear demarcation between the dye and the rest of the 
water, as illustrated in Fig. 4.64a. However, if the flow velocity increased beyond 
a certain value, the dye filament would suddenly become unstable and would fill 
the entire pipe with color, as shown in Fig. 4.64b. Reynolds clearly pointed out 
that the smooth dye filament in Fig. 4.64a corresponded to laminar flow in the 
pipe, whereas the agitated and totally diffused dye filament in Fig. 4.64b was 
due to turbulent flow in the pipe. Furthermore, Reynolds studied the details of 
this turbulent flow by visually observing the pipe flow illuminated by a momen
tary electric spark, much as we would use a strobe light today. He saw that the 
turbulent flow consisted of many distinct eddies, :as sketched in Fig. 4.64c. The 
transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurred when the parameter defined by 
p VD/p exceeded a certain critical value, where p was the density of the water, 
V was the mean flow velocity, J1. was the viscosity coefficient, and D was the 
diameter of the pipe. This dimensionless parameter, first introduced by Reynolds, 
later became known as the Reynolds number. Reynolds measured the critical 
value of this number, above which turbulent flow occurred, as 2300. This original 
work of Reynolds initiated the study of transition from laminar to turbulent fl. ow 
as a new field of research in fluid dynamics-a field that is still today one of the 
most important and insufficiently understood areas of aerodynamics. 

Reynolds was a scholarly man with high standards. Engineering education 
was new to English universities at that time, and Reynolds had definite ideas 
about its proper form. He felt that all engineering students, no matter what their 
specialty, should have a common background based on mathematics, physics, 
and, in particular, the fundamentals of classical mechanics. At Manchester he 
organized a systematic engineering curriculum covering the basics of civil and 
mechanical engineering. Ironically, despite his intense interest in education, as 
a lecturer in the classroom Reynolds left something to be desired. His lectures 
were hard to follow, and his topics frequently wandered with little or no connec
tion. He was known to come up with new ideas during a lecture and to spend the 
remainder of the lecture working out these ideas on the board, seemingly oblivi
ous to the students in the classroom. That is, he did not "spoon-feed" his students, 
and many of the poorer students did not pass his courses. In contrast, the best 
students enjoyed his lectures and found them stimulating. Many of Reynolds's 
successful students went on to become distinguished engineers and scientists, the 
most notable being Sir J. J. Thomson, later the Cavendish Professor of Physics 
at Cambridge; Thomson is famous for first demonstrating the existence of the 
electron in 1897, for which he received the Nobel Prize in 1906. 

In regard to Reynolds's interesting research approach, his student, colleague, 
and friend Professor A. H. Gibson had this to say in his biography of Reynolds, 
written for the British Council in 1946: 

Reynolds' approach to a problem was essentially individualistic. He never began by 
reading what others thought about the matter, but first thought this out for himself. 
The novelty of his approach to some problems made some of his papers difficult to 
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follow, especially those written during his later years. His more descriptive physical 
papers, however, make fascinating reading, and when addressing a popular audi
ence, his talks were models of clear exposition. 

At the turn of the century, Reynolds's health began to fail, and he subse
quently had to retire in 1905. The last years of his life were ones of considerably 
diminished physical and mental capabilities-a particularly sad state for such 
a brilliant and successful scholar. He died at Somerset, England, in 1912. Sir 
Horace Lamb, one of history's most famous fluid dynamicists and a long-time 
colleague of Reynolds, wrote after Reynolds's death, 

The character of Reynolds was, like his writings, strongly individual. He was con
scious of the value of his work, but was content to leave it to the mature judgement 
of the scientific world. For advertisement he had no taste, and undue pretensions on 
the part of others only elicited a tolerant smile. To his pupils he was most generous 
in the opportunities for valuable work which he put in their way, and in the share 
of co-operation. Somewhat reserved in serious or personal matters and occasionally 
combative and tenacious in debate, he was in the ordinary relations of life the most 
kindly and genial of companions. He had a keen sense of humor and delighted in 
startling paradoxes, which he would maintain, half seriously and half playfully, with 
astonishing ingenuity and resource. The illness which at length compelled his retire
ment was felt as a grievous calamity by his pupils, his colleagues and other friends 
throughout the country. 

The purpose of this section has been to relate the historical beginnings of the 
Reynolds number in fluid mechanics. From now on, when you use the Reynolds 
number, view it not only as a powerful dimensionless parameter governing vis
cous flow, but also as a testimonial to its originator-one of the famous fluid 
dynamicists of the 19th century. 

4.26 HISTORICAL NOTE: PRANDTL 
AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
BOUNDARY LAYER CONCEPT 

The modem science of aerodynamics has roots as far back as Isaac Newton, 
who devoted the entire second book of his Principia (1687) to fluid 
dynamics-especially to the formulation of"laws of resistance" (drag). He noted 
that drag is a function of fluid density, velocity, and the shape of the body in 
motion. However, Newton was unable to formulate the correct equation for drag. 
He derived a formula that gave the drag on an inclined object as proportional to 
the sine squared of the angle of attack. Later Newton's sine-squared law was 
used to demonstrate the "impossibility of heavier-than-air flight" and hindered 
the intellectual advancement of flight in the 19th century. Ironically, the physi
cal assumptions used by Newton in deriving his sine-squared law approximately 
reflect the conditions of hypersonic flight, and the Newtonian law has been used 
since 1950 in the design of high-Mach-number vehicles. However, Newton cor
rectly reasoned the mechanism of shear stress in a fluid. In section 9 of book 2 of 
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Principia, Newton states the following hypothesis: "The resistance arising from 
want of lubricity in the parts of a fluid is ... proportional to the velocity with 
which the parts of the fluid are separated from each other." This is the first state
ment in history of the friction law for laminar flow; it is embodied in Eq. ( 4.89), 
which describes a ''Newtonian fluid." 

Further attempts to understand fluid dynamic drag were made by the French 
mathematician Jean le Rond d' Alembert, who is noted for developing the cal
culus of partial differences (leading to the mathematics of partial differential 
equations). In 1768 d' Alembert applied the equations of motion for an incom
pressible, inviscid (frictionless) flow about a two-dimensional body in a moving 
fluid and found that no drag is obtained. He wrote, "I do not see then, I admit, 
how one can explain the resistance of fluids by the theory in a satisfactory man
ner. It seems to me on the contrary that this theory, dealt with and studied with 
profound attention gives, at least in most cases, resistance absolutely zero: a 
singular paradox which I leave to geometricians to explain." That this theoreti
cal result of zero drag is truly a paradox was clearly recognized by d 'Alembert, 
who also conducted experimental research on drag and who was among the first 
to discover that drag is proportional to the square of the velocity, as derived in 
Sec. 5.3 and given in Eq. (5.18). 

D' Alembert' s paradox arose due to the neglect of friction in classical theory. 
It was not until a century later that the effect of friction was properly incorpo
rated in the classical equations of motion by the work ofM. Navier (1785-1836) 
and Sir George Stokes (1819- 1903). The so-called Navier-Stokes equations 
stand today as the classical formulation of fluid dynamics. However, in general 
they are nonlinear equations and are extremely difficult to solve; indeed, only 
with the numerical power of modern high-speed digital computers are "exact" 
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations finally being obtained for general flow 
fields. Also in the 19th century, the first experiments on transition from laminar 
to turbulent flow were carried out by Osborne Reynolds (1842- 1912), as related 
in Sec. 4.25. In his classic paper of 1883 titled "An Experimental Investigation 
of the Circumstances which Determine whether the Motion of Water in Parallel 
Channels Shall Be Direct or Sinuous, and of the Law of Resistance in Parallel 
Channels," Reynolds observed a filament of colored dye in a pipe flow and noted 
that transition from laminar to turbulent flow always corresponded to approx
imately the same value of a dimensionless number pVD/ J1., where D was the 
diameter of the pipe. This was the origin of the Reynolds number, defined in 
Sec. 4.15 and discussed at length in Sec. 4.25. 

Therefore, at the beginning of the 20th century, when the Wright brothers 
were deeply involved in the development of the first successful airplane, the 
development of theoretical fluid dynamics still had not led to practical results 
for aerodynamic drag. It was this environment into which Ludwig Prandtl was 
born on February 4, 1875, at Freising, in Bavaria, Germany. Prandtl was a genius 
who had the talent of cutting through a maze of complex physical phenomena 
to extract the most salient points and put them in simple mathematical form. 
Educated as a physicist, Prandtl was appointed in 1904 as professor of applied 
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mechanics at Gottingen University in Germany, a post he occupied until his 
death in 1953. 

In the period from 1902 to 1904, Prandtl made one of the most important 
contributions to fluid dynamics. Thinking about the viscous flow over a body, 
he reasoned that the flow velocity right at the surface was zero and that if the 
Reynolds number was high enough, the influence of friction was limited to a thin 
layer (Prandtl first called it a transition layer) near the surface. Therefore, the 
analysis of the flow field could be divided into two distinct regions: one close to 
the surface, which included friction, and the other farther away, in which friction 
could be neglected. In one of the most important fluid dynamics papers in history, 
titled "Uber Flussigkeitsbewegung bei sehr kleiner Reibung," Prandtl reported 
his thoughts to the Third International Mathematical Congress at Heidelberg in 
1904. In this paper Prandtl observed, 

A very satisfactory explanation of the physical process in the boundary layer 
(Grenzschicht) between a fluid and a solid body could be obtained by the hypothesis 
of an adhesion of the fluid to the walls, that is, by the hypothesis of a zero relative 
velocity between fluid and wall. If the viscosity is very small and the fluid path along 
the wall not too long, the fluid velocity ought to resume its normal value at a very 
short distance from the wall. In the thin transition layer however, the sharp changes 
of velocity, even with small coefficient of friction, produce marked results. 

In the same paper, Prandtl' s theory is applied to the prediction of flow separation: 

In given cases, in certain points fully determined by external conditions, the fluid 
flow ought to separate from the wall. That is, there ought to be a layer of fl. uid which, 
having been set in rotation by the friction on the wall, insinuates itself into the free 
fluid, transforming completely the motion of the latter .... 

Prandtl's boundary layer hypothesis allows the Navier-Stokes equations to 
be reduced to a simpler form; by 1908 Prandtl and one ofhis students, H. Blasius, 
had solved these simpler boundary layer equations for laminar flow over a fiat 
plate, yielding the equations for boundary layer thickness and skin friction drag 
given by Eqs. ( 4.91) and ( 4.93). Finally, after centuries of effort, the first rational 
resistance laws describing fluid dynamic drag due to friction had been obtained. 

Prandtl's work was a stroke of genius, and it revolutionized theoretical aero
dynamics. However, possibly due to the language barrier, it only slowly diffused 
through the worldwide technical community. Serious work on boundary layer 
theory did not emerge in England and the United States until the 1920s. By that 
time, Prandtl and his students at Gottingen had applied it to various aerodynamic 
shapes and were including the effects of turbulence. 

Prandtl has been called the father of aerodynamics, and rightly so. His con
tributions extend far beyond boundary layer theory; for example, he pioneered 
the development of wing lift and drag theory, as seen inCh. 5. Moreover, he was 
interested in more fields than just fluid dynamics-he made several important 
contributions to structural mechanics as well. 

As a note on Prandtl's personal life, he had the singleness of purpose 
that seems to drive many giants of humanity. However, his almost complete 
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preoccupation with his work led to a somewhat naive outlook on life. Theodore 
von Karman, one of Prandtl's most illustrious students, relates that Prandtl 
would rather find fancy in the examination of clbildren's toys than participate 
in social gatherings. When Prandtl was almost 4.(), he suddenly decided that it 
was time to get married, and he wrote to a friend for the hand of one of his two 
daughters-Prandtl did not care which one! During the 1930s and early 1940s, 
Prandtl had mixed emotions about the political problems of the day. He contin
ued his research work at GOttingen under Hitler's Nazi regime but became con
tinually confused about the course of events. Von Karman writes about Prandtl 
in his autobiography, 

I saw Prandtl once again for the last time right after the Nazi surrender. He was a 
sad figure. The roof of his house in Gottingen, he mourned, had been destroyed by 
an American bomb. He couldn't understand why this had been done to him! He was 
also deeply shaken by the collapse of Germany. He lived only a few years after that, 
and though he did engage in some research work in meteorology, he died, I believe, 
a broken man, still puzzled by the ways of mankind. 

Prandtl died in Gottingen on August 15, 1953. Of any fluid dynamicist or 
aerodynamicist in history, Prandtl came closest to deserving a Nobel Prize. Why 
he never received one is an unanswered question. However, as long as there are 
flight vehicles, and as long as people study the discipline of fluid dynamics, the 
name of Ludwig Prandtl will be enshrined for posterity. 

4.27 Summary and Review 
Sit back, get comfortable, and just think about the basic concepts in aerodynamics that 
have been introduced in this chapter. We will begin this section with a review of these 
intellectual concepts without burdening your mind with equations; that is, we offer a 
discussion of "aerodynamics without formula." The equations are reviewed later in this 
section. 

One of my professors once told me, as I was studying aerodynamics, that "aerody
namics is easy because it just uses three equations: continuity, momentum. and energy." 
Over the years, I have come more and more to appreciate this wisdom. All of aerodynam
ics is indeed based on three fundamental principles: (1) mass is conserved; (2) Newton's 
second law-namely, force equals mass times acceleration; and (3) energy is conserved. 
We began this chapter with these three physical principles, and couched them in mathe
matical language, namely the continuity, momentum. and energy equations, respectively. 
Virtually all the other equations derived and discussed throughout the rest of this chapter 
originated in one form or another from the continuity, momentum. and energy equations. 
This is why we took the time and space to derive from first principles almost all the equa
tions presented and used in this chapter. If you go back and review these derivations, 
you can trace them in one aspect or another from the continuity, momentum. and energy 
equations. 

What makes aerodynamics so interesting is that, although it is based on just three 
fundamental principles, the application of these principles to the virtually unlimited num
ber of different types of flows can be challenging. These applications (at first impression) 
lead to the almost overwhelming number of different equations found in this chapter. But 
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do not be overwhelmed. One reason for the road map in Fig. 4.1 is to help you navigate 
through the different concepts, and ultimately to better appreciate all the different equa
tions. Moreover, never lose sight of the physics; each one of the equations is steeped in 
physics. 

Another important aspect of this chapter, as well as all the other chapters in this 
book, is simply definitions. You are in the process of expanding your intellectual hori
zons and your technical vocabulary. Definitions are an essential part of learning a new 
subject. Also, for the most part, definitions are hard and fast They may take the form of 
words, or an equation, or both, but they are what they are. They are your means of com
municating with other scientists and engineers who speak your technical language, and 
who also know the definitions. Some of the more important definitions presented in this 
chapter are: 

1. Incompressible flow: flow with constant density. 
2. Compressible flow: flow with variable density. 
3. Mass flow: the mass crossing an area A in the flow per unit time. 
4. Adiabatic process: a process in which no heat is added or taken away. 
5. Reversible process: a process in which no frictional or other dissipative effects 

occur. 
6. Isentropic flow: flow that is both adiabatic and reversible. 
7. Mach number: velocity divided by the speed of sound. 
8. Subsonic flow: flow where the Mach number is less than one. 
9. Sonic flow: flow where the Mach number is equal to one. 

10. Supersonic flow: flow where the Mach number is greater than one. 
11. Static pressure: the pressure that we would feel at a given point in a flow if we 

were moving along with the flow through that point. It is due to the random motion 
of the molecules, not the directed motion. 

12. Total pressure: The pressure at a given point in a flow that would exist if the flow 
were slowed down isentropict:~lly to zero velocity at that point. (The key word here 
is "isentropically.") 

13. Dynamic pressure: Y:. p V2 
14. Equivalent airspeed: the airspeed of an airplane flying at a given altitude that it 

would have to have at standard sea level to experience the same dynamic pressure. 
15. Reynolds number: pVxl f.1. 

16. Local skin friction coefficient: 'tJq~ 
17. Total skin .friction coefficient: D1/q~ 
18. Adverse pressure gradient: a region in a flow where the pressure increases with 

distance along the flow. 
19. Favorable pressure gradient: a region in a flow where the pressure decreases with 

distance along the flow. 

Note: There are many more definitions scattered throughout this chapter; the preceding 
list just reminds us of some of the ones more frequently encountered in our introduction 
to basic aerodynamics. 

This chapter has discussed various types of flow, and we have defined and cat
egorized different types of flow. Nature makes no real distinction among these flows, 
but we have to in order to intellectually study and calculate such flows. In many ways, 
incompressible flow is the simplest flow to calculate because p is constant. Pressure 
and velocity are directly related through Bernoulli's equation. Most low-speed flows, 
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where M < 0.3, can readily be assumed to be incompressible. In contrast, high-speed 
flow is accompanied by signiftcant density and temperature changes, and must be 
treated as compressible. For a compressible flow, p, p, V and Tin the flow are inti
mately coupled, and the continuity, momentum, and energy equations, along with the 
equation of state, must be solved simultaneously for such flows. Fortunately, in many 
real compressible-flow applications, nature creates -conditions that are very closely 
reversible and adiabatic. This allows us to assume that such flows are isentropic. The 
special relations between pressure, density, and temperature for an isentropic flow 
greatly simplify the analysis of a compressible flow. This helps us to calculate nozzle 
flows, rocket engine flows, and subsonic compressible flow over airplanes, and to 
make subsonic airspeed measurements using a Pi tot tube. In contrast, many supersonic 
flows involve shock waves. Shock waves are not isentropic, and require their own 
special analysis. 

Finally, superimposed over these different types of flow is the question: how 
important is the effect of friction? The first 80 percent of this chapter deals with flows 
where we assume that the effect of friction is negligible. These are defined as inviscid 
flows. However, friction is always important in that region of the flow near a surface, 
where friction acts to retard the flow. We model that region as a boundary layer, a 
thin region adjacent to a surface. Boundary layers require a totally different analysis, 
as discussed in the last part of this chapter. Flows with friction are defined as viscous 
flows. For example, we can have incompressible viscous flow or compressible viscous 
flow. The calculation of skin friction on a surface, and aspects of separated flow with 
its associated pressure drag due to flow separation, require us to deal with viscous 
flows. 

Let us now summarize some of the more important equations that come from the 
concepts just reviewed. It will help to return to our road map in Fig. 4.1. Run your mind 
over all the items shown there. Make yourself feel comfortable with these items. Then 
proceed with this chapter summary, putting each equation and each concept in its proper 
perspective relative to our road map. 

A few of the important concepts from this chapter are summarized as follows: 

1. The basic equations of aerodynamics, in the form derived here, are as follows: 

Continuity 

Momentum 

Energy 

P.4tY. = PzAzVz 

dp =-pVdV 

(4.2) 

(4.8) 

(4.42) 

These equations hold for a compressible flow. For an incompressible flow, we have 
these: 

Continuity At Ji; = A2Vz (4.3) 

v.z v,z 
P, +p-•-=pz +p...l:.... 

2 2 
Momentum (4.9a) 

Equation (4.9a) is called Bernoulli's equation. 
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2. The change in pressure, density, and temperature between two points in an 
isentropic process is given by 

( J ( 
T, ) rl(r-I) 

Pz = Pz = 2. 
PI PI 7; 

3. The speed of sound is given by 

For a perfect gas, this becomes 

(4.48) 

(4.54) 

4. The speed of a gas flow can be measured by a Pitot tube, which senses the total 
pressure p0• For incompressible flow, 

(4.66) 

For subsonic compressible flow, 

(4.77a) 

For supersonic flow, a shock wave exists in front of the Pitot tube, and Eq. (4.79) 
must be used in lieu ofEq. (4.77a) to find the Mach number of the flow. 

5. The area-velocity relation for isentropic flow is 

dA dV 
- = (Af4 - I) -A V 

(4.83) 

From this relation, we observe that (1) for a subsonic flow, the velocity increases 
in a convergent duct and decreases in a divergent duct; (2) for a supersonic flow, 
the velocity increases in a divergent duct and decreases in a convergent duct; and 
(3) the flow is sonic only at the minimum area. 

6. The isentropic flow of a gas is governed by 

7;, _1 y - 1Mz - - +-- I 
7; 2 

Po ( r - 1 z) YI(r-l) 
- = 11+ - MI 
PI \ 2 

(4.74) 

(4.73) 

(4.75) 
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Here T0, p"' and Po are the total temperature, pressure, and density, respectively. 
For an isentropic flow,p0 = constant throughout the flow. Similarly, Po = constant 
and T0 = constant throughout the flow. 

7. Viscous effects create a boundary layer along a solid surface in a flow. In this 
boundary layer, the flow moves slowly and the velocity goes to zero right at the 
surface. The shear stress at the wall is given by 

(dV) ~ = Jl -
" dy ,~o 

The shear stress is larger for a turbulent boundary layer than for a laminar 
boundary layer. 

8. For a laminar incompressible boundary layer, on a fiat plate, 

and C - 1.328 
J - --;::-::-

" 1.\.eL 

(4.89) 

(4.91) 

(4.98) 

where ois the boundary layer thickness, C1 is the total skin friction drag coefficient, 
and Re is the Reynolds number: 

Re, = p .. V .. x local Reynolds number 
J.l-

ReL -- p_V_L I R ld b p ate eyno s num er 
Jl-

Here x is the running length along the plate, and L is the total length of the 
plate. 

9. For a turbulent incompressible boundary layer on a fiat plate, 

0 = 0 .37x 
Reoz 

X 

c - 0.074 
J - R oz er 

(4.99) 

(4.101) 

Any real flow along a surface starts out as laminar but then changes into a turbulent 
flow. The point at which this transition effectively occurs (in reality, transition 
occurs over a finite length) is designated x.,. In turn, the critical Reynolds number 
for transition is defined as 

(4.104) 
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10. Whenever a boundary layer encounters an adverse pressure gradient (a region 
of increasing pressure in the flow direction), it can readily separate from the 
surface. On an airfoil or wing, such flow separation decreases the lift and 
increases the drag. 
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Problems 

4.1 Consider the incompressible flow of water through a divergent duct. The inlet 
velocity and area are 5 ftls and 10 ft2, respectively. If the exit area is 4 times the 
inlet area, calculate the water flow velocity at the exit. 

4.2 InProb. 4.1, calculate the pressure difference between the exit and the inlet. The 
density of water is 62.4 lb./ft3• 

4.3 Consider an airplane flying with a velocity of 60 mfs at a standard altitude of 
3 km. At a point on the wing, the airflow velocity is 70 mfs. Calculate the pressure 
at this point. Assume incompressible flow. 

4.4 An instrument used to meaS\ii.Ce the airspeed on many early low-speed airplanes, 
principally during 1919 to 1930, was the venturi tube. This simple device is a 
convergent-divergent duct. (The front section's cross-sectional area A decreases 
in the flow direction, and the back section's cross-sectional area increases in 
the flow direction. Somewhere between the inlet and exit of the duct, there is a 
minimum area called the throat.) See figure below. LetA1 andA2 denote the inlet 
and throat areas, respectively. Let p 1 and p2 be the pressures at the inlet and throat, 
respectively. The venturi tube is mounted at a specific location on the airplane 
(generally on the wing or near the front of the fuselage) where the inlet velocity 
V1 is essentially the same as the free-stream velocity- that is, the velocity of the 
airplane through the air. With a knowledge of the area ratioA:z/A1 (a fixed design 
feature) and a measurement of the pressure difference p 1 - P2• we can determine 
the airplane's velocity. For example, assume A2 1At = !-and p1 - p2 = 80 lb/ft2• 

If the airplane is flying at standard sea level, what is its velocity? 
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4.5 Consider the flow of air through a convergent--<iivergent duct, such as the venturi 
tube described in Pro b. 4.4. The inlet, throat, and exit areas are 3, 1.5, and 2m2, 

respectively. The inlet and exit pressures are 1.02 x 105 and 1.00 x lOS N/m2, 

respectively. Calculate the flow velocity at the throat. Assume incompressible flow 
with standard sea-level density. 

4.6 An airplane is flying at a velocity of 130 mi1h at a standard altitude of 5000 ft. 
At a point on the wing, the pressure is 1750.0 lb/ft2. Calculate the velocity at that 
point, assuming incompressible flow. 

4.7 Imagine that you have designed a low-speed airplane with a maximum velocity at 
sea level of 90 mls. For your airspeed instrument, you plan to use a venturi tube 
with a 1.3 : 1 area ratio. Inside the cockpit is an airspeed indicator-a dial that is 
connected to a pressure gauge sensing the venturi tube pressure difference p 1 - P2 
and properly calibrated in terms of velocity. What is the maximum pressure 
difference you would expect the gauge to experience? 

4.8 A supersonic nozzle is also a convergent--<iivergent duct, which is fed by a large 
reservoir at the inlet to the nozzle. In the reservoir of the nozzle, the pressure and 
temperature are 10 atm and 300 K, respectively. At the nozzle exit, the pressure is 
1 atm. Calculate the temperature and density of the flow at the exit. Assume that 
the flow is isentropic and (of course) compressible. 

4.9 Derive an expression for the exit velocity of a supersonic nozzle in terms 
of the pressure ratio between the reservoir and exit pofp. and the reservoir 
temperature T0• 

4.10 Consider an airplane flying at a standard altitude of 5 km with a velocity of 
270 mls. At a point on the wing of the airplane, the velocity is 330 mls. Calculate 
the pressure at this point. 

4.11 The mass flow of air through a supersonic nozzle is 1.5 lb.,/s. The exit velocity 
is 1500 ftls, and the reservoir temperature and pressure are 1 000°R and 7 atm, 
respectively. Calculate the area of the nozzle exit. For air, Cp = 6000 ft · lb/ 
(slug)(0 R). 

4.12 A supersonic transport is flying at a velocity of 1500 mi1h at a standard altitude 
of 50,000 ft. The temperature at a point in the flow over the wing is 793.32°R. 
Calculate the flow velocity at that point. 

4.13 For the airplane in Prob. 4.12, the total cross-sectional area of the inlet to the jet 
engines is 20 ft2. Assume that the flow properties of the air entering the inlet are 
those of the free stream ahead of the airplane. Fuel is injected inside the engine at 
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a rate of 0.05 lb of fuel for every pound of air flowing through the engine (that is, 
the fuel-air ratio by mass is 0.05). Calculate the mass flow (in slugs/per second) 
that comes out the exit of the engine. 

4.14 Calculate the Mach number at the exit of the nozzle in Prob. 4.11. 

4.15 A Boeing 747 is cruising at a velocity of250 m/s at a standard altitude of 13 km. 
What is its Mach number? 

4.16 A high-speed missile is traveling at Mach 3 at standard sea level. What is its 
velocity in miles per hour? 

4.17 Calculate the flight Mach number for the supersonic transport in Pro b. 4.12. 

4.18 Consider a low-speed subsonic wind tunnel with a nozzle contraction ratio of 
1 : 20. One side of a mercury manometer is connected to the settling chamber and 
the other side to the test section. The pressure and temperature in the test section 
are 1 atm and 300 K., respectively. What is the height difference between the two 
columns of mercury when the test section velocity is 80 m/s? 

4.19 We wish to operate a low-speed subsonic wind tunnel so that the flow in the test 
section has a velocity of200 milh. Consider two different types of wind tunnels 
(see figure below): (a) a nozzle and a constant-area test section, where the flow 
at the exit of the test section simply dumps out to the surrounding atmosphere 
(that is, there is no diffuser); and (b) a conventional arrangement of nozzle, 
test section, and diffuser, where the flow at the exit of the diffuser dumps out 
to the surrounding atmosphere. For both wind tunnels (a) and (b), calculate 
the pressure differences across the entire wind tunnel required to operate them 
so as to have the given flow conditions in the test section. For tunnel (a), the 
cross-sectional area of the entrance is 20 ft2, and the cross-sectional area of the 
test section is 4 ft2• For tunnel (b), a diffuser is added to (a) with a diffuser exit 
area of 18 ft2• After completing your calculations, examine and compare your 
answers for tunnels (a) and (b). Which requires the smaller overall pressure 
difference? What does this say about the value of a diffuser in a subsonic wind 
tunnel? 

(a) 

1-NOZZLE --t 

TEST SECTION --1 A1= I 

20fr I 
I 

I 

I A2 = 4fr 
~-------------; 

I 

PJ ,_.. VI 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
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4.20 A Pitot tube is mounted in the test section of a low-speed subsonic wind tunnel. 
The flow in the test section has a velocity, static pressure, and temperature of 
150 rnilh, 1 atm, and 70°F, respectively. Calculate the pressure measured by the 
Pitot tube. 

4.21 The altimeter on a low-speed Piper Aztec reads 8000 ft. A Pitot tube mounted on 
the wing tip measures a pressure of 1650 lb/ft2. If the outside air temperature is 
500°R, what is the true velocity of the airplane? What is the equivalent airspeed? 

4.22 The altimeter on a low-speed airplane reads 2 Ian. The airspeed indicator reads 
50 m!s. If the outside air temperature is 280 K, what is the true velocity of the 
airplane? 

4.23 A Pitot tube is mounted in the test section of a high-speed subsonic wind tunnel. 
The pressure and temperature of the airflow are 1 atm and 270 K, respectively. If 
the flow velocity is 250 m/s, what is the pressure measured by the Pitot tube? 

4.24 A high-speed subsonic Boeing 777 airliner is flying at a pressure altitude of 
12 km. A Pitot tube on the vertical tail measures a pressure of2.96 x 10' N/m2• At 
what Mach number is the airplane flying? 

4.25 A high-speed subsonic airplane is flying at Mach 0.65. A Pitot tube on the wing tip 
measures a pressure of2339lb/ft2. What is the altitude reading on the altimeter? 

4.26 A high-performance F-16 fighter is flying at Maclh 0.96 at sea level. What is the 
air temperature at the stagnation point at the leading edge of the wing? 

4.27 An airplane is flying at a pressure altitude of 10 km with a velocity of 596 m!s. 
The outside air temperature is 220 K. What is the pressure measured by a Pitot 
tube mounted on the nose of the airplane? 

4.28 The dynamic pressure is defined as q = 0.5pV2. For high-speed flows, where Mach 
number is used frequently, it is convenient to express q in terms of pressure p and 
Mach number M rather than p and V. Derive an equation for q = q(p, M). 

4.29 After completing its mission in orbit around the earth, the Space Shuttle enters 
the earth's atmosphere at a very high Mach number and, under the influence 
of aerodynamic drag, slows as it penetrates more deeply into the atmosphere. 
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(These matters are discussed inCh. 8.) During its atmospheric entry, assume that 
the shuttle is flying at Mach number M corresponding to the altitudes h: 

h,km 60 50 40 30 20 

M 17 9.5 5.5 3 1 

Calculate the corresponding values of the free-stream dynamic pressure at each 
one of these flight path points. Suggestion: Use the result from Prob. 4.28. 
Examine and comment on the variation of q~ as the shuttle enters the atmosphere. 

4.30 Consider a Mach 2 airstream at standard sea-level conditions. Calculate the total 
pressure of this flow. Compare this result with (a) the stagnation pressure that 
would exist at the nose of a blunt body in the flow and (b) the erroneous result 
given by Bernoulli's equation, which of course does not apply here. 

4.31 Consider the flow of air through a supersonic nozzle. The reservoir pressure and 
temperature are 5 atrn and 500 K, respectively. If the Mach number at the nozzle 
exit is 3, calculate the exit pressure, temperature, and density. 

4.32 Consider a supersonic nozzle across which the pressure ratio is p.fp0 = 0.2. 
Calculate the ratio of exit area to throat area. 

4.33 Consider the expansion of air through a convergent-<iivergent supersonic nozzle. 
The Mach number varies from essentially zero in the reservoir to Mach 2.0 at the 
exit Plot on graph paper the variation of the ratio of dynamic pressure to total 
pressure as a function of Mach number; that is, plot qlp0 versus M from M = 0 to 
M=2.0. 

4.34 The wing of the Fairchild Republic A-1 OA twin-jet close-support airplane is 
approximately rectangular with a wingspan (the length perpendicular to the flow 
direction) of 17.5 m and a chord (the length parallel to the flow direction) of 3 m. 
The airplane is flying at standard sea level with a velocity of 200 m/s. If the flow 
is considered to be completely laminar, calculate the boundary layer thickness 
at the trailing edge and the total skin friction drag. Assume that the wing is 
approximated by a fiat plate. Assume incompressible flow. 

4.35 Using the scenario and values from Prob. 4.34, assume that the flow is completely 
turbulent. Calculate the boundary layer thickness at the trailing edge and the total 
skin friction drag. Compare these turbulent results with the laminar results from 
Prob. 4.34. 

4.36 If the critical Reynolds number for transition is 106, calculate the skin friction drag 
for the wing in Pro b. 4.34. 

4.37 Reflect back to the fundamental equations of fluid motion dicussed in the early 
sections of this chapter. Sometimes these equations were expressed in terms of 
differential equations; for the most part, though, we obtained algebraic relations 
by integrating the differential equations. However, it is useful to think of the 
differential forms as relations that govern the change in flow field variables in an 
infinitesimally small region around a point in the flow. (a) Consider a point in 
an inviscid flow, where the local density is 1.1 kg/m3. A1> a fluid element sweeps 
through this point, it is experiencing a spatial change in velocity of 2 percent per 
millimeter. Calculate the corresponding spatial change in pressure per millimeter 
at this point if the velocity at the point is 100 m/s. (b) Repeat the calculation for 
the case in which the velocity at the point is 1000 m/s. What can you conclude by 
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comparing your results for the low-speed :flow in part (a) with the results for the 
high-speed :flow in part (b)? 

4.38 The type of calculation in Prob. 4.3 is a classic one for low-speed, incompressible 
:flow; that is, given the free-stream pressure and velocity and the velocity at 
some other point in the :flow, calculate the pressure at that point In a high-speed 
compressible :flow, Mach number is more fundamental than velocity. Consider an 
airplane :flying at Mach 0.7 at a standard altitude of3 km. At a point on the wing, 
the airflow Mach number is 1.1. Calculate the pressure at this point. Assume an 
isentropic :flow. 

4.39 Consider an airplane :flying at a standard altitude of25,000 ft at a velocity of 
800 ftls. To experience the same dynamic pressure at sea level, how fast must the 
airplane be :flying? 

4.40 In Sec. 4.9 we defined hypersonic :flow as that :flow where the Mach number is 5 or 
greater. Wind tunnels with a test-section Mach number of 5 or greater are called 
hypersonic wind tunnels. From Eq. (4.88), the exit-to-throat area ratio for supersonic 
exit Mach numbers increases as the exit Mach number increases. For hypersonic 
Mach numbers, the exit-to-throat ratio becomes extremely large, so hypersonic 
wind tunnels are designed with long, high-expansion-ratio nozzles. In this and the 
following problems, we examine some special characteristics of hypersonic wind 
tunnels. Assume that wish to design a Mach 10 hypersonic wind tunnel using air as 
the test medium. We want the static pressure and temperature in the test stream to 
be that for a standard altitude of 55 km. Calculate (a) the exit-to-throat area ratio, 
(b) the required reservoir pressure (in atm), and (c) the required reservoir temperature. 
Examine these results. What do they tell you about the special (and sometimes 
severe) operating requirements for a hypersonic wind tunnel? 

4.41 Calculate the exit velocity of the hypersonic tunnel in Prob. 4.40. 
4.42 Let us double the exit Mach number of the tunnel in Pro b. 4.40 simply by adding 

a longer nozzle section with the requisite expansion ratio. Keep the reservoir 
properties the same as those in Prob. 4.40. Then we have a Mach 20 wind tunnel, 
with test-section pressure and temperature considerably lower than in Prob. 4.40; 
that is, the test-section :flow no longer corresponds to conditions at a standard 
altitude of 55 km. Be that as it may, we have at least doubled the Mach number 
of the tunnel. Calculate (a) the exit-to-throat area ratio of the Mach 20 nozzle and 
(b) the exit velocity. Compare these values with those for the Mach 10 tunnel in 
Probs. 4.40 and4.41. What can you say about the differences? In particular, note 
the exit velocities for the Mach 10 and Mach 20 tunnels. You will see that they are 
not much different. What is causing the big increase in exit Mach number? 

4.43 The results of Example 4.4 showed that the aerodynamic force on a body is 
proportional to the square of the free-stream velocity. This is strictly true, 
however, only when the aerodynamic force is due to the pressure exerted on the 
surface and when the :flow is incompressible. When the aerodynamic force is also 
due to the distribution of frictional shear stress over the surface and/or the :flow is 
compressible, the "velocity squared" law does not strictly hold. The purpose of 
this problem is to examine how the friction drag on a body varies with free-stream 
velocity for an incompressible :flow. 
Consider a square :flat plate at zero incidence angle to a low-speed incompressible 
:flow. The length of each side is 4 m. Assume that the transition Reynolds number 
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is 5 x 105 and that the free-stream properties are those at standard sea level. 
Calculate the friction drag on the fiat plate when the free-stream velocity is 
(a) 20m/sand when it is (b) 40 m/s. (c) Assuming that the friction drag, D1, varies 
with velocity as VO: , calculate the value of the exponent n based on the answers 
from (a) and (b). How close <loes n come to 2? That is, how close is the friction 
drag to obeying the velocity squared law? 

4.44 Consider the incompressible viscous flow over a fiat plate. Following the theme set 
in Prob. 4.43, show analytically that (a) for fully turbulent flow, skin friction drag 
varies as v~ 8 

• and (b) for fully laminar flow, skin friction drag varies as v~·5 • 
4.45 Consider compressible viscous flow over the same fiat plate as in Prob. 4.43. 

Assume a completely turbulent boundary layer on the plate. The free-stream 
properties are those at standard sea level. Calculate the friction drag on the 
fiat plate when (a) M~ = 1 and (b) M~ = 3. (c) Assuming that the friction drag, 
Dfi varies with velocity as V.: , calculate the value of the exponent n based 
on the answers from (a) and (JJ). Note: This problem examines the combined 
effect of compressibility and friction on the "velocity squared" law, in the 
same spirit of Probs. 4.43 anrl4.44, which isolated the effect of friction in an 
incompressible flow. 

4.46 Consider a long pipe filled with air at standard sea-level conditions. Let x be the 
longitudinal coordinate measured along the pipe. The air is stationary inside the 
pipe, i.e., the flow velocity is zero everywhere inside the pipe. A small firecracker 
is mounted inside the tube at an axial location x = 0. When the firecracker is 
detonated, two weak pressure disturbances (pressure waves) are created at x = 0 
that propagate along the pipe, one to the right and the other to the left. Assume 
that these weak pressure distributions travel at the local speed of sound. Using 
SI units, calculate: {a) the speed of the waves relative to the pipe, and {b) the 
x-location of each wave 0.2 seconds after detonation of the firecrackers. 

4.47 Repeat Prob. 4.46 for the case in which the air inside the pipe is flowing from left 
to right in the direction of the positive x-axis with a flow velocity of: (a) 30m/sec, 
and {b) 400 m/sec. 

4.48 Consider an element of air in the standard atmosphere at a standard altitude 
of 1000 m. Assume that you somehow raise this element of air isentropically 
to a standard altitude of 2000 m, where the element now takes on the standard 
pressure at 2000 m. Calculate the density of this isentropically raised element of 
air and compare it with the density of its neighboring elements of air that all have 
a density equal to the standard density at 2000 m. What does this say about the 
stability of the atmosphere in this case? 

NOTE: The properties of the standard atmosphere are based on statics, i.e., an element 
of fluid that is stationary, where the pressure change is dictated by the hydrostatic 
equation, Eq. (3.2). An isentropic process is not relevant to the establishment of the 
standard atmosphere. Indeed, a purpose of this question is to demonstrate that the 
changes in atmospheric properties with altitude are quite different from the changes 
corresponding to an isentropic process. 

4.49 Consider a low-speed wind tunnel (see Fig. 4.15) that is a constant width of2 m 
throughout its length (i.e., each cross section of the tunnel is a rectangle of width 
2m). The entrance and exit heights of the nozzle are 4 m and 0.5 m, respectively. 
The airflow velocity in the test section is 120 mph. Calculate the airflow velocity 
in m/sec at the entrance to the nozzle. 
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4.50 The air pressure in the reservoir of the tunnel considered in Prob. 4.49 is 1 atm. 
Calculate the pressure in the test section in N/m2• Assume that the air in the tunnel 
is at standard sea-level density. 

4.51 The wind tunnel in Probs. 4.49 and 4.50 has a diffuser that is slightly rounded 
at the inlet (a sharp comer at the inlet in a subsonic flow will cause undesirable 
flow separation), and then diverges with straight upper and lower walls, each at 
15° relative to the horizontal. Calculate the rate o.f change of area with respect to 
distance along the diffuser length (ignore the slightly rounded entrance). Note: 
This is simply a problem in geometry, not aerodynamics. 

4.52 Consider the flow through the wind tunnel in Prob. 4.49. The entrance and exit 
heights of the diffuser are 0.5 m and 3.5 m, respectively. What are the flow 
velocities at the entrance and exit of the diffuser? 

4.53 Consider the wind tunnel and flow conditions described in Probs. 4.49--4.52. 
Calculate the rate of change of velocity with respect to distance at {a) the diffuser 
inlet, and (b) the diffuser exit 

4.54 Continuing with the wind tunnel described in Probs. 4.49--4.53, calculate the rate 
of change of pressure with respect to distance at (a) the diffuser inlet, and {b) the 
diffuser exit 

4.55 Calculate the length of the diffuser of the wind tunnel described in Probs. 
4.49--4.54. 

4.56 The diffuser of a wind tunnel or at the inlet of an air-breathing jet engine is 
designed to slow the flow. Consequently, from Euler' s equation, Eq. (4.8) in 
the text, the pressure always increases with distance along the diffuser. Hence, 
in terms of the discussion in Sec. 4.20, the flow in the diffuser is experiencing 
an adverse pressure gradient, which encourages: the boundary layer to separate 
from the wall of the diffuser, thus resulting in a loss of total pressure and 
reducing the aerodynamic efficiency of the diffuser. For the wind tunnel 
and flow conditions described in Probs. 4.49-4. 55, a criterion that predicts 
approximately the location along the wall of the diffuser where a laminar 
boundary will separate is given by x. = 183(dp/dx)-1.,. where x. is the separation 
location in m and (dp/dx).,. is the average of the pressure gradients in N/m3 at 
the entrance and exit of the diffuser assuming no flow separation. Assuming a 
laminar boundary layer along the diffuser wall, calculate the location of flow 
separation in the diffuser. 

4.57 For the conditions ofProb. 4.56, but assuming a turbulent boundary layer, an 
approximate criterion for the separation point is x. = 506(dpldx}-1..,., where x. is in 
m. Calculate the location of flow separation for a turbulent boundary layer along 
the diffuser wall. 

4.58 The maximum velocity of the Douglas DC-3 (see Figs. 1.33 and 6.80) is 229 mph 
at an altitude of7500 ft. Calculate the Mach number of the airplane and the 
pressure sensed by a Pi tot tube on the airplane. 

4.59 The cruising velocity of the Boeing 727 (see Fig. 5 .70) is 610 mph at an altitude of 
25,000 ft. Calculate the Mach number of the airplane and the pressure sensed by a 
Pitot tube on the airplane. 

4.60 The maximum velocity of the Lockheed F-104 (see Figs. 1.34 and 5.40) is 
1328 mph at an altitude of35,000 ft. Calculate the Mach number of the airplane 
and the pressure sensed by a Pitot tube on the airplane. 
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CHAPTER 

Airfoils, Wings, and Other 
Aerodynamic Shapes 

There can be no doubt that the inclined plane is the true principle of aerial navigation 
by mechanical means. 

Sir George Cayley, 1843 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 
It is remarkable that the modem airplane as we know it today, with its fixed wing 
and vertical and horizontal tail surfaces, was first conceived by George Cayley 
in 1799, more than 200 years ago. He inscribed his first concept on a silver 
disk (presumably for permanence), shown in Fig. 1.5. It is also remarkable that 
Cayley recognized that a curved surface (as shown on the silver disk) creates 
more lift than a fiat surface. Cayley's fixed-wing concept was a true revolution 
in the development ofheavier-than-air flight machines. Prior to his time, aviation 
enthusiasts had been doing their best to imitate mechanically the natural flight of 
birds, which led to a series of human-powered flapping-wing designs (ornithop
ters ), which never had any real possibility of working. In fact, even Leonardo da 
Vinci devoted a considerable effort to the design of many types of ornithopters in 
the late 15th century, of course to no avail. In such ornithopter designs, the flap
ping of the wings was supposed to provide simultaneously both lift (to sustain the 
machine in the air) and propulsion (to push it along in flight). Cayley is responsi
ble for directing people's minds away from imitating bird flight and for separat
ing the two principles of lift and propulsion. He proposed and demonstrated that 



PREVIEW BOX 

This chapter deals with lift and drag on aerody
namic bodies, principally airfoil shapes and wings. 
These are real aerospace engineering applications
applications that extend the basic material from 
Chs. 1 to 4 well into the practical engineering world. 
In this chapter, you will learn 

1. How to calculate lift and drag on airfoil shapes. 

2. How to calculate lift and drag on a whole wing 
of an airplane. 

3. Why lift and drag for a wing are different 
values from that for the airfoil shape that makes 
up the wing. 

4. What happens to lift and drag when an airfoil or 
a wing :flies near or beyond the speed of sound. 

S. Why some airplanes have swept wings and 
others have straight wings. 

6. Why some airplanes have thin airfoils and 
others have thick airfoils. 

7. Why optimum wing shapes for supersonic flight 
are different than for subsonic flight. 
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This is all good stuff-some of the bread and but
ter of aerospace engineering. You will learn all 
this, and more, in this chapter. For example, at the 
Smithsonian's National Air and Space Museum, 
this author is frequently asked by visitors how a 
wing produces lift- a natural and perfectly inno
cent question. Unfortunately, there is no satis
factory one-liner for an answer. Even a single 
paragraph does not suffice. After a hundred years 
since the Wright Flyer, different people take dif
ferent points of view about what is the most fonda
mental mechanism that produces lift, some pressing 
their views with almost religious fervor. A whole 
section of this chapter (Sec. 5 .19) addresses how 
lift is produced, what this author considers to be the 
most fundamental explanation, and how it relates to 
alternate explanations. 

With this chapter, you will begin to concentrate 
on airplanes, winged space vehicles such as the Space 
Shuttle, and any vehicle that :flies through the atmo
sphere. This chapter greatly accelerates our introduc
tion to :flight. Hang on, and enjoy the ride. 

lift can be obtained from a fixed, straight wing inclined to the airstream, while 
propulsion can be provided by some independent mechanism such as paddles 
or airscrews. For this concept and for his many other thoughts and inventions in 
aeronautics, Sir George Cayley is called the parent of modem aviation. A more 
detailed discussion of Cayley's contributions appears in Ch. 1. However, we 
emphasize that much of the technology discussed in the present chapter had its 
origins at the beginning of the 19th century-technology that came to fruition on 
December 17, 1903, near Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. 

The following sections develop some of the terminology and basic aerody
namic fundamentals of airfoils and wings. These concepts form the heart of air
plane flight, and they represent a major excursion into aeronautical engineering. 
The road map for this chapter is shown in Fig. 5 .1. There are basically three main 
topics inCh. 5, each having to do with the aerodynamic characteristics of a class 
of geometric shapes: airfoils, wings, and general body shapes. These three topics 
are shown in the three boxes at the top of our road map. We first examine the 
aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils and then run down the various aspects 
noted in the left column in Fig. 5 .1. This is a long list, but we will find that many 
thoughts on this list carry over to wings and bodies as well. We then move to the 
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Nomenclature 
Aerodynamic coefficients 
Experimental data 
Obtaining lift coefficient 
from pressure coefficient 

Compressibility corrections 
Transonic speeds 
a. Critical Mach number 
b. Drag-divergence 

Mach number 
Supersonic speeds 
a. Lift I 

I 
1 b. Wave drag 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Induced drag Cylinders 
Change in lift slope Spheres 
Swept wings 
Flaps 

t----------... ·-~ How lift is produced t--
Figure 5.1 Road map for Chapter 5. 

central column for a discussion of finite wings, and we will see how the aerody
namics of a wing differs from that of an airfoil. Both airfoils and wings can be 
classified as slender bodies. In contrast, the third column in Fig. 5.1 deals with a 
few examples of blunt bodies: cylinders and spheres. We define and examine the 
distinctions between slender and blunt aerodynamic shapes. Finally, we discuss 
how aerodynamic lift is produced. Although we have alluded to this in previous 
chapters, it is appropriate at the end of the chapter dealing with the aerodynam
ics of various shapes to have a definitive discussion on how nature generates 
lift. Various physical explanations have been used in the past to explain how 
lift is generated, and there have been many spirited discussions in the literature 
about which is proper or more fundamental. We attempt to put all these views in 
perspective at the end of this chapter, as represented by the box at the bottom of 
Fig. 5.1. As you progress through this chapter, make certain to check our road 
map frequently so you can see how the details of our discussions fit into the 
grand scheme laid out in Fig. 5 .1. 

5.2 AIRFOIL NOMENCLATURE 
Consider the wing of an airplane, as sketched in Fig. 5.2. The cross-sectional 
shape obtained by the intersection of the wing with the perpendicular plane 
shown in Fig. 5.2 is called an airfoil. Such an airfoil is sketched in Fig. 5.3, 
which illustrates some basic terminology. The major design feature of an airfoil 
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Figure 5.2 Sketch of a wing and airfoil. 

Thickness 
Mean camber line 
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t----------Chord c--------- ---1 

Figure 5.3 Airfoil nomenclature. The shape shown here is a NACA 4415 airfoil. 

is the mean camber line, which is the locus of points halfway between the upper 
and lower surfaces, as measured perpendicular to the mean camber line itself. 
The most forward and rearward points of the mean camber line are the leading 
and trailing edges, respectively. The straight line connecting the leading and 
trailing edges is the chord line of the airfoil, and the precise distance from the 
leading to the trailing edge measured along the chord line is simply designated 
the chord of the airfoil, given by the symbol c. The camber is the maximum 
distance between the mean camber line and the chord line, measured perpen
dicular to the chord line. The camber, the shape of the mean camber line, and to 
a lesser extent the thickness distribution of the airfoil essentially control the lift 
and moment characteristics of the airfoil. 

More definitions are illustrated in Fig. 5.4a, which shows an airfoil inclined 
to a stream of air. The free-stream velocity v_ is the velocity of the air far 
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L 

Ct 

R<:lative wind 

(a) 

L N 

v_ 

(b) 

Figure 5.4 Sketch showing the definitions of (a) lift, drag, moments, angle of attack, and 
relative wind; (b) normal and axial force. 

upstream of the airfoil. The direction of V ~ is defined as the relative wind. The 
angle between the relative wind and the chord line is the angle of attack a of 
the airfoil. As described in Cbs. 2 and 4, an aerodynamic force is created by 
the pressure and shear stress distributions over the wing surface. This resultant 
force is shown by the vector R in Fig. 5.4a. In turn, the aerodynamic forceR can 
be resolved into two forces, parallel and perpendicular to the relative wind. The 
drag D is always defined as the component of the aerodynamic force parallel to 
the relative wind. The lift L is always defined as the component of the aerody
namic force perpendicular to the relative wind. 

In addition to lift and drag, the surface pressure and shear stress distributions 
create a moment M that tends to rotate the wing. To see more clearly how this 
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Note: Length of the arrow denoting pressure 
is proportional top- Prer; where Pret is an 
arbitrary reference pressure slightly less than 
the minimum pressure on the airfoiL 

Figure 5.5 The physical origin of moments on an airfoil. 

moment is created, consider the surface pressure distribution over an airfoil, as 
sketched in Fig. 5.5 (we will ignore the shear stress for this discussion). Consider 
just the pressure on the top surface of the airfoil. This pressure gives rise to a net 
force F1 in the general downward direction. Moreover, F 1 acts through a given point 
on the chord line, point 1, which can be found by integrating the pressure times 
distance over the surface (analogous to finding the centroid or center of pressure 
from integral calculus). Now consider just the pressure on the bottom surface of 
the airfoil. This pressure gives rise to a net force F2 in the general upward direction, 
acting through point 2. The total aerodynamic force on the airfoil is the summation 
of F1 and F2, and lift is obtained when F2 > F1. However, note from Fig. 5.5 that 
F 1 and F2 will create a moment that will tend to rotate the airfoil. The value of this 
aerodynamically induced moment depends on the point about which we choose to 
take moments. For example, if we take moments about the leading edge, the aerody
namic moment is designated Mu.. It is more common in the case of subsonic airfoils 
to take moments about a point on the chord at a distance c/4 from the leading edge, 
the quarter-chord point, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4a. This moment about the quarter 
chord is designated Mc/4· In general, Mu. * Mc~4. Intuition will tell you that lift, drag, 
and moments on a wing will change as the angle of attack a changes. In fact, the 
variations of these aerodynamic quantities with a represent some of the most 
important information an aitplane designer needs to know. We will address this mat
ter in the following sections. However, we point out that although Mu. and Mc14 are 
both functions of a, there exists a certain point on the airfoil about which moments 
essentially do not vary with a. This point is defined as the aerodynamic center; and 
the moment about the aerodynamic center is designated Mac. By definition, 

M.c =const 
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independent of the angle of attack. The location of the aerodynamic center for 
real aerodynamic shapes can be found from experiment. For low-speed sub
sonic airfoils, the aerodynamic center is generally very close to the quarter
chord point. 

Returning to Fig. 5.4a, we recall that the resultant aerodynamic forceR can 
be resolved into components perpendicular and parallel to the relative wind
the lift and drag, respectively. An alternative to this system is to resolve R into 
components perpendicular and parallel to the chord line, as shown in Fig. 5.4b. 
These components are called the normal force and axial force and are denoted by 
Nand A, respectively, in Fig. 5. 4b, shown by the heavy solid arrows. Also shown 
in Fig. 5.4b are the lift and drag, L andD, respectively, represented by the heavy 
dashed arrows. Lift and drag are easily expressed in terms of N and A from the 
geometry shown in Fig. 5.4b: 

L = N oos a - A sin a 

D -N siu tt+ A cos a 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

For airfoils and wings, the use of Nand A to describe the aerodynamic force dates 
back as early as the work of Otto Lilienthal in 1889, as published in his book 
Bird Flight as the Basis of Aviation (see Sec. 1.5). Indeed, the famous "Lilienthal 
tables," which were used by the Wright brothers to design their early gliders 
(see Sec. 1.8), were tables dealing with normal and axial forces. The Wrights 
preferred to think in terms oflift and drag, and they converted Lilienthal's results 
by using Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). Today the use of Nand A to describe the aerody
namic force on airfoils and wings is generally passe; L and D are almost always 
the system used by choice. However, Nand A are still frequently used to denote 
the aerodynamic force on bodies of revolution, such as missiles and projectiles. 
Thus, it is useful to be familiar with both systems of expressing the aerodynamic 
force on a body. 

5.3 LIFT, DRAG, AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
Again appealing to intuition, we note that it makes sense that for an airplane in 
flight, the actual magnitudes of L, D, and M depend not only on a; but also on 
velocity and altitude. In fact, we can expect that the variations of L, D, and M 
depend at least on 

1. Free-stream velocity V ~ 

2. Free-stream density P~ (that is, altitude). 
3. Size of the aerodynamic surface. For airplanes, we will use the wing areaS 

to indicate size. 

4. Angle of attack a: 
s. Shape of the airfoil. 
6. Viscosity coefficient J.1.., (because the aerodynamic forces are generated in 

part from skin friction distributions). 
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7. Compressibility of the airflow. InCh. 4 we demonstrated that 
compressibility effects are governed by the value of the free-stream Mach 
number M~ = V Jaw Because V ~is already listed, we can designate a~ as 
our index for compressibility. 

Hence, we can write that for a given shape of airfoil at a given angle of attack, 

(5.3) 

and D and Mare similar functions. 
In principle, for a given airfoil at a given angle of attack, we could find the 

variation of L by performing myriad wind tunnel experiments wherein V.,., P~, 
S, p..,, and a~ are individually varied, and then we could try to make sense out of 
the resulting huge collection of data. This is the hard way. Instead we ask: Are 
there groupings of the quantities V.,., p.,., S, p..,, a.., and L such that Eq. (5.3) can 
be written in terms of fewer parameters? The answer is yes. In the process of 
developing this answer, we will gain some insight into the beauty of nature as 
applied to aerodynamics. 

The technique we will apply is a simple example of a more general theoreti
cal approach called dimensional analysis. Let us assume that Eq. (5.3) is of the 
functional form 

(5.4) 

where Z, a, b, d, e, and fare dimensionless constants. However, no matter what 
the values of these constants may be, it is a physical fact that the dimensions 
of the left and right sides ofEq. (5.4) must match; that is, if Lis a force (say 
in newtons), then the net result of all the exponents and multiplication on the 
right side must also produce a result with the dimensions of a force. This con
straint will ultimately give us information about the values of a, b, and so on. 
If we designate the basic dimensions of mass, length, and time by m, l, and t, 
respectively, then the dimensions of various physical quantities are as given in 
the following: 

Physical Quantity 

L 
V~ 
P~ 
s 
a~ 

Dimensions 

ml/t2 (from Newton' s second law) 
!It 
m/13 
[l 

!It 
m!(lf) 

Thus equating the dimensions of the left and right sides ofEq. (5.4), we obtain 

(5.5) 
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Consider mass m. The exponent of m on the left side is 1, so the exponents of 
m on the right must add to 1. Hence 

1=b+f (5.6) 

Similarly, for time t we have 

- 2= - a- e - f 

and for length l, 

1 =8 - 3b+2d+e-f 

Solving Eqs. (5.6) to (5.8) for a, b, andd in terms of e and/ yields 

b =l - f 

a .. 2-e- f 

d=l - f 
2 

Substituting Eqs. (5.9) to (5.11) into (5.4) gives 

L ·Z(V .. )~-4-i titlst-ft2a~ 
Rearranging Eq. (5.12), we find 

L = Zp.,.V:,S (a,. J ( Jl,. 112 J 
V.. p..V .. S 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

Note that aoof V,. = liM""' where M,. is the free-stream Mach number. Also note 
that the dimensions of S are P; hence the dimension of $112 is l, purely a length. 
Let us choose this length to be the chord c by convention. Hence, f.ioo/{p,. V,. $1~ 
can be replaced in our consideration by the equivalent quantity 

J..L,. 
p,.V,.c 

However, J.4,/{p,. V,. c) = 1/Re, where Re is based on the chord length c. 
Equation (5.13) thus becomes 

L-Zp,.v.:s(~,. J(~eJ (5.14) 

We now define a new quantity, called the lift coefficient c, as 

C1 = z (-1 )•(_1 Y 
2 M,. Re) 

(5.15) 

Then Eq. (5.14) becomes 
(5.16) 
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Recalling from Ch. 4 that the dynamic pressure is q_ .. .}p_v.!, we trans
form Eq. (5.16) into 

L. q .. X s X Ct 

i i i i 
(5.17) 

Lift 
Dynamic Wing Lift 
pressure area coefficient 

Look what has happened! Equation (5.3), written from intuition but not very 
useful, has cascaded to the simple, direct form ofEq. (5.17), which contains a tre
mendous amount of information. In fact, Eq. (5.17) is one of the most important 
relations in applied aerodynamics. It says that the lift is directly proportional to 
the dynamic pressure (and hence to the square of the velocity).lt is also directly 
proportional to the wing areaS and to the lift coefficient c1• In fact, Eq. ( 5.17) can 
be turned around and used as a definition for the lift coefficient: 

Ct = q~S I (5.18) 

That is, the lift coefficient is always defined as the aerodynamic lift divided by 
the dynamic pressure and some reference area (for wings, the convenient refer
ence areaS, as we have been using). 

The lift coefficient is a function of M~ and Re as reflected in Eq. (5.15). 
Moreover, because M~ and Re are dimensionless and because Z was assumed 
initially as a dimensionless constant, from Eq. (5.15) Ct is dimensionless. This is 
also consistent with Eqs. (5.17) and (5.18). Also recall that our derivation was 
carried out for an airfoil of given shape and at a given angle of attack a. If a were 
to vary, then c1 would also vary. Hence, for a given airfoil, 

lc, • f(a,M~,Re) I (5.19) 

This relation is important. Fix in your mind that lift coefficient is a function of 
angle of attack, Mach number, and Reynolds number. 

To appreciate the value of the relationship expressed by Eq. (5.19), let us 
assume that we are given a particular aerodynamic shape, and we wish to mea
sure the lift and how it varies with the different parameters. So we go to the 
laboratory and set up a series of wind tunnel tests to measure the lift on our given 
shape. Reflecting on Eq. (5.3), we know that the lift of the given shape at a given 
orientation (angle of attack) to the flow depends on the free-stream velocity, 
density, reference area, viscosity coefficient, and speed of sound; but we do not 
know precisely howL varies with a change in these parameters. We wish to find 
out how. We begin by running a set of wind tunnel tests, making measurements 
of L where V~ is varied butS, J4,., and a.o are held fixed. This gives us a stack 
of wind tunnel data from which we can obtain a correlation of the variation of 
L with V ~ Next we run another set of wind tunnel tests in which P~ is varied 
but V.,., S, J4,., and a.o are held fixed. This gives us a second stack of wind tunnel 
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data from which we can obtain a correlation of the variation of L withp~ Then 
we run a third set of wind tunnel tests in which S is varied, holding everything 
else constant. This gives us a third stack of wind tunnel data from which we can 
obtain a correlation of the variation of L with S. We repeat this process two more 
times, alternately holding f.1oo constant and then a., constant. When we are fin
ished, we end up with five individual stacks of wind tunnel data from which we 
can (in principle) obtain the precise variation of L with V~, p""' S, Jl.""' and a"" as 
represented by the functional relation in Eq. (5.3). A$ you can probably already 
appreciate, this represents a lot of personal effort and a lot of wind tunnel test
ing at great financial expense. However, if we use our knowledge obtained from 
our dimensional analysis-namely Eq. (5.19)--we can realize a great savings of 
effort, time, and expense. Instead of measuring Lin five sets of wind tunnel tests 
as previously described, let us measure the variation of lift coefficient [obtained 
from c1 = L/(q~ S)]. Keying on Eq. (5.19) for a given shape at a given angle of 
attack, we run a set of wind tunnel tests in which c1 is measured, with M~ varied 
but Re held constant. This gives us one stack of wind tunnel data from which 
we can obtain a correlation of the variation of c1 with M~ Then we run a second 
set of wind tunnel tests, varying Re and keeping M~ constant. This gives us a 
second stack of data from which we can obtain a correlation of the variation of c1 

withRe. And this is all we need; we now know how c1varies withM~andRefor 
the given shape at the given angle of attack. With c1 we can obtain the lift from 
Eq. (5.17). By dealing with the lift coefficient instead of the lift itself, and with 
M~ and Re instead of P- V""' S, J.4.,, and a_ we have ended up with only two 
stacks of wind tunnel data rather than the five we had earlier. Clearly, by using 
the dimensionless quantities c1, M~, and Re, we have achieved a great economy 
of effort and wind tunnel time. 

But the moral to this story is deeper yet. Dimensional analysis shows that CJ is a 
function of Mach number and Reynolds number, as stated in Eq. (5.19), rather than 
just individually of p""' V""' J.i- a~, and the size of the body. It is the combination of 
these physical variables in the form of M~ and Re that counts. The Mach number 
and the Reynolds number are powerful quantities in aerodynamics. They are called 
similarity parameters for reasons that are discussed at the end of this section. We 
have already witnessed, inCh. 4, the power of M~ in governing compressible flows. 
For example, just look at Eqs. (4.73) through (4.75) and (4.79); only the Mach 
number and the ratio of specific heats appear on the right sides of these equations. 

Performing a similar dimensional analysis on drag and moments, beginning 
with relations analogous to Eq. (5.3), we find that 

D ~q~cd I (5.20) 

where cd is a dimensionless drag coefficient and 

(5.21) 

where em is a dimensionless moment coefficient. Note that Eq. (5.21) differs 
slightly from Eqs. (5.17) and (5.20) by the inclusion of the chord length c. This 
is because L and D have dimensions of a force, whereas M has dimensions of a 
force-length product. 
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The importance of Eqs. (5.17) to (5.21) cannot be overemphasized. They 
are fundamental to all applied aerodynamics. They are readily obtained from 
dimensional analysis, which essentially takes us from loosely defined functional 
relationships [such as Eq. (5.3)] to well-defined relations between dimensionless 
quantities [Eqs. (5.17) to (5.21)]. In summary, for an airfoil of given shape, the 
dimensionless lift, drag, and moment coefficients have been defined as 

(5.22) 

where 

c., - J;ca,M,.,Re) c .. ... h<a,M .. ,Re) I (5.23) 

Reflecting for an instant, we find that there may be a conflict in our aerody
namic philosophy. On the one hand, Chs. 2 and 4 emphasized that lift, drag, and 
moments on an aerodynamic shape stem from the detailed pressure and shear 
stress distributions on the surface and that measurements and/or calculations of 
these distributions, especially for complex configurations, are not trivial under
takings. On the other hand, the equations in Eq. (5 .. 22) indicate that lift, drag, and 
moments can be quickly obtained from simple formulas. The bridge between 
these two outlooks is, of course, the lift, drag, and moment coefficients. All the 
physical complexity of the flow field around an aerodynamic body is implicitly 
buried inc, ca, and cm. Before the simple equations in Eq. (5.22) can be used to 
calculate lift, drag, and moments for an airfoil, wing, and body, the appropriate 
aerodynamic coefficients must be known. From this point of view, the simplicity 
ofEq. (5.22) is a bit deceptive. These equations simply shift the forces of aero
dynamic rigor from the forces and moments themselves to the appropriate coef
ficients instead. So we are now led to these questions: How do we obtain values 
of c, c4, and cm for given configurations, and how do they vary with a, M .. , and 
Re? The answers are introduced in the following sections. 

However, before we leave our discussion of dimensional analysis, it is 
important to elaborate on why M .. and Re are called similarity parameters. 
Consider that we have two different flows (say a red flow and a green flow) over 
two bodies that are geometrically similar but are different sizes for the red and 
green flows. The red and green flows have different values of V.., p.., P..,, and a.., 
but they both have the same M .. and Re. If M .. is the same for the red and green 
flows and if Re is the same for the red and green flows, then from Eq. (5.23), 
c, c4, and cm measured in the red flow will be the same values as the c~, c4, and cm 
measured in the green flow, even though the red and green flows are different 
flows. In this case the red and green flows are called dynamically similar flows; 
hence M .. and Re are called similarity parameters. The concept of dynamic flow 
similarity is elegant, and it goes well beyond the scope of this book. But it is men
tioned here because of its importance in aerodynamics. The concept of dynamic 
similarity allows measurements obtained in wind tunnel tests of a small-scale 
model of an airplane to be applied to the real airplane in free flight. If in the wind 
tunnel test (say the red flow) the values of M .. andRe are the same as those for 
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the real airplane in free flight (say the green flow), then c, cd, and em measured 
in the wind tunnel will be precisely the same as those values in free flight. The 
concept of dynamic similarity is essential to wind tunnel testing. 

In most wind tunnel tests of small-scale models of real airplanes, every effort 
is made to simulate the values of M~ and Re encountered by the real airplane in 
free flight. Unfortunately, due to the realities of wind tunnel design and opera
tion, this is frequently not possible. In such cases the wind tunnel data must be 
"extrapolated" to the conditions of free flight. Such extrapolations are usually 
approximations, and they introduce a degree of error when the wind tunnel data 
are used to describe the conditions of full-scale free flight. The problem of not 
being able to simultaneously simulate free-flight values of M~ andRe in the same 
wind tunnel is still pressing today, in spite of the fact that wind tunnel testing has 
been going on for almost 150 years. Among other reasons, this is why there are 
so many different wind tunnels at different laboratories around the world. 

5.4 AIRFOIL DATA 
A goal of theoretical aerodynamics is to predict values of c~> cd, and em from the 
basic equations and concepts of physical science, some of which were discussed 
in previous chapters. However, simplifying assumptions are usually necessary to 
make the mathematics tractable. Therefore, when theoretical results are obtained, 
they are generally not exact. The use ofhigh-speed digital computers to solve the 
governing fl. ow equations is now bringing us much closer to the accurate calcu
lation of aerodynamic characteristics; however, limitations are still imposed by 
the numerical methods themselves, and the storage and speed capacity of current 
computers are still not sufficient to solve many complex aerodynamic flows. As 
a result, the practical aerodynamicist has to rely on direct experimental measure
ments of c~, cd, and em for specific bodies of interest. 

A large bulk of experimental airfoil data was compiled over the years by the 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA), which was absorbed in the 
creation of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 1958. 
Lift, drag, and moment coefficients were systematically measured for many airfoil 
shapes in low-speed subsonic wind tunnels. These measurements were carried out on 
straight, constant-chord wings that completely spanned the tunnel test section from 
one side wall to the other. In this fashion, the flow essentially "saw" a wing with no 
wingtips, and the experimental airfoil data were thus obtained for "infinite wings." 
(The distinction between infinite and finite wings will be made in subsequent sec
tions.) Some results of these airfoil measurements are given in App. D. The first page 
of App. D gives data for c1 and C..,c14 versus angle of attack for the NACA 1408 airfoil. 
The second page gives cd and c,., nc versus c, for the same airfoil. Because c, is known 
as a fimction of a :from the first page, the data from both pages can be cross-plotted 
to obtain the variations of cd and c,., ac versus a The remaining pages of App. D give 
the same type of data for different standard NACA airfoil shapes. 

Let us examine the variation of c1 with a more closely. This variation is 
sketched in Fig. 5.6. The experimental data indicate that c1 varies linearly with 
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Figure 5.6 Sketch of a typical lift curve. 

6.4 Airfoil Data 
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Figure 5. 7 Comparison oflift curves for cambered and symmetric airfoils. 

a over a large range of angle of attack. Thin-airfoil theory, which is the subject 
of more advanced books on aerodynamics, also predicts the same type of linear 
variation. The slope of the linear portion of the lift curve is designated as ao = 
dc/da = lift slope. Note that in Fig. 5.6, when a= 0, there is still a positive 
value of c1; that is, there is still some lift even when the airfoil is at zero angle of 
attack to the flow. This is due to the positive camber of the airfoil. All airfoils 
with such camber have to be pitched to some negative angle of attack before 
zero lift is obtained. The value of a when lift is zero is defined as the zero-lift 
angle of attack 0£:0 and is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. This effect is further demon
strated in Fig. 5.7, where the lift curve for a cambered airfoil is compared with 
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Separated flow 

' \ 
2 

• 
Attached flow 

llC 

Figure 5.8 Flow mechanism associated with stalling. 

that for a symmetric (no camber) airfoil. Note that the lift curve for a symmetric 
airfoil goes through the origin. Refer again to Fig. 5.6 at the other extreme: For 
large values of a, the linearity of the lift curve breaks down. As a is increased 
beyond a certain value, c1 peaks at some maximum value c1,max and then drops 
precipitously as a is further increased. In this situation, where the lift is rapidly 
decreasing at high a, the airfoil is stalled. 

The phenomenon of airfoil stall is of critical importance in airplane design. 
It is caused by flow separation on the upper surface of the airfoil. This is illus
trated in Fig. 5.8, which again shows the variation of c1 versus a for an airfoil. 
At point 1 on the linear portion of the lift curve, the flow field over the airfoil is 
attached to the surface, as pict1!1red in Fig. 5.8. However, as discussed inCh. 4, 
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the effect of friction is to slow the air:ll.ow near the surface; in the presence of 
an adverse pressure gradient, there will be a tendency for the boundary layer to 
separate from the surface. As the angle of attack is increased, the adverse pres
sure gradient on the top surface of the airfoil will become stronger; and at some 
value of a-the stalling angle of attack-the flow becomes separated from the 
top surface. When separation occurs, the lift decreases drastically and the drag 
increases suddenly. This is the picture associated with point 2 in Fig. 5.8. (This 
is a good time for the reader to review the discussion of flow separation and its 
effect on pressure distribution, lift, and drag in Sec. 4.21.) 

The nature of the flow field over the wing of an airplane that is below, 
just beyond, and way beyond the stall is shown in Fig. 5.9a, b, and c, respec
tively. These figures are photographs of a wind tunnel model with a wingspan 
of 6 ft. The entire model has been painted with a mixture of mineral oil and a 
fluorescent powder, which glows under ultraviolet light. After the wind tunnel 
is turned on, the fluorescent oil indicates the streamline pattern on the surface 
of the model. In Fig. 5.9a, the angle of attack is below the stall; the flow is 
fully attached, as evidenced by the fact that the high surface shear stress has 
scrubbed most of the oil from the surface. In Fig. 5.9b, the angle of attack is 

(a) 
Figure 5.9 Surfuce oil flow patterns on a wind tunnel model of a Grumman American 
Yankee, taken by Dr. Allen Winkelmann in the Glenn L. Martin Wind Tunnel at the 
University of Maryland. The mixture is mineral oil and a fluorescent powder, and the 
photographs were taken under ultraviolet light. (a) Below the stall. The wing is at a = 4°, 
where the flow is attached. (continued) 
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(b) 

(c) 
Figure 5.9 (cone/ruled) (b) Very near the stall. The wing is at a = II 0 , where the highly 
threcH!imensional separated flow is developing in a mushroom ceU pattern. (c) Far above the 
stall. The wing is at a = 24°, where the flow over almost the entire wing has separated. 
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slightly beyond the stall. A large, mushroom-shaped, separated flow pattern 
has developed over the wing, with attendant hiighly three-dimensional, low
energy recirculating flow. In Fig. 5.9c, the anglle of attack is far beyond the 
stall. The flow over almost the entire wing has separated. These photographs 
are striking examples of different types of flow that can occur over an airplane 
wing at different angles of attack, and they graphically show the extent of the 
flow field separation that can occur. 

The lift curves sketched in Figs. 5.6 to 5.8 illustrate the type of variation 
observed experimentally in the data of App. D. Returning to App. D, we note 
that the lift curves are all virtually linear up to the stall. Singling out a given 
airfoil-say the NACA 2412 airfoil-also note that c1 versus a is given for 
three different values of the Reynolds number from 3.1 x 10" to 8.9 x 10". The 
lift curves for all three values of Re fall on top of one another in the linear 
region; that is, Re has little influence on c1 when the flow is attached. However, 
flow separation is a viscous effect; and as discussed in Ch. 4, Re is a governing 
parameter for viscous flow. Therefore, it is not surprising that the experimental 
data for c1,max in the stalling region are affected by Re, as can be seen by the 
slightly different variations of c1 at high a for different values of Re. In fact, 
these lift curves at different Re values answer part of the question posed in 
Eq. (5.19): The data represent c1= j(Re). Again Re exerts little or no effect on c1 

except in the stalling region. 
On the same page as c1 versus a, the variation of cm,c14 versus a is also 

given. It has only a slight variation with a and is almost completely unaf
fected by Re. Also note that the values of cm,c/4 are slightly negative. By con
vention, a positive moment is in a clockwise direction; it pitches the airfoil 
toward larger angles of attack, as shown in Fig. :5.4. Therefore, for the NACA 
2412 airfoil, with cm~t4 negative, the moments are counterclockwise, and the 
airfoil tends to pitch downward. This is characteristic of all airfoils with posi
tive camber. 

On the page following c 1 and cm,c14, the variation of cd and em, .., is given 
versus c1• Because c1 varies linearly with a, the reader can visualize these 
curves of cd and cm, ac as being plotted versus a as well; the shapes will be the 
same. Note that the drag curves have a "bucket" type of shape, with minimum 
drag occurring at small values of c1 (hence there are small angles of attack). 
As a goes to large negative or positive values, cd increases. Also note that cd 
is strongly affected by Re, there being a distinct drag curve for each Re. This 
is to be expected because the drag for a slender aerodynamic shape is mainly 
skin friction drag, and from Ch. 4 we have seen that Re strongly governs 
skin friction. With regard to cm,ac• the definition of the aerodynamic center is 
clearly evident: cm,ac is constant with respect to a. It is also insensitive to Re 
and has a small negative value. 

Refer to Eq. (5.23): The airfoil data in App. D experimentally provide 
the variation of c1, cd, and em with a and Re. The effect of M~ on the airfoil 
coefficients will be discussed later. However, we emphasize that the data in 
App. D were measured in low-speed subsonic wind tunnels; hence the flow 
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was essentially incompressibEe. Thus, c,, cm,d4, ca, and cm,ac given in App. D 
are incompressible flow values. Keep this in mind during our subsequent 
discussions. 

In this section we have discussed the properties of an aiifoil. As already 
noted in Fig. 5.2, an airfoil is simply the shape of a wing section. The airfoils 
in Figs. 5.3 through 5.5 and Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 are paper-thin sections-simple 
drawings on a sheet of paper. So what does it mean when we talk about the lift, 
drag, and moments on an airfoil? How can there be a lift on an airfoil that is 
paper-thin? When we write Eq. (5.17) for the lift of an airfoil, what really is L? 
The answer is given in Fig. 5.10. Here we see a section of a wing of constant 
chord c. The length of the section along the span of the wing is unity (1 ft, I m, 
or the like). The lift on this wing section L, as shown in Fig. 5.!0a, is the lift per 
unit span. The lift, drag, and moments on an aiifoil are always understood to be 
the lift, drag, and moments per unit span, as sketched in Fig. 5.1 0. The planform 
area of the segment of unit span is the projected area seen by looking at the wing 
from abov~namely S = c(l) = c, as sketched in Fig. 5.10b. Hence, when we 

I 
I 
I 
I 

L (per unit span) 

(a) 

S=c(l) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

T 
1 

v_ .___ __ _,l 
I I 
1.0---C---4 
I I 
I I 

(b) 

Figure 5.10 A wing segment of unit span. 
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write Eq. (5.17) for an airfoil, we interpret Las the lift per unit span andS as the 
planform area of a unit span; that is, 

L (l)c:r uni1 '-j)<~ r) =q..t:(' )c1 (5.24) 

or (5.25) 

Finally, return to our road map in Fig. 5.1. We have begun to work our way 
down the left column under airfoils. We have already accomplished a lot. We 
have become familiar with airfoil nomenclature. Using dimensional analysis, 
we have introduced the very important concept of aerodynamic coefficients, and 
we have examined some experimental data for these coefficients. Make certain 
you feel comfortable with these concepts before you continue. 

A model wing of constant chord length is placed in a low-speed subsonic wind tunnel, 
spanning the test section. The wing has an NACA 2412 airfoil and a chord length of 
1.3 m. The flow in the test section is at a velocity of 50 rn!s at standard sea-level condi
tions. If the wing is at a 4° angle of attack, calculate (a) c1, ca. and c .. .,. and (b) the lift, 
drag, and moments about the quarter chord, per unit span. 

• Solution 
a. From App. D, for an NACA 2412 airfoil at a 4° angle of attack, 

Ct = 0 63 
c.,~14 = -0.035 

To obtain ca, we must first check the value of the Reynolds number: 

Re = P-V-c (J.225kg/m
3
X50rnls)(l. J u:) 4.45x 106 

11- l.789x lo-> kg/(m)(s) 

For this value ofRe and forc1= 0.63, fromApp. D, 

lea - 0.007 1 

b. Because the chord is 1.3 m and we want the aerodynamic forces and moments per 
unit span (a unit length along the wing, perpendicular to the flow), S = c(l) = 1.3(1) = 
1.3 m2• Also 

FromEq. (5.22), 

L -q..Sc1 = 1531(1.3)(0.63) = [1254 N I 
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Because 1 N = 0.2248 lb, also 

L = (I ::'S4 N)(0.224S ~bJN)= ' 111.9 lb 

D -q~Sct~ = 1531(1.l)(0.007) = 13.9 N 

= 13.9\0 .2248)= 3 13 lb 

Note: The ratio of lift to drag, which is an important aerodynamic quantity, is 

.£=~= 1254 = 90.2 
D ca 13.9 

M 1, - q..Sc.,114c = 153!(1.3)(-0.035)(1.3) 

Mc14 =-90.6 N·m 

The same wing in the same flow as in Example 5.1 is pitched to an angle of attack such 
that the lift per unit span is 700 N (157 !b). 
a. What is the angle of attack? 
b. To what angle of attack must the wing be pitched to obtain zero lift? 

• Solution 
a. From the previous example, 

~~ =153 1 '!cL~ S = 1.3 m2 

L 700 
Thus c, = - = 0.352 

q .s 1531(1.3) 

From App. D for the NACA 2412 airfoil, the angle of attack corresponding to c1= 0.352 is 

b. Also from App. D, for zero lift (that is, q = 0), 

laL=O - - 2.2°1 

The shape of the NASA LS(l)-0417 airfoil is shown in Fig. 4.55; this airfoil is the sub
ject of Example 4.44. In that example, a constant-chord wing model with the NASA 
LS(1)-0417 airfoil shape is mounted in a wind tunnel where both wing tips are flush with 
the vertical sidewalls of the tunnel. Based on our discussion in the present section, the 
measured data are therefore for an infinite wing. At a zero angle of attack, the drag on the 
wing model is given in Example 4.44 to be 34.7 N when the flow in the test section is at 
a velocity of 97 m!s at standard sea-level conditions. The chord length is 0.6 m and the 
wingspan across the test section is 1m. Hence, the measured drag of34.7 N is the drag 
per unit span, as discussed in the present section. Calculate the drag coefficient. 
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• Solution 

q_ :~p.V.,! = ~(1.23)(97f =5786.5 N 

D 34.7 
Ca = q_S = (5786.5)(0.6)(1) IO oq 

This result agrees with the measured drag coefficient for the LS(1)-0417 airfoil at 
a zero angle of attack reported by Robert McGhee, William Beasley, and Richard Whit
comb in "NASA Low- and Medium-Speed Airfoil Development," Advanced Technology 
Airfoil Research, vol. 2, NASA CP2046, March 1978, p. 13. This value of c4 = 0.01 is 
slightly higher than the corresponding values for the more conventional NACA airfoils 
in App. D. We remarked in Example 4.44 that the LS(1)-0417 airfoil appears to have a 
higher percentage of pressure drag than more conventional airfoil shapes. 

For some of the airfoils in App. D, additional data are provided that pertain to the case of 
a simulated split flap deflected 60°. (The nature of flaps and their operation are discussed 
in Sec. 5.17.) The effect of deflecting downward a flap at the trailing edge is to increase 
both the lift and the magnitude of the moment at a given angle of attack of the airfoil. For 
example, consider the data shown in App. D for the NACA 4412 airfoil. From the code 
shown on the graph, the data for the simulated split flap deflected 60° are given by the 
upside-down triangles. Calculate (a) the percentage increase in maximum lift coefficient 
and (p) the percentage increase in the magnitude of ilie moment coefficient about the 
quarter chord due to the flap deflection of 60°. 

• Solution 
a. FromApp. D for the NACA 4412 airfoil, letting (Ct ..... )1 and (Ct.moxh denote the maxi
mum lift coefficient with and without flap deflection, respectively, we have 

(c;,....)J = 2. 7 

(r ,,.. .. )z = 1.7 

The percentage increase in maximum lift coefficient due to flap deflection is 

Increase= (
2

·
7 

-1.7)(100) = 159%1 
1.7 

b. Similarly, denoting the moment coefficient about the quarter chord for the cases with 
and without flap deflection, denoted by (c ...,,)1 and (r-...,,)z respectively, we have 

(r:,.",)1 = -0.305 
(c.;,."h = -0.09 

The percentage increase in the magnitude of the moment coefficient due to flap deflec-
tion is 

Increase =( 
0· 3~~9°·09 ) (_oct) = l239%l 
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For some of the airfoils given in App. D, additional given data pertain to the case of 
standard roughness. In this case, O.Oll-in carborundum grains were applied to both the 
upper and lower surfaces of the model from the leading edge to a location 0.0&: down
stream of the leading edge. In this fashion the NACAresearchers examined the infbence 
of surface roughness on airfoil performance, simulating a case more severe than the 
usual surface roughness caused by manufacturing processes and ordinary deterioration 
in service, but much less severe than the accumulation of ice, mud, or damage in military 
service. (For more details, see the book by Abbott and von Doenhoff, pp. 143-148, listed 
in the bibliography at the end of this chapter.) For the NACA4412 airfoil inApp. Data 
Reynolds number of 6x!Q6, calculate (a) the percentage decrease in maximum lift coef
ficient and (b) the percentage increase in minimum drag coeffi:ient due to the standard 
roughness. 

• Solution 
a. In App. D for the NACA 4412 airfoil, note that the data for standard roughness are 
given for Re = 6 x 106• Letting (Ct-.)1 and (Ct.m.J2 denote the maximum lift coefficient 
with and without standard roughness, respectively, at Re = 6 x 106, we have 

(C:i .-)1 = 1.39 
(t i.-h = 1.63 

The percentage decrease in maximum lift coefficient due to standard roughness is 

(
I 63-1.39) Decrease = (l0f) = ll4.7%! 

1 63 

b. Similarly, denoting the minimwn drag coefficient for the cases with and without stan
dard roughness by (C4,...,)1 and (C4~ respectively, we have 

(<.~...,h = 0.01 
(r d,.uah = 0.0062 

The percentage increase in minimum drag coefficient due to standard roughness is 

Increase = 0 01-0.0062 (100)= 161%1 
0.0062 

Please note that in this book the subsequent use of App. D for further worked 
examples and the homework problems at the end of the chapters will not involve the 
airfoil data for simulated flap defi.ection or standard roughness. These are special cases 
examined in Examples 5.4 and 5.5 only; these examples are designed simply to increase 
your familiarity with the graphs in App. D. 

Consider an NACA 23012 airfoil at 8 degrees of angle of attack. Calculate the normal and 
axial force coefficients. Assume that Re = 8.8 x 106. 
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• Solution 
From App. D, for the NACA 23012 airfoil at a= 8°, 

Ct = 1.0 

Ca = 0.0078 

FromEq. (5.1), repeated here, 

L =N oo.s a - Asin a (5.11) 

L N A . 
- = -coset - -sm a 
q_s q. S q_s 

(E 5.6.1) 

where c. and c. are the section normal and axial force coefficients. Similarly, Eq. (5.2) 
leads to 

Inserting c1and caat a = 8• into Eqs. (E 5.6.1) and (E 5.6.2), 

or l.0-0 990268 r.. - 00.139173 c. 

and 0.0078,0.139173 e:.+0.990268 c. 

Solving Eqs. (E 5.6.3) and (E 5.6.4) simultaneously for e. and c., we get 

c. - 0.991 
c. =-0.131 

(E 5.6.2) 

(E 5.6.3) 

(E 5.6.4) 

A more direct approach to solving this problem that does not involve solving two 
algebraic equations simultaneously is obtained by reexamining Fig. 5.4b, and expressing 
Nand A in terms of Land D, essentially the inverse ofEqs. (5.1) and (5.2). From Fig. 5.4, 

Thus, 

and 

From Eq. (E 5.6.7), 

N •L oos tt+ D sin a 

A - - L sin a+D cos a 

c. = l.O oos 8"+ 0.078 sin 8" 

c. = l.n (o.9!)n268)+0.no78 (0.139173) 

c. = 10.9911 

(E 5.6.5) 

(E5.6.6) 

(E 5.6.7) 

(E 5.6.8) 
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From Eq. (E 5.6.8), 

c.=} n (0. B~l1l)+0.0078 (n 990268) 

c.= F O.l3l l 

These numbers agree with those obtained earlier in the example. 
Question: Why is the axial force coefficient negative; that is, why is the axial force 

directed toward the leading edge? We can see the answer directly by examining Fig. 5.4b. 
Note that the component of L projected along the chord line acts forward. The component 
of D projected along the chord line acts rearward. In this example, lift is 128 times larger 
than the drag, so the forward-facing component due to lift dominates the axial force, and 
the axial force therefore acts forward. This is the case for many airfoils at sufficiently 
positive angles of attack. 

l"'minar flow airfoils are discussed in Sec. 4.15, and a typical laminar flow airfoil is 
shown in Fig. 4.45b. In the NACA airfoil nomenclature, the designation numbers for 
laminar flow airfoils start with 6; these are the so-called "6-series" airfoils, some of which 
are treated inApp. D. In particular, for Re = 9 x 1()6, compare the lift and drag coefficients 
of two symmetric airfoils at zero angle of attack: the classic four-digit NACA 0009 airfoil 
and the laminar flow NACA 65-009 airfoil. 

• Solution 
From App. D, for the NACA 0009 airfoil at a= 0°, 

Ct=O 

This is really a trivial result; for all symmetric airfoils at zero angle of attack, c1 = 0. Mov
ing to the drag coefficient graph, for c1 = 0, 

Ca = 0.0052 

For the NACA 65-009 airfoil, c1 = 0 and 

ca =O 004 

Note that the drag coefficient for the laminar flow airfoil is 23 percent lower than for the 
standard four-digit airfoil. Also, study carefully the variation of ca for the laminar flow 
airfoil. There is a rather sudden drop and bottoming-out of ca at small values of c1 (hence 
small values of angle of attack). This part of the curve is called the drag bucket, and is 
characteristic of laminar flow airfoils. Note also the drag buckets for the 63-210, 64-210, 
65-210, and 65-006 airfoils shown in App. D. 

Consider the aerodynamic moments exerted on an airfoil, as discussed in Sec. 5.2. There 
we noted that the value of the moment depends on the point on the airfoil about which 
moments are taken. In the airfoil data in App. D, two moment coefficients are given: one 
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L 

LE 

Figure 5.11 Sketch of lift and moments on an airfoil. 

about the quarter-chord point, c.,"'' and the other about the aerodynamic center, c.,... 
Another convenient point on the airfoil about which to take moments is the leading edge, 
as mentioned in Sec. 5.2. Derive an equation relating the moment coefficient about the 
leading edge to lift coefficient and the moment coefficient about the quarter-chord point 

• Solution 
Examine Fig. 5 .II. Here, the lift L is shown acting through the quarter-chord point, 
along with the moment about the quarter-chord point, Mc14• (Note: The lift and moment 
acting on the airfoil can be mechanically represented by the lift acting through any point 
on the airfoil and the moment acting at that same point In this example we choose to 
put the lift acting through the quarter-chord point because the airfoil data in App. D 
give the experimentally measured moment coefficient about the quarter-chord point.) 
Keep in mind the convention that any moment that tends to increase the angle of attack 
is positive, and that which tends to decrease the angle of attack is negative. With this, 
from Fig. 5.11, we have 

(E 5.8.1) 

Dividing Eq. (E 5 .8.1) by q~ S c, we have 

MLE L (c) Me~• 
q.J5c =-q_8c 4 + q_8c 

or (E 5.8.2) 

Consider the NACA 63-210 airfoil at 6• angle of attack. Calculate the moment coefficient 
about the leading edge. 

• Solution 
From App. D, for the NACA 63-210 airfoil at a = 6•, we have 
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From Eq. (E 5.8.2) obtained in Example 5.8, 

c =-Ct+c =-08 - 0 04=1-0.24 1 .... 4 •<~• 4 . . 

The question is sometimes asked: Can an airfoil product lift when it is flying upside
down? In this example, we answer that question. 
a. Consider, for example, an NACA 2415 airfoil flying right side up at an angle of attack 
of 6•, as shown in Fig. 5.12a. The airfoil has a chord length of 1.5m and is flying at a 
standard altitude of2 km at a velocity of 150m/sec. Calculate the lift per unit span. 
b. Now, turn this airfoil upside-down, at the same flight conditions at an angle of attack 
of 6•. Calculate the lift per unit span. 
c. Compare and discuss the results. 

• Solution 
a. From App. Data= 6•, c1 = 0.8. From App. A at a standard altitude of2 km, p = 
0.90926 kg/km3• Therefore 

q_ = 161V2 = ~ (O.Q026)tl;Q)2 = 1.033.xl04 N/m2 

Thus, 

(l023wl04)(U)(l)(u.90926) :j:.395 x 104 Nj 

b. Examine the c1 data for the NACA 2415 airfoil in App. D. Note that at an angle of 
attack of -{)•, the airfoil has c1 = -0.44; this is negative lift with the lift vector pointing 
downward. Now simply rotate this airfoil 180• about the relative wind direction so that 
we see the picture shown in Fig. 5.12b, which is the upside-down airfoil at an angle of 
attack of 6•. Now the lift vector points upward. For this case, 

L(pcr 1: ni1 •pun) -q- S ct - (t.023xl&4)(1.5)(n.44)= )0.675xl04 N l 

c. Clearly, an airfoil flying upside-down can produce lift. The answer to the question 
originally posed is clearly yes. However, for a positively cambered airfoil such as the 
NACA 2415, because the zero-lift angle is a negative value (aL=o = - 2• in this case), in 

L 

CA24J5 

RIGHT-SIDE UP 
(a) 

v., UPSIDE DOWN 
(b) 

Figure 5.12 An NACA 2415 airfoil flying (a) right side up, and {b) upside-down. 
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its upside-down orientation, the airfoil will produce a smaller lift than when it is right side 
up at the same angle of attack. In this example, 

Right side up: L = l.lQS x 104 N 

Upside-down: L=0.69Sx104 N 
In its upside-down orientation, the airfoil produces 48% of the lift produced in the right
side-up orientation. 

5.5 INFINITE VERSUS FINITE WINGS 
As stated in Sec. 5.4, the airfoil data in App. D were measured in low-speed sub
sonic wind tunnels where the model wing spanned the test section from one side
wall to the other. In this fashion, the flow sees essentially a wing with no wing 
tips; that is, the wing in principle could be stretching from plus infinity to minus 
infinity in the spanwise direction. Such an infinite wing is sketched in Fig. 5.13, 
where the wing stretches to ±oo in the z direction. The flow about this wing varies 
only in the x andy directions; for this reason the flow is called two-dimensional. 
Thus, the airfoil data in App. D apply only to such infinite (or two-dimensional) 
wings. This is an important point to keep in mind. 

In contrast, all real airplane wings are obviously finite, as sketched in 
Fig. 5.14. Here the top view (planform view) of a finite wing is shown, where 
the distance between the two wing tips is defined as the wingspan b. The area 
of the wing in this planform view is designated, as before, by S. This leads to 
an important definition that pervades all aerodynamic wing considerations-the 
aspect ratio AR: 

I Aspect ratio = AR= !f. I (5.26) 

-00 

+oo 

Figure 5.13 Infinite (two-dimensional) wing. 
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Right wing tip 
---.-

b a Wingspan 

L.ert wing tip 

Figure 5.14 Finite wing; plan view (top). 

The importance of AR will come to light in subsequent sections. 
The flow field about a finite wing is three-dimensional and is therefore inher

ently different from the two-dimensional flow about an infinite wing. As a result, 
the lift, drag, and moment coefficients for a finite wing with a given airfoil shape 
at a given a differ from the lift, drag, and moment coefficients for an infinite wing 
with the same airfoil shape at the same a For this reason the aerodynamic coef
ficients for a finite wing are designated by capital letters c~., CD, and CM, this is in 
contrast to those for an infinite wing, which we have been designating as cb ca, 
and em. Note that the data inApp. Dare for infinite (two-dimensional) wings; that 
is, the data are for c1, ca, and em. ]n a subsequent section we will show how to obtain 
the finite-wing aerodynamic coefficients from the infinite-wing data in App. D. 
Our purpose in this section is simply to underscore that there is a difference. 

5.6 PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 
We continue with our parade of aerodynamic definitions. Consider the pressure 
distribution over the top surface of an airfoil. Instead of plotting the actual pres
sure (say in units of newtons per square meter), we define a new dimensionless 
quantity called the pressure coefficient CP: 

C = p - p .. p - p .. 
p - 2 

q.. } p .. V .. 
(5.27) 
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1.0 x/c 

Lower surf ace 
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Figure 5.15 Distribution of pressure coefficient over the top 
and bottom surfaces of an NACA 0012 airfoil at3.93° angle of 
attack. Moo = 0.345, Re = 3.245 x 1()6. Experimental data from 
Ohio State University, in NACA Conference Publication 2045, 
part I, Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, vol. I, p. 1590. 
(Source: After Freuler and Gregorek.) 

The pressure distribution is sketched in terms of CP in Fig. 5.15. This figure 
is worth looking at closely because pressure distributions found in the aerody
namic literature are usually given in terms of the dimensionless pressure coef
ficient. Note from Fig. 5.15 that CP at the leading edge is positive becausep > P~· 
However, as the flow expands around the top surface of the airfoil,p decreases 
rapidly, and CP goes negative in those regions where p < P~ By convention, plots 
of CP for airfoils are usually shown with negative values above the abscissa, as 
shown in Fig. 5.15. 

The pressure coefficient is an important quantity; for example, the distri
bution of CP over the airfoil surface leads directly to the value of c, as will be 
discussed in Sec. 5.11. Moreover, considerations ofCP lead directly to the calcu
lation of the effect of Mach number M~ on the lift coefficient. To set the stage for 
this calculation, consider CP at a given point on an airfoil surface. The airfoil is a 
given shape at a fixed angle of attack. We can measure the value of CP by testing 
the airfoil in a wind tunnel. Assume that, at first, V ~ in the tunnel test section is 
low, say M~ < 0.3, such that the flow is essentially incompressible. The measured 
value of CP at the point on the airfoil will therefore be a low-speed value. Let us 
designate the low-speed (incompressible) value of CP by Cp,l). If V ~is increased 
but M~ is still less than 0.3, then CP will not change; that is, CP is essentially 
constant with velocity at low speeds. However, if we now increase V~ such that 
M~ > 0.3, then compressibility becomes a factor, and the effect of compressibil
ity is to increase the absolute magnitude ofCP as M~ increases. This variation of 
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CP withM~is shown in Fig. 5.16. NotethatatM~"' 0, CP= Cp,o- AsM~ increases 
toM~"' 0.3, essentially CP is constant. However, asM~ is increased beyond 0.3, 
CP increases dramatically. (That is, the absolute magnitude increases: If Cp,o 
is negative, CP will become an increasingly negative number as M~ increases, 
whereas if Cp,o is positive, CP will become an increasingly positive number as 
M~ increases.) The variation of CP with M~ for high subsonic Mach numbers 
was a major focus of aerodynamic research after World War II. An approximate 
theoretical analysis yields 

(5.28) 

Equation (5.28) is called the Prandtl-Glauert rule. It is reasonably accurate for 
0.3 < M~ < 0.7. ForM~> 0.7, its accuracy rapidly diminishes; indeed, Eq. (5.28) 
predicts that CP becomes infinite as M~ goes to unity-an impossible physical 
situation. (Nature abhors infinities as well as discontinuities that are sometimes 
predicted by mathematical, but approximate, theories in physical science.) There 
are more accurate, but more complicated, formulas than Eq. (5.28) for near-sonic 
Mach numbers. However, Eq. (5.28) will be sufficient for our purposes. 

Formulas such as Eq. (5.28), which attempt to predict the effect of M~ on CP 
for subsonic speeds, are called compressibility corrections; that is, they modify 
(correct) the low-speed pressure coefficient Cp,o to take into account the effects of 
compressibility, which are so important at high subsonic Mach numbers. 

8. .. 
.s:. .. 
'l! 
)( 

- 1.2 
<:: .... 
0 

Figure 5.16 Plot of the Prandti-Giauert rule for cp.O = -o. 5. 



6.8 Pressure Coefficient 

The pressure at a point on the wing of an airplane is 7.58 x 1 0' N/m2• The airplane is fly
ing with a velocity of70 m/s at conditions associated with a standard altitude of2000 m. 
Calculate the pressure coefficient at this point on the wing. 

• Solution 
For a standard altitude of2000 m, 

P-=7 g$xl04 N/m2 

P- = 1.0066 kg/m3 

Thus q .. - :1,-~_v_: = ~(1.0066)(70)2 = 2466 Ntm2
• FromEq. (5.27), 

('7.58-1,9~xlo• 

2466 
C = p P-

P q_ 

Consider an airfoil mounted in a low-speed subsonic wind tunnel. The :flow velocity in 
the test section is 100 ftls, and the conditions are standard sea level. If the pressure at a 
point on the airfoil is 2102lb/ft2, what is the pressure coefficient? 

• Solution 

q_ - ~&l-v.: = ~0.002377 slug/ft3 ){160 ftls)2 = 11.89 lb/fe 

FromEq. (5.27), 

C = P - P-
P q_ 

2102-2116 l-1. f8] 
11.89 

-----------------------'· 
In Example 5.12, if the :flow velocity is increased so that the free-stream Mach number is 
0.6, what is the pressure coefficient at the same point on the airfoil? 

• Solution 
First, what is the Mach number of the :flow in Example 5.12? At standard sea level, 

T. =S18.6~ R 

Hence a_ - .fiR.T- = Ji .4 (1716)(518.69) = 1116 ft/s 

Thus, in Example 5.12, M_ = V_ta_ = 100/1116 = 0.09-a very low value. Hence the :flow 
in Example 5.12 is essentially incompressible, and the pressure coefficient is a low-speed 
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value; that is, C"0 = - 1.18. If the flow Mach number is increased to 0.6, from the Prandti
Giauert rule, Eq. (5.28), 

1.18 

An airplane is flying at a velocity of 100 m/s at a standard altitude of 3 km. The pressure 
coefficient at a point on the fuselage is - 2.2. What is the pressure at this point? 

• Solution 
For a standard altitude of 3 km = 3000 m, p~ = 7.0121 x 104 N/m2, and p~ = 
0.90926 kg/m3• Thus 

FromEq. (5.27), 

q •. - }~.V.: = ~0.90926)(100)2 = 4546 N/m2 

C = p P~ 
p q~ 

or p•q~CP 1 p.. =(4546)(-2.2)+ ".1~12:lx104 = l6.1)lxl 0
4 

N/mz. l 

Note: This example illustrates a useful physical interpretation of pressure coefficient. 
The pressure coefficient represents the local pressure in terms of the "number of 
dynamic pressure units" above or below the free-stream pressure. In this example, the 
local pressure was found to be 6.01 x 104 N/m2• This value ofp is equivalent to the free
stream pressure minus 2.2 times the dynamic pressure; p is 2.2 "dynamic pressures" 
below the free-stream pressure. So, when you see a number for CP, that number gives 
you an instant feel for the pressure itself in terms of multiples of q~ above or below the 
free-stream pressure. In this example, CP is negative, so the pressure is below the free
stream pressure. If cp = 1.5, the pressure would be 1.5 "dynamic pressures" above the 
free-stream pressure. 

Consider two different points on the surface of an airplane wing flying at 80 m/s. The 
pressure coefficient and flow velocity at point 1 are - 1.5 and 110 m/s, respectively. The 
pressure coefficient at point 2 is -0.8. Assuming incompressible flow, calculate the flow 
velocity at point 2. 

• Solution 
FromEq. 5.27, 

CP = p P~ or Pa-p .. =q . C"' 
q .. 



6.8 Pressure Coefficient 

Similarly, 

Subtracting, 

From Bernoulli's equation, 

or P, - P2 = }p(Vf - If) 

Because q_ • ipV; , we have 

P. Pz (Vz )
2 -(2J 

q~ V~ V~ 

Substituting the earlier expression forp1- Pz in terms of CPI and C"", we have 

or C - C =(Pi )
2 -(2)2 

p, n v_ v_ 

Note: This expression by itself is interesting. In a low-speed incompressible :flow, the dif
ference. between the pressure coefficients at two different points is equal to the difference 
in the squares of the velocities, nondimensionalized by the free-stream velocity, between 
the two points. 

Putting in the numbers, we have 

( Vz )
2 (llOJ - 1.5- (- 0.8)= V~ - 80 

(iJ = 1.19 

v; = 1.19v.! = 1.19(80)2 

IVz - 87.3 m/s 

Note: The solution did not require explicit knowledge of the density. This is because we 
dealt with pressure difference in terms of the difference in pressure coefficient, which, in 
tum, is related to the difference of the squares of the nondimensional velocity through 
Bernoulli's equation. 
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5.7 OBTAINING LIFT COEFFICIENT FROM Cp 
If you are given the distribution of the pressure coefficient over the top and 
bottom surfaces of an airfoil, you can calculate c1 in a straightforward manner. 
Consider a segment of an infinite wing, as shown in Fig. 5.17. Assume that the 
segment has unit span and chord c. The wing is at an angle of attack a. Let x 
be the direction measured along the chord, and let s be the distance measured 
along the surface from the leading edge, as shown in Fig. 5.17. Consider the 
infinitesimally small sliver of surface area of length ds and unit length in the 
span direction, as shown by the shaded area in Fig. 5.17. The area of this sur
face is I ds. The dashed line ab is perpendicular to chord c. The solid line ac is 
locally perpendicular to the shaded area. The angle between ab and ac is 8. The 
aerodynamic force on the shaded area is p(l) ds, which acts in the direction of 
ac, normal to the surface. Its component in the direction normal to the chord 
is (p cos 8)(1) ds. Adding a sl!lbscript u to designate the pressure on the upper 
surface of the airfoil, as well as a minus sign to indicate that the force is directed 
downward (we use the convention that a positive force is directed upward), we 
see that the contribution to the normal force of the pressure on the infinitesimal 
strip is - p" cos 8 ds. If all the contributions from all the strips on the upper sur
face are added from the leading edge to the trailing edge, we obtain, by letting ds 
approach 0, the integral 

i
TB 

- Pu ~o~8 ds 
LB 

b 
I 

I c 

a 

I 
v_ 

Figure 5.17 Sketch showing how the pressure distribution can be 
integrated to obtain normal force per unit span, leading to lift per 
unit span. 



6. 7 Obtaining Uft Coefficient from C,. 

This is the force in the normal direction due to the pressure distribution acting 
on the upper surface of the wing, per unit span. Recall the definition of normal 
and axial forces N and A, respectively, discussed in Sec. 5.2 and sketched in 
Fig. 5.4a. The integral just given is the part of N that is due to the pressure acting 
on the upper surface. A similar term is obtained that is due to the pressure dis
tribution acting on the lower surface of the airfoil. Letting p, denote the pressure 
on the lower surface, we can write for the total normal force acting on an airfoil 
of unit span 

J Th ITS N = n. cos8 ds - p, . cos8 ds Llil r t . t.l! "' . (5.29) 

From the small triangle in the box in Fig. 5.17, we see the geometric relationship 
ds cos 8=dx. Thus, in Eq. (5.29) the variable of integrations can be replaced by 
x, and at the same time the x coordinates of the leading and trailing edges become 
0 and c, respectively. Thus, Eq. (5.29) becomes 

Adding and subtractingp~, we find that Eq. (5.30) becomes 

N ~ s: (p, - p_)dx-s: (p. - p_)dx 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

Putting Eq. (5.31) on the shelf for a moment, we return to the definition of 
normal and axial forces N and A, respectively, in Fig. 5 .4b. We can define the 
normal and axial force coefficients for an airfoil, c. and c., respectively, in the 
same manner as the lift and drag coefficients given by Eq. (5.22); that is, 

N N 
cn=-=-

q,S q_c 
(5.32) 

A A 
ca= - = -qp q_c 

(5.33) 

Hence, the normal force coefficient c. can be calculated from Eqs. (5.31) and 
(5.32) as 

Note that 

_1 fc pl -P~d _ 1 fcp. -P~ dx 
C, - - X -

c 0 q~ c 0 q~ 

Pl - P~ - cP, =pressure coefficient on lower sur:f3ce 
q~ 

p,. - P~ - CP. =pressure coefficient on lower surface 
q .. 

(5.34) 
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Hence Eq. (5.34) becomes 

(5.35) 

Equation (5.35) gives the normal force coefficient directly in terms of the inte
gral of the pressure coefficient over the surface of the airfoil. 

How is this related to the lift coefficient? The answer is given by Eq. (5.1), 
repeated here: 

L - N oostt-A sin a (5.1) 

Dividing Eq. (5.1) by q~S =q~c, we have 

L N A . 
-=-cos~--sma 
q_c q~c q_c 

or (5.36) 

Given c. and c., Eq. (5.36) allows the direct calculation of c1• Equation (5.35) 
is an expression for c. in terms of the integral of the pressure coefficients. [In 
Eq. (5.35) we have ignored the influence of shear stress, which contributes very 
little to normal force.] A similar expression can be obtained for c. involving 
an integral of the pressure coefficient and an integral of the skin friction coef
ficient. Such an expression is derived in Ch. 1 of Anderson, Fundamentals of 
Aerodynamics, 4th ed., McGraw-Hill, 2007; this is beyond the scope of our dis
cussion here. 

Consider the case of small angle of attack-say a$; 5°. Then, in Eq. (5.36), 
cos a"" 1 and sin a"" 0. Eq. (5.36) yields 

t .) .. c. 

and combining Eqs. (5.37) and (5.35), we have 

1 fc 
q "' - & (C,,I -Cp,u)dx 

c 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

Most conventional airplanes cruise at angles of attack of less than 5°, so 
for such cases, Eq. (5.38) is a reasonable representation of the lift coefficient in 
terms of the integral of the pressure coefficient. This leads to a useful graphical 
construction for c1• Consider a combined plot of CP" and CP1 as a function ofx/c, 
as sketched in Fig. 5.18. The area between these curves is precisely the integral 
on the right side of Eq. (5.35). Hence, this area, shown as the shaded region in 
Fig. 5.18, is precisely equal to the normal force coefficient. In tum, for small 
angles of attack, from Eq. (5.38), this area is essentially the lift coefficient, as 
noted in Fig. 5.18. 
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Figure 5.18 Sketch of the pressure coefficient over the upper and 
lower surfaces of an airfoil showing that the area between the two 
curves is the lift coefficient for small angles of attack. 

x{c 

Consider an airfoil with chord length c and the running distance x measured along the 
chord. The leading edge is located atx/c = 0 and the trailing edge atx/c = l. The pressure 
coefficient variations over the upper and lower surfaces are given, respectively, as 

CP.• =1-Joo(;J 

X c,. =-2.2277+2.2717-
c 

X 
Cp.l =l-0.95 -

c 

Calculate the normal force coefficient. 

-J 10
(-2.2277+2.2777 .:.)d(x) 

O.l c c 

for 0 :S x :SO.l 
c 

for 0.1 :S .:_ :S 1.0 
c 

for O:S x :S 1.0 
c 

c.=; 1: -0.475(; J[-; r +100(; J[ 1 

+2.2277; [ -1.1388(~ J :: 
c. = t - 0.475-0.t+O.t+z.zzn-o.m77- Ll388+o.ou388 = t.4o I 
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Note that the CP variations given analytically in this problem are only crude representa
tions of a realistic case and should not be taken too seriously; the purpose of this example 
is simply to illustrate the use ofEq. (5.35). 

5.8 COMPRESSIBILITY CORRECTION 
FOR LIFT COEFFICIENT 

The pressure coefficients in Eq. (5.38) can be replaced by the compressibility 
correction given in Eq. (5.28), as follows: 

c
1
=!..J(Cpi - Cpu)o dx= 1 1 J'cc 

1
- C u)o dx (5.39) 

c 0 Ji - M! Ji - M! c 0 
P P 

where again the subscript 0 denotes low-speed incompressible flow values. 
However, referring to the form ofEq. (5.38), we see that 

where Ct,o is the low-speed value of the lift coefficient. Thus, Eq. (5.39) becomes 

(5.40) 

Equation (5.40) gives the compressibility correction for the lift coefficient. It 
is subject to the same approximations and accuracy restrictions as the Prandtl
Glauert rule, Eq. (5.28). Also note that the airfoil data in App. D were obtained 
at low speeds; hence the values of lift coefficient obtained from App. D are c1,(} 

Finally, in reference to Eq. (5.19), we now have a reasonable answer to how 
Ct varies with Mach number. For subsonic speeds, except near Mach 1, the lift 
coefficient varies inversely as (1 /1/~)112 

• 

Consider an NACA 4412 airfoil at an angle of attack of 4 °. If the free-stream Mach num
ber is 0.7, what is the lift coefficient? 

• Solution 
From App. D, for a = 4°, c1 = 0.8.3. However, the data in App. D were obtained at low 
speeds; hence the lift coefficient value obtained (0.83) is really c1•0: 

Ct,o = 0.83 

For high Mach numbers, this must be corrected according to Eq. (5.40): 
0.83 C - Ct,O 

I - (1-M!.Y" 



6.st Critical Mach Number and Critical Pressure Coefficient 

----------------------------~• 
For the same NACA 4412 airfoil at the same conditions given in Example 5.17, obtain 
the moment coefficient about the quarter-chord point. 

• Solution 
As shown in Fig. 5.5, the moments on an airfoil are generated by the pressure distribution 
over the surface; the influence of shear stress is negligible. Therefore, the compressibility 
effect on moment coefli:ients should be the same as the compressibility effect on pres
sure coefficient; in other words, the Prandtl--Glauert rule applies to moment coefficients. 
Thus, we can write 

c - (c.,,,.). 
""" - Ji -M:. 

where (c.,,,. ) • is the incompressible value of the moment coefficient and c.,". is 
the compressible value of the moment coefficient. From App. D for a = 4•, we have 
( • ..,.). =-0.99. Thus 

c - (c..., ... ). 
•e~4 - Ji-M! t-o.l26) 

Consider an NACA 23012 airfoil in a Mach 0.8 free stream. The lift coefficient is 0.92. 
What is the angle of attack of the airfoil? 

• Solution 
The value of Ct = 0.92 is the real, compressible value at M~ = 0.8. In turn, the equivalent 
incompressible value is found from 

or f:l 2 • 2 ce,. - cev -M~ =0. Q2 , •.-(O. A) = 0.92 (0.6) = 0.552 

The incompressible value is what is plotted in App. D. Hence, for App. D, for c1,.= 0.552, 

Ia = 4" I 

5.9 CRITICAL MACH NUMBER AND CRITICAL 
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 

Consider the flow of air over an airfoil. We know that as the gas expands around 
the top surface near the leading edge, the velocity and hence the Mach number 
will increase rapidly. Indeed, there are regions on the airfoil surface where the 
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local Mach number can be greater than M~ Imagine that we put a given airfoil 
in a wind tunnel where M~ = 0.3 and that we observe the peak local Mach num
ber on the top surface of the airfoil to be 0.435. This is sketched in Fig. 5.19a. 
Imagine that we now increase M~ to 0.5; the peak local Mach number will cor
respondingly increase to 0. 772, as shown in Fig. 5 .19b. If we further increase M~ 
to a value of 0.61, we observe that the peak local Mach number is 1.0: locally 
sonic flow on the surface of the airfoil. This is sketched in Fig. 5.19c. Note that 
the flow over an airfoil can locally be sonic (or higher) even though the free
stream Mach number is subsonic. By definition, the free-stream Mach number 
at which sonic flow is first obtained somewhere on the airfoil surface is called 
the critical Mach number of the airfoil. In the preceding example, the critical 
Mach number M"' for the airfoil is 0.61. As we will see later,M"' is an important 
quantity because at some free-stream Mach number above M"' the airfoil will 
experience a dramatic increase in drag. 

Returning to Fig. 5.19, we see that the point on the airfoil where the local M 
is a peak value is also the point of minimum surface pressure. From the defini
tion of the pressure coefficient, Eq. (5.27), CP will correspondingly have its most 
negative value at this point. Moreover, according to the Prandtl-Glauert rule, 
Eq. (5.28), as M~ is increased from 0.3 to 0.61, the value of CP at this point will 
become increasingly negative. This is sketched in Fig. 5.20. The specific value 
of CP that corresponds to sonic flow is defined as the critical pressure coefficient 
Cp,cr- In Fig. 5 .19a and 5 .19b, CP at the minimum pressure point on the airfoil is 
less negative than Cp,~ however, in Fig. 5.19c, Cp = Cp,cr (by definition). 

M,. = 0.3 

M,. = 0.5 

------,-- --...... 
( M,. = 0.61 ' 
' ,/ ........... _ _.,.. ------Critical Mach number 

for the airfoil 

MP<u =0.435 

C...__·---~ -
(a) 

MP<Ik = 0.772 

c· ~ -
(b) 

MP<•k = 1.0, sonic now first encountered on airfoil 

c · ~ -
( cl 

Figure 5.19 lllustration of critical Mach number. 
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Figure 5.20 lllustration of critical pressure coefficient. 

Consider now three different airfoils ranging from thin to thick, as shown in 
Fig. 5.21. Concentrate first on the thin airfoil. Because of the thin, streamlined 
profile, the flow over the thin airfoil is only slightly perturbed from its free
stream values. The expansion over the top surface is mild; the velocity increases 
only slightly; the pressure decreases only a relatively small amount; and hence 
the magnitude of CP at the minimum pressure point is smalL Thus, the variation 
of CP with M~ is shown as the bottom curve in Fig. 5.21. For the thin airfoil, Cp,o 
is small in magnitude, and ilie rate of increase of Cp as M~ increases is also rela
tively small. In fact, because the flow expansion over the thin airfoil surface is 
mild, M~ can be increased to a large subsonic value before sonic flow is encoun
tered on the airfoil surface. The point corresponding to sonic flow conditions on 
the thin airfoil is labeled point a in Fig. 5.21. The values of CP andM~ at point a 
are CP,cr and M"" respectively, for the thin airfoil, by definition. 

Now consider the airfoil of medium thickness. The flow expansion over the 
leading edge for this medium airfoil will be stronger; the velocity will increase 
to larger values; the pressure will decrease to lower values; and the absolute 
magnitude of CP is larger. Thus, the pressure coefficient curve for the medium
thickness airfoil will lie above that for a thin airfoil, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 .21. 
Moreover, because the flow expansion is stronger, sonic conditions will be 
obtained sooner (at a lower M~)- Sonic conditions for the medium airfoil are 
labeled as point b in Fig. 5.2 L Note that point b is to the left of point a; that is, 
the critical Mach number for the medium-thickness airfoil is less than Ma for the 
thin airfoil. The same logic holds for the pressure coefficient curve for the thick 
airfoil, where Cp,cr and Ma are given by point c. We emphasize that the thinner 
airfoils have higher values of Ma. As we will see, this is desirable; that is why all 
airfoils on modern, high-speed airplanes are relatiively thin. 

The pressure coefficient curves in Fig. 5.21 are shown as solid curves. On 
these curves, only points a, b, and c are critical pressure coefficients, by defini
tion. However, these critical points by themselves form a locus represented by 
the dotted curve in Fig. 5.21; that is, the critical pressure coefficients themselves 
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Figure 5.21 Critical pressure coefficient and critical Mach numbers for airfoils of different 
thicknesses. 

are given by a curve of Cp,cr = f(M~), as labeled in Fig. 5.21. Let us proceed to 
derive this function. It is an important result, and it also represents an interesting 
application of our aerodynamic relationships developed in Ch. 4. 

First consider the definition of CP from Eq. (5.27): 

CP=P-P~ P~ (L- 1) (5.41) 
q~ q~ P~ 

From the definition of dynamic pressure, 

1 2 1 p.. p 2 1 v~ ( ) 
q~ • 

2 
P~V ... = 

2 
-,YP~)Y .. = 

2 1 
YP~ 

YP~ YP~,P~ 
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However, from Eq. (4.53), a~ ="fP .. Ip ... Thus 

1 v.: r 2 
q .. = 2 a1, '"fP. = l p,.M .. (5.42) 

We will return to Eq. (5.42) in a moment. Now recall Eq. (4.74) for isentropic 
flow: 

This relates the total pressure Po at a point in the flow to the static pressure p and 
local Mach number Mat the same point. Also, from the same relation, 

-= 1+ - M .. 
Po ( r-1 2 ) rKY-I) 

p.. 2 

This relates the total pressure p0 in the free stream to the free-stream static pres
sure p .. and Mach number M~ For an isentropic flow, which is a close approxi
mation to the actual, real-life, subsonic flow over an airfoil, the total pressure 
remains constant throughout. (We refer to more advanced books in aerodynam
ics for proof of this fact.) Thus, if the two previous equations are divided, Po will 
cancel, yielding 

.!!..._ =[ 1 + t(y- l)M!]rt(r-IJ 

p.. 1 + }(y- l)M2 

Substitute Eqs. (5.42) and (5.43) into Eq. (5.41): 

C _ p .. P -1 p.. l+!{y-I)M.. -1 ( } l[ 
2 ]rl(r-1) l 

P - q .. p.. - }yp_M! l+}(Y-l)M2 

C = 2 {[l+}(y- l) M! ] Y/(r-o) -1} 
P yM~ l+}( y-I)M2 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

For a given free-stream Mach number M.., Eq. (5.44) relates the local value 
of CP to the local Mat any given point in the flow field and hence at any given 
point on the airfoil surface. Let us pick the particular point on the surface where 
M = 1. Then, by definition, Cp = Cp,cr· Putting M = 1 into Eq. (5.44), we obtain 

C cr= 2 {[2+(y-l)M!]r~rl) -ll 
p, rM~ r+l (5.45) 
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Equation (5.45) gives the desired relation Cp,cr = f(M~). When numbers are fed 
into Eq. (5.45), the dotted curve in Fig. 5.21 results. Note that as M~ increases, 
Cp,cr decreases. 

Commentary Pause for a moment, and let us review what all this means. In the 
author's experience, the concepts of critical Mach number and critical pressure 
coefficients are difficult for the first-time reader to fully understand. So let us 
elaborate. Equations (5.44) and (5.45) are strictly aerodynamics; they have noth
ing to do with the shape or angle of attack of a given airfoil. Indeed, Eq. (5.44) 
for a compressible flow plays a role analogous to that of Bernoulli's equation 
for an incompressible flow. For an incompressible flow, Bernoulli's equation, 
Eq. ( 4.9), written between the free-stream point where the pressure and velocity 
are P~ and V.,., respectively, and another arbitrary point in the flow field where 
the pressure and velocity are p and V, respectively, is 

(5.46) 

For the given free-stream conditions of P~ and V ~· at any other point in the incom
pressible flow where the local velocity is V, the pressure pat that point is obtained 
from Eq. (5.46). Now focus on Eq. (5.44). Here we are dealing with a compress
ible flow, where Mach number rather than velocity plays the controlling role. For 
the given free-stream M.,., at any other point in the compressible flow where the 
local Mach number is M, the pressure coefficient at that point is obtained from 
Eq. (5.44); hence the analogy with Bernoulli's equation. This in turn reflects on 
Eq. (5.45). Consider a flow with a free-stream Mach number M~ Assume that at 
some local point in this flow, the local Mach number is I. Equation (5.45) gives 
the value of the pressure coefficient at this local point where we have Mach I. 
Again we define the value of the pressure coefficient at a point where M = 1 as the 
critical pressure coefficient Cp,cr· Hence, when Min Eq. (5 .44) is set equal to I, the 
corresponding value of the pressure coefficient at that same point where M = I is, 
by definition, the critical pressure coefficient. It is given by Eq. (5.45), obtained 
by settingM= I inEq. (5.44). If we graph the function given in Eq. (5.45)-that 
is, if we make a plot of Cp,cr versus M~-we obtain the dashed curve in Fig. 5 .21. 

The fact that Cp,cr decreases. as M~ increases makes physical sense. For exam
ple, consider a free stream atM~= 0.5. To expand this flow to Mach I requires a 
relatively large pressure change p - P~ and therefore a relatively large (in mag
nitude) pressure coefficient because, by definition, CP = (p - P~)lqw However, 
consider a free stream at M~ = 0.9. To expand this flow to Mach I requires a 
much smaller pressure change; that is, p - P~ is much smaller in magnitude. 
Hence, the pressure coefficient CP = (p - P~)lq~ will be smaller in magnitude. 
As a result, CP,cr decreases with M~, as shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 5.21. 
Moreover, this dashed curve is a fixed "universal" curve-it is simply rooted in 
pure aerodynamics, independent of any given airfoil shape or angle of attack. 

How to Estimate the Critical Mach Number for an Airfoil Consider 
a given airfoil at a given angle of attack. How can we estimate the criti
cal Mach number for this airfoil at the specified angle of attack? We will 
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discuss two approaches to the solution: a graphiical solution and an analytical 
solution. 

The graphical solution involves several steps: 

1. Obtain a plot of Cp,cr versus M~ from Eq. (5.45). This is illustrated by curve 
A in Fig. 5.22. As discussed previously, this curve is a fixed ''universal" 
curve that you can use for all such problems. 

2. For low-speed, essentially incompressible flow, obtain the value of the 
minimum pressure coefficient on the surface of the airfoil. The minimum 
pressure coefficient corresponds to the point of maximum velocity on 
the airfoil surface. This minimum value of CP must be given to you from 
either experimental measurement or theory. This is Cp,o shown as pointE in 
Fig. 5.22. 

3. Using Eq. (5.28), plot the variation of this minimum coefficient versusM~. 
This is illustrated by curve C in Fig. 5.22. 

4. Where curve C intersects curve A, the minimum pressure coefficient on 
the surface of the airfoil is equal to the critical pressure coefficient. This 
intersection point is denoted by point Din Fig. 5.22. For the conditions 
associated with this point, the maximum velocity on the airfoil surface is 
exactly sonic. The value of M~ at point D is then, by definition, the critical 
Mach number. 

The analytical solution for Ma is obtained as follows. Equation (5.28), 
repeated here, gives the variation of CP at a given point on the airfoil surface as 
a function of M~: 

c = cp,o 
P .Ji-M! (5.28) 

Figure 5.22 Determination of critical Mach number. 
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At some location on the airfoil surface, Cp,o will be a minimum value correspond
ing to the point of maximum velocity on the surface. The value of the mini
mum pressure coefficient will increase in absolute magnitude as M~ is increased, 
owing to the compressibility effect discussed in Sec. 5.6. Hence, Eq. (5.28) with 
Cp,o being the minimum value on the surface of the airfoil at essentially incom
pressible flow conditions (M~ < 0.3) gives the value of the minimum pressure 
coefficient at a higher Mach number M~ However, at some value of M""' the 
flow velocity will become sonic at the point of minimum pressure coefficient. 
The value of the pressure coefficient at sonic conditions is the critical pressure 
coefficient, given by Eq. (5.45). When the flow becomes sonic at the point of 
minimum pressure, the pressure coefficient given by Eq. (5.28) is precisely the 
value given by Eq. (5.45). Equating these two relations, we have 

Cp,o - ~ )1[2-( y - l)M;,Jrt(r-1) -1} (5.47) 

:}1-M! r M! ] r+l 

The value of M~ that satisfies Eq. (5.47) is the value at which the flow becomes 
sonic at the point of maximum velocity (minimum pressure). That is, the value 
of M~ obtained from Eq. (5.47) is the critical Mach number for the airfoil. To 
emphasize this, we write Eq. (5.47) withM~ replaced by M.,.: 

2 

Mi r cr 
[
2t(r I)M!]r'<r-IJ _

1 
r+l 

(5.48) 

Equation (5.48) allows a direct analytical estimate for the critical Mach number 
of a given airfoil at a given angle of attack. Note that Eq. (5.48) must be solved 
implicitly for Ma-for example, by trial and error, guessing at a value of M"" 
seeing if it satisfies Eq. (5.48), and then trying again. 

Please note that Eq. (5.48) is simply an analytical representation of point D 
in Fig. 5.22, where curves A and C intersect. 

Consider the NACA 0012 airfoil, the shape of which is shown at the top of Fig. 5.23. The 
pressure coefficient distribution over the surface of the airfoil at a zero angle of attack is 
shown at the bottom of Fig. 5.23. These are low-speed values measured in a wind tun
nel at Re = 3.65 x 106. From this .information, estimate the critical Mach number of the 
NACA 0012 airfoil at a zero angle of attack. 

• Solution 
First we will carry out a graphical solution, and then we will check the answer by carrying 
out an analytical solution. 
a. Graphical solution 
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Figure 5.23 Low-speed pressure coefficient 
distribution over the surface of a NACA 
0012 airfoil at zero angle of attack. 
Re = 3.65xl06• 

(Source: After R. J. Freuler and 
G. M. Gregorek, "An Evaluation of Four 
Single Element Airfoil Analytical Methods, " 
in Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, 
NASA CP 2045, 1978,pp. 133-162.) 

Let us accurately plot the curve of Cp.a versus M~, represented by curve A in 
Fig. 5.22. From Eq. (5.45), repeated here, 

C =- 2- 2+(y- I)M! -l ~[ ]

7/(y-1) } 

PI" rM! r+l 

for r = 1.4, we can tabulate 

M~ 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

CP"' - 3.66 - 2.13 - 1.29 - 0.779 - 0.435 -Q.l88 0 

The curve generated by these numbers is given in Fig. 5.24, labeled curve A. 
Next let us measure the minimum Cp on the surface of the airfoil from Fig. 5.23; 

this value is (Cp)..., = - 0.43. The experimental values for pressure coefficient shown 
in Fig. 5.23 are for low-speed, essentially incompressible flow. Hence in Eq. (5.28), 
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Figure 5.24 Graphical solution for the critical Mach 
number, from Example 5.20. 

1.0 

(Cp.o)..;. = -o.43. As the Mach number is increased, the location of the point of minimum 
pressure stays essentially the same, but the value of the minimum pressure coefficient 
varies according to Eq. (5.28). Hence 

((.' ) . = ( r ,,o)mm 
.. lllUI Ji-M'!. 

-0.43 

.}1 M'!. 

Some values of ( CP),.;. are tabulated in the following: 

M~ 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

-Q.43 - 0.439 -o.469 -o.538 

0.8 

-o.717 

The curve generated by these numbers is given in Fig. 5.24, labeled curve C. The inter
section of curves A and Cis at point D. The free-stream Mach number associated with 
point D is the critical Mach number. From Fig. 5 .24, we have 
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b. Analytical solution 
Solve Eq. (5.48) forM.., with Cp.o = -Q.43. We can do this by trial and error. Assume 

different values forM., and find by iteration the value that satisfies Eq. (5.48): 

~.43 2 l2+(J' l)M~ r(l'!-l) -1} M .. \fi-M~ JM! ~ 7+1 

0.72 -o.6196 -o.6996 
0.73 -o.6292 -o.6621 
0.74 -o.6393 -o.6260 
0.738 -o.6372 -o.6331 
0.737 -o.6362 -o.6367 
0.7371 -o.6363 -o.6363 

To four-place accuracy, whenM" = 0.7371, both the left and right sides ofEq. (5.48) 
agree, also to four-place accuracy. Hence, from the analytical solution, we have 

IM.,- 0.7371 1 

Note: Compare the results from the graphical solution and the analytical solution. To the 
two-place accuracy of the graphical solution, both answers agree. 

Question: How accurate is the estimate of the critical Mach number obtained 
in Example 5.20? The pressure coefficient data in Fig. 5.25a and b provide an 
answer. Wind tunnel measurements of the surface pressure distributions on an 
NACA 0012 airfoil at a zero angle of attack in a high-speed flow are shown 
in Fig. 5.25; for Fig. 5.25a, M_ = 0.575, and for Fig. 5.25b, M_ = 0.725. In 
Fig. 5.25a, the value of Cp,cr = - 1.465 at M_ = 0.575 is shown as the dashed 
horizontal line. From the definition of critical pressure coefficient, any local 
value of CP above this horizontal line corresponds to locally supersonic flow, and 
any local value below the horizontal line corresponds to locally subsonic flow. 
Clearly, from the measured surface pressure coefficient distribution at M_ = 
0.575 shown in Fig. 5.25a, the flow is locally subsonic at every point on the sur
face. Hence, M_= 0.575 is below the critical Mach number. In Fig. 5.25b, which 
is for a higher Mach number, the value of CP,cr = -o.681 at M_ = 0. 725 is shown 
as the dashed horizontal line. Here the local pressure coefficient is higher than 
Cp,cr at every point on the surface except at the point of minimum pressure, where 
(Cp)mm is essentially equal to Cp,cr- This means that forM_= 0.725, the flow 
is locally subsonic at every point on the surface except the point of minimum 
pressure, where the flow is essentially sonic. These experimental measurements 
indicate that the critical Mach number of the NACA 0012 airfoil at a zero angle 
of attack is approximately 0. 73. Comparing this experimental result with the cal
culated value of M .. = 0.74 from Example 5.20, we see that our calculations are 
amazingly accurate, to within about 1 percent. 
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Figure 5.25 Wind tunnel measurements of surface 
pressure coefficient distribution for the NACA 
0012 airfoil at a zero angle of attack. 
(Source: Experimental data of Frueler and Gregorek, 
NASA CP 2045 (a)M- =0.575, (b) M_ =0.725.) 

Location of Point of Maximum Velocity (Minimum Pressure) One final 
observation in this section can be made from studying the pressure coefficient 
distributions, shown in Figs. 5.23 and 5.25, and the shape of the NACA 0012 
airfoil, shown at the top of Fig. 5.23. Note that the minimum pressure (hence 
maximum velocity) does not occur at the location of maximum thickness of the 
airfoil. From the airfoil shape given in Fig. 5.23, the maximum thickness is at 
x/c = 0.3. From the surface pressure coefficient distributions shown in Figs. 5.23 
and 5.25, the point of minimum pressure (maximum velocity) on the surface 
is at x/c = 0.11, considerably ahead of the point of maximum thickness. Your 
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intuition might at first suggest that the point of maximum velocity (minimum 
pressure) might be at the point of maximum thickness, but this intuition is wrong. 
Nature places the maximum velocity at a point that satisfies the physics of the 
whole flow field, not just what is happening in a local region of flow. The point 
of maximum velocity is dictated by the complete shape of the airfoil, not just by 
the shape in a local region. 

5.10 DRAG-DIVERGENCE MACH NUMBER 
We now turn our attention to the airfoil drag coefficient c4. Figure 5.26 sketches 
the variation of c4 with M~ At low Mach numbers, less than M"" c4 is virtually 
constant and is equal to its low-speed value given in App. D. The flow field about 
the airfoil for this condition (say point a in Fig. 5.26) is noted in Fig. 5.27a, 
where M < 1 everywhere in the flow. If M~ is increased slightly above M"" 
a "bubble" of supersonic flow will occur, surr01unding the minimum pressure 
point, as shown in Fig. 5.27b. Correspondingly, c• will still remain reasonably 
low, as indicated by point b in Fig. 5.26. However, if M~ is still further increased, 
a very sudden and dramatic rise in the drag coefficient will be observed, as 
noted by point c in Fig. 5.26. Here shock waves suddenly appear in the flow, 
as sketched in Fig. 5.27c. The effect of the shock wave on the surface pressure 
distribution can be seen in the experimental data given in Fig. 5.28. Here the 
surface pressure coefficient is given for an NACA 0012 airfoil at a zero angle of 
attack in a free stream with M~ = 0.808. (Figure 5.28 is a companion figure to 
Figs. 5.23 and 5.25.) Comparing the result of Example 5.20 and the data shown 
in Fig. 5.25b, we know that M~ = 0.808 is above the critical Mach number for 
the NACA 0012 airfoil at a zero angle of attack. The pressure distribution in 
Fig. 5.28 clearly shows that fact; the shape of the pressure distribution curve 
is quite different from that in the previous figures. The dashed horizontal line 
in Fig. 5.28 corresponds to the value of Cp,cr at M~ = 0.808. Note that the flow 
velocity at the surface is locally supersonic in the region 0.11 < x/c < 0.45. Recall 
from our discussion of shock waves in Sec. 4.1 1.3 that the pressure increases 
and the velocity decreases across a shock wave. We clearly see these phenomena 
in Fig. 5.28; the large and rather sudden increase in pressure at x/c = 0.45 indi
cates the presence of a shock wave at that location, and the flow velocity drops 
from supersonic in front of the shock to subsonic behind the shock. (The drop 
in velocity to subsonic behind the shock, rather than just a decrease to a smaller 
supersonic value, is a characteristic of shock waves that are essentially normal to 
the flow, as occurs here.) 

The shock waves themselves are dissipative phenomena that increase drag 
on the airfoil. But in addition, the sharp pressure increase across the shock waves 
creates a strong adverse pressure gradient, causing the flow to separate from the 
surface. As discussed in Sec. 4.20, such flow separation can create substantial 
increases in drag. Thus, the sharp increase in c4 shown in Fig. 5.26 is a combined 
effect of shock waves and flow separation. The free-stream Mach number at 
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Figure 5.26 Variation of drag coefficient with Mach number. 
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Figure 5.27 Physical mechanism of drag divergence. 
a. Flow field associated with point a in Fig. 5.21. 
b. Flow field associated with point bin Fig. 5.21. 
c. Flow field associated with point c in Fig. 5.21. 
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Figure 5.28 Wind tunnel measurements of the 
surface pressure coefficient distribution for the 
NACA 0012 airfoil at a zero angle of attack for 
M_ = 0.808, which is above the critical Mach 
number. 
(Source: Experimental data are from Freuler 
and Gregorek, NASA 2045, and are a com
panion to the data shown in Figs. 5.23 
and 5.25.) 

which c4 begins to increase rapidly is defined as the drag-divergence Mach num
ber and is noted in Fig. 5.26. Note that 

Mer <e Mdragdivers= < 1 0 

The shock pattern sketched in Fig. 5.27c is characteristic of a flight 
regime called transonic. When 0.8 $; M_ $; 1.2, the flow is generally desig
nated as transonic flow, and it is characterized by some very complex effects 
only hinted at in Fig. 5.27c. To reinforce these comments, Fig. 5.29 shows the 
variation of both c1 and c4 as a function of Mach number with angle of attack 
as a parameter. The airfoil is a standard NACA 2315 airfoil. Figure 5.29, 
which shows actual wind tunnel data, illustrates the massive transonic flow 
effects on both lift and drag coefficients. The analysis of transonic flows has 
been one of the major challenges in modem aerodynamics. Only in recent 
years, since about 1970, have computer solutions for transonic flows over 
airfoils come into practical use; these numerical solutions are still in a state 
of development and improvement. Transonic :flow has been a hard nut to 
crack. 
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Figure 5.29 Variation of (a) lift coefficient and (b) drag coefficient versus Mach number with angle of attack as a 
parameter for an NACA 2315 airfoiL 
(Source: Wind tunnel measurements at the NACA Langley Memorial LAboratory.) 

DESIGN BOX 

The designers of transonic airplanes are frequently 
looking for ways to get the speed closer to Mach 1 
without encountering the large transonic drag rise. 
These designers have two options in regard to the 
choice of an airfoil that will delay drag divergence 
to a higher Mach number: (1) Make the airfoil thin 
and (2) adopt a specially shaped airfoil called a 
supercritical airfoil. These options can be used sin
gly or in combination. 

In regard to airfoil thiclmess, the generic trend 
sketched in Fig. 5.21 clearly shows that M .. is 
increased by making the airfoil thinner. An increase 
in M.. usually means an increase in the drag
divergence Mach number. Hence, everything else 
being equal, a transonic airplane with a thinner airfoil 
can fly at a higher Mach number before encountering 
drag divergence. This knowledge was incorporated 
in the design of the famous Bell X-1, which was the 
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first airplane to fly faster than sound (see Sec. 5.22). 
The X-1 was designed with two sets of wings: one 
with a 10 percent thick airfoil for more routine flights 
and another with an 8 percent thick airfoil for flights 
intended to penetrate through Mach I. The airfoil 
sections were NACA 65-110 and NACA 65-108, 
respectively. Moreover, the horizontal tail was even 
thinner in both cases, being an NACA 65-008 (8 per
cent thickness) and an NACA 65-006 (6 percent 
thickness), respectively. This was done to ensure that 
when the wing encountered major compressibility 
effects, the horizontal tail and elevator would still be 
free of such problems and would be functional for 
stability and control. A three-view of the Bell X-I is 
shown in Fig. 5.30. 

The adverse compressibility effects that canse 
the dramatic increase in drag and precipitous 
decrease in lift, shown in Fig. 5.29, can be delayed 
by decreasing the airfoil thickness. The knowl
edge of this fact dates back as early as 1918. In 
that year, as World War I was coming to an end, 
Frank Caldwell and Elisha Fales, two engineers at 
the U.S. Army's McCook Field in Dayton, Ohio, 
measured these effects in a high-speed wind tun
nel capable of producing a test stream of 465 milh. 
This knowledge was reinforced by subsequent high
speed wind tunnel tests carried out by NACA in the 
1920s and 1930s. (For a detailed historical treatment 
of the evolution of our understanding of compress
ibility effects during this period, see Anderson, A 
History of Aerodynamics and Its Impact on Flying 
Machines, Cambridge University Press, 1997. See 
also Anderson, ''Research in Supersonic Flight and 
the Breaking of the Sound Barrier,'' chapter 3 in 
From Engineering Science to Big Science, edited by 
Pamela Mack, NASA SP-4219, 1998.) 

Thinner airfoils are also advantageous for 
supersonic airplanes, for reasons to be discussed in 
Sec. 5.11. Indeed, in airplane design, the higher the 
design Mach number, usually the thinner the airfoil 
section. This is dramatically shown in Fig. 5.31, which 
is a plot of airfoil thickness versus design Mach num
ber for a variety of high-speed airplanes since World 
War II. As the design Mach number of airplanes 
increased, thinner airfoils became a design necessity. 

Thesupercritical aiifoil is a different approach to 
the increase in drag-divergence Mach number. Here 

the shape of the airfoil is designed with a relatively 
fiat top surface, as shown in Fig. 5.32. When the free
stream Mach number exceeds M"' a pocket of super
sonic flow occurs over the top surface as usual; but 
because the top is relatively fiat, the local supersonic 
Mach number is a lower value than would exist in the 
case of a conventional airfoil. As a resuh, the shock 
wave that terminates the pocket of supersonic flow is 
weaker. In turn, the supercritical airfoil can penetrate 
closer to Mach 1 before drag divergence occurs. In 
essence, the increment in Mach number (the "grace 
period") between Ma andMc~ng<(."'~~= (see Fig. 5.26) is 
increased by the shape of the supercritical airfoil. One 
way to think about this is that the supercritical airfoil 
is "more comfortable" than conventional airfoils in 
the region above M"' and it can fly closer to Mach I 
before drag divergence is encountered. Because they 
are more comfortable in the flight regime above the 
critical Mach number and because they can penetrate 
closer to Mach 1 after exceeding M"'' these airfoils 
are called supercritical airfoils. They are designed to 
cruise in the Mach number range above M"'. 

The pressure coefficient distribution over the top 
surface of a supercritical airfoil flying above M., but 
below Mc~ng m.- is sketched in Fig. 5.32. After a 
sharp decrease in pressure around the leading edge, 
the pressure remains relatively constant over a sub
stantial portion of the top surface. This contrasts with 
the pressure coefficient distribution for a conven
tional airfoil flying above M.., such as that shown in 
Fig. 5.28. Clearly, the flow over the supercritical air
foil is carefully tailored to achieve the desired results. 

The early aerodynamic research on supercriti
cal airfoils was carried out by Richard Whitcomb, 
an aeronautical engineer at NASA Langley Research 
Center, during the middle 1960s. This work by Whit
comb is described in a NASA document titled "An 
Airfoil Shape for Efficient Flight at Supercritical 
Mach Numbers" (NASA TM X-1109, July 1965, 
by R. T. Whitcomb and L. R. Clark). Whitcomb's 
design of supercritical airfoils was pioneering; today 
all modem civilian jet transports are designed with 
supercritical wings, incorporating custom-designed 
supercritical airfoil sections that have their genes in 
the original design by Richard Whitcomb. 

The effectiveness of the supercritical airfoil 
was clearly established by an Air Force/NASA 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued from page 343) 

Figure 5.30 Three
view of the Bell X -1. 
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Figure 5.31 Variation of1hickness-tCH:boni ratio with Mach number for a representative 
sampling of different airplanes. 
(Source: After Ray Whitford, Design for Air Combat, Jane's Information Group, Surrey, England, 1989.) 

wind tunnel and flight test program carried out in the 
early 1970s called the Transonic Aircraft Technology 
(TAC1) program. AstandardGeneralDynamicsF-11 I 
(sketched at the top of Fig. 5.33) was modified with 
a supercritical wing. Wind tunnel data for the varia
tion of CD withM~ for both the standard F-111 and the 
TACf aircraft (the F-111 modified with a supercritical 
wing) are shown in Fig. 5.33. The standard airfoil on 
the F-111 is anNACA 64-210; the supercritical airfoil 
on the TACT aircraft had the same 10 percent thick
ness. The use of the supercritical wing increased the 
drag-divergence Mach number from 0.76 to 0.88-a 
stunning 16 percent increase-as noted in Fig. 5.33. 

Designers of transonic aircraft can use super
critical airfoils to accomplish one of two objectives: 
(1) For a given airfoil thickness, the supercriti
cal airfoil shape allows a higher cruise velocity; 
or (2) for a given lower cruise velocity, the air
foil thickness can be larger. The latter option has 
some design advantages. The structural design of a 
thicker wing is more straightforward and actually 
results in a lighter-weight (albeit thicker) wing. 
Also, a thicker wing provides more volume for an 
increased fuel capacity. Clearly, the use of a super
critical airfoil provides a larger "design space" for 
transonic airplanes. 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued from page 345) 

Figure 5.32 Shape of a typical supercritical airfoil and its pressure 
coefficient distribution over the top surface. 
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Figure 5.33 Increase in drag-divergence Mach number obtained by the 
TACT aircraft with a supercritical wing compared to a standard F-Ill. 
Wind tunnel data obtained at the NASA Langley Research Center. Wing 
sweep = 26°. CL held constant at 0.0465. 
(Source: Reported in Symposium on Transonic Aircraft Technology (TACT), 
AFFDL-TR-78-100, Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, August 1978.) 
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5.11 WAVE DRAG (AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS) 
To this point we have discussed airfoil properties at subsonic speeds-that 
is, for M~ < 1. When M~ is supersonic, a major new physical phenomenon is 
introduced: shock waves. We previously alluded to shock waves in Sec. 4.11.3 
in conjunction with the Pitot tube measurement of supersonic airspeeds. With 
respect to airfoils (as well as all other aerodynamic bodies), shock waves in 
supersonic flow create a new source of drag, called wave drag. In this section 
we highlight some of the ideas involving shock waves and the consequent wave 
drag; a detailed study of shock wave phenomena is left to more advanced texts 
in aerodynamics. 

To obtain a feel for how a shock is produced, imagine that we have a small 
source of sound waves: a tiny "beeper" (something like a tuning fork). At time 
t= 0 assume that the beeper is at pointP in Fig. 5.34. At this point let the beeper 
emit a sound wave, which will propagate in all directions at the speed of sound 
a. Also let the beeper move with velocity V, where Vis less than the speed of 
sound. At time t, the sound wave will have moved outward by a distance at, as 
shown in Fig. 5.34. At the same timet, the beeper will have moved a distance 
Vt to point Q. Because V < a, the beeper will always stay inside the sound 
wave. If the beeper is constantly emitting sound waves as it moves along, these 
waves will constantly move outward, ahead of the beeper. As long as V <a, the 
beeper will always be inside the envelope formed by the sound waves. 

Now, we change the situation: assume that fhe beeper is moving at super
sonic speed; that is, V> a. At timet= 0, assume that the beeper is at pointR in 
Fig. 5.35. At this point let the beeper emit a sound wave, which, as before, will 

Location of sound 
wave at tirne 1 

Location of 
beeper at 
tirne 1 

Location of beeper 
at time= 0; it gives 
off a sound wave 
at 1 = 0 

Beeper stays inside 
the :sound wave 

Figure 5.34 Beeper moving at less than the speed of 
sound. 
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Location of 
beeper at 
time 1 

Vt 

Location of beeper at 
time 1 = 0 ; it gives off 
a sound wave at t = 0 

wave at time I 

Beeper stays outside 
the sound wave 

Figure 5.35 The origin of Mach waves and shock waves. The beeper is moving 
faster than the speed of sound. 

propagate in all directions at the speed of sound a. At timet, the sound wave 
will have moved outward by a distance at, as shown in Fig. 5.35. At the same 
time t, the beeper will have moved a distance Vt to pointS. However, because 
V > a, the beeper will now be outside the sound wave. If the beeper is con
stantly emitting sound waves as it moves along, these waves will now pile up 
inside an envelope formed by a line from point S tangent to the circle formed 
by the first sound wave, centered at point R. This tangent line, the line where 
the pressure disturbances are piling up, is called a Mach wave. The vertex of 
the wave is fixed to the moving beeper at point S. In supersonic flight, the air 
ahead of the beeper in Fig. 5.35 has no warning of the approach of the beeper. 
Only the air behind the Mach wave has felt the presence of the beeper, and 
this presence is communicated by pressure (sound) waves confined inside the 
conical region bounded by the Mach wave. In contrast, in subsonic flight, the 
air ahead of the beeper in Fig. 5.34 is forewarned about the oncoming beeper 
by the sound waves. In this case there is no piling up of pressure waves; there 
is no Mach wave. 

Hence we can begin to feel that the coalescing, or piling up, of pressure 
waves in supersonic flight can create sharply defined waves of some sort. In 
Fig. 5.35 the Mach wave that is formed makes an angle f.1. with the direction 
of movement of the beeper. This angle, defined as the Mach angle, is easily 
obtained from the geometry of Fig. 5.35: 

. at a 1 
StnJ.l = Vt = V = M 
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M 00 > I 

Moo> I 

Figure 5.36 Mach waves on a needlelilce body. 
Figure 5.37 Oblique shock waves on a wedge-type 
body. 

Hence 

Moo> I 

Poo 

Wave drag
net drag due to 
higher pressure 
behind the 
shock wave 

Figure 5.38 Pressure distribution on a wedge at supersonic speeds; origin of 
wave drag. 

!Mach angle= 1J =arcsin -1 I (5.49) 

In real life, a very thin object (such as a thin needle) moving at M~ > 1 
creates a very weak disturbance in the flow, limited to a Mach wave. This is 
sketched in Fig. 5.36. In contrast, a thicker object such as the wedge shown in 
Fig. 5.37, moving at supersonic speeds will create a strong disturbance, called a 
shock wave. The shock wave will be inclined at an oblique angle /3, where /3> 
JJ., as shown in Fig. 5.37. As the flow moves across the oblique shock wave, the 
pressure, temperature, and density increase, and fue velocity and Mach number 
decrease. 

Consider now the pressure on the surface of the wedge, as sketched in 
Fig. 5.38. Because p increases across the oblique shock wave, at the wedge sur
face,p > P~· Because the pressure acts normal to the surface and the surface itself 
is inclined to the relative wind, a net drag will be produced on the wedge, as seen 
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M00 > I 

Poo 

Pressure 
distribution 

Expansion 

Fiat Plate 

Shock 
wave 

Shock 
wave 

Flow field 

Expansion 
wave 

L 

Dwave 

Figure 5.39 Flow field and pressure distribution for a fiat plate at angle of attack in 
supersonic flow. There is a net lift and drag due to the pressure distribution set up by the 
shock and expansion waves. 

by simple inspection of Fig. 5.38. This drag is called wave drag because it is 
inherently due to the pressure increase across the shock wave. 

To minimize the strength of the shock wave, all supersonic airfoil profiles 
are thin, with relatively sharp leading edges. (fhe leading edge of the Lockheed 
F-104 supersonic fighter is almost razor-thin.) Let us approximate a thin super
sonic airfoil by the flat plate illustrated in Fig. 5.39. The flat plate is inclined at 
a small angle of attack a to the supersonic free stream. On the top surface of the 
plate, the flow field is turned away from the free stream through an expansion 
wave at the leading edge; an expansion wave is a fan-shaped region through 
which the pressure decreases. At the trailing edge on the top side, the flow is 
turned back toward the free-stream direction through an oblique shock wave. 
On the bottom surface of the plate, the flow is turned into the free stream, 
causing an oblique shock wave with an increase in pressure. At the trailing 
edge, the flow is turned back toward the free-stream direction through an expan
sion wave. (Details and theory for expansion waves, as well as shock waves, 
are beyond the scope of this book- you will have to simply accept on faith 
the flow field sketched in Fig. 5.39 until your study of aerodynamics becomes 
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more advanced.) The expansion and shock waves at the leading edge result in 
a surface pressure distribution in which the pressure on the top surface is less 
thanp.,., whereas the pressure on the bottom surface is greater thanp~ The net 
effect is an aerodynamic force normal to the plate .. The components ofthis force 
perpendicular and parallel to the relative wind are the lift and supersonic wave 
drag, respectively. Approximate relations for the lift and drag coefficients are, 
respectively, 

(5.50) 

and (5.51) 

A subscript w has been added to the drag coefficient to emphasize that it is the 
wave drag coefficient. Equations (5.50) and (5.51) are approximate expressions, 
useful for thin airfoils at small to moderate angles of attack in supersonic flow. 
Note that as M~ increases, both c1 and cd decrease. This is not to say that the lift 
and drag forces themselves decrease with M~. Quite the contrary. For any flight 
regime, as the flight velocity increases, L and D usually increase because the 
dynamic pressure q~ = q .. - }~ v_; increases. In the supersonic regime, L and 
D increase with velocity, even though c1 and cd, w decrease with M~ according to 
Eqs. (5.50) and (5.51). 

Consider a thin supersonic airfoil with chord length c = 5 ft in a Mach 3 free stream at a 
standard altitude of20,000 ft. The airfoil is at an angle of attack of 5°. 
{a) Calculate the lift and wave drag coefficients and the lift and wave drag per unit span. 
{b) Compare these results with the same airfoil at the same conditions, except at Mach 2. 

• Solution 
a. InEqs. (5.50) and (5.51), the angle of attack amust be in radians. Hence 

a = 5° = 2-,ad= 0.0873 rad 
57.3 

Also 

JM!. -1 = .,{j'l"::f = 2.828 

4a <40.0873) 
CJ = JM:.-1 2.828 

[IT3] 

e - 4a
2 

4(n°873)
2 

10.0108 1 
d,w - JMi.-1 2.828 · · 
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At 20,000 ft,p~ = 1.2673 x I0-3 slug!ft3, and T = 447.43°R Hence 

b. 

a~ - ,.f.JRT~ = Jl .4 (1716)(447.43) -1037 ft/s 

V~ =M...a.. = 3tlOl7) = 3111 ft/s 

q~ = }.1\l-r:_: = }(l.2673xl0-3)('3llli •6133 lb/ft2 

L (per unit span) = q..ee, = 6133(5)(0.123) = 11772 l!iJ 

D. (J!cc ooit •pon)=q..eea,w = 6133(5)(0.0108) - L\JJ.2lb l 

~M!.-1 = ~22 -1 = 1.732 
4a 4(0.0873) 

cl = JM!.-l 1.732 10.207 ! 

4a2 4(0.0873)2 = 10.01761 
Ca,w= fM!.-l 1.732 · · 

Note: At Mach 2, qand ca. ware higher than at Mach 3. This is a general result; both q and 
ca,w decrease with increasing Mach number, as clearly seen from Eqs. (5.50) and (5.51). 
Does this mean that L and Dw also decrease with increasing Mach number? Intuitively 
this does not seem correct. Let us :find out: 

V~ =a..M~ = 1037(2)= 2074 ftls 

q _ -}~-v.; = }(l.2673x 10-3)(2074)2 = 2726lb/ft2 

L (per unit span)=q..e.c1 = 2'726(5)(0.207) = ~82U!iJ 

Dh(per unit span)=q~ca,., = 2'l2€l(S)(O.(n?()) = 1240 lb l 

There is no conflict with our intuition. As the supersonic Mach numbers increase, L and 
Dw also increase, although the lift and drag coefficients decrease. 

The Lockheed F-104 supersonic fighter is shown in three-view in Fig. 4.45 and in the 
photograph in Fig. 5.40. It is the first fighter aircraft designed for sustained flight at 
Mach 2. Its wing planform area is 19.5 m2• Consider the F-104 in steady, level flight, and 
assume that its weight is 7262 kgr. Calculate its angle of attack at Mach 2 when it is flying 
at (a) sea level and (b) 10 km. 

• Solution 
We assume that the F-104 wing in supersonic flight can be represented by a fiat plate 
and that the wing lift coefficient is given by Eq. (5.50). Although this equation holds 
for a fiat-plate airfoil section, we assume that it gives a reasonable estimate for the 
straight wing of the F-104. Keep in mind that Eq. (5.50) is only an approximation for 
the finite wing. 
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Figure 5.40 The first airplane to be designed for sustained flight at Mach 2: the Lockheed 
F-1 04 Starfighter. 

The weight is given in kg,, a nonconsistent unit. As shown in Example 2.5, 
1 kg1 = 9.8 N. Also, in steady, level flight, the lift equals the weight of the airplane. Hence 

L-W = 7262(9,8) = 1.12xl04 N 

a. At sea level, p ~ = 1.23 kg/m3 and T ~ = 288 K. The speed of sound is given by 

a..= ...{iRr = -/(1.4)(287)(288) - 340 m/s 

Thus 

v_ =a..M~ = (3~0)(2) = 680 m/s 

q~ =iP~v; = t(J.23)(68W =2.84 x l05 N/m2 

c = _!:__= 7.12xto• 0_014 1 
q.,S (2.84 xl05)(19.S) 

FromEq. (5.50), 

4a 
Ct = --;;:=:;=== 

JM!-l 

or a =c1 JM!.-1= 0·
014 J(2)~ -1=6 .06xl0-3 rad 

4 4 

In degrees, 
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Note: This is a very small angle of attack. At Mach 2 at sea level, the dynamic pressure is 
so large that only a very small lift coefficient, and hence a very small angle of attack, is 
needed to sustain the airplane in the air. 
b. At 10 km, fromApp. A,p~ = 0.41351 kg/m3 and T~ = 223.26 K. 

In degrees, 

a.. = /iRT~ = J( r .4)(287)(223. ~6) - 300 m/s 

V~ =a..M~ = (Juc:)(2) = 600 m!s 

q~ = }~V.! = }(r .41351)(600)2 - 1.44 xl &4 N/m2 

cl = ..!:_ = 7 .12, to• o.049 
q...S (7.44 x J63)€19.5) 

a • : ..,1M! - 1 = 
0 ~9 

,1(2)2 - 1 = 0.02 rad 

0: = ((1. 021)(57. 1) = (1.2°1 

Note: At an altitude of 10 km, where the dynamic pressure is smaller than at sea level, 
the required angle of attack to sustain the airplane in flight is still relatively small: only 
slightly above 1 degree. We learn from this example that airplanes in steady level flight 
at supersonic speeds fly at very small angles of attack. 

If the pilot of the F-104 in Example 5.22, flying in steady, level flight at Mach 2 at an 
altitude of 10 km, suddenly pitched the airplane to an angle of attack of 10°, calculate the 
instantaneous lift exerted on the airplane, and comment on the possible consequences. 

• Solution 

FromEq. (5.50), 

10 
o: = - = 0. 175 rad 

57.3 

4({).175) 

-.~ (2)~ - 1 
0.404 

From Example 5.22, at Mach 2 and an altitude of 10 km, q~ = 7.44 x 104 N/m2: 

L -q~Sct = (-.44x l04)(1~.5)(MQ4.)= !s.86xl05N ! 

Compare this value of lift with the weight of the airplane: 

L 5 86xl05 

w = 7.12xl04 82 

When the pilot suddenly increases the angle of attack to 10°, the lift increases to a 
value 8.2 larger than the weight. The pilot will feel a sudden acceleration equal to 
8.2 times the acceleration of gravity, sometimes stated as an acceleration of8.2 g's. The 
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human body can withstand this acceleration for only a few seconds before becoming 
unconscious. Moreover, the structure of the airplane will be under great stress. These 
are reasons why, in supersonic flight, the angle of attack is usually maintained at low 
values. 

----------------------------~• The lift coefficient of any object in flight is a function of angle of attack. The 
purpose of this example is to examine how the angle of attack varies with flight 
velocity for an airfoil, holding the lift constant for all values of velocity, consider
ing both subsonic and supersonic velocities. ('We note inCh. 6 that, for an airplane 
in steady flight, the lift must always equal the weight of the airplane, no matter at 
what velocity the airplane is flying. So, the results of this example give some insight 
into the angle-of-attack variation of an airplane in steady, level flight over a range 
of flight velocity.) 
a. Subsonic Case Consider a unit span of an infinite wing of chord 1.5 m with an NACA 
64-210 airfoil at standard sea-level conditions. The lift per unit span is 3300 N, and is 
held constant with velocity. Calculate and plot the variation of angle of attack as a func
tion of velocity as V~ varies from 50 to 250 m/sec, taking into account compressibility 
effects. 
b. Supersonic Case Consider a unit span of a flat-plate infinite wing of chord 1.5 m at 
standard sea-level conditions. The lift per unit span is 3300 N, and is held constant with 
velocity. Calculate and plot the variation of angle of attack as a function of velocity as 
V~ varies from 500 to 1000 m/sec. 

• Solution 
The following information applies to both the subsonic and supersonic cases. The stan
dard sea-level speed of sound, from Sec. 4.9, is a~ = 340.3 m/sec. Hence 

M .. - V .. l 341!. 3 (E 5.24.1) 

Also, 

q __ - }~ .. V.: = }(1.23) v,; -<t61S V.: 

The lift coefficient is given by Eq. (5.25): 

L (per unit span) 
Ct = _;;;_ __ .....;;....___;_ 

q_c 
3300 3577 

(U.615 V.!)(U) V.! 
(E 5.24.2) 

a. Subsonic Case The angle-of-attack variation must be obtained from the airfoil data 
for the NACA 64-210 airfoil given in App. D. The lift coefficient given in App. Dis 
the low-speed value, Ct.o. whereas the lift coefficient Ct calculated by Eq. (E 5.24.2) is 
the actual lift coefficient, and hence includes the compressibility effects discussed in 
Sec. 5.8. To use App. D, we calculate the relevant low-speed value of lift coefficient, 
Ct.o• from Eq. (5.40) 

(E5.24.3) 
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and then for this value of c0 ; obtain the angle of attack from App. D. Some tabulated 
results are: 

• 
V..(m l •··) M ... = J'..,/ 340.3 c1 .,3577/V! c1,1 =e, ~fi -M! (App.D) 

50 0.147 1.43 1.41 1:20 
75 0.22 0.636 0.605 4• 

100 0.294 0.358 0.342 1.50 
150 0.44 0.159 0.143 ~.5• 

200 0.588 0.089 0.072 -1· 
250 0.735 0.057 0.0386 -1.5• 

b. Supersonic Case Assuming an infinitely thin fiat plate for the airfoil, from Eq. (5.50), 

Hence, 

where a is in radians. Recall that 

Some tabulated results are: 

4a 

' •r2 I a = Ct y ivJ:- -
4 

I rad = 57.3° 

V ... (ml •~) M- = V-1340.3 c, ;;;.3577/ V! 

500 1.47 0.0143 
600 1.76 9.94 X 1Q-3 

700 2.06 7.30 X 10-3 

800 2.35 5.59 X 10-3 

900 2.64 4.42 X 1o-3 

1000 2.94 3.58 X 1Q-3 

(E 5.24.4) 

.,.. c, ,IM!-1 • 4 
(rad) (deg) 

3.85 X 1Q-3 0.221 
3.60 X 1Q-3 0.206 
3.28 X 1Q-3 0.188 
2.97x 1Q-3 0.170 
2.70 X 1o-3 0.155 
2.47 X JQ-3 0.142 

Comment The results from {a) and {b) are plotted in Fig. 5.41. For the subsonic case, 
there is a relatively large decrease in angle of attack as the airspeed increases. This is 
because, as the speed increases, more of the lift is obtained from the increasing dynamic 
pressure, q~; hence, a smaller lift coefficient and therefore a smaller angle of attack 
are required to maintain the constant lift. The decrease in a is further accentuated by 
the compressibility effect: as M~ increases, the value of C(o is further diminished via 
Eq. (E 5.24.3). 

For the supersonic case, the required value of Ct, and therefore a, is very small com
pared to the subsonic case, because of the much larger q~. As V ~ increases, there is a 
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where 

D = total drag on airfoil 

D1 =skin friction drag 

DP =pressure drag due to flow separation 

Dw =wave drag (present only at transonic and supersonic s11eeds; zero 
for subsonic speeds below the drag-divergence Mach number) 

In terms of the drag coefficients, we can write 

where c4, c4,~, c4p, and ca,w are the total drag, skin friction drag, pressure drag, and 
wave drag coefficients, respectively. The sum cdf+ Ca,p is called the profile drag 
coefficient; this is the quantity given by the data in App. D. The profile drag coef
ficient is relatively constant with M~ at subsonic speeds. 

The variation of c4 with M~ from incompressible to supersonic speeds 
is sketched in Fig. 5.42. It is important to note the qualitative variation of 
this curve. For M~ ranging from zero to drag divergence, c4 is relatively 
constant; it consists entirely of profile drag. For M~ from drag divergence 
to slightly above 1, the value of c4 skyrockets; indeed, the peak value of 
c4 around M~ = 1 can be an order of magnitude larger than the profile drag 
itself. This large increase in c4 is due to wave drag associated with the pres
ence of shock waves. For supersonic Mach numbers, c• decreases approxi
mately as c .41:. o-l/2. 

Good design of supersonic airplanes concentrates on 
minimizing wave drag. It is emphasized in Fig. 5.42 
that a substantial portion of the total drag at super
sonic speeds is wave drag. The way to reduce wave 
drag is to reduce the strength of the shock waves 
that occur at the nose, along the leading edges of the 
wing and tail, and at any other part of the aircraft 
that protrudes into the locally supersonic :flow. The 
shock wave strength is reduced by having a sharp 
nose, slender (almost needlelike) fuselage, and very 
sharp wing and tail leading edges. The Lockheed 
F-104, shown in three-view in Fig. 4.52 and in the 
photograph in Fig. 5.40, is an excellent example of 
good supersonic airplane design. The F-104 was the 

first aircraft designed for sustained speeds at Mach 2. 
Examining Figs. 4.52 and 5.40, we see an aircraft 
with a sharp, needlelike nose, slender fuselage, and 
very thin wings and tails with sharp leading edges. 
The wing airfoil section is a thin biconvex shape 
with a thickness-to-chord ratio of O.Q35 (3.5 percent 
thickness). The leading edge is almost razor-sharp, 
actually sharp enough to pose a hazard to ground 
crew working around the airplane. Design of the 
F-104 began in 1953 at the famous Lockheed "Skunk 
Works"; it entered service with the U.S. Air Force in 
1958. Now retired from the Air Force inventory, at 
the time of writing, F-104's are still in service with 
the air forces of a few other nations around the globe. 
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Figure 5.42 Variation of drag coefficient with Mach number for 
subsonic and supersonic speeds. 

The large increase in the drag coefficient near Mach 1 gave rise to the term 
sound barrier in the 1940s. At that time a camp of professionals felt that the 
sound barrier could not be pierced-that we cound not fly faster than the speed 
of sound. Certainly a glance at Eq. (5.28) for the pressure coefficient in subsonic 
fiow, as well as Eq. (5.51) for wave drag in supersonic fiow, would hint that the 
drag coefficient might become infinitely large as M~ approaches 1 from either 
the subsonic or supersonic side. However, such reasoning is an example of a 
common pitfall in science and engineering: the application of equations outside 
their ranges of validity. Neither Eq. (5.28) nor Eq. (5.51) is valid in the transonic 
range near M~ = 1. Moreover, remember that nature abhors infinities. In real 
life, cd does not become infinitely large. To get past the sound barrier, all that is 
needed (in principle) is an engine with enough thrust to overcome the high (but 
finite) drag. 

5.13 FINITE WINGS 
We now return to the discussion initiated in Sec. 5.5. Our considerations so far 
have dealt mainly with airfoils, where the aerodynamic properties are directly 
applicable to infinite wings. However, all real wings are finite; and for practical 
reasons, we must translate our knowledge about airfoils to the case where the 
wing has wing tips. This is the purpose ofSecs. 5.14 and 5.15. 

Let us pose the following questions. Consider a finite wing with a specified 
aspect ratio [defined byEq. (5.26)] at an angle of attack of6°. The airfoil section 
of the finite wing is an NACA 2412 section. For a= 6°, the airfoil lift and drag 
coefficients, from App. D, are 

Ct = 0.85 C4 = 0.0077 
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Question: Because the finite wing is made up of the NACA 2412 airfoil sec
tion, should not the wing lift and drag coefficients be the same as those for the 
airfoil? That is, for the wing at a= 6°, are the following true? 

(Recall from Sec. 5.5 that it is conventional to denote the aerodynamic coef
ficients for a finite wing with capital letters.) On an intuitive basis, it may sound 
reasonable that CL and Cv for the wing might be the same as c, and ca, respec
tively, for the airfoil section that makes up the wing. But intuition is not always 
correct. We will answer the preceding questions in the next few paragraphs. 

The fundamental difference between flows over finite wings as opposed to 
infinite wings can be seen as follows. Consider the front view of a finite wing as 
sketched in Fig. 5.43a. If the wing has lift, then obviously the average pressure 
over the bottom surface is greater than that over the top surface. Consequently, 
there is some tendency for the air to "leak," or flow, around the wing tips from 
the high- to the low-pressure sides, as shown in Fig. 5.43a. This flow establishes 
a circulatory motion that trails downstream of the wing. The trailing circular 
motion is called a vortex. There is a major trailing vortex from each wing tip, as 
sketched in Fig. 5.43b and as shown in the photograph in Fig. 5.44. 

Low pressure 

High pressure 

Front view of wing 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.43 Origin of wing-tip vortices on a finite wing. 

Wing-tip 
vortices 

Vortex 



6.13 Finrte Wings 

Figure 5.44 Wing-tip vortices made visible by smoke ejected at the wing tips of a Boeing 
727 test airplane. 
(Source: NASA.) 

These wing-tip vortices downstream of the wing induce a small downward 
component of air velocity in the neighborhood of the wing itself. This can be 
seen intuitively from Fig. 5.43b; the two wing-tip vortices tend to drag the 
surrounding air around with them, and this secondary movement induces a small 
velocity component in the downward direction at the wing. This downward 
component is called downwash and given the symbol w. 

An effect of downwash can be seen in Fig. 5.45. AI; usual, V~ designates 
the relative wind. However, in the immediate vicinity of the wing, V ~and w add 

v .. 

Relative wind 
(free stream) 

v .. 
Tip votlex 

~w 
Local now in -----J:,~~i~;~:i~ails 

vicinity of Will$ downstream causes 
downwash. w 

Figure 5.45 The origin of downwash. 
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vectorally to produce a "local" relative wind that is canted downward from the 
original direction of V ~ This has several consequences: 

1. The angle of attack of the airfoil sections of the wing is effectively reduced 
in comparison to the angle of attack of the wing referenced to V ~ 

2. There is an increase in the drag. The increase is called induced drag, 
which has at least three physical interpretations. First, the wing-tip vortices 
simply alter the flow field about the wing to change the surface pressure 
distributions in the direction of increased drag. An alternative explanation 
is that because the local relative wind is canted downward (see Fig. 5.45), 
the lift vector itself is "tilted back." Hence, it contributes a certain 
component of force parallel to V ~-that is, a drag force. A third physical 
explanation of the source of induced drag is that the wing-tip vortices 
contain a certain amount of rotational kinetic energy. This energy has to 
come from somewhere; it is supplied by the aircraft propulsion system, 
where extra power has to be added to overcome the extra increment in drag 
due to induced drag. All three of these outlooks of the physical mechanism 
of induced drag are synonymous. 

We can now answer the questions posed at the beginning of this section. 
Returning to the finite wing made up of the NACA 2412 airfoil section, where 
the wing is at a= 6°, we now recognize that because of the downwash, the local 
airfoil sections of the wing see an angle of attack lower than 6°. Clearly, the local 
airfoil lift coefficient will be less than 0.85. Because the lift of the wing is an inte
gration of the lift from each local segment, we can state that for the finite wing 

CL <0.85 

Also, the presence of induced drag for the finite wing, which is not present for 
an infinite wing, adds to the already existing skin friction drag and pressure drag 
due to flow separation, which is experienced by the airfoil section itself. The 
value cd= 0.0077 is the profile drag coefficient, which is the sum of the skin fric
tion and pressure drag due to flow separation. For the finite wing, the induced 
drag must be added to the profile drag. So, for the finite wing in this case, 

C0 >0.0077 

Now we can rest our case. The lift coefficient for a finite wing is less than that 
for its airfoil section, and the drag coefficient for a finite wing is greater than that 
for its airfoil section. 

In Sees. 5.14 and 5.15 we will show how the drag coefficient and the lift 
coefficient, respectively, for a :finite wing can be calculated. With this, we now 
move to the center column of our chapter road map in Fig. 5 .1. Return to Fig. 5.1 
for a moment, and note all the different aspects of airfoils that we have covered, 
as represented by the left column of the road map. We are now ready to use this 
knowledge to examine the characteristics of finite wings, as represented by the 
middle column. 



DESIGN BOX 

For some airplane designs, the shape of the airfoil 
section changes along the span of the wing. For 
example, for the F-111 shown at the top of Fig. 5.33., 
the airfoil section at the root of the wing is an NACA 
64A210, whereas the airfoil section at the tip of the 
wing is an NACA 64A209. The famous British Spit
fire of World War ll fame had a 13 percent thick 
airfoil at the root and a 7 percent thick airfoil at the 
tip. When a designer chooses to vary the airfoil shape 
along the span, it is usually for one or both of the 
following reasons: 

1. To achieve a particular distribution of lift 
across the span of the wing, which will improve 
the aerodynamic efficiency of the wing and/or 
reduce the structural weight of the wing. 
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2. To delay the onset of high-speed compress
ibility effects in the region near the wing tips. 
A thinner airfoil in the tip region will result in 
the "shock stall" pattern shown in Fig. 5.27c 
being delayed in that region to a higher Mach 
number, preserving aileron control effective
ness while the section of the wing closer to the 
root may be experiencing considerable :flow 
separation. 

In reference to our previous discussion, note that the 
possible variation of the airfoil shape along the span 
of a finite wing is yet another reason why the aerody
namic coefficients for a finite wing differ from those 
of an airfoil making up part of the wing itself. 

5.14 CALCULATION OF INDUCED DRAG 
A way of conceptualizing induced drag is shown in Fig. 5.46. Consider a finite 
wing as sketched in Fig. 5.46. The dashed arrow labeled Rt represents the resul
tant aerodynamic force on the wing for the imaginary situation of no vortices 
from the wing tips. The component of R1 parallel to V~ is the drag Db which in 

Figure 5.46 lllustration of the induced drag, D,. 
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this imaginary case is due to skin friction and pressure drag due to flow separa
tion. The solid arrow labeled R represents the actual resultant aerodynamic force, 
including the effect of wing-tip vortices. The presence of the vortices changes 
the pressure distribution over the surface of the wing in such a fashion that R is 
tilted backward relative to R1. The component of R parallel to V.,., denoted by 
Din Fig. 5.46, is the actual total drag, which includes the effect of the changed 
pressure distribution due to the wing-tip vortices as well as friction drag and 
pressure drag due to flow separation. Because R is tilted backward relative to Rb 
D > D 1• The induced drag D, is the difference between D and D 1: D, = D - D 1• 

Keep in mind that induced drag is a type of pressure drag. 
To calculate the magnitude of D,, we will take the following perspective. 

Consider a section of a finite wing as shown in Fig. 5.47. The angle of attack 
defined between the mean chord of the wing and the direction of V~ (the rela
tive wind) is called the geometric angle of attack a However, in the vicinity 
of the wing, the local flow is (on the average) deflected downward by angle a; 
because of downwash. This angle a;, defined as the induced angle of attack, is the 
difference between the local flow direction and the free-stream direction. Hence, 
although the naked eye sees the wing at an angle of attack a; the airfoil section 
itself is seeing an effective angle of attack, which is smaller than a Letting a.tJ 
denote the effective angle of attack, we see from Fig. 5.47 that a;,ff= a- a;. 

Let us now adopt the point of view that because the local flow direction in 
the vicinity of the wing is inclined downward with respect to the free stream, 
the lift vector remains perpendicular to the local relative wind and is there
fore tilted back through angle a,. This is shown in Fig. 5.47. However, still 
considering drag to be parallel to the free stream, we see that the tilted-lift vec
tor contributes a certain component of drag. This drag is the induced drag D,. 
From Fig. 5.47, 

Geometric ancle of attack 

Relative wind 

la1 L 

• I , 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 5.47 The origin of induced drag. 
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Values of a; are generally small; hence sin a;=- ~. Thus 

D1 =LCJ; (5.52) 

Note that in Eq. (5.52), a; must be in radians. Hence D, can be calculated from 
Eq. (5.52) once a; is obtained. 

The calculation of a; is beyond the scope of this book. However, it can be 
shown that the value of a; for a given section of a finite wing depends on the 
distribution of downwash along the span of the wing. In turn, the downwash 
distribution is governed by the distribution oflift over the span of the wing. To see 
this more clearly, consider Fig. 5 .48, which shows the front view of a finite wing. 
The lift per unit span may vary as a function of distance along the wing because 

1. The chord may vary in length along the wing. 
2. The wing may be twisted so that each airfoil section of the wing is at a 

different geometric angle of attack. 
3. The shape of the airfoil section may change along the span. 

Shown in Fig. 5.48 is the case of an elliptical lift distribution (the lift per unit 
span varies elliptically along the span), which in tum produces a uniform down
wash distribution. For this case, incompressible fl..ow theory predicts that 

CL a .= --
' nAR 

(5.53) 

where CL is the lift coefficient of the finite wing and AR = IJIS is the aspect ratio, 
defined in Eq. (5.26). Substituting Eq. (5.53) into (5.52) yields 

D =L" =L...E..!:_ 
' '""' nAR 

(5.54) 

However, L = q_ SCL, hence, from Eq. (5.54), 

or 

Front view of wing 

-- ---

Ci D=q-3--, nAR 

D, _ Ci 
-----
q~S nAR 

/Uft per unit span as a fun~tion of 
-..../ distance along the span-this is the 

-... lirt distribution 

(5.55) 

w, the down wash distribution. which 
results rrom the given lirt distribution 

Figure 5.48 Lift distribution and downwasb distribution. 
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Defining the induced drag coefficient as Cv,; =D/(q~S), we can write Eq. (5.55) as 

c2 
C - L o · - --

J nAR 
(5.56) 

This result holds for an elliptical lift distribution, as sketched in Fig. 5.48. For 
a wing with the same airfoil shape across the span and with no twist, an ellipti
callift distribution is characteristic of an elliptical wing planform. (The famous 
British Spitfire of World War II was one of the few aircraft in history designed 
with an elliptical wing planform. Wings with straight leading and trailing edges 
are more economical to manufacture.) 

For all wings in general, a span efficiency factor e can be defined such that 

C _ Ci 
o,;- neAR (5.57) 

For elliptical planforms, e = 1; for all other planforms, e < 1. Thus, C v,; and hence 
induced drag are a minimum for an elliptical planform. For typical subsonic 
aircraft, e ranges from 0.85 to 0.95. Equation (5.57) is an important relation. It 
demonstrates that induced drag varies as the square of the lift coefficient; at high 
lift, such as near CL,max, the induced drag can be a substantial portion of the total 
drag. Equation (5.57) also demonstrates that as AR is increased, induced drag is 
decreased. Hence, subsonic airplanes designed to minimize induced drag have 
high-aspect-ratio wings (such as the long, narrow wings of the Lockheed U-2 
high-altitude reconnaissance aircraft). 

It is clear from Eq. (5.57) that induced drag is intimately related to lift. In 
fact, another expression for induced drag is drag due to lift. In a fundamental 
sense, the power provided by the engines of the airplane to overcome induced 
drag is the power required to sustain a heavier-than-air vehicle in the air-the 
power necessary to produce lift equal to the weight of the airplane in flight. 

In light ofEq. (5.57), we can now write the total drag coefficient for a finite 
wing at subsonic speeds as 

cb = cd + cz 
neAR (5.58) 

Total Profile lnduoed 

dmg dmg drag 

Keep in mind that profile drag is composed of two parts: drag due to skin fric
tion c•1 and pressure drag due to separation cd,p; that is, c• = c<if+ cd,p. Also keep 
in mind that c• can be obtained from the data in App. D. The quadratic variation 
of Co with Ct given in Eq. (5.58), when plotted on a graph, leads to a curve as 
shown in Fig. 5.49. Such a plot of C0 versus Ct is called a drag polar. Much of 
the basic aerodynamics of an airplane is reflected in the drag polar, and such 
curves are essential to the design of airplanes. You should become familiar with 
the concept of drag polar. Note that the drag data in App. D are given in terms of 
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Figure 5.49 Sketch of a drag polar-that is, a plot of 
drag coefficient versus lift coefficient. 

drag polars for infinite wings-that is, ca is plotted versus c1• However, induced 
drag is not included in App. D because Co,; for an infinite wing (infinite aspect 
ratio) is zero. 

Consider the Northrop F-5 fighter airplane, which has a wing area of 170 ft2• The wing is 
generating 18,000 lb of lift. For a flight velocity of250 mi1h at standard sea level, calcu
late the lift coefficient. 

• Solution 
The velocity in consistent units is 

v_ = 250( !~ )= 366.7 ft/s 

q_ =:l-P_v~ = -}(o.oo2377)(366.7l = 159.8lblfe 

Hence Cr = ...!:....._= 18
•
000 

10.66261 
q_S 159. 8(170) 

The wingspan of the Northrop F-5 is 25.25 ft. Calculate the induced drag coefficient and 
the induced drag itself for the conditions ofExample 5.25. Assume that e = 0.8. 

• Solution 
The aspect ratio is AR = tr!S = (25.25)2/ 170 = 3.75. Because CL = 0.6626 from Example 
5.25, then from Eq. (5.57), 

ct 
CD, = -'7 

' n-eAR 
(0.6626i 10.04661 

n-( 0. 8)(3. 75) 
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From Example 5.25, q~ = 159.8lb/ft2• Hence 

D -q..SCDI = 159.s(l70)(0.()46Q) = [1266 lb] 

Consider a flying wing (such as the Northrop YB-49 of the early 1950s) with a wing area 
of206 m2, an aspect ratio of 10, a span effectiveness factor of0.95, and an NACA 4412 
airfoil. The weight of the airplane is 7.5 x lOS N. If the density altitude is 3 km and the 
flight velocity is 100 m/s, calculate the total drag on the aircraft. 

• Solution 
First obtain the lift coefficient. At a density altitude of 3 km = 3000 m, p~ = 0.909 kg/m3 

(from App. A). 

q_ =}p. V.! = t(0.909)(100)2 = 4j45 N/m2 

L = W=7 .5xl05 N 

C - L _ 75xl05 

L- q_E - 4545(206) 08 

Note: This is a rather high lift coefficient, but the velocity is low-near the landing speed. 
Hence, the airplane is pitched to a rather high angle of attack to generate enough lift to 
keep the airplane flying. 

Next, obtain the induced drag coefficient: 

ct 0.82 

CDI = 0.021 
neAR n-(0.95)(10) 

The profile drag coefficient must be estimated from the aerodynamic data in App. D. 
Assume that c4 is given by the highest Reynolds number data shown for the NACA 4412 
airfoil in App. D; furthermore, assume that it is in the drag bucket. Hence, from App. D, 

Ca ~ 0.006 

Thus, from Eq. (5.58), the total drag coefficient is 

CD = C.t+ CDI = 0.006+0.021= 0.027 

Note that the induced drag is about 3.5 times larger than profile drag for this case, thus 
underscoring the importance of induced drag. 

Therefore, the total drag is 

D =q~SCD = 4545(206)(0.027) = (2.Slxl04 Nj 

The North American P-51 Mustang, shown in Fig. 4.46, was the first production
line airplane designed with a laminar flow wing, as discussed in Sec. 4.15. The North 
American aerodynarnicists used the NACA laminar flow airfoil theory to obtain their own 
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custom-designed laminar flow airfoil shape, slightly modified from the NACA shapes. 
(The airfoils listed in App. D with designation numbers beginning with 6-the so-called 
six-series airfoils-are from the NACA laminar flow a:irfoil series.) For this example we 
assume that the airfoil used on the P-51 is represented by the NACA 65-210 laminar flow 
airfoil. The gross weight of the P-51 is 10,100 lb, the wing planform area is 233 ill, and 
the wing span is 37 ft. The wing of the P-51 has a highly efficient shape, giving it a span 
efficiency factor of0.99. At an altitude of25,000 ft, the maximum velocity of the P-51 is 
437 mph. (a) For this altitude and velocity, calculate and compare the induced drag and 
the profile drag of the wing. (b) Consider the P-51 starting its landing approach at sea 
level. Calculate and compare the induced drag and the profile drag of the wing at a flight 
velocity of 140 mph. (c) Compare the drag results from (a) and (b) and comment on the 
relative importance of induced drag. 

• Solution 

a. V-=437mph=437(!~)=640.9ft/s. 
From App. B for 25,000 ft, p.. = 1.0663 x I0-3 slug/ft3• 

q . .. ~ p.v; = ~ (1.0663x 10-3.)(640.9)2 = 219 lb/ft2 

Assuming level flight, weight, W, equals the lift. Thus 

C _ L _ W _ 10,100 O.I98 
L- q..S- q_S- (219)(233) 

AR = b2 = (37)2 = 5 88 
s 233 

c - ct (0. 198)2 o.00214 
D;- neAR n(0,99)(5 .88) 

The profile drag coefficient is obtained from the data for the NACA 65-210 airfoil in 
App. D. Once again we use the data for the highest Reconsidered inApp. D. Also, 
the calculated lift coefficient of0.198 for the wing, which is essentially the section lift 
coefficient, puts the profile drag coefficient at the bottom of the pronounced drag bucket 
(such pronounced drag buckets are characteristic of laminar flow airfoils) as seen in 
App. D. Hence 

Ca = 0.0037 1 

The total drag coefficient for the wing is 

CD = Ca+CD,I =0.0037+0.00214 = 0.0058 

For this high-velocity case, the profile drag (skin friction drag plus the pressure drag due to 
flow separation) is a factor of 1.73 larger than the induced drag. The induced drag is 36.6 
percent of the total wing drag, the remainder being the profile drag. In turn, the profile drag 
is mainly skin friction drag for this high-velocity case, because the wing is ~g at a low 
value of Cr and hence a low angle of attack, where pressure drag due to flow separation is 
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relatively small. This example underscores the relative importance of skin friction drag and 
explains why strong efforts have been made to design laminar fbw airfoils. 

b. V-= 140(!~ ) =205.3 ft/s 

q_ -.!.p_v~ = .!.(o.002377)(205.3)~ - so Ilblft2 

2 2 

C 
_ L _ W _ 10,100 O 

865 
L- q.,.S- q.,.S- (50.})(233) . 

c - c: (0.865/ 0.041 
Dl- nell n(0.99)(5.88} 

From App. D for the NACA 65-210 airfoil, the calculated value of CL = 0.865 is approxi
mately the section lift coefficient, which for the highest Re data given for the airfoil in 
App. D gives 

Ca = l0.008 l 

The total drag coefficient for the wing is 

For this low-velocity case, the induced drag is a factor of 5.llarger than the profile drag. 
The induced drag is 83.7 percent of the total wing drag. 

c. Comparing the results of parts (a) and (b), we see the rather classic case in 
which the induced drag is a relatively small percentage of the total wing drag at high 
speeds but is by far the major component of wing drag at low speeds. In the design 
of subsonic airplanes, this example illustrates why the reduction of both induced drag 
and profile drag is important. Note that (as discussed in Sec. 4.15), due to the realities 
of manufacturing processes and actual :flight operation, the wing of the P-51 did not 
produce any meaningful large regions of laminar :flow. But this does not change our 
conclusion here. 

The Vought F4U-ID, shown in Fig. 2.16, is a classic World War II Navy fighter airplane. 
Some data for this airplane are: weight = 5,461 k!!f, wing planform area = 29.17 m2, 

wingspan = 12.49 m, maximum velocity at an altitude of 6 km = 684 kmlhr. At these 
conditions, the total wing drag coefficient is 0.00757. Calculate the profile drag coefficient 
for the wing. Assume that e = 0.9. 

• Solution 
First, let us put some of these data in terms of consistent SI units. 

v_ = 684 kmlhr = 
684 

km (
103

m)( 
1 

hr ) = 190 mlsec 
hr 1 km 3600 a.ec 
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Recall from Sec. 2.4 that 1 kg1 = 9.8 N. Thus, 

W = 5.,461 kg1 =5461 k~ ( 9
·
8 
N} S.l51Sx104 N 

1 kg! 

Now we are ready to make some calculations. 

b2 (t2.49i 
AR = -s= 29.17 5·35 

At h = 6 km, from App. A we have p.. = 0.66011 kg/m3 

q_ .. }p_ v.; = i-(0 ,66011)(190:r = t. l~l~x 104 N!m2 

c _ L _ w _ 5.3518xl0
4 o.u4 

r - q_S- q...S - (1.1915xl04)(29.17) 

FromEq. (5.57) 

( ll.lS4)
2 

0.00157 
1r( 0. 9)(5 .3~) 

FromEq. (5.58), we have 

c~ = C0 - C01 = 0.00757-0.00157 = 10.006 1 

Note: In Fig. 2.16, the airfoil section used for the wing of the Corsair is shown to be an 
NACA 23018 at the root, an NACA 23015 at the outer panel, and an NACA 23000 at 
the theoretical tip. In App. D, the only "230-secton" airfoil shown is the NACA 23012. 
However, the profile drag coefficient for the wing of ilhe Corsair where the airfoil sec
tion starts at an NACA 23018 at the root and ends at an NACA 23000 at the tip should 
be about the same as shown in App. D for the NACA 23012. Turn to App. D, and read 
off the value of c4 for an approximate section lift coefficient for 0.154 (ignoring the dif
ference between Ct and Cr, which will be examined in the next section). The value from 
App. D is c4 = 0.006, the same as the answer obtained in this example. 

In Example 5.28, to obtain the profile drag coefficient from the airfoil data 
in App. D, we used the section lift coefficient on the abscissa, Ct, as the same 
value of the wing lift coefficient, CL. This is a reasonable approximation, espe
cially for a wing with a high span efficiency factor, e, very near unity. However, 
examining again the geometric picture in Fig. 5.47 and also Fig. 5.50, we see that 
the effective angle of attack seen by the airfoil section is smaller than the geomet
ric angle of attack of the wing, the difference being the induced angle of attack. 
In Example 5.28b, the lift coefficient for the wing was 0.865. From App. D, a 
section lift coefficient of 0.865 corresponds to a section angle of attack of 6.5°. 
This is the effective angle of attack seen by the airfoil section as sketched in Figs. 
5.47 and 5.50. The actual geometric angle of attack of the wing is larger than 
6.5°. Because we dealt with lift coefficient in Example 5.28, we did not have to be 
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Figure 5.50 Relation between the geometric, effective, and induced angles of attack. 

concerned about angle of attack; hence we did not have to deal with the change in 
the lift slope for the finite wing. Such matters are the subject of the next section. 

5.15 CHANGE IN THE LIFT SLOPE 
The aerodynamic properties of a finite wing differ in two major respects from 
the data of App. D, which apply to infinite wings. The first difference has already 
been discussed: the addition of induced drag for a finite wing. The second 
difference is that the lift curve for a finite wing has a smaller slope than the 
corresponding lift curve for an infinite wing with the same airfoil cross section. 
This change in the lift slope can be examined as follows. Recall that because of 
the presence of downwash, which is induced by the trailing wing-tip vortices, 
the flow in the local vicinity of the wing is canted downward with respect to the 
free-stream relative wind. As a result, the angle of attack that the airfoil section 
effectively sees, called the effective angle of attack o;,tr, is less than the geometric 
angle of attack a. This situation is sketched in Fig. 5.50. The difference between 
a and o;,tr is the induced angle of attack a;, first introduced in Sec 5.14, where 
«;=a- a;,ff. Moreover, for an elliptical lift distribution, Eq. (5.53) gives values 
for the induced angle of attack a;= CJ(KAR). Extending Eq. (5.53) to wings of 
any general planform, we can define a new span effectiveness factor e1 such that 

c a. = L 

' ne1AR 
(5.59) 

where e1 and e [defined for induced drag in Eq. (5.57)] are theoretically different 
but are in practice approximately the same value for a given wing. Note that 
Eq. (5.59) gives a; in radians. For a; in degrees, 

57.3CL 
a; = ---c--==

ne1AR 
(5.60) 

We emphasize that the flow over a finite wing at an angle of attack a is 
essentially the same as the flow over an infinite wing at an angle of attack o;,ff. 
Keeping this in mind, assume that we plot the lift coefficient for the finite wing 
CL versus the effective angle of attack ll;,tr = a - a;, as shown in Fig. 5.5la. 
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6.16 Change in the Uft Slope 

a0 • l ift curve slope for an il•fi•tite wing 

"'- e<t. effective angle of at tack 

(a) 

c.. geometric angle of attack 

(b) 

Figure 5.51 Distinction between the lift curve slopes for infinite and 
finite wings. 

Because we are using a;,a; the lift curve should correspond to that for an infinite 
wing; hence the lift curve slope in Fig. 5.5la is ao, obtained from App. D for the 
given airfoil. However, in real life our naked eyes cannot see a;,ff; instead, what 
we actually observe is a finite wing at the geometric angle of attack a (the actual 
angle between the free-stream relative wind and the mean chord line). Hence, 
for a finite wing it makes much more sense to plot CL versus a, as shown in 
Fig. 5.51b, than CL versus a.a; as shown in Fig. 5.51a. For example, CL versus 
a would be the result most directly obtained from testing a finite wing in a wind 
tunnel, because a(and not a;,ff) can be measured directly. Hence, the lift curve 
slope for a finite wing is defined as a= dCJ da, where a::~; a0• Noting that «> «elf 

from Fig. 5.50, we see that the abscissa of Fig. 5.51b is stretched out more than 
the abscissa of Fig. 5.51a. The lift curve of Fig. 5.51b is less inclined; that is, 
a< ao. The effect of a .finite wing is to reduce the lift curve slope. However, when 
the lift is zero, CL = 0, and from Eq. (5.53), a;= 0. Thus, at zero lift a= a.ff.ln 
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terms of Fig. 5.5la and 5.5lb, this means that the angle of attack for zero lift 
aL = 0 is the same for the finite and infinite wings. So, for finite wings, a[;JJ can 
be obtained directly from App. D. 

Question: If we know a0 (say from App. D), how do we find a for a finite 
wing with a given aspect ratio? We can obtain the answer by examining Fig. 5 .51. 
From Fig. 5.5la, 

dC 
L - ao 

d(a-a;) 

Integrating, we find 

c~ =aa(a- ~)+const 

Substituting Eq. (5.60) into Eq. (5.61), we obtain 

Solving Eq. (5.62) for CL yields 

(5.61) 

(5.62) 

CL = aoa + const (5.63) 
1+57.3a0 / ~e1 AR) 1+ 57.3 a0J ~e1AR) 

Differentiating Eq. (5.63) with respect to a, we get 

dCL = ao (5.64) 
da H51.3aoi ~e1AR) 

However, from Fig. 5.5lb, by definition, dCJ da= a. Hence, from Eq. (5.64), 

(5.65) 

Equation (5.65) gives the desired lift slope for a finite wing of given aspect ratio 
AR when we know the corresponding slope a0 for an infinite wing. Remember: 
ao is obtained from airfoil data such as in App. D. Also note that Eq. (5.65) veri
fies our previous qualitative statement that a < ao. 

In summary, a finite wing introduces two major changes to the airfoil data 
inApp.D: 

1. Induced drag must be added to the finite wing: 

C + cz 
D = ctl 

neAR 
Total Profile Induced 
drag drag drag 

2. The slope of the lift curve for a finite wing is less than that for an infinite 
wing; a <ao. 
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Consider a wing with an aspect ratio of 10 and an NACA 23012 airfoil section. Assume 
that Re ~ 5 x 106• The span efficiency factor is e = e1 = 0.95. If the wing is at a 4° angle 
of attack, calculate CL and CD. 

• Solution 
Because we are dealing with a finite wing but have airfoil data (App. D) for infinite wings 
only, the first job is to obtain the slope of this lift curve for the finite wing, modifying the 
data from App. D. 

The infinite wing lift slope can be obtained from any two points on the linear curve. 
For the NACA 23012 airfoil, for example (fromApp. D), 

Hence 

at li¥df = 1 oo 
nr~ =0° 

dc1 1.2-0 14 1 06 
Oo =da= lO-O lQ=0.JQ6perdegree 

Also from App. D, 

r ri 

The lift slope for the finite wing can now be obtained from Eq. (5.65): 

0.106 0.088 per degree 
1+57 3(0.106)/[n(0.95)(10)] 

CL ;;;;Q(ft- <k=o) = O.O!!!!W-(-1.5)]= 0.08M(5.5) 

ICL -0.48• 1 

The total drag coefficient is given by Eq. (5.58): 

In Example 4.43 we calculated the skin friction drag exerted on the biplane wings of the 
1903 Wright Flyer. For the flight conditions given in Example 4.43 (that is, V~ = 30 mi1h 
at sea level), calculate the induced drag exerted on the wings of the Wright Flyer, and com
pare this with the friction drag calculated earlier. For its historic first flight on December 
17, 1903, the total weight of the Flyer including the pilot (Orville) was 750 lb. Assume 
that the span efficiency for the wing ise = 0.93. 
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• Solution 
From the data given in Example 4.43, for the Wright Flyer the wingspan is b = 40.33 ft 
and the planform area of each win,g is 255 ft2• Hence, the aspect ratio of each wing is 

AR = bz = (44:.33/ 6 8 
s 255 '

3 

For level flight, the airplane must produce a lift to counter its weight; for the flight of the 
Wright Flyer, the lift was equal to its weight, namely 750 lb. Also, the Flyer is a biplane 
configuration, and both wings produce lift. Let us assume that the lift is evenly divided 
between the two wings; hence the lift of each wing is 750/2 = 375 lb. The velocity is 
V~ = 30 milh = 44 ftls. The dynamic pressure is 

q,_ - ~~-v.: = !-(0.002377X 442
) = 2.3 tb/ft2 

The lift coefficient of each wing is 

CL = .!::_= 375 
0.639 

q_S 2.3(255) 

FromEq. (5.57), 

DESIGN BOX 

It is good practice to design conventional subsonic 
airplanes with high-aspect-ratio wings. The reasons 
are clear from Eqs. (5.57) and (5.65). The induced 
drag coefficient CD, is inversely proportional to AR, 
as shown in Eqs. (5.57) and (5.58). This is a strong 
effect; if the aspect ratio is doubled, CD1 is reduced by 
a factor of2. By comparison, the impact of the span 
efficiency factor e is minor, because changes in the 
wing planform and airfoil design result in only a few 
percent change in e, and, in tum, through Eq. (5.57), 
result in only a few percent change in CD.• (Of 
course, when the designer is looking for every ounce 
of performance, the wing is designed to have a lift 
distribution as close to elliptical as practical, making 
e as close to unity as practical.) The aspect ratio is 
the big design feature that controls CDJ· The same 
can be said about the lift slope. Increasing the aspect 
ratio increases the lift slope, as seen from Eq. (5.65). 
Clearly, on an aerodynamic basis, the designer of a 

n(0.93)(6.11C) 
0.0219 

conventional subsonic airplane would prefer to make 
the aspect ratio as large as possible. 

However, what does as large as possible mean? 
Why do the wings of existing airplanes not look 
like the long and narrow slats from a venetian blind, 
which have very large aspect ratios? The answer 
is driven by structural considerations. Imagine the 
left and right wings on an airplane in flight; the lift 
acting on each wing acts to bend the wing upward, 
creating a bending moment where the wing joins 
the fuselage. The wing structure and the structure 
through the fuselage must be strong enough to 
resist this bending moment. Now imagine the lift 
acting on a venetian blind; the blind slat will eas
ily buckle under the load unless the designer adds 
enough material stiffness to resist the buckling. This 
increase in wing stiffness can be obtained at the cost 
of increased wing structural weight. Consequently, 
the design aspect ratio for a conventional airplane is 



a compromise between competing values in aerody
namics and structures. 

The usual outcome of this compromise is 
subsonic airplanes with aspect ratios on the order of 
5 to 7. The following is a tabulation of wing aspect 
ratios for various subsonic airplane designs: 

Airplane 

WrightFlyer(Fig. 1.1) 
VoughtF4U Corsair (Fig. 2.16) 
Boeing B-17 (Fig. 2.17) 
Grumman X-29 (Fig. 2.19) 
Grumman F3F-2 (Fig. 2.20) 
Boeing 727 (Fig. 5.44) 

AspeetRatlo 

6.4 
5.35 
7.58 
3.91 
7.85 
7.1 

A dramatic example of the importance of a 
high aspect ratio can be seen in the Lockheed U-2 
high-altitude reconnaissance airplane, shown in the 
three-view in Fig. 5.52. The U-2 was designed with 
an unusually high aspect-ratio of 14.3 because of its 
mission. In 1954 the United States had an urgent need 
for a reconnaissance vehicle that could overfly the 
Soviet Union; the time was at an early stage of the 
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Cold War, and Russia had recently tested a hydrogen 
bomb. However, such a reconnaissance vehicle would 
have to fly at an altitude high enough that it could not 
be reached by interceptor aircraft or ground-to-air mis
siles; in 1954 this meant cruising at 70,000 ft or higher. 
The U-2 was designed by Lockheed Skunk Works, a 
small elite design group at Lockheed known for its 
innovative and advanced thinking. The airplane was 
essentially a point design: It was designed to achieve 
this extremely high-altitude cruise. In turn, the need 
for incorporating a very high-aspect-ratio wing was 
paramount The reason is explained in the following. 

In steady, level flight, the airplane lift must equal 
its weight L = W. In this case, from Eq. (5.18) written 
for the whole airplane, 

(5.66) 

Consider an airplane at a constant velocity V~. AJ; 

it flies higher, P~ decreases; hence, from Eq. (5.66), 
CL must be increased to keep the lift constant, equal 
to the weight That is, as p,. decreases, the angle of 
attack of the airplane increases to increase CL. There 
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lJ -=-. c· ~=ect>R ~ ~-0 0 -r- --

Figure 5.52 Three-view of the Lockheed U-2 high-altitude reconnaissance airplane. Aspect ratio = 14.3. 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued from page 3 77) 

is some maximum altitude (minimum p..) at which 
CL reaches its maximum value; if the angle of attack 
is increased beyond this point, the airplane will stall. 
At its high-altitude cruise condition, the U-2 is flying 
at a high value of CL with a concurrent high angle of 
attack, just on the verge of stalling. (This is in stark 
contrast to the normal cruise conditions of conven
tional airplanes at conventional altitudes, where the 
cruise lift coefficient and angle of attack are relatively 
small.) A high value of CL means a high induced 
drag coefficient; note from Eq. (5.57) that CD., varies 
directly as the square of CL. As a result, at the design 
high-altitude cruise condition of the U-2, the induced 
drag is a major factor. To reduce the cruise value of 
CD1, the designers of the U-2 had to opt for as high 
an aspect ratio as possible. The wing design shown in 
Fig. 5.52 was the result. 

It is interesting to note that at the high-altitude 
operating condition of the U-2, the highest velocity 
allowed by drag divergence and the lowest velocity 
allowed by stalling were almost the same; only about 
7 mph separated these two velocities, which was not 
an easy situation for the pilot. 

In contrast to the extreme high-altitude mission 
of the U-2, the opposite extreme is high-speed flight 
at altitudes on the order of hundreds of feet above 
the ground. Consider a subsonic military aircraft 
designed for low-altitude, high-speed penetration 
of an enemy's defenses, flying close enough to the 
ground to avoid radar detection. The aircraft is flying 
at high speed in the high-density air near sea level, so 
it is flying at a very low CL and very small angle of 
attack, as dictated by Eq. (5.66). Under these condi
tions, induced drag is very small compared to profile 
drag. At this design point, it is beneficial to have a 
low-aspect-ratio wing with a relatively small surface 
area, which will reduce the profile drag. Moreover, 
the low aspect ratio provides another advantage under 
these flight conditions: it makes the aircraft less sen
sitive to atmospheric turbulence encountered at low 
altitudes. This is achieved through the effect of the 
aspect-ratio on the lift slope, given by Eq. (5.65). The 
lift slope is smaller for a low-aspect-ratio wing, as 
sketched in Fig. 5.53. Imagine the airplane encoun
tering an atmospheric gust that momentarily perturbs 

its angle of attack by an amount Aa, as sketched in 
Fig. 5.53. The lift coefficient will be correspondingly 
perturbed by the amount ACL. However, because of 
its larger lift slope, the high-aspect-ratio wing will 
experience a larger perturbation ( ACL:h than the low
aspect-ratio wing, which experiences the smaller 
perturbation (ACL)1• This is shown schematically in 
Fig. 5.53. The smaller change in CLdue to a gust for 
the low-aspect-ratio wing results in a smoother ride, 
which is good for both the flight crew and the struc
ture of the airplane. 

In summary, the consideration of aspect ratio in 
airplane design is not a matter of "one size fits all." 
Quite the contrary; we have just discussed two totally 
different flight conditions that reflect two different 
design points, one demanding a high-aspect-ratio 
wing and the other a low-aspect-ratio wing. It is 
clear that aspect ratio is one of the most important 
considerations for an airplane designer. The choice 
of what aspect ratio to use for a given airplane design 
depends on a number of factors and compromises. 
We have pointed out some of these considerations in 
this discussion. 

Figure 5.53 Effect of aspect ratio on the lift slope. 
For a given perturbation in a; the high-aspect-ratio 
wing experiences a larger perturbation in CL than the 
low-aspect-ratio wing. 
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The induced drag of each wing is 

D, -q_SCDI = 2. 1(255)(0.£r- 1Q) = 12.84 lb 

The induced drag, accounting for both wings, is 

D, = 2{1.2.84)= l25.7 1b l 

Compare this with the friction drag of 6.82 lb calculated in Example 4.43. Clearly, the 
induced drag is much larger than the friction drag; this is because the velocity of 30 mi1h 
was relatively small, requiring a rather large lift coefficient to help generate the 750 lb of 
lift; and because the induced drag coefficient varies as the square of CL, the induced drag 
is large compared to the friction drag at the relatively low flight speed. 

Note: There is an aerodynamic interaction between the two wings of a biplane that 
is relatively complex; a discussion of the phenomenon is beyond the scope of this book. 
Because of this interaction, the induced drag of the biplane configuration is not equal 
to the sum of the induced drags acting on the single wings individually in isolation, as 
we have assumed in this example. Rather, the induced drag of the biplane configuration 
is slightly higher than the sum based on our calculations, and there is also a loss of lift. 
However, the preceding calculation is a reasonable first approximation for the biplane's 
induced drag. 

Consider two wings with an NACA 23012 airfoil section, (a) one with an aspect ratio of 
4 and {b) the other with an aspect ratio of 10. The span efficiency factor for both wings is 
e= e1 = 0.95. Both wings are flying at an angle of attack of2°. Calculate and compare the 
change in lift coefficient for both wings if the angle of attack is perturbed by an amount 
t:..a= 0.5° that is, referring to Fig. 5.53, calculate (t:..CL)2 and (t:..C,01 for t:..a= 0.5°. 

• Solution 
a. Let us first deal with the wing with aspect ratio 4. The lift slope and zero-lift angle of 
attack for the NACA 23012 airfoil were obtained in Example 5.30 as 

a0 = 0. 106 per degree 

and 

The lift slope for the finite wing with AR = 4 is, from Eq. (5.65), 

a = ao 
1 +57 .3a0 i ( rtt 1\JU 

0.106 
= ,...1 +-::Sc::-7 -=-.3""'(0-:.l-::-0 6~)-:-:/ [,....n(.,-,0-:::. 9-:.5)"'"'( 4=)] 

0.07 per degree 

At a= 2°, the lift coefficient is 

C1 -a(a - llL=o) = 0.0'.1(2-{-l.S)]= 0.245 
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When the angle of attack is pe.rturl:>ed by Aa= 0.5°, the new angle of attack is 2.5°. The 
lift coefficient for this angle of attack is 

rr = 0.7[2.5-(-1.5)}= 0.28 

Hence, referring to Fig. 5.53, 

(M "!)a = 0.~8- 0.24.5 = l0.o35 l 

b. For the wing with aspect ratio 10, the lift slope was obtained in Example 5.30 as 

a = 0.088 per degree 

At a = 2°, 

At a = 2.5°, 

Cr -a(rl - " L=o) = 0.08&[2.!-(-U)}= 0.352 

(ACr)2 = 0.352:- 0.308 = @.04) 

Comparing the results from parts (a) and (b), the high--aspect-ratio wing experiences a 
26 percent higher increase in Cr than the low-aspect-ratio wing. 

In Example 5.29, the lift coefficient for the Vought F4U-1D Corsair flying at maximum 
velocity at an altitude of 6 km was calculated as Cr = 0.154. Estimate the angle of attack 
at which the airplane is flying. Assume that e1 = 0.9. 

• Solution 
From Example 5.29, AR = 5.35. Also, assuming that the airfoil data for the Corsair is 
given by the NACA 23012 airfoil in App. D, we have, from Example 5.30, 

a0 = 0. 106 per degree, and Ur=o = -1.5° 

FromEq. (5.65), 

0.106 ao 
a = :---:-:--=----7.,...---. 

1+57.3 a0 f ( tt. e1 A R) 1+ 57.3 (0.106)/[tr(0.9)(!l .3!l)] 

Because 

we have 

Cr.. 0.154 
0:=- +<XL=O = +(-).5) 

a 0.756 

a = 2_031-1.5 = ]0.53.'l0 J 

0 0756 per degree 
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Note: Because the airplane is flying at its maximum velocity, most of the lift is being 
generated via the dynamic pressure. The required lift coefficient is small (only 0.154), 
and hence the corresponding angle of attack is small, namely 0.537•. 

5.16 SWEPT WINGS 
Almost all modem high-speed aircraft have swept-back wings, such as shown in 
Fig. 5.54b. Why? We are now in a position to answer this question. 

We first consider subsonic flight. Consider the planview of a straight wing, 
as sketched in Fig. 5 .54a. Assume that this wing has an airfoil cross section with 
a critical Mach number Ma = 0. 7. (Remember from Sec. 5.10 that forM .. slightly 
greater than M"" there is a large increase in drag; hence it is desirable to increase 
Ma as much as possible in high-speed subsonic airplane design.) Now assume 
that we sweep the wing back through an angle of 30°, as shown in Fig. 5.54b. 
The airfoil, which still has a value of Ma = 0.7, now "sees" essentially only the 
component of the flow normal to the leading edge of the wing; that is, the aero
dynamic properties of the local section of the swept wing are governed mainly 
by the flow normal to the leading edge. Hence, iif M .. is the free-stream Mach 

Now sweep the same wing by 30°. 

(a) 

(b) 

I 

Assume that Mer for 
wing = 0.7. 

L.' ...---!-Airfoil section 
1 with Mer = 0.7 
i 

Airfoil section 
with M.," 0.7 

Figure 5.54 Effect of a swept wing on critical Mach number. 
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number, the airfoil in Fig. 5.54b is seeing effectively a smaller Mach number: 
M~ cos 30°. As a result, the actual free-stream Mach number can be increased 
above 0.7 before critical phenomena on the airfoil are encountered. In fact, we 
could expect that the critical Mach number for the swept wing itself would be as 
high as 0.7/cos 30° = 0.808, as shown in Fig. 5.54b. This means that the large 
increase in drag (as sketched in Fig. 5.26) would be delayed toM~ much larger 
than M"' for the airfoil-in terms of Fig. 5.54, something much larger than 0.7 
and maybe even as high as 0.:808. Thus we see the main function of a swept 
wing: By sweeping the wings of subsonic aircraft, we delay drag divergence to 
higher Mach numbers. 

In real life, the flow over the swept wing sketched in Fig. 5.54b is a fairly 
complex three-dimensional flow; to say that the airfoil sees only the component 
normal to the leading edge is a sweeping simplification. However, it leads to a 
good rule of thumb. If n is the sweep angle, as shown in Fig. 5.54b, the actual 
critical Mach number for the swept wing is bracketed by 

M ~ . ~ ., "' .... ~.• M fi . Mer for airfoil 
cr 4'i!t ~1f1Qh < ne•""M cr or swept wmg < --~:::-

cosO 

There is an alternative explanation of how the critical Mach number is 
increased by sweeping the wing. Consider the segment of a straight wing 

A 

Segment of ) 
straight wing 

B 

(a) 

II 
<S' 

(b) 

Segment of 
swept wing 

Figure 5.55 With a swept wing, a streamline effectively sees a thinner airfoil. 
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sketched in Fig. 5.55a. The airfoil section, with a thickness-to-chord ratio of 
t/c1 = 0.15, is sketched at the left. The arrowed line AB represents a stream
line flowing over the straight wing. This streamline "sees" the airfoil sec
tion with a 15 percent thickness. Now consider this same wing, but swept 
through the angle n = 45°, as shown in Fig. 5.55b. The arrowed line CD 
represents a streamline flowing over the swept wing. (J/e draw streamlines 
AB and CD as straight lines in the free-stream direction, ignoring for simplic
ity any three-dimensional flow effects.) Streamline CD now travels a longer 
distance over the swept wing. The airfoil section that streamline CD effec
tively "sees" is sketched at the left in Fig. 5.55b. It has the same thickness but 
a longer effective chord. Hence, the effective airfoil section that streamline 
CD sees is thinner than that seen in the case of the straight wing. Indeed, for 
a sweep angle of 45°, the effective airfoil section seen by streamline CD has 
a thickness-to-chord ratio of tzfc2 = 0.1 06. If we simply take the straight wing 
in Fig. 5.55a and sweep it through an angle of 45°, the swept wing looks to 
the flow as if the effective airfoil section is almost one-third thinner than it is 
when the sweep angle is 0°. From our discussion in Sec. 5.9, making the airfoil 
thinner increases the critical Mach number. Hence, by sweeping the wing, we 
can increase the critical Mach number of the wing. 

Following the usual axiom that "we cannot get something for nothing," 
for subsonic flight, increasing the wing sweep reduces the lift. Although wing 
sweep is beneficial in terms of increasing the drag-divergence Mach number, it 
decreases C[., This is demonstrated in Fig. 5.56, which gives the variation of LID 
with sweep angle for a representative airplane configuration at M_ = 0. 6 flying at 
30,000 ft. There is a considerable decrease in LID as the sweep angle increases, 
mainly due to the decrease inC£. 

For supersonic flight, swept wings are also advantageous, but not quite 
from the same point of view as just described for subsonic flow. Consider the 
two swept wings sketched in Fig. 5.57. For a given M_ > 1, there is a Mach 
cone with vertex angle J.1., equal to the Mach angle [recall Eq. (5.49)]. If the 
leading edge of a swept wing is outside the Mach cone, as shown in Fig. 5.57a, 
the component of the Mach number normal to the leading edge is supersonic. 
As a result, a fairly strong oblique shock wave will be created by the wing 
itself, with an attendant large wave drag. In contrast, if the leading edge of the 
swept wing is inside the Mach cone, as shown in Fig. 5.57b, the component 
of the Mach number normal to the leading edge is subsonic. As a result, the 
wave drag produced by the wing is less. Therefore, the advantage of sweeping 
the wings for supersonic flight is in general to obtain a decrease in wave drag; 
and if the wing is swept inside the Mach cone, a considerable decrease can be 
obtained. 

The quantitative effects of maximum thickness and wing sweep on the wave 
drag coefficient are shown in Fig. 5.58a and b, respectively. For all cases the 
wing aspect ratio is 3.5, and the taper ratio (tip to :root chord) is 0.2. Clearly, thin 
wings with large angles of sweepback have the smallest wave drag. 
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Figure 5.56 Variation oflift-to-d!rag ratio with wing sweep. Wind tunnel measurements 
at the NASA Langley Research Center. 
(Source: From Loftin, NASA SP 468, 1985.) 
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~M~ > 1 

(b) 

Figure 5.57 Swept wings for supersonic flow. (a) Wing swept outside the Mach cone. 
(b) Wing swept inside the Mach cone. 
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Sweep angle measured at quarter-chord line 

n = 11• n = 35• 

fj LJ 
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Figure S.S8 Sketch of the variation of minimum wing drag coefficient versus Mach number with (a) wing 
thickness as a parameter (0 = 47°) and (b) wing sweepback angle as a parameter (tic= 4 percent). 
(Source: From L. Loftin, Quest for Performance, NASA SP 468, 1985.) 

DESIGN BOX 

The designer of supersonic airplanes has two basic 
choices of wing planform: low-aspect-ratio straight 
wing, or swept wing (including a delta wing). Both 
classes of wing planform result in lower wave drag 
compared to a high-aspect-ratio straight wing. Let us 
examine these choices in greater detail. 

First consider a low-aspect-ratio straight wing 
at supersonic speeds. From Eq. (5.51), the wave drag 
coefficient for a flat plate of infinite span is 

Caw 4 
dz = ~M:.-1 (5.67) 

where a is the angle of attack in radians. The same 
theory gives the wave drag coefficient for a fiat plate 
of finite aspect ratio AR as 

CD,W - 4 (1 1 ) (5.68) 
--;;z- ~M!-1 - 2R 

where 

(See Hilton, High-Speed Aerodynamics, Longman, 
Green and Co., 1951.) Note that Eq. (5.68) reduces to 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued from page 385) 

Eq. (5.67) for an aspect ratio going to infinity. Equa
tion (5.68) is graphed in Fig. 5.59, giving CD .• ,/d- as 
a function of the aspect ratio for the case of M~ = 2. 
Note the dramatic drop in the wave drag coefficient 
at very low aspect ratios. This curve, which is for an 
infinitely thin flat plate, should be viewed as mainly 
qualitative when dealing with real wings with thick
ness. However, it clearly shows the advantage of 
low-aspect-ratio wings for supersonic flight. This is 
the exact opposite of the recommended practice for 
subsonic airplane design, as discussed earlier. How
ever, because of the occurrence of shock waves at 
supersonic speeds, supersonic wave drag is usu
ally much more important than induced drag; hence 
the use of low-aspect-ratio wings is good practice 
in supersonic airplane design. A case in point is 
the Lockheed F -104 supersonic fighter, shown in 
Figs. 5.40 and 4.52. Return to Fig. 4.52, and study 
the wing planform for the F-104. This airplane was 
the first to be designed for sustained flight at Mach 2, 
and the designers at Lockheed Skunk Works chose 
to go with a straight wing of low aspect ratio. The 

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0 1 2 

F-104 wing has an aspect ratio of 2.45. The airfoil 
section is a very thin biconvex shape; the thickness
to-chord ratio is only 0.0336. The leading edge is 
exceptionally sharp; the leading-edge radius of0.016 
is so small that it poses some danger to the ground 
crew working around the airplane. All these features 
have one goal: to reduce the supersonic wave drag. 
They are classic examples of good supersonic air
plane design. 

We note that the supersonic lift coefficient is 
also reduced when the aspect ratio is reduced. This 
is illustrated in Fig. 5.60a, which gives the variation 
of the lift slope dCdda as a function of aspect ratio 
for straight, tapered wings at M~ = 1.53. Shown here 
are some of the first experimental data obtained in 
the United States for wings at supersonic speeds. 
These data were obtained in the 1-ft by 3-ft super
sonic tunnel at NACA Ames Laboratory by Walter 
Vincenti in 1947, but owing to military classification 
were not released untill949. In Fig. 5.60a, the dashed 
triangles shown emanating from the wing leading
edge apex represent the Mach cones at M~ = 1.53. 

---------------

3 
Aspect ratio 

4 5 6 

Figure 5.59 Variation of supersonic wave drag with aspect ratio for 
fiat plates. 
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(The Mach cones are cones with a sem.ivertex 
angle equal to the Mach angle p.) Note that as AR 
is reduced, more of the wing is contained inside the 
Mach cones. The effect of decreasing AR on the lift 

slope at supersonic speeds is qualitatively the same as 
that for subsonic speeds. Recall from Sec. 5.15 that 
the lift slope is smaller for lower- aspect-ratio wings 
in subsonic flight. Clearly, from Fig. 5.60a the same 
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Figure 5.60 (a) Effect of aspect ratio on the lift curve for straight wings at supersonic speeds.M~= 1.53. After 
W. G. Vincenti, "Comparison between Theory and Experiment for Wmgs at Supersonic Speeds," NACA TR 
1033. (b) Effect of wing sweep on supersonic drag. The drag coefficient quoted is for an angle of attack that gives 
minimum drag. 
(Source: Data from Vincenti.) 
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trend prevails for supersonic flight, even though the 
physical nature of the aerodynamic flow field is com
pletely different. 

The other option for a wing planform for super
sonic airplanes is the swept wing. (We will consider 
the delta, or triangular planform, as a subset under 
swept wings.) In regard to Fig. 5.57, we have already 
discussed that supersonic wave drag can be consider
ably reduced by sweeping the wing inside the Mach 
cone-that is, by having a subsonic leading edge. 
This is clearly seen in the experimental data shown 
in Fig. 5.60b, taken from the pioneering super
sonic wind tunnel work of Vincenti. In Fig. 5.60b, 
the minimum total drag coefficient is plotted ver
sus wing sweep angle forM~ = 1.53. Keep in mind 
that the total drag coefficient is due to both pressure 
drag (essentially wave drag) and skin friction drag. 
Positive sweep angles represent swept-back wings, 
and negative sweep angles represent swept-forward 
wings. Note the near symmetry of the data in regard 
to positive and negative sweep angles; the supersonic 
drag coefficient is essentially the same for the same 
degree of sweepback as it is for the same degree of 

sweepforward The important message in Fig. 5.60b 
is the decrease in CDmm at sweep angles greater than 
49° or less than -49°. The Mach angle forM~ = 1.53 
is given by p = sin·l(l!M~) = sin-1(1/1.53) = 41°. 
Hence, wings with a sweep angle of 49° or larger will 
be inside the Mach cone. Note the lower drag coef
ficient at a sweep angle of ±60°; for this case the wing 
is comfortably inside the Mach cone, with a subsonic 
leading edge. These data also show that when the 
wings are swept outside the Mach cone (supersonic 
leading edge), the drag coefficient is relatively fiat, 
independent of the sweep angle. So for supersonic 
flight, to realize the drag reduction associated with 
a swept wing, the sweep angle must be large enough 
that the wing is swept inside the Mach cones. 

A classic example of this design feature is the 
English Electric Lightning, a Mach 2 interceptor used 
by the British Royal Air Force in the 1960s and 1970s. 
As shown in Fig. 5.61, the Lightning has a highly 
swept wing, with a sweep angle n = 60°. At Mach 2 
the Mach angle is JL = sin-1(1/ M-)=sin"1 i = 30°. 
A swept wing, to be just inside the Mach cone at 
M~ = 2, must have a sweep angle of n = 60° or larger. 

" • • 
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Figure 5.61 Three-view of the English Electric Lightning supersonic fighter. 



Because Mach 2 was the design point, it is no surprise 
that the designers of the Lightning chose a sweep 
angle of 60°. In addition, the wing of the Lightning 
has a relatively low aspect ratio of 3.19, and the air
foil section is thin, with a thickness-to-chord ratio of 
5 percent-both good design practices for supersonic 
airplanes. 

Look closely at the Lightning in Fig. 5.61, 
and then go back and closely examine the F-104 in 
Fig. 4.52. Here we see classic examples of the two 
different wing planforms, swept wing and low
aspect-ratio straight wing, from which designers of 
supersonic airplanes can choose. 

We examined the effect of wing sweep on the 
subsonic lift coefficient (via the lift-to-drag ratio) in 
Fig. 5.56. What is the effect of sweep on the super
sonic lift coefficient? The answer is provided by the 
experimental data of Vincenti, shown in Fig. 5.62. 
In a trend similar to that for the drag coefficient, we 
see from Fig. 5.62 that as long as the wing is swept 
outside the Mach cone (supersonic leading edge), the 
lift slope is relatively constant, independent of sweep 
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angle. When the wing is swept inside the Mach cone 
(subsonic leading edge), the lift slope decreases with 
increasing sweep angle, similar to the case for sub
sonic flight. 

The results shown in Figs. 5.60 and 5.62 clearly 
show a distinct change in the wing aerodynamic 
characteristics when the sweep angle is large 
enough that the wing is inside the Mach cone. This is 
because the pressure distribution over the wing sur
face changes radically when the trausition is made 
from a supersonic to a subsonic leading edge. The 
nature of this change is sketched in Fig. 5.63, which 
shows three fiat-plate wing planforms labeled A, B, 
C and of progressively increased sweep angle in a 
supersonic free stream. Wing A is a straight wing. 
The influence of the Mach cones is limited to a small 
region at the tips; most of the wing is feeling the 
type of two-dimensional supersonic flow over a fiat 
plate that was discussed in Sec. 5.11 and sketched 
in Fig. 5.39. Hence, the pressure distribution over 
most of the surface of wing is the constant pres
sure distribution illustrated by the vertical shaded 
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Figure 5.62 Effect of wing sweep on the lift slope at 
supersonic speed. Data from Vincenti. 
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----. 
I A 

B 

--- Mach line 
c::::::1 Region of two-dimensional flow 
- Pressure distribution 

Figure 5.63 Change in cbordwise pressure distribution 
as a wing at supersonic speeds is progressively swept 
from outside to inside the Mach cone--that is, as the 
leading edge progressively changes from supersonic 
to subsonic. 

area shown near the right tip of the wing. Wing B 
is a swept wing with a supersonic leading edge. A 
considerable portion of the wing is still outside the 
Mach cones. In the shaded region, the same constant 
pressure distribution associated with a fiat plate in 
supersonic flow still prevails. However, wing Cis a 
swept wing with a subsonic leading edge; the entire 
wing is swept inside the Mach cone from the apex. 
The pressure distribution over this wing is similar 
to that for subsonic flow, even though the wing is 
immersed in a supersonic free stream. Note that 
the shaded area at the right on wing C traces out 
the type of subsonic pressure coefficient distribu
tion familiar to us from our earlier discussions; for 
example, compare it with Fig. 5.15. This change in 
the aerodynamic behavior of the flow over a wing 
swept inside the Mach cone leads to the decrease in 
wave drag and lift coefficient associated with swept 
wings in supersonic flow. 

There is yet another design benefit of a wing 
with a subsonic leading edge: The leading-edge 
radius can be larger, similar to that for a subsonic 
airplane. This has benefits at low speeds, especially 

for landing and takeoff, for airplanes designed for 
supersonic flight. A wing with a sharp leading edge 
and a thin airfoil, such as that used on the F -104 
(Figs. 4.52 and 5.40), experiences early flow separa
tion at moderate angles of attack at subsonic speeds. 
This reduces the value of ( CL )max and forces the 
airplane to have higher landing and takeoff speeds. 
(For example, over its operational history, the F-104 
experienced an inordinate number of accidents due 
to wing stall at low-speed flight conditions.) In con
trast, a wing with a blunter, more rounded leading 
edge has much better low-speed stall characteristics. 
Supersonic airplanes having swept wings with sub
sonic leading edges can be designed with blunter, 
more rounded leading edges, and hence have better 
low-speed stalling behavior. 

Recall from Figs. 5.60 and 5.62 that the super
sonic drag and lift coefficients associated with 
swept-forward wings are essentially the same as 
those for swept-back wings. Indeed, the same can 
be said for high-speed subsonic flight. However, 
airplane designers have almost always chosen 
sweepback rather than sweepforward. Why? The 
answer has to do with aeroelastic deformation of 
swept wings under load. For a swept-back wing, 
the location of the effective lift force causes the 
wing to twist near the tips so as to decrease the 
angle of attack of the outer portion of the wing. 
This tends to unload that portion of the wing when 
lift is increased-a stable situation. In contrast, for 
a swept-forward wing, the location of the effec
tive lift force causes the wing to twist near the 
tips so as to increase the angle of attack of the 
outer portion of the wing, thus causing the lift to 
increase, which further increases the wing twist. 
This is an unstable situation that tends to twist the 
swept-forward wing right off the airplane. These 
aeroelastic deformation effects are evident in the 
experimental data shown in Fig. 5.62. Note that 
the experimental data are not symmetric for swept
forward and swept-back wings. The lift slope is 
smaller for the swept-back wings due to aeroelas
tic deformation of the wind tunnel models. Hence, 
for structural reasons swept-forward wings have 
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Figure 5.64 An example of a swept-forward wing: the Grumman X-29. 

not been the planform of choice. However, mod
em advances in composite materials now allow the 
design of very strong, lightweight wings, and this 
has let designers of high-speed airplanes consider 
the use of swept-forward wings. Indeed, swept
forward wings have certain design advantages. 
For example, the wing root can be placed farther 
back on the fuselage, allowing greater :flexibil
ity in designing the internal packaging inside the 
fuselage. Also, the details of the three-dimensional 
:flow over a swept-forward wing result in :flow 
separation occurring first near the root, preserving 
aileron control at the tips; in contrast, for a swept
back wing, :flow separation tends to occur first near 
the tips, causing a loss of aileron control. In the 
1980s an experimental airplane, the Grumman 
X-29, was designed with swept-forward wings to 
allow closer examination of the practical aspects 
of swept-forward wing design. A three-view ofthe 
X-29 is shown in Fig. 5.64. The X-29 research pro
gram has been successful, but as yet there has been 
no rush on the part of airplane designers to go to 
swept-forward wings. 

Return to Fig. 5.61, and examine again the highly 
swept wing of the English Electric Lightning. It is 
not much of an intellectual leap to imagine the empty 
notch between the wing trailing edge and the fuselage 
filled in with wing structure, producing a wing with 
a triangular planform. Such wings are called delta 
wings. Since the advent of the jet engine, there has 
been interest in delta wings for high-speed airplanes, 
both subsonic and supersonic. One design advantage 
of the delta wing is that filling in that notch consider
ably lengthens the chord length of the wing root For 
a fixed tic ratio, this means the wing thickness at the 
root can be made larger, providing greater volume 
for structure, fuel, and so on. The list of advantages 
and disadvantages of a delta wing is too long to dis
cuss here. See the following book for a thorough and 
readable discussion of this list: Ray Whitford, Design 
for Air Combat, Janes Information Group Limited, 
1989. Suffice it to say that a number of subsonic and 
supersonic delta wing aircraft have been designed 
and used extensively. An example is the French 
Dassault-Breguet Mirage 2000C, shown in Fig. 5.65. 
The Mirage 2000C is a supersonic fighter with a top 

(continued on next page) 
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speed of Mach 2.2. The leading-edge sweep angle is 
Q = 58°. Dassault is well known for its long line of 
successful delta wing airplanes since the 1950s. Note 
from Fig. 5.65 that the Mirage 2000C has no hori
zontal stabilizer; this is characteristic of many delta 
wing airplanes. The trailing-edge control surfaces are 
called elevons, which, when deflected uniformly in 
the same direction (up or down) act as elevators and 
when deflected in opposite directions (one up and the 
other down) act as ailerons. 

In many respects the wing is the heart of the 
airplane. Great care goes into the design of the 
wing. Today the design of wing shapes for super
sonic airplanes is sophisticated and fine-tuned. 
Consider, for example, the Anglo-French Con
corde supersonic transport, shown in Fig. 5.66. 
The Concorde was the only commercial supersonic 
transport in regular service. Manufactured jointly 
by British Aircraft Corporation in England and 
Aerospatiale in France, the Concorde first flew on 

March 2, 1969, and went into service with British 
Airways and Air France in 1976. As shown in Fig. 
5.66, the wing of the Concorde is a highly swept 
ogival delta planform with complex camber and 
wing droop (anhedral). The airfoil section is thin, 
with a thickness-to-chord ratio of 3 percent at the 
root and 2.15 percent from the nacelle outward. (A 
personal note: This author and his wife flew on the 
Concorde during the summer of 1998-what an 
exciting experience! The flight time between New 
York and London was only 3 h 15 min-too short 
even to show an in-flight movie. Unfortunately, the 
Concorde fare was very expensive, and by most 
measures the airplane was an economic failure. For 
tlhis reason, in 2003 the Concorde was phased out of 
service. It will be one of the most demanding design 
challenges in the 21st century to design an economi
cally and environmentally viable second-generation 
supersonic transport. Perhaps some readers of this 
book will successfully rise to this challenge.) 

Figure 5.65 An example of a delta wing: the French Dassault-Breguet Mirage 2000C, with 
an added side view (lower right) of the Mirage 2000N. 
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5.17 FLAPS-A MECHANISM FOR HIGH LIFT 
An airplane normally encounters its lowest flight velocities at takeoff or 
landing-two periods that are m.ost critical for aircraft safety. The slowest speed 
at which an airplane can fly in straight and level flight is defined as the stalling 
speed V stnU· The calculation of V ...u, as well as aerodynamic methods of making 
V stnJJ as small as possible, is of vital importance. 

The stalling velocity is readily obtained in terms of the maximum lift coef
ficient. From the definition of CL, 

Thus 

L =q..SCL; }p~V~SCL 

v. - ~ .. -vp:sc; (5.69) 

In steady, level flight, the lift is just sufficient to support the weight W of the 
aircraft; that is, L = W. Thus 

V.=~ .. vp:sc; (5.70) 

Examining Eq. (5.70), for an airplane of given weight and size at a given altitude, 
we find that the only recourse to minimize V ~ is to maximize CL- Hence, stalling 
speed corresponds to the angle of attack that produces CL,max: 

(5.71) 

To decrease V ...u, CL,max must be increased. However, for a wing with a given 
airfoil shape, C £,max is fixed by nature; that is, the lift properties of an airfoil, 
including maximum lift, depend on the physics of the flow over the airfoil. To 
assist nature, the lifting properties of a given airfoil can be greatly enhanced by 
the use of"artificial" high-lift devices. The most common of these devices is the 
flap at the trailing edge of the wing, as sketched in Fig. 5.67. When the flap is 
deflected downward through the angle 0, as sketched in Fig. 5.67b, the lift coef
ficient is increased for the following reasons: 

1. The camber of the airfoil section is effectively increased, as sketched in 
Fig. 5.67c. The more camber an airfoil shape has at a given angle of attack, 
the higher the lift coefficient. 

2. When the flap is deflected, we can visualize a line connecting the leading 
edge of the airfoil and the trailing edge of the flap: points A andB, 
respectively, in Fig. 5.67d. Line AB constitutes a virtual chord line, rotated 
clockwise relative to the actual chord line of the airfoil, making the airfoil 
section with the deflected flap see a "virtual" increase in angle of attack. 
Hence the lift coefficient is increased. 
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Figure 5.67 When a plain flap is deflected, the increase in lift is due 
to an effective increase in camber and a virtual increase in angle of 
attack. 

For these reasons, when the flap is deflected downward through the flap deflec
tion angle 0, the value of CL,max is increased and the zero-lift angle of attack 
is shifted to a more negative value, as shown in Fig. 5.68. In Fig. 5.68 the lift 
curves for a wing with and without flaps are compared. Note that when the flaps 
are deflected, the lift curve shifts to the left, the value of C L,max increases, and the 
stalling angle of attack at which CL,max is achieved is decreased. However, the lift 
slope remains unchanged; trailing-edge flaps do not change the value of dCJ da. 
Also note that for some of the airfoils given inApp. D, lift curves are shown with 
the effect of flap deflection included. 

The increase in CL,max due to flaps can be dramatic. If the flap is designed 
not only to rotate downward, but also to translate rearward so as to increase the 
effective wing area, then C1,max can be increased by approximately a factor of2. 
If additional high-lift devices are used, such as slats at the leading edge, slots 
in the surface, or mechanical means of boundary layer control, then CL,max can 
sometimes be increased by a factor of3 or more, as shown in Fig. 5.69. For an 
interesting and more detailed discussion of various high-lift devices, the reader is 
referred to the books by McCormick and Shevell (see the bibliography at the end 
of this chapter), as well as this author's book: Anderson, Aircraft Performance 
and Design, McGraw-Hill, Boston, 1999. 

--------------------------~· Consider the Lockheed F-104 shown in three-view in Fig. 4.52 and in the photograph in 
Fig. 5 .40. With a full load of fuel, the airplane weighs 10,258 k~. Its empty weight (no 
fuel) is 6071 k~. The wing area is 18.21 m2• The wing of the F-104 is very thin, with a 
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c 

20 

a (degrees) 

Figure 5.68 Illustration of the effect of flaps on the lift curve. The numbers shown are typical of a modem medium
range jet transport. 

thickness of3.4 percent, and has a razor-sharp leading edge, both designed to minimize 
wave drag at supersonic speeds. A thin wing with a sharp leading edge, however, has very 
poor low-speed aerodynamic performance; such wings tend to stall at low angle of attack, 
thus limiting the maximum lift coefficient. The F -1 04 has both leading-edge and trailing
edge flaps; but in spite of these hig!h-lift devices, the maximum lift coefficient at subsonic 
speeds is only 1.15. Calculate the stalling speed at standard sea level when the airplane 
has (a) a full fuel tank and (b) an empty fuel tank. Compare the results. 
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Figure 5.69 Typical values of airfoil maximum lift coefficient for 
various types ofhigh-lift devices: (I) airfoil only, (2) plain flap, 
(3) split flap, (4) leading-edge slat, (5) single-slotted flap, (6) double
slotted flap, (7) double-slotted flap in combination with a leading-edge 
slat, (8) addition of boundary-layer suction at the top of the airfoiL 
(Source: From Loftin, NASA SP 468, 1985.) 

• Solution 
a. Recall that kg, is a nonconsistent unit of force; we need to convert it to newtons, 
remembering from Sec. 2.4 that 1 kg,= 9.8 N: 

W = 10,258(9.11)= l.005x W N 

At standard sea leve1,p~ = 1.23 kg/m3. Thus, from Eq. (5.71), 

2(1.005x10s) = 188.3 m!sl 
(1.23)(18.21)(1. ) 5) 

In miles per hour, using the conversion factor from Example 2.6 that 60 milh= 26.82 m/s, 

( 
60 milh ) . 

V.wt = (8M.3 m/s) 
26

.
82 

m/s = 1197.6 mi!hl 
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b. 

or Vm~1 = (68)( 60 )= jl52 milhl 
26.82 

Note: The difference between parts (a) and (b) is the weight. Because V ...u oc Wl12 from 
Eq. (5.71), a shortercalculationforpart(b), using theanswerfrompart (a), is simply 

5.949xl04 

vmll = (K~.3\I l.005 X 10' = 68 m/s 

which is a check on the preceding result. 
Comparing the results from parts (a) and (b), we note the trend that the lighter the 

airplane, everything else being equal, the lower the stalling speed. Because stalling speed 
varies with the square root of the weight, however, the reduction in stalling speed is pro
portionally less than the reduction in weight. In this example, a 41 percent reduction in 
weight leads to a 23 percent reduction in stalling speed. 

Consider the Boeing 727 trijet transport shown in the photograph in Fig. 5.44 and in the 
three-view in Fig. 5.70. This airplane was designed in the 1960s to operate out of airports 
with relatively short runways, bringing jet service to smaller municipal airports. To mini
mize the takeoff and landing distances, the 727 had to be designed with a relatively low 
stalling speed. FromEq. (5.71), a low V stall can be achieved by designing a wing with a large 
planform area, S, and/or with a very high value of CL.msx. A large wing area, however, leads 

Figure 5. 70 Three-view of the Boeing 727 three-engine commercial jet transport. 
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to a structurally heavier wing and increased skin friction drag-both undesirable features. 
The Boeing engineers instead opted to achieve the highest possible CL.max by designing 
the most sophisticated high-lift mechanism at that time, consisting of triple-slotted flaps 
at the wing trailing edge and flaps and slots at the leading edge. With these devices fully 
deployed, the Boeing 727 had a maximum lift coefficient of3.0. For a weight of 160,000 lb 
and a wing planform area of 1650 fP, calculate the stalling speed of the Boeing 727 at 
standard sea level. Compare this result with that obtained for the F-104 in Example 5.34. 

• Solution 
FromEq. (5.71), 

V,,.u = f 2W 
\ p..SCL,msx J 

2(160,000) 1165 ftls l 
(0.002377Xl65 OX3 .0) 

In miles per hour, 

vlla!J = 16{rs)= 112.5 milh 

In Example 5.34a for the Lockheed F-104, we found V...u = 197.6 milh, a much higher 
value than the Boeing 727. The airplanes in these two examples, a point-designed Mach 2 
fighter and a short-field commercial jet transport, represent high and low extremes in 
stalling speeds for conventional jet airplanes. 

Note: Computed streamline patterns over the Boeing 727 airfoil section are shown 
in Fig. 5.71, showing the high-lift devices deployed for landing configuration at an angle 

a = 6" 
Slat Foreflap 

Midflap 

Landing Aft flap 

Takeoff 

Cruise 

Figure 5.71 Streamline patterns over the Boeing 727 airfoil with 
and without high-lift devices deployed, comparing the cases for 
landing, takeoff, and cruise. 
(Source: AJAA, with permission.) 
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of attack of 6°, takeoff configuration at an angle of attack of 10°, and with the clear con
figuration (no deployment of the high-lift devices) for cruise at an angle of attack of 3°. 
Notice how much the flow field is changed when the high-lift devices are deployed; the 
streamline curvature is greatly increased, reflecting the large increase in lift coefficient. 

5.18 AERODYNAMICS OF CYLINDERS 
AND SPHERES 

Consider the low-speed subsonic flow over a sphere or an infinite cylinder with its 
axis normal to the flow. If the flow were inviscid (frictionless), the theoretical flow 
pattern would look qualitatively as sketched in Fig. 5.72a. The streamlines would 
form a symmetric pattern; hence the pressure distributions over the front and rear 
surfaces would also be symmetric, as sketched in Fig. 5. 72b. This symmetry creates 
a momentous phenomenon: namely, that there is no pressure drag on the sphere 
if the flow is frictionless. This can be seen by simple inspection of Fig. 5.72b: The 
pressure distribution on the front face ( - 90° ~ (} ~ 90° creates a force in the drag 
direction, but the pressure distribution on the rear face (90° ~ (} ~ 270°), which 
is identical to that on the front face, creates an equal and opposite force. Thus we 
obtain the curious theoretical result that there is no drag on the body, quite contrary 
to everyday experience. This conflict between theory and experiment was well 
known at the end of the 19th century and is called d 'Alembert's paradox. 

The actual flow over a sphere or cylinder is sketched in Fig. 4.37; as discussed 
in Sec. 4.20, the presence of friction leads to separated flows in regions of adverse 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5. 72 Ideal frictionless flow over a sphere. 
(a) Flow field. (b) Pressure coefficient distribution. 
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Figure 5.73 Real separated flow over a sphere; 
separation is due to friction. (a) Flow field. 
(b) Pressure coefficient distribution. 

pressure gradients. Examining the theoretical inviscid pressure distribution shown 
in Fig. 5.72b, we find that on the rear surface (90° ~ 8 ~ 270°), the pressure 
increases in the flow direction; that is, an adverse pressure gradient exists. Thus, 
it is entirely reasonable that the real-life flow over a sphere or cylinder would be 
separated from the rear surface. This is indeed the case, as first shown in Fig. 4.37 
and as sketched again in Fig. 5.73a. The real pressure distribution that corresponds 
to this separated flow is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 5.73b. Note that the aver
age pressure is much higher on the front face (-90° < 8< 90°) than on the rear 
face (90° < 8< 270°). As a result, a net drag force is exerted on the body. Hence 
nature and experience are again reconciled, and d 'Alembert' s paradox is removed 
by a proper account of the presence of friction. 

The flow over a sphere or cylinder, and therefore the drag, is dominated by 
flow separation on the rear face. This leads to an interesting variation of CD with 
the Reynolds number. Let the Reynolds number be defined in terms of the sphere 
diameter d: Re = P~ V~ d!Jl.,o. If a sphere is mounted in a low-speed subsonic 
wind tunnel and the free-stream velocity is varied so that Re increases from 105 

to 106, then a curious, almost discontinuous drop in CD is observed at about Re= 
3 x 1 OS. This is called the critical Reynolds number for the sphere. This behavior is 
sketched in Fig. 5. 74. What causes this precipitous decrease in drag? The answer 
lies in the different effects oflarninar and turbulent boundary layers on flow sep
aration. At the end of Sec. 4.20, we noted that laminar boundary layers separate 
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Re 

Figure 5.74 Variation of drag coefficient with Reynolds 
number for a sphere in low-speed flow. 
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Figure 5. 75 Laminar and turbulent flow over a sphere. 
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DESIGN BOX 

The large pressure drag associated with blunt bodies 
such as the cylinders and spheres discussed in this sec
tion leads to the design concept of streamlining. Con
sider a body of cylindrical cross section of diameter d., 
with the axis of the cylinder oriented perpendicular to 
the :flow. There will be separated :flow on the back face 
of the cylinder, with a relatively fut wake and with the 
associated high-pressure drag; this case is sketched in 
Fig. 5.76a. The bar to the right of Fig. 5.76a denotes 
the total drag of the cylinder; the shaded portion of the 
bar represents skin friction drag, and the open portion 
represents the pressure drag. Note that for the case of 
a blunt body, the drag is relatively large, and most of 
this drag is due to pressure drag. However,look at what 
happens when we wrap a long, mildly tapered afterbody 
on the back of the cylinder, creating the teardrop-shaped 
body sketched in Fig. 5. 76b. This shape is a streamlined 
body, of the same thickness d as the cylinder. However, 
because of the tapered afterbody, the adverse pressure 
gradient along the back of the streamlined body will be 
much milder than that for the back surface of the cylin
der, and hence :flow separation on the streamlined body 
will be delayed until much closer to the trailing edge, as 
sketched in Fig. 5.76b, with an attendant, much smaller 

: 

wake. As a result, the pressure drag of the streamlined 
body will be much smaller than that for the cylinder. 
Indeed, as shown by the bar to the right of Fig. 5.76b, 
the total drag of the streamlined body in a low-speed 
:flow will be almost a factor of I 0 smaller than that of 
a cylinder of the same thickness. The friction drag of 
the streamlined body will be larger due to its increased 
surface area, but the pressure drag is so much less that it 
dominates this comparison. 

This is why so much attention is placed on stream
lining in airplane design. The value of streamlining 
was not totally recognized by airplane designers until 
the late 1920s. Jump ahead to Figs. 6.79 and 6.80. In 
Fig. 6.79 a typical strut-and-wire biplane from World 
War I, the French SPAD XIIT, is shown. This airplane 
is definitely not streamlined. In contrast, by the middle 
1930s streamlined airplanes were in vogue, and the 
Douglas DC-3 shown in Fig. 6.80 is a classic example. 
The evolution of our understanding of streamlining, 
and how it was eventually applied in airplane design, 
is one of the more interesting stories in the history of 
aerodynamics. For this story, see Anderson, A History 
of Aerodynamics and Its Impact on Flying Machines, 
Cambridge University Press, New York, 1997. 

Relative drag 
force 

") Separated 

.) flow D : 
(a) Blunt body 

(h) Streamlined body Code 

1 Skin friction drag 

0 Pressure drag 

Figure 5.76 Comparison of the drag for a blunt body and a streamlined body. 
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much more readily than turbulent boundary layers. In the flow over a sphere 
at Re < 3 x lOS, the boundary layer is laminar. Hence the flow is totally sepa
rated from the rear face, and the wake behind the body is large, as sketched in 
Fig. 5.75a. In tum, the value of CD is large, as noted at the left of Fig. 5.74 for 
Re < 3 x lOS. However, as Re increases above 3 x lOS, transition takes place on 
the front face, the boundary layer becomes turbulent, and the separation point 
moves rearward. (Turbulent boundary layers remain attached for longer dis
tances in the face of adverse pressure gradients.) In this case the wake behind the 
body is much smaller, as sketched in Fig. 5.75b. In turn the pressure drag is less, 
and CD decreases as noted at the right ofFig. 5.74. 

Therefore, to decrease the drag on a sphere or cylinder, a turbulent boundary 
layer must be obtained on the front surface. This can be made to occur naturally 
by increasing Re until transition occurs on the front face. It can also be forced 
artificially at lower values of Re by using a rough surface to encourage early 
transition or by wrapping wire or other protuberances around the surface to cre
ate turbulence. (The use of such artificial devices is sometimes called tripping 
the boundary layer.) 

It is interesting to note that the dimples on the surface of a golf ball are 
designed to promote turbulence and hence reduce the drag on the ball in flight. 
Indeed, some recent research has shown that polygonal dimples result in less 
drag than the conventional circular dimples on golf balls; but a dimple of any 
shape leads to less pressure drag than a smooth surface does (table tennis balls 
have more drag than golf balls). 

A standard American-sized golf ball has a diameter of 1.68 inches. The velocity of the 
golf ball immediately after coming off the face of the driver after impact of the club face 
with the ball is typically 148 mph. Calculate the Reynolds number of the ball, assuming 
standard sea-level conditions, and compare this value with the critical Reynolds number 
for a sphere. 

• Solution 
The diameter d = 1.68 in = 0.14 ft. The velocity is V = 148 mph = 148 (88/60) = 
217.1 ftlsec. The standard sea-level values of p~ and f.l~ are 0.002377 slug/ft3 and 
3.7373 x J0-7 sluglft sec (from Sec. 4.15). 

Re = P~V~d _ {C1. 002377)(217. 1){0.14) -11.933 x 10s 1 
J1- 3.7373 X 10- · · 

This value is slightly below the critical Reynolds number of 3 x 105• If the natural phe
nomenon were left to itself, the golf ball would have a laminar boundary layer with the 
consequent early flow separation shown in Fig. 5.75a, resulting in the large value of drag 
coefficient at Reynolds numbers less than 3 x 105, as shown in Fig. 5.74. However, the 
dimples on the surface of a golf ball serve to trip the boundary layer to a turbulent flow 
at Reynolds numbers less than 3 x 105, creating a larger region of attached flow, as seen 
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in Fig. 5.75b. This in turn reduces the drag coefficient to the lower value seen at the right 
in Fig. 5.74. The dimples are a manmade mechanism for tripping the boundary layer that 
effectively lowers the Reynolds number at which transition to a turbulent boundary layer 
takes place. 

For the golf ball in Example 5.36, calculate the drag foil' two cases: {a) a hypothetical ball 
with a perfectly smooth skin, and {b) a real ball with dimples. 

• Solution 
a. Because Re = 1.933 x 105 is slightly below the critical value, and there is no rough
ness on the surface to artificially trip the boundary layer, the value of the sphere drag 
coefficient from Fig. 5.74 is about 0.4. For the flow conditions given in Example 5.36, 

q. =ij)_V; = 1(0.002371~2 1 ; J0)2 = 561b/ft2 

For a sphere, the reference area used to define the drag coefficient is the cross-sectional 
area. Thus 

Therefore, 

D ; q.,SCd = (S6)(o.OlS4)(M) = 111.34~ 161 
b. In this case, there are dimples on the surface of the golf ball, and these will trip the 
boundary layer to a turbulent flow, yielding the much lower drag coefficient of 0.1 shown 
in Fig. 5.74. Thus 

D : q.,SCa = (56)(0.0154)(0. ,•) = 10.086 lbl 

Readers who play golf can understand the significance of this result. You can drive the 
low-drag ball with dimples a much larger distance down the fairway than if the ball had 
a smooth skin with a correspondingly high drag. 

5.19 HOW LIFT IS PRODUCED-SOME 
ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS 

Return to our road map in Fig. 5.1. We have covered all the milestones on this 
map except the one at the bottom labeled "How lift is produced." This is the 
subject of this present section. 

It is amazing that today, more than 100 years after the first flight of the Wright 
Flyer, groups of engineers, scientist, pilots, and others can gather together and 
have a spirited debate on how an airplane wing generates lift. Various explana
tions are put forth, and the debate centers on which explanation is the most funda
mental. The purpose of this section is to attempt to put these various explanations 
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in perspective and to resolve the debate. In our previous discussions in this book 
we have consistently put forth one explanation as the most fundamental, and we 
have intentionally not burdened your thinkjng with any alternatives. So, you may 
be wondering what the big deall. is here. You already know how lift is produced. 
However, because the literature is replete with various different (and sometimes 
outright incorrect) explanations of how lift is produced, you need to be aware of 
some of the alternative thinking. 

First let us consider what this author advocates as the most fundamental 
explanation of lift. It is clear from our discussion in Sec. 2.2 that the two hands 
of nature that reach out and grab hold of a body moving through a fluid (liquid or 
gas) are the pressure and shear stress distributions exerted all over the exposed 
surface of the body. The resultant aerodynamic force on the body is the net, inte
grated effect of the pressure and shear stress distributions on the surface. Because 
the lift is the component of this resultant force perpendicular to the relative wind, 
and because the pressure on the surface of an airfoil at reasonable angles of 
attack acts mainly in the lift direction (whereas the shear stress acts mainly in the 
drag direction), we are comfortable in saying that for lift the effect of shear stress 
is secondary and that lift is mainly due to the imbalance of the pressure distribu
tions over the top and bottom surfaces of the airfoil. Specifically, the pressure 
on the top surface of the airfoil is lower than the pressure on the bottom surface, 
and presto-lift! However, this raises the question of why the pressure is lower 
on the top of the airfoil and higher on the bottom. The answer is simply that the 
aerodynamic flow over the airfoil is obeying the laws of nature: mass continuity 
and Newton's second law. Let us look at this more closely and see how nature 
applies these laws to produce lift on an airplane wing. Three intellectual thoughts 
follow in sequence: 

1. Consider the flow over an airfoil as sketched in Fig. 5.77a. Consider the 
stream tubes A and B shown here. The shaded stream tube A flows over 
the top surface, and the unshaded stream tube B flows over the bottom 
surface. Both stream tubes originate in the free stream ahead of the airfoil. 
As stream tube A flows toward the airfoil, it senses the upper portion of the 
airfoil as an obstruction, and stream tube A must move out of the way of 
this obstruction. In so doing, stream tube A is squashed to a smaller cross
sectional area as it flows over the nose of the airfoil. In tum, because of 
mass continuity (p AV = constant), the velocity of the flow in the stream 
tube must increase in the region where the stream tube is being squashed. 
This higher velocity is shown by the long arrow at point a in Fig. 5. 77 a. 
As the stream tube flows downstream of point a, its cross-sectional area 
gradually increases and the flow velocity decreases, as shown by the 
shorter arrow at point b. Note that stream tube A is squashed the most in 
the nose region, ahead of the maximum thickness of the airfoil. Hence, the 
maximum velocity occurs ahead of the maximum thickness of the airfoil. 
Now consider stream tube B, which flows over the bottom surface of the 
airfoil. The airfoil is designed with positive camber; hence the bottom 
surface of the airfoil presents less of an obstruction to stream tube B, so 
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A -B 

(a) 

L 

-------

(b) 

Note: The length of the arrows denoting pressure is proportional to 
- p-Prell where Preris an arbitrary reference pressure slightly 

less than the minimum pressure on the airfoil. 

Figure 5. 77 (a) Flow velocity on the upper surface is on 
the average higher than that on the bottom surface due to 
squashing of streamline A compared to streamline B. 
(b) As a result, the pressure on the top surface is lower than 
the pressure on the bottom surface, creating lift in the upward 
direction. 

stream tube B is not squashed as much as stream tube A in flowing over the 
nose of the airfoil. As a result, the flow velocity in stream tubeB remains 
less than that in stream tube A. Therefore, we can state the following: 

Because of the law of mass continuity-that is, the continuity equation-the flow 
velocity increases over the top surface of the airfoil more than it does over the 
bottom surface. 

To see the squashing of the stream tube in an actual flow, return to the 
smoke flow photograph in Fig. 2.6. It is clear that the stream tube flowing 
over the top surface of the airfoil is being squashed in the region just 
downstream of the leading edge, and this is where the maximum flow 
velocity is occurring. 

2. For an incompressible flow, from Bernoulli's equation p - h~V~ =constant, 
clearly where the velocity increases, the static pressure decreases. This trend 
is the same for compressible flow. From Euler's equation dp = -p V dV, when 
the velocity increases (dV positive), the pressure decreases (dp negative). 
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We can label this general trend-namely, when the velocity increases, the 
pressure decreases--the Bernoulli effect. Recall that Bernoulli's equation and 
Euler's equation are statements ofNewton's second law. Because we have 
shown in item I that the flow velocity is higher over the top surface than it is 
over the bottom surface, we can state the following: 

Because of the Bernoulli effect, the pressure over the top surface of the airfoil is 
less than the pressure over the bottom surface. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 5. 77 b, which is a schematic of the pressure 
distribution over the top and bottom surfaces. Note that the minimum 
pressure occurs at point a. 

3. Finally, it follows that 

Owing to the lower pressure over the top surface and the higher pressure over the 
bottom surface, the airfoil experiences a lift force in the upward direction. 

This lift force is shown schematically in Fig. 5.77b. 

The sequence of preceding items I through 3 are the fundamental laws of 
nature that result in lift being produced on an airplane wing. You cannot get more 
fundamental than this--mass conservation and Newton's second law. 

We also note that the preceding explanation shows why most of the lift of 
the wing is produced by the first 20 or 30 percent of the wing just downstream 
of the leading edge. This is shown in Fig. 5.77b, where the largest difference in 
pressure between the top and bottom surfaces is on the front part of the airfoil. 
That most of the lift is generate<! by the forward portion of the airfoil is also seen 
in Figs. 5.I8, 4.55, and 4.56, which demonstrate that the minimum pressure on 
the top surface occurs over the forward portion of the airfoil just downstream of 
the leading edge. In a sense, the main function of the back portion of the airfoil 
is to simply form a streamlined shape to avoid flow separation. 

We dispel here a common misconception about why the flow velocity 
increases over the top surface of the airfoil. It is sometimes written that a fluid 
element that comes into the stagnation region splits into two elements, one 
of which flows over the top surface and the other over the bottom surface. 
It is then assumed that these two elements must meet up at the trailing edge; 
and because the running distance over the top surface of the airfoil is longer 
than that over the bottom surface, the element over the top surface must move 
faster. This is simply not true. Experimental results and computational fluid 
dynamic calculations clearly show that a fluid element moving over the top 
surface of an airfoil leaves the trailing edge long before its companion element 
moving over the bottom surface arrives at the trailing edge. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 5.78. Consider a combined fluid element CD at timet, in the stagnation 
region at the leading edge of the airfoil, as sketched in Fig. 5.78. This element 
splits into element C moving over the top surface and element D moving over 
the bottom surface. At a later time t2, element C has moved downstream of 
the trailing edge, and element D has not yet arrived at the trailing edge. The 
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two elements simply do not meet at the trailing edge, so any explanation that 
depends on their meeting is flawed. 

The preceding explanation of the generation of lift applies also to fiat plates 
as well as curved airfoil shapes. Contrary to statements in some popular litera
ture, the curved shape of an airfoil is not necessary for the production of lift. 
A thin fiat plate at an angle of attack produces lift. A schematic of the streamline 
pattern over a fiat plate at angle of attack is shown in Fig. 5.79. The stagnation 
point (labeled s.p. in Fig. 5.79) is located on the bottom surface, downstream 
of the leading edge. The streamline through the stagnation point is called the 
dividing streamline; the flow above the dividing streamline flows up and over 
the top of the plate, whereas the flow below the dividing streamline flows over 
the bottom of the plate. The shaded stream tube shown in Fig. 5.79 is analogous 
to the shaded stream tube A in Fig. 5.77. The flow in the shaded stream tube 
in Fig. 5.70 moves upstream from the stagnation point along the surface, curls 
around the leading edge where, in terms of our previous discussions, it experi
ences extreme squashing, and then flows downstream over the top of the plate. 
As a result at the squashing, the flow velocity at the leading edge is very large, 
with a correspondingly low pressure. As the stream tube flows downstream over 
the top of the plate, its cross-sectional area gradually increases; hence the flow 

Figure 5. 78 The tracking of two fluid elements in the flow over 
an airfoil. Element C moves over the top, and element D over the 
bottom. 

Figure 5. 79 Schematic of the streamline flow over a fiat plate at angle of 
attack. 
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v .. 

L ~ time rate of change of 
momentum of airOow in 
the downward direction 

Figure 5.80 Relationship oflift to the time rate of change of momentum of the airflow. 

velocity gradually decreases from its initially high value at the leading edge, and 
the surface pressure gradually increases from its initially low value. The pres
sure on the top surface, however, remains, on the average, lower than that on the 
bottom surface; as usual, this pressure difference produces lift on the plate. This 
question is naturally raised: Why then do we not fly around on thin fiat plates 
as airplane wings? The answer, besides the obvious practical requirement for 
wing thickness to allow room for internal structure and for fuel and landing gear 
storage, is that the fiat plate also produces drag-lots of it. The fl. ow over the 
top surface tends to separate at the leading edge at fairly small angles of attack, 
causing massive pressure drag. Consequently, although the fiat plate at angle of 
attack produces lift, the lift-to-drag ratio is much lower than conventional thick 
airfoils with their streamlined shapes. 

There are several alternative explanations of the generation of lift that are 
in reality not the fundamental explanation but rather are more of an effect of lift 
being produced, not the cause. Let us examine these alternative explanations. 

The following alternative explanation is sometimes given: The wing deflects 
the airflow so that the mean velocity vector behind the wing is canted slightly 
downward, as sketched in Fig. 5.80. Hence, the wing imparts a downward com
ponent of momentum to the air; that is, the wing exerts a force on the air, pushing 
the flow downward. From Newton's third law, the equal and opposite reaction 
produces a lift. However, this explanation really involves the effect of lift, not the 
cause. In reality, the air pressure on the surface is pushing on the surface, creat
ing lift in the upward direction.. As a result of the equal-and-opposite principle, 
the airfoil surface pushes on the air, imparting a downward force on the airflow, 
which deflects the velocity downward. Hence, the net rate of change of down
ward momentum created in the airflow because of the presence of the wing can 
be thought of as an effect due to the surface pressure distribution; the pressure 
distribution by itself is the fundamental cause of lift. 

A third argument, called the circulation theory of lift, is sometimes given for 
the source of lift. However, this turns out to be not so much an explanation of lift 
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Figure 5.81 Diagram for the circulation theory oflift. 

per se, but rather more of a mathematical formulation for the calculation of lift 
for an airfoil of given shape. Moreover, it is mainly applicable to incompress
ible flow. The circulation theory of lift is elegant and well developed; it is also 
beyond the scope of this book. However, some of its flavor is given as follows. 

Consider the flow over a given airfoil, as shown in Fig. 5.81. Imagine a 
closed curve C drawn around the airfoil. At a point on this curve, the flow veloc
ity is V, and the angle between V and a tangent to the curve is 8. Let ds be an 
incremental distance along C. A quantity called the circulation r is defined as 

r = i V cos8ds (5.72) 

That is, r is the line integral of the component of flow velocity along the closed 
curve C. After a value of r is obtained, the lift per unit span can be calculated 
from 

(5.73) 

Equation (5.73) is the Kutta-Joukowsky theorem; it is a pivotal relation in the 
circulation theory of lift. The object of the theory is to (somehow) calculate r 
for a given V ~and airfoil shape. Then Eq. (5.73) yields the lift. A major thrust 
of ideal incompressible flow theory, many times called potential flow theory, is 
to calculate r. Such matters are discussed in more advanced aerodynamics texts 
(see Anderson, Fundamentals of Aerodynamics, 5th ed., McGraw-Hill, 2011). 

The circulation theory of lift is compatible with the true physical nature of 
the flow over an airfoil, as any successful mathematical theory must be. In the 
simplest sense, we can visualize the true flow over an airfoil, shown at the right 
of Fig. 5.82, as the superposition of a uniform flow and a circulatory flow, shown 
at the left of Fig. 5.82. The circulatory flow is clockwise, which when added to 
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+ ~ 

Unifonn flow Pure circulation Incompressible flow over an airfoil 

Figure 5.82 Addition of two elementary flows to synthesize a more complex flow. If one or more of the 
elementary flows have circulation, then the synthesized flow also bas the same circulation. The lift is directly 
proportional to the circulation. 

the uniform flow yields a higher velocity above the airfoil and a lower velocity 
below the airfoil. From Bernoulli's equation, this implies a lower pressure on 
the top surface of the airfoil and a higher pressure on the bottom surface, hence 
generating upward lift. The strength of the circulatory contribution, defined by 
Eq. (5.72), is just the precise value such that when it is added to the uniform fl. ow 
contribution, the actual flow over the airfoil leaves the trailing edge smoothly, as 
sketched at the right of Fig. 5.82. This is called theKutta condition and is one of 
the major facets of the circulation theory of lift. 

Again, keep in mind that the actual mechanism that nature has of com
municating a lift to the airfoil is the pressure distribution over the surface of 
the airfoil, as sketched in Fig. 5.77b. In turn, this pressure distribution ulti
mately causes a time rate of change of momentum of the airflow, as shown 
in Fig. 5.80-a principle that can be used as an alternative way of visualizing 
the generation of lift. Finally, even the circulation theory of lift stems from the 
pressure distribution over the surface of the airfoil because the derivation of the 
Kutta-Joukowsky theorem, Eq. (5.73), involves the surface pressure distribu
tion. Again, for more details, consult Anderson, Fundamentals of Aerodynamics, 
5th ed., McGraw-Hill, 2011. 

In Example 5.10, we demonstrated that an NACA 2415 airfoil can produce lift when 
it is flying upside down, but not as effectively. Let us revisit this matter in the present 
example, but for a different airfoil shape and for the purpose of addressing the airfoil 
shapes usually found on aerobatic airplanes. Consider the NACA 4412 airfoil shown 
right side up and upside down in Fig. 5.83a and b, respectively. Both are shown at the 
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(a) Right side up 

(h) Upside down 

Figure 5.83 lllustration of (a) an airfoil flying right 
side up and (b) flying upside down. Both are at the 
same angle of attack. 

same angle of attack relative to the free stream. For an angle of attack of 6°, obtain the lift 
coefficient for each case shown in (a) and (b). 

• Solution 
a. FromApp. D, for the NACA4412 airfoil at a= 6°, 

lq = 1 021 

b. Take Fig. 5 .83b and tum it upside down. What you see is the NACA 4412 airfoil right 
side up but at a negative angle of attack. Therefore, the lift coefficient for the upside
down airfoil at the positive angle of attack shown in Fig. 5.83b is given by the data in 
App. D for negative angles of atuzck For a= -6°, App. D shows c1 = -o.22; the negative 
c1 connotes a downward lift on the ordinary right-side-up airfoil when pitched to a nega
tive angle of attack of - 6°. In the upside-down orientation shown in Fig. 5 .83b, this lift 
is directed upward. Hence, for the NACA 4412 airfoil flying upside down at an angle of 
attack of 6°, 

lcr - 0 221 

Note: The airfoil flying upside down as shown in Fig. 5.83b produces lift, but not as much 
as the same airfoil flying right side up at the same angle of attack. For the upside-down 
airfoil in Fig. 5.83b to produce the same lift as the right-side-up airfoil in Fig. 5.83a, it 
must be pitched to a higher angle of attack. 

Aerobatic airplanes spend a lot of time flying upside down. For this reason, the 
designers of such airplanes frequently choose a symmetric airfoil for the wing section. 
Also, the horizontal and vertical tails on airplanes of all types usually have symmetric 
airfoil shapes. An aerobatic airplane flown by the famous aerobatic pilot and three-time 
U.S. National Champion Patty Wagstaff is pictured in Fig. 5.84, which shows the wing 
with a symmetric airfoil section. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.84 Patty Wagstaff's aero!>atic airplane, the Extra 260, on display at the National 
Air and Space Museum. (a) Full view of the airplane. (b) Left wing, showing the squared-off 
\ving tip. (continued) 
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(c) 

Figure 5.84 (conclruied) (c) Detail of the left wing tip, showing the symmetric airfoil 
section. (Photos courtesy of the John Anderson Col/ectWn.) 

5.20 HISTORICAL NOTE: AIRFOILS AND WINGS 
We know that George Cayley introduced the concept of a fixed-wing aircraft in 
1799; this has been discussed at length in Sees. 1.3 and 5.1. Moreover, Cayley 
appreciated the fact that lift is produced by a region of low pressure on the top 
surface of the wing and high pressure on the bottom surface and that a cambered 
shape produces more lift than a flat surface. Indeed, Fig. 1.5 shows that Cayley 
was thinking of a curved surface for a wing, although the curvature was due 
to the wind billowing against a loosely fitting fabric surface. However, neither 
Cayley nor any of his immediate followers performed work even closely resem
bling airfoil research or development. 

It was not untill884 that the first serious airfoil developments were made. In 
that year Horatio F. Phillips, an Englishman, was granted a patent for a series of 
double-surface, cambered airfoils. Figure 5.85 sh ows Phillip's patent drawings 
for his airfoil section. Phillips was an important figure in late 19th-century aero
nautical engineering; we met him before, in Sec. 4.24, in conjunction with his 
ejector-driven wind tunnel. In fact, the airfoil shapes in Fig. 5.85 were the result 
of numerous wind tunnel experiments in which Phillips examined curved wings 
of"every conceivable form and combination of forms." Phillips widely published 
his results, which had a major impact on the aeronautics community. Continuing 
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Figure 5.85 Double-surface airfoil sections by Phillips. The 
six upper shapes were patented by Phillips in 1884; the lower 
airfoil was patented in 1891. 

with his work, Phillips patented more airfoil shapes in 1891. Then, moving into 
aixplane design in I893, he built and tested a large multiplane model, consisting 
of a large number of wings, each with a 19-ft span and a chord of only I} in, 
which looked like a venetian blind! The aixplane was powered by a steam engine 
with a 6.5-ft propeller. The vehicle ran on a circular track and actually lifted a 
few feet off the ground momentarily. After this demonstration, Phillips gave up 
until1907, when he made the first tentative hop flight in England in a similar, but 
gasoline-powered, machine, staying airborne for about 500 ft. This was his last 
contribution to aeronautics. However, his pioneering work during the 1880s and 
1890s clearly earns Phillips the title of grandparent of the modem airfoil. 

After Phillips, the work on airfoils shifted to a search for the most efficient 
shapes. Work is still being done today on this very problem, although much prog
ress has been made. This progress covers several historical periods, as described 
in the following Sees. 5.20.I to 5.20.6. 

5.20.1 The Wright Brothers 

As noted in Sees. 1.8 and 4.24, Wilbur and Orville Wright, after their early expe
rience with gliders, concluded in 190 I that many of the existing "air pressure" 
data on airfoil sections were inadequate and frequently incorrect. To rectify 
these deficiencies, they constructed their own wind tunnel (see Fig. 4.59), in 
which they tested several hundred different airfoil shapes between September 
1901 and August 1902. From their experimental results, the Wright brothers 
chose an airfoil with a 1:20 maximum camber-to-chord ratio for their successful 
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Figure 5.86 Typical airfoils in 1917. 
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Wright Flyer I in 1903. These wind tunnel tests by the Wright brothers consti
tuted a major advance in airfoil technology at the tum of the century. 

5.20.2 British and U.S. Airfoils (1910-1920) 

In the early days of powered flight, airfoil design was basically customized and 
personalized; little concerted effort was made to find a standardized, efficient 
section. However, some early work was performed by the British government 
at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), leading to a series of Royal Aircraft 
Factory (RAF) airfoils used on World War I airplanes. Figure 5.86 illustrates the 
shape of the RAF 6 airfoil. Untill915, most aircraft in the United States used 
either an RAF section or a shape designed by the Frenchman Alexandre Gustave 
Eiffel. This tenuous status of airfoils led the NACA, in its first annual report in 
1915, to emphasize the need for "the evolution of more efficient wing sections of 
practical form, embodying suitable dimensions for an economical structure, with 
moderate travel of the center of pressure and still affording a large angle of attack 
combined with efficient action." To this day, more than 90 years later, NASA is 
still pursuing such work. 

The first NACA work on airfoils was reported in NACA Report No. 18, 
"Aerofoils and Aerofoil Structural Combinations," by Lt. Col. Edgar S. Gorrell 
and Major H. S. Martin, prepared at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) in 1917. Gorrell and Martin summarized the contemporary airfoil status 
as follows: 

Mathematical theory has not, as yet, been applied to the discontinuous motion past a 
cambered surface. For this reason, we are able to design aerofoils only by consider
ation of those forms which have been successful, by applying general rules learned 
by experience, and by then testing the aerofoils in a reliable wind tunnel. 

In NACA Report No. 18, Gorrell and Martin disclosed a series of tests on 
the largest single group of airfoils to that date, except for the work done at NPL 
and by Eiffel. They introduced the USA airfoil series and reported wind tunnel 
data for the USA I through USA 6 sections. Figure 5.86 illustrates the shape of 
the USA 6 airfoil. The airfoil models were made of brass and were finite wings 
with a span ofl8 in and a chord of3 in; that is, AR = 6. Lift and drag coefficients 
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were measured at a velocity of 30 milh in the :MIT wind tunnel. These airfoils 
represented the first systematic series originated and studied by NACA. 

5.20.3 1920-1930 

Based on their wind tunnel observations in 1917, Gorrell and Martin stated that 
slight variations in airfoil design make large differences in aerodynamic perfor
mance. This is the underlying problem of airfoil research, and it led in the 1920s 
to a proliferation of airfoil shapes. In fact, as late as 1929, F. A. Louden, in his 
NACA Report No. 331, titled "Collection of Wind Tunnel Data on Commonly 
Used Wing Sections," stated that "the wing sections most commonly used in this 
country are the Clark Y, Clark Y-15, Gottingen G-387, G-398, G-436, N.A.C.A. 
M-12, Navy N-9, N-10, N-22, R.A.F.-15, Sloane, U.S.A.-27, U.S.A.-35A, 
U.S.A.-35B." However, help was on its way. As noted in Sec. 4.24, the NACA 
built a variable-density wind tunnel at Langley Aeronautical Laboratory in 
1923-a wind tunnel that was to become a workhorse in future airfoil research, 
as emphasized in Sec. 5.20.4. 

5.20.4 Early NACA Four-Digit Airfoils 

In a classic work in 1933, order and logic were finally brought to airfoil 
design in the United States. This was reported in NACA Report No. 460, ''The 
Characteristics of 78 Related Airfoil Sections from Tests in the Variable
Density Wind Tunnel," by Eastman N. Jacobs, Kenneth E. Ward, and Robert M. 
Pinkerton. Their philosophy on airfoil design was as follows: 

Airfoil profiles may be considered as made up of certain profile-thickness forms 
disposed about certain mean lines. The major shape variables then become two, 
the thickness form and the mean-line form. The thickness form is of particular 
importance from a structural standpoint. On the other hand, the form of the mean line 
determines almost independently some of the most important aerodynamic proper
ties of the airfoil section, e.g., the angle of zero lift and the pitching-moment charac
teristics. The related airfoil profiles for this investigation were derived by changing 
systematically these shape variables. 

They then proceeded to define and study for the first time in history the 
famous NACA four-digit airfoil series, some of which are given in App. D 
of this book. For example, NACA 2412 is defined as a shape that has a maxi
mum camber of 2 percent of the chord (the first digit); the maximum camber 
occurs at a position of 0.4 chord from the leading edge (the second digit); and 
the maximum thickness is 12 p ercent (the last two digits). Jacobs and his col
leagues tested these airfoils in the NACA variable-density tunnel using a 5-in 
by 30-in finite wing (again an aspect ratio of 6). In NACA Report No. 460, they 
gave curves of CL, Cv, and LID for the finite wing. Moreover, using the same 
formulas developed in Sec. 5.15, they corrected their data to give results for 
the infinite-wing case also. After this work was published, the standard NACA 
four-digit airfoils were widely used. Even today the NACA 2412 is used on 
several light aircraft. 
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5.20.5 Later NACA Airfoils 

In the late 1930s NACA developed a new camber line family to increase maxi
mum lift, with the 230 camber line being the most popular. Combining with the 
standard NACA thiclmess distribution, this gave rise to the NACA five-digit air
foil series, such as the 23012, some of which are still flying today (for example, 
on the Cessna Citation and the Beech King Air). This work was followed by 
families of high-speed airfoils and laminar flow airfoils in the 1940s. 

To reinforce its airfoil development, in 1939 NACA constructed a new low
turbulence two-dimensional wind tunnel at Langley exclusively for airfoil test
ing. This tunnel has a rectangular test section 3 ft wide and 7 ~ ft high and can be 
pressurized up to 10 atm for high-Reynolds-number testing. Most importantly, 
this tunnel allows airfoil models to span the test section completely, thus directly 
providing infinite-wing data. This is in contrast to the earlier tests previously 
described, which used a finite wing of AR = 6 and then corrected the data to cor
respond to infinite-wing conditions. Such corrections are always compromised 
by tip effects. (For example, what is the precise span efficiency factor for a given 
wing?) With the new two-dimensional tunnel, vast numbers of tests were per
formed in the early 1940s on both old and new airfoil shapes over a Reynolds 
number range from 3 to 9 million and at Mach numbers less than 0.17 (incom
pressible flow). The airfoil models generally had a 2-ft chord and completely 
spanned the 3-ft width of the test section. It is interesting to note that the lift and 
drag are not obtained on a force balance. Rather, the lift is calculated by integrat
ing the measured pressure distribution on the top and bottom walls of the wind 
tunnel, and the drag is calculated from Pitot pressure measurements made in the 
wake downstream of the trailing edge. However, fue pitching moments are mea
sured directly on a balance. A vast amount of airfoil data obtained in this fashion 
from the two-dimensional tunnel at Langley were compiled and published in a 
book titled Theory of Wing Sections Including a Summary of Airfoil Data, by 
Abbott and von Doenhoff, in 1949 (see the bibliography at end of this chapter). 
It is important to note that all the airfoil data in App. D are obtained from this 
reference; that is, all the data in App. D are direct measurements for an infinite 
wing at essentially incompressible flow conditions. 

5.20.6 Modem Airfoil Work 

Priorities for supersonic and hypersonic aerodynamics put a stop to the NACA 
airfoil development in 1950. Over the next 15 years, specialized equipment for 
airfoil testing was dismantled. Virtually no systematic airfoil research was done 
in the United States during this period. 

However, in 1965 Richard T. Whitcomb made a breakthrough with the 
NASA supercritical airfoil. This revolutionary development, which allowed the 
design of wings with high critical Mach numbers (see Sec. 5.10), reactivated 
interest in airfoils within NASA. Since that time a healthy program in modem 
airfoil development has been reestablished. The low-turbulence, pressurized, 
two-dimensional wind tunnel at Langley is back ill operation. Moreover, a new 
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dimension has been added to airfoil research: the high-speed digital computer. 
In fact, computer programs for calculating the flow field around airfoils at sub
sonic speeds are so reliable that they shoulder some of the routine testing duties 
heretofore exclusively carried by wind tunnels. The same cannot yet be said 
about transonic cases, but current research is focusing on this problem. An inter
esting survey of modem airfoil activity within NASA is given by Pierpont in 
Astronautics and Aeronautics (see the bibliography). 

Of special note is the modern low-speed airfoil series, designated LS(l), 
developed by NASA for use by general aviation on light airplanes. The shape 
of a typical LS(l) airfoil is contrasted with a "conventional" airfoil in Fig. 5.87. 
Its lifting characteristics, illustrated in Fig. 5.88, are clearly superior and should 
allow smaller wing areas, and hence less drag, for airplanes of the type shown 
in Fig. 5.87. 

In summary, airfoil develop ment over the past 100 years has moved from an 
ad hoc individual process to a very systematic and logical engineering process. 
It is alive and well today, with the promise of major advancements in the future 
using both wind tunnels and computers. 

5.20. 7 Finite Wings 

Some historical comments about the finite wing are in order. Francis Wenham 
(see Ch. 1 ), in his classic paper titled Aerial Locomotion, given to the Aeronautical 
Society of Great Britain on June 27, 1866, theorized (correctly) that most of the 
lift of a wing occurs from the portion near the leading edge; hence a long, narrow 
wing would be most efficient. In this fashion he was the first person in history to 
appreciate the value of high-asp ect-ratio wings for subsonic flight. Moreover, he 
suggested stacking a number of long, thin wings above one another to generate 

Smaller wing arM 

~Advanced technology airfoil ( LS( I )-04171 

---~Conventional airfoil (65 suies) 

Figure 5.87 Shape comparison between the modem LS( I }0417 and a conventional 
airfoil. The higher lift obtained with the LS(l )-0417 allows a smaller wing area and 
hence lower drag. (Source: NASA.) 
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Figure 5.88 Comparison of maximum lift coefficients 
between the LS( I )-0417 and conventional airfoils. 
(Source: NASA.) 

the required lift; thus he became an advocate of the multiplane concept. In turn, 
he built two full-size gliders in 1858, both with five wings each, and successfully 
demonstrated the validity of his ideas. 

However, the true aerodynamic theory and understanding of finite wings did 
not come untill907, when the Englishman Frederick W. Lanchester published 
his book Aerodynamics. In it he outlined the circulation theory of lift, developed 
independently about the same time by Kutta in Germany and by Joukowsky in 
Russia More importantly, Lanchester discussed for the first time the effect of 
wing-tip vortices on finite-wing aerodynamics. Unfortunately, Lanchester was 
not a clear writer; his ideas were extremely difficult to understand, and they did 
not find application in the aeronautical community. 

In 1908 Lanchester visited Gottingen, Germany, and fully discussed his 
wing theory with Ludwig Prandtl and his student, Theodore von Karman. Prandtl 
spoke no English, Lanchester spoke no German, and in light of Lanchester's 
unclear ways of explaining his ideas, there appeared to be little chance of under
standing between the two parties. However, in 1914 Prandtl set forth a simple, 
clear, and correct theory for calculating the effect of tip vortices on the aero
dynamic characteristics of finite-wings. It is virtually impossible to assess how 
much Prandtl was influenced by Lanchester; but to Prandtl must go the credit of 
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first establishing a practical finite-wing theory, a theory that is fundamental to 
our discussion of finite wings in Sees. 5.13 to 5.15. Indeed, Prandtl's first pub
lished words on the subject were these: 

The lift generated by the airplane is, on account of the principle of action and reaction, 
necessarily connected with a -descending current in all its details. It appears that the 
descending current is formed by a pair of vortices, the vortex filaments of which start 
from the airplane wingtips. The distance of the two vortices is equal to the span of the 
airplane, their strength is equal to the circulation of the current around the airplane, 
and the current in the vicinity -of the airplane is fully given by the supe.tposition of the 
uniform current with that of a vortex consisting of three rectilinear sections. 

Prandtl's pioneering work on finite-wing theory, along with his ingenious 
concept of the boundary layer, has earned him the title parent of aerodynamics. 
In the four years following 1914, he went on to show that an elliptical lift distri
bution results in the minimum induced drag. Indeed, the terms induced drag and 
profile drag were coined in 1918 by Max Munk, in a note titled "Contribution to 
the Aerodynamics of the Lifting Organs of the Airplane." Munk was a colleague 
ofPrandtl's, and the note was one of several classified German wartime reports 
about airplane aerodynamics. 

For more details about the history of airfoils and wings, see Anderson, 
A History of Aerodynamics and Its Impact on Flying Machines, Cambridge 
University Press, New York, 1997. 

5.21 HISTORICAL NOTE: ERNST MACH 
AND HIS NUMBER 

Airplanes that fly at Mach 2 are commonplace today. High-performance military 
aircraft such as the Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird can exceed Mach 3. As a result, 
the term Mach number has become part of our general language-the average 
person in the street understands that Mach 2 means twice the speed of sound. 
On a more technical basis, the dimensional analysis described in Sec. 5.3 dem
onstrated that aerodynamic lift, drag, and moments depend on two important 
dimensionless products: the Reynolds number and the Mach number. In a more 
general treatment of fluid dynamics, the Reynolds number and Mach number 
can be shown as the major governing parameters for any realistic flow field; 
they are among a series of governing dimensionless parameters called similarity 
parameters. We already examined the historical source of the Reynolds number 
in Sec. 4.25; let us do the same for the Mach number in this present section. 

The Mach number is named after Ernst Mach, a famous 19th-century 
physicist and philosopher. Mach was an illustrious figure with widely varying 
interests. He was the first person in history to observe supersonic flow and to 
understand its basic nature. Let us take a quick look at this man and his contribu
tions to supersonic aerodynamics. 

Ernst Mach was born at Turas, Moravia, in Austria, on February 18, 1838. 
Mach's father and mother were both extremely private and introspective 
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intellectuals. His father was a student of philosophy and classical literature; his 
mother was a poet and musician. The family was voluntarily isolated on a farm, 
where Mach's father pursued an interest of raising silkworms-pioneering the 
beginning of silkworm culture in Europe. At an early age Mach was not a partic
ularly successful student. Later Mach described himself as a ''weak pitiful child 
who developed very slowly." Through extensive tutoring by his father at home, 
Mach learned Latin, Greek, history, algebra, and geometry. After marginal per
formances in grade school and high school (due not to any lack of intellectual 
ability but rather to a lack of interest in the material usually taught by rote), 
Mach entered the University of Vienna. There he blossomed, spurred by interest 
in mathematics, physics, philosophy, and history. In 1860 he received a PhD in 
physics, writing a thesis titled "On Electrical Disclb.arge and Induction." By 1864 
he was a professor of physics at the University of Graz. (The variety and depth of 
his intellectual interests at this time are attested by the fact that he turned down 
the position of a chair in surgery at the University of Salzburg to go to Graz.) 
In 1867 Mach became a professor of experimental physics at the University of 
Prague-a position he would occupy for the next 28 years. 

In today's modem technological world, where engineers and scientists are 
virtually forced, out of necessity, to peak their knowledge in narrow areas of 
extreme specialization, it is interesting to reflect on the personality of Mach, 
who was the supreme generalist. Here is only a partial list of Mach's contri
butions, as demonstrated in his writings: physical optics, history of science, 
mechanics, philosophy, origins of relativity theory, supersonic fiow, physiol
ogy, thermodynamics, sugar cycle in grapes, physics of music, and classical 
literature. He even wrote about world affairs. (One of Mach's papers com
mented on the "absurdity committed by the statesman who regards the indi
vidual as existing solely for the sake of the state"; for this Mach was severely 
criticized at that time by Lenin.) We can only sit back with awe and envy of 
Mach, who-in the words of U.S. philosopher William James-knew "every
thing about everything." 

Mach's contributions to supersonic aerodynamics were highlighted in a 
paper titled ''Photographische Fixierung der durch Projektile in der Luft einge
leiten Vorgange," given to the Academy of Sciences in Vienna in 1887. Here, for 
the first time in history, Mach showed a photograph of a shock wave in front of a 
bullet moving at supersonic speeds. This historic photograph, taken from Mach's 
original paper, is shown in Fig. 5.89. Also visible are weaker waves at the rear 
of the projectile and the structure of the turbulent wake downstream of the base 
region. The two vertical lines are trip wires designed to time the photographic 
light source (or spark) with the passing of the projectile. Mach was a precise and 
careful experimenter; the quality of the picture slhown in Fig. 5.89, along with 
the fact that he was able to make the shock waves visible (he used an innova
tive technique called the shadowgram), attests to his exceptional experimental 
abilities. Note that Mach was able to carry out such experiments involving split
second timing without the benefit of electronics-indeed, the vacuum tube had 
not yet been invented. 
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Figure 5.89 Photograph of a bullet in supersonic flight, published by Ernst Mach in 1887. 
(Photo Courtesy of the John Anderson Collection) 

Mach was the first to understand the basic characteristics of supersonic flow. 
He was the first to point out the importance of the flow velocity V relative to the 
speed of sound a and to note the discontinuous and marked changes in a flow 
field as the ratio VIa changes from less than 1 to greater than 1. He did not, how
ever, call this ratio the Mach number. The term Mach number was not coined 
untill929, when the well-known Swiss engineer Jacob Ackeret introduced this 
terminology, in honor of Mach, at a lecture at the Eidgenossiche Technische 
Hochschule in Zurich. Hence tlhe term Mach number is of fairly recent use, not 
introduced into the English literature untill932. 

Mach was an active thinker, lecturer, and writer up to the time of his death 
on February 19, 1916, near Munich, one day after his 78th birthday. His con
tributions to human thought were many, and his general philosophy about 
epistemology-a study of knowledge itself--is still discussed in college classes 
in philosophy today. Aeronautical engineers know him as the originator of super
sonic aerodynamics; the rest of the world knows him as a man who originated 
the following philosophy, as paraphrased by Richard von Mises, himself a well
known mathematician and aerodynarnicist of the early 20th century: 

Mach does not start out to analyze statements, systems of sentences, or theories, but 
rather the world of phenomena itself. His elements are not the simplest sentences, 
and hence the building stones of theories, but rather-at least according to his way 
of speaking-the simplest facts, phenomena, and events of which the world in which 
we live and which we know is composed. The world open to our observation and 
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Figure S.90 Ernst Mach ( 183 8-1916). 

experience consists of "colors, sounds, warmths, pressure, spaces, times, etc." and 
their components in greater and smaller complexes. All we make statements or 
assertions about, or formulate questions and answers to, are the relations in which 
these elements stand to each other. That is Mach's point of view.' 

We end this section with a photograph of Mach, taken about 1910, shown 
in Fig. 5.90. It is a picture of a thoughtful, sensitive man; no wonder that his 
philosophy of life emphasized observation through the senses, as discussed by 
von Mises. To honor his memory, an entire research institute, the Ernst Mach 
Institute in Germany, was named for him. This institute hosts research in experi
mental gas dynamics, ballistics, high-speed photography, and cinematography. 
For a much more extensive review of the technical accomplishments of Mach, 
see the paper authored by a member of the Ernst Mach Institute, H. Reichenbach, 
titled "Contributions of Ernst Mach to Fluid Mechanics," in Annual Reviews of 
Fluid Mechanics, vol. 15, 1983, pp. 1-28 (published by Annual Reviews, Inc., 
Palo Alto, California). 

'From Richard von Mises, Positivism, A Study in Human Understanding, Braziller, New York, 1956. 
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5.22 HISTORICAL NOTE: THE FIRST MANNED 
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT 

On October 14, 1947, a huma:n being flew faster than the speed of sound for 
the first time in history. Imagine the magnitude of this accomplishment-just 
60 years after Ernst Mach observed shock waves on supersonic projectiles (see 
Sec. 5.21) and a scant 44 years after the Wright brothers achieved their first suc
cessful powered flight (see Sees. 1.1 and 1.8). It is almost certain that Mach was 
not thinking at all about heavier-than-air manned flight of any kind, which in 
his day was still considered to be virtually impossible and the essence of foolish 
dreams. It is also almost certain that the Wright brothers had not the remotest 
idea that their fledgling 30 mi!h flight on December 17, 1903, would ultimately 
lead to a manned supersonic flight in Orville's lifetime (although Wilbur died in 
1912, Orville lived an active life until his death in 1948). Compared to the total 
spectrum of manned flight reaching all the way back to the ideas of Leonardo da 
Vinci in the 15th century (see Sec. 1.2), this rapid advancement into the realm of 
supersonic flight is truly phenomenal. How did this advancement occur? What 
were the circumstances surrounding the first supersonic flight? Why was it so 
important? This section addresses these questions. 

Supersonic flight did not happen by chance; it was an inevitable result of 
the progressive advancement of aeronautical technology over the years. On one 
hand, we have the evolution of high-speed aerodynamic theory, starting with 
the pioneering work of Mach, as described in Sec. 5.21. This was followed by 
the development of supersonic nozzles by two European engineers, Carl G. P. 
de Laval in Sweden and A. B. Stodola in Switzerland. In 1887 de Laval used a 
convergent-divergent supersonic nozzle to produce a high-velocity flow of steam 
to drive a turbine. In 1903 Stodola was the first person in history to definitely 
prove (by means of a series of laboratory experiments) that such convergent
divergent nozzles did indeed produce supersonic flow. From 1905 to 1908, 
Prandtl in Germany took pictures of Mach waves inside supersonic nozzles and 
developed the first rational theory for oblique shock waves and expansion waves. 
After World War I, Prandtl studied compressibility effects in high-speed sub
sonic flow. This work, in conjunction with independent studies by the English 
aerodynamicist Herman Glauert, led to the publishing of the Prandtl-Glauert 
rule in the late 1920s (see Sec. 5.6 for a discussion of the Prandtl-Glauert rule 
and its use as a compressibility correction). These milestones, among others, 
established a core of aerodynamic theory for high-speed flow-a core that was 
well established at least 20 years before the first supersonic flight. (For more 
historical details concerning the evolution of aerodynamic theory pertaining to 
supersonic flight, see Anderson, Modern Compressible Flow: With Historical 
Perspective, 3rd ed., McGraw-Hill, 2003.) 

On the other hand, we also have the evolution of hardware necessary for 
supersonic flight. The development of high-speed wind tunnels, starting with the 
small 12-in-diameter high-speed subsonic tunnel at NACA Langley Memorial 
Aeronautical Laboratory in 1927 and continuing with the first practical supersonic 
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wind tunnels developed by AdolfBusemann in Germany in the early 1930s, is 
described in Sec. 4.24. The exciting developments leading to the first success
ful rocket engines in the late 1930s are discussed in Sec. 9.17. The concurrent 
invention and development of the jet engine, which would ultimately provide 
the thrust necessary for everyday supersonic flight, are related in Sec. 9.16. 
Hence, on the basis of the theory and hardware existing at that time, the advent 
of manned supersonic flight in 1947 was a natural progression in the advance
ment of aeronautics. 

However, in 1947 there was one missing link in both the theory and the 
hardware-the transonic regime, near Mach 1. The governing equations fortran
sonic flow are highly nonlinear and hence are difficult to solve. No practical solu
tion of these equations existed in 1947. This theoretical gap was compounded by 
a similar gap in wind tunnels. The sensitivity of a flow near Mach 1 makes the 
design of a proper transonic tunnel difficult. In 1947 no reliable transonic wind 
tunnel data were available. This gap of knowledge was of great concern to the 
aeronautical engineers who designed the first supersonic airplane, and it was the 
single most important reason for the excitement, apprehension, uncertainty, and 
outright bravery that surrounded the first supersonic flight. 

The unanswered questions about transonic flow did nothing to dispel the 
myth of the "sound barrier" that arose in the 1930s and 1940s. As discussed in 
Sec. 5.12, the very rapid increase in drag coefficient beyond the drag-divergence 
Mach number led some people to believe that humans would never fly faster than 
the speed of sound. Grist was lent to their arguments when, on September 27, 
1946, Geoffrey deHavilland, son of the famous British airplane designer, took 
the D.H 108 Swallow up for an attack on the world's speed record. The Swallow 
was an experimental jet-propelled aircraft, with swept wings and no horizontal 
tail. Attempting to exceed 615 milh on its first high-speed, low-altitude run, the 
Swallow encountered major compressibility problems and broke up in the air. 
DeHavilland was killed instantly. The sound barrier had taken its toll. It was 
against this background that the first supersonic fllight was attempted in 1947. 

During the late 1930s, and all through World War II, some visionaries clearly 
saw the need for an experimental airplane designed to probe the mysteries of 
supersonic flight. Finally, in 1944 their efforts prevailed; the Army Air Force, in 
conjunction with NACA, awarded a contract to Bell Aircraft Corporation for the 
design, construction, and preliminary testing of a manned supersonic airplane. 
Designated the XS-1 (Experimental Sonic-1 ), this design had a fuselage shaped 
like a 50-caliber bullet, mated to a pair of very thin (thickness-to-chord ratio 
of 0.08), low-aspect-ratio, straight wings, as shown in Fig. 5.91. The aircraft 
was powered by a four-chamber liquid-propellant rocket engine mounted in the 
tail. This engine, made by Reaction Motors and designated the XLRll, produced 
6000 lb of thrust by burning a mixture of liquid oxygen and diluted alcohol. 

The Bell XS-1 was designed to be carried aloft by a parent airplane, such as 
the giant Boeing B-29, and then launched at altitude; this saved the extra weight 
of fuel that would have been necessary for takeoff and climb to altitude, allowing 
the designers to concentrate on one performance aspect-speed. Three XS-ls 
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Figure 5.91 The Bell X:S-1, the first supersonic airplane, 1947. 
(Source: National Air and Space MIL,eum.) 

were ultimately built, the first one being completed just after Christmas 1945. 
There followed a year and a half of gliding and then powered tests, wherein the 
XS-1 was cautiously nudged toward the speed of sound. 

Muroc Dry Lake is a large expanse of fiat, hard lake bed in the Mojave Desert 
in California. Site of a U.S. Army high-speed flight test center during World War 
II, Muroc was later to become known as Edwards Air Force Base, now the site 
of the Air Force Test Pilots School and the home of all experimental high-speed 
flight testing for both the Air Force and NASA. On Tuesday, October 14, 1947, 
the Bell XS-1, nestled under the fuselage of a B-29, was waiting on the flight 
line at Muroc. After intensive preparations by a swarm of technicians, the B-29 
with its cargo took off at 10:00 AM. On board the XS-1 was Captain Charles E. 
(Chuck) Yeager. That morning Yeager was in excruciating pain from two broken 
ribs fractured during a horseback riding accident earlier that week; however, he 
told virtually no one. At 10:26 AM, at an altitude of20,000 ft, the Bell XS-1, with 
Yeager as its pilot, was dropped from the B-29. What happened next is one of 
the major milestones in aviation history. Let us see how Yeager himself recalled 
events, as stated in his written flight report: 

Date: 14 October 1947 
Pilot: Capt. Charles E. Yeager 
Time: 14 Minutes 

9th Powered Flight 

1. After normal pilot entry and the subsequent climb, the XS-1 was dropped from 
the B-29 at 20,000' and at 250 :MPH lAS. This was slower than desired. 
2. Immediately after drop, all four cylinders were turned on in rapid sequence, their 
operation stabilizing at the chamber and line pressures reported in the last flight. The 
ensuing climb was made at .85-.88 Mach, and as usual it was necessary to change the 
stabilizer setting to 2 degrees nose down from its pre-drop setting of 1 degree nose 
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down. Two cylinders were turned off between 35,000' and 40,000', but speed had 
increased to .92 Mach as the airplane was leveled off at 42,000'. Incidentally, dur
ing the slight push-over at this altitude, the lox line pressure dropped perhaps 40 psi 
and the resultant rich mixture caused the chamber pressures to decrease slightly. 
The effect was only momentary, occurring at .6 G's, and all pressures returned to 
normal at 1 G. 
3. In anticipation of the decrease in elevator effectiveness at all speeds above 
.93 Mach, longitudinal control by means of the stabilizer was tried during the climb 
at .83, .88, and .92 Mach. The stabilizer was moved in increments of !r- } degree 
and proved to be very effective; also, no change in effectiveness was noticed at the 
different speeds. 
4. At 42,000' in approximately level flight, a third cylinder was turned on. 
Acceleration was rapid and speed increased to .98 Mach. The needle of the mach
meter fluctuated at this reading momentarily, then passed off the scale. Assuming 
that the off-scale reading remained linear, it is estimated that 1.05 Mach was attained 
at this time. Approximately 30% of fuel and lox remained when this speed was 
reached and the motor was turned off. 
5. While the usual lift buffet and instability characteristics were encountered in 
the .88-.90 Mach range and elevator effectiveness was very greatly decreased at 
.94 Mach, stability about all three axes was good as speed increased and elevator 
effectiveness was regained above .97 Mach. As speed decreased after turning off 
the motor, the various phenomena occurred in reverse sequence at the usual speeds, 
and in addition, a slight longitudinal porpoising was noticed from .98-.96 Mach 
which was controllable by elevators alone. Incidentally, the stabilizer setting was not 
changed from its 2 degrees nose down position after trial at .92 Mach. 
6. After jettisoning the remaining fuel and lox at 1 G stall was performed at 
45,000'. The :flight was concluded by the subsequent glide and a normal landing on 
the lakebed. 

CHARLES E. YEAGER 
Capt. Air Corps 

In reality the Bell SX- 1 had reached M~ = 1.06, as determined from official 
NACA tracking data. The duration of its supersonic flight was 20.5 s, almost 
twice as long as the Wright brothers' entire first :flight just 44 years earlier. On 
that day Chuck Yeager became the first person to fly faster than the speed of 
sound. It is a fitting testimonial to the aeronautical engineers at that time that the 
flight was smooth and without unexpected consequences. An aircraft had finally 
been properly designed to probe the "sound barrier," which it penetrated with 
relative ease. Less than a month later, Yeager reached Mach 1.35 in the same 
airplane. The sound barrier had not only been penetrated-it had been virtually 
destroyed as the myth it really was. 

As a final note, the whole story of the human and engineering challenges 
that revolved about the quest for and eventual achievement of supersonic flight is 
fascinating, and it is a living testimonial to the glory of aeronautical engineering. 
The story is brilliantly spelled out by Dr. Richard Hallion, earlier a curator at the 
Air and Space Museum of the Smithsonian Institution and now chief historian of 
the U.S. Air Force, in his book Supersonic Flight (see the bibliography at the end 
of this chapter). The reader should study Hallion's story of the events leading to 
and following Yeager's flight in 1947. 
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5.23 HISTORICAL NOTE: THE X-15-FIRST 
MANNED HYPERSONIC AIRPLANE AND 
STEPPING-STONE TO THE SPACE SHUTTLE 

Faster and higher-for all practical purposes, this has been the driving potential 
behind the development of aviation since the Wrights' first successful flight in 
1903. (See Sec. 1.11 and Figs. 1.30 and 1.31.) This credo was never more true 
than during the 15 years following Chuck Yeager's first supersonic flight in the 
Bell XS-1, described in Sec. 5 .22. Once the sound barrier was broken, it was left 
far behind in the dust. The next goal became manned hypersonic flight-Mach 5 
and beyond. 

To accomplish this goal, NACA initiated a series of preliminary studies in the 
early 1950s for an aircraft to fly beyond Mach 5, the definition of the hypersonic 
flight regime. This definition is essentially a rule of thumb; unlike the severe and 
radical flow field changes that take place when an aircraft flies through Mach 1, 
nothing dramatic happens when Mach 5 is exceeded. Rather, the hypersonic 
regime is simply a very high-Mach-number regime, where shock waves are par
ticularly strong and the gas temperatures behind these shock waves are high. 
For example, consider Eq. (4.73), which gives the total temperature T0 - that 
is, the temperature of a gas that was initially at a Mach number Mt and that has 
been adiabatically slowed to zero velocity. This is essentially the temperature 
at the stagnation point on a body. If M 1 = 7, Eq. (4.73) shows that (for r= 1.4) 
T0 /T1 = 10.8. If the flight altitude is, say, 100,000 ftwhere T1 = 4l9°R, then T0= 
4525°R = 4065°F-far above the melting point of stainless steel. Therefore, as 
flight velocities increase far above the speed of sound, they gradually approach 
a thermal barrier: velocities beyond which skin temperatures become too high 
and structural failure can occur. As in the case of the sound barrier, the thermal 
barrier is only a figure of speech-it is not an inherent limitation on flight speed. 
With proper design to overcome the high rates of aerodynamic heating, vehicles 
today have flown at Mach numbers as high as 36 (for example, the Apollo lunar 
return capsule). (For more details about high-speed reentry aerodynamic heating, 
see Sec. 8.16.) 

Nevertheless, in the early 1950s manned hypersonic flight was a goal to be 
achieved-an untried and questionable regime characterized by high tempera
tures and strong shock waves. The basic NACA studies fed into an industrywide 
design competition for a hypersonic airplane. In 1955 North American Aircraft 
Corporation was awarded a joint NACA-Air Force-Navy contract to design and 
construct three prototypes of a manned hypersonic research airplane capable of 
Mach 7 and a maximum altitude of264,000 ft. This airplane was designated the 
X-15 and is shown in Fig. 5.92. The first two aircraft were powered by Reaction 
Motors LR11 rocket engines with 8000 lb of thrust (essentially the same as the 
engine used for the Bell XS-1). Along with the third prototype, the two air
craft were later reengined with a more powerful rocket motor, the Reaction 
Motors XLR99, capable of 57,000 lb of thrust. The basic internal structure of 
the airplane was made from titanium and stainless steel, but the airplane skin 
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Figure 5.92 The North American X-15, the first manned hypersonic airplane. 
(Source: North American/Rockwell Corporation.) 

was Inconel X-a nickel-alloy steel capable of withstanding temperatures up to 
1200°F. (Although the theoretical stagnation temperature at Mach 7 is 4065°F, 
as discussed previously, the actual skin temperature is cooler because of heat 
sink and heat dissipation effects.) The wings had a low aspect ratio of2.5 and a 
thickness-to-chord ratio of0.05-both intended to reduce supersonic wave drag. 

The first X-15 was rolled out of the North American factory at Los Angeles 
on October 15, 1958. Vice President Richard M. Nixon was the guest of honor 
at the rollout ceremonies. The X -15 had become a political as well as a technical 
accomplishment because the United States was attempting to heal its wounded 
pride after the Russians, launch of the first successful unmanned satellite, 
Sputnik L just a year earlier (see Sec. 8.21). The next day the X-15 was trans
ported by truck to the nearby Edwards Air Force Base (the site at Muroc that saw 
the first supersonic flights of the Bell XS-1 ). 

Like the XS-1, the X-15 was designed to be carried aloft by a parent air
plane, this time a Boeing B-52 jet bomber. The first free flight, without power, 
was made by Scott Crossfield on June 8, 1959. This was soon followed by the 
first powered flight on September 17, 1959, when the X-15 reached Mach 2.1 in 
a shallow climb to 52,341 ft. Powered with the smaller LR11 rocket engines, the 
X-15 set a speed record of Mach 3.31 on August 4, 1960, and an altitude record 
of 136,500 ftjust eight days later. However, these records were transitory. After 
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November 1960 the X-15 received the more powerful XLR99 engine. The first 
flight with this rocket was made on November 15, 1960; on this flight, with 
power adjusted to its lowest level and with the air brakes fully extended, the 
X-15 still hit 2000 milh. Finally, on June 23, 1961, hypersonic flight was fully 
achieved when U.S. Air Force test pilot Major Robert White flew the X-15 at 
Mach 5.3 and in so doing accomplished the first "mile-per-second" flight in an 
airplane, reaching a maximum velocity of 3603 mi/h. This began an illustri
ous series of hypersonic flight tests, which peaked in a flight at Mach 6.72 on 
October 3, 1967, with Air Force Major Pete Knight at the controls. 

Experimental aircraft are just that-vehicles designed for specific experi
mental purposes, which, after they are achieved, lead to the end of the program. 
This happened to the X-15 when, on October 24, 1968, the last flight was carried 
out-the 199th of the entire program. A 200th flight was planned, partly for rea
sons of nostalgia; however, tee.hnical problems delayed this planned fl. ight until 
December 20, when theX-15 was ready to go, attached to its B-52 parent plane as 
usual. However, of all things, a lbighly unusual snow squall suddenly hit Edwards, 
and the flight was canceled. TheX-15 never flew again. In 1969 the firstX-15 was 
given to the National Air and Space Museum of the Smithsonian, where it now 
hangs with distinction in the Milestones ofF light Gallery, along with the Bell XS-1. 

The X-15 opened the world of manned hypersonic flight. The next hyper
sonic airplane was the Space Shuttle. The vast bulk of aerodynamic and flight 
dynamic data generated during the X-15 program carried over to the Space 
Shuttle design. The pilots' experience with low-speed flights in a high-speed 
aircraft with low lift-to-drag ratio set the stage for flight preparations with the 
Space Shuttle. In these respects the X-15 was clearly the major stepping-stone to 
the Space Shuttle of the 1980s. 

5.24 SUMMARY AND REVIEW 
Aerospace engineering deals with flight vehicles and related applications, in general, and 
with airplanes and space vehicles in particular. The concepts and applications found in 
this chapter are oriented toward flight vehicles traveling within the atmosphere-mainly 
airplanes. All space vehicles launched from the surface of the earth, however, also spend 
some time within the atmosphere, where they experience aerodynamic lift and drag. Also, 
some space vehicles are designed to land on other planets, where they encounter foreign 
planetary atmospheres and experience lift and drag to some extent 

Lift and drag are the main substance of this chapter. We intellectually split our study 
into sections (literally, in this text). We start with just an airfoil section, and examine the 
lift, drag, and moments of the section (per unit span). Rather than the forces and moments 
themselves, however, we deal with lift, drag, and moment coefficients, defined in such a 
fashion as to be much more useful for engineering and calculations. These aerodynamic 
coefficients depend only on the shape and orientation (angle of attack) of the airfoil, 
Mach number, and Reynolds number. To help us make calculations for some specific 
airfoils, data for section lift, drag, and moment coefficients for various NACA airfoils is 
given in App. D. 

We then extended our attention to a complete finite wing, and found that the lift and 
drag coefficients for a wing are different from the lift and drag coefficients for the airfoil 
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section used on the wing. This difference is due to the vortices that trail downstream from 
the tips of the wing. These wing-tip vortices modify the flow over the wing in such a 
fashion to increase the drag and decrease the lift. The drag increase is due to the presence 
of induced drag (sometimes called vortex drag). Induced drag is the result of the pressure 
distribution over the surface of the wing being modified in the presence of the wing-tip 
vortices so as to slightly tilt the resultant aerodynamic force vector backward, creating 
an additional component of force in the drag direction. This additional component is the 
induced drag. The lift is decreased because the wing-tip vortices induce a downward 
component of the flow over the wing called downwash, which causes the relative wind 
in the proximity of the airfoil section to be inclined slightly downward through a small 
angle called the induced angle of attack. This in tum reduces the angle of attack felt by 
the local airfoil section to a value smaller than the geometric angle of attack (the angle of 
attack that we see with our naked eyes-the angle between the chord line and the undis
turbed free-stream direction far ahead of the airfoil). This smaller angle of attack is called 
the effective angle of attack because this angle dictates the local lift, drag, and moment 
coefficients of each airfoil section of the wing. Indeed, for a given airfoil section of a 
finite wing, the lift, drag, and moment coefficients are given by the airfoil data in App. D, 
where the section angle of attack given on the abscissa is literally the effective angle of 
attack (not the geometric angle of attack). 

Finally, we recall that the aerodynamic coefficients for a finite wing are a function 
of a special geometric feature of the wing: the aspect ratio, defined as the square of 
the wingspan divided by the planform area. The higher the aspect ratio, the farther the 
wing -tip vortices are removed from the rest of the wing, and the smaller are the induced 
aerodynamic effects such as induced drag and the induced angle of attack. For subsonic 
airplanes, high aspect ratios are aerodynamically a good design feature. (Structurally, 
however, higher-aspect-ratio wings require beefy, heavier internal structure to provide 
more strength along the wing. Therefore, the design aspect ratio is always a compromise 
between aerodynamics and structures.) 

The aerodynamic coefficients are strongly affected by Mach number. Drag coeffi
cient increases dramatically as the Mach number is increased to 1 and higher. The Mach 
number at which the drag coefficient starts to go out of sight is called the drag-divergence 
Mach number. We define the critical Mach number as that free-stream Mach number at 
which sonic flow is first obtained somewhere on the body. The drag-divergence Mach 
number usually occurs just slightly above the critical Mach number. At supersonic 
speeds, shock waves occur on the body, causing a large increase in drag that is termed 
wave drag. As a result, the shapes of airfoils, wings, and bodies designed for supersonic 
flight are much different from those intended for subsonic flight. 

Some of the equations and ideas of this chapter are highlighted in the following list: 

1. For an airfoil, the lift, drag, and moment coefficients are defined as 

L D M 
c1 = -- c4 = -- c = --

q,$ q.,S m qKSC 

where L, D, and Mare the lift, drag, and moments per unit span, respectively, and 
S = c(l). 

For a finite wing, the lift, drag, and moment coefficients are defined as 

L 
Cr=-

q,$ 
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where L, D, and Mare the lift, drag, and moments, respectively, for the complete 
wing and Sis the wing planform area. 

For a given shape, these ·coefficients are a function of angle of attack, Mach 
number, and Reynolds number. 

2. The pressure coefficient is defined as 

3. The Prandtl--Glauert rule is a compressibility correction for subsonic flow: 

c = cp,o 
p ..Ji-M! 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

where C,.o and Cp are the incompressible and compressible pressure coefficients, 
respectively. The same rule holds for the lift and moment coefficients- that is, 

(5.40) 

4. The critical Mach number is the free-stream Mach number at which sonic flow is 
first achieved at some point on a body. The drag-divergence Mach number is the 
free-stream Mach number at which the drag coefficient begins to rapidly increase 
due to the occurrence of transonic shock waves. For a given body, the drag
divergence Mach number is slightly higher than the critical Mach number. 

5. The Mach angle is defined as 

. I 
f.J. =arcsrn

M 

6. The total drag coefficient for a finite wing is equal to 

cz 
Cl> =Ca + -"-::

neAR 

where c4 is the profile drag coefficient and Ci/(aeAR) is the induced drag 
coefficient. 

7. The lift slope for a finite wing a is given by 

ao a = ----'----
1 +57 .3a8 /( 11'e1 AR) 

where a0 is the lift slope for the corresponding infinite wing. 
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Problems 

5.1 By the method of dimensional analysis, derive the expression M = q~ Sec., for 
the aerodynamic moment on an airfoil, where cis the chord and c,. is the moment 
coefficient. 

5.2 Consider an infinite wing with a NACA 1412 airfoil section and a chord length 
of 3 ft. The wing is at an angle of attack of 5° in an airflow velocity of 100 ftls 
at standard sea-level conditions. Calculate the lift, drag, and moment about the 
quarter-chord per unit span. 

5.3 Consider a rectangular wing mounted in a low-speed subsonic wing tunnel. The 
wing model completely spans the test-section so that the flow "sees" essentially 
an infinite wing. If the wing has a NACA 23012 airfoil section and a chord of 
0.3 m, calculate the lift, drag, and moment about the quarter-chord per unit span 
when the airflow pressure, temperature, and velocity are 1 atm, 303 K, and 42 m/s, 
respectively. The angle of attack is 8°. 

5.4 The wing model in Prob. 5.3 is pitched to a new angle of attack, where the lift 
on the entire wing is measured as 200 N by the wind tunnel force balance. If the 
wingspan is 2 m, what is the angle of attack? 

5.5 Consider a rectangular wing with a NACA 0009 airfoil section spanning the test 
section of a wind tunnel. The test-section airflow conditions are standard sea level 
with a velocity of 120 milh. The wing is at an angle of attack of 4°, and the wind 
tunnel force balance measures a lift of29.5 lb. What is the area of the wing? 

5.6 The ratio of lift to drag liD for a wing or airfoil is an important aerodynamic 
parameter; indeed, it is a direct measure of the aerodynamic efficiency of the 
wing. If a wing is pitched through a range of angle of attack,[) D first increases, 
then goes through a maximum, and then decreases. Consider an infinite wing with 
an NACA 2412 airfoil. Estimate the maximum value of liD. Assume that the 
Reynolds number is 9 x 106• 

5.7 Consider an airfoil in a free stream with a velocity of 50 m/s at standard sea-level 
conditions. At a point on the airfoil, the pressure is 9.5 x 104 N/m2• What is the 
pressure coefficient at this point? 
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5.8 Consider a low-speed airplane flying at a velocity of 55 rn!s. If the velocity at a 
point on the fuselage is 62 m/s, what is the pressure coefficient at this point? 

5.9 Consider a wing mounted in the test-section of a subsonic wind tunnel. The 
velocity of the airflow is 160 ftls. If the velocity at a point on the wing is 195 ftls, 
what is the pressure coefficient at this point? 

5.10 Consider the same wing in the same wind tunnel as in Prob. 5.9. If the test-section 
air temperature is 51 0°R and the flow velocity is increased to 700 ft/s, what is the 
pressure coefficient at the same point? 

5.11 Consider a wing in a high-speed wind tunnel. At a point on the wing, the velocity 
is 850 ftls. If the test-section flow is at a velocity of780 ftls, with a pressure and 
temperature of 1 atm and 505°R, respectively, calculate the pressure coefficient at 
the point. 

5.12 If the test-section flow velocity in Prob. 5.11 is reduced to 100 ft/s, what will the 
pressure coefficient become at the same point on the wing? 

5.13 Consider an NACA 1412 airfoil at an angle of attack of 4 °. If the free-stream 
Mach number is 0.8, calculate the lift coefficient. 

5.14 An NACA 4415 airfoil is mounted in a high-speed subsonic wind tunnel. The lift 
coefficient is measured as 0.85. If the test-section Mach number is 0.7, at what 
angle of attack is the airfoil? 

5.15 Consider an airfoil at a given angle of attack, say a1• At low speeds, the minimum 
pressure coefficient on the top surface of the airfoil is --o.90. What is the critical 
Mach number of the airfoil? 

5.16 Consider the airfoil in Prob. 5.15 at a smaller angle of attack, say ~.At low 
speeds, the minimum pressure coefficient is - 0.65 at this lower angle of attack. 
What is the critical Mach number of the airfoil? 

5.17 Consider a uniform flow with a Mach number of2. What angle does a Mach wave 
make with respect to the flow direction? 

5.18 Consider a supersonic missile flying at Mach 2.5 at an altitude of 10 km 
(see Fig. P5.18). Assume that the angle of the shock wave from the nose is 
approximated by the Mach angle (this is a very weak shock). How far behind the 
nose of the vehicle will the shock wave impinge upon the ground? (Ignore the fact 
that the speed of sound, and hence the Mach angle, changes with altitude.) 

I 

h = 10 Jan 

I d 

5.19 The wing area of the Lockheed F-104 straight-wing supersonic fighter is 
approximately 210 ft2• If the airplane weighs 16,000 1b and is flying in level 
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flight at Mach 2.2 at a standard altitude of 36,000 ft, estimate the wave drag on 
the wings. 

5.20 Consider a fiat plate at an angle of attack of2° in a Mach 2.2 airflow. (Mach 2.2 is 
the cruising Mach number of the Concorde supersonic transport.) The length 
of the plate in the flow direction is 202 ft, which is the length of the Concorde. 
Assume that the free-stream conditions correspond to a standard altitude of 
50,000 ft. The total drag on this plate is the sum of wave drag and skin friction 
drag. Assume that a turbulent boundaxy layer exists over the entire plate. The 
results given in Ch. 4 for skin friction coefficients hold for incompressible flow 
only; there is a compressibility effect on C1such that its value decreases with 
increasing Mach number. Specifically, at Mach 2.2 assume that the C1 given in 
Ch. 4 is reduced by 20 percent. 
a. Given all the preceding information, calculate the total drag coefficient for 

the plate. 
b. If the angle of attack is increased to 5°, assuming that C1 stays the same, 

calculate the total drag coefficient. 
c. For these cases, what can you conclude about the relative influence of wave 

drag and skin friction drag? 
5.21 The Cessna Cardinal, a single-engine light plane, has a wing with an area of 

16.2 m2 and an aspect ratio of7.3l. Assume that the span efficiency factor is 
0.62. If the airplane is flying at standard sea-level conditions with a velocity of 
251 km/h, what is the induced drag when the total weight is 9800 N? 

5.22 For the Cessna Cardinal in Prob. 5.21, calculate the induced drag when the 
velocity is 85.5 kmlh (stalling speed at sea level with flaps down). 

5.23 Consider a finite wing with an area and aspect ratio of21.5 m2 and 5, respectively 
(this is comparable to the wing on a Gates Learjet, a twin-jet executive transport). 
Assume that the wing has a NACA 65-210 airfoil, a span efficiency factor of 0.9, 
and a profile drag coefficient of0.004. If the wing is at a 6° angle of attack, 
calculate CL and CD. 

5.24 During the 1920s and early 1930s, the NACA obtained wind tunnel data on 
different airfoils by testing finite wings with an aspect ratio of 6. These data were 
then "corrected" to obtain infinite-wing airfoil characteristics. Consider such a 
finite wing with an area and aspect ratio of 1.5 ft2· and 6, respectively, mounted in 
a wind tunnel where the test-section flow velocity is 100 ftls at standard sea-level 
conditions. When the wing is pitched to a = - 2°, no lift is measured. When the 
wing is pitched to a = 10°, a lift of 17.9 lb is measured. Calculate the lift slope for 
the airfoil (the infinite wing) if the span effectiveness factor is 0.95. 

5.25 A finite wing of area 1.5 ft2 and aspect ratio of 6 is tested in a subsonic wind 
tunnel at a velocity of 130 ftls at standard sea-level conditions. At an angle 
of attack of - 1°, the measured lift and drag are 0 and O.l8llb, respectively. 
At an angle of attack of2°, the lift and drag are measured as 5.0 and 0.23 lb, 
respectively. Calculate the span efficiency factor .and the infinite-wing lift slope. 

5.26 Consider a light, single-engine airplane such as the Piper Super Cub. If the maximum 
gross weight of the airplane is 7780 N, the wing area is 16.6 m2, and the maximum 
lift coefficient is 2.1 with flaps down, calculate the .stalling speed at sea level. 

5.27 The airfoil on the Lockheed F-1 04 straight-wing supersonic fighter is a thin, 
symmetric airfoil with a thickness ratio of3.5 percent. Consider this airfoil in a 
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flow at an angle of attack of 5°. The incompressible lift coefficient for the airfoil 
is given approximately by c1 = 21ta, where a is the angle of attack in radians. 
Estimate the airfoil lift coefficient for (a) M = 0.2, (b) M = 0.7, and (c) M = 2.0. 

5.28 The whirling-arm test device used in 1804 by Sir George Cayley is shown in 
Figure 1.7. Cayley was the first person to make measurements of the lift on 
inclined surfaces. In his 1804 notebook, he wrote that on a fiat surface moving 
through the air at 21.8 ftls at 3° angle of attack, a lift force of 1 ounce was 
measured. The fiat surface was a 1 ft by 1 ft square. Calculate the lift coefficient 
for this condition. Compare this measured value with that predicted by the 
expression for lift coefficient for a fiat-plate airfoil in incompressible flow given 
by Ct = 21t ~ where a is in radians. What are the reasons for the differences in the 
two results? (See Anderson, A History of Aerodynamics and Its Impact on Flying 
Machines, Cambridge University Press, 1997, pp. 68-71, for a detailed discussion 
of this matter.) 

5.29 Consider a finite wing at an angle of attack of 6°. The normal and axial force 
coefficients are 0.8 and 0.06, respectively. Calculate the corresponding lift and 
drag coefficients. What comparison can you make between the lift and normal 
force coefficients? 

5.30 Consider a finite wing with an aspect of ratio of7; the airfoil section of the wing is 
a symmetric airfoil with an infinite-wing lift slope of 0.11 per degree. The lift-to
drag ratio for this wing is 29 when the lift coefficient is equal to 0.35. If the angle 
of attack remains the same and the aspect ratio is simply increased to 10 by adding 
extensions to the span of the wing, what is the new value of the lift-to-drag ratio? 
Assume that the span efficiency factors e = e1 = 0.9 for both cases. 

5.31 Consider a fiat plate oriented at a 90° angle of attack in a low-speed 
incompressible flow. Assume that the pressure exerted over the front of the plate 
(facing into the flow) is a constant value over the front surface, equal to the 
stagnation pressure. Assume that the pressure exerted over the back of the plate 
is also a constant value, but equal to the free-stream static pressure. (In reality, 
these assumptions are only approximations to the real flow over the plate. The 
pressure over the front face is neither exactly constant nor exactly equal to the 
stagnation pressure, and the pressure over the back of the plate is neither constant 
nor exactly equal to the free-stream pressure. The preceding approximate model of 
the flow, however, is useful for our purpose here.) Note that the drag is essentially 
all pressure drag; due to the 90° orientation of the plate, skin friction drag is not 
a factor. For this model of the flow, prove that the drag coefficient for the fiat 
plate is CD = 1. 

5.32 In some aerodynamic literature, the drag of an airplane is couched in terms of the 
"drag area" instead of the drag coefficient. By definition, the drag area,/, is the 
area of a fiat plate at 90° to the flow that has a drag force equal to the drag of the 
airplane. As part of this definition, the drag coefficient of the plate is assumed to 
be equal to 1, as shown in Prob. 5.31. If CD is the drag coefficient of the airplane 
based on wing planform areaS, prove thatf = CnS. 

5.33 One of the most beautifully streamlined airplanes ever designed is the North 
American P-51 Mustang shown in Fig. 4.46. The Mustang has one of the lowest 
minimum drag coefficients of any airplane in history: CD = 0.0163. The wing 
planform area of the Mustang is 233 ft2. Using the resultfromProb. 5.32, show 
that the drag area for the Mustang is 3.8 ft2; that is, drag on the whole P-51 



Problems 

airplane is the same as the drag on a :flat plate perpendicular to the :flow of an area 
of only 3.8 ft2. 

5.34 Consider an NACA 2412 airfoil in a low-speed :flow at zero degrees angle of 
attack and a Reynolds numberof8.9 x 106. Calculate the percentage of drag 
from pressure drag due to :flow separation (form drag). Assume a fully turbulent 
boundary layer over the airfoil. Assume that the airfoil is thin enough that the 
skin-friction drag can be estimated by the :flat-plate results discussed inCh. 4. 

5.35 Repeat Problem 5 .34, assuming that the airfoil is at an angle of attack of 6 
degrees. What does this tell you about the rapid increase in c4 as the angle of 
attack of the airfoil is increased? 

5.36 Returning to the conditions of Problem 5.34, where the boundary layer was 
assumed to be fully turbulent, let us now consider the real situation where the 
boundary layer starts out as laminar, and then makes a transition to turbulent 
somewhere downstream of the leading edge. Assume a transition Reynolds 
number of 500,000. For this case, calculate the percentage of drag that is due to 
:flow separation (form drag). 

5.37 Here we continue in the vein of Probs. 5.34-5.36, except we examine a thicker 
airfoil and look at the relative percentages of skin friction and pressure drag for 
a thicker airfoil. Estimate the skin friction drag coefficient for the NACA 2415 
airfoil in low-speed incompressible :flow at Re = 9 x 106 and zero angle of attack 
for (a) a laminar boundary layer, and (b) a turbulent boundary layer. Compare the 
results with the experimentally measured section drag coefficient given in App. D 
for the NACA 2415 airfoil. What does this tell you about the relative percentages 
of pressure drag and skin friction drag on the airfoil for each case? 

5.38 In reality, the boundary layer on the airfoil discussed in Prob. 5.37 is neither fully 
laminar nor fully turbulent. The boundary layer starts out as laminar, and then 
transitions to turbulent at some point downstream of the leading edge (see the 
discussion in Sec. 4.19.) Assume that the critical Reynolds number for transition 
is 650,000. Calculate the skin friction drag coefficient on the NACA 2415 airfoil, 
and compare your result with the experimental section drag coefficient in App. D. 
Note: You will find from the answer to this problem that 86 percent of the airfoil 
section drag coefficient is due to skin friction and 14 percent due to pressure drag 
from :flow separation. Comparing this answer with the result ofProb. 5.36, which 
pertains to a thinner airfoil, we find that the pressure drag is a higher percentage 
for the thicker airfoil. However, for airfoils in general, the pressure drag is still a 
small percentage of the total drag. This drag breakdown is somewhat typical for 
airfoils at small angles of attack. By intent, the streamlined shape of airfoils results 
in small pressure drag, typically on the order of 15 percent of the total drag. 

5.39 This problem examines the cause and effect of a lower Re on airfoil drag. Repeat 
Prob. 5.38, except for Re = 3 x 1()6. Comment on how and why Re affects the 
drag. Note: From the answer to this question, you will see that the lower Re 
results in a higher percentage of skin friction drag than found at the higher Re in 
Pro b. 5.38, and hence a lower percentage of pressure drag on the airfoil section. 
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CHAPTER 

Elements of Airplane 
Performance 

First Europe, and then the globe, will be linked by flight, and nations so knit together 
that they will grow to be next-door neighbors. This conquest of the air will prove, 
ultimately, to be man's greatest and most glorious triumph. What railways have done 
for nations, airways will do for the world. 

Claude Grahame-White 
British aviator, 1914 

6.1 INTRODUCTION: THE DRAG POLAR 
Henson's aerial steam carriage ofthe mid-19th century (see Fig. 1.11) was pic
tured by contemporary artists as flying to all comers of the world. Of course 
questions about how it would fly to such distant locations were not considered 
by the designers. As with most early aeronautical engineers of that time, their 
main concern was simply to lift or otherwise propel the airplane from the ground; 
what happened once the vehicle was airborne was viewed as being of secondary 
importance. However, with the success of the Wright brothers in 1903, and with 
the subsequent rapid development of aviation during the pre-World War I era, 
the airborne performance of the airplane suddenly became of primary impor
tance. Some obvious questions were (and still are) asked about a given design. 
What is the maximum speed of the airplane? How fast can it climb to a given 
altitude? How far can it fly on a given tank of fuel? How long can it stay in the 



PREVIEW BOX 

You are a passenger, or perhaps the pilot, in an air
plane standing at the beginning of the runway, ready to 
take off. The engine throttle is pushed wide open, and 
you accelerate down the runway. How do you know if 
you will be able to lift off the ground and get into the 
air before you use up all the runway length? In this 
chapter you will learn how to answer this question. 

Now you are in the air, but there are thunder
storms off in the distance, and you will need to climb 
over them as quickly as possible. How do you know 
if your airplane can do this? How long will it take folf 
you to climb to a safe altitude? In this chapter you 
will learn how to answer these questions. 

Once you are comfortably at altitude and you 
are winging your way to your destination, how do 
you know if you can get there without running out 
of fuel? Alternatively, how can you estimate how far 
you can fly on a tank of fuel? Or perhaps you are sim
ply up for a joy ride, and you want to stay up for as 
long as possible. How can you estimate how long you 
can stay in the air on a tank of fuel? In this chapter 
you will learn how to answer these questions. 

Maybe you are a speed freak. You push the 
throttle wide open, getting maximum power from 
your engine (or engines). You accelerate like mad, at 
least for a while, until the airplane reaches the fastest 
velocity at which it can fly. How do you estimate this 
"fastest" velocity? In this chapter you will learn how 
to answer this question. 
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Suddenly you are the "Red Baron" in your "hot" 
fighter airplane, locked in mortal air combat with an 
adversary. To defeat your adversary in a dogfight, 
you want to be able to make turns with a small radius 
(tum "inside" your adversary) and be able to make a 
tum faster. How do you know your airplane can do 
this? In this chapter you will learn how to answer this 
question. 

Unfortunately your engine goes out; you are 
at some altitude, and you lose all your power. You 
have to glide back to your base. Can your airplane 
make it, or will you have to land short of your desti
nation? In this chapter you willleam how to answer 
this question. 

Fortunately power returns to your engine, and 
you are now ready to complete your flight and land. 
You approach the runway. Is the runway long enough 
for you to land safely and come to a stop? Or are 
you going to zip past the end of the runway into the 
woods beyond, holding on for dear life? In this chap
ter you will learn how to answer this question. 

This chapter is full of such important questions 
and equally important answers. They all have to do 
with the performance of the airplane. In this chapter, 
at last, we deal with the whole airplane, not just an 
airfoil or a wing. Finally, in the middle of this book 
on the introduction to flight, we are actually going 
to take flight. Buckle up, and read on. Let's go for 
a ride. 

air? Answers to these and similar questions constitute the study of airplane per
formance, which is the subject of this chapter. 

In previous chapters the physical phenomena producing lift, drag, and 
moments of an airplane were introduced. We emphasized that the aerodynamic 
forces and moments exerted on a body moving through a fluid stem from two 
sources, both acting over the body surface: 

1. The pressure distribution. 

2. The shear stress distribution. 

The physical laws governing such phenomena were examined, with various 
applications to aerodynamic flows. 
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In this chapter we begin a new phase of study. The airplane is considered a 
rigid body on which four natural forces are exerted: lift, drag, propulsive thrust, 
and weight. Concern is focused on the movement of the airplane as it responds 
to these forces. Such considerations form the core of .flight dynamics, an impor
tant discipline of aerospace engineering. Studies of airplane performance (this 
chapter) and stability and control (Ch. 7) both fall under the heading of flight 
dynamics. 

In these studies we will no longer be concerned with aerodynamic details; 
rather, we will generally assume that the aerodynamicists have done their work 
and given us the pertinent aerodynamic data for a given airplane. These data are 
usually packaged in the form of a drag polar for the complete airplane, given as 

Ci 
CI) :CD.+-~ 

' neAR 
(6.la) 

Equation (6.la) is an extension ofEq. (5.58) to include the whole airplane. Here 
CD is the drag coefficient for the complete airplane; CL is the total lift coefficient, 
including the small contributions from the horizontal tail and fuselage; and CD.e 
is defined as the parasite drag coefficient, which contains not only the profile 
drag of the wing [c4 in Eq. (5.58)] but also the friction and pressure drag of the 
tail surfaces, fuselage, engine nacelles, landing gear, and any other component 
of the airplane that is exposed to the airflow. At transonic and supersonic speeds, 
Co .• also contains wave drag. Because of changes in the flow field around the 
airplane--especially changes in the amount of separated flow over parts of the 
airplane-as the angle of attack is varied, CD.• will change with angle of attack; 
that is, CD.• is itself a function of lift coefficient. A reasonable approximation for 
this function is 

where r is an empirically determined constant. Hence, Eq. (6.la) can be written as 

C» =CDe+(r+ l )ci 
' ~ neAR 

(6.lb) 

In Eqs. (6.la) and (6.lb), e is the familiar span efficiency factor, which takes 
into account the nonelliptical lift distribution on wings of general shape (see 
Sec. 5.14). Let us now redefine e so that it also includes the effect of the variation 
of parasite drag with lift; that is, let us write Eq. ( 6.1 b) in the form 

Cz 
C»=CDo+-~ 

' neAR 
(6.lc) 

where CD,o is the parasite drag coefficient at zero lift and the term G /(lf'-AR) 
includes both induced drag and the contribution to parasite drag due to lift. In 
Eq. (6.lc), our redefined e, which now includes the effect of r from Eq. (6.lb), 
is called the Oswald efficiency factor (named after W. Bailey Oswald, who first 
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established this terminology in NACA Report No. 408 in 1932). In this chapter 
the basic aerodynamic properties of the airplane are described by Eq. (6.lc), and 
we consider both CD,o and e as known aerodynamic quantities, obtained from the 
aerodynamicist. We will continue to designate CZQ{ltl?AR) by Co,;, where CD,; 
now has the expanded interpretation as the coefficient of drag due to lift, includ
ing both the contributions due to induced drag and the increment in parasite drag 
due to angle of attack different from aL = 0. We designate CD,o simply as the zero
lift drag coefficient, which is obvious from Eq. (6.lc) when CL = 0; however, we 
recognize CD,o more precisely as the parasite drag coefficient at zero lift-that is, 
the value of the drag coefficient when a= a£=0. 

The graph of Eq. (6.lc), shown in Fig. 6.1, is also called the drag polar. 
With the approximations made in Eq. (6.lc), the drag polar is a parabola with its 
axis on the zero-lift axis, and its vertex is CD,o· In Fig. 6.1a CD is plotted versus 
CL; in Fig. 6.1b CL is plotted versus CD. The two representations are identical; 
Fig. 6.1b is simply a mirror image of Fig. 6.la rotated on its side. Both repre
sentations are found in the literature. In Fig. 6.1 negative values of CL pertain 
to negative lift, which occurs when the angle of attack of the airplane is less 
than Ql~. This situation is not encountered frequently in the analysis of airplane 

(-) 0 (+) 

(a) 

Figure 6.1 Schematic of the drag polar. 
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performance; hence, only that portion of the drag polar associated with positive 
CL is usually shown. 

An illustration of the drag polar for a specific airplane is shown in Fig. 6.2, 
which gives the actual data for the Lockheed C-141A, shown in three-view at 
the top of the figure. Upon close examination, the drag polar for an actual air
plane exhibits a subtle difference from our approximation given in Eq. (6.1c) as 
graphed in Fig. 6.1. Note that fue zero-lift drag coefficient in Fig. 6.2 is not the 
minimum drag coefficient; that is, the axis of the parabolic drag polar is not the 
zero-lift axis, but rather is displaced slightly above the zero-lift axis. In Fig. 6.2 
the minimum drag coefficient is CD.min = 0.015, and it occurs for a value of the 
lift coefficient Cl..mndtog =0 16. The zero-lift drag coefficient is Cv,o = 0.017 at 
CL = 0. And Cv,o is not the minimum drag coefficient because 0£=0 for most air
plane designs is a small but finite negative value; that is, the airplane is pitched 
slightly downward at this orientation, and the pressure drag due to flow separa
tion (form drag) is slightly higher than if the airplane is at an angle of attack 
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Figure 6.2 Low-speed drag polar and variation oflift
t<Hlrag ratio for the Lockheed C-141 A. The aitplane 
is shown in a three-view above the drag polar. 
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Figure 6.3 Drag polar where the zero-lift 
drag coefficient is not the same as the 
minimum drag coefficient. 

slightly larger, nearer a zero angle of attack The minimum drag coefficient 
occurs when the airplane is more aligned with the relative wind-that is, when a 
is slightly larger than ~- For this situation the drag polar can be expressed as 

(CA -C~ .u.g)2 

C» =CD min + 
' neAR 

The corresponding graph of the drag polar is shown in Fig. 6.3. 

(6.2) 

Now that we have made the distinction between the two generic drag polars 
sketched in Figs. 6.1 and 6.3, for our considerations of airplane performance in 
this chapter we will adopt Eq. (6.lc) and Fig. 6.1 as the representation of the 
drag polar. It simplifies our analysis and presentation without loss of generality. 
Quantitatively there is only a small difference between the two representations. 
However, for an industry-standard detailed performance analysis of a particular 
airplane, you want to have as accurate a drag polar as you can obtain for the air
plane, and you would be dealing with the more accurate representation shown in 
Fig. 6.3 and given by Eq. (6.2). 

Return for a moment to our overall road map in Fig. 2.1. With this chapter 
we move to a new main discipline-flight mechanics-as itemized in Fig. 2.1. 
In particular, in this chapter we deal with airplane performance, a subheading 
under flight mechanics, as shown at the center of Fig. 2.1. The road map for this 
chapter is shown in Fig. 6.4. A study of airplane performanceis frequently based 
on Newton's second law, which dictates the motion of the airplane through the 
atmosphere. We will first obtain these equations of motion. The remainder of the 
chapter is based on two forms of these equations: (1) the form associated with 
the assumption of unaccelerated flight, leading to a study of static performance 
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itemized on the left side of Fig. 6.4; and (2) the form associated with acceleration 
of the airplane, leading to a study of dynamic performance itemized on the right 
side of Fig. 6.4. (The difference between static performance and dynamic per
formance is analogous to taking a course in statics and another course in dynam
ics.) Under static performance we will examine such important aspects as how 
to calculate the maximum velocity of the airplane, how fast it can climb (rate of 
climb), how high it can fly (maximum altitude), how far it can fly (range), and 
how long it can stay in the air (endurance). Under dynamic performance we will 
examine takeoff and landing characteristics, turning flight, and accelerated rate 
of climb. When we arrive at the bottom of this road map, we will have toured 
through some of the basic aspects that dictate the design of an airplane and will 
have covered some of the most important territory in aerospace engineering. So 
let's get going! 

I Airplane performance 

I 

I Equations of motion 

I 

Static performance I 
Dynamic performance (zero aoceleration) 

(finite aoceleration) 

Thrust required 
!Takeoff t-Thrust available 

l 
1 Maximum velocity 1 1 Landing 1-

Power required Turning flight J-
Power available 

V -n diagram J-
H Maximum velocity j 

Aocelerated 

H Rate of climb I rate of climb 

L Gliding flight 
(energy metbod) 

H Time ito climb 1 

'-f Maximum altitude I 
1- Service ceiling 

._ Ab\Solute ceiling 

..J Range and endurance 1 

Figure 6.4 Road map for Chapter 6. 



8.2 Equations of Motion 

6.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
To study the performance of an airplane, we must first establish the fundamental 
equations that govern its translational motion through air. Consider an airplane 
in flight, as sketched in Fig. 6.5. The flight path (direction of motion of the air
plane) is inclined at an angle e with respect to the horizontal. In terms of the 
definitions in Ch. 5, the flight path direction and the relative wind are along the 
same line. The mean chord line is at a geometric angle of attack awith respect to 
the flight path direction. Four physical forces are acting on the airplane: 

1. Lift L, which is perpendicular to the flight path direction. 

2. Drag D, which is parallel to the flight path direction. 

3. Weight W, which acts vertically toward the center of the earth (and hence 
is inclined at angle Owith respect to the lift direction). 

4. Thrust T, which in general is inclined at the angle ar with respect to the 
flight path direction. 

The force diagram shown in Fig. 6.5 is important. Study it carefully until you feel 
comfortable with it. 

The flight path shown in Fig. 6.5 is drawn as a straight line. This is the pic
ture we see by focusing locally on the airplane itself. However, if we stand back 
and take a wider view of the space in which the airplane is traveling, the flight 
path is generally curved. This is obviously true if the airplane is maneuvering; 
but even if the airplane is flying "straight and level" with respect to the ground, 
it is still executing a curved flight path with a radius of curvature equal to the 
absolute altitude h. (as defined in Sec. 3.1). 

When an object moves along a curved path, the motion is called curvilinear, 
as opposed to motion along a straight line, which is rectilinear. Newton's second 

L 

fli&)ll path 

8 

w 

Figure 6.5 Force diagram for an airplane in flight. 
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law, which is a physical statement that force = mass x acceleration, holds in 
either case. Consider a curvilinear path. At a given point on the path, set up two 
mutually perpendicular axes, one along the direction of the flight path and the 
other normal to the flight path. Applying Newton's law along the flight path gives 

.Lfi .. ma .. m dV 
dt 

(6.3) 

where IF1 is the summation of all forces parallel to the flight path, a = dV/dt 
is the acceleration along the flight path, and V is the instantaneous value of the 
airplane's flight velocity. (Velocity Vis always along the flight path direction, 
by definition.) Applying Newton's law perpendicular to the flight path, we have 

v2 
.L,F.~. =m

r., 
(6.4) 

where i.,FJ. is the summation of all forces perpendicular to the flight path and 
J12/rc is the acceleration normal to a curved path with radius of curvature r .. This 
normal acceleration Vllrc should be familiar from basic physics. The right side of 
Eq. (6.4) is nothing other than the centri.fogalforce. 

Examining Fig. 6.5, we see that the forces parallel to the flight path (positive 
to the right, negative to the left) are 

(6.5) 

and the forces perpendicular to the flight path (positive upward and negative 
downward) are 

LF.L • L + T sinftr - W cos9 

Combining Eq. (6.3) with (6.5) and Eq. (6.4) with (6.6) yields 

ITeosu.,. - D - W d nfhm %1 
L+Tsinft,. -Wcosfhm fl 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

Equations (6.7) and (6.8) are the equations of motion for an airplane in trans
lational flight. (Note that an airplane can also rotate about its axes; this will be 
discussed in Ch. 7. Also note that we are not considering the possible sidewise 
motion of the airplane perpendicular to the page of Fig. 6.5.) 

Equations (6.7) and (6.8) describe the general two-dimensional translational 
motion of an airplane in accelerated flight. However, in the first part of this chapter 
we are interested in a specialized application of these equations: the case where 
the acceleration is zero. The performance of an airplane for such unaccelerated 
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flight conditions is called static performance. This may at first thought seem 
unduly restrictive; however, static performance analyses lead to reasonable cal
culations of maximum velocity, maximum rate of climb, maximum range, and 
the like-parameters of vital interest in airplane design and operation. 

With this in mind, consider level, unaccelerated flight. Referring to Fig. 6.5, 
level flight means that the flight path is along the horizontal; that is, e = 0. 
Unaccelerated flight means that the right sides ofEqs. (6.7) and (6.8) are zero. 
Therefore, these equations reduce to 

Tcostt,. =DI 

L+T&inftr =WI 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

For most conventional airplanes, aris small enough that cos ll'T"' 1 and sin ll'T"' 0. 
Thus, from Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10), 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

Equations (6.11) and (6.12) are the equations of motion for level, unacceler
ated flight. They can also be obtained directly from Fig. 6.5 by inspection. In 
level, unaccelerated flight, the aerodynamic drag is balanced by the thrust of 
the engine, and the aerodynamic lift is balanced by the weight of the airplane
almost trivial, but very useful, results. 

Let us now apply these results to the static performance analysis of an air
plane. The following sections constitute the building blocks for such an analysis, 
which ultimately yields answers to such questions as how fast, how far, how long, 
and how high a given airplane can fly. Also, the discussion in these sections relies 
heavily on a graphical approach to the calculation of airplane performance. In 
modern aerospace engineering such calculations are made directly on high-speed 
digital computers. However, the graphical illustrations in the following sections 
are essential to the programming and understanding of such computer solutions; 
moreover, they help to clarify and explain the concepts being presented. 

6.3 THRUST REQUIRED FOR LEVEL, 
UNACCELERATED FLIGHT 

Consider an airplane in steady, level flight at a given altitude and a given veloc
ity. For flight at this velocity, the airplane's power plant (such as a turbojet 
engine or reciprocating engine-propeller combination) must produce a net thrust 
equal to the drag. The thrust required to obtain a certain steady velocity is easily 
calculated as follows. From Eqs. (6.11) and (5.20), 

(6.13) 
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and from Eqs. (6.12) and (5.17), 

(6.14) 

Dividing Eq. (6.13) by (6.14) yields 

(6.15) 

Thus from Eq. (6.15), the thrust required for an airplane to fly at a given velocity 
in level, unaccelerated flight is 

1~= c£~D =~I (6.16) 

(Note that a subscript R has been added to thrust to emphasize that it is thrust 
required.) 

Thrust required TR for a given airplane at a given altitude varies with velocity 
V _ The thrust-required curve is a plot of this variation and has the general shape 
illustrated in Fig. 6.6. To calculate a point on this curve, proceed as follows: 

1. Choose a value of V _ 

2. For this V.., calculate the lift coefficient from Eq. (6.14): 
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Figure 6.6 Thrust-required curve. The results on this and subsequent 
figures correspond to answers for some of the sample problems in this 
chapter. 

(6.17) 
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Note that p.,. is known from the given altitude and Sis known from the 
given airplane. The C L calculated from Eq. ( 6.17) is the value necessary for 
the lift to balance the known weight W of the airplane. 

3. Calculate Cv from the known drag polar for the airplane 

Ci 
Ct> =Cv&+ -=-:=, neAR 

where CL is the value obtained fromEq. (6.17). 
4. Form the ratio CJCD-
5. Calculate thrust required from Eq. ( 6.16). 

The value of TR obtained from Step Five is the thrust required to fly at the 
specific velocity chosen in Step One. In turn, the curve in Fig. 6.6 is the locus of 
all such points taken for all velocities in the flight range of the airplane. Study 
Example 6.1 at the end of this section to become familiar with the preceding 
steps. 

Note fromEq. (6.16) that TR varies inversely as LID. Hence, minimum thrust 
required will be obtained when the airplane is flying at a velocity where LID is 
maximum. This condition is shown in Fig. 6.6. 

The lift-to-drag ratio LID is a measure of the aerodynamic efficiency of an air
plane; it makes sense that maximum aerodynamic efficiency should lead to minimum 
thrust required. Consequently, the lift-to-drag ratio is an important aerodynamic con
sideration in airplane design. Also note that LID is a function of angle of attack, 
as sketched in Fig. 6.7. For most conventional subsonic airplanes, IJD reaches a 
maximum at some specific value of a, usually on the order of2° to 5°. Thus, when 
an airplane is flying at the velocity for minimum Tp_, as shown in Fig. 6.6, it is simul
taneously flying at the angle of attack for maximum IJD, as shown in Fig. 6. 7. 

As a corollary to this discussion, note that different points on the thrust
required curve correspond to different angles of attack. This is emphasized in 

LID 
(or Ci./Cv) ( L/D)mox 

Figure 6.7 Lift-to-drag ratio versus angle of attack. 
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a 

Increasing angle of attack 

Increasing velocity 

Figure 6.8 Thrust-required curve with associated angle-of-attack variation. 

Fig. 6.8, which shows that as we move from right to left on the thrust-required 
curve, the airplane angle of attack increases. This also helps to explain physically 
why TR goes through a minimum. Recall that L = W = q.,. SCL. At high velocities 
(point a in Fig. 6.8), most of the required lift is obtained from high dynamic pres
sure q..:, hence CL and therefore a are small. Also, under the same conditions, drag 
(D= q.,.SCD) is relatively large becauseq.,. is large. As we move to the left on the 
thrust-required curve, q.,. decreases; hence CL and thereforwe amust increase to 
support the given airplane weiight. Because q.,. decreases, D and hence TR ini
tially decrease. However, recall that drag due to lift is a component oftotal drag 
and that CD.t varies as G_ . At low velocities, such as at point bin Fig. 6.8, q.,. is 
low and therefore CL is large. At these conditions CD.t increases rapidly-more 
rapidly than q.,. decreases-and D and hence TR increase. This is why, starting 
at point a, TR first decreases as V.,. decreases and then goes through a minimum 
and starts to increase, as shown at point b. 

Recall from Eq. ( 6.lc) that the total drag of the airplane is the sum of the zero
lift drag and the drag due to lift. The corresponding drag coefficients are CD,o and 
C »f = Cz I (neAR), respectively. At the condition for minimum TR, there exists an 
interesting relation between CD,o and CD.t, as follows. From Eq. (6.11), 

T11 =D ;;:;.q~SC" =q..S(CD,u + CD,t) 

=q...s(cD,o+ n~~) (6.18) 

cz 
T" =q,.$CDo +q~S-~ 

' neAR 
~lift Tg Lift-induced fA: 
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Figure 6.9 Comparison oflift-induced and zero-lift thrust required. 

Note that as identified in Eq. ( 6.18), the thrust required can be considered the 
sum of zero-lift thrust required (thrust required to balance zero-lift drag) and lift
induced thrust required (thrust required to balance drag due to lift). Examining 
Fig. 6.9, we find that lift-induced TR decreases but zero-lift TR increases as the 
velocity is increased. (Why?) 

Recall that CL = W/(q .. S). FromEq. (6.18), 

Also, 

w2 
TR =q..$CD,Ii + -.,----,,

q.._SrceAR 

dTR _ dTR dV .. --- ----
dq.. dV .. dq .. (6.20) 

From calculus we find that the point of minimum TR in Fig. 6.6 corresponds 
to dTJ dV .. = 0. Hence, from Eq. (6.20), minimum TR also corresponds to dTJ 
dq .. = 0. Differentiating Eq. (6.19) with respect to q .. and setting the derivative 
equal to zero, we have 

Thus (6.21) 

However, 
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Hence Eq. (6.21) becomes 

cz 
C - L oo-, 1reAR CD. ·' (6.22) 

Zero-lift drag= drag due to lift. 

Equation (6.22) yields the interesting aerodynamic result that at minimum thrust 
required, zero-lift drag equals drag due to lift. Hence, the curves for zero-lift and 
lift-induced TR intersect at the velocity for minimum TR (that is, for maximum 
LID), as shown in Fig. 6.9. We will return to this result in Sec. 6.13. 

For all the examples given in this chapter, two types of airplanes will be considered: 
a. A light, single-engine, propeller-driven, private airplane, approximately modeled after 
the Cessna Skylane shown in Fig. 6.10. For convenience, we will designate our hypo
thetical airplane as the CP-1, having the following characteristics: 

Wingspan = 35.8 ft 
Wing area = 174 ft2 

Normal gross weight = 2950 lb 
Fuel capacity: 65 gal of aviation gasoline 
Power plant: one-piston engine of 230 hp at sea level 
Specific fuel consumption = 0.45 lb/(bp)(h) 

• 

Figure 6.10 The hypothetical CP-1 studied in Cb. 6 sample problems is modeled after the 
Cessna Skylane shown here. 
(Source: Ce.~.-na Aircraft Corporation.) 
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Parasite drag coefficient CD.o = 0.025 
Oswald efficiency factor e = 0.8 
Propeller efficiency = 0.8 

b. A jet-powered executive aircraft, approximately modeled after the Cessna Citation 3, 
shown in Fig. 6.11. For convenience, we will designate our hypothetical jet as the CJ-1, 
having the following characteristics: 

Wingspan = 53.3 ft 

Wing area = 318 ft2 

Normal gross weight = 19,815lb 
Fuel capacity: 1119 gal of kerosene 
Power plant: two turbofan engines of3650 lb thrust each at sea level 
Specific fuel consumption = 0.6lb of fueV(lb thrust)(h) 

Parasite drag coefficient CD.o = 0.02 
Oswald efficiency factor e = 0.81 

By the end of this chapter, all the examples taken together will represent a basic 
performance analysis of these two aircraft. 

In this example, only the thrust required is considered. Calculate the TR curves at sea 
level for both the CP-1 and the CJ-1. 

Figure 6.11 The hypothetical CJ-1 studied in Ch. 6 sample problems is modeled after the 
Cessna Citation 3 shown here. 
(Source: Ce.~171a Aircraft Corp.) 
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• Solution 
a. For the CP-1, assume that V~ = 200 ft/s = 136.4 milh. From Eq. (6.17), 

c - w 2950 0.357 
L - !P~vls !(0.002377)(200)2(174) 

The aspect ratio is AR = b
2 

= ()j .!!f 7 3 7 
s 174 

Thus, fromEq. (6.lc), 

CD : CDo+ ct 0.025+ (CJ.}S7i 0.03 19 
' ne.\R n(0.8)(7. 37) 

D CD 0.0319 
L Cr 0.357 

11.2 Hence - = - = 

Finally, from Eq. (6.16), 
w 2950 

TR = --= --= 1263161 
LID 11.2 

To obtain the thrust-required curve, the preceding calculation is repeated for many differ
ent values of V~. Some sample results are tabulated as follows: 

V.., ftls CL CD LID T., lb 

100 1.43 0.135 10.6 279 
150 0.634 0.047 13.6 217 
250 0.228 0.028 8.21 359 
300 0.159 0.026 6.01 491 
350 0.116 0.026 4.53 652 

The preceding tabulation is given so that the reader can try such calculations and com
pare the results. Such tabulations are given throughout this chapter. They are taken from 
a computer calculation in which 1 00 different velocities were used to generate the data. 
The TR curve obtained from these calculations is given in Fig. 6.6. 
b. For the CJ-1, assume that V~ = 500 ft/s = 341 milh. From Eq. (6.17), 

c - w 19,815 0.216 
L - }P~~S l(0.002377X500)i(318) 

The aspect ratio is 

Thus, from Eq. (6.lc), 

AR = bz = ($1.3f 
s 318 

8.93 

C -c G. _ ~~. 02 (o.zri 
D - D 0 + - '-'• + ""':"'""::-~~~ ' neAR n(o.81)(8. Y~) 

Hence !:._ =S:-_ =021 955 
D CD 0.022 

0.022 
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Figure 6.12 Thrust-required curve for the CJ-1. 

Finally, from Eq. (6.16), 

T, = ~= 19
•
815 

= 2075lb 
R LID 9.55 

A tabulation for a few different velocities follows: 

V.., ft/s CL CD IJD T.,Jb 

300 0.583 0.035 16.7 1188 
600 0.146 0.021 6.96 2848 
700 0.107 0.021 5.23 3797 
850 0.073 0.020 3.59 5525 

1000 0.052 0.020 2.61 7605 

The thrust-required curve is shown in Fig. 6.12. 

6.4 THRUST AVAILABLE AND MAXIMUM 
VELOCITY 

1200 

Thrust required TR, described in Sec. 6.3, is dictated by the aerodynamics 
and weight of the airplane itself; it is an aiiframe-associated phenomenon. In 
contrast, the thrust available TA is strictly associated with the engine of the 
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TA I 
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Figure 6.13 Thrust-available curves for (a) piston engine-propeller combination 
and (b) a turbojet engine. 

airplane; it is the propulsive thrust provided by an engine-propeller combina
tion, a turbojet, a rocket, or the like. Propulsion is the subject ofCh. 9. Suffice it 
to say here that reciprocating piston engines with propellers exhibit a variation 
of thrust with velocity, as sketched in Fig. 6.13a. Thrust at zero velocity (static 
thrust) is a maximum and decreases with forward velocity. At near-sonic flight 
speeds, the tips of the propeller blades encounter the same compressibility prob
lems discussed inCh. 5, and the thrust available rapidly deteriorates. In contrast, 
the thrust of a turbojet engine is relatively constant with velocity, as sketched in 
Fig. 6.13b. These two power plants are quite common in aviation today; recipro
cating engine-propeller combinations power the average light, general aviation 
aircraft, whereas jet engines are used by almost all large commercial transports 
and military combat aircraft. For these reasons, the performance analyses of this 
chapter consider only these two propulsive mechanisms. 

Consider a jet airplane flying in level, unaccelerated flight at a given altitude 
and with velocity V~, as shown in Fig. 6.12. Point 1 on the thrust-required curve 
gives the value of TR for the airplane to fly at velocity V1• The pilot has adjusted 
the throttle so that the jet engine provides thrust available just equal to the thrust 
required at this point: TA = TR. This partial-throttle TA is illustrated by the dashed 
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cwve in Fig. 6.12. If the pilot now pushes the throttle forward and increases 
the engine thrust to a higher value of TA, the airpnane will accelerate to a higher 
velocity. If the throttle is increased to full position, maximum TA will be pro
duced by the jet engine. In this case the speed ofthe airplane will further increase 
until the thrust required equals the maximum TA (point 2 in Fig. 6.12). It is now 
impossible for the airplane to fly any faster than the velocity at point 2; otherwise 
the thrust required would exceed the maximum thrust available from the power 
plant. Hence the intersection of the TR curve (dependent on the airframe) and 
the maximum TA curve (dependent on the engine) defines the maximum velocity 
V max of the airplane at the given altitude, as shown in Fig. 6.12. Calculating the 
maximum velocity is an important part of the airplane design process. 

Conventional jet engines are rated in terms of thrust (usually in pounds). 
Hence, the thrust curves in Fig. 6.12 are useful for the performance analysis of a 
jet-powered aircraft. However, piston engines are rated in terms of power (usu
ally horsepower); so the concepts of TA and TR are inconvenient for propeller
driven aircraft. In this case power required and power available are the more 
relevant quantities. Moreover, considerations of power lead to results such as 
rate of climb and maximum altitude for both jet and propeller-driven airplanes. 
Therefore, for the remainder of this chapter, emphasis is placed on power rather 
than thrust, as introduced in Sec. 6.5. 

Calculate the maximum velocity of the CJ-1 at sea level (see Example 6.1). 

• Solution 
The information given in Example 6.1 states that the power plant for the CJ-1 consists of 
two turbofan engines of 3650 lb thrust each at sea level Hence 

T,. = 2(3650)=7300 lb 

Examining the results of Example 6.1, we see that TR = TA = 7300 lb occurs when V~ = 
975 ftls (see Fig. 6.12). Hence 

IV .... =9.15 ftts = 665 milhj 

It is interesting to note that becanse the sea-level speed of sound is 1117 ft/s, the maxi
mum sea-level Mach number is 

M = v,... = 222,. = 0.87 
max a 1117 

In the present examples, CD.o is assumed constant; hence the drag polar does not include 
drag-divergence effects, as discussed inCh. 5. Because the drag-divergence Mach num
ber for this type of airplane is normally on the order of0.82 to 0.85, the preceding calcu
lation indicates that M .... is greater than drag divergence, and our assumption of constant 
CD.o becomes inaccurate at this high a Mach number. 
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6.5 POWER REQUIRED FOR LEVEL, 
UNACCELERATED FLIGHT 

Power is a precisely defined mechanical term; it is energy per unit time. The 
power associated with a moving object can be illustrated by a block moving 
at constant velocity V under the influence of the constant force F, as shown in 
Fig. 6.14. The block moves from left to right through distanced in a time inter
val t2 - t1. (Jie assume that an opposing equal force not shown in Fig. 6.14, say 
due to friction, keeps the block from accelerating.) Work is another precisely 
defined mechanical term; it is force multiplied by the distance through which 
the force moves. Moreover, work is energy, having the same units as energy. 
Hence 

energy 
Power = ___,.-==

time 
force x distance fi distan ce 

orcex -.,..--
time time 

Applied to the moving block in Fig. 6.14, this becomes 

Power=F( d )=FV 
(1! - tl 

(6.23) 

where d/(t2 - t1) is the velocity Vofthe object. Equation (6.23) thus demonstrates 
that the power associated with a force exerted on a moving object is force x 
velocity, an important result. 

Consider an airplane in level, unaccelerated flight at a given altitude and 
with velocity V ... The thrust required is TR. From Eq. (6.23), the power required 
PR is therefore 

(6.24) 

The effect of the airplane aerodynamics ( CL and CD) on P R is readily obtained 
by combining Eqs. (6.16) and (6.24): 

(6.25) 

From Eq. (6.12), 

~-----d--------~ 
Time= It 

Figure 6.14 Force, velocity, and power of a moving body. 
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Hence (6.26) 

Substituting Eq. (6.26) into (6.25), we obtain 

(6.27) 

In contrast to thrust required, which varies inversely as CJCD [see Eq. (6.16)], 
power required varies inversely as cttziC0 • 

The power-required curve is defined as a plot of PR versus V .. , as sketched 
in Fig. 6.15; note that it qualitatively resembles the thrust-required curve 
of Fig. 6.6. As the airplane velocity increases, PR first decreases, then goes 
through a minimum, and finally increases. At the velocity for minimum power 

4.0 

3.0 

b 
X 
~ 2.0 ;!: 

.::: -
<>': 

1.0 

0 100 

CP-1 
sea level 

200 

v .. , ft/s 

300 

Figure 6.15 Power-required curve for the CP-1 at sea level. 
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required, the airplane is flying at the angle of attack that corresponds to a maxi
mum C!4JC0 . 

In Sec. 6.3 we demonstrated that minimum TR aerodynamically corresponds 
to equal zero-lift and lift-induced drag. An analogous but different relation holds 
at minimum P R· From Eqs. ( 6. I 1) and ( 6.24), 

PR -rRv .. -nv_ .q .. srcDO + cz )v .. 
\. ' neAR 

q 
PM -q.flCD,oV .. -tq..flV .. neAR (6.28) 

Zero-lift power lift-induced power 
required required 

Therefore, as in the earlier case of TR, the power required can be split into the 
respective contributions needed to overcome zero-lift drag and drag due to lift. 
These contributions are sketched in Fig. 6.16. Also as before, we can obtain the 
aerodynamic conditions associated with minimum P R from Eq. ( 6.28) by setting 
dPR/dV .. = 0. To do this, first obtainEq. (6.28) explicitly in terms ofV .. ,recalling 
that q- = ~~V~ and Ct =WI(~p .. V_:S): 

I 
I 

.o:,<i.'<-/ » ,. 
-t,&" / 

.... .,'' 
.......... 1 fll"!.' 

~- ,. ';, 
I - - .._..,,.in_. 

.,..~-- udced n ....... ... ___ rn __ .,. ------
Figure 6.16 Comparison oflift-induced, zero-lift, and net 
power required. 

(6.29) 

v_ 
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For minimum power required, dP JdV.,. = 0. Differentiating Eq. (6.29) yields 

dPR _ 3 V$C _ W1.J(}J;)..V~ 
dV .. - 2 A,. D,o n-eAR 

= ~P v.z<'[c _ W21(~p~~V.!)] 
2 .. """ 41'

0 n-eAR 

_ 3 V.~<'(C _ }Ci ) 
- 2 p .. """ D,o n-eAR 

= ~p .. V$ (cD • - .!.cD ) = 0 2 '" 3 I 
for minimumPR 

Hence, the aerodynamic condition that holds at minimum power required is 

IC»,n = i CD,; I (6.30) 

The fact that zero-lift drag is one-third the drag due to lift at minimum PR is 
reinforced by examination of Fig. 6.16. Also note that point 1 in Fig. 6.16 cor
responds to CD,o = CD.i (that is, minimum TR); hence V.,. for minimum PR is less 
than that for minimum TR. 

The point on the power-required curve that corresponds to minimum TR is 
easily obtained by drawing a line through the origin and tangent to the PR curve, 
as shown in Fig. 6.17. The point of tangency corresponds to minimum TR (and 
hence maximum LID). To prove this, consider any line through the origin and 
intersecting the PR curve, such as the dashed line in Fig. 6.17. The slope of this 
line is PR/V ... As we move to the right along the PR curve, the slope of an inter
secting line will first decrease, then reach a minimum (at the tangent point), 

Figure 6.17 The tangent to the power-required curve locates 
the point of minimum thrust required (and hence the point of 
maximum LID). 
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and again increase. This is clearly seen simply by inspection of the geometxy of 
Fig. 6.17. Thus, the point of tangency corresponds to a minimum slope and hence 
a minimum value of PJV.,. In turn, from calculus this corresponds to 

d(PRIV_} = d (TRV .JV..) = t!!:! = 0 
av.. av.. av .. 

This result yields dTR!dV .. = 0 at the tangent point, which is precisely the math
ematical criterion for minimum TR. Correspondingly, LID is maximum at the 
tangent point. 

Calculate the power-required curves for (a) the CP-1 at sea level and (b) the CJ-1 at an 
altitude of 22,000 ft. 

• Solution 
a. For the CP-1, the values ofTR at sea level have already been tabulated and graphed in 
Example 6.1. Hence, from Eq. (6.24), 

we obtain the following tabulation: 

V, ft/s 

100 
150 
250 
300 
350 

T.., lb 

279 
217 
359 
491 
652 

The power-required curve is given in Fig. 6.15. 

P.., ft ·Ibis 

27,860 
32,580 
89,860 

147,200 
228,100 

b. For the CJ-1 at22,000 ft, j).o = 0.001184 sluglft3. The calculation of TRis done with the 
same method as given in Example 6.1, and PR is obtained from Eq. (6.24). Some results 
are tabulated here: 

V.., ft/s CL CD LID T.., lb P.., ft ·Ibis 

300 1.17 0.081 14.6 1358 0.041 X 107 

500 0.421 0.028 15.2 1308 0.065 X 107 

600 0.292 0.024 12.3 1610 0.097 X 107 

800 0.165 0.021 7.76 2553 0.204 X 107 

1000 0.105 0.020 5.14 3857 0.386 X 107 

The reader should attempt to reproduce these results. 
The power-required curve is given in Fig. 6.18. 
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Figure 6.18 Power-required curve for the CJ-1 at 22,000 ft. 

6.6 POWER AVAILABLE AND MAXIMUM VELOCITY 
Note again that P R is a characteristic of the aerodynamic design and weight of the 
aircraft itself. In contrast, the power available PA is a characteristic of the power 
plant. A detailed discussion of propulsion is deferred until Ch. 9; however, the 
following comments are made to expedite our performance analyses. 

6.6.1 Reciprocating Engine-Propeller Combination 

A piston engine generates power by burning fuel in confined cylinders and using 
this energy to move pistons, which, in turn, deliver power to the rotating crank
shaft, as schematically shown in Fig. 6.19. The power delivered to the propeller by 
the crankshaft is defined as the shaft brake power P (the word brake sterns from 
a method of laboratory testing that measures the power of an engine by loading it 
with a calibrated brake mechanism). However, not all P is available to drive the 
airplane; some of it is dissipated by inefficiencies of the propeller itself (to be dis
cussed in Ch. 9). Hence, the power available to propel the airplane P A is given by 

IPA =•JPI (6.31) 

where 17 is the propeller efficiency, 17 < 1. Propeller efficiency is an important 
quantity and is a direct product of the aerodynamics of the propeller. It is always 
less than unity. For our discussions here, both 17 andP are assumed to be known 
quantities for a given airplane. 
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Figure 6.19 Relation between shaft brake power and power 
available. 
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propeller combination 
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Figure 6.20 Power available for (a) a piston engine-propeller combination and (b) a jet engine. 

A remark about units is necessary. In the engineering system, power is in 
foot-pounds per second (ft · lb/ s); in SI, power is in watts [which are equivalent 
to newton-meters per second (N · m/s)]. However, the historical evolution of 
engineering has left us with a horrendously inconsistent (but very convenient) 
unit of power that is widely used: horsepower. All reciprocating engines are 
rated in terms of horsepower (hp ), and it is important to note that 

11 hp= SSO fl-lb/s=746 WI 
Therefore, it is common to use shaft brake horsepower bhp in place of P, and 
horsepower available hpA in place of PA· Equation (6.31) still holds in the form 

hpA = (1J)(bhp) (6.32) 

However, be cautious. As always in dealing with fundamental physical relations, 
units must be consistent; therefore, a good habit is to immediately convert horse
power to foot-pounds per second or to watts before starting an analysis. This 
approach is used here. 

The power-available curve for a typical piston engine-propeller combina
tion is sketched in Fig. 6.20a. 
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6.6.2 Jet Engine 

The jet engine (see Ch. 9) derives its thrust by combustion-heating an incoming 
stream of air and then exhausting this hot air at high velocities through a nozzle. 
The power available from a jet engine is obtained from Eq. (6.23) as 

(6.33) 

Recall from Fig. 6.13b that TA for a jet engine is reasonably constant with veloc
ity. Thus, the power-available curve varies essentially linearly with v .. , as 
sketched in Fig. 6.20b. 

For both the propeller- and jet-powered aircraft, the maximum flight veloc
ity is determined by the high-speed intersection of the maximum P A and the P R 

curves. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.21. Because of their utility in determining 
other performance characteristics of an airplane, these power curves are essential 
to any performance analysis. 

Calculate the maximum velocity for (a) the CP-1 at sea level and (b) the CJ-1 at 22,000 ft. 

• Solution 
a. For the CP-1, the information in Example 6.1 gave the horsepower rating of the power 
plant at sea level as 230 hp. Hence 

hp. = (~)(bhp)= 0.80(230) = 184 hp 

The results of Example 6.3 for power required are replotted in Fig. 6.2la in terms of 
horsepower. The horsepower available is also shown, and V""" is determined by the 
intersection of the curves as 

jV .... - 265 ft/s - 181 m.i/h I 
b. For the CJ-1, again from the information given in Example 6.1, the sea-level static 
thrust for each engine is 3650 lb. There are two engines; hence r. = 2(3650) = 7300 lb. 
FromEq. (6.33), P. = T.V .. ; and in terms of horsepower, where T. is in pounds and V .. 
is in feet per second, 

Let hpA.o be the horsepower at sea level. As we will see in Ch. 9, the thrust of a jet engine 
is, to a first approximation, proportional to air density. If we make this approximation 
here, the thrust at altitude becomes 

Hence 
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Figure 6.21 Power
available and power
required curves and 
the determination of 
maximum velocity. 
(a) Propeller-driven 
airplane. (b) Jet
propelled airplane. 
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e. 7 Altitude Effects oo Power Required and Available 

For the CJ-1 at 22,000 ft, where p= 0.001184 slug/f\3, 

h 
_ (j)/p0) T,. V- (0. ()()11 X4/ 0. ()()2377)(730U)}f-

6 61
r, 

PA,alt - 550 550 . ,_ 

The results of Example 6.3 for power required are replotted in Fig. 6.2lb in terms of 
horsepower. The horsepower available, obtained from the preceding equation, is also 
shown, and V""" is determined by the intersection of the curves as 

IV.,.. - 965ftls- 658milhl 

6.7 ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON POWER REQUIRED 
AND AVAILABLE 

With regard to PR, curves at altitude could be generated by repeating the cal
culations of the previous sections, with p., appropriate to the given altitude. 
However, once the sea-level P R curve is calculated by means of this process, 
the curves at altitude can be more quickly obtained by simple ratios, as fol
lows. Let the subscript 0 designate sea-level conditions. From Eqs. (6.26) 
and (6.27), 

~ "' 
2W 

PoSCL 
(6.34) 

PR,o = 
2WlC~ 

PoSCf (6.35) 

where Vo. PR,o, and Po are velocity, power, and density, respectively, at sea level. 
At altitude, where the density is p, these relations are 

v. - ~ d- vpsc; 

P. - D ~
2w1c2 

R,a lt - pSCz 

(6.36) 

(6.37) 

Now, strictly for the purposes of calculation, let CL remain fixed between sea 
level and altitude. Hence, because CD = Co,&+C; I(aeAR), also Co remains 
fixed. Dividing Eq. (6.36) by (6.34), and Eq. (6.37) by (6.35), we obtain 

v.~ = Vo (~ r (6.38) 
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and ( )

12 
Po · 

p"'·'" = PR,O p (6.39) 

Geometrically, these equations allow us to plot a point on the P R curve at altitude 
from a given point on the sea-level curve. For example, consider point 1 on the 
sea-level PR curve sketched in Fig. 6.22. By multiplying both the velocity and the 
power at point 1 by (pol PY12

, we obtain a new point-point 2 in Fig. 6.22. Point 2 
is guaranteed to fall on the curve at altitude because of our previous analysis. 
In this fashion, the complete PR curve at altitude can be readily obtained from 
the sea-level curve. The results are qualitatively given in Fig. 6.23, where the 

Point corresponding to a given CL 

Point corresponding 
to same CL, but at F

2
- -- PR.alt 

------.-l•- altitude 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Vu~, 

Figure 6.22 Correspondence of points on sea-level and altitude power-required curves. 

v ... 
Figure 6.23 Effect of altitude on power required. 

v ... 
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altitude cwves tend to experience an upward and rightward translation as well as 
a slight clockwise rotation. 

With regard to PA, the lower air density at altitude invariably causes a 
reduction in power for both reciprocating and jet engines. In this book we 
assume PA and TA to be proportional to ambient density, as in Example 6.4. 
Reasons for this will be made clear in Ch. 9. For the reciprocating engine, 
the loss in power can be delayed by using a supercharger. Nevertheless, 
the impact on airplane performance due to altitude effects is illustrated in 
Figs. 6.24a and b for the propeller- and jet-powered airplanes, respectively. 
Both P R and maximum P A are shown; the solid curves correspond to sea level 
and the dashed curves to altitude. From these curves, note that Vm.,. varies with 
altitude. Also note that at high enough altitude, the low-speed limit, which is 
usually dictated by V.,a11, may instead be determined by maximum PA- This 
effect is emphasized in Fig. 6.25, where maximum P A has been reduced to the 
extent that, at velocities just above stalling, PR exceeds PA. For this case we 
make the interesting conclusion that stalling speed cannot be reached in level, 
steady flight. 

p p at sea \eve\ 
Maxirn"'" A 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I /~ 
I / ~ 
I / $ 
I / ~ 
I I ~ 
~ ~~~ 
l 

I I 
I I 

I I 
/ I 

/ I 
\lt a\\\tll --~- II 

\ ""' PA --- / I l-\ aY.if!\ -- / I I -
\ -- / l_g I~ 

/ 1.3 1..5:! 
/ 1·.-:: '"' _,_/ I;;; I~ 

I ~ I : 
I::: I~ 
I I 

(a) 

Figure 6.24 Effect of altitude on maximum velocity. (a) Propeller-driven 
airplane. (continued) 
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(b) 

Figure 6.24 (conclruied) (b) Jet-propeUed airplane. 

p 

I 
I J 
I I 
I YmlRI 
I 

Vsl.aU 

Figure 6.25 Situation when minimum velocity at altitude is 
greater than staUing velocity. 
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To this point in our discussion, only the horizontal velocity performance
both maximum and minimum speeds in steady, level flight-has been empha
sized. We have seen that the maximum velocity of an airplane is determined 
by the high-speed intersection of the P A and P R curves and that the minimum 
velocity is determined either by stalling or by the low-speed intersection of the 
power curves. These velocity considerations are an important part of airplane 
performance; indeed, for some airplanes, such as many military fighter planes, 
squeezing the maximum velocity out of the aircraft is the pivotal design feature. 
However, this is just the beginning of the performance story; we examine other 
important characteristics in the remaining sections of this chapter. 

Using the method of this section, from the CJ-1 power-required curve at 22,000 ft in 
Example 6.4, obtain the CJ-1 power-required curve at sea level. Compare the maximum 
velocities at both altitudes. 

• Solution 
From Eqs. (6.38) and (6.39), corresponding points on t!b.e power-required curves for sea 
level and altitude are, respectively, 

and 

We are given V aJt and hpR.aJt for 22,000 ft from the CJ-1 curve in Example 6.4. Using the 
formulas here, we can generate V0 and hPR.o as in the following table, noting that 

(..e..f =(0.001184J
12 

= 0.706 
Po 0.002377 

Given Points (:f Generated Points 

Vdo ftls bp.,alt v.., ftls bp.,_, 

200 889 0.706 141 628 
300 741 

j 
212 523 

500 1190 353 840 
800 3713 565 2621 

1000 7012 706 4950 

These results, along with the hpA curves for sea level and 22,000 ft, are plotted in Fig. 6.26. 
Looking closely at Fig. 6.26, note that point 1 on the hpR curve at 22,000 ft is used to 
generate point 2 on the hpR curve at sea level. This illustrates the idea of this section. 
Also note that V""" at sea level is 975 ftls = 665 milh. This is slightly larger than V""" at 
22,000 ft, which is 965 ftls = 658 milh. 
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Flgure6.26 Altitude effects on V max for the CJ-1. 

For a given airplane in steady, level flight, prove that Eq. (6.39) relates the minimum 
power required at altitude, (P R.sJJ-, to the mini mum power required at sea level, (P R.O)..,.. 
In other words, prove that 

(E 6.6.1) 

• Solution 
Equation (6.39) relates a point on the power-required curve at altitude (point2 in Fig 6.22) 
to the corresponding point on the power-required curve at sea level (point 1 in Fig. 6.22) 
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where CL is the same value at both points. For the special case where point I in Fig. 6.22 
pertains to the minimum PR at sea level, we wish to prove that point 2 in Fig. 6.22 then 
pertains to the minimum PR at altitude. This is not immediately obvious from the deriva
tion given for Eq. (6.39), which depends just on the assumption of the same CL at points 
I and2. 

From Eq. (6.27), the general formula for PR is 

p, _ 2 Wlct, _ ( cD ) /2 W3 

R- p, SC~-c:./2 ~ps 
(E6.6.2) 

As clearly seen in Eq. (E 6.6.2), PR is inversely proportional to the aerodynamic ratio 
Ci121CD, and (PAA.., occurs when the airplane is flying at the condition where C't?.ICD is 
a maximum. Recall that CL and CD are aerodyJUJmic characteristics of the airplane; for a 
given airplane they are functions of angle of attack, Mach number, and Reynolds number, 
as discussed in Sec. 5.3. If we neglect Mach-number and Reynolds-number effects, then 
CL and CD are functions of just angle of attack. Hence, ilhe ratio cJ.·?.JCD is a function of 
just the angle of attack, and the maximum value of c:'2 JC D is a specific value that occurs 
at a specific angle of attack. So, a given airplane has a specific value of (c:f~!CDA..x 
dictated by the aerodynamics of the airplane, and this value is the same regardless of the 
altitude at which the airplane is flying. 

Returning to Eq. (E 6.6.2), we have 

Thus 

(cu~JC ) ~2W3 p L D 0 S 
~= p 

PR,O (Cf21CD)alt 2 Wl 
Po S 

(E 6.6.3) 

Writing Eq. (E 6.6.3) for maximum power required at both altitude and sea level, 
we have 

(E 6.6.4) 

But from the above discussion, 

[Ccf1 /eD)e.l .. - [ce{2 1ca).bl.. 

Hence, Eq. (E 6.6.4) becomes 

This proves Eq. (E 6.6.1). 
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Compare the numerical results obtained in Example 6.5 for minimum power required for 
the CJ-1 for sea level and 22,000 ft with the analytical result obtained in Example 6.6. 

• Solution 
From the numerical tabulation in Example 6.5, 

(bpa,0 b. = 523 

Thus 

(l~all)mm = 741 = 1. '1 (numerical) 
~a,o)mm 523 

From Eq. (E 6.6.1) in Example 6.6, 

(~r 
At an altitude of 22,000 ft, p = 1.1836 x 1 Q-3 slug/f\3. Thus, 

(~alt)mm ( 0.002377 )1<
2 

1 ( alyf I) 
(~o)min .,..1...,..1""83,...,6:--x-:-1.,-0-'3..- = . 11'1 an lCa 

' 
The results, as expected, are the same. In fact, this confirms the validity of the numerical 
results computed in Example 6.5. 

Analytically calculate V""" at an altitude of22,000 ft for the CJ-1 using Eq. (6.44), and 
compare with the graphical result obtained in Example 6.5. 

• Solution 
For the CJ-1 from our previous examples, W = 19,815 lb, TA = 7300 lb at sea level, 
CD.o = 0.02, e = 0.81, and AR = 8.93. From App. B, at 22,000 ft, P~ = 0.001183 slug/ft3. 
Thus, the thrust available at 22,000 ft is 

Hence 

crJ _ P~ cn=(o.ooi1836)c non) =3633lb 
olt p • 0.002378 

(
T• ) 3633 0.1833 
W max = 19,815 

w- 19,815 62.3lb/ft2 -s- 318 

4CD,o 4(0.02) 3.521 X l0-3 

neAR n(0,81)(8.93) 
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FromEq. 6.44, repeated here, 

r--....----1112 

(T•) (W) (W) TA 4CDo 
V. = W max S + S V W )max-~ 

max p. CD,o 

v. =[(0.1833)(6:>.3) 1 (62. l) v1(o.l833Y 1.52lxl0 3 
)

112 

max (1l0011836)(0.02) 

=[11. t:! 1 (62. l}v6.0336-3.52lxl0-3 
] "' 

2.367xlo-

= 11.42+10.80 = [969 ft7sec) 
( )

1~2 

2.367x 1003 

From Example 6.2, the graphical solution gave V""" = 965 ft/sec. The analytical 
result and the graphical solution agree within 0.4%, as they should. Both the graphical 
and analytical results stem from the same basic equations. However, note that the graphi
cal result is "within graphical accuracy,'' whereas the analytical results are mathemati
cally precise. Also, the analytical formula of Eq. (6.44) gives a much simpler and faster 
calculation of V""" compared to the multiple numerical calculations required to calculate 
and plot the thrust-required and thrust-available curves: in Examples 6.1 and 6.2. 

In Example 6.8, the term 4 CD.o/11' eAR is found to be numerically smaller than (TAl W'f""". 
Neglect this term in Eq. (6.44) and again calculate V mox· Comment on the implications. 

• Solution 
Neglecting the term 4 CD.ol11'eAR in Eq. (6.44), we have 

r.)2 

w .... 

112 

= 2( ~ )...J ~) 112 =[ 2 <n.l833)(62. l) ]112 = 1982 fttsec I 
p_CD,o (().00 11836)(0,(1:!) 

The result obtained here differs from the result in Example 6.8 by only 1.34%. Thus we 
see that the neglected term in Eq. (6.44) has little impact 
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What is this neglected term physically? Examining the derivation ofEq. (6.44) in the 
design box, it comes from the drag due to lift. We have mentioned frequently in Chs. 5 
and 6 that for an airplane flying at high velocities, the drag due to lift is much smaller than 
the zero-lift drag. In fact, if we simply set T= D for steady,level flight, and assume that 
the drag is only due to the zero-lift drag, we have 

r .. =D - }p_, v.: SCD,o 

Solving for V~, we get 

( T )(w) 112 

V. _ 2T. _ W S 
[ ]

162 2 ~ -

- - P- SCD,O - JJ-CD!J 

The maximum velocity will occur when the engine is putting out maximum thrust, so 
we have 

v = max 

This is precisely the resulting formula obtained from Eq. (6.44) when the term 4 
CD.ol treAR is neglected. 
Conclusion For the quickest possible estimation of the maximum velocity of an air
plane, set 

and solve for V mox· 

6.8 RATE OF CLIMB 
Visualize a Boeing 777 transport (see Fig. 6.27) powering itself to takeoff 
speed on an airport runway. It gently lifts off at about 180 milh, the nose rotates 
upward, and the airplane rapidly climbs out of sight. In a matter of minutes, it is 
cruising at 30,000 ft. This picture prompts the following questions: How fast can 
the airplane climb? How long does it take to reach a certain altitude? The next 
two sections provide some answers. 

Consider an airplane in steady, unaccelerated, climbing flight, as shown in 
Fig. 6.28. The velocity along the flight path is V.., and the flight path itself is 
inclined to the horizontal at angle 0. As always, lift and drag are perpendicular 
and parallel to V.., and the weight is perpendicular to the horizontal. Thrust T 
is assumed to be aligned with the flight path. Here the physical difference from 
our previous discussion of level flight is that not only is T working to overcome 



DESIGN BOX 

Maximum velocity at a given altitude is frequently 
a part of the set of specifications for a new airplane 
design. To design an airplane for a given V """' what 
characteristics of the airplane would you, the air
plane designer, be concerned with? That is, what 
design aspects of the airplane dictate the maximum 
velocity? The answer to this question reveals several 
critical design parameters that are important not only 
for V""" but also for other performance aspects of the 
airplane. Let us answer this question by obtaining an 
equation for V""" and examining the parameters in the 
equation. Combining Eqs. (6.1c) and (6.13), we have 

T -q..SCD=q_s(cDo+ ct ) (6.40) 
' n:eAR 

FromEq. (6.14), we obtain for steady,level flight 

w 
CL = 

q _.S 
(6.41) 

Inserting Eq. (6.41) into (6.40) yields 

T • q..S ( CD,o + i;::AR) 
wz 

=q SCDo+ (6.42) 
' q_SneAR 

Multiply Eq. (6.42) by q~ by and rearrange: 

wz 
q2_Sc,, q_T+ o (6.43) 

SreAR 

Eq. (6.43) is a quadratic equation in terms of qw Solv
ing Eq. (6.43) for q~ by use of the quadratic formula, 
recallingthatq~ = }p, v,.!, andsettingTinEq. (6.43) 
equal to the maximum thrust available (full-throttle 
thrust) (T•>-· we obtain for the maximum velocity 
(the details are left to you as a homework problem) 

v .... = 

(6.44) 
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Examine Eq. (6.44) carefully. Note that (T,J""" 
does not appear alone; it appears only in the ratio 
(T.fW),... Also note that the wing planform area 
S does not appear alone but only in the ratio WIS. 
Hence V""" depends not on thrust alone, or weight 
alone, or wing area alone, but rather only on certain 
ratios of these quantities: 

( T•) : maximum thrust-to-weight ratio 
w .,.. 

w . 1 d' s:wmg oa mg 

We have just identified two of the most important 
airplane design parameters: thrust-to-weight ratio 
and wing loading. In addition, from Eq. (6.44), we 
see that V""" depends on P~ (altitude), the zero-lift 
drag coefficient CD.o. and the product eAR. Later, in 
Sec. 6.15, we show that the product treAR is equal 
to 4C8 0 (Lf.D)!.,., where (LID)""" is the maximum 
value of the lift-to-drag ratio for the airplane. Hence 
(LID)""" is also an important design parameter. 

From Eq. ( 6.44), we conclude that V""" can be 
increased by 

1. Increasing the maximum thrust-to-weight ratio 
(T.rW),... 

2. Increasing the wing loading WIS. 
3. Decreasing the zero-lift drag coefficient CD.o· 

These trends are almost intuitively obvious, even 
without looking at Eq. (6.44), except possibly for 
the benefit of increasing the wing loading. To help 
understand the advantage of a high wing loading in 
this case, imagine that W!S is increased by decreas
ing S. If the planform area is made smaller, the total 
skin friction drag on the wing is reduced (less sur
face for the shear stress to act on), and hence V.,.. is 
increased. 

The results discussed here are important to other 
aspects of airplane performance. The design param
eters T!W and W!S have a strong effect on other per
formance quantities in addition to V"""' as we will see 
in subsequent sections. 
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Figure 627 Three-view of the Boeing 777-200 twin-turbofan high-capacity commercial airliner. 
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Figure 628 Allplane in climbing fright. 

the drag, but for climbing flight it is also supporting a component of weight. 
Summing forces parallel to the flight path, we get 

T=D+Wsin8 (6.45) 

and perpendicular to the flight path, we have 

L =Wcose (6.46) 
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Note from Eq. ( 6.46) that the lift is now smaller than the weight. Equations ( 6.45) 
and (6.46) represent the equations of motion for steady, climbing flight and are 
analogous to Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) obtained earlier for steady, horizontal flight. 

Multiply Eq. (6.45) by V .. : 

TV .. = DV .. + WV .. sin8 

TV .. - DV .. 

w V .. sine 
(6.47) 

Examine Eq. (6.47) closely. The right side, v .. sine, is the airplane's vertical 
velocity, as illustrated in Fig. 6.28. This vertical velocity is called the rate of 
climb RIC: 

IRIC= v .. sin8l (6.48) 

On the left side of Eq. (6.47), TV .. is the power available, from Eq. (6.33), and 
is represented by the P A curves in Fig. 6.20. The second term on the left side of 
Eq. (6.47) is DV.., which for level flight is the power required, as represented 
by the PR curve in Fig. 6.15. For climbing flight, however, DV .. is no longer 
precisely the power required, because power must be applied to overcome a 
component of weight as well as drag. Nevertheless, for small angles of climb, 
say 8< 20°, it is reasonable to neglect this fact and to assume that the DV .. term 
in Eq. (6.47) is given by the level-fl.ightPR curve iinFig. 6.15. With this, 

lTV .. - DV .. - excess power I (6.49) 

where the excess power is the difference between power available and power 
required, as shown in Figs. 6.29a and 6.29b, for propeller-driven and jet-powered 
aircraft, respectively. Combining Eqs. (6.47) to (6.49), we obtain 

RIC= excess power 
w 

where the excess power is clearly illustrated in Fig. 6.29. 

P,. =TV .. 

Excess 

v .. 
(a) 

(6.50) 

(b) 

Figure 6.29 lllustration of excess power. (a) Propeller-driven airplane. (b) Jet-propelled 
airplane. 
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Again we emphasize that the P R curves in Figs. 6.29a and 6.29b are taken, 
for convenience, as those already calculated for level flight. Hence in conjunc
tion with these curves, Eq. (6.50) is an approximation to the rate of climb, good 
only for small e. To be more specific, a plot of DV.., versus V.., for climbing flight 
[which is exactly called for in Eq. (6.47)] is different from a plot of DV.., versus 
V.., for level flight [which is the curve assumed in Fig. 6.29 and used in Eq. ( 6.50)] 
simply because Dis smaller for climbing than for level .flight at the same V ... To 
see this more clearly, consider an airplane with W = 5000 lb, S = I 00 fP, Co,o = 
O.OI5, e = 0.6, and AR = 6. If the velocity is V..,= 500 ftls at sea level and if the 
airplane is in level flight, then CL ... L J(q_S) = WJ<t p...V.:s) =O.I68. In tum, 

Ci C[) = C0 e+ 0.015+ 0.0025=0.0I75 
' neAR 

Now consider the same airplane in a 30° climb at sea level, with the same veloc
ity V.., = 500 ftls. Here the lift is smaller than the weight, L = W cosO, and there
fore c&. Woos 30°/(~p..~S)=O.I45. In tum, CD =Co,o + Cf/(lteAR) = 
0,615+ O.QQ19=Q.OI69. This should be compared with the higher value 
of O.OI75 obtained earlier for level flight. As seen in this example, for steady 
climbing flight, L (and hence CJ is smaller, and thus induced drag is smaller. 
Consequently, total drag for climbing flight is smaller than that for level flight at 
the same velocity. 

Return again to Fig. 6.29, which corresponds to a given altitude. Note that 
the excess power is different at different values of V... Indeed, for both the 
propeller- and jet-powered aircraft there is some V.., at which the excess power is 
maximum. At this point, from Eq. (6.50), RIC will be maximum: 

RIC 
maximum excess power 

max = ----,.,.,---=---
W 

(6.5I) 

This situation is sketched in Fig. 6.30a, where the power available is that at 
full throttl~at is, maximum PA. The maximum excess power, shown in 
Fig. 6.30a, via Eq. (6.5I) yields the maximum rate of climb that can be generated 
by the airplane at the given altitude. A convenient graphical method of determin
ing maximum RIC is to plot RIC versus V..,, as shown in Fig. 6.30b. A horizontal 
tangent defines the point of maximum RIC. Another useful construction is the 
hodograph diagram, which is a plot of the airplane's vertical velocity V. versus 
its horizontal velocity Vh. Such a hodograph is sketched in Fig. 6.3I. Remember 
that RIC is defined as the vertical velocity, RIC = V.; hence a horizontal tangent 
to the hodograph defines the point of maximum RIC (point I in Fig. 6.3I ). Also, 
any line through the origin and intersecting the hodograph (say at point 2) has 
the slope V.!Vh; hence, from the geometry of the velocity components, such a 
line makes the climb angle 8 with respect to the horizontal axis, as shown in 
Fig. 6.31. Moreover, the length of the line is equal to V ... As this line is rotated 
counterclockwise, RIC first increases, then goes through its maximum, and 
finally decreases. Finally, the line becomes tangent to the hodograph at point 3. 
This tangent line gives the maximum climb angle for which the airplane can 



Maximum p_. 

Maximum 
excess 

V,n.x RIC 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6.30 Determination of lnliXllnu.m mte of climb 
for a given altitude. 
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Figure 6.31 Hodograph for climb performance at a given altitude. 

maintain steady flight, shown as 0"""' in Fig. 6.31. It is interesting that maximum 
RIC does not occur at the maximum climb angle. 

The large excess power and high thrust available in modem aircraft allow 
climbing flight at virtually any angle. For large climb angles, the previous analysis is 
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not valid. Instead, to deal with large 8, the original equations of motion [Eqs. ( 6.45) 
and (6.46)] must be solved algebraically, leading to an exact solution valid for any 
value of 8. The details of this approach can be found in the books by Dommasch 
et al. and by Perkins and Rage (see the bibliography at the end of this chapter). 

Returning briefly to Figs. 6.29a and b for the propeller-driven and jet-powered 
aircraft, respectively, we can see an important difference in the low-speed rate
of-climb performance between the two types. Due to the power-available char
acteristics of a piston engine-propeller combination, large excess powers are 
available at low values of V.., just above the stall. For an airplane on its landing 
approach, this gives a comfortable margin of safety in case of a sudden wave-off 
(particularly important for landings on aircraft carriers). In contrast, the excess 
power available to jet aircraft at low Voo is small, with a correspondingly reduced 
rate-of-climb capability. 

Figures 6.30b and 6.31 give RIC at a given altitude. In Sec. 6.10 we will 
ask how RIC varies with altitude. In pursuit of an answer, we will also find the 
answer to another question: how high the airplane can fly. 

Calculate the rate of climb versus velocity at sea level for (a) the CP-1 and (b) the CJ-1. 

• Solution 
a. For the CP-1, fromEq. (6.50), 

RIC= expcess power 
w 

With power in foot-pounds per second and Win pounds, for the CP-1, this equation 
becomes 

RIC= P,. -PR 
2950 

From Example 6.3, at v¢0 = 150 ft!s, PR = 0.326 X 105ft. lb/s. From Example 6.4, P,. = 
550(hp,.) = 550(184) = 1.012 x 105 ft ·lb/s. Hence 

RIC = (1.012-0.~fl)xWS 23_3 ft/s 
2950 

In terms of feet per minute, 

RIC - :7.' 1(4i r)-Hl~8 ft/min l atV- = 150ft/s 

This calculation can be repeated at different velocities: 

V.., ftls RIC, ftlmln 

100 
130 
180 
220 
260 

1492 
1472 
1189 
729 
32.6 
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Figure 6.32 Sea-level rate of climb for the CP-l. 

These results are plotted in Fig. 6.32. 
b. For the CJ-1, fromEq. (6.50), 

RIC = P.-PR 
w 

550 (hpA -hpR) 
19,815 

8.8 Rate of Climb 

300 

From the results and curves ofExample 6.5, at V~ = 500 ft/s, hpR= 1884 andhp. = 6636. 

Hence 

or 

RIC =Sso(6636
-

1884) = 132 ftls 
19,815 

RIC • 132(60) -j7914 ftlmin j at V~ = 500 ftls 

Again, here is a short tabulation for other velocities for the reader to check: 

V.., ft/s 

200 
400 
600 
800 
950 

These results are plotted in Fig. 6.33. 

RIC,ftlmln 

3546 
7031 
8088 
5792 
1230 
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Figure 6.33 Sea-level rate of climb for the CJ-1. 

DESIGN BOX 

What airplane design parameters dictate maximum 
rate of climb? The answer is not explicitly clear 
from our graphical analysis carried out in this sec
tion. However, the answer can be obtained explic
itly by deriving an equation for maximum rate of 
climb and identifying the design parameters that 
appear in the equation. The derivation is lengthy, 
and we are interested only in the final result 
here. For a detailed derivation, see Anderson, 
Aircraft Performance and Design, McGraw-Hill, 
New York, 1999. Denoting maximum rate of climb 
by (RIC)""", and for compactness identifying the 
symbol Zas 

Z =l+ It+ 3 
V (LJD)'!.,(Ttw}!. .. 

where (IJD)a.. is the maximum value of the lift-to
drag ratio for the given airplane, we can show that for 
a jet-propelled airplane 

(R/C)max =[(W/ S)Z]M(!. ')M 
Jp~CD,o W )max 

x[l-!- 2(TtW);_~LI D)!..Z] 

(6.52) 



and for a propeller-driven airplane 

(R r)max =(11p) -0.8776 J WIS 
w max p_c,., 

1 
(LID)",! 

(6.53) 

where 17 is the propeller efficiency defined by 
Eq. (6.31) and Pis the shaft brake power from the 
engine (or engines, for a multiengine airplane). 

Examining Eq. (6.52), we see once again that W, 
S, and T appear not alone but rather in ratios. From 
Eq. (6.52), the design parameters that dictate (RIC)""" 
for a jet-propelled airplane are 

• Wing loading WIS. 
• Maximum thrust-to-weight ratio (TIW)...,. 

• Zero-lift drag coefficient CD.o· 

• Maximum lift-to-drag ratio IJD)...,. 

6.9 GLIDING FLIGHT 

e.e Gliding Flight 487 

These are the same design parameters that dictate 
V..., from Eq. (6.44). We also note, looking ahead to 
Sec. 6.14, that (IJ D)..., is determined by CD<» e, and 

D 2 • 
AR-namely, ( I I >- - IIYI\RI(-lf"»,o), as we 
will see. So identifying (liD)..., as a design param
eter is the same as identifying a certain combination 
of e, AR, and CD.o as a design parameter. We will 
have more to say about the importance of (IJD)..., in 
airplane design in subsequent sections. 

Recall that for a propeller-driven airplane, the 
rating of the engin~ropeller combination in terms 
of power is more germane than that in terms of thrust. 
Hence, Eq. (6.53) gives maximum rate of climb for 
a propeller-driven airplane in terms of the power
to-weight ratio 'I]PIW. [Recall from Eq. (6.31) that 
rf> is the power available PA for a propeller-driven 
airplane.] Therefore, for a propeller-driven airplane, 
an important design parameter that dictates (RIC) ... 
is the power-to-weight ratio. 

Consider an airplane in a power-off glide, as sketched in Fig. 6.34. The forces 
acting on this aircraft are lift, drag, and weight; the thrust is zero because the 
power is off. The glide flight path makes an angle 8 below the horizontal. For an 
equilibrium unaccelerated glide, the sum of the forces must be zero. Summing 
forces along the flight path, we have 

JJ= w sinO 

and perpendicular to the flight path 

L =WcosO 

(6.54) 

(6.55) 

We can calculate the equilibrium glide angle by dividing Eq. (6.54) by (6.55), 
yielding 

or 

sinO D 

cosO L 

tanO= ___!__' LID 
(6.56) 

Clearly the glide angle is strictly a function of the lift-to-drag ratio; the higher 
the LID, the shallower the glide angle. From this, the smallest equilibrium glide 
angle occurs at (L/D)mu:A> which corresponds to the maximum range for the glide. 
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Figure 6.34 Aiiplane in power-off gliding flight. 

8 

~ 

The maximum lift-to-drag ratio for the CP-1 is 13.6. Calculate the minimum glide angle 
and the maximum range measured along the ground covered by the CP-1 in a power-off 
glide that starts at an altitude of 10,000 ft. 

• Solution 
The minimum glide angle is obtained fromEq. (6.56) as 

1 1 
tane . = -:--:-=-

..,. (LID),... 13.6 

le- = 4.20 I 
The distance covered along the ground is R, as shown in Fig. 6.35. If h is the altitude at 
the start of the glide, then 

h L R= - = h-
tan8 D 

Hence R.n.. =h(~) = 10,000(13.6) 
D max 

IR...x = 136,000 ft= 25.6 mil 
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Figure 6.35 Range covered in an equilibrium glide. 

Repeat Example 6.11 for the CJ-1, for which the value of(liD).,.. is 16.9. 

• Solution 

1 1 
tan e . = -;-:-=-:-

DWI (LID>-,. 16.9 

lemm =3.39°1 

R.,.. -h (~ ).,.. = 10,000(16.9) 

IR.u.x = 169,000ft =32 mil 
Note the obvious fact that the CJ-1, with its higher value of(liD).,.., is capable of a larger 
glide range than the CP -1. 

For the CP-1, calculate the equilibrium glide velocities at altitudes of 10,000 and 2000 ft, 
each corresponding to the minimum glide angle. 

• Solution 

L = ~p..V.!SCr 

Combining this with Eq. (6.55) gives 

W cost= jp..V,.!SCr 
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or V- = 12cos8 W 
'I P-Cr S 

where W/S is the by now familiar wing loading. From this equation we see that the higher 
the wing loading, the higher the glide velocity. This makes sense: A heavier airplane 
with a smaller wing area is going to glide to the earth's surface at a greater velocity. 
Note, however, that the glide angle, and hence range, depend not on the weight of the 
airplane and not on its wing loading but exclusively on the value of (IJD).,.., which is 
an aerodynamic property of the airframe design. A higher wing loading simply means 
that the airplane will have a faster glide and will reach the earth' s surface sooner. From 
Example 6.1, we have for the CP-1 

w = 2950 = 16.95lb/ft2 

s 174 

Also from the tabulation in Example 6.1, we see that (liD).,.. = 13.6 corresponds to 
a lift coefficient Cr = 0.634. (Note that both IJD and Cr are functions of the angle of 
attack of the airplane; these are aer-odynamic data associated with the airframe and are not 
influenced by the flight conditions. Hence Cr = 0.634 at maximum IJ D no matter whether 
the airplane is in level flight, is climbing, or is in a glide.) Therefore, at 10,000 ft, where 
j).o = 0.0017556 slug/ft3, we have 

IV--174.3ft/s , at h = IO,OOOft 

At 2000 ft, p_ = 0.0022409 slug/ft3. Hence 

v_ = ( 2cos4.2°Xt6.95) 
0. 002240<Xo.6l4) 

IV- = 154.3 ft/s1 at h - 2000 ft 

Note that the equilibrium glide velocity decreases as altitude decreases. 

6.10 ABSOLUTE AND SERVICE CEILINGS 
The effects of altitude on PA and PR were discussed in Sec. 6.7 and illustrated 
in Figs. 6.24a and b. For the sake of discussion, consider a propeller-driven air
plane; the results of this section will be qualitatively the same for a jet. A$ alti
tude increases, the maximum excess power decreases, as shown in Fig. 6.36. In 
turn, maximum RIC decreases. This is illustrated by Fig. 6.37, which is a plot of 
maximum RIC versus altitude with RIC as the abscissa. 

At some altitude high enough, the PA curve becomes tangent to the PR 
curve (point 1 in Fig. 6.38). The velocity at this point is the only value at 
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Figure 6.36 Variation of excess power with altitude. 
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Figure 6.37 Determination of absolute and service ceilings for the CP-l . 

which steady, level :flight is possible; moreover, there is zero excess power, 
and hence zero maximum rate of climb, at this point. The altitude at which 
maximum RIC = 0 is defined as the absolute ceiling of the airplane. A more 
useful quantity is the service ceiling, defined as the altitude where maximum 
RIC = 100 ftlmin. The service ceiling represents the practical upper limit of 
steady, level :flight. 
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Maximum PA 

v ... 
Figure 6.38 Power-required and power-available curves 
at the absolute ceiling. 

The absolute and service ceilings can be determined as follows: 

1. Using the technique of Sec. 6.8, calculate values of maximum RIC for a 
number of different altitudes. 

2. Plot maximum rate of climb versus altitude, as shown in Fig. 6.37. 

3. Extrapolate the curve to 100 ftlmin and 0 ftlmin to find the service and 
absolute ceilings, respectively, as also shown in Fig. 6.37. 

Calculate the absolute and service ceilings for (a) the CP-1 and (b) the CJ-1. 

• Solution 
a. For the CP-1, as stated in Example 6.1, all the results presented in all the examples of 
this chapter are taken from a computer program that deals with 100 different velocities, 
each at different altitudes, beginning at sea level and increasing in 2000-ft increments. 
In modem engineering, using the computer to take the drudgery out of extensive and 
repeated calculations is an everyday practice. For example, note from Example 6.10 that 
the maximum rate of climb at sea level for the CP-1 is 1500 ftlmin. In essence, this result 
is the product of all the work performed in Examples 6.1 to 6.5 and6.10. Now, to obtain 
the absolute and service ceilings, these calculations must be repeated at several different 
altitudes in order to find where RIC = 0 and 100 ftlmin, respectively. Some results are 
tabulated and plotted in the table that follows; the reader should take the time to check a 
few of the numbers: 

Aldtude, ft 

0 
4,000 
8,000 

12,000 
16,000 
20,000 
24,000 
26,000 

Maximum RIC, ftlmln 

1500 
1234 
987 
755 
537 
331 
135 
40 
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These results are plotted in Fig. 6.37. From these numbers, we find 

Absolute ceiling (RIC =0) is 127,000 ftl 

Service ceiling (RIC =100ft/min) is 125,000 ftl 
b. For the CJ-1, utilizing the results from Examples 6.1 to 6.5 and 6.10 and making simi
lar calculations at various altitudes, we tabulate the following results: 

Aldtode, ft 

0 
6,000 

12,000 
18,000 
24,000 
30,000 
36,000 

Maximum RIC, ftlmln 

8118 
6699 
5448 
4344 
3369 
2502 
1718 

These results are plotted in Fig. 6.39. 
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Figure 6.39 Determination of absolute and service ceilings for the CJ-1. 
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From these results, we find 

Absolute ceiling (RIC - 0) is l49 ,000 ft J 

Service ceiling (RIC = 100 ftlmin) is 148,000 ft J 

Derive a closed-form equation for the absolute ceiling of a given airplane as a function of 
the wing loading, W/S, and the power loading, WI(P •. 0)...., where (P •. 0).,.. is the maximum 
power available at sea level. 

• Solution 
Examining Fig. 6.38, we see that when an airplane is flying at its absolute ceiling, the 
minimum power required, (PR.aJJ.- is equal to the maximum power available, (P • .alJ.,..; 
this condition is shown as point 1 in Figure 6.38, and is given by 

(E 6.15.1) 

The altitude effect on power available is discussed in Sec. 6.7, where we assume that P. 
is proportional to the ambient density. This is a reasonable approximation for a turbojet 
engine, and for an unsupercharged reciprocating engine. Thus 

{P. ,,.)...,. - .£_{P.., ,)max 
Po 

(E 6.15.2) 

From Example 6.6, we have the relation for the minimum power required at altitude, 
(P~ in terms of the minimumpowerrequiredatsealevel, (PR.oh- namely Eq. (E6.6.1). 

(E 6.6.1) 

Substituting Eqs. (E 6.15.2) and (E 6.6.1) into (E 6.15.1), we have 

or 

( ys 
{Rt,ct)mlD - t:o J {P.t,, )max (E6.15.3) 

where the density pis the density at the absolute ceiling. 
An approximation for pi Po as a function of h is given in Example 3.2 as 

(3.16) 
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where h is in feet. Substituting Eq. (3.16) into (E 6.15.3), where now h pertains to the 
absolute ceiling, denoted by H, we have 

- l.SH 

( Jli,Q)mio ~ ei9,800 ( PA.G)max 

- H 

(Jli,o)miD = e19
'l6

1 ( PA,o)max 

el ;,~1 = ( 1\,o).u. 
(P~,o).,.. 

Returning to Eq. (6.27) for PR, at sea level, 

(E 6.15.4) 

(E 6.15.5) 

Minimum power required occurs when the airplane is flying at (C:.a) . Hence, from 
Eq. (E 6.15.5), CD max 

(p, ) = l~ I 
R,O miD PoS (Cf2/ CDA..x 

(E 6.15.6) 

Reaching ahead for a result from Sec. 6.14 where we prove that the value of (Ci/2 ) 
CD max 

for a given airplane is simply an aerodynamic property of the airplane, namely from 
Eq. (6.87), 

Substituting this result into Eq. (E 6.15.6), we get 

or 

(1\o)miD = W J 2 (w)[0.7436 CD,o
114

] 

' Po S (,. AR)314 
(E 6.15.7) 
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Substituting Eq. (E 6.15.7) into (E 6.15.4), we have 

w 2 (w 0.7436 cD,o 
114 

H =- lt,8.67 !n 
(PA,o},... \ l;lo S L (eAR?

74 (E 6.15.8) 

Eq. (E 6.15.8) is a closed-form analytical equation for the absolute ceiling H, where 
His in feet. 

Using the analytical result from Example 6.15, calculate the absolute ceiling for the CP-1, 
and compare your results with the exact numerical value obtained in Example 6.14. 

• Solution 
Repeating Eq. (6.15.8) from Example 6.15, 

H --H~.~''f.fn { W } J 2 (~)[0.7436 CD,o 
114

] 

(PA,o).... {}o S (e AR)'
14 

From the data for the CP-1 given in Example 6.1, 

- b2 
- (35.8)2 

AR - - - 7.366 s 174 

(PA.o) ... = (230 hp) 77 = (230)(0.8) = 184 hp = (184)(550) = 1.02 x JOS ft lb/sec 

w 2950 
0.02915 sec/ft 

1.012xl05 

( • f\R)3
'• =[(O.s)(-.366}t14 = (5.8926?14 - 1.782 

0.7436 CDo 114 (0.7436)(0.3976) 
0
_
07817 

(e AR)' i4 , = 3.782 

FromEq. (6.15.8), 

H --t~a1.tn [(0.02915)(119.44)(0.07817)] 

= H9,867){n (0.27216) =( - 19,867)( -1.301)= 125,850 ft] 

The exact numerical value of the absolute ceiling for the CP-1, from Example 6.14, 
is 27,000 ft. The approximate analytical result obtained from Eq. (6.15.8) is within 
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[(27,000- 25,800)/27,000] (100) = 4.26% of the exact value. Hence, the analytical for
mula derived in Example 6.15 gives a quick and reasonable estimate for the absolute 
ceiling without having to go through the detailed numerical calculations embodied in 
Example 6.14. 

6.11 TIME TO CLIMB 
To carry out its defensive role adequately, a fighter airplane must be able to 
climb from sea level to the altitude of advancing enemy aircraft in as short a time 
as possible. In another case, a commercial aircraft must be able to rapidly climb 
to high altitudes to minimize the discomfort and risks of inclement weather and 
to minimize air traffic problems. As a result, the time for an airplane to climb to 
a given altitude can become an important design consideration. The calculation 
of the time to climb follows directly from our previous discussions, as described 
in the following. 

The rate of climb was defined in Sec. 6.8 as the vertical velocity of the air
plane. Velocity is simply the time rate of change of distance, the distance here 
being the altitude h. Hence RIC= dh!dt. Therefore, 

dh 
dt= -

RIC 
(6.57) 

In Eq. (6.57), dt is the small increment in time required to climb a small incre
ment dh in altitude. Therefore, from calculus, the time to climb from one altitude 
h1 to another~ is obtained by integrating Eq. (6.57): 

t= rl dh 
ht RIC 

Normally time to climb is considered from sea level, where h1 = 0. Hence, the 
time to climb to any given altitude h2 is 

t= rl dh 
0 RIC 

(6.58) 

To calculate t graphically, first plot (R/C)-1 versus h, as shown in Fig. 6.40. 
The area under the curve from h = 0 to h = ~ is the time to climb to altitude ~-

Calculate and compare the time required for (a) the CP-1 and (b) the CJ-1 to climb to 
20,000 ft. 

• Solution 
a. For the CP-1, from Eq. (6.58), the time to climb is equal to the shaded area under the 
curve shown in Fig. 6.40. The resulting area gives time to climb as 127.0 min ·I 
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Figure 6.40 Determination of time to climb for the CP-l. Figure 6.41 Determination of time to climb for the CJ-1. 

b. For the CJ-1, Eq. (6.58) is plotted in Fig. 6.41. The resulting area gives time to climb 
as p.smln.l 

Note that the CJ-1 climbs to 20,000 ft in one-eighth of the time required by the CP-1; 
this is to be expected for a high-performance executive jet transport in comparison to its 
propeller-driven piston-engine counterpart. 

6.12 RANGE AND ENDURANCE: 
PROPELLER-DRIVEN AIRPLANE 

When Charles Lindbergh made his spectacular solo flight across the Atlantic 
Ocean on May 20-21, 1927, he could not have cared less about maximum 
velocity, rate of climb, or time to climb. Uppermost in his mind was the maxi
mum distance he could fly on the fuel supply carried by the Spirit of St. Louis. 
Therefore, range was the all-pervasive consideration during the design and 
construction of Lindbergh's airplane. Indeed, throughout all 20th-century avia
tion, range has been an important design feature, especially for transcontinental 
and transoceanic transports and for strategic bombers for the military. 

Range is technically defined as the total distance (measured with respect 
to the ground) traversed by an airplane on a tank of fuel. A related quantity is 
endurance, which is defined as the total time that an airplane stays in the air on 
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a tank of fuel. In different applications, it may be desirable to maximize one or 
the other of these characteristics. The parameters that maximize range are dif
ferent from those that maximize endurance; they also differ for propeller- and 
jet-powered aircraft. The purpose of this section is to discuss these variations for 
the case of a propeller-driven airplane; jet airplanes are considered in Sec. 6.13. 

6.12.1 Physical Considerations 

One critical factor influencing range and endurance is the specific fuel consump
tion, a characteristic of the engine. For a reciprocating engine, specific fuel con
sumption (commonly abbreviated SFC) is defined as the weight of fuel consumed 
per unit power per unit time. AI; mentioned earlier, reciprocating engines are 
rated in terms of horsepower, and the common units (although nonconsistent) of 
specific fuel consumption are 

SFC = lb of fuel 
(bhp)(h) 

where bhp signifies shaft brake horsepower, discussed in Sec. 6.6. 
First consider endurance. On a qualitative basis, to stay in the air for the lon

gest time, common sense says that we must use the minimum number of pounds 
of fuel per hour. On a dimensional basis, this quantity is proportional to the 
horsepower required by the airplane and to the SFC: 

lb of fuel oc(SFC)(hp.) 
h 

Therefore, minimum pounds of fuel per hour are obtained with minimum hpR. 
Because minimum pounds of fuel per hour give maximum endurance, we quickly 
conclude that 

Maximum endurance for a propeller-driven airPlane occurs when the airPlane is fly
ing at minimum power required. 

This condition is sketched in Fig. 6.42. Furthermore, in Sec. 6.5 we have already 
proved that minimum power required corresponds to a maximum value of 

l /l/ Ct Co [seeEq. (6.27)]. Thus 

Maximum endurance for a propeller-driven airPlane occurs when the airPlane is 
flying at a velocity such that Ct121C 0 is at its maximum. 

Now consider range. To cover the longest distance (say in miles), common 
sense says that we must use the minimum number of pounds of fuel per mile. On 
a dimensional basis, we can state the proportionality 

lb offuel (SFC)(hp11) 
--:---oc ..:.--:::-'-"~ 

mt v .. 
(Check the units yourself, assuming that V .. is in miles per hour.) As a result, 
minimum pounds of fuel per mile are obtained with a minimum hpRIV ... This 
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Vfor V for 
maximum maximum 
endurance range 

Figure 6.42 Points of maximum range and endurance on the 
power-required curve for a propeUer-driven airplane. 

v .. 

minimum value ofhpR/V .. precisely corresponds to the tangent point in Fig. 6.17, 
which also corresponds to max:imum LID, as proved in Sec. 6.5. Thus 

Maximum range for a propeller-driven airplane occurs when the airplane is flying at 
a velocity such that CLICDis at its maximum. 

This condition is also sketched in Fig. 6.42. 

6.12.2 Quantitative Formulation 

The important conclusions drawn in Sec. 6.12.1 were obtained from purely 
physical reasoning. We will develop quantitative formulas that substantiate 
these conclusions and that allow the direct calculation of range and endurance 
for given conditions. 

In this development, the specific fuel consumption is couched in units that 
are consistent: 

lb of fuel or N of fuel 
(ft·lb/s)(s) (J/ s)(s) 

For convenience and clarification, c will designate the specific fuel consumption 
with consistent units. 

Consider the product cP dt, where P is engine power and dt is a small incre
ment of time. The units of this product are (in the English engineering system) 

cP dt= lb of fuel ft·lb (s)=lb of fuel 
(ft-lb/s)(s) s 
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Therefore, cP dt represents the differential change in weight of the fuel due to 
consumption over the short time period dt. The total weight of the airplane W 
is the sum of the fixed structural and payload weights, along with the changing 
fuel weight. Hence, any change in W is assumed to be due to the change in fuel 
weight. Recall that W denotes the weight of the airplane at any instant. Also 
let Wo =gross weight of the airplane (weight with full fuel and payload), W,= 
weight of the fuel load, and W1 =weight of the airplane without fuel. With these 
considerations, we have 

and dW, =dW= - cPdt 

dt= - dW 
cP 

or (6.59) 

The minus sign in Eq. (6.59) is necessary because dt is physically positive (time 
cannot move backward except in science fiction novels) while W is decreasing 
(hence dWis negative). IntegratingEq. (6.59) between timet= 0, where W= W0 

(fuel tanks full), and time t = E, where W = W1 (fuel tanks empty), we find 

f Ed - IWJdW t -- -
o Wo cP 

E= JWe dW 
W1 cP 

(6.60) 

In Eq. (6.60), E is the endurance in seconds. 
To obtain an analogous expression for range, multiply Eq. (6.59) by V .. : 

V. dt= - V .. dW (6.61) 
.. cP 

In Eq. (6.61), V .. dt is the incremental distance ds covered in time dt. 

ds= - V .. dW (6.62) 
cP 

The total distance covered throughout the flight is equal to the integral ofEq. (6.62) from 
s = 0, where W = W0 (full fuel tank), to s = R, where W = W1 (empty fuel tank): 

JR ds =- Jw1 V .. dW 
0 Wo cP 

or (6.63) 

In Eq.(6.63), R is the range in consistent units, such as feet or meters. 
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v. 
cP 

w 
(a) 

Figure 6.43 Determination of range and endurance. 

I 
cP 

(b) 

Equations (6.60) and (6.63) can be evaluated graphically, as shown in 
Figs. 6.43a and b for range and endurance, respectively. We can calculate range 
accurately by plotting V .. l(cP) versus Wand taking the area under the curve 
from W1 to Wo, as shown in Fig. 6.43a. Analogously, we can calculate endurance 
accurately by plotting (cPt1 versus Wand taking the area under the curve from 
W1 to Wo, as shown in Fig. 6.43b. 

Equations (6.60) and (6.63) are accurate formulations for endurance and 
range. In principle they can include the entire flight-takeoff, climb, cruise, and 
landing-if the instantaneous values of W, V.., c, and P are known at each point 
along the flight path. However, Eqs. (6.60) and (6.63), though accurate, are also 
long and tedious to evaluate by the method just discussed. Therefore, simpler 
but approximate analytic expressions for R and E are useful. Such formulas are 
developed in Sec. 6.12.3. 

6.12.3 Breguet Formulas (Propeller-Driven Airplane) 

For level, unaccelerated flight, we demonstrated in Sec. 6.5 that PR = DV..,. To 
maintain steady conditions, the pilot has adjusted the throttle so that power avail
able from the engine-propeller combination is just equal to the power required: 
P.-~ = PR = DV ... In Eq. (6.59), Pis the brake power output of the engine itself. 
Recall from Eq. ( 6.31) that P A= 17 P, where 17 is the propeller efficiency. Thus 

P= PA = DV .. 

Substitute Eq. (6.64) into (6.63): 

R= sw., V .. dW 
Wt cP 

TJ 17 

J "'• v .. .,aw J w. 11 aw 
Wt cDV.. Wt cD 

(6.64) 

(6.65) 
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Multiplying Eq. (6.65) by WIW and noting that for steady, level flight W=L, we 
obtain 

R= Jw, _!]_ W d W = Jw, 1] ~ dW 
llicDW WJcDW 

(6.66) 

Unlike Eq. (6.63), which is exact, Eq. (6.66) now contains the direct assumption 
oflevel, unaccelerated flight. However, for practical use it will be further simpli
fied by assuming that 17, L ID= CLICv, and care constant throughout the flight. 
This is a reasonable approximation for cruising flight conditions. Thus Eq. (6.66) 
becomes 

R - 1) CL JWo dW - - - -
c C0 "' W 

R - 1) CL ln Wo - ---
c Co Wi 

(6.67) 

Equation (6.67) is a classic formula in aeronautical engineering; it is called the 
Breguet range formula, and it gives a quick, practical estimate for range that is 
generally accurate to within 10 to 20 percent. Keep in mind that like all proper 
physical derivations, Eq. (6.67) deals with consistent units. HenceR is in feet or 
meters when cis in consumption of fuel in lbl(ft · lb ls)(s) or NI(J ls)(s), respec
tively, as discussed in Sec. 6.12.2. If cis given in terms of brake horsepower and 
if R is desired in miles, the proper conversions to consistent units should be made 
before using Eq. (6.67). 

Look at Eq. (6.67). It says all the things that common sense would expect: 
To maximize range for a reciprocating-engine, propeller-driven airplane, we 
want the following: 

1. The largest possible propeller efficiency 17-
2. The lowest possible specific fuel consumption c. 

3. The highest ratio of W01Wb which is obtained with the largest fuel weight WF-

4. Most importantly, flight at maximum L ID. This confirms our argument 
in Sec. 6.12.1 that for maximum range, we must fly at maximum L ID. 
Indeed, the Breguet range formula shows that range is directly proportional 
to L ID. This clearly explains why high values of L ID (high aerodynamic 
efficiency) have always been important in the design of airplanes. This 
importance was underscored in the 1970s by the increasing awareness of 
the need to conserve fuel. 

A similar formula can be obtained for endurance. If we recall that P = D V .. 1 17 
and that W =L, Eq. (6.60) becomes 

E= r , dW = re1J dW = s ~1J ~ dW 
'"i cP w, c DV. w, c DV. W 

~ .. 
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Assuming that CL, CD, 17, c, andp .. (constant altitude) are all constant, this equa
tion becomes 

or (6.68) 

Equation ( 6.68) is the Breguet endurance fonnula, where E is in seconds (con
sistent units). 

Look at Eq. (6.68). It says that to maximize endurance for a reciprocating
engine, propeller-driven airplane, we want 

1. The highest propeller efficiency T/. 

z. The lowest specific fuel consumption c. 
3. The highest fuel weight W,., where Wo = W1 + Wt. 
4. Flight at maximum C!·12JC0 • This confirms our argument in Sec. 6.12.1 

that for maximum endurance, we must fly at maximum GZ12i C0 • 

5. Flight at sea level, because E oc p:J,2, and p .. is largest at sea level. 

It is interesting to note that subject to our approximations, endurance depends on 
altitude, whereas range [see Eq. (6.67)] is independent of altitude. 

Remember that the discussion in this section pertains only to a combination 
of piston engine and propeller. For a jet-powered airplane, the picture changes, 
as discussed in Sec. 6.13. 

Estimate the maximum range and .maximum endurance for the CP-l. 

• Solution 
The Breguet range formula is giv·en by Eq. (6.67) for a propeller-driven airplane. This 
equation is 
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with the specific fuel consumption c in consistent units, say (lb fuel) /(ft ·lb/s)(s) or sim
ply per foot. However, in Example 6.1 the SFC is given as 0.45 lb offuel/(hp)(h). This 
can be changed to consistent units: 

c = 0 45 lb l hp l h 2.2'1 X 10-7 ft..J 
· (hp)(h) 550 ft-lb/s 3600s 

In Example 6.1 the variation of CLIC0 = L ID was calculated versus velocity. The varia
tion of c~n./C0 can be obtained in the same fashion. The results are plotted in Fig. 6.44. 

From these curves, 

(c3'2) 
max ~D = 12.81 

These are results pertaining to the aerodynamics of the. airplane; even though the preced
ing plots were calculated at sea level (from Example 6.1), the maximum values of CLIC0 

14 
------Maximum CL {C0 

--- - Maximum ci'1fC0 

12 

10 

8 

6 

CJ-1 

4 

2 

0 100 200 300 400 

V ,.. ft/s 

Figure 6.44 Aerodynamic ratios for the CP-1 at sea leveL 
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and Ct'~ /CD are independent of altitude, velocity, and the like. They depend only on the 
aerodynamic design of the aircraft. 

The gross weight of the CP-1 is Wo = 2950 lb. The fuel capacity given in Exam
ple 6.1 is 65 gal of aviation gasoline, which weighs 5.64lb/gal. Hence, the weight of the 
fuel wp = 65(5.64) = 367 lb. Thus, the empty weight ~ = 2950- 367 = 2583 lb. 

Returning to Eq. (6.67), we have 

R = 1) CL ln W., = 0.8 (I J .62) ( 1n2950 ) 
c cD w; 2.21 x w-7 2583 

R =6.38 X 106 ftl 

Because 1 mi = 5280 ft, 

R = 6 .38x 106 ll207mil 
5280 . . 

The endurance is given by Eq. (6.68): 

"I] d '2 E = __ L_(2p..S) '~(w;-112-w.,-142) 
c CD 

Because of the explicit appearance of P~ in the endurance equation, maximum endurance 
will occur at sea level, p.o = 0.002377 slug/ft3• Hence 

E = 
0

·
8 

7 (12.81)[2(0 .002377)(174)]112 ( 
1

112 l ) 
2.27x1o- 2583 2950°2 

Because 3600 s = 1 h, 

IE =519 xl 0
4

sl 

E = 5.19xlo• ll4.4hl 
3600 

6.13 RANGE AND ENDURANCE: JET AIRPLANE 
For a jet airplane, the specific fuel consumption is defined as the weight of fuel 
consumed per unit thrust per unit time. Note that thrust is used here, in contradis
tinction to power, as in the previous case for a reciprocating engine-propeller com
bination. The fuel consumption of a jet engine physically depends on the thrust 
produced by the engine, whereas the fuel consumption of a reciprocating engine 
physically depends on the brake power produced. It is this simple difference that 
leads to different range and endurance formulas for a jet airplane. In the literature, 
thrust-specific fuel consumption (I'SFC) for jet engines is commonly given as 

TSFC= lb offuel 
(lb of thrust)(h) 

Note the nonconsistent unit of time. 
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6.13.1 Physical Considerations 

The maximum endurance of a jet airplane occurs for minimum pounds of fuel 
per hour, the same as for propeller-driven aircraft. However, for a jet, 

lb o~ fuel _ (fSFC)(T,.) 

where TA is the thrust available produced by the jet engine. Recall that in steady, 
level, unaccelerated flight, the pilot has adjusted the throttle so that thrust 
available TA just equals the thrust required TR: TA = TR. Therefore, minimum 
pounds of fuel per hour correspond to minimum thrust required. Hence we con
clude that 

Maximum endurance for a jet airplane occurs when the airplane is flying at the mini
mum thrust required. 

This condition is sketched in Fig. 6.45. Furthermore, in Sec. 6.3 minimum thrust 
required was shown to correspond to maximum L ID. Thus 

Maximum endurance for a jet airplane occurs when the airplane is flying at a veloc
ity such that CLICD is at its maximum. 

Now consider range. AI; before, maximum range occurs for a minimum 
number of pounds of fuel per mile. For a jet, on a dimensional basis, 

lb of fuel _ (fSFC)(T,.) 

mi 

Vfor 
maximum 
endurance 

v .. 

Vfor 
maximum 

range 

v .. 

Figure 6.45 Points of maximum range and endurance on the thrust
required curve. 
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Recalling that for steady, level flight TA = TR, we note that minimum pounds 
of fuel per mile correspond to a minimum TRIV.,.. In tum, TRIV.,. is the slope 
of a line through the origin and intersecting the thrust-required curve; its mini
mum value occurs when the line becomes tangent to the thrust-required curve, as 
sketched in Fig. 6.45. The aerodynamic condition holding at this tangent point is 
obtained as follows. Recall that for steady, level flight TR =D. Then 

TR = D = ~p.,.V.!SC0 
V.,. Voo Voo 

Hence, minimum TR/V.,. corresponds to maximum Cl'~IC0 • In turn, we con
clude that 

Maximum range for a jet airplane occurs when the airplane is flying at a velocity 
such that Cl'2./C0 is at its maximum. 

6.13.2 Quantitative Formulation 

Let c, be the thrust-specific fuel consumption in consistent units: 

lb of fuel 
or 

N of fuel 

(lb of thrust)(s) (N of thrust)(s) 

Let dW be the elemental change in weight of the airplane due to fuel consump
tion over a time increment dt. T hen 

or (6.69) 

Integrating Eq. (6.69) between t = 0, where W = W0, and t = E, where W = W~, 
we obtain 

(6.70) 

Recalling that TA = TR = D and W = L, we have 

E - swo 1 L dW - ----
WJ c, D w (6.71) 
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With the assumption ofconstantc, andCLIC0 =L ID, Eq. (6.71) becomes 

E - 1 c£ 1n w~ - -- -
c, C0 w; (6.72) 

Note from Eq. ( 6. 72) that for maximum endurance for a jet airplane, we want 

1. Minimum thrust-specific fuel consumption c,. 
2. Maximum fuel weight W,. 
3. Flight at maximum L ID. This confirms our argument in Sec. 6.13.1 that for 

maximum endurance for a jet, we must fly so that L ID is at its maximum. 

Note that subject to our assumptions, E for a jet does not depend on p.,;:, that is, 
E is independent of altitude. 

Now consider range. Returning to Eq. (6.69) and multiplying by V .. , we get 

ds= V..,dt= - v_aw (6.73) 
c;rA 

where ds is the increment in distance traversed by the jet over the time increment 
dt. Integrating Eq. (6.73) from s = 0, where W = W0, to s = R, where W = W~> 
we have 

(6.74) 

However, again noting that for steady, level flight, the engine throttle has been 
adjusted such that T..~ = TR and recalling from Eq. (6.16) that TR = WI(CLIC0 ), we 
rewrite Eq. (6.74) as 

R - JWo V .. CL dW - ---
"1 c, C0 W 

Because v .. ~ J2W I ~CL), Eq. (6.75) becomes 

R=fwo / 2 Cl'2 / C0 dW 

"' v p..S c, W12 

(6.75) 

(6.76) 

Again assuming constant c, Ct, CD, and p .. (constant altitude), we rewrite 
Eq. (6.76) as 

(6.77) 
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Note from Eq. (6.77) that to obtain maximum range for a jet airplane, we want 
the following: 

1. Minimum thrust-specific fuel consumption c,. 
2. Maximum fuel weight W1 
3. Flight at maximum Cl·~JCo. This confirms our argument in Sec. 6.13.1 

that for maximum range, a jet must fly at a velocity such that CPIC 0 is at 
its maximum. 

4. Flight at high altitudes-that is, low p ... Of course Eq. ( 6. 77) says that 
R becomes infinite asp .. decreases to zero (that is, as we approach outer 
space). This is physically ridiculous, however, because an airplane 
requires the atmosphere to generate lift and thrust. Long before outer 
space is reached, the assumptions behind Eq. (6.77) break down. 
Moreover, at extremely high altitudes ordinary turbojet performance 
deteriorates and c, begins to increase. All we can conclude from Eq. ( 6. 77) 
is that range for a jet is poorest at sea level and increases with altitude 
up to a point. Typical cruising altitudes for subsonic commercial jet 
transports are from 30,000 to 40,000 ft; for supersonic transports they are 
from 50,000 to 60,000 ft. 

Estimate the maximum range and endurance for the CJ-1. 

• Solution 
From the calculations ofExample 6.1, the variation of CL !Co and cPJ c D can be plotted 
versus velocity, as given in Fig. 6.46. From these curves, for the CJ-1, 

(cll2) 
max ~D - 23.4 

max(~) =lt.9 
In Example 6.1 the specific fuel consumption is given as TSFC = 0.6 (lb fuel)/{lb 

thrust)(h). In consistent units, 

c =~6 lb lh = l.667xiO""s-• 
I (lb )(h) 3 600 5 

Also, the gross weight is 19,815lb. The fuel capacity is 1119 gal ofkerosene, where 1 gal 
of kerosene weighs 6.67 lb. Thus ff/= 1119(6.67) = 7463 lb. Hence the empty weight is 
W. = W0 - R"J= 19,815-7463 = 12,352lb. 

The range of a jet depends on altitude, as shown by Eq. (6.77). Assume that the cruis
ing altitude is 22,000 ft, where P» = 0.001184 slug/ft3. From Eq. (6.77), using informa
tion from Example 6.1, we obtain 
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24 
----Max C112/C L D 

20 

16 

12 

CJ-1 

0 200 400 600 800 

V 00 , ft/s 

Figure 6.46 Aerodynamic ratios for the CJ-1 at sea level. 

R=Z~ 2 _!_C}t2(W~n - w,m) 
p-S c, CD 

In miles, 

=2 
2 

( 
1 

) (23.4)(19 815112 -12 352112
) 

0.001184(318) 1.667 X Io-• ' ' 

IR = 19.lx 1 06 ftl 

R= 19.2x 106 13630 mil 
5280 

The endurance can be found fromEq. (6.72): 

E= _!_ CLlnJVe= 1 ... (l 6_9)(lnl9,815) 
c, CD W, l.667xl0 12,352 

IE =4.79x 10-•s l 

or in hours E = 4.79 x to• = II3.3 hi 
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6.14 RELATIONS BETWEEN C»,o AND CD,; 
In the previous sections we have observed that various aspects of the per
formance of different types of airplanes depend on the aerodynamic ratios 
C}'t JcD, CLICD, or c~P.ICD. Moreover, in Sec. 6.3 we proved that at minimum 
TR, drag due to lift equals zero-lift drag; that is, CD,o = CD,t· Analogously, for 
minimumPR we proved in Sec. 6.5 that CD., "' }CD,;·ln this section such results 
are obtained strictly from aerodynamic considerations. The relations between 
CD,o and CD,; depend purely on the conditions for maximum C}/"JCD, CL/CD, or c:12/C0; their derivations do not have to be associated with minimum TR or PR 
as they were in Sees. 6.3 and 6.5. 

For example, consider maximum L ID. Recalling that C0 = CD,e+ c: / (•eAR), we can write 

CL- CL 
CD C0 ,0 + Ci/(neAR) 

(6.78) 

For maximum CLICD> differentiate Eq. (6.78) with respect to CL and set the result 
equal to 0: 

Thus 

or 

d(CL /CD)- CD,Q 
dCL 

Ci!(2li?A R) - CL[2CLI(~AR)J _
0 

[CD,o + Ctt(aeAR.)]i 

C2 2c1 
CDO + L - 0 

' neAR neAR 

C _ Ci 
D,o - neAR 

for (6.79) 

Hence Eq. (6.79), which is identical to Eq. (6.22), simply stems from the fact 
that LID is maximum. The fact that it also corresponds to minimum TR is only 
because TR happens to be minimum whenL/D is maximum. 

Now consider maximum Ct<'iC0 • By setting d(CJ}*)I dC1 = 0, a derivation 
similar to the previous one yields 

(~) 
D max 

(6.80) 

A~ain Eq. (6.80), which is identical to Eq. (6.30), simply sterns from the fact that 
CA t?./C0 is maximum. The fact that it also corresponds to minimum PR is only 
because PR happens to be minimum when Ct'?.IC0 is maximum. 
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Similarly, when C}'~JC0 is maximum, setting d(C}10) / dCL = 0 yields 

for (6.81) 

You should not take Eqs. (6.80) and (6.81) for granted; derive them yourself. 
We stated in Example 6.18 that the maximum values of c~~JCo, CL!Cv, and 

CZ41C 0 are independent of altitude, velocity, and so on; rather, they depend only 
on the aerodynamic design of the aircraft. The results of this section allow us to 
prove this statement, as follows. 

First consider again the case of maximum CLJCD- From Eq. (6.79), 

c2 
C!Ar =Co,= L 

· ' neAR 
(6.82) 

Thus C~ = ~n:eARCo,o (6.83) 

Substituting Eqs. (6.82) and (6.83) into Eq. (6.78), we obtain 

CL _ CL neAR. /JfeAR 

Co 2Cf / (zteAR) 2CL 2~neARC0p 
(6.84) 

Hence the value of the maximum CLIC0 is obtained from Eq. ( 6.84) as 

CL _ (Co,otreAR)112 

Co max 2Co,o 
(6.85) 

Note fromEq. (6.85) that (CL!Co)max depends only one, AR, and Co,o, which are 
aerodynamic design parameters of the airplane. In particular, ( CLI C o)mux does not 
depend on altitude. However, note from Figs. 6.44 and 6.46 that maximum C L/C o 
occurs at a certain velocity, and the velocity at whlch ( CL!Co)mux is obtained does 
change with altitude. 

In the same vein, it is easily shown that 

(6.86) 

and C~ = (3Co,otreAR)
3

•
4 

Co max 4Co,O 
(6.87) 

Prove this yourself. 
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From the equations given in this section, directly calculate (CLICo)rrax and (r~4 H 'n)max 

for the CP -1. 

• Solution 
FromEq. (6.85), 

(
CL) = (Co,o ~reAR)v2 
Co max 2Co,o 

FromEq. (6.87), 

(
G 'l ) = (3C o,o Ire AR)M 
C0 4C00 max , 

[0.025n:(o.8)(7 .37)]v2 

2( r. .025) 

[(3)(0.025)R(O. ~X .37W14 

4(11.025) 

Return to Example 6.18, where the values of(CLICo)rrax and (t~a I C0 )max were obtained 
graphically- that is, by plotting CLIC0 and G·~IC0 and finding their peak values. Note 
that the results obtained from Eqs. (6.85) and (6.87) agree with the graphical values 
obtained in Example 6.18 (as they should); however, the use of Eqs. (6.85) and (6.87) 
is much easier and quicker than plotting a series of numbers and finding the maximum. 

From the equations given in this section, directly calculate (r f 2 1C0 )max and (CLIC0h.,. 
for the CJ -1. 

• Solution 
FromEq. (6.77), 

(
Ci12

) = (~ Co,0 .~teAR)'14 

Co max ; Co,o 

FromEq. (6.76), 

(
CL l = (~re i\Rr'Q,O)V2 
Co . x 2Co,o 

U{O 02).1(0. ~ I)(K.93)t'4 

; (11.02) 

[.a(O. ~ .)(!!.93)(1l02)]m 
116

_
9

1 
2(tJ.02) 

These values agree with the graphically obtained maximums in Example 6.19. 

Using the result from this section and Eqs. (6.44), (6.52), and (6.53), analytically calculate 
a. V""" for the CP-1 at sea level. 
b. (RIC)""" for the CP-1 at sea level. 
c. V""" for the CJ-1 at sea level. 
d. (RIC)""" for the CJ-1 at sea level. 
Compare with the graphical solutions obtained in Examples 6.2, 6.4, and 6.10. 
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• Solution 
a. The maximum velocity is given by Eq. (6.44), repeated here: 

v. = max 

For the CP-1, from the data given inExamp1e 6.1, 

w = 2950 = 16.95 IbJre s 174 

7JP =~.S(230)(550) = 1.012x 105 ft.lb 
s 

From Eq. (6.85) and the result from Example 6.20, 

I 
(L / D)!,.. 

b = 5.4066 x 10-3 
13.6 

Also, p~CD,o = ~. 002377(0. n2S) = 5.9425 x 10"5 slug/fe 

Power available and thrust available are related by 

r.v_ -P. -liP 

For maximum T. and P •• V~ = V mox· Hence 

or 

or 

(
T) 11P I 1.012xW 1 
.;., max = -w--v_- = ~<) ~Q v., .. 

(TA) = 34.305 
w .... v_ 

Inserting the preceding data into Eq. (6.44), we have 

(E6.22.1) 

v. =[(T,. I W)..., (l6.9:S) + 16.9SJ(T,. / W)!.,. -5.4066 X 10"
3 
]'·

2 

(E6.22.2) 
max 5.9425 X 10"5 

or 
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Equations (E6.22.1) and (E6.22.2) must be solved for V""" by trial and error. Assume 
V .,.., calculate (TA!W)""" from Eq. (E6.22.1), insert this into Eq. (E6.22.2), calculate V""" 
from Eq. (E6.22.2), and see if this matches the originally assumed V """" If not, assume 
another value of V """' and try again. A few iterations are tabulated in the following: 

V..,. (ft/s) (assumed) 

265 
270 
269 

(from Eq. (E6.22.1)) 

0.1295 
0.12706 
0.1275 

V..,. (ft/s) 
[from Eq. (E6.22.2)) 

271.6 
268.5 
269.1 

From this we have calculated for the CP-1 at sea level, 

v.,.. = f269 ftfs l 

This is to be compared with V""" = 265 ft/s as obtained from the graphical solution in 
Example 6.4, which is limited by "graphical accuracy." The analytical solution of V""" = 
269 ft/s obtained here is inherently more accurate. 
b. The maximum rate of climb for a propeller-driven airplane is given by Eq. (6.53), 
repeated here: 

We have already obtained the following data: 

(
1)WP )max __ 1. 0 12 X 10 

5 

2950 
34.305 ftfs 

P-CD,o = 5.5W25x 10-5 slug!ft3 

~ = 16.95Ibrre 

(~)max = 13. 6 

HenceEq. (6.53) becomes 

16.95 1 
(RJf').,.. = 34.305- 0.8776 · ' 5: 3/2 

\'5.tu~ x 10 (13.fi) 

or (R/C)max = 34.305- 9.345 = 24.96 ftfs 
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Thus (RIC).,.. = 24. Y6(60) =I I 497 .ti ft/min I 
This is to be compared with (RIC) ... = 1500 ft /m.in as read from the peak of the graph in 
Fig. 6.22 from Example 6.10. 
c. From the data given about the CJ-1 in Example 6.1, we have 

(T•) 7300 
W max = 19,815 0.3684 

w = 19•815 62.3 t lbtfe s 318 

p-CD,o = 0.002377(0,02) ... 4.754 x lO..s slug/t\3 

Also, from Example 6.21, we have 

4CD,o 1 
neAR (L ID)';,.. 

1 3.50lxl0"3 

Substituting these data inEq. (6.44), we obtain 

or 

r(T•) (w)+ (w) :r. 2 
_ 4CD,o 

162 

W max S S 1\ W max neAR v.,.. = 
P-CD,O 

=[0.3684(62.31) + 62.ll~(O.l6i4)l -~.501 X 10"3 ]U
2 

4.754 X 10-s 

V.,.. = 979.5 ft/s 

This is to be compared with V""" = 975 ft/s obtained by graphical means in Example 6.2. 
d. The maximum rate of climb for a jet airplane is given by Eq. ( 6.52), repeated here: 

(RIC).,. = ( Ill / S)Z !_ l- Z _ 3 [ ]l/2( J./2 [ ] 
x 3p_CD,O W max 6 Z(TJ W)"!..(L/DX.,..Z 

where 

Putting in the data for the CJ -1, we have 

z = 1+ .f. 3 
2.038 v (16.9)l(0.3684)2 
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DESIGN BOX 

The ratio of lift to drag is a direct measure of the aero
dynamic efficiency of a given airplane. For example, 
if for a given airplane (liD)_ = 15, this means that 
the airplane can lift 15 lb of weight at a cost of only 
1 lb of drag-quite a leverage. Indeed, for atmo
spheric flight, the wing of an airplane (usually its 
strongest lifting component by far) can be loosely lik
ened to a lever that allows us to lift far more weight 
than we have to expend in thrust from the engine (to 
counterbalance the drag). The evolution of the air
plane in the 20th century has been characterized by 
a steady increase in (liD)_; this evolution is dis
cussed at length in Sec. 6.26. Some values of (IJ D)._ 
for typical airplanes are tabulated here: 

Airplane 
Wright Flyer (I 903) 
French SPAD Xlli (World War 1) 
Douglas DC-3 (1930s) 
Boeing 7 4 7 (contemporary) 

(LID).... 
5.7 
7.4 

14.7 
20 

The importance of (LID).,.. as a parameter in 
airplane design cannot be overstated-it is one of the 
driving aspects that dictate the configuration of the 
airplane. Airplane designers usually try to squeeze as 
much (LID).,.. into a new airplane as they can, sub
ject to compromises with other aspects of the design. 
We have already seen that (LID).,.. plays a role in 
dictating V .,.., (RIC).,.., and especially range and 
endurance. Historically, the quest for greater range 
has been the primary factor that has driven up the 
design value of (liD)_. (See Anderson, A History 
of Aerodynamics and Its Impact on Flying Machines, 
Cambridge University Press, New York, 1997.) 

Strictly speaking, we have seen in Sees. 6.12 and 
6.13 that the value of (liD)_ = (CdCD)max dictates 
maximum range for a propeller-driven airplane and 
maximum endurance for a jet airplane, whereas 
(rf2 1CD)max dictates maximum endurance for a 
propeller-driven airplane and (till I CD)max dictates 
maximum range for a jet airplane. However, the 
geometric and aerodynamic features of an airplane 
that maximize CdCD will also maximize C),-Z~CD 
and Ct 21CD, as seen in Eqs. (6.85) through (6.87). 
To obtain maximum values of these aerodynamic 

ratios, Eqs. ( 6.85) through ( 6.87) clearly indicate that 
the airplane designer should, as much as possible, 

1. Reduce the zero-lift drag coefficient CD.o· 
2. Increase the Oswald efficiency factor e. 
3. Increase the aspect ratio AR. 

Of course, this last point-increasing the aspect 
rati~es sense only for subsonic flight. We have 
discussed previously that for transonic and super
sonic airplanes, wave drag is dominant, and wave 
drag can be somewhat reduced by using low-aspect
ratio wings. For high-speed airplanes designed for 
cruising at supersonic speeds, the design wing aspect 
ratio is driven by considerations other than those for 
maximum range in subsonic flight. The low-aspect
ratio, Mach 2, Lockheed F-104 shown in Fig. 4.52 is 
a case in point. 

The value of (LID).,.. is fixed by the aerodynam
ics and geometry of the given airplane configuration 
via CD.o. e and AR. Hence, (LID).,.. does not change 
with altitude. However, the velocity at which the 
airplane must fly to achieve (LID).,.. does vary with 
altitude. To explain why this is so, first recall that 
LID is a function of the airplane's angle of attack. 
For example, the variation of liD versus a for the 
special-purpose F-111 TACT aircraft (illustrated in 
Fig. 5.33) is shown in Fig. 6.47. Note that (LID).,.. 
occurs at an angle of attack of 6°; at this angle of 
attack, CL = 0.44. If the airplane is flying at sea level, 
in order to fly at (liD)_, it must be flying at a = 6° 
with CL = 0.44. For the given weight, this condition 
fixes the velocity at which the airplane must fly via 
the relation W = q~ SCL, or 

2W 
V-= ,,_...,..,,... 

\P-SCL 
(6.88) 

To fly at at (liD)_ higher altitude, the airplane must 
still fly at a = 6° with CL = 0.44. However, because 
P~ has decreased, V~ must be larger, as given by 
Eq. (6.88). That is, V~ must be increased to just the 
right value so that the lift remains equal to the weight 
for the fixed CL at a = 6°. As a result, the velocity 
required to fly at (LID).,.. increases with altitude. 
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Figure 6.47 Flight data for lift-to-drag ratio versus 
angle of attack for the F-111 TACT airplane shown in 
Fig. 5.33. M~ = 0.7. Wing sweep angle= 26°. 
(Source: Data from Baldwin eta/., Symposium on Transonic 
Aircraft Technology (TACT), Air Force Flight Dynamics 
Laboratory Technical Report AFFDL-TR-78-J(}(), Wright

Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, 1978.) 

Although the value of (LID)mox is very important 
in airplane design,flight at (LID)""" is not always the 
holy grail of aeronautical engineering that it may 
seem. As usual, the airplane designer is faced with a 

and 

()Ur')max 

compromise, this time involved with V""" relative to 
the velocity for (LID)""". The velocity for (LID)mox can 
be substantially smaller than the maximum velocity. 
For example, from Fig. 6.46, the velocity at sea level 
for (LID)mox for the CJ-1 is about 300 ft/s, whereas 
from Fig. 6.26, V""" = 975 ftls-a considerable dif
ference. For the CP-1 at sea level, from Fig. 6.44 the 
velocity for (LID)""" is about 150 ftls, whereas from 
Fig. 6.21a, V""" = 265 ftls at sea level. If the pilot of 
the CP-1 chooses to fly very efficiently by flying at 
V~ = 150 ft/s so that LID is at its maximum value, 
then the flight will take almost 75 percent longer 
to go from point A to B compared to flying at V mox· 

Because time is valuable (indeed, most passengers 
fly to save time), the design cruise speed for a given 
airplane may not correspond to (LID)""". The airplane 
designer must be ready to accept a higher-speed 
cruise with an (LID) .... that is less than the value of 
(LID) ..... However, this does not diminish the impor· 
tance of (LID)""" as a design parameter. For example, 
an airplane with a high value of (LID)""" will still 
have comparatively high values of (LID) .... while 
flying at velocities other than that for (LID)mox. Also, 
the late Bernard Carson, a professor of aerospace 
engineering at the U.S. Naval Academy, suggested 
a rational compromise that combines the concept of 
long range obtained by flying at the slower veloc
ity for (LID)""" and the shorter flight times obtained 
by flying at higher speeds. His analysis leads to an 
optimum compromise for flight velocity called the 
Carson speed, which can be shown to be a factor of 
1.32 higher than the velocity for (LID)mox. The details 
can be found in Anderson, Aircraft Performance and 
Design, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1999. 

=[ (62.31)(2.tm) ]
112 

(0_3684i ,2[l- 2.038 3 ] 
3(~.754 X 10"5) 6 2(0.3684)i(l6.9h2.038) 

= 135.28 ftls 

or 

This is to be compared with (RIC)""" = 8100 ftlmin read from the peak of the graph in 
Fig. 6.33 from Example 6.10. 
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Consider an airplane with CD.o = 0.025, AR = 7.37, ande = 0.80. The airplane is flying at 
conditions such that its lift coefficient is CL = 0.228. Calculate the ratio of lift to drag at 
this condition. 

• Solution 

Thus 

CL = CL 
c c CL 

D DJJ + n-eAR 

CL = 8 2 
CD 

We make two points about this example: 

0.228 

0 025 ( t.228)2 
· + <\i:BOX7.37J 

1. The design characteristics of CD.o• AR, and e are identical to those of the CP-1 
given in Example 6.1. So we can check our answer, obtained here analytically, with 
the numerical calculations of Example 6.1. Specifically, in the tabulation given in 
Example 6.1, listed explicitly for a flight velocity of 250 ft Is is the value of 
CL = 0.228 (the same as stipulated here) and the resulting calculated value 
of LID = 8.21 (the same as obtained here, within roundoff accuracy). 

2. For a given airplane, LID is a function of CL only. Of course, becanse CL is a 
function of angle of attack only, this is the same as stating that L ID is a function of 
a only, as illustrated in Fig. 6. 7. The point made by the present example is that for a 
given airplane, if you have a given CL, you can calculate directly the corresponding 
value of LID, as shown here. 

6.15 TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE 
Up to this point in our discussion of airplane performance, we have assumed 
that all accelerations are zero; that is, we have dealt with aspects of static 
performance as defined in Sec. 6.2. For the remainder of this chapter, we 
relax this restriction and consider several aspects of airplane performance that 
involve finite acceleration, such as takeoff and landing runs, turning flight, 
and accelerated rate of climb. With this we move to the right column on our 
chapter road map, shown in Fig. 6.4. We now take up the study of dynamic 
performance. 

To begin we ask: What is the running length along the ground required by 
an airplane, starting from zero velocity, to gain flight speed and lift from the 
ground? This length is defined as the ground roll, or liftoff distance, Sto· 
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Body at time 1 = 0 Body at timet 
~---, 
I 1 F =constant F = consta.Jt 

I V= 0 I L _ _ _j : v 

I 
L-----------------------L-----------------~ x 
J=O s 

Figure 6.48 Sketch of a body moving under the influence of a constant force F, 
starting from rest (V = 0) at s = 0 and accelerating to velocity Vat distances. 

To address this question, let us first consider the accelerated rectilinear 
motion of a body of mass m experiencing a constant force F, as sketched in 
Fig. 6.48. From Newton's second law, 

or 

dV 
F=ma=m -

dt 

dV= F dt 
m 

(6.89) 

Assume that the body starts from rest (V = 0) at lo~ation s = 0 at timet= 0 and is 
accelerated to velocity V over distances at timet. Integrating Eq. (6.89) between 
these two points and remembering that both F and m are constant, we have 

or 

Solving for t, we get 

r dV= F J' dt 
o m o 

F 
V=-t 

m 

Vm 
t= -

F 

(6.90) 

(6.91) 

Considering an instant when the velocity is V, the incremental distance ds cov
ered during an incremental time dt is ds = V dt. From Eq. ( 6.90) we have 

Integrating Eq. (6.92) gives 

or 

F 
ds= V dt= - tdt (6.92) 

m 

I.. F I' ds= - tdt 
o m o 

F t2 
s=--

m2 
(6.93) 
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Substituting Eq. (6.91) into (6.93), we obtain 

Is=~;~ (6.94) 

Equation (6.94) gives the distance required for a body of mass m to accelerate to 
velocity V under the action of a constant force F. 

Now consider the force diiagram for an airplane during its ground roll, as 
illustrated in Fig. 6.49. In addition to the familiar forces of lift, drag, thrust, 
and weight, the airplane experiences a resistance force R due to rolling friction 
between the tires and the ground. This resistance force is given by 

R =JJ,(W-L) (6.95) 

where W- L is the net normal force exerted between the tires and the ground and 
J.1., is the coefficient of rolling friction. Summing forces parallel to the ground and 
employing Newton's second law, we have 

dV 
F =T-D - R= T - D -p,(W - L)=m dt (6.96) 

Let us examine Eq. (6.96) more closely. It gives the local instantaneous 
acceleration of the airplane dV!dt as a function ofT, D, W, and L. For takeoff, 
over most of the ground roll, Tis reasonably constant (this is particularly true for 
a jet-powered airplane). Also, W is constant. However, both Land D vary with 
velocity because 

(6.97) 

and D =!..o .. v.:s(cDo+¢ Ci ) 
2 · neAR 

(6.98) 

L 

T 

v .. 
R 

w 

Figure 6.49 Forces acting on an airplane during talceoff and landing. 
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The quantity ¢in Eq. (6.98) requires some explanation. When an airplane is 
flying close to the ground, the strength of the wing-tip vortices is somewhat 
diminished because of interaction with the ground. Because these tip vortices 
induce downwash at the wing (see Sec. 5.13), which, in turn, generates induced 
drag (see Sec. 5.14), the downwash and hence induced drag are reduced when 
the airplane is flying close to the ground. This phenomenon is called ground 
effect and is the cause of the tendency for an airplane to flare, or ''float," above 
the ground near the instant of landing. The reduced drag in the presence of 
ground effect is accounted for by ¢in Eq. (6.98), where¢ S 1. An approximate 
expression for¢, based on aerodynamic theory, is given by McCormick (see the 
bibliography at the end of this chapter) as 

- (l6Aib? 
¢ - 1+(16A/b)2 (6.99) 

where h is the height of the wing above the ground and b is the wingspan. 
In light of the preceding, to accurately calculate the variation of velocity 

with time during the ground roll, and ultimately the distance required for liftoff, 
we must integrate Eq. (6.96) numerically, taking into account the proper veloc
ity variations of Land D from Eqs. (6.97) and (6.98), respectively, as well as 
any velocity effect on T. A typical variation of these forces with distance along 
the ground during takeoff is sketched in Fig. 6.50. Note from Eq. (6.94) that sis 
proportional to f2, so the horizontal axis in Fig. 6.50 could just as well be P. 
Because both D and L are proportional to the dynamic pressure q_ .. tP- v.!, 
they appear as linear variations in Fig. 6.50. Also, Fig. 6.50 is drawn for a 
jet-propelled airplane; hence Tis relatively constant. 

A simple but approximate expression for the liftoff distance sw can be 
obtained as follows. Assume that T is constant. Also assume an average value 
for the sum of drag and resistance forces, [ D + JJ,(W - L) ].v, such that this average 
value, taken as a constant force, produces the proper liftoff distance Sto. Then 
we consider an effective constant force acting on the airplane during its takeoff 
ground roll as 

F., = T - [D 1 ~,(W-L)1v =const (6.100) 

These assumptions are fairly reasonable, as seen from Fig. 6.50. Note that the 
sum of D + J1..(W - L) versus distance (or Jl2) is reasonably constant, as shown by 
the dashed line in Fig. 6.50. Hence the accelerating force T - [D + f.ir(W- L)], 
which is illustrated by the difference between the thrust curve and the dashed line 
in Fig. 6.50, is also reasonably constant. Now return to Eq. (6.94). Considering F 
given by Eq. (6.1 00), V = Vw (the liftoff velocity), and m = Wig, where g is the 
acceleration of gravity, Eq. (6.94) yields 

_ (V~)(Wig) sw - ---...;........;..;...'--__;.... __ _ 
2{T - [D+,u.r(W - L)].v} 

(6.101) 
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At the point of tak:eoff, L ~ W ---------------------

T(for ajer) 

T-ID+ ~~y(W- L)l 

D +p,(W-L) --- -------------- D 
ll,(W-L) 

Distance along ground, s 

Figure 6.50 Schematic of a typical variation of forces acting on an 
airplane during takeoff. 

To ensure a margin of safety during takeoff, the liftoff velocity is typically 
20 percent higher than the stalling velocity. Hence, from Eq. (5.71) we have 

2W 
V L6 = 1.2Y ata~t = 1.2 1--:-::-

p.,SC L,max 

Substituting Eq. (6.102) into (6.101), we obtain 

1.44W2 

S LO = -----::--::--:-:::---::-::----:-:::-:-:-:-:---:-1 
gp.,SCt,m&J.{T - (D + p,(W- L)J.v} 

(6.102) 

(6.103) 

To make a calculation using Eq . (6.103), Shevell (see the bibliography at the end 
of this chapter) suggests that the average force in Eq. (6.103) be set equal to its 
instantaneous value at a velocity equal to 0. 7Vw; that is, 

[D+p,(W- L)J •• =[D+p,(W - L)17vw 

Also, experience has shown that the coefficient of rolling friction J.1,. in Eq. ( 6.1 03) 
varies from 0.02 for a relatively smooth, paved surface to 0.10 for a grass field. 

We can simplify further by assuming that thrust is much larger than either 
D orR during takeoff. Refer to the case shown in Fig. 6.50; this simplification is 
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not unreasonable. Hence, ignoring D andR compared toT, Eq. (6.103) becomes 
simply 

(6.104) 

Equation (6.104) illustrates some important physical trends: 

1. Liftoff distance is very sensitive to the weight of the airplane, varying 
directly as W2. If the weight is doubled, the ground roll of the airplane is 
quadrupled. 

2. Liftoff distance is dependent on the ambient density p ... If we assume that 
thrust is directly proportional top.., as stated in Sec. 6.7 (that is, T= Poo), 
then Eq. (6.104) demonstrates that 

1 
sw oc -:-r 

Poo 

This is why on hot summer days, when the air density is less than that on 
cooler days, a given airplane requires a longer ground roll to get off the 
ground. Also, longer liftoff distances are required at airports that are located 
at higher altitudes (such as at Denver, Colorado, a mile above sea level). 

3. The liftoff distance can be decreased by increasing the wing area, 
increasing CL,_, and increasing the thrust, all of which simply make 
common sense. 

The total takeoff distance, as defined in the Federal Aviation Requirements 
(FAR), is the sum of the ground roll distance sLO and the distance (measured 
along the ground) to clear a 35-ft height (for jet-powered civilian transports) or a 
50-ft height (for all other airplanes). A discussion of these requirements, as well 
as more details regarding the total takeoff distance, can be found in Anderson, 
Aircraft Perfonnance and Design, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1999. Also see the 
books by Shevell and McCormick listed in the bibliography at the end of this 
chapter for more information about this topic. 

--------------------------------------------------------~11 
Estimate the liftoff distance for the CJ-1 at sea level. Assume a paved runway: p.. = 0.02. 
During the ground roll, the angle of attack of the airplane is restricted by the requirement 
that the tail not drag the ground; so assume that CL.max during ground roll is limited to 1.0. 
Also, when the airplane is on the ground, the wings are 6 ft above the ground. 

• Solution 
Use Eq. (6.103). To evaluate the average force in Eq. (6.103), first obtain the ground 
effect factor from Eq. (6.99), where hlb = 6/53.3 = 0.113: 

(16-a/ b)2 

¢ = l+(J~/b)2 0.764 

626 

XAMPLE 6.24 
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Hence 0.7V10 = 160.3 ft/s. The average force. in Eq. (6.103) should be evaluated at a 
velocity of 160.3 ft/s. To do this, from Eq. (6.97) we get 

L = },o,..V.JSCL = }(0.002377)(160.3)2(318)(1,0)= 9713lb 

Equation (6.98) yields 

D • !. ... v.:S (c +'" c:t ) 2 ,._ D,o 'Y neAR 

= ~(0.002377)(I60.3iC3I8)[o.o2+0.764 1.o
2 

]=520.7lb 
2 n(0,81)(8.93) 

Finally, from Eq. (6.103), 

l.44W2 

sw = g -p- . .fi-=c;-!, .... ---:-{;;T""'-[;-;D::-,-1/l-.t-;-;:W;;---L~)-,;-] ... "7} 

1.44(1 9,815)2 

= ::-:3 2::-:.2::-:-(o=-. o-:-:o~2~3 7:-::7):-::(3::-:-I-::::8)(-::I:-:. o:-:-){=7 3::-:o:-:o-- -=-=£5:-::-z+o .=-1 +-(~o~. 0~2)-::-(1-:::-9 ,-:::-8 :-:15""'-~9=-71:-:2~)]} 

= 3532 ft l 

Note that [D+ p,f.W -L)] .. = 722.81b, which is about 10 percent of the thrust Hence, the 
assumption leading to Eq. (6.104) is fairly reasonable; that is, D and R can sometimes be 
ignored compared with T. 

6.16 LANDING PERFORMANCE 
Consider an airplane during landing. After the airplane has touched the ground, 
the force diagram during the ground roll is exactly the same as that given in 
Fig. 6.49, and the instantaneous acceleration (negative in this case) is given by 
Eq. (6.96). However, we assume that to minimize the distance required to come 
to a complete stop, the pilot has decreased the thrust to zero at touchdown, and 
therefore the equation of motion for the landing ground roll is obtained from 
Eq. (6.96) with T= 0: 

(6.105) 

A typical variation of the forces on the airplane during landing is sketched in 
Fig. 6.51. Designate the ground roll distance between touchdown at velocity 
Vr and a complete stop by S£. An accurate calculation of sL can be obtained by 
numerically integrating Eq. (6.105) along with Eqs. (6.97) and (6.98). 
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However, let us develop an approximate expression for SL that parallels 
the philosophy used in Sec. 6.15. Assume an average constant value forD+ 
Ji.,(W - L) that effectively yields the correct ground roll distance at landingS£. 
Once again we can assume that [D + Ji.,(W - L)]av is equal to its instantaneous 
value evaluated at 0.7V r: 

F =-[D+ p,.(W - L)l,v = - (D +Jk,(W - L)]o?vr (6.106) 

[Note from Fig. 6.51 that the net decelerating forceD+ Ji.,(W- L) can vary con
siderably with distance, as shown by the dashed line. Hence, our assumption here 
for landing is more tenuous than for takeoff.] Returning to Eq. (6.92), we inte
grate between the touchdown point, where s = sL and t = 0, and the point where 
the airplane's motion stops, where s = 0 and time equals t: 

Io F J' ds = - tdt 
SL m 0 

F t2 
or sL= - -- (6.107) 

m2 
Note that from Eq. (6.106), F is a negative value; hence sL in Eq. (6.107) is 
positive. 

-------
D 

Distance along ground, s s~ o 

Figure 6.51 Schematic of a typical variation of forces actiing on an airplane during landing. 
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Combining Eqs. ( 6.91) and ( 6.1 07), we obtain 

V2m 
sL=---

2F 
(6.108) 

Equation ( 6.1 08) gives the distance required to decelerate from an initial velocity 
V to zero velocity under the action of a constant force F. In Eq. (6.1 08) F is given 
by Eq. (6.106), and Vis Vr. Thus Eq. (6.108) becomes 

_ Vi.(W tg) 
S L - -::::-:::----'--::=-''7:-:---

2(D 1 p,(W - L}Ja1rr 

To maintain a factor of safety, 

2W 
V,. • l .lV...,n = 1.3 1--::-:::--

p..SCL,max 

Substituting Eq. ( 6.11 0) into ( 6.1 09), we obtain 

1.69W2 

SL = --..,...,.--..,.---=---
gp_8CL,mq[D+p,(W - L)]o?Vr 

(6.109) 

(6.110) 

(6.111) 

During the landing ground roll, the pilot is applying brakes; hence in Eq. (6.111) 
the coefficient of rolling friction is that during braking, which is approximately 
p,.= 0.4 for a paved surface. 

Modern jet transports utilize thrust reversal during the landing ground roll. 
Thrust reversal is created by ducting air from the jet engines and blowing it in the 
upstream direction. opposite to the usual downstream direction when normal thrust 
is produced. As a result, with thrust reversal, the thrust vector in Fig. 6.49 is reversed 
and points in the drag direction, thus aiding the deceleration and shortening the 
ground roll. Designating the reversed thrust as TR, we see that Eq. (6.1 05) becomes 

dV 
-T~-D - J.4,.(W - L) = m- (6.112) 

dt 

Assuming that TR is constant, Eq. ( 6.111) becomes 

1.69W2 

SL = -------,---,---.,----..,-----,-
gi).,.SCL,JliM {TR + [D + .U~(W-L}]a1rr} (6.113) 

Another ploy to shorten the ground roll is to decrease the lift to near zero, 
hence imposing the full weight of the airplane between the tires and the ground 
and increasing the resistance force due to friction. The lift on an airplane wing 
can be destroyed by spoilers, which are simply long, narrow surfaces along the 
span of the wing, deflected directly into the flow, thus causing massive flow 
separation and a striking decrease in lift. 
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The total landing distance, as defined in FAR, is the sum of the ground roll 
distance and the distance (measured along the ground) to achieve touchdown in 
a glide from a 50-ft height. Such details are beyond the scope of this book; see 
the books by Shevell and McCormick (listed in the bibliography at the end of 
this chapter) and by Anderson, Aircraft Performance and Design, McGraw-Hill, 
New York, 1999, for more information. 

Estimate the landing ground roll distance at sea level for the CJ-1. No thrust reversal 
is used; however, spoilers are employed so that L = 0. The spoilers increase the zero
lift drag coefficient by 10 percent. The fuel tanks are essentially empty, so neglect the 
weight of any fuel carried by the airplane. The maximum lift coefficient, with flaps fully 
deployed at touchdown, is 2.5. 

• Solution 
The empty weight of the CJ-1 is 12,352lb. Hence 

1 3 2(12,352) 148 6 ft/ 
, , 0.002371(318)(2.5) . s 

Thus 0.7Vr= 104 ft /s. Also, CD.o = 0.02+ 0.1(0.02) = 0.022. FromEq. (6.98), withCL = 0 
(remember, spoilers are deployed, destroying the lift), 

D - }Ji!-V,:SCD,o = }(0.0023 77)(1 04)2(318)(0.022) = 89.9 lb 

FromEq. (6.111), withL = 0, 

1 69W2 

~ =--~~~~~~--
g~_sc,.._.., (D + AA- W)o 1Vr 

1.69(12,352)2 

= 
32.2( c.oo23 77)(318)(2.5)[&9 .9 O . .i(l2,lS2)] 1842 ftl 

6.17 TURNING FLIGHT AND THE V-n DIAGRAM 
Up to this point in our discussion of airplane performance, we have considered 
rectilinear motion. Our static performance analyses dealt with zero accelera
tion leading to constant velocity along straight-line paths. Our discussion of 
takeoff and landing performance involved rectilinear acceleration, also leading 
to motion along a straight-line path. Let us now consider some cases involving 
radial acceleration, which leads to curved flight paths; that is, let us consider 
the turning flight of an airplane. In particular, we examine three specialized 
cases: a level turn, a pull-up, and a pull-down. A study of the generalized 
motion of an airplane along a three-dimensional flight path is beyond the scope 
of this book. 
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A level turn is illustrated :in Fig. 6.52. Here the wings of the airplane are 
banked through angle ¢hence the lift vector is incl:ined at angle ¢to the vertical. 
The bank angle¢ and the liftL are such that the component of the lift in the verti
cal direction exactly equals the weight: 

Lcos.=W 

Horizontal plane 

Figure 6.52 An airplane in a level tum. 

Top view of 
horizontal plane 

0 

R 

Front view 
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Therefore, the airplane maintains a constant altitude, moving in the same hori
zontal plane. However, the resultant of L and W leads to a resultant force F,. 
which acts in the horizontal plane. This resultant force is perpendicular to the 
flight path, causing the airplane to turn in a circul.ar path with a radius of cwva
ture equal toR. We wish to study this turn radius R as well as the turn rate dO /dt. 

From the force diagram in Fig. 6.52, the magnitude of the resultant force is 

We introduce a new term, the load factor n, defined as 

L n= -
W 

(6.114) 

(6.115) 

The load factor is usually quoted in terms of"g's"; for example, an airplane with 
lift equal to 5 times the weight is said to be experiencing a load factor of 5 g's. 
Hence, Eq. ( 6.114) can be written as 

F. =W~n2 - l (6.116) 

The airplane is moving in a circular path at velocity v .. ; therefore the radial 
acceleration is given by V.!l R. From Newton's second law, 

v~ wv~ 
F =m - = --· (6.117) 
' R g R 

Combining Eqs. ( 6.116) and ( 6.117) and solving for R, we have 

(6.118) 

The angular velocity, denoted by co= dO !dt, is called the turn rate and is given 
by V .. IR. Thus, from Eq. (6.118) we have 

E£1 (6.119) 

For the maneuvering performance of an airplat11e, military or civil, it is fre
quently advantageous to have the smallest possible R and the largest possible co. 
Equations (6.118) and (6.119) show that to obtain both a small turn radius and a 
large turn rate, we want 

1. The highest possible load factor (that is, the highest possible L /W). 
2. The lowest possible velocity. 

Consider another case of turning flight, in which an airplane initially in 
straight, level flight (where L = W) suddenly experiences an increase in lift. 
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Because L > W, the airplane will begin to tum upward, as sketched in Fig. 6.53. 
For this pull-up maneuver, the flight path becomes curved in the vertical plane, 
with a tum rate (I)= dO!dt. From the force diagram in Fig. 6.53, the resultant 
force F, is vertical and is given by 

F~ =L-W =W(n-1) (6.120) 

From Newton's second law, 

v~ wv~ 
F,. = m - = ---

R g R 

Combining Eqs. (6.120) and (6.121) and solving for R give 

and because(!)= V.,/R, 

R 

~ 
[__jEQJ 

L 

Figure 6.53 The pull-up maneuver. 

(6.121) 

(6.122) 

(6.123) 
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A related case is the pull-down maneuver, illustrated in Fig. 6.54. Here an 
airplane in initially level flight suddenly rolls to an inverted position, so that both 
L and Ware pointing downward. The airplane will begin to turn downward in a 
circular flight path with a turn radius Rand tum rate IV= dO!dt. By an analysis 
similar to those preceding, the following results are easily obtained: 

Prove this to yourself. 

v.! 
R= --

g(n + 1) 

IV= g(n + 1) 
v .. 

(6.124) 

(6.125) 

Considerations of turn radius and tum rate are particularly important to 
military fighter aircraft; everything else being equal, airplanes with the smallest 
Rand largest IV will have definite advantages in :air combat. High-performance 
fighter aircraft are designed to operate at high load factors-typically from 
3 to 10. When n is large, thenn + 1 "'n andn - 1""' n; for such cases Eqs. (6.118), 
(6.119), and (6.122) to (6.125) reduce to 

R= v~ 
(6.126) gn 

and m= gn (6.127) 
v .. 

L 

Figure 6.54 The pull-down maneuver. 
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Let us work with these equations further. Because 

L = }~Y!.SCL 

then v.? = 2L 
00 

p..SCL 
(6.128) 

Substituting Eqs. (6.128) and (6.115) into Eqs. (6.126) and (6.127), we obtain 

R= 2L 2 W 
p..SCLg(L JW) ~-CLg S (6.129) 

and (I)= gn 
J2LUp .. SCt) 

gn p .. CAn 
= J 2nl (p .. CL)](W.#S) - g 2(W IS) (6.130) 

Note that in Eqs. (6.129) and (6.130), the factor W/S appears. As we have dis
cussed in previous sections, this factor occurs frequently in airplane performance 
analyses and is labeled 

w . 1 d" - ;;; wmg oa mg s 
Equations (6.129) and (6.130) clearly show that airplanes with lower wing load
ings will have smaller tum radii and larger turn rates, everything else being 
equal. However, the design wing loading of an airplane is usually determined by 
factors other than maneuvering, such as payload, range, and maximum velocity. 
As a result, wing loadings for !light, general aviation aircraft are relatively low, 
but those for high-performance military aircraft are relatively large. Wing load
ings for some typical airplanes are listed here: 

Airplane 

Wright Flyer (1903) 
Beechcraft Bonanza 
McDonnell Douglas F-15 
General Dynamics F-16 

W!S,lblft' 

1.2 
18.8 
66 
74 

From this table we conclude that a small, light aircraft such as the Beechcraft 
Bonanza can outmaneuver a larger, heavier aircraft such as the F-16 because 
of smaller turn radius and larger tum rate. However, this is really comparing 
apples and oranges. Instead, let us examine Eqs. (6.129) and (6.130) for a given 
airplane with a given wing loading and ask: For this specific airplane, under 
what conditions will R be minimum and a> maximum? From these equations, 
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clearly R will be minimum and (I) will be maximum when both CL and n are 
maximum. That is, 

R,.·= 2 w 
'" p,.,gCL,max S (6.131) 

(6.132) 

Also note from Eqs. (6.131) and (6.132) that best performance will occur at sea 
level, where p.,. is maximum. 

There are some practical constraints on the preceding considerations. First, 
at low speeds, nmax is a function of CL,max itself because 

L }p.,.vlscL 
n = - = ..:..;....-=~.;;;.. w w 

hence (6.133) 

At higher speeds, n,.. is limited by the structural design of the airplane. These 
considerations are best understood by examining Fig. 6.55, which is a diagram 
showing load factor versus velocity for a given airplane: the V-n diagram. Here 
curve AB is given by Eq. ( 6.133). Consider an airplane flying at velocity V~, where 
V1 is shown in Fig. 6.55. Assume that the airplane is at an angle of attack such that 
CL < CL,max· This flight condition is represented by point 1 in Fig. 6.55. Now assume 
that the angle of attack is increased to that for obtaining CL,max, keeping the velocity 
constant at V1• The lift increases to its maximum value for the given V~, and hence 
the load factor n = liW reaches its maximum value n""" for the given V1• This value 
of n,.. is given by Eq. (6.133), and the corresponding flight condition is given by 
point 2 in Fig. 6.55. If the angle of attack is increased further, the wing stalls and 
the load factor drops. Therefore point 3 in Fig. 6.55 is unobtainable in flight. Point 
3 is in the stall region of the V-n diagram. Consequently, point 2 represents the 
highest possible load factor that can be obtained at the given velocity V1• Now as 
V1 is increased, say, to a value of V4, then the maximum possible load factor n,.. 
also increases, as given by point 4 in Fig. 6.55 and as calculated from Eq. (6.133). 
However, n""" cannot be allowed to increase indefinitely. Beyond a certain value 
of load factor, defined as the positive limit load factor and shown as the horizon
tal line BC in Fig. 6.55, structural damage may occur to the aircraft. The velocity 
corresponding to point B is designated as V*. At velocities higher than V*, say V5, 

the airplane must fly at values of CL less than CL,max so that the positive limit load 
factor is not exceeded If flight at CL,max is obtained at velocity Vs, corresponding 
to point 5 in Fig. 6.55, then structural damage will occur. The right side of the V-n 
diagram, line CD, is a high-speed limit. At velocities greater than this, the dynamic 
pressure becomes so large that again structural damage may occur to the airplane. 
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Figure 6.55 The V-n diagram for a typical jet trainer aircraft. 
(Source: U.S. Air Force Academy.) 

600 VM, mi/ h 

(This maximum velocity limit is, by design, much larger than the level-fl. ight V"""' 
calculated in Sees. 6.4 to 6.6. In fact, the structural design of most ailplanes is 
such that the maximum velocity allowed by the V-n diagram is sufficiently greater 
than the maximum diving velocity for the aiiplane.) Finally, the bottom part of the 
V-n diagram, given by curves AE and ED in Fig. 6.55, corresponds to negative 
absolute angles of attack-that is, negative load factors. Curve AE defines the stall 
limit. (At absolute angles of attack less than zero, the lift is negative and acts in the 
downward direction. If the wing is pitched downward to a large enough negative 
angle of attack, the flow will separate from the bottom surface of the wing and the 
downward-acting lift will decrease in magnitude; that is, the wing stalls.) Line ED 
gives the negative limit load factor, beyond which structural damage will occur. 

As a final note concerning the V-n diagram, consider point Bin Fig. 6.55. 
This point is called the maneuver point. At this point both CL and n are simulta
neously at their highest possible values that can be obtained anywhere through
out the allowable flight envelope of the aircraft. Consequently, from Eqs. ( 6.131) 
and (6.132), this point corresponds simultaneously to the smallest possible turn 
radius and the largest possible turn rate for the aiiplane. The velocity correspond
ing to point B is called the comer velocity and is designated by V* in Fig. 6.55. 
We can obtain the comer velocity by solving Eq. (6.133) for velocity, yielding 

V*= (6.134) 
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In Eq. (6.134), the value of n,.. corresponds to that at point Bin Fig. 6.55. The 
comer velocity is an interesting dividing line. At flight velocities less than V*, 
it is not possible to structurally damage the airplane owing to the generation of 
too much lift. In contrast, at velocities greater than .V*, lift can be obtained that 
can structurally damage the aircraft (such as at point 5 in Fig. 6.55), and the pilot 
must make certain to avoid such a case. 

Consider the CJ-1 (Example 6.1) in a level turn at sea level. Calculate the minimum turn 
radius and the maximum tum rate. The maximum load factor and lift coefficient (with no 
flap deflection) are 5 and 1.4, respectively. 

• Solution 
The minimum turn radius and maximum tum rate are obtained when the flight velocity is 
the comer velocity, V*, given by Eq. (6.134): 

The wing loading for the CJ -1 with a full fuel load is 

Thus, from Eq. (6.134), 

w 19,815 62.3 lb/ ft2 
s 318 

V* - J2nmax (; ) - J 2(S)(~.3) 
P- CL,mu (41. 002377)(1.4) 

FromEq. (6.118), with V- = V* andn = n .... , we have 

R..m = _,_<P"'r)-~ -
g~n!... -1 

and fromEq. (6.119) we have 

43.6 ft/sec 

32.2.J(5)2 -1 
43.6 

;o.365 radlsec l 

In terms of degrees, recalling that 1 rad = 57.3°, we have 

())max = j20.9 deg/sec I 

(6.134) 
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6.18 ACCELERATED RATE OF CLIMB 
(ENERGY METHOD)1 

Modern high-performance airplanes, such as the supersonic General Dynamics 
F-16 shown in Fig. 6.56, are capable of highly accelerated rates of climb. 
Therefore, the performance analysis of such airplanes requires methods that go 
beyond the static rate-of-climb considerations given in Sees. 6.8 to 6.11. The 
purpose of this section is to introduce one such method of dealing with the 
energy of an airplane. This is in contrast to our previous discussions that have 
dealt explicitly with forces on the airplane. 

Consider an airplane of mass m in flight at some altitude h and with some 
velocity V. Due to its altitude, the airplane has potential energy PE equal to mgh. 
Due to its velocity, the airplane has kinetic energy KE equal to ~mV2. The total 
energy of the airplane is the sum of these energies: 

Total aircraft energy = PE +KE = mglt + }mV2 (6.135) 

The energy per unit weight of the airplane is obtained by dividing Eq. (6.135) by 
W =mg. This yields the specific energy, denoted by H.;. 

or 

H =PE+KE 
e W 

mgh - }mV2 

mg 

(6.136) 

The specific energy H. has units of height and is therefore also called the energy 
height of the aircraft. Thus, let us become accustomed to quoting the energy 
of an airplane in terms of the energy height H., which is simply the sum of the 
potential and kinetic energies of the airplane per unit weight. Contours of con
stant H. are illustrated in Fig. 6.57, which is an altitude-Mach number map. Here 
the ordinate and abscissa are altitude h and Mach number M, respectively, and 
the dashed curves are lines of constant energy height. 

To obtain a feeling for the significance ofFig. 6.57, consider two airplanes, 
one flying at an altitude of 30,000 ft at Mach 0.81 (point A in Fig. 6.57) and 
the other flying at an altitude of 10,000 ft at Mach 1.3 (point B). Both airplanes 
have the same energy height, 40,000 ft (check this yourself by calculation). 
However, airplane A has more potential energy and less kinetic energy (per 
unit weight) than airplane B. If both airplanes maintain their same states of 
total energy, then both are capable of "zooming" to an altitude of 40,000 ft at 
zero velocity (point C) simply by trading all their kinetic energy for potential 

'This section is based in part on material presented by the faculty of the department of aeronautics at the 
U.S. Air Force Academy at its annual aerodynamics workshop, held each July at Colorado Springll. This 
author has had the distinct privilege to participate in this workshop since its inception in 1979. Special 
thanks for this material go to Col. James D. Lang, Major Thomas Parrot, and Col Daniel Daley. 
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Figure 6.56 General Dynamics F-16 in 90° vertical accelerated climb. 
(Source: U.S. Air Force.) 

energy. Consider another airplane, flying at an altitude of 50,000 ft at Mach 
1.85, denoted by point D in Fig. 6.57. This airplane will have an energy 
height of 100,000 ft and is indeed capable of zooming to an actual altitude of 
100,000 ft by trading all its kinetic energy for potential energy. Airplane Dis 
in a much higher energy state (H.= 100,000 ft) than airplanes A and B (which 
have H.= 40,000 ft). Therefore, airplane D has a much greater capability for 
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speed and altitude performance than airplanes A and B. In air combat, every
thing else being equal, it is advantageous to be in a higher energy state (have a 
larger H.) than your adversary. 

How does an airplane change its energy state? For example, in Fig. 6.57, 
how could airplanes A and B increase their energy heights to equal that of D? 
To answer this question, return to the force diagram in Fig. 6.5 and the resulting 
equation of motion along the flight path, given by Eq. (6.7). Assuming that OTis 
small, Eq. (6.7) becomes 

T - D - W sin8 =m dV 
dt 

Recalling that m = Wig, we can rearrange Eq. (6.137) as 

T - D = W (sinO+.!_ dV) 
g dt 

Multiplying by VI W, we obtain 

TV-DV 

w V . "' V dV Slnv+--
g dt 
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90 
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(6.137) 

(6.138) 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
Mach number M 

Figure 6.57 Altitude-Mach number map showing curves of constant energy 
height. These are universal curves that represent the variation of kinetic and 
potential energies per unit weight. They do not depend on the specific design 
factors of a given airplane. 
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Examining Eq. (6.138) and recalling some of the definitions from Sec. 6.8, we 
observe that V sin 0 =RIC= dh /dt and that 

TV- DV 

w 
excess power = P. 

w .. 

where the excess power per unit weight is defined as the specific excess power 
and is denoted by P,. Hence Eq. (6.138) can be written as 

P,= dh + V dV 
. dt g dt 

(6.139) 

Equation (6.139) states that an airplane with excess power can use this excess 
for rate of climb (dhldt) or to accelerate along its flight path (dV!dt) or for acom
bination of both. For example, consider an airplane in level flight at a velocity 
of 800 fils. Assume that when the pilot pushes the throttle all the way forward, 
excess power is generated in the amount P, = 300 fils. Equation (6.139) shows 
that the pilot can choose to use all this excess power to obtain a maximum unac
celerated rate of climb of 300 fils (dV/dt = 0, hence P, = dh /dt =RIC). In this 
case the velocity along the flight path stays cons.tant at 800 ft/s. Alternatively, 
the pilot may choose to maintain level flight (dh!dt= 0) and to use all this excess 
power to accelerate at the rate of dV/dt = gP,/V = 32.2(300)/800 = 12.1 ft/s2• 

On the other hand, some combination could be achieved, such as a rate of climb 
dh/dt = 100 fils along with an acceleration along the flight path of dV/dt = 
32.2(200)/800 = 8.1 fils2• [Note that Eqs. (6.138) and (6.139) are generalizations 
ofEq. (6.50). In Sec. 6.8 we assumed that dV!dt = 0, which resulted in Eq. (6.50) 
for a steady climb. In the present section we are treating the more general case of 
climb with a finite acceleration.] Now return to Eq. ( 6.136) for the energy height. 
Differentiating with respect to time, we have 

dH, dh V dV - = - +--
dt dt g dt (6.140) 

The right sides ofEqs. (6.139) and(6.140) are identical; hence we see that 

~ (6.141) 

That is, the time rate of change of energy height is equal to the specific excess 
power. This is the answer to the question at the beginning of this paragraph. An 
airplane can increase its energy state simply by the application of excess power. 
In Fig. 6.57 airplanes A and B can reach the energy state of airplane D if they 
have enough excess power to do so. 

This immediately leads to the next question: How can we ascertain whether 
a given airplane has enough P, to reach a certain energy height? To address this 
question, recall the definition of excess power as illustrated in Fig. 6.29-that is, 
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the difference between power available and power required. For a given altitude, 
say h, the excess power (hence P,) can be plotted versus velocity (or Mach number). 
For a subsonic airplane below the drag-divergence Mach number, the resulting 
curve will resemble the sketch shown in Fig. 6.58a. At a given altitude h~, P, will 
be an inverted, U-shaped curve. (This is essentially the same type of plot shown 
in Figs. 6.32 and 6.33.) For progressively higher altitudes, such as~ and h3, P, 
becomes smaller, as also shown in Fig. 6.58a. Hence, Fig. 6.58a is simply a plot 
of P, versus Mach number with altitude as a parameter. These results can be cross
plotted on an altitude-Mach number map using P, as a parameter, as illustrated 

400 

<1.," 200 A B (a) 

(b) 

0.4 0.8 

Mach number M 

Figure 6.58 Construction of the specific excess-power contours 
in the altitude-Mach number map for a subsonic airplane 
below the drag-iii vergence Mach number. These contours are 
constructed for a fixed load factor; if the load factor is changed, 
the P, contours will shift. 
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in Fig. 6.58b. For example, consider all the points on Figure 6.58a where P, = 0; 
these correspond to points along a horizontal axis through P, = 0, such as points 
a, b, c, d, e, and/ in Fig. 6.58a. Now replot these points on the altitude-Mach 
number map in Fig. 6.58b. Here points a, b, c, d, e, and/form a bell-shaped curve 
along which P, = 0. This curve is called the P, contour for P, = 0. Similarly, all 
points with P, = 200 ftls are on the horizontal line AB in Fig. 6.58a, and these 
points can be cross-plotted to generate the P, = 200 ftls contour in Fig. 6.58b. In 
this fashion an entire series of P, contours can be generated in the altitude-Mach 
number map. 

For a supersonic airplane, the P, versus Mach number curves at different 
altitudes will appear as sketched in Fig. 6.59a. The "denf' in the U-shaped 
curves around Mach 1 is due to the large drag increase in the transonic flight 
regime (see Sec. 5.10). In turn, these curves can be cross-plotted on the 
altitude-Mach number map, producing the P, contours illustrated in Fig. 6.59b. 
Due to the double-humped shape of the P, curves in Fig. 6.59a, the P, contours 
in Fig. 6.59b have different shapes in the subsonic and supersonic regions. The 
shape of the P, contours shown in Fig. 6.59b is characteristic of most super
sonic aircraft. 

Now we are close to the answer to our question at the beginning of this 
paragraph. Let us overlay the P, contours, say, from Fig. 6.59b, and the energy 
states illustrated in Fig. 6.57-all on an altitude-Mach number map. We obtain 
a diagram like Fig. 6.60. In this figure, note that the P, contours always cor
respond to a given airplane at a given load factor, whereas the H. lines are 
universal fundamental physical curves that have nothing to do with any given 
airplane. The usefulness of Fig. 6.60 is that it clearly establishes what energy 
states are obtainable by a given airplane. The regime of sustained flight for the 
airplane lies inside the envelope formed by the P. = 0 contour. Hence, all val
ues of H. inside this envelope are obtainable by the airplane. A comparison of 
figures like Fig. 6.60 for different airplanes will clearly show in what regions 
of altitude and Mach number an airplane has maneuverability advantages over 
another. 

Figure 6.60 is also useful for representing the proper flight path to achieve 
minimum time to climb. For example, consider two energy heightsH.;1 andH.,2, 

where H.,z > H.;t· The time to move between these energy states can be obtained 
fromEq. (6.141), writtenas 

dt= dH. 
1! 

Integrating between H.;t and H.,z, we have 

IH.,l dH. 
(11 - t, = --a., p 

•• 
(6.142) 

From Eq. (6.142), the time to climb will be a minimum when P, is a maximum. 
Looking at Fig. 6.60, for each H. curve, we see there is a point where P, is a 
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Figure 6.59 Specific excess-power contours for a supersonic 
airplane. 

maximum. Indeed, at this point, the P, curve is tangent to the H. curve. Such points 
are illustrated by points A to I in Fig. 6.60. The arrowed line through these points 
illustrates the variation of altitude and Mach number along the flight path for mini
mum time to climb. The segment of the flight path between D and D' represents a 
constant-energy dive to accelerate through the drag-divergence region near Mach 1. 

As a final note, analyses of modern high-performance airplanes make exten
sive use of energy concepts such as those previously described. Military pilots 
actually fly with P, diagrams in the cockpit. Our purpose here has been to simply 
introduce some of the definitions and basic ideas involved in these concepts. 
A more extensive treatment is beyond the scope of this book. 
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Figure 6 .60 Overlay of P, contours and specific energy states on an altitude-Mach number 
map. The P, values shown here approximately correspond to a Lockheed F-104G supersonic 
fighter. Load factor n = I . W = 18,000 lb. The airplane is at maximum thrust. The path given 
by points A through lis the flight path for minimum time to climb. 

6.19 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR SUPERSONIC AIRPLANES 

The physical characteristics of subsonic flow and supersonic flow are totally 
different-a contrast as striking as that between day and night. We have 
already addressed some of these differences in Chs. 4 and 5. However, these 
differences do not affect the airplane performance techniques discussed in this 
chapter. These techniques are general, and they apply to both subsonic and 
supersonic airplanes. The only way our performance analysis knows that the 
airplane is subsonic or supersonic is through the drag polar and the engine 
characteristics. Recall from our discussion in Sec. 5.3 that CL and Co are func
tions of free-stream Mach number; hence the drag polar is a function of M ... 
A given drag polar pertains to a specified Mach number; for example, the drag 
polar for the Lockheed C-141A shown in Fig. 6.2 pertains to low-speed flow 
M .. $ 0.3. A generic comparison between the drag polars for a given subsonic 
Mach number and a given supersonic Mach number for the same airplane is 
sketched in Fig. 6.61. For a given CL, Co is much larger at supersonic speeds 
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Figure 6.61 Generic comparison of a 
subsonic drag polar with a supersonic drag 
polar for the same airplane. 

than at subsonic speeds because of the presence of supersonic wave drag. 
Therefore, the supersonic drag polar is displaced to the right of the subsonic 
drag polar and is a more tightly shaped parabola, as sketched in Fig. 6.6I. 

Consider an arbitrary point on the drag polar, such as point I shown in 
Fig. 6.61. A straight line 0 - I drawn from the origin to point I will have a slope 
equal to C41 /CD,1; that is, the slope is equal to the lift-to-drag ratio associated 
with flight at point I. As we move point I up the drag polar, the slope of line 0-I 
will increase, associated with increased values of LID. Let point A be the point 
where the straight line becomes tangent. Hence, the slope of the straight line OA 
is the maximum possible slope. This slope is equal to (liD)= and point A cor
responds to flight at maximum lift-to-drag ratio. This demonstrates the graphical 
construction from which (L/D)ma:x. can be obtained from the drag polar. Simply 
draw a straight line from the origin tangent to the drag polar; the slope of this 
line is equal to (L/D)ma:x.· 

With this in mind, let us compare the two drag polars in Fig. 6.61. Line OA 
is drawn tangent to the subsonic drag polar, and its slope gives (liD)ma:x. at the 
given subsonic Mach number. Line OB is drawn tangent to the supersonic drag 
polar, and its slope gives (L/D)max at the given supersonic Mach number. Clearly, 
the slope of OB is smaller than the slope of OA. The values of(liD)ma:x. at super
sonic speeds are smaller than at subsonic speeds. This is dramatically shown in 
Fig. 6.62. As an airplane accelerates through Mach I , there is a considerable drop 
in its (liD)ma:x.· 

Perhaps the most severe effect on airplane performance associated with 
the decrease in (liD)ma:x. at supersonic speeds is that on range. From Eq. (6.77) 
we saw that range for a jet airplane is proportional to d 4! C0 . If (L/D)ma:x. 
is smaller for a given supersonic Mach number, then so will be the value of 
(c1~ 1Cv)max· This is the primary reason why the range of a given airplane 
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Figure 6.62 Variation of (LID),... with Mach number for several generic airplane 
configurations. 
(Source: FromM. R. NichoL,, A. L. Keith, and W. E. Foss, "The Second-Generation Supersonic 
Transport, " in Vehicle Techuology for Civil Aviation: The Seventies and Beyond. NASA 
SP-292, pp. 409-428.) 

cruising at supersonic speed is smaller than that at subsonic speed, everything 
else being equal. 

Let us return to Eq. (6.75), repeated here: 

R = f Wo v_ cL aw 
W1 c, C0 W 

(6.75) 

This is the equation from which Eq. (6.77) was derived. Assuming flight at con
stant V.., c, and CL!Co, Eq. (6.75) becomes 

R= V.. ~ln Wo 
c, D W. 

(6.143) 

You will frequently see Eq. (6.143) in the literature as the equation for range for 
a jet airplane. Note that Eq. (6.143) shows that maximum range is obtained not 
with maximum LID but rather with the maximum value of the product V J.L!D). 
This product is maximum when Cl ~AC0 is maximum, as shown through the 
derivation ofEq. (6.77). Nevertheless, Eq. (6.143) is a useful expression for the 
range for a jet airplane. 
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DESIGN BOX 

Based on the preceding discussion, the designer of 
a supersonic cruise airplane, such as a civil super
sonic transport, must live with the realities embod
ied in Eq. (6.143). For example, during the 1990s an 
extended study of a second-generation supersonic 
transport, labeled the high-speed civil transport 
(HSCT), was carried out by industry in the United 
States, supported by the high-speed research (HSR) 
program carried out by NASA. (By comparison, 
the Anglo-French Concorde designed in the 1960s, 
shown in Fig. 5.66, is a first-generation supersonic 
transport.) The baseline design specifications for the 
HSCT called for cruise at Mach 2.4 with a range of 
5000 mi, carrying 300 passengers. This is an extreme 
design challenge, on the cutting edge of modem aero
nautical technology. From Eq. (6.143), a few percent 
shortfall in IJ D could prevent the achievement of the 
specified range. This underscores the importance of 
supersonic aerodynamic research aimed at improving 
supersonic liD. The engine must produce the lowest 
possible thrust-specific fuel consumption while at the 
same time producing an environmentally acceptable 
low value of atmospheric pollutants in the jet exhaust 
to protect the atmospheric ozone layer. Moreover, the 
engine noise must be an acceptably low value during 
takeoff and landing; that is a major challenge for jet 
engines designed for supersonic flight, for which the 
exhaust jet velocities are large and hence very noisy. 
Therefore, the design of engines for the HSCT is a 
massive challenge in itself. There are major structural 
and materials challenges as well. The design goal of 
the HSCT is a structural weight fraction (weight of 
the structure divided by the gross takeoff weight) 
of 0.2, which is considerably smaller than the more 
typical value of 0.25 and higher for conventional 

subsonic transports. With the smaller structural 
weight fraction, the HSCT can carry more fuel and/ 
or more passengers to meet its other design specifica
tions. And if this were not enough, the size of the 
baseline HSCT is so large, with a length longer than 
a football field, that there is a problem with elastic 
bending of the fuselage (in the longitudinal direction); 
as a result, stability and control are severely compro
mised. This problem is compounded by the interac
tion of the aerodynamic force, the propulsive thrust, 
and the real-time control inputs. Called the APSE 
(aeropropulsiveservoelastic) effect, this is a problem 
that affects the HSCT in flight and on the ground. 
(For more details on the HSCT design challenges, 
see U.S. Supersonic Commercial Aircraft: Assessing 
NASA's High-Speed Research Program, National 
Research Council Report, National Academy Press, 
Washington, DC, 1997.) Note that the sonic boom is 
not considered to be a problem for the HSCT becanse 
of the up-front decision that it would fly subsonically 
over land-the same restriction imposed on the Con
corde SST. At the time of writing, work on the HSCT 
has been discontinued, mainly for economic reasons. 
However, NASA still maintains a low-level research 
program on the technical problems associated with 
supersonic commercial airplanes in general, look
ing to the time when a second-generation supersonic 
transport becomes a reality. 

In short, the design of an environmentally 
acceptable, economically viable supersonic transport 
is a major aeronautical technological problem that 
has yet to be solved. It will be one of the most chal
lenging aeronautical endeavors in the early 21st cen
tury, and perhaps many readers of this book will have 
a hand in meeting this challenge. 

Equations (6.77) and (6.143) both indicate the obvious ways to compen
sate for the loss of (L/D)max, and hence d'2Je0 , in the range for a supersonic 
airplane: 

1. Decrease the thrust-specific fuel consumption c,. 
2. Increase the fuel weight Wf, thereby increasing the ratio Wo!Wt in 

Eq. (6.143) and increasing the difference W01 ~ _ W.142 in Eq. (6.77). 
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Increasing the fuel weight is usually not a desirable design solution because the 
additional fuel usually means a smaller useful P'ayload for the airplane. Also, 
for turbojet and low-bypass-ratio turbofans (see Ch. 9), the thrust-specific fuel 
consumption increases with an increase in Mach number for supersonic speeds, 
further compounding the degradation of range. 

6.20 UNINHABITED AERIAL VEHICLES (UA Vs) 

After the Wright brothers worked so hard to put humans in the air in flying 
machines, a hundred years later some aerospace engineers are working hard to 
take humans out of flying machines. Uninhabited aerial vehicles (UAVs) are 
airplanes that have no humans on board, but rather are flown remotely by pilots 
on the ground or in other airplanes. Such vehicles came on the scene in the 
1950s with the introduction of the remotely controlled Ryan Firebee for recon
naissance, which was used extensively in Vietnam. In the early days of their 
use, these types of aircraft were labeled remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs). 
Israel is the first nation to have used RPVs in a combat situation, arguing that 
for reconnaissance missions a loss of a relatively inexpensive RPV was better 
than the loss of a pilot and a multimillion-dollar airplane. In the later part of the 
20th century, RPVs matured and were redesignated UAVs, which at the time 
stood for "unmanned" aerial vehicles. The term unmanned is, however, a mis
nomer because such aircraft are manned remotely by a human pilot even though 
that pilot is not physically in the aircraft. This led to the recent use of the term 
uninhabited aerial vehicle, a more proper description of the case. 

At the time of writing, UAVs and their spinoff, uninhabited combat aerial 
vehicles (UCA Vs), are becoming a more important part of aerospace engineering. 
In the United States alone, at least five dozen UA V design programs are underway, 
with many more throughout Europe, the Middle East, and Asia It is already a 
multibillion-dollar business and growing rapidly. In terms of airplane design, UA Vs 
offer a widely expanded design space, in part because the pilot, passengers, and 
related life support and safety and comfort equipment are no longer needed, thereby 
saving weight and complexity. Moreover, the physical constraints imposed by the 
limits of the human body, such as losing consciousness when exposed to accelera
tions around and above 9 g's even for a few seconds, are removed. Uninhabited 
aerial vehicles present new and exciting design challenges to aerospace engineers; 
such vehicles offer the chance for greatly improved performance and many new 
and unique applications. Because of their growing importance, we devote this sec
tion to UAVs as part of our overall introduction to flight. 

Let us take a look at a few examples of existing UA V s. To date the primary 
mission for UA Vs has been reconnaissance. One of the best-known UA Vs is the 
General Atomics Predator, shown in the three-view in Fig. 6.63. This aircraft 
has been used in campaigns in Bosnia, Afghanistan, and Iraq. The Predator 
has a wingspan of 14.85 m (48.7 ft), a high aspect ratio of 19.3, and a maxi
mum takeoff weight of 1020 kg1 (2250 lb ). It is powered by a 1 05-hp Rotax 
four-cylinder reciprocating engine driving a two-blade, variable-pitch pusher 
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Figure 6.63 Three-view of the General Atomics Predator endurance UAV. 

propeller. Because it is a reconnaissance vehicle, the Predator is designed to 
stay in the air for a long time; iits maximum endurance is greater than 40 hours. 
(If a human pilot were on board, such a long endurance would not be practi
cal.) The high aspect ratio is one of the design features allowing such a long 
endurance. Endurance at low altitude is the primary performance characteristic 
of this airplane; its maximum speed is a slow 204 km/h (127 mi/h), its loiter 
speed is between 111 and 130 km/h (69 and 81 milh), and its service ceiling is 
a low 7.925 km (26,000 ft). The Predator has recently been used successfully 
as a UCA V in Afghanistan, launching missiles at targets on the ground. 

In contrast to the low-altitude Predator, the Northrop Grumman Global Hawk, 
shown in Fig. 6.64, is a high-altitude surveillance UA V. As seen in Fig. 6.64, the 
Global Hawk has an exceptionally high aspect ratio of 25, providing the same 
beneficial aerodynamic characteristics as that for the high-aspect-ratio wing 
used for the Lockheed high-altitude U-2 described in detail in the design box in 
Sec. 5.15. The Global Hawk is much larger than the Predator, with a 35.42-m 
(116.2 ft) wingspan and weighing 11,612 kg (25,600 lb) at takeoff. Its service 
ceiling is 19.8 km (65,000 ft), and it is designed for a loiter speed of 635 km/h 
(395 milh) at a loiter altitude of 15.2 to 19.8 km (50,000 ft to 65,000 ft). Its 
maximum endurance is 42 hours. In contrast to the piston-engine Predator, the 
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0 

Figure 6.64 Three-view of the Global Hawk high-altitude endurance UAV. 

Global Hawk is powered by a Rolls-Royce Allison AE 300 7H turbofan engine, 
producing 7600 lb of thrust at standard sea level. 

Among its many applications, the Global Hawk has become an instrument for 
atmospheric science research. On April?, 2010, engineers at the NASA Dryden 
Research Center flew a Global Hawk for 14.1 hours, covering 4500 miles over 
the Pacific Ocean, taking it as far north as Alaska•s Kodiak Island at altitudes up 
to 69,900 ft, much higher than could be attained by conventional piloted aircraft 
(only the U-2 shown in Fig. 5.52 could fly as high, and the U-2 can hardly be 
classified as "conventional"). Stuffed with 11 instruments to measure the chemi
cal composition of the earth's atmosphere, the dynamics of the atmosphere, and 
the distribution of clouds and aerosol particles, the Global Hawk is earmarked by 
NASA engineers and scientists (in collaboration with others from the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) to fly from the equator to the Arctic 
Circle, and west of Hawaii. Moreover, on May 27,2010, NASA planned to fly 
two Global Hawks over the Atlantic Ocean from its Wallops Flight Facility in 
Virginia during the 2012-2014 Atlantic hurricane seasons to study the nature of 
hurricanes, their energy processes, and their changes in velocity. 

There are stealth UA Vs. An example is theLockheedMartinDarkStar, shown 
in Fig. 6.65. This was an experimental vehicle, and the program was terminated 
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Figure 6.65 Three-view of the DarkStar stealth UA V. 

in 1999 after two prototypes were produced. The DarkStar nevertheless repre
sents the design of a low-observable, high-altitude endurance UA V. Its size is 
midway between the Predator and the Global Hawk. The wingspan is 21.03 m 
(69ft) with an aspect ratio of 14.8. Its takeoff weight is 3901 kg (8600 lb). It 
was designed for a loiter altitude of 13.7 to 19.8 km (45,000 ft to 65,000 ft), 
with a cruising speed of 463 kmJh (288 mi/h) at 13.7 km (45,000 ft). Maximum 
endurance was approximately 12 hours, lower than that for the Predator and the 
Global Hawk-possibly reflecting poorer aerodynamic characteristics that usu
ally plague any airplane designed primarily for stealth. 

Let us glance into the future. Design studies reflecting new ideas for 
advanced UAVs are shown in Fig. 6.66. These are part of the SensorCraft study 
by the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 
in Dayton, Ohio. The SensorCraft is designed as a long-endurance, high-altitude 
UA V for performing command, control, detection, tracking, relay, and target
ing functions for long durations at extended ranges. The goal is to increase the 
endurance 50 percent above that for the Global Hawk. Examining Fig. 6.66, 
we see three basic configurations considered under the SensorCraft study: a 
somewhat conventional wing-body-tail (upper left), a flying wing (lower left), 
and a joined wing (upper and lower right). The configurations are driven by a 
host of antenna-size and field-of-view requirements while at the same time hav
ing extremely high levels of aerodynamic efficiency-requirements that can be 
somewhat conflicting. 

Uninhabited Combat Aerial Vehicles The UAVs discussed in the preceding 
section do not carry armament, missiles, or bombs; they are noncombat vehicles 



Some SensorCraft Designs 

Figure 6.66 Some advanced UA V designs. 
(Source: U.S. Air Force.) 

8.20 Uninhabrted Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) 

for reconnaissance, command and control, and the like. In contrast, specialized 
uninhabited aerial vehicles are being designed for direct air-to-air and air-to
ground combat. These vehicles are called uninhabited combat aerial vehicles 
(UCAVs), and they form a distinct and different class of vehicles. By taking the 
pilot out of a fighter or bomber, UV ACs can be optimized for combat perfor
mance with greatly increased accelerations and maneuverability at g-forces (load 
factors) much higher than a human can tolerate. The design space for UCA V s is 
greatly expanded compared to airplanes occupied by bmnans, and combat tac
tics can be much more aggressive than those intended to protect the lives of the 
occupants. 

An example of a UCAV is the Boeing X-45, shown in Fig. 6.67. This is an 
experimental vehicle intended to pave the way to future operational UCA V s. As 
shown in Fig. 6.67, the X-45 is a stealth configuration; a low-radar cross sec
tion will be absolutely necessary for operational UCA V s. The wingspan of the 
X-45 is 33.75 ft, and its gross weight is 15,000 lb . Powered by one Honeywell 
F-124 turbofan engine, the X-45 can achieve Mach 0.95. The X-45, and the 
design space it represents, is a paradigm shift for military aircraft. It represents 
the future. 
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Figure 6.67 The X-45 stealth UCA V. 
(Source: U.S. Air Force.) 

Comment Examine again Figs. 6.63 through 6.67. What you see are configura
tions that are unconventional compared to ordinary airplanes but that are con
ventional for the current generation of UAVs and UCAVs. These are just the 
beginning. Twenty years from now you will look back at the configurations in 
Figs. 6.63 through 6.67 and view them as the ''Wright Flyers" of 1minhabited 
aerial vehicles. 

Design Process for UAVs Tlb.e philosophy of conceptual airplane design is 
discussed in Sec. 6.22. A UA Vis an airplane, and hence its conceptual design fol
lows the seven-step process outlined in Sec. 6.22. The requirements (Step One) 
for a new UA V design are frequently driven by payload (based on the instru
ments and/or weapons required for its mission), range, endurance, and altitude. 
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Figure 6.68 Graph for initial weight estimate in the design process 
for a UAV. Data points: (I) General Atomics RQ-IA Predator, 
(2) Lockheed Martin/Boeing RQ-3A DarkStar, (3) Northrop Grumman 
RQ-4A Global Hawk, (4) BAE Systems Phoenix, (5) Meggitt ASR-4 
Spectre, (6) W Searcher, (7) Silver Arrow Hennes 450, (8) AAIIIAI 
RQ-2 Pioneer. 

Because UA Vs are relatively new, there is not the same depth of historical data 
on vehicle weights (Step Two) as in the case of conventional airplanes. How
ever, a first weight estimate might be obtained from data similar to that shown in 
Fig. 6.68 for previous UAVs. From the requirements, the weight of the payload 
(electronic instruments, etc.) and the range might be known. The abscissa in 
Fig. 6.68 is (range) x (payload weight). The first estimate for takeoff weight 
can then be obtained from the ordinate of Fig. 6.68. This allows the conceptual 
design process to follow the remaining steps outlined in Sec. 6.22. 

Consider the CP-1 airplane of our previous examples. Let us examine the change in per
formance of this airplane if the pilot, passengers, seats, and instrument panel are removed 
and if we convert the CP-1 to a UA V. This is purely an academic exercise. In reality a 
UA V is point-designed from the beginning to optimize its performance; it is not sim
ply the stripped-down CP-1 that we are considering in this example. Nevertheless, there 
is some value to examining the change in performance of the CP-1 when humans and 
related equipment are taken out of the airplane but the rest of the airplane is kept the 

same. In this case, calculate (a) V""" at sea level, (b) the maximum rate of climb at sea 
level, (c) the maximum range, and (d) the maximum endurance at sea level. The weights 
of the removed people and equipment include the following: four people (including the 
pilot) at 180 lb each, 720 lb total; four seats at 30 lb each, 120 lb total; and the instrument 
panel at 40 lb. The total weight decrease is 880 lb. 
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• Solution 
From our previous examples dealing with the CP-1, we note that the fuel empty weight 
is 2583lb, and the weight of the fuel is 367 lb. For the "UAV version" of the CP-1, the 
fuel empty weight is 

~ =2583 - 880=1703lb 

The gross weight is 

W0 = W. + W1 = 1703+367=2070 lb 

Also, AR=7,31, CD,o= 0.025, e=G,&, and S=l7-tfe 

a. We could find V""" by constructing the power-required curve and finding the inter
section of this curve with the power-available curve, as discussed in Sees. 6.5 and 6.6. 
Instead, let us take the following amalytical approach. Repeating Eq. (6.42), 

T =q..S (cDo + 1 ';
2 

) 
' q_S neAR 

Multiplying by V~, and noting that TV~ = PA, we have 

From Example 6.4 for the CP-1, 

P. = J){bliJ))= (0.80)(230) = 184 hp 

or P. = (1 84)(SSO) = l.012x 105 ft·lb/s 

Also, t P-SCD,o = !(0.002377)(174)(0.025) = 5.17 x 10-3 

wz (2080)2 U 19x 106 
{-p_Sn-eAR ~(0.002377)(174)n-(0,8)(7 ,37) 

HenceEq. (E6.27.1) becomes 

l.Ol2x 10S. =5 17 x l0 3 v.!+ l.ll 9xl0
6 

v_ 

SolvingEq. (E6.27.2) for V~, 
v_ = 266 ft/s 

(E6.27.1) 

(E6.27.2) 
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BecausePA inEq. (E6.27.1) is the maximum power available, then v~ = v ..... 

Thus IV.,.. - 266 ftts ! 

Compare this result with that for the CP-1 obtained in Example 6.4, where V""" = 265 ft/s. 
There is virtually no change! Simply reducing the weight and keeping everything else the 
same did not materially influence V ..... In particular, the wing area was kept the same, 
resulting in a lower wing loading than for the CP-l. The new wing loading is 

compared to 

w 2070 2 
UAV: - ---B.9lb/ft s 174 

CP-1: W = 
2950 

= 17lb/ft2 
s 174 

Maximum velocity depends on WIS; in the design box in Sec. 6.8, we see that V .... 
increases as W!S increases. Even though the power-to-weight ratio was increased for 
our U A V, which would increase V """' the reduced wing loading negated the increased 
power-to-weight ratio. If we reduced the wing area of our sample UA V to keep W!S the 
same as for the CP-1, V""" would increase noticeably. This illustrates the importance of 
point-designing a UAV from the beginning to take advantage of the new design space. 
b. From Eq. (6.53), repeated here, 

FromEq. (6.85), 

Also, 

and 

(RIC) =(1JP) = 0.8776 WIS l 
max W p C (l ! D)31i max - D,O _., max 

= J( II 025) •(0 .8)(7 .37) 

2(0.025) 

w = 2070 = 11.9 lb/ ft2 
s 174 

13.6 

(1JP) = (0.8)(230)(550) = 48_9 ft/s 
W mxx 2070 

Hence, Eq. (6.53) yields 

( JUC) = 4U- Q.8776 / ll.9 1 
mxx 'J (0.002377)(0.025) (J3.6f!2 

=48.9 - 7.8 .. 41.1 ft/s 
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or (RIC)..., ~(41 . I)( tin) ~12466 ftlmin I 

Compare this result with that for the CP-1 from Example 6.1 0. The value of (RIC),.. for 
the CP-1 at sea level is 1494 ftlmin. By taking the humans and associated equipment out 
of the CP-1, we increase the maximum rate of climb by 65 percent- a dramatic increase. 
c. The maximum range is obtained from Eq. (6.67), repeated here: 

R= IJ CL In Wo 
c CD w. 

where 11= 0.8, c = 2.27 x 10-7 ft-1 (from Example 6.18), (CLICD) ... = 13.6, and W01W1 = 
2070/1703 = 1.216. Eq. (6.67) yields 

or 

R= 0·8 
7 (13.6) ln(l.216) = Q,l7x W ft 

2,27 xlo-

R = 9 .37xl06 ll775milesl 
5280 

Compare this with the maximum range of the CP-1 obtained in Example 6.18, where 
R = 1207 miles. By taking the humans and associated equipment out of the airplane, we 
increase the maximum range by 47 percent 
d. The maximum endurance at sea level is obtained from Eq. (6.68), repeated here: 

FromEq. (6.87), 

E = IJ Cf.'2 (lp..S)'a(w;-''2- Wo'"2) 
c CD 

(
Cf.a ) = (3C.e,o lrElARi

14 

CD 4CDo max , 

= [3(0.025)n(0.8)(7 .37)f14 

12.8 
4(0.025) 

e = <0·8><12·8> .J2(o.oo2377Xl74) [(I7o3r''2 -(207or"21 
2.21 x to-7 

E = 9 24 x 104 s = 9 2 4 xlo• 125.7 h 
3600 

Compare this with the maximum endurance of the CP-1 obtained in Example 6.18, where 
E = 14.4 hours. By taking the humans and associated equipment out of the airplane, we 
increase the maximum endurance by 78 percent! 

Note: This example demonstrates the substantial increases in maximum rate of 
climb, range, and endurance that can be obtained simply by taking the humans and asso
ciated equipment out of an existing airplane. Imagine the even larger increases in perfor
mance that can be obtained by point-designing the UA V from the beginning rather than 
just modifying an existing airplane. 
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----------------------------------~• 
Consider two military airplanes: one a conventional piloted airplane limited to a maxi
mum load factor of9, and the other a UCAV designed for a maximum load factor of25. 
At the same flight velocity, compare the turn radius and the turn rate for these two aircraft. 

• Solution 
Repeating Eq. (6.118), the turn radius R is 

R - V.! -gs:2 -l 

Letting R1 denote the turn radius for the UCA V and R2 denote the tum radius for the 
conventional airplane, we have from Eq. (6.118) for the same V~, 

Repeating Eq. (6.119) for turn rate IV, 

gJn2 -1 
(I) = ::...:..,,.,....-v_ 

Letting W1 and iV2 denote the tum rates for the UCA V and conventional airplane, 
respectively, we have from Eq. (6.119) for the same V~, 

~ = • t f -1 = J (25)
2 
-1 = 2 8 

li>z yni -1 (9)' - 1 

Note: The UCA V can turn in a circle almost one-third the radius of the conven
tional airplane and do it at almost three times the turn rate--a spectacular increase in 
maneuverability. 

6.21 MICRO AIR VEHICLES 
A special type of very small UAVs, with wingspans on the order of 15 em or 
less and weights less than 0.09 kg, came onto the aeronautical scene begin
ning in the 1990s. Called micro air vehicles, their missions are often for 
the sensing of biological agents, chemical compounds, and nuclear materials 
within a localized area. They can be used for anti-crime and anti-terrorist 
surveillance. They can be made as small as large insects, and can fly through 
corridors and around comers in buildings. They are growing in importance, 
and therefore justify some mention here. For a review of micro air vehicle 
design, see Tom Mueller et al., Introduction to the Design of Fixed-Wing 
Micro Air Vehicles. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 
Reston, VA, 2007. 
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Figure 6.69 Conceptual micro air vehicle as designed by R. J. Foch, Naval Research 
Laboratory. 

A baseline configuration for one type of micro air vehicle is shown in 
Fig. 6.69, and a photograph of a similar vehicle appears in Fig. 6.70. The small 
size and low speed of these micro air vehicles place them squarely into a low 
Reynolds number aerodynamic regime, with Re < 100,000. All of the conven
tional aircraft treated in this book, and indeed in everyday use, fly at Reynolds 
numbers in the millions. The low Reynolds number associated with micro air 
vehicles is arguably the biggest challenge in their design. The aerodynamics of 
airfoils and wings at low Reynolds numbers is quite different than that at high 
Reynolds numbers. 

For example, Fig. 6.71 shows the streamlines over an airfoil at Re = 100,000, 
as obtained from a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) computer program. 
At this low Reynolds number, the flow over the airfoil is laminar (Fig. 6.7la). 
A region of flow separation occurs over this airfoil even at a zero angle of attack, 
as seen in Fig. 6.7la. This is caused by a laminar separation bubble that occurs 
just downstream of the leading edge of the airfoil. Such laminar separation 
bubbles, with the ensuing separated flow, are characteristic of low-Reynolds
number flow over an airfoil with normal thickness. The consequence of this 
separated flow (which is analogous to the stall phenomena for airfoils at high 
angles of attack) is that the lift dramatically decreases, the drag skyrockets, 
and the all-important LID for the airfoil is materially reduced. In contrast, if 
the flow is artificially made turbulent in the same CFD computer calculation, 
attached flow is obtained, as seen in Fig. 6.7lb. The lift coefficient for the 
turbulent attached flow is 0.45 compared to 0.05 for the laminar separated 
flow. (See A. P. Kothari & J_ D. Anderson, Jr., "Flows over Low Reynolds 
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Figure 6. 70 A micro air vehicle, the UGMA V 15, designed at the University of Ghent, 
Belgium. 
(Photo courte.•y of Prof Jan Vierendeels, with permission.) 

(a) Laminar flow 

Figure 6.71 Computational fluid dynamic calculations of the flow over a Wortmann 
FX63-137 airfoil. Re = 100,000, M = 0.5. (a) Laminar flow. (b) Turbulent flow. 
( Calctdations by the author and Dr. A. J. Kothari.) 
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Number Airfoils-Compressible Navier-Stokes Numerical Solutions," AIAA 
Paper 85-0107, presented at the AIAA 23rd Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, 
Nevada, January 14-17, 1985.) 

Also, note that the aspect ratios of the micro air vehicles shown in Figs. 6.69 
and 6.70 are low, on the order of 1 to 2. Thus, the aerodynamic characteristics 
of micro air vehicles are those of low-Reynolds-number flow over low-aspect 
wing~oth conspiring to decrease lift and increase drag. Maximum lift-to-drag 
ratios on the order of 4 to 6 are typical. 

Once the aerodynamic properties of a given micro air vehicle are known, 
as well as the thrust or power from the miniature engines, its performance can 
be calculated using the techniques and equations developed in this chapter. The 
performance calculation "sees" the aerodynamics, and the aerodynamics "sees" 
the low-Reynolds-number, low-aspect-ratio configuration. 

6.22 A PHILOSOPHY OF CONCEPTUAL 
AIRPLANE DESIGN 

This is not a book about aiiplane design; the fundamental topics presented in this 
book are, however, essential ingredients that go into aiiplane design. The design 
boxes that are scattered throughout this book are intended to add some design 
perspective to these essential ingredients. The purpose of this section is to pause 
for a moment and reflect on how you might intellectually start the actual process 
of designing a new aiiplane. 

In most cases the design of a new aiiplane advances through three phases: 

1. Conceptual design. The aiiplane designer starts with a concrete goal of 
satisfying a set of specifications (requirements) for the new aiiplane---or 
sometimes just the desire to implement some pioneering, innovative ideas 
and technology. (The designs of both the innovative Bell X-1 shown in 
Fig. 5.91 and the hypersonic X-15 shown in Fig. 5.92 are good examples of 
both such goals.) The first s teps toward achieving these goals constitute the 
conceptual design phase. Here, within a certain somewhat fuzzy latitude, 
the overall shape, size, weiight, and performance of the new design take 
shape in the minds of the designers, and the preliminary configuration of 
the aiiplane takes shape on paper or on a computer screen. This rendering 
is called a configuration layout. 

2. Preliminary design. In this phase, changes (usually minor) are made to 
the configuration layout. At this stage serious structural and control-system 
analyses and design begin. Substantial wind tunnel testing will be carried 
out, and major CFD calculations will be made of the complete flow field 
over the aiiplane configuration. All these activities are intended to fine-tune 
the design. 

3. Detail design. At this stage the overall configuration of the aiiplane is 
frozen; the detail design phase is literally the "nuts and bolts" phase of 
aiiplane design. Here the aiiplane is viewed as a machine to be fabricated. 
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The precise design of each individual rib, spar, section of skin, and so 
forth now takes place. Manufacturing tools and jigs are designed. The size, 
number, and location of the fasteners (rivets, welded joints, and the like) 
are determined. At the end of the detail design phase, the airplane is ready 
to be fabricated. 

Let us return to the conceptual design phase, because that is where the 
designer's first intellectual activity starts and where the new design takes shape 
in his or her mind. The design process is an act of creativity; and as with all 
creative endeavors, there is no single method. Different people, different compa
nies, and different books all approach the subject from various angles and with a 
different sequence of events. However, this author suggests that on a philosophi
cal basis, the overall conceptual design process is anchored by seven intellectual 
"pivot points"-seven aspects that anchor the conceptual design thought process 
but allow different, more detailed thinking to reach out in all directions. (These 
matters are discussed in much greater detail in Anderson, Airplane Performance 
and Design, McGraw-Hill, 1999.) We will discuss these intellectual pivot points 
as a series of seven steps: 

Step One: Requirements. The design of any new airplane starts with a set 
of requirements. These requirements are as unique and different from one 
airplane to another as fingerprints are from one human being to another. But 
whatever they are, they serve as the focused goal for the completed design. 
They may take the form of some combination of stipulations for range, takeoff 
distance, stalling velocity, endurance, maximum velocity, rate of climb, tum 
rate and tum radius, maximum load factor, service ceiling, cost, reliability and 
maintainability, and maximum size. These are jjust a few examples. 
Step Two: First weight estimate. No airplane can get off the ground 
unless it can produce a lift greater than its weight. Thus, no airplane 
design process can get off the ground without a first estimate of the gross 
takeoff weight. As we have learned in this chapter, airplane performance 
is critically affected by weight. In the conceptual design of an airplane, 
we cannot go any further until we have a first estimate of the takeoff gross 
weight. This can be obtained, for example, by looking at previous similar 
airplane designs, using such experience to obtain a first weight estimate. 
Step Three: Critical performance parameters. We have learned in this 
chapter that airplane performance depends on a number of parameters such 
as maximum lift coefficient, lift-to-drag ratio, zero-lift drag coefficient, 
wing loading W/S, and thrust-to-weight ratio T/W. First estimates of these 
parameters are necessary to calculate the performance of the design and to 
see how closely it matches the requirements in Step One. 
Step Four: Configuration layout. The configuration layout is a drawing 
of the shape and size (dimensions) of the airplane as it has evolved to this 
stage. The critical performance parameters from Step Three and the initial 
weight estimate from Step Two give enough information to approximately 
size the airplane and to draw the configuration. 
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Step Five: Better weight estimate. From the configuration layout in 
Step Four, a detailed component weight breakdown can be made; that is, 
the individual weights of the wings, engines, fuselage, tail, payload, fuel, 
and so on can be estimated. Added together, the detailed component weight 
estimates give a much better estimate of the total gross weight of the 
aixplane than that first obtained in Step Two. 

Step Six: Performance analysis. This is where "the rubber meets the 
road"-where the configuration drawn in Step Four is judged for its ability 
to meet all the original specifications set forth in Step One. Such judgment 
is based on a performance analysis using the concepts and techniques 
discussed in this chapter. It is unlikely that the first configuration will 
indeed meet all the specifications; it may exceed some but not measure up 
to others. At this stage the creative judgment of the designer is particularly 
important. An iterative process is initiated: The configuration is modified 
with the expectation of coming closer to meeting the requirements. The 
designer returns to Step Three and readjusts the critical performance 
parameters in directions that will improve performance. These adjustments 
in tum alter the configuration in Step Four and the weight estimate in 
Step Five. The revised performance is assessed in Step Six. The process 
is repeated until the resulting conceptual aixplane design meets the 
requirements. 

At this stage some mature judgment on the part of the design team is critical 
because the iterative process might not lead to a design that meets all the require
ments. Perhaps some of the specifications are unrealistic, or the existing technol
ogy is not sufficiently advanced, or costs are estimated to be prohibitive. As a 
result, in collaboration with the customer, some specifications may be relaxed 
to achieve other requirements of higher priority. For example, if high speed is 
critical, but the wing loading that allows this high speed increases the takeoff and 
landing distances beyond the original specifications, then the takeoff and landing 
requirements may be relaxed. 

Step Seven : Optimization. When the design team is satisfied that the 
iterative process between Steps Three and Six has produced a viable 
aixplane, the next question is whether this is the best design. This leads 
to an optimization analysis. The techniques of design optimization today 
use sophisticated mathematics beyond the scope of this book. Research in 
optimization theory is leading to new techniques that may revolutionize the 
overall design process in the 21st century, driven by the goal of obtaining 
the best design. 

With this we end our short discussion of the philosophy of conceptual air
plane design. It is placed near the end of this chapter because it highlights the 
usefulness and importance of the aspects of aixplane performance discussed in 
this chapter. Aixplane design is a specialty. The interested reader is encouraged 
to study the definitive design text by Raymer listed in the bibliography at the end 
of this chapter. 
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6.23 A COMMENT 
We end the technical portion of this chapter by noting that detailed computer 
programs now exist within NASA and the aerospace industry for the accurate 
estimation of aitplane performance. These programs are usually geared to spe
cific types of aitplanes--for example, general aviation aircraft (light single- or 
twin-engine private aitplanes), military fighter aircraft, and commercial trans
ports. Such considerations are beyond the scope of this book. However, the prin
ciples developed in this chapter are stepping-stones to more advanced studies of 
aitplane performance; the bibliography at the end of this chapter provides some 
suggestions for such studies. 

6.24 HISTORICAL NOTE: DRAG REDUCTION
THE NACA COWLING AND THE FILLET 

The radial piston engine came into wide use in aviation during and after World 
War I. As described inCh. 9, a radial engine has its pistons arranged in a cir
cular fashion about the crankshaft, and the cylinders themselves are cooled by 
airflow over the outer finned surfaces. Until1927 these cylinders were generally 
directly exposed to the main airstream of the airplane, as sketched in Fig. 6.72. 
As a result, the drag on the engine-fuselage combination was inordinately high. 
The problem was severe enough that a group of aircraft manufacturers met at 
Langley Field on May 24, 1927, to urge NACA to investigate means of reduc
ing this drag. Subsequently, under the direction of Fred E. Weick, an extensive 
series of tests was conducted in the Langley 20-ft propeller research tunnel using 
a Wright Whirlwind J-5 radial engine mounted to a conventional fuselage. In 
these tests, various types of aerodynamic surfaces, called cowlings, were used 
to cover, partly or completely, the engine cylinders, directly guiding part of 
the airflow over these cylinders for cooling but at the same time not interfering 
with the smooth primary aerodynamic flow over the fuselage. The best cowl
ing, illustrated in Fig. 6.73, completely covered the engine. The results were 
dramatic: Compared with the uncowled fuselage, a full cowling reduced the drag 
by a stunning 60 percent! This is illustrated in Fig. 6.74, taken directly from 
Weick's report, titled "Drag and Cooling with Various Forms of Cowling for a 
Whirlwind Radial Air-Cooled Engine," NACA Technical Report No. 313, pub
lished in 1928. Virtually all radial engine-equipped aitplanes since 1928 have 
been designed with a full NACA cowling. The development of this cowling was 
one of the most important aerodynamic advancements of the 1920s; it led the 
way to a major increase in aircraft speed and efficiency. 

A few years later a second major advancement was made by a completely 
different group and on a completely different part of the aitplane. In the early 
1930s the California Institute of Technology at Pasadena, California, established 
a program in aeronautics under the direction of Theodore von Karman. Von 
Karman, a student of Ludwig Prandtl, became probably the leading aerodynami
cist of the 1920-1960 period. At Cal tech, von Karman established an aeronautical 
laboratory of high quality, which included a large subsonic wind tunnel funded 
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Figure 6.73 Engine mounted with full cowling. 

Figure 6.72 Engine mounted with no cowling. 
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Figure 6.74 Reduction in drag due to a full cowling. 

by a grant from the Guggenheim Foundation. The first major experimental pro
gram in this tunnel was a commercial project for Douglas Aircraft Company. 
Douglas was designing the DC-1, the forerunner of a series of highly successful 
transports (including the famous DC-3, which revolutionized commercial avia
tion in the 1930s). The DC-1 was plagued by unusual buffeting in the region 
where the wing joined the fuselage. The sharp comer at the juncture caused 
severe flow field separation, which resulted in high drag as well as shed vortices 
that buffeted the tail. The Caltech solution, which was new and pioneering, was 
to fair the trailing edge of the wing smoothly into the fuselage. These fairings, 
called fillets, were empirically designed and were modeled in clay on the DC-1 
wind tunnel models. The best shape was found by trial and error. The addition 
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DESIGN BOX 

In Cbs. 5 and 6 we have underscored the importance 
of the wing aspect ratio in airplane design. In particu
lar, for subsonic flight we have noted that by increas
ing the aspect ratio, we can obtain a lower induced 
drag coefficient and hence a higher maximum IJD 
ratio. Now that we are at the end of our discussions of 
airplane aerodynamics and performance, it is worth
while to expand this consideration by asking: For an 
airplane in steady, level flight, what design param
eter dictates the induced drag itself (as contrasted 
with the induced drag coefficient)? Is it the aspect 
ratio, as intuition might indicate, or is it another 
design parameter? The answer is developed in the 
following discussion, which will help to expand our 
understanding of induced drag and will provide an 
enhanced physical understanding of the definition of 
aspect ratio. 

From Eq. (6.1c), the coefficient of drag due to 
lift (which for subsonic flight at normal angles of 
attack is mainly due to the induced drag coefficient) 
is given by 

c2 
C - L 

l>.i-
neAR (6.144) 

In turn, the drag due to lift is 

c2 
D, -q_SCoi = q..S L 

neAR (6.145) 

For steady, level flight, L = W. Hence 

(6.146) 

Substituting Eq. (6.146) into (6.145), we have 

D, -q .. s(..!..)z 1 
(6.147) 
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Because AR = b21S, Eq. (6.147) can be written as 

D, = _
1 

q _s (..!..)2 

( ;.) 
ne q ,S b 

(6.148) 

Note that the wing area cancels out of Eq. (6.148), 
and we are left with 

D, =_!_(W)2 

neq~ b 
(6.149) 

This is a revealing result! The drag due to lift in 
steady, level flight-the force itself~epends explic
itly not on the aspect ratio, but rather on another 
design parameter, Wlb, called the span loading: 

Span loading = ~ (6.150) 

The drag due to lift varies with the square of the span 
loading. 

FromEq. (6.149), we see that the drag due to lift, 
for a given weight airplane, can be reduced simply 
by increasing the wingspan. In so doing, the wing
tip vortices {the physical source of induced drag) are 
simply moved farther away, hence lessening their 
effect on the rest of the wing and, in turn, reducing 
the induced drag. This makes good intuitive sense. 

In light of this, the span loading W lb takes its 
place as yet another design parameter that airplane 
designers can adjust during the conceptual design 
process for a new airplane. Of course the span load
ing and the aspect ratio are related via 

(6.151) 

where WIS is the familiar wing loading. 
Let us return to the concept of aspect ratio, which 

now takes on enhanced significance. First note that 
the zero-lift drag, which we denoted by Do. is given 
by q..,SCD.o and hence is proportional to the wing area, 
whereas the drag due to lift for steady, level flight 
is proportional to the square of the span loading via 
Eq. (6.149). The ratio of these two drags is 

D; r 1 (W)2

-] 1 (6.152) 
D. -l ,Teq_ b q_8C0 ,o 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued from page 567) From Eq. (6.154), we can make the following state
ment: For specified values of the design parameters 
WIS and CD.o. increasing the design aspect ratio will 
decrease the drag due to lift relative to the zero-lift 
drag. So the aspect ratio predominantly controls the 
ratio ofli.ft-induced drag to the zero-lift drag, whereas 
the span loading controls the actual value of the lift
induced drag. 

In Eq. (6.152), the ratio (W/b)2/S can be cast as 

(ill b)~ ( W t.sY (wl S)2 

(6.153) 
S b2 /S AR 

Substituting Eq. (6.153) into (6.152), we have 

D, _ I 

Do - JJeq~CD,o (6.154) 

of a fillet (see Fig. 6.75) solved the buffeting problem by smoothing out the 
separated flow and hence also reduced the interference drag. Since that time, 
fillets have become a standard airplane design feature. Moreover, the fillet is an 
excellent example of how university laboratory research in the 1930s contributed 
directly to the advancement of practical airplane design. 

6.25 HISTORICAL NOTE: EARLY PREDICTIONS 
OF AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE 

The airplane of today is a modern work of art and engineering. In tum, the pre· 
diction of airplane performance as described in this chapter is sometimes viewed 
as a relatively modem discipline. However, contrary to intuition, some of the 
basic concepts have roots deep in history; indeed, some of the very techniques 
detailed in previous sections were being used in practice only a few years after 
the Wright brothers' successfun first flight in 1903. This section traces a few his
toric paths for some of the basic ideas of airplane performance: 

1. Some understanding of the power required PR for an airplane was held by 
George Cayley. He understood that the rate of energy lost by an airplane in 
a steady glide under gravitational attraction must be essentially the power 
supplied by an engine to maintain steady, level flight. In 1853 Cayley wrote, 

The whole apparatus when loaded by a weight equal to that of the man intended 
ultimately to try the experiment, and with the horizontal rudder [the elevator] 
described on the essay before sent, adjusted so as to regulate the oblique descent 
from some elevated point, to its proper pitch, it may be expected to skim down, 
with no force but its own gravitation, in an angle of about 11 degrees with the 
horizon; or possibly, if well executed, as to direct resistance something less, at a 
speed of about 36 feet per second, ifloaded 1 pound to each square foot of surface. 
This having by repeated experiments, in perfectly calm weather, been ascertained, 
for both the safety of the man, and the datum required, let the wings be plied with 
the man's utmost strength; and let the angle measured by the greater extent of 
horizontal range of flight be noted; when this point, by repeated experiments, 
has been accurately found, we shall have ascertained a sound practical basis for 
calculating what engine power is necessary under the same circumstances as to 
weight and surface to produce horizontal flight. ... 
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Figure 6.75 Illustration of the wing fillet. 
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2. The drag polar, a concept introduced in Sees. 5.14 and 6.1, sketched in 
Figs. 5.49 and 6.1 and embodied inEq. (6.1a), represents simply a plot of 
Co versus CL, illustrating that Co varies as the square of C£. A knowledge 
of the drag polar is essential to the calculation of airplane performance. It 
is interesting that the first drag polars were drawn and published by Otto 
Lilienthal (see Sec. 1.5) in 1889, although he did not call them such. The 
term polar for these diagrams was introduced by Gustave Eiffel in 1909. 
Eiffel, the designer of the Eiffe1 Tower in Paris, built two wind tunnels 
and carried out extensive aerodynamic testing from 1909 to the time of his 
death in 1923. 

3. Some understanding of the requirements for rate of climb existed as far 
back as 1913, when in an address by Granville E. Bradshaw before the 
Scottish Aeronautical Society in Glasgow in December, the following 
comment was made: "Among the essential features of all successful 
aeroplanes [is that] it shall climb very quickly. This depends almost 
entirely on the weight efficiency of the engine. The rate of climb varies 
directly as the power devenoped and indirectly as the weight to be lifted." 
This is essentially a partial statement ofEq. (6.50). 

4. No general understanding of the prediction of airplane performance 
existed before the 20th century. The excellent summary of aeronautics 
written by Octave Chanute in 1894, Progress in Flying Machines, does 
not contain any calculational technique even remotely resembling the 
procedures set forth in this chapter. At best it was understood by that time 
that lift and drag varied as the first power of the area and as the second 
power of velocity, but this does not constitute a performance calculation. 
However, this picture radically changed in 1911. In that year the 
Frenchman Duchene received the Monthyon Prize from the Paris Academy 
of Sciences for his book titled The Mechanics of the Airplane: A Study 
of the Principles of Flight. Captain Duchene was a French engineering 
officer, born in Paris on December 27, 1869, educated at the famous Ecole 
Polytechnique, and later assigned to the fortress at Toul, one of the centers 
of"aerostation" in France. It was in this capacity that Captain Duchene 
wrote his book during 1910-1911. In this book the basic elements of 
airplane performance, as discussed in this chapter, are put forth for the first 
time. Duchene gives curves of power required and power available, as we 
illustrated in Fig. 6.21a; he discusses airplane maximum velocity; he also 
gives the same relation as Eq. (6.50) for rate of climb. Thus, some of our 
current concepts for the calculation of airplane performance date back as 
far as 191 0-1911-four years before the beginning of World War I and 
only seven years after the Wright brothers' first flight in 1903. Later, in 
1917, Duchene's book was translated into English by John Ledeboer and 
T. O'B. Hubbard (see the bibliography at the end of this chapter). Finally, 
during 1918- 1920, three additional books about airplane performance 
were written (again see the bibliography), the most famous being the 
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authoritative Applied Aerodynamics by Leonard Bairstow. By this time the 
foundations discussed in this chapter had been well set. 

6.26 HISTORICAL NOTE: BREGUET 
AND THE RANGE FORMULA 

Louis-Charles Breguet was a famous French aviator, airplane designer, and 
industrialist. Born in Paris on January 2, 1880, he was educated in electrical 
engineering at the Lycee Condorcet, the Lycee Camot, and the Ecole Superieure 
d'Electricite. After graduation he joined the electrical engineering firm of his 
father, Maison Breguet. However, in 1909 Breguet built his first airplane and 
then plunged his life completely into aviation. During World War I his airplanes 
were mass-produced for the French air force. In 1919 he founded a commercial 
airline company that later grew into Air France. His airplanes set several long
range records during the 1920s and 1930s. Breguet was active in his own aircraft 
company until his death on May 4, 1955, in Paris. His name is associated with a 
substantial part of French aviation history. 

The formula for range of a propeller-driven airplane given by Eq. (6.67) has 
also become associated with Breguet's name; it is commonly called the Breguet 
range equation. However, the reason for this association is historically obscure. 
In fact, the historical research of the present author can find no substance to 
Breguet's association with Eq. (6.67) until a presentation by Breguet to the 
Royal Aeronautical Society in London in 1922. On one hand, we find absolutely 
no reference to airplane range or endurance in any of the airplane performance 
literature before 1919, least of all a reference to Breguet. The authoritative books 
by Cowley and Levy (1918), Judge (1919), and Bairstow (1920) (see the biblio
graphy at the end of this chapter) amazingly enough do not discuss this subject. 
On the other hand, in 1919 NACA Report No. 69, titled "A Study of Airplane 
Ranges and Useful Loads," by J. G. Coffin, gives a complete derivation of the 
formulas for range, Eq. (6.67), and endurance, Eq. (6.68). But Coffin, who was 
director of research for Curtiss Engineering Corporation at that time, gives abso
lutely no references to anybody. Coffin's work appears to be original and clearly 
seems to be the first presentation of the range and endurance formulas in the 
literature. However, to confuse matters, we find a few years later, in NACA 
Report No. 173, titled "Reliable Formulae for Estimating Airplane Performance 
and the Effects of Changes in Weight, Wing Area or Power," by Walter S. Diehl 
(we have met Diehl before in Sec. 3.6), the following statement: "The common 
formula for range, usually credited to Breguet, is easily derived." Diehl's report 
then goes on to use Eq. (6.67), with no further reference to Breguet. This report 
was published in 1923, four years after Coffin's work. 

Consequently, to say the least, the proprietorship ofEq. (6.67) is not clear. 
It appears to this author that, in the United States at least, there is plenty of 
documentation to justify calling Eq. (6.67) the Coffin-Breguet range equation. 
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However, it has come down to us through the ages simply as Breguet's equation, 
apparently without documented substance. 

6.27 HISTORICAL NOTE: AIRCRAFT DESIGN
EVOLUTION AND REVOLUTION 

Sit back for a moment and think about the evolution of the airplane, beginning 
with Sir George Cayley's 1804 hand-launched glider. Indeed, Fig. 1.8 (Cayley's 
own sketch of this aircraft) shows the first airplane with a modem configura
tion. Now jump ahead a century in the design of the airplane to Fig. 1.2, the 
Wright brothers' historic photograph of their first successful flight in 1903; this 
is the true beginning of the practical airplane. Finally, jump another 80 years 
to Fig. 6.11, which shows a modem jet aircraft. Put these three aircraft side by 
side in your mind: Cayley's glider, the Wright Flyer, and the Cessna Citation 3. 
What a testimonial to the evolution of airplane design! Each machine is totally 
different, each being the product of three different worlds of scientific and engi
neering understanding and practice. One must marvel at the rapid technical 
progress, especially in the 20th century, that brings us to the present status of 
airplane design represented by the modern, fast, high-flying jet aircraft shown 
in Fig. 6.11. What were the major technical milestones in this progress? What 
were the evolutionary (and sometimes revolutionary) developments that swept 
us from Cayley's seminal concepts to the modem airplane? The eye-opening and 
exciting answers to these questions would require a separate book to relate, but 
in this section we highlight a few aspects of the technical progression of airplane 
design, using some of the technology we have covered in this chapter about air
plane performance. 

To provide a technical focw for our discussion, we chose two aerodynamic 
parameters as figures of merit to compare and evaluate different airplane designs. 
The first is the zero-lift drag coefficient Co,o. an important characteristic of any 
airplane because it has a strong effect on the maximum flight speed. Recall that 
at V max for an airplane, because the angle of attack (and hence the induced drag) 
is small, the total drag given by the drag polar in Eq. (6.lc) is dominated by Co,o 
at high speeds. Everything else being equal, the lower the Co,o, the faster the air
plane. The other aerodynamic figure of merit highlighted here is the lift-to-drag 
ratio and especially its maximum value (L/D)max· As we have already seen, LID 
is a measure of the aerodynamic efficiency of an airplane, and it affects such 
flight characteristics as endurance and range. We will use both Co,o and (L/D)max 
to illustrate the historical progress in airplane design. 

We start with the airplanes of Cayley early in the 19th century because they 
were the first designs to exemplify the fixed-wing heavier-than-air aircraft we 
know today. Return again to Fig. 1.8, showing the first airplane with a modem 
configuration, with a fixed wing for lift, a tail for stability, and a fuselage con
necting the two. The mechanism of propulsion (in this case a hand launch) is 
separate from the mechanism of lift. The amount of technical knowledge Cayley 
was able to incorporate in his design is best reflected in his famous ''triple paper" 
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ofl809-1810 (see Sec. 1.3). The technical concepts ofCD,o and LID did not exist 
in Cayley's day, but he reflects a basic intuition about these quantities in his 
triple paper. For example, Cayley used a method called Newtonian theory (which 
will be derived inCh. II) to estimate the aerodynamic force on an inclined plane 
(the wing). This theory takes into account only the pressure acting on the sur
face; surface shear stress and hence friction drag were not fully appreciated in 
Cayley's time, and there were no methods for such prediction. Newtonian theory 
predicts a net force perpendicular to the inclined plane and therefore contains a 
component of drag. Cayley makes reference to this "retarding force" due to the 
component of the aerodynamic pressure force actiing along the flow direction. In 
modern terms, we call this component of drag the drag due to lift. Cayley goes on 
to say (in discussing the flight of birds), ''In addition to the retarding force thus 
received is the direct resistance, which the bulk of the bird opposes to the cur
rent. This is a matter to be entered into separately from the principle now under 
consideration." Here Cayley is discussing what we would today call the zero-lift 
drag (the sum of pressure drag due to separation and skin friction drag) due 
primarily to the body of the bird. Although Cayley was on the right track con
ceptually, he had no method of calculating the zero-lift drag, and measurements 
(made with a whirling arm such as sketched in Fig. 1.7) were wholly unreliable. 
Therefore, we have no value of CD,o for Cayley's 1804 glider in Fig. 1.8. 

Although Cayley did not identify and use the concept of LID directly, in 
his triple paper he refers to his glider sailing "majestically" from the top of a 
hill, descending at an angle of about 18° with the horizon. Using the results of 
Sec. 6.9 dealing with a power-off glide, we can today quickly calculate that the 
LID ratio for the glider was 3.08-not a very impressive value. Typical values 
of LID for modem airplanes are 15 to 20, and for modern gliders, greater than 
40. Cayley did not have an efficient airplane, nor did he know about aspect ratio 
effects. Today we know that low- aspect-ratio wings such as used by Cayley 
(aspect ratio about I) are very inefficient because they produce large amounts of 
induced drag. 

The technical evolution of airplane design after Cayley was gradual and evo
lutionary during the remainder of the 19th century. The change that occurred with 
the Wright Flyer (Figs. 1.1 and 1.2) was revolutionary (1) because the Wrights 
ultimately relied on virtually no previous data, doing everything themselves (see 
Sec. 1.8); and (2) because it was the first successful flying machine. The aero
dynamic quality of the Wright Flyer is discussed by Culick and Jex, who report 
modern calculations and measurements of the drag polar for the Wright Flyer 
(Fig. 6.76). The experimental data were obtained from a model of the Wright 
Flyer mounted in a wind tunnel at the California Institute of Technology. The 
theoretical data are supplied by a modem vortex- lattice computer program for 
calculating low-speed incompressible inviscid flow. (Because these methods do 
not include the effects of friction, they cannot be used to predict flow separa
tion.) The data in Fig. 6.76 show that CD,o is about 0.10 and the maximum lift 
coefficient nearly 1.1. Moreover, drawing a straight line from the origin tangent 
to the drag polar curve, we see that the value of(LID)mwt is about 5.7. By present 
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Figure 6. 76 Drag polar and lift curve for the 1903 Wright Flyer. Experimental data are from 
modem experiments using models of the Wright Flyer in modem wind tunnels. The vortex
lattice theory is a modern computer calculation. The values of(;., (;,, and a correspond to 
equilibrium trimmed-flight conditions (see Ch. 7), highlighted by the horizontal bar across 
the figure. 
(Source: From Culick and Jex.) 

standards the Wright Flyer was not an aerodynamic masterpiece; but in 1903 it 
was the only successful flying machine in existence. Moreover, compared with 
Cayley's airplanes, the Wright Flyer was a revolutionary advancement in design. 

After the Wright Flyer, advances in airplane design grew almost exponen
tially in the last half of the 20th century. Using our two figures of merit, C D,o and 
(L/D)rmx., we can identify three general periods of progress in airplane design dur
ing the 20th century, as shown in Figs. 6.77 and 6.78. Values of CD,o (Fig. 6.77) 
and (L/D)rmx. (Fig. 6.78) for representative airplanes are shown versus time in 
years. These data are obtained from Loftin, an authoritative publication that the 
interested reader is encouraged to examine; it contains detailed case studies of the 
technical designs of many famous aircraft. The data for CD,o in Fig. 6.77 suggest 
that airplane design has gone through three major evolutionary periods, distin
guished from one another by a dramatic change. For example, the period of strut
and-wire biplanes (such as the SPAD Xlll, shown in Fig. 6.79) extends from the 
Wright Flyer to the middle or end of the 1920s. Here values of CD,o are typically on 
the order of 0.04: a high value due to the large form drag (pressure drag due to flow 
separation) associated with the bracing struts and wires between the two wings 
of a biplane. In the late 1920s a revolution in design came with the adoption of 
the monoplane configuration coupled with the NACA cowl (see Sec. 6.24). The 
resulting second period of design evolution (exemplified by the DC-3 shown in 
Fig. 6.80) is characterized by CD,o values on the order of0.027. In the mid-1940s 
the major design revolution was the advent of the jet-propelled airplane. This 
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8.27 Historical Note: Aircraft Design-Evolution and Revolution 
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Figure 6.77 Use of zero-lift drag coefficient to illustrate 'three general periods 
of 20th-century airplane design. The numbered data points correspond to 
the following aircraft: (I) SPAD XIII, (2) Fokker D-VII, (3) Curtiss JN-4H 
Jenny, (4) Ryan NYP (Spirit of St. Louis), (5) Lockheed Vega, (6) Douglas 
DC-3, (7) Boeing B-17, (8) Boeing B-29, (9) North American P-51, 
(10) Lockheed P-80, (11) North American F-86, (12) Lockheed F-104, 
(13) McDonnell F-4E, (14) Boeing B-52, (15) General Dynamics F-1110. 
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Figure 6.78 Use of lift-to-drag ratio to illustrate three general periods of 20th-century 
airplane design. 
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Figure 6.79 The French SPAD Xill, an example of the strut-and-wire biplane period 
Captain Eddie Rickenbacker is shown at the front of the airplane. 
(Source: U.S. Air Force.) 

Figure 6.80 The Douglas DC-3, an example of the period of mature propeller-driven 
monoplanes with the NACA cowling and wing fillets. 
(Source: Douglas Aircraft Company.) 

period, which we are still in today (reflected in the famous F-86 of the Korean 
war era, shown in Fig. 6.81), is represented by CD,o values on the order of0.015. 

The use of(L/D)rrwx as an aerodynamic figure of merit has been discussed in 
previous sections. As shown in Fig. 6.78, where (L/D)max is plotted versus years, 
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Figure 6.81 The North American F-86, one of the most successful modern jet airplanes 
from the early 1950s. 
(Source: North American/Rockwell.) 

the data points for the same airplanes as in Fig. 6.77 group themselves in the 
same three design periods deduced from Fig. 6.77. Note that compared with the 
value of 5.7 for the Wright Flyer, the average value of(L/D)mux for World War I 
airplanes was about 8-not a great improvement. After the introduction of the 
monoplane with the NACA cowling, typical (L/D)mux values averaged substan
tially higher, on the order of 12 or sometimes considerably greater. [The Boeing 
B-29 bomber ofWorld Warll fame had an (L/D)max value of nearly 17, the high
est for this period. This was in part due to the exceptionally large wing aspect 
ratio of 11.5 in a period when wing aspect ratios were averaging on the order of 
6 to 8.] Today (LID)mux values for modern aircraft range over the whole scale, 
from 12 or 13 for high-performance military jet fighters to nearly 20 and above 
for large jet bombers and civilian transports such as the Boeing 747. 

This section has given you the chance to think about the progress in aircraft 
design in terms of some of the aerodynamic performance parameters discussed 
in this chapter. 

6.28 SUMMARY AND REVIEW 
The first part of this chapter deals with the static performance of an airPlane, that is, 
its performance when the acceleration is zero. With this assumption, the forces acting 
on the airPlane are in balance. In other words, in steady, level flight, lift equals weight, 
and thrust equals drag. Using this simple approach, it is amazing how much information 
we can obtain about the performance of an airPlane. We have seen how to calculate the 
maximum and minimum velocities for a given airPlane :flying at a given altitude. For an 
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airplane in climbing flight, lift is smaller than the weight, namely L = W cos 8 where 8is 
the climb angle; also, thrust is larger than the drag, namely T =D + W sin 8. However, for 
the assumption of no acceleration, the forces acting on the airplane in climbing flight are 
again in balance, and this allows us to calculate the rate of climb for a given airplane at a 
given altitude. Gliding flight, where the thrust is zero, is handled in the same fashion. Is 
it not interesting that the glide angle is simply dependent on the lift-to-drag ratio? This is 
not necessarily intuitive, but yet our static performance analysis for the glide angle yields 
the formula tan 8= (VD)-1• The assumption of static performance also yields important 
results and relations for maximum range and endurance. 

Takeoff distance, landing distance, and turning flight must be analyzed from a 
dynamic point of view, becanse the acceleration of the airplane is not zero. The latter part 
of this chapter deals with the performance of the airplane with finite acceleration. This 
is the essence of dynamic performance. Here, we use Newton's second law, F = ma, to 
obtain results for takeoff and landing performance, and the equivalent equation dealing 
with radial acceleration for the analysis of turning flight. Lastly, we see that dynamic 
performance calculations can be made on the basis of energy considerations rather 
than forces. This is the essence of the energy method used for dynamic rate-of-climb 
calculations. 

Finally, keep in mind that we have taken two approaches to the calculation of 
airplane performance in this chapter: a graphical approach and an analytical approach. 
In the graphical approach, we deal with numbers for such quantities as lift, drag, 
thrust, and weight. The manipulation of these numbers over ranges of fi ight veloci
ties yields graphs that give us results for maximum velocity, rate of climb, absolute 
ceiling, and so forth. In contrast, the analytical approach yields closed-form equations 
for the performance characteristics of the airplane. Moreover, these formulas reveal 
that airplane performance does not depend on just lift, drag, thrust, and weight inde
pendently, but rather on some important ratios that combine these forces. For exam
ple, maximum velocity depends primarily on the thrust-to-weight ratio ( T/W), wing 
loading (W/S), and zero-lift drag coefficient, CD.o [see Eq. (6.44)]. Maximum rate 
of climb depends primarily on thrust-to-weight ratio (or power loading, P/W), wing 
loading, maximum lift-to-drag ratio, and zero-lift drag coefficient [see Eqs. (6.52) 
and (6.53)]. The quantities 

T W P L 
- ---and CDo w· s · w· D' · 

basically dictate the performance of an airplane. They are some of the most impor
tant design parameters for an airplane. They are easily identified through an analytical 
approach yielding closed-form equations for the performance of an airplane, but are not 
so easily seen from a purely graphical analysis. 

A few of the important aspects of this chapter are listed here: 

1. For a complete airplane, the drag polar is given as 

(6.1c) 

where CD.o is the zero-lift drag coefficient and the term Ct /(aeAR) includes both 
induced drag and the contribution of parasite drag due to lift. 
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2. Thrust required for level, unaccelerated flight is 

w 
~=-LID 

Thrust required is a minimum when liD is a maximum. 
3. Power required for level, unaccelerated flight is 

Power required is a minimum when Cj:'l/CD is a maximum. 
4. The rate of climb RIC = dh/dt is given by 

dh TV- DV V dV 

dt w g dt 

(6.16) 

(6.27) 

(6.139) 

where (TV- DV)IW = P, the specific excess power. For an unaccelerated climb, 
dV!dt = 0; hence 

RIC = dh = TV- DV 
dt w 

5. In a power-off glide, the glide angle is given by 

1 
tan9 = -

LID 

6. The absolute ceiling is defined as the altitude where maximum RIC= 0. The 
service ceiling is the altitude where maximum RIC = 100 ftlmin. 

7. For a propeller-driven airplane, rangeR and endurance E are given by 

and 

(6.50) 

(6.56) 

(6.67) 

(6.68) 

Maximum range occurs at maximum CLICD. Maximum endurance occurs at sea 
level with maximum C1aiCD. 

8. For a jet-propelled airplane, range and endurance are given by 

(6.77) 

and (6.72) 
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9. At maximum Cfil/C0 , C»,• - }Cor For this case, 

(
Ci

12
) = (3C8,eneAR)

314 

C0 4C00 max ' 

(6.87) 

At maximum CLIC0 , Co.o = C0 •1• For this case, 

(6.85) 

At maximum Cl'Z/C0 , C 0 ,0 = 3C0 •1• For this case, 

(
C}

12
) = (}C»,otreAR)

1
" 

Co max }Co,o 
(6.86) 

10. Takeoff ground roll is given by 

(6.103) 

11. The landing ground roll is 

l .69W2 

SL = ---::--::----::c::---:=:---:-:-::--
gp,.SC,,....(D+p,.(W L)JoH'r 

(6.111) 

12. The load factor is defined as 

L 
n"' -w 

(6.115) 

13. In level turningflight, the turn radius is 

(6.118) 

and the turn rate is (6.119) 

14. The V-n diagram is illustrated in Fig. 6.55. It is a diagram showing load factor 
versus velocity for a given airplane, along with the constraints on both n and V due 
to structural limitations. The V-n diagram illustrates some particularly important 
aspects of overall airplane performance. 

15. The energy height (specific energy) of an airplane is given by 

vz 
H,=h+-

2g 
(6.136) 



This, in combination with the specific excess power 

TV- DV 
P. = --==-w 

leads to the analysis of accelerated-climb performance using energy 
considerations only. 
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Problems 
6.1 Consider an airplane patterned after the twin-engine Beechcraft Queen Air 

executive transport. The airplane weight is 38,220 N, wing area is 27.3 m2, aspect 
ratio is 7 .5, Oswald efficiency factor is 0.9, and zero-lift drag coefficient is CD,o = 
O.o3. Calculate the thrust required to fly at a velocity of350 kmlh at (a) standard 
sea level and (b) an altitude of 4.5 km. 

6.2 An airplane weighing 5000 lb is flying at standard sea level with a velocity of 
200 milh. At this velocity the Jj D ratio is a maximum. The wing area and aspect 
ratio are 200 ft2 and 8.5, respectively. The Oswald efficiency factor is 0.93. 
Calculate the total drag on the airplane. 
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6.3 Consider an airplane patterned after the Fairchild Republic A-1 0, a twin-jet attack 
aircraft. The airplane has the following characteristics: wing area = 47m2, aspect 
ratio = 6.5, Oswald efficiency factor = 0.87, weight = 103,047N, and zero-lift drag 
coefficient = 0.032. The airplane is equipped with two jet engines with 40,298 N 
of static thrust each at sea level. 
a. Calculate and plot the power-required curve at sea level. 
b. Calculate the maximum velocity at sea level. 
c. Calculate and plot the power-required curve at 5-km altitude. 
d. Calculate the maximum velocity at 5-km altitude. {Assume the engine thrust 

varies directly with free-stream density.) 
6.4 Consider an airplane patterned after the Beechcraft Bonanza V-tailed, single

engine light private airplane. The characteristics of the airplane are as follows: 
aspect ratio = 6.2, wing area = 181 ft2, Oswald efficiency factor = 0.91, weight = 
3000 lb, and zero-lift drag coefficient = 0.027. The airplane is powered by a 
single piston engine of 345 hp maximum at sea level. Assume that the power of 
the engine is proportional to free-stream density. The two-blade propeller has an 
efficiency of0.83. 
a. Calculate the power reQlllired at sea level. 
b. Calculate the maximum velocity at sea level. 
c. Calculate the power reQlllired at 12,000-ft altitude. 
d. Calculate the maximum velocity at 12,000-ft altitude. 

6.5 From the information generated in Prob. 6.3, calculate the maximum rate of climb 
for the twin-jet aircraft at sea level and at an altitude of 5 km. 

6.6 From the information generated in Pro b. 6.4, calculate the maximum rate of climb 
for the single-engine light plane at sea level and at 12,000-ft altitude. 

6.7 From the rate-of-climb information for the twin-jet aircraft in Prob. 6.5, estimate 
the absolute ceiling of the a.ilrplane. (Note: Assume maximum RIC varies linearly 
with altitude--not a precise assumption, but not bad either.) 

6.8 From the rate-of-climb information for the single-engine light plane in Prob. 6.6, 
estimate the absolute ceiling of the airplane. (Again make the linear assumption 
described in Prob. 6.7.) 

6.9 The maximum lift-to-drag ratio of the World War I Sopwith Camel was 7.7. If the 
aircraft is in flight at 5000 ft when the engine fails, how far can it glide in terms of 
distance measured along the ground? 

6.10 For the Sopwith Camel in Pro b. 6.9, calculate the equilibrium glide velocity 
at 3000 ft, corresponding to the minimum glide angle. The aspect ratio of the 
airplane is 4.11, the Oswald efficiency factor is 0.7, the weight is 1400 lb, and the 
wing area is 231 ft2• 

6.11 Consider an airplane with a zero-lift drag coefficient of 0.025, an aspect ratio of 
6.72, and an Oswald efficiency factor of0.9. Calculate the value of(IJD)a,... 

6.12 Consider the single-engine light plane described in Prob. 6.4. If the specific fuel 
consumption is 0.42lb of fuel per horsepower per hour, the fuel capacity is 44 gal, 
and the maximum gross weight is 3400 lb, calculate the range and endurance at 
standard sea level. 

6.13 Consider the twin-jet airplane described in Pro b. 6.3. The thrust-specific fuel 
consumption is 1.0 N of fuel per newton of thrust per hour, the fuel capacity is 
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1900 gal, and the maximum gross weight is 136,960 N. Calculate the range and 
endurance at a standard altitude of 8 km. 

6.14 Derive Eqs. (6.80) and (6.81). 
6.15 Derive Eqs. (6.86) and (6.87). 

6.16 Estimate the sea-level liftoff distance for the ai.tplane in Prob. 6.3. Assume a 
paved runway. Also, during the ground roll, the angle of attack is restricted by the 
requirement that the tail not drag the ground. Hence, assume that CL.mu during the 
ground roll is limited to 0.8. When the ai.tplane is on the ground, the wings are 5 ft 
above the ground. 

6.17 Estimate the sea-level liftoff distance for the ai.tplane in Pro b. 6.4. Assume a 
paved runway, and CL.mu = 1.1 during the ground roll. When the ai.tplane is on the 
ground, the wings are 4 ft above the ground. 

6.18 Estimate the sea-level landing ground roll distance for the ai.tplane in Prob. 6.3. 
Assume that the ai.tplane is landing at full gross weight. The maximum lift coefficient 
with flaps fully employed at touchdown is 2.8. After touchdown, assume zero lift. 

6.19 Estimate the sea-level landing ground roll distance for the ai.tplane in Pro b. 6.4. 
Assume that the ai.tplane is landing with a weight of2900 lb. The maximum lift 
coefficient with flaps at touchdown is 1.8. After touchdown, assume zero lift. 

6.20 For the ai.tplane in Prob. 6.3, the sea-level comer velocity is 250 m.iJh, and the 
maximum lift coefficient with no flap deflection is 1.2. Calculate the minimum 
turn radius and maximum tum rate at sea level. 

6.21 The ai.tplane in Prob. 6.3 is flying at 15,000 ft with a velocity of375 mi!h. 
Calculate its specific energy at this condition. 

6.22 Derive Eq. (6.44). 
6.23 From the data shown in Fig. 6.2, estimate the value of the Oswald efficiency factor 

for the Lockheed C-141A. The wing aspect ratio of the C-141A is 7.9. 
6.24 Since the end of World Warn, various claims have appeared in the popular 

aviation literature of instances where powerful propeller-driven fighter ai.tplanes 
from that period have broken the speed of sound in a vertical, power-on dive. The 
purpose of this problem is to show that such an event is technically not possible. 
Consider, for example, the Grumman F6F-3 Hellcat, a typical fighter from World 
War II. For this ai.tplane the zero-lift drag coefficient (at low speeds) is 0.0211, the 
wing planform area is 334 ft2, and the gross weight is 12,44llb. It is powered by 
a Pratt and Whitney R-2800 reciprocating engine that, with supercharging to an 
altitude of 17,500 ft, produces 1500 horsepower. Consider this ai.tplane in a full
power vertical dive at (a) 30,000 ft and then (b) 20,000 ft. Prove that at these 
two altitudes the ai.tplane cannot reach Mach l. 

Note: The aerodynamic characteristics of this ai.tplane at Mach 1 have not 
been measured. So you will have to make some reasonable assumptions. For 
example, what is the zero-lift drag coefficient at Mach 1? As an estimate, we can 
obtain from NACA TR 916 a zero-lift drag coefficient for the North American 
P-51 Mustang, which, when extrapolated to Mach l, shows an increase of7.5 over 
its low-speed value. For the more blunt configuration of the F6F, let us assume 
that CD,o (at M = 1) is 10 times larger than CD,o (low speed). Also, at Mach 1 the 
propeller efficiency would be almost zero (indeed, the propeller might even be 
producing a net drag rather than any thrust). To be conservative, let us assume the 
propeller efficiency at Mach 1 to be 0.3. 
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6.25 The Predator UAV (see Fig. 6.63) has the following characteristics: wingspan = 
14.85 m, wing area = 11.45 m2, maximum weight = 1020 kg,, and fuel weight = 
295 kSf The power plant is a Rotax four-cylinder, four-stroke engine of 
85 horsepower driving a two-blade, variable-pitch pusher propeller. Assume 
that the Oswald efficiency factor is 0.7, the zero-lift drag coefficient is 0.03, the 
propeller efficiency is 0.9, and the specific fuel consumption is 0.2 kg, of fuel per 
horsepower per hour. Calculate the maximum velocity of the Predator at sea level. 

6.26 For the Predator UA V given in Prob. 6.25, calculate the maximum range. 
6.27 For the Predator UAV given in Prob. 6.25, calculate the maximum endurance at 

sea level. 
6.28 For the special case of an airplane in subsonic steady, level flight, the dragforce 

due to lift, D, depends directly on the square of the design parameter, Wfb, called 
the span loading, through the relation 

D, = -1 (W)2 

rreq_ b 

Derive this relation. 
6.29 Consider the North American P-51D Mustang shown in Fig. 4.46. Its wingspan is 

37ft, wing area is 233.6 fil, and gross weight is 10,100 lb. Assume that the Oswald 
efficiency factor is 0.8. The airplane is flying in steady, level flight at a velocity of 
300 mph at a standard altitude of 5000 ft. Calculate the drag due to lift using 
{a) the result of Problem 6.28, and {b) the coefficient of drag due to lift, CD.t· The 
two results should be the same. 

6.30 In the design of a civil jet transport, such as the Boeing 777 shown inFig. 6.27, the 
choice of engine size is usually based on having a 300 feet per minute rate-of-climb 
capability at the top of climb to cruising altitude. This is a safety margin. Assume the 
following cruise conditions at top of climb for the Boeing 777:LID= 18, 
altitude = 31,000 ft, M_ = 0.0 85, W = 550,000 lb. (a) Obtain an equation for the 
required engine thrust, assuming that the climb angle is so small thatL = W. 
(b) Calculate the required engine size (in terms of sea-level static thrust), and compare 
your result with the designers' engine choice for the Boeing 777, which is two 
engines of the Rolls-Royce T!!·ont type with a sea-level static thrust of34,000 lb each. 

Note: Intuition might tell you that, for a new airplane design, the engine 
should be sized to provide enough take off thrust to get the airplane off the ground 
in a specified take off distance. However, using the top-of-climb criteria discussed 
here, the resulting engine thrust is usually quite ample for take off. 

6.31 The Lockheed-Martin F-16 is shown in Fig. 6.56 in a vertical accelerated climb. 
Some characteristics of this airplane from Jane' s All the World Aircraft are: Wing 
area = 27.87 m2, typical combat weight= 8,273 kg,, sea-level static thrust from 
the single GE FllO jet engine = 131.6 kN. (Note that Jane' s quotes the weight in 
units of kilogram force; see Sec. 2.4 for a discussion of this unit.) Assume that 
the subsonic value of the zero-drag coefficient is 0.016 (consistent with the data 
shown in Fig. 6.77). Also assume that the transonic value of the zero-lift drag 
coefficient at Mach one is 2.3 times its subsonic value, a typical increase that 
occurs in the drag-divergence transonic flight region. For these conditions, is it 
possible for the F-16 to break the speed of sound going straight up? 

6.32 Consider the Lockheed-Martin F-16 described in Problem 6.31. Assume that the 
photograph in Fig. 6.56 was taken when the airplane is climbing vertically at the 
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instant it is passing through an altitude of2000 m with a velocity of 100m/sec. 
Calculate the maximum acceleration of the airplane at that instant. 

6.33 The thrust-specific fuel consumption, TSFC, for a jet engine is defined in 
Sec. 6.13. Engine manufacturers are constantly trying to reduce TSFC in order to 
reduce the weight of fuel consumed for a given flight of given time duration. By 
reducing the fuel weight, the payload weight can be correspondingly increased. 
However, design changes that result in reductions in TSFC also frequently 
result in slight increases in the engine weight itself, which will then reduce the 
payload weight. The break even point is where the decrease in fuel weight is 
exactly cancelled out by the increase in engine weight, giving no increase in the 
payload weight. Designating the new reduced thrust-specific fuel consumption by 
(TSFC),_= (TSFC) (I- e/) and the new weight of the airplane increased by the 
increase in engine weight by W,_= W(l + ew). where e1and eware small fractional 
values, prove that the break even point for changes in engine weight and TSFC are 
given by 

E1 -a E., (1+ ~ )= ew[l+(L/ D) /(TSFC)t] 

where Wand IJ!are the average weight of the airplane during, cruise and 
the weight of fuel used during cruise, respectively, both before any design 
perturbation in engine weight or TSFC, and t is the total cruising time of flight. 

6.34 Consider a large four-engine jet transport with a ttakeoffweight of 1,350,000 lbs. 
By the end of the flight, 500,000 lb of fuel have been burned. Assume that the 
engines are now improved to obtain a I% reduction in TSFC. Using the results of 
Problem 6.33, calculate the maximum allowable increase in weight of each engine 
for no change in take off weight. 

6.35 Examine Eq. (6.44) in the text. This equation is an explicit relation for V""" in 
terms of the thrust-to-weight ratio for the airplane, and hence allows a quick 
analytical calculation of V""" for jet-propelled airplanes. Derive an analogous 
relation for V""" for a propeller-driven airplane in terms of the power-to-weight 
ratio (power loading). Note: You will find a relation that relates power loading and 
V """' but you will also discover that it is not possible to solve this relation explicitly 
for V =· Even so, this relation still allows a quicker solution for V""" for propeller
driven airplanes in comparison to the numerical solution discussed in Sec. 6.6. 

6.36 Using your result from Prob. 6.35, calculate the maximum velocity of the CP-1 at 
sea level, and compare your result with the numerical solution in Sec. 6.6. 

6.37 Calculate analytically the maximum velocity of the CJ-1 at sea level, and compare 
your result with the numerical solution in Sec. 6.4. 

6.38 Calculate analytically the maximum rate of climb for the CP -1 at 12,000 ft and 
compare your result with the numerical solution in Sec. 6.10. 

6.39 Calculate analytically the maximum rate of climb for the CJ-1 at 24,000 ft and 
compare your result with the numerical solution in Sec. 6.1 0. 

6.40 The Douglas DC-3 (Fig. 6.80) has a maximum velocity of 229 mph at an altitude 
of7500 ft. Each of its two engines provides a maximum of 1200 hp. Its weight is 
25,000 lb, aspect ratio is 9.14, and wing area is 987 ft2• Assume that the propeller 
efficiency is 0.8, and the Oswald efficiency factor is 0.7. Calculate the zero-lift 
drag coefficient for the DC-3. 
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CHAPTER 

Principles of Stability 
and Control 

An important problem to aviation is ... improvement in the form of the aeroplane 
leading toward natural inherent stability to such a degree as to relieve largely the 
attention of the pilot while still retaining sufficient flexibility and control to maintain 
any desired path, without seriously impairing the efficiency of the design. 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

From the First Annual Report 
of the NACA, 1915 

The scene: A French army drill field at lssy-les-Moulineaux just outside Paris. 
The time: The morning of January 13, 1908. The character: Henri Farman, a 
bearded, English-born but French-speaking aviator who had flown for his first 
time just four months earlier. The action: A delicately constructed Voisin-Farman 
I-bis biplane (see Fig. 7.1) is poised, ready for takeoff in the brisk Parisian 
wind, with Farman seated squarely in front of the 50-hp Antoinette engine. The 
winds ripple the fabric on the Voisin's box-kite-shaped tail as Farman powers 
to a bumpy liftoff. Fighting against a head wind, he manipulates his aircraft to 
a marker 1000 m from his takeoff point. In a struggling circular turn, Farman 
deflects the rudder and mushes the biplane around the marker, the wings remain
ing essentially level to the ground. Continuing in its rather wide and tenuous 
circular arc, the airplane heads back. Finally Farman lands at his original takeoff 
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Imagine that you have designed your own airplane 
and you are ready to fly it for the first time. You 
have followed the principles laid out in the previous 
chapters of this book, and you are confident that your 
airplane will fly as fast, as high, as far, and as long 
as you have planned With confidence, you take off 
and begin the first flight of your new design. Within 
moments after takeoff, you hit a gust of wind that 
momentarily pitches the airplane up, literally rotat
ing the airplane to a higher-than-intended angle of 
attack. Now what? Are you going to have to fight 
to bring your airplane under control, or will it auto
matically return to its previous orientation after a few 
moments? Have you properly designed your airplane 
so that it will return to its original orientation? How 
do you do that? That is, how do you ensure that your 
airplane, when disturbed by a gust of wind, will not 
continue to pitch up and completely go out of con
trol? These are truly important questions, and you 
will find answers in this chapter. The questions and 
answers have to do with airplane stability, a major 
subject of this chapter. 

Assume that your airplane is stable; that is, it 
will automatically return to its original orientation 

Figure 7.1 The Voisin-Farman I-bis plane. 
(Source: National Air and Space Museum.) 
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after experiencing some type of disturbance. As 
you are flying, you wish to speed up but also main
tain level flight. You know from our conversations 
in Ch. 6 that you must correspondingly reduce 
the angle of attack. This can be accomplished by 
changing the elevator deflection on the tail. But 
how much do you need to deflect the elevator? 
And how much force must you exert on the eleva
tor to get it to deflect the proper amount? These 
questions may seem somewhat mundane; but if 
you do not know the proper answers and you did 
not properly account for them in your design, most 
likely you will not be able to control your airplane. 
The second major subject of this chapter is air
plane control, where you will find answers to these 
questions. 

If airplanes are unstable or uncontrollable, they 
will most likely crash. This is serious business. This 
is a serious chapter. Please read it with some care. 
At the same time, however, I predict that you will 
enjoy reading this chapter because it takes you into 
new territory associated with the flight of airplanes, 
with some different physics and different mathemat
ics than we have previously considered 
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point, amid cheers from the crowd that had gathered for the occasion. Farman 
has been in the air for I min 28 s---the longest flight in Europe to that date-and 
has just performed the first circular flight of I-km extent. For this he is awarded 
the Grand Prix d'Aviation. (Coincidentally in the crowd is a young Hungarian 
engineer, Theodore von Karman, who is present only due to the insistence of 
his female companion-waking at 5:00AM to see history made. However, von 
Karman is mesmerized by the flight, and his interest in aeronautical science is 
catalyzed. Von Karman will go on to become a leading aerodynamic genius of 
the first half-century of powered flight.) 

The scene shifts to a small racetrack near Le Mans, France. The time: Just seven 
months later, August 8, I908. The cJw.racter: Wilbur Wright, intense, reserved, 
and fully confident. The action: A new Wright type A biplane (see Fig. 1.25), 
shipped to France in crates and assembled in a friend's factory near Le Mans, 
is ready for flight. A crowd is present, enticed to the field by much advance 
publicity and an intense curiosity to see if the rumors about the Wright brothers' 
reported success were really true. Wilbur takes off. Using the Wrights' patented 
concept of twisting the wing tips (wing warping), Wilbur is able to bank and tum 
at will. He makes two graceful circles and then effortlessly lands after I min 45 s 
of flight. The crowds cheer. The French press is almost speechless but then her
alds the flight as epoch-making. European aviators who witness this demonstra
tion gaze in amazement and then quickly admit that the Wrights' airplane is far 
advanced over the best European machines of that day. Wilbur goes on to make 
104 flights in France before the end of the year and in the process transforms the 
direction of aviation in Europe. 

The distinction between these two scenes, and the reason for Wilbur's mas
tery of the air in comparison to Farman's struggling circular flight, involve sta
bility and control. The Voisin aircraft of Farman, which represented the state 
of the art in Europe at the time, had only rudder control and could make only 
a laborious fiat tum by simply swinging the tail around. In contrast, the Wright 
airplane's wing-twisting mechanism provided control of roll, which when com
bined with rudder control allowed effortless turning and banking flight, figure
eights, and so on. The Wright brothers were airmen (see Ch. I) who concentrated 
on designing total control into their aircraft before adding an engine for powered 
flight. Since those early days, airplane stability and control have been dominant 
aspects of airplane design. They are the subject ofthis chapter. 

Airplane performance, as discussed inCh. 6, is governed by forces (along 
and perpendicular to the flight path), with the translational motion of the airplane 
as a response to these forces. In contrast, airplane stability and control, discussed 
in this chapter, are governed by moments about the center of gravity, with the 
rotational motion of the airplane as a response to these moments. Therefore, 
moments and rotational motion are the main focus of this chapter. 

Consider an airplane in flight, as sketched in Fig. 7.2. The center of gravity 
(the point through which the weight of the complete airplane effectively acts) is 
denoted as cg. The xyz orthogonal axis system is fixed relative to the airplane; 
the x axis is along the fuselage, they axis is along the wingspan perpendicular to 
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RoU 

Pitch 

Yaw 
: 

Figure 7.2 Definition of the airplane's axes along with the translational and 
rotational motion along and about these axes. 

X 

L'. p 

the x axis, and the z axis is directed downward, perpendicular to the xy plane. The 
origin is at the center of gravity. The translational motion of the airplane is given 
by the velocity components U, V, and W along the x, y, and z directions, respec
tively. (Note that the resultant free-stream velocity V oo is the vector sum of U, V, 
and W.) The rotational motion is given by the angular velocity components P, Q, 
and R about the x, y, z axes, respectively. These rotational velocities are due to 
the moments L', M, andN about thex,y, and z axes, respectively. (The prime is 
put by the symbol L so that the reader will not confuse it with lift.) Rotational 
motion about the x axis is called roll; L' and P are the rolling moment and veloc
ity, respectively. Rotational motion about the y axis is called pitch; M and Q 
are the pitching moment and velocity, respectively. Rotational motion about the 
z axis is called yaw; Nand R are the yawing moment and velocity, respectively. 

The three basic controls on an airplane-the ailerons, elevator, and rudder
are designed to change and control the moments about the x, y, and z axes. These 
control surfaces are shown in Fig. 2.14 and repeated in Fig. 7.3; they are flap
like surfaces that can be deflected back and forth at the command of the pilot. 
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Aileron 

Wing 

Elevators 

Horizontal stabilizer 

Vertical stabilizer 
Rudder 

Figure 7.3 Some airplane nomenclature. 

The ailerons are mounted at the trailing edge of the wing, near the wing tips. The 
elevators are located on the horizontal stabilizer. In some modem aircraft, the 
complete horizontal stabilizer is rotated instead of just the elevator (so-called fly
ing tails). The rudder is located on the vertical stabilizer at the trailing edge. Just 
as in the case of wing flaps discussed in Sec. 5.17, a downward deflection of the 
control surface will increase the lift of the wing or tail. In turn, the moments will 
be changed, as sketched in Fig. 7.4. Consider Fig. 7.4a. One aileron is deflected 
up and the other down, creating a differential lifting force on the wings, thus con
tributing to the rolling moment L'. In Fig. 7 .4b the elevator is deflected upward, 
creating a negative lift at the tail and thus contributing to the pitching moment M. 
In Fig. 7.4c the rudder is deflected to the right, creating a leftward aerodynamic 
force on the tail and thus contributing to the yawing moment N. 

Rolling (about the x axis) is also called lateral motion. Referring to Fig. 7 .4a, 
we see that ailerons control roll; hence they are known as lateral controls. 
Pitching (about they axis) is also called longitudinal motion. In Fig. 7.4b we 
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Aileron up- t ~ 1 
bl~====dJ:=d ):.===:::::::::=;~Aileron down 

(a) 

(b) 

Rudder deflected 

(c) 

Figure 7.4 Effect of control deflections on roll, pitch, and yaw. 
(a) Effect of aileron deflection; lateral control. (b) Effect of elevator 
deflection; longitudinal control. (c) Effect of rudder deflection; 
directional control. 

see that elevators control pitch; hence they are known as longitudinal controls. 
Yawing (about the z axis) is also called directional motion. Figure 7.4c shows 
that the rudder controls yaw; hence it is known as the directional control. 

All these definitions and concepts are part of the basic language of airplane 
stability and control; they should be studied carefully. In the process, the follow
ing question emerges: What is meant by the words stability and control them
selves? This question is answered in Sec. 7.2. 
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Stability and control 

Longitudinal Directional 

Criteria 
Moments about cg 
Equations for stability 
Neutral point 

Static margin 

Figure 7.5 Road map for Chapter 7. 

Longitudinal Directional 

Concept of trim 
Elevator deflection to trim 
Elevator hinge moment 
Stick-fixed and stick-free stability 

Return to the general road map for this book, shown in Fig. 2.1. With this 
chapter we are still dealing with the overall subject of flight mechanics; but now 
we are concentrating on the second box under flight mechanics-namely sta
bility and control. The road map for the present chapter is shown in Fig. 7.5. 
Two general routes are shown. that for stability in the left column and that for 
control in the right column. The subjects of both stability and control can be 
subdivided into categories labeled static and dynamic, as shown in Fig. 7.5. We 
define the difference between these categories in the next section. In this chapter 
we concentrate primarily (though not exclusively) on longitudinal stability and 
control. We deal with such considerations of static longitudinal stability as the 
calculation of longitudinal moments about the center of gravity, equations that 
can be used to help us determine whether an airplane is stable; and we define two 
concepts used to describe the stability characteristics: the neutral point and the 
static margin. For the latter part of this chapter, we run down the right side of 
the road map in Fig. 7.5, dealing primarily with static longitudinal control. Here 
we examine the concept of trim in greater detail, and we look at elevator deflec
tions necessary to trim and the associated hinge moments for the elevator. We 
also look at the differences between stick-fixed and stick-free stability. Many of 
the terms used may seem unfamiliar and somewhat strange. However, we spend 
the rest of this chapter helping you to learn these concepts and making you more 
familiar with the language of airplane stability and control. It will be useful for 
you to frequently return to Fig. 7.5 as we proceed through this chapter to help 
orient yourself about the details and where they fit into the bigger picture. 

7.2 DEFINITION OF STABILITY AND CONTROL 
There are two types of stability: static and dynamic. They can be visualized as 
follows. 
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(a) 

(b) 

I I 
\ / 

9 ,~-, 

77~777777777 
(c) 

Figure 7.6 lllustration of static stability. 
(a) Statically stable system. (b) Statically 
unstable system. (c) Statically neutral system. 

7.2.1 Static Stability 

Consider a marble on a curved surface, such as a bowl. Imagine that the bowl 
is upright and the marble is resting inside, as shown in Fig. 7.6a. The marble is 
stationary; it is in a state of equilibrium, which means that the moments acting on 
the marble are zero. If the marble is disturbed (moved to one side, as shown by 
the dotted circle in Fig. 7.6a) and then released, it will roll back toward the bot
tom of the bowl to its original equilibrium position. Such a system is statically 
stable. In general, we can state that 

If the forces and moments on the body cansed by a disturbance tend initially to return 
the body toward its equilibrium position, the body is statically stable. The body has 
positive static stability. 

Now imagine that the bowl is upside down, with the marble at the crest, as shown 
in Fig. 7.6/J. If the marble is placed precisely at the crest, the moments will be zero, 
and the marble will be in equilibrium. However, if the marble is disturbed (as shown 
by the dotted circle in Fig. 7.6b), it will tend to roll down the side, away from its 
equilibrium position. Such a system is statically unstable. In general, we can state that 

If the forces and moments are such that the body continues to move away from its 
equilibrium position after being disturbed, the body is statically unstable. The body 
has negative static stability. 
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Finally, imagine the marble on a flat horizontal surface as shown in Fig. 7.6c. 
Its moments are zero; it is in equilibrium. If the marble is disturbed to another 
location, the moments will still be zero, and it will still be in equilibrium. Such 
a system is neutrally stable. This situation is rare in flight vehicles, and we will 
not be concerned with it here. 

We emphasize that static stability (or the lack of it) deals with the initial ten
dency of a vehicle to return to equilibrium (or to diverge from equilibrium) after 
being disturbed. It says nothing about whether it ever reaches its equilibrium 
position or how it gets there. Such matters are the realm of dynamic stability. 

7 .2.2 Dynamic Stability 

Dynamic stability deals with the time history of the vehicle's motion after it ini
tially responds to its static stability. For example, consider an airplane flying at an 
angle of attack a. such that its moments about the center of gravity are zero. The 
airplane is therefore in equilibrium at ~; in this situation it is trimmed, and ~ is 
called the trim angle of attack. Now assume that the airplane is disturbed (say by 
encountering a wind gust) to a new angle of attack a, as shown in Fig. 7.7. The 
airplane has been pitched through a displacement a - a •. Let us observe the sub
sequent pitching motion after the airplane has been disturbed by the gust. We can 
describe this motion by plotting the instantaneous displacement versus time, as 
shown in Fig. 7.8. Here a - a., is given as a function of timet. At t= 0 the dis
placement is equal to that produced by the gust. If the airplane is statically stable, 
it will initially tend to move back toward its equilibrium position; that is, a - a. 
will initially decrease. Over time the vehicle may monotonically "home in" to 
its equilibrium position, as shown in Fig. 7.8a. Such motion is called aperi
odic. Alternatively, it may first overshoot the equilibrium position and approach 
a. after a series of oscillations with decreasing amplitude, as shown in Fig. 7.8b. 
Such motion is described as damped oscillations. In both situations, Figs. 7.8a 
and 7.8b, the airplane eventuall.ly returns to its equilibrium position after some 

Figure 7. 7 Disturbance from the equilib rium angle of attack. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.8 Examples of dynamic stability. (a) Aperiodic. (b) Damped oscillations. 

Increasing oscillations 

Figure 7.9 An example of dynamic instability. 

interval of time. These two situations are examples of dynamic stability in an 
aixplane. Thus we can state that 

A body is dynamically stable if, of its own accord, it eventually returns to and 
remains at its equilibrium position over time. 

In contrast, after initially responding to its static stability, the aixplane may 
oscillate with increasing amplitude, as shown in Fig. 7.9. Here the equilibrium 
position is never maintained for any period, and the aixplane eventually diverges 
completely; the aixplane in this case is dynamically unstable (even though it is 
statically stable). Also, it is theoretically possible for the aixplane to pitch back 
and forth with constant-amplitude oscillations. Tbis is an example of a dynami
cally neutral body; such a case is of little practical interest here. 

It is important to observe from the preceding examples that a dynamically 
stable aixplane must always be statically stable. However, static stability is not 
sufficient to ensure dynamic stability. Nevertheless, static stability is usually 
the first stability characteristic to be designed into an aixplane. (There are some 
exceptions, to be discussed later.) Such considerations are of paramount impor
tance in conventional aixplanes, and therefore most of this chapter will address 
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static stability and control. A study of dynamic stability, although of great impor
tance, requires advanced analytical techniques beyond the scope of this book. 

7.2.3 Control 

The conventional control surfaces (elevators, ailerons, and rudder) on an 
airplane were discussed in Sec. 7.1 and sketched in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4. Their 
function is usually (1) to change the airplane from one equilibrium position to 
another and (2) to produce nonequilibrium accelerated motions such as maneu
vers. The study of the deflections of the ailerons, elevators, and rudder neces
sary to make the airplane do what we want and of the amount of force that 
must be exerted by the pilot (or the hydraulic boost system) to deflect these 
controls is part of a discipline called airplane control, to be discussed later in 
this chapter. 

7 .2.4 Partial Derivative 

Some physical definitions associated with stability and control have been given 
in Sees. 7.2.1 through 7.2.3. In addition, a mathematical definition-that of the 
partial derivative-will be useful in the equations developed later, not only in 
this chapter but in our discussion of astronautics (Ch. 8) as well. For readers 
having only a nodding acquaintance with calculus, this section should be self
explanatory; for those with a deeper calculus background, it should serve as a 
brief review. 

Consider a function, say f(x), of a single variable x. The derivative off(x) is 
defined from elementary calculus as 

df = lim [t(x + t.x)- f(x) ] 
dx 6>-.... o Ax 

Physically this limit represents the instantaneous rate of change of f(x) with 
respect to x. 

Now consider a function that depends on more than one variable, such as the 
function g(x, y, z), which depends on the three independent variables x, y, and z. 
Let x vary while y and z are held constant. Then the instantaneous rate of change 
of g with respect to x is given by 

og = lim [ g(x + Ax,)!,~) - g(x,y,z)] 
ax &t-70 Ax 

Here (Jg/()x is the partial derivative of g with respect to x. Now let y vary while 
x and z remain constant. The instantaneous rate of change of g with respect to 
y is given by 

og = lim [ g(x, y + ~. f!) - g(x, y, z) ] 
oy zy-,o /:iy 
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Here ()gf(Jy is the partial derivative of g with respect toy. An analogous defini
tion holds for the partial derivative with respect to z, denoted by ()gf()z. 

In this book we use the concept of the partial derivative as a definition only. 
The calculus of partial derivatives is essential to the advanced study of virtually 
any field of engineering, but such considerations are beyond the scope of this book. 

If g = X2 + y2 + z2, calculate (Jgl()z. 

• Solution 
From the definition given in the preceding discussion, the partial derivative is taken 
with respect to z, holding x andy constant: 

()g oh~+y~ +z~) ox2 (/y2 dz2 

- = = - + - + -=G+0+~21=2z 
()z ()z ()z ()z ()z · 

7.3 MOMENTS ON THE AIRPLANE 
A study of stability and control is focused on moments: moments on the air
plane and moments on the control surfaces. At this stage it would be helpful 
for the reader to review the discussion of aerodynamically produced moments 
in Sec. 5.2. Recall that the pressure and shear stress distributions over a wing 
produce a pitching moment. This moment can be taken about any arbitrary point 
(the leading edge, the trailing edge, the quarter chord, or elsewhere). However, 
there exists a particular point about which the moments are independent of the 
angle of attack. This point is defined as the aerodynamic center for the wing. The 
moment and its coefficient about the aerodynamic center are denoted by M .. and 
CM,ac• respectively, where CM,ac = M..f(q,,,Sc). 

Reflecting again on Sec. 5.2, consider the force diagram ofFig. 5.5. Assume 
that the wing is flying at zero lift; hence F1 and Fz are equal and opposite forces. 
Thus, the moment established by these forces is a pure couple, which we know 
from elementary physics can be translated anywhere on the body at constant 
value. Therefore, at zero lift Mac = Md4 = Many point· In tum, 

C111, . = (CM,ci•o)L_. w.(CM,..,J!JIPWI)L=O 

This says that the value of CM,ac (which is constant for angles of attack) can be 
obtained from the value of the moment coefficient about any point when the 
wing is at the zero-lift angle of attack aL= O· For this reason Mac is sometimes 
called the zero-lift moment. 

The aerodynamic center is a useful concept for the study of stability and 
control. In fact, the force and moment system on a wing can be completely speci
fied by the lift and drag acting through the aerodynamic center, plus the moment 
about the aerodynamic center, as sketched in Fig. 7. 10. We adopt this convention 
for the remainder of this chapter. 
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r cg 

w 
Figure 7.10 Contributions to the moment about the center of gravity of the airplane. 

Now consider the complete airplane, as sketched in Fig. 7.10. Here we are 
most concerned with the pitching moment about the center of gravity of the 
airplane Meg. We see clearly, by examination of Fig. 7.10, that Meg is created 
by (1) L, D, and Mac of the wing; (2) lift of the tail; (3) thrust; and (4) aerody
namic forces and moments on other parts of the airplane, such as the fuselage and 
engine nacelles. (Note that weight does not contribute, because it acts through 
the center of gravity.) These contributions to Meg will be treated in detail later. 
The purpose of Fig. 7.10 is simply to illustrate the important conclusion that a 
moment does exist about the center of gravity of an airplane, and this moment is 
fundamental to the stability and control of the airplane. 

The moment coefficient about the center of gravity is defined as 

C - Meg 
M ,cg - q.,Sc (7.1) 

Combining the preceding concept with the discussion of Sec. 7 .2, we find that an 
airplane is in equilibrium (in pitch) when the moment about the center of gravity 
is zero; that is, when Meg= CM,cg = 0, the airplane is said to be trimmed. 

7.4 ABSOLUTE ANGLE OF ATTACK 
Continuing with our collection of tools with which to analyze stability and con
trol, we consider a wing at an angle of attack such that lift is zero; that is, the 
wing is at the zero-lift angle of attack aL=o, as shown in Fig. 7 .11a. With the wing 
in this orientation, draw a line through the trailing edge parallel to the relative 
wind V ... This line is defined as the zero-lift line for the airfoil. It is a fixed line; 
visualize it frozen into the geometry of the airfoil, as sketched in Fig. 7 .11a. As 
discussed in Ch. 5, conventional cambered airfoils have slightly negative zero
lift angles; therefore the zero-lift line lies slightly above the chord line, as shown 
(with overemphasis) in Fig. 7.11a. 

Now consider the wing pitched to the geometric angle of attack a so that lift 
is generated, as shown in Fig. 7.11 b. (Recall from Ch. 5 that the geometric angle 
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v .. ~ Zero-lift line 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 7.11 lllustration of the zero-lift line and absolute angle of attack. (a) No lift; (b) with lift. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.12 Lift coefficient versus (a) geometric angle of attack and (b) absolute angle of 
attack. 

of attack is the angle between the free-stream relative wind and the chord line.) 
In the same configuration, Fig. 7.llb demonstrates that the angle between the 
zero-lift line and the relative wind is equal to the sum of a and the absolute value 
of aL=O· This angle is defined as the absolute angle of attack a •. From Fig. 7.llb, 
a.= a+ aL=o (using llL=o in an absolute sense). Study the geometcy ofFig. 7.lla 
and 7 .llb carefully. 

The definition of the absolute angle of attack has a major advantage. When 
a.= 0, then L = 0, no matter what the camber of the airfoil. To further illustrate, 
consider the lift curves sketched in Fig. 7.12. The conventional plot (discussed 
in detail inCh. 5), CL versus a, is shown in Fig. 7.12a. Here the lift curve does 
not go through the origin, and of course aL= 0 is different for different airfoils. In 
contrast, when CL is plotted versus a., as sketched in Fig. 7.12b, the curve always 
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goes through the origin (by definition of a.). The cuxve in Fig. 7.12h is identical 
to that in Fig. 7.12a, but the abscissa has been translated by the value aL= O· 

The use of Q(, in lieu of a is common in studies of stability and control. We 
adopt this convention for the remainder of this chapter. 

7.5 CRITERIA FOR LONGITUDINAL 
STATIC STABILITY 

Static stability and control about all three axes shown in Fig. 7.2 are usually a 
necessity in the design of conventional airplanes. However, a complete descrip
tion of all three types-lateral, longitudinal, and directional static stability and 
control (see Fig. 7.4}--is beyond the scope of this book. The intent here is to 
provide only the flavor of stability and control concepts, and to this end, only the 
airplane's longitudinal motion (pitching motion about they axis) is considered in 
detail. This pitching motion is illustrated in Fig. 7.4b.lt takes place in the plane 
of symmetry of the airplane. Longitudinal stability is also the most important 
static stability mode; in airplane design, wind tunnel testing, and flight research, 
it usually receives more attention than lateral or directional stability. 

Consider a rigid airplane with fixed controls, such as the elevator in some 
fixed position. Assume that the airplane has been tested in a wind tunnel or free 
flight and that its variation of Meg with angle of attack has been measured. This 
variation is illustrated in Fig. 7.13, where CM,cg is sketched versus Q(,. For many 
conventional airplanes, this curve is nearly linear, as shown in Fig. 7.13. The 
value of CM,cg at zero lift (where a.= 0) is denoted by CM,o. The value of Q(, where 
Meg= 0 is denoted by a.; as stated in Sec. 7.3, this is the equilibrium, or trim, 
angle of attack. 

Consider the airplane in steady, equilibrium flight at its trim angle of attack 
a., as shown in Fig. 7.14a. Suddenly the airplane is disturbed by hitting a wind 
gust, and the angle of attack is momentarily changed. There are two possibili
ties: an increase or a decrease iin Q(,. If the airplane is pitched upward, as shown 
in Fig. 7.14b, then a.> a .. From Fig. 7.13, if a.> a., the moment about the 

(+) 

(-) 

Figure 7.13 Moment coefficient curve with a negative slope. 
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CM, c& is negative 

C~t.q = 0 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 7.14 lllustration of static stability. (a) Equilibrium position (trimmed). (b) Pitched upward by disturbance. 
(c) Pitched downward by disturbance. In both (b) and (c) the airplane has the initial tendency to return to its 
equilibrium position. 

center of gravity is negative. As discussed in Sec. 5.4, a negative moment (by 
convention) is counterclockwise, tending to pitch the nose downward. Hence, 
in Fig. 7.14b the aixplane will initially tend to move back toward its equilibrium 
position after being disturbed. In contrast, if the plane is pitched downward by 
the gust, as shown in Fig. 7.14c, then o;, < a .. From Fig. 7.13, the resulting 
moment about the center of gravity will be positive (clockwise) and will tend to 
pitch the nose upward. Thus we again have the situation in which the aixplane 
will initially tend to move back toward its equilibrium position after being dis
turbed. From Sec. 7 .2, this is precisely the definition of static stability. Therefore, 
we conclude that an aixplane that has a C*g-vers1US-a. variation like that shown 
in Fig. 7.13 is statically stable. Note from Fig. 7.13 that CM,o is positive and 
that the slope of the curve acM,c/(Ja. is negative. Here the partial derivative, 
defined in Sec. 7.2.4, is used for the slope of the moment coefficient curve. This 
is because (as we will see) CM,cg depends on a number of other variables in addi
tion tO et;,, and therefore it is mathematically proper tO USe ()CM,_J()a;, rather than 
dCM, • ./da;. to represent the slope of the line in Fig. 7.13. As defined in Sec. 7.2.4, 
()CM,c/(Ja. symbolizes the instantaneous rate of change of CM,cg with respect to a., 
with all other variables held constant. 

Consider now a different aixplane with a measured CM,cg variation as shown 
in Fig. 7.15. Imagine that the aixplane is flying at its trim angle of attack a;,, 
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(+) 

(-) 

C~t.O 

Figure 7.15 Moment coefficient curve with a positive slope. 

CM, cz is positive 

C.ll.q. 0 

(a) (b) 

c,.,, q is negative 

{'\ 

(c) 

Figure 7.16 lllustration of static instability. (a) Equilibrium position (trimmed). (b) Pitched 
upward by disturbance. (c) Pitched downward by disturbance. In both (b) and (c) the airplane 
has the initial tendency to diverge further from its equilibrium position. 

as shown in Fig. 7.16a. If it is disturbed by a gust, pitching the nose upward 
as shown in Fig. 7.16b, then a.> 0(,. From Fig. 7.15, this results in a positive 
(clockwise) moment, which tends to pitch the nose even further from its equi
librium position. Similarly, if the gust pitches the nose downward (Fig. 7 .16c ), a 
negative (counterclockwise) moment results, which also tends to pitch the nose 
further from its equilibrium position. Therefore, because the airplane always 
tends to diverge from equilibrium when disturbed, it is statically unstable. Note 
from Fig. 7.15 that CM,o is negative and ()CM.cloa. is positive for this airplane. 



7.6 Crrteria for Longrtudinal Static Stability 

For both airplanes, Figs. 7.13 and 7.15 show a positive value of()(,. Recall 
from Fig. 6.8 that an airplane moves through a range of angle of attack as it flies 
through its velocity range from v slnJJ (where a. is. the largest) to v max (where a. 
is the smallest). The value of a;, must fall within this flight range of angle of 
attack, or else the airplane cannot be trimmed for steady flight. (Remember that 
we are assuming a fixed elevator position: We are discussing stick-fixed stabil
ity.) When a. does fall within this range, the airplane is longitudinally balanced. 

From the preceding considerations, we conclude the following. The neces
sary criteria for longitudinal balance and static stability are 

1. Cu,o must be positive. 
2. oCu,c,/da. must be negative. 

That is, the CM,cg curve must look like Fig. 7.13. Of course, implicit in these 
criteria is that a;, must also fall within the flight range of angle of attack for the 
airplane. 

We can now explain why a conventional airplane has a horizontal tail (the 
horizontal stabilizer shown in Fig. 7.3). First C<lnsider an ordinary wing (by 
itself) with a conventional airfoil, say an NACA 2412 section. Note from the air
foil data in App. D that the moment coefficient about the aerodynamic center is 
negative. This is characteristic of all airfoils with positive camber. Now assume 
that the wing is at zero lift. In this case the only moment on the wing is a pure 
couple, as explained in Sec. 7.3; hence, at zero lift, the moment about one point 
is equal to the moment about any other point. In particular, 

CM,., =CM,cg for zero lift ( wina only) (7.2) 

However, examination of Fig. 7.13 shows that CM,o is, by definition, the moment 
coefficient about the center of gravity at zero lift (when Q(, = 0). Hence, from 
Eq. (7.2), 

wing only (7.3) 

Equation (7.3) demonstrates that for a wing with positive camber (CM,ac nega
tive), CM,o is also negative. Such a wing by itself is unbalanced. To rectify this 
situation, a horizontal tail must be added to the airplane, as shown in Fig. 7.17 a 
and 7.17 b. If the tail is mounted behind the wing, as shown in Fig. 7.17 a, and if 
it is inclined downward to produce a negative tail .lift as shown, then a clockwise 
moment about the center of gravity will be created. If this clockwise moment 
is strong enough, it will overcome the negative CM,ac, and CM,o for the wing-tail 
combination will become positive. The airplane will then be balanced. 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 7.17a is characteristic of most conventional 
airplanes. However, the tail can also be placed ahead of the wing, as shown in 
Fig. 7.17b; this is called a canard configuration. For a canard, the tail is inclined 
upward to produce a positive lift, hence creating a clockwise moment about the cen
ter of gravity. If this moment is strong enough, then CM,o for the wing-tail combina
tion will become positive, and again the airplane will be balanced Unfortunately, the 
forward-located tail of a canard interferes with the smooth aerodynamic fl. ow over 
the wing. For this and other reasons, canard configurations have not been popular. 
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(enter of gravtty of .mplane 

·- .~ ,.........- --Z 
(:~~~:y 

Positively cambered wtng at C1. • 0 Tail with negative lift 

(a) 

~ c, ..... ,,."'••'"'"'"\ G-~ 

Tat I With posl!tve lift Positively <ambered wing at CL : 0 

( bl 

Figure 7.17 (a) Conventional wing-tail combination. The tail is set at such an angle as to 
produce negative lift, thus providing a positive CM.o· (b) Canard wing-tail combination. The 
tail is set at such an angle as to produce positive lift, thus providing a positive CM,o· 

A notable exception were the Wright Flyers, which were canards. In fact, it was 
not until1910 that the Wright brothers went to a conventional arrangement. Using 
the word rudder to mean elevator, Orville wrote to Wilbur in 1909 that ''the dif
ficulty in handling our machine is due to the rudder being in front, which makes 
it hard to keep on a level course .... I do not think it is necessary to lengthen the 
machine, but to simply put the rudder behind instead of before." Originally the 
Wrights thought the forward-located elevator would help protect them from 
the type of fatal crash encountered by Lilienthal. This rationale persisted until 
the design of their model Bin 1910. Finally, a modern example of a canard is the 
North American XB-70, an eXJPerimental supersonic bomber developed for the 
Air Force in the 1960s. The canard surfaces ahead of the wing are clearly evident 
in the photograph shown in Fig. 7.18. In recent years canards have come back on 
the aeronautical scene for some high-performance military airplanes and special 
general aviation designs. The X-29 shown in Fig. 5.64 is a canard. 

In retrospect, using essentially qualitative arguments based on physical 
reasoning and without resort to complicated mathematical formulas, we have 
developed some fundamental results for longitudinal static stability. Indeed, it 
is somewhat amazing how far our discussion has progressed on such a qualita
tive basis. However, we now tum to some quantitative questions. For a given 
airplane, how far should the wing and tail be separated to obtain stability? How 
large should the tail be made? How do we design for a desired trim angle a.? 
These and other such questions are addressed in the remainder of this chapter. 



7.8 Quantitative Discussion: Contribution of the Wing to M00 

Figure 7.18 The North American XB-70. Note the canard surfaces immediately 
behind the cockpit. 
(Source: NASA Dryden Flight Research Centre.) 

7.6 QUANTITATIVE DISCUSSION: CONTRIBUTION 
OF THE WING TO Meg 

The calculation of moments about the center of gravity of the airplane Meg is crit
ical to a study oflongitudinal static stability. The previous sections have already 
underscored this fact. Therefore, we now consider individually the contributions 
of the wing, fuselage, and tail to moments about the center of gravity of the air
plane, in the end combining them to obtain the total Meg. 

Consider the forces and moments on the wing only, as shown in Fig. 7.19. 
Here the zero-lift line is drawn horizontally for convenience; hence the rela
tive wind is inclined at the angle «w with respect to the zero-lift line, where 
«w is the absolute angle of attack of the wing. Let c denote the mean zero-lift 
chord of the wing (the chord measured along the zero-lift line). The difference 
between the zero-lift chord and the geometric chord (as defined inCh. 5) is usu
ally insignificant and will be ignored here. The center of gravity for the airplane 
is located a distance he behind the leading edge and zc above the zero-lift line, 
as shown. Hence h and z are coordinates of the center of gravity in fractions of 
chord length. The aerodynamic center is a distance h..., c from the leading edge. 
The moment of the wing about the aerodynamic center of the wing is denoted by 
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cg 

w 
zc 

~-----------~------------~ 

Figure 7.19 Airfoil nomenclature and geometry. 

M•cw' and the wing lift and drag areLw andDw, respectively, as shown. As usual, 
Lw and Dw are perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the relative wind. 

We wish to take moments about the center of gravity with pitch-up moments 
positive as usual. Clearly, from Fig. 7.19, Lw, Dw, and Macw all contribute to 
moments about the center of gravity. For convenience, split Lw and Dw into com
ponents pexpendicular and parallel to the chord. Then, referring to Fig. 7.19, we 
find that the moments about the center of gravity of the aixplane due to the wing are 

.A(,8w =. M*"w + Lw ror. rr,.(hc - h.cwc) + Dwsinq.,(hc- ~we) 
+ Lwsin,w-~tc -D .. cosa,..zc (7.4) 

[Study Eq. (7.4) and Fig. 7.19 carefully, and make certain that you understand 
each term before progressing further.] For the normal flight range of a conven
tional aixplane, «w is small; hence the approximation is made that cos aw"" I and 
sin «w"" «w (where «w is in radians). Then Eq. (7.4) becomes 

M.sw • Ma~w + (Lw I D .. a .. )(h - h11h)c {Lwaw- D,.)zc (7.5) 

Dividing Eq. (7.5) by q.,.Sc and recalling that CM = M/(q.,.Sc), we obtain the 
moment coefficient about the center of gravity as 

cM,rJw - CMacw + (CA,w Co,wllw)(h h ••. J + (CL,w"w Co,w)z (7.6) 

For most aixplanes the center of gravity is located close to the zero-lift line; 
hence z is usually small (z"" 0) and will be neglected. Furthermore, a .. (in radi
ans) is usually much less than unity, and Co,w is usually less than C4 .. ; hence the 
product Co,wiZw is small in comparison to C4 ... With these assumptions, Eq. (7.6) 
simplifies to 

(7.7) 



7.8 Quantitative Discussion: Contribution of the Wing toM., 

Referring to Fig. 7.12h, we find CL,w = (dCL,wldd)aw = a..aw, where a., is the lift 
slope of the wing. Thus, Eq. (7.7) can be written as 

(7.8) 

Equations (7.7) and (7.8) give the contribution of the wing to moments about the 
center of gravity of the airplane, subject of course to the previously discussed 
assumptions. Closely examine Eqs. (7.7) and (7.8) along with Fig. 7.19. On a 
physical basis, they state that the wing's contribution to Meg is essentially due to 
two factors: the moment about the aerodynamic center M.ew and the lift acting 
through the moment arm (Ia - h..c.)c. 

These results are slightly modified if a fuselage is added to the wing. 
Consider a cigar-shaped body at an angle of attack to an airstream. This fuselage
type body experiences a moment about its aerodynamic center plus some lift and 
drag due to the airfiow around it. Now consider the fuselage and wing joined 
together: a wing-body combination. The airfiow about this wing-body combi
nation is different from that over the wing and body separately; aerodynamic 
interference occurs where the flow over the wing affects the fuselage flow, and 
vice versa. Due to this interference, the moment due to the wing-body combina
tion is not simply the sum of the separate wing and fuselage moments. Similarly, 
the lift and drag of the wing-body combination. are affected by aerodynamic 
interference. Such interference effects are extremely difficult to predict theoreti
cally. Consequently the lift, drag, and moments of a wing-body combination are 
usually obtained from wind tunnel measurements. Let C l.wb and C M.a..., be the lift 
coefficient and moment coefficient about the aerodynamic center, respectively, 
for the wing-body combination. Analogous to Eqs. (7.7) and (7.8) for the wing 
only, the contribution of the wing-body combination to Meg is 

C.v, -..., • C.~t; • ..., + CAw!. (h - h,.;..J 
C .v, .1..., = C Jl,a..., + aw~~,Q;wb (ft - A....,) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

where 3wb and a'wb are the slope of the lift curve and absolute angle of attack, 
respectively, for the wing-body combination. In general, adding a fuselage to a 
wing shifts the aerodynamic center forward, increases the lift curve slope, and 
contributes a negative increment to the moment about the aerodynamic center. 
We emphasize again that the aerodynamic coefficients in Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10) 
are almost always obtained from wind tunnel data. 

For a given wing-body combination, the aerodynamic center lies 0.05 chord length ahead 
of the center of gravity. The moment coefficient about the aerodynamic center is -0.016. 
If the lift coefficient is 0.45, calculate the moment coefficient about the center of gravity. 

• Solution 
FromEq. (7.9), 
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where 

Thus 

h - h • ...., =0 05 
CLot. = 0 45 

CM,•Cwt> = - 0.016 

CM,cg., = - O.QlQ+ 0.45(0.()5) = lo.0065 I 

A wing-body model is tested in a subsonic wind tunnel. The lift is found to be zero at a 
geometric angle of attack a = - 1.5°. At a = 5° the lift coefficient is measured as 0.52. 
Also, at a = 1.0° and 7.88°, the moment coefficients about the center of gravity are mea
sured as -0.01 and 0.05, respectively. The center of gravity is located at 0.35c. Calculate 
the location of the aerodynamic center and the value of C JJ,"'••· 

• Solution 
First calculate the lift slope: 

dCr 0 52- 0 0 52 
a., "' --= --= 0 08 per degree 

da 5- (- 1.5) 6 5 

WriteEq. (7.10), 
c~~, "'• -c~~, .... + a.nP..v(h h ..... .) 

evaluated at a = 1.0° [remember that a is the geometric angle of attack, whereas in 
Eq. (7 .10), Gl;.ro is the absolute angle of attack]: 

..o. ot = eJJ, .... + o.~(I+ L5)(h - h .... ) 

Then evaluate it at a = 7.88°: 

o os . e.., .... - 0.08(7.88-I.S)(ll h,. •• ) 

The preceding two equations have two unknowns, CJJ, .... and h h ..... They can be 
solved simultaneously. 

Subtracting the second equation from the first, we get 

- <J.o6 = o-o.ss(h- a .... ) 
h- It· = - O 06 0 11 

.... - 0 55 

The value of his given: h = 0.35. Thus 

h .... = 0 .35-0.11 =~ 

In turn, -{} 01 =c.., .... + Q.08(1+1.5)(0.ll) 

eM, .... = 1-o.oJZI 



7. 7 Contribution of the Tail to Mog 

7.7 CONTRIBUTION OF THE TAIL TO Meg 
An analysis of moments due to an isolated tail taken independently of the airplane 
would be the same as that just given for the isolated wing. However, in real life the 
tail is obviously connected to the airplane itself; it is not isolated Moreover, the 
tail is generally mounted behind the wing; hence it feels the wake of the airflow 
over the wing. As a result, two interference effects influence the tail aerodynamics: 

1. The airflow at the tail is deflected downward 'by the downwash due to the 
finite wing (see Sees. 5.13 and 5.14); that is, the relative wind seen by the 
tail is not in the same direction as the relative wind Voo seen by the wing. 

2. Because of the retarding force of skin friction and pressure drag over the 
wing, the airflow reaching the tail has been slowed. Therefore the velocity 
of the relative wind seen by the tail is less than V _ In turn, the dynamic 
pressure seen by the tail is less than qoo. 

These effects are illustrated in Fig. 7.20. Here Voo is the relative wind as 
seen by the wing, and V' is the relative wind at the tail, inclined below V oo by the 
downwash angle e. The tail lift L, and drag D, are (by definition) perpendicular 
and parallel, respectively, to V'. In contrast, the lift and drag of the complete air
plane are always (by definition) perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to V00• 

Therefore, considering components of L, andD, perpendicular to V.., we demon
strate in Fig. 7.20 that the tail contribution to the total airplane lift is L, cos e- D, 
sin e. In many cases eis very small, and thus L, cose- D, sine"' L,. Hence, for 
all practical purposes it is sufficient to add the tail lift directly to the wing-body 
lift to obtain the lift of the complete airplane. 

Consider the tail in relation to the wing-body zero-lift line, as illustrated in 
Fig. 7.21. It is useful to pause and study this figure. The wing-body combination 
is at an absolute angle of attack «wt.- The tail is twisted downward to provide a 
positive CM,fb as discussed at the end of Sec. 7.5. Thus, the zero-lift line of the tail 
is intentionally inclined to the zero-lift line of the wing-body combination at the 
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Figure 7.20 Flow and force diagram in the vicinity of the tail. 
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Figure 7.21 Geometry of wing-tail combination. 

tail-setting angle i, (The airfoil section of the tail is generally symmetric, for which 
the tail zero-lift line and the tail chord line are the same.) The absolute angle of 
attack of the tail a, is measured between the local relative wind V' and the tail zero
lift line. The tail has an aerodynamic center, about which there is a moment M.c, 
and through which L, andD, act pe.tpendicular and parallel, respectively, to V'. As 
before, V' is inclined below V oo by the downwash angle e; hence L, makes an angle 
a..w - e with the vertical. The tail aerodynamic center is located a distance !, behind 
and z, below the center of gravity of the ai.tplane. Make certain to carefully study 
the geometry shown in Fig. 7.21; it is fundamental to the derivation that follows. 

Split L, andD, into their vertical componentsL, cos( awb- E) andD, sin ( awb- E) 
and their horizontal components L, sin ( a..w - e) and D, cos ( a..w - e). By inspec· 
tion of Fig. 7.21, the sum of moments about the center of gravity due to L,, D,, 
and M.c, of the tail is 

M.81 = - !,[L,cos(a"" - ~:) + D,sin(aw~~ - e)] 
+ z,L,sin(a ..... - e) - z,D,cos(a...., - e)+ M.c, (7.11) 

Here Mc
81 

denotes the contribution to moments about the ai.tplane's center of 
gravity due to the horizontal tail. 

In Eq. (7.11) the first term on the right side, l,L, cos(a..w - e), is by far the 
largest in magnitude. In fact, for conventional airplanes, the following simplifi
cations are reasonable: 

1. z, << l,. 
2. D, «L,. 
3. The angle a..w - e is small; hence sin( a..w - e) "" 0 and cos( a..w - e) "" 1. 
4. M.c, is small in magnitude. 

With the preceding approximations, which are based on experience, Eq. (7 .11) is 
dramatically simplified to 

M.g, = - l,L, (7.12) 

Defi.nethetailliftcoefficient, basedonfree-streamdynamicpressure q_ "' ~p_V.,! 
and the tail planform areaS, as 

(7.13) 
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Combining Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13), we obtain 

M.81 "' - 111--fl,C L.t (7.14) 

Dividing Eq. (7.14) by q..,Sc, where cis the wing chord andS is the wing plan
form area, gives 

Mc81 =C _ _ 1,S, C 
q ..flc - M.cg, - cS L ,t (7.15) 

Examining the right side ofEq. (7 .15), we note that 1,8, is a volume characteristic of 
the size and location of the tail and that cS is a volume characteristic of the size of 
the wing. The ratio of these two volumes is called the tail volume ratio V0 , where 

VH = 1~' (7.16) 
cS 

Thus Eq. (7.15) becomes 

lc.w. .... ,._vncL,, (7.17) 

The simple relation in Eq. (7 .17) gives the total contribution of the tail to moments 
about the airplane's center of gravity. With the preceding simplifications and by 
referring to Fig. 7.21, Eqs. (7.12) and (7.17) say that the moment is equal to tail 
lift operating through the moment arm 1,. 

It will be useful to couch Eq. (7 .17) in terms of angle of attack, as was done 
in Eq. (7 .1 0) for the wing-body combination. Keep in mind that the stability cri
terion in Fig. 7.13 involves dC M,c/o«a; hence equations in terms of «a are directly 
useful. Specifically, referring to the geometry ofFig. 7.21, we see that the angle 
of attack of the tail is 

a, .. a,.-. - i, - e 
Let ay denote the lift slope of the tail. Thus, from Eq. (7 .18), 

C t.t - a,a, = a,(a.,. - i, -e) 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 

The downwash angle e is difficult to predict theoretically and is usually obtained 
from experiment. It can be written as 

()e 
e •£0 +-a"-~> (7.20) 

()a 
where t;) is the downwash angle when the wing-body combination is at zero lift. 
Both t;) and ()ef()a are usually obtained from wind tunnel data. Thus, combining 
Eqs. (7.19) and (7.20) yields 

CA. =a,aw-.(1 - ae )- a,(i, +eo) , oa (7.21) 

Substituting Eq. (7 .21) into (7 .17), we obtain 

(7.22) 
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Equation (7 .22), though lengthier than Eq. (7 .17), contains the explicit depen
dence on angle of attack and will be useful for our subsequent discussions. 

7.8 TOTAL PITCIDNG MOMENT 
ABOUT THE CENTER OF GRAVITY 

Consider the airplane as a whole. The total Meg is due to the contribution of the 
wing-body combination plus that of the tail: 

eM,,. = eM.<c •• + eMcg, (7.23) 

Here e M,cg is the total moment coefficient about the center of gravity for the com
plete airplane. Substituting Eqs. (7.9) and (7.17) into (7.23), we have 

(7.24) 

In terms of angle of attack, an :alternative expression can be obtained by substi
tuting Eqs. (7.10) and (7.22) into Eq. (7.23): 

eM..,* =eM.•Cwt, + awh~ h -h'Cwb - VH"~(1-~) + lf..,@, (i,+ e0) (7.25) 

The angle of attack requires further clarification. Referring again to Fig. 7.13, 
we find that the moment coefficient curve is usually obtained from wind tunnel 
data, preferably for a model of the complete airplane. Hence, a. in Fig. 7.13 
should be interpreted as the absolute angle of attack referenced to the zero-lift 
line of the complete airplane, which is not necessarily the same as the zero-lift 
line for the wing-body combination. This comparison is sketched in Fig. 7.22. 
However, for many conventional aircraft, the difference is small. Therefore, in 
the remainder of this chapter we assume the two zero-lift lines in Fig. 7.22 to be 

v .. • le~o / "fi 
( . , t r 
Wing~b 'ne or a; 

Ody + I . Tpfane 
81/) 

Figure 7.22 Zero-lift line of the wing-body combination compared with that of the complete airplane. 



7 .a Total P~ching Moment About the Center of Gravity 

the same. Thus, awb becomes the angle of attack of the complete airplane a •. 
Consistent with this assumption, the total lift of the airplane is due to the wing
body combination with the tail lift neglected. Hence, C A"" = C L and the lift slope 
llwb = a, where C L and a are for the complete airplane. With these interpretations, 
Eq. (7.25) can be rewritten as 

eM; s = CA<•Cwb + a@.-h-h • ..,., - VH ~ 1- ~). + ¥,a,(i, + Po) 

(7.26) 

Equation (7.26) is the same as Eq. (7.25) except that the subscript wb on some 
terms has been dropped in deference to properties for the whole airplane. 

Consider the wing-body model in Example 7.3. The area and chord of the wing are 
0.1 m2 and 0.1 m, respectively. Now assume that a horizontal tail is added to this model. 
The distance from the airplane's center of gravity to the tail's aerodynamic center is 
0.17 m; the tail area is 0.02 m2; the tail-setting angle is 2.7°; the tail lift slope is 0.1 per 
degree; and from experimental measurement, q, = 0 and osoa= 0.35. If a =7.88°, cal
culate CM.cg for the airplane model. 

• Solution 
FromEq. (7.26), 

where CJI,""'• = -0.032 
a = O. ctH 
a.= 7 .88 + 1.5 : 9.38° 

h-11..... = 0.11 

VH= l,S, = 0.17(0.03) 0.34 
cS 0,1(0.1) 

a, = 0 1 per degree 

ae = 0 35 
a a 

i, = 2.7° 
eo = 0 

(from Example 7. :) 
(from Example 7 .3) 
(from Example 7 .3) 
tfrom Example 7 .3) 

Thus CM,cg = -0.032+Q Q&(9.l8)[U.ll-0.34( 0~018 )1-0.35) J 
+ u.~(Q,l)(2.1+0) 

= -0.032-0.1~5+0.092 = f0.065 l 
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7.9 EQUATIONS FOR LONGITUDINAL 
STATIC STABILITY 

The criteria necessary for longitudinal balance and static stability were devel
oped in Sec. 7.5: (1) eM,o must be positive and (2) aeM,clda. must be negative, 
both conditions with the implicit assumption that a. falls within the practical 
flight range of angle of attack; that is, the moment coefficient curve must be 
similar to that sketched in Fig. 7.13. In turn, the ensuing sections developed a 
quantitative formalism for static stability culminating in Eq. (7 .26) for eM,cg· The 
purpose of this section is to combine the preceding results to obtain formulas 
for the direct calculation of eu,o and a eM,c.JCJa.. We will then be able to make a 
quantitative assessment of the longitudinal static stability of a given aixplane, as 
well as point out some basic philosophy of aixplane design. 

Recall that, by definition, eM,o is the value of eM,cg when a. = 0-that is, 
when the lift is zero. Substituting a.= 0 into Eq. (7.26), we directly obtain 

(7.27) 

Examine Eq. (7.27). We know that eM,o must be positive to balance the air
plane. However, the previous sections have pointed out that eM,._ is negative 
for conventional aixplanes. Therefore, V fllt(i, + tll) must be positive and large 
enough to more than counterbalance the negative eM,ac· Both Vu and a, are posi
tive quantities, and tll is usually so small that it exerts only a minor effect. Thus, 
i; must be a positive quantity. This verifies our previous physical arguments that 
the tail must be set at an angl e relative to the wing in the manner shown in 
Figs. 7.17a and 7.21. This allows the tail to generate enough negative lift to 
produce a positive eM,o· 

Consider now the slope of the moment coefficient curve. Differentiating 
Eq. (7.26) with respect to a., we obtain 

CJeM,cg _a Ji- h""wt> -V.Hs..(l - ()e ) 
aa. .. a ()a . 

(7.28) 

This equation clearly shows the powerful influence of the location h of the cen
ter of gravity and the tail volume ratio Vu in determining longitudinal static 
stability. 

Equations (7 .27) and (7 .28) allow us to check the static stability of a given 
aixplane, assuming we have some wind tunnel data for a, a,, eM,•-· tll, and 
()el()a. They also establish a certain philosophy in the design of an aixplane. 
For example, consider an aixplane where the location h of the center of gravity 
is essentially dictated by payload or other mission requirements. In that case 
the desired amount of static stability can be obtained simply by designing Vu 
large enough via Eq. (7.28). Once Vu is fixed in this manner, the desired eM,o 
(or the desired a.) can be obtained by designing i, appropriately via Eq. (7.27). 
Thus, the values of eM,O and aeM,c.Jaa. basically dictate the design values of 
i, and V u, respectively (for a fixed center-of-gravity location). 



7 .e Equatioos for Longitudinal Static Stability 

Consider the wing-body-tail wind tunnel model of Example 7.4. Does this model have 
longitudinal static stability and balance? 

• Solution 
FromEq. (7.28), 

OCM,cg [h- h _ Y, at (l-~] 
"\ Q "'•• H "\ aa. a aa 

where, from Examples 7.3 and 7.4, 

Thus 
acJI,cg 
a a. 

a = 0 08 
h -h.,_. = 0 11 

VH = 0 34 
at = 0 1 per degree 

ae = 0 35 aa . 

~.QJ Q.H- 0.34!:.!..(1 - 4:.35)]= E 0.0133 I 
,_ 0.08 

The slope of the moment coefficient curve is negative; hence the airplane model is stati
cally stable. 

However, is the model longitudinally balanced? To answer this, we must find CM,o. 
Which in COmbination with the preceding result for dCM.c/da will yield the equilibrium 
angle of attack~- FromEq. (7.27), 

where from Examples 7.3 and 7.4, 

Thus 

CM,a"wb = - 0.032 
i, =:a. '0 

CM,O = - 0.032. -t-0.34((1.1)(2. '/) = 0.06 

From Fig. 7.13, the equilibrium angle of attack is obtained from 

0 -0.06-0.0133a, 

Thus a. = 4 5° 

Clearly this angle of attack falls within the reasonable flight range. So the airplane is 
longitudinally balanced as well as statically stable. 
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7.10 NEUTRAL POINT 
Consider the situation where the location h of the center of gravity is allowed 
to move with everything else remaining fixed. In fact, Eq. (7.28) indicates that 
static stability is a strong function of h. Indeed, the value of oCu,c.fcJ a. can always 
be made negative by properly locating the center of gravity. In the same vein, 
there is one specific location of the center of gravity such that ()CM,c,Joa. = 0. 
The value of h when this condition holds is defined as the neutral point, denoted 
by h,. When h = h,, the slope of the moment coefficient curve is zero, as illus
trated in Fig. 7.23. 

The location of the neutral point is readily obtained from Eq. (7.28) by set
ting h = h, and oCu,c,Joa. = 0, as follows: 

0 =a[ h,. -h,_ - VH ~ (1-:: )] (7.29) 

Solving Eq. (7.29) for h,, we have 

h,. = h- + VH a, (1-()e ) 
a ()a 

(7.30) 

Examine Eq. (7.30). The quantities on the right side are, for all practical pur
poses, established by the design configuration of the airplane. Thus, for a given 
airplane design, the neutral point is a .fixed quantity-that is, a point that is frozen 
somewhere on the airplane. It is quite independent of the actual location h of the 
center of gravity. 

Figure 7.23 Effect of the location of the center of gravity, 
relative to the neutral point, on static stability. 



7.11 Static Margin 

The concept of the neutral point is introduced as an alternative stability cri
terion. For example, inspection ofEqs. (7.28) and (7.30) shows that oCM,c,/oa. 
is negative, zero, or positive depending on whether h is less than, equal to, or 
greater than h,. These situations are sketched in Fig. 7.23. Remember that his 
measured from the leading edge of the wing, as shown in Fig. 7.19. Hence, h < h, 
means that the center of gravity is located forward of the neutral point. Thus, an 
alternative stability criterion is as follows: 

For longitudinal static stability, the position of the center of gravity must always be 
forward of the neutral point. 

Recall that the definition of the aerodynamic center for a wing is that point 
about which moments are independent of the angle of attack. This concept can 
now be extrapolated to the whole airplane by considering again Fig. 7.23. Clearly, 
when h = h., CM,cg is independent of the angle of attack. Therefore, the neutral 
point might be considered the aerodynamic center of the complete airplane. 

Again examining Eq. (7.30), we see that the tail strongly influences the loca
tion of the neutral point. By proper selection of the tail parameters, principally 
Vu, h, can be located at will by the designer. 

For the wind tunnel model of Examples 7.3 to 7.5, calculate the neutral point location. 

• Solution 
From Eq. (7.30), 

h. - h~ . + VH Ot (1-ae ) 
.. a aa 

where h.. •• = 0 24 (from Example 7.3). Thus 

h. = 624 + 0.34 (~)(1 - 0.35) 
0 08 

lh. = 0.516 J 

Note from Example 7.3 that h = 0.35. Compare this center of gravity location with the 
neutral point location of 0.516. The center of gravity is comfortably fonvard of the neutral 
point; this again confinns the results of Example 7.5 that the airplane is statically stable. 

7.11 STATIC MARGIN 
A corollary to the preceding discussion can be obtained as follows. Solve 
Eq. (7.30) for h .... ,: 

(7.31) 
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Stati~ margin 

(ac)wb 
np 

clt,,,wb 
1----,tch -----1 

1----ch. ----1 

Figure 7.24 Illustration of the static margin. 

Note that in Eqs. (7.29) to (7.31), the value of Vn is not precisely the same num
ber as in Eq. (7.28). Indeed, in Eq. (7.28) Vn is based on the moment arm !, 
measured from the center of gravity location, as shown in Fig. 7 .21. In contrast, 
in Eq. (7.29), the center of gravity location has been moved to the neutral point, 
and Vn is therefore based on the moment arm measured from the neutral point 
location. However, the difference is usually small, and this effect will be ignored 
here. Therefore, substituting Eq. (7.31) into Eq. (7.28) and canceling the terms 
involving Vn, we obtain 

acM,cg a (h-h.) (7.32) 
a a. 

The distance h. - his defined as the static margin and is illustrated in Fig. 7 .24. 
Thus, from Eq. (7.32), 

OCM,cg 
a a. 

a( h. - h)= -a x static margin (7.33) 

Equation (7.33) shows that the static margin is a direct measure of longi
tudinal static stability. For static stability, the static margin must be positive. 
Moreover, the larger the static margin, the more stable the airplane. 

For the wind tunnel model of the previous examples, calculate the static margin. 

• Solution 
From Example 7.6, h. = 0.516 and h = 0.35. Thus, by definition, 

Static margin "' h. - h = 0.516-0.35 = "'I 0:--=.1-.,.-66,..,1 

For a check on the consistency of our calculations, consider Eq. (7 .33). 

0~M,cg -ax static margin = -{UJ8(0.166) =-0.0133 per degree 
ua0 

This is the same value calculated in Example 7.5; our calculations are indeed consistent. 



DESIGN BOX 

Let us boil down all the previous discussion to some 
plain speaking about the location of the lift force 
acting on the airplane relative to the center of grav
ity when the airplane is statically stable and when it 
is trimmed. Such plain speaking gives the airplane 
designer a clearer concept of how to design for a 
specified amount of stability (or instability). 

A diagram that is frequently shown for a stati
cally stable airplane is sketched in Fig. 7 .25a. Here 
we see the lift acting through a point situated behind 
the center of gravity, and we say this is necessary for 
static stability. But what does this really mean? What 
is the real significance of Fig. 7 .25a? Let us look at 
it more closely. 

First recall that the lift of the airplane is due to the 
component of the net integrated pressure distribution 
exerted over the external surface of the airplane-the 
wings, fuselage, tail, and so on-acting perpendicular 
to the relative wind. This pressure distribution exerts 
a distributed load over the whole airplane. How
ever, as is frequently done, we can conceptualize the 
mechanical effect of this distributed load by replac
ing it with a single concentrated force acting through 
an arbitrary point plus the moments acting about the 
same point This is what is shown in Fig. 7.25a; we 
show the lift as a single concentrated force acting 
through a point, and we also indicate the moments 
about this point. The point that is chosen in Fig. 7 .25a 
is the aerodynamic center of the airplane {the neutral 
point). In Fig. 7.25a the lift shown is the total lift of 
the airplane, including the contribution from the tail. 

In Sec. 7.10 we demonstrated that the aerody
namic center (neutral point) must be located behind 
the center of gravity if the airplane is to have static 
stability. We now have a simple picture in Fig. 7.25b 
that easily proves this. In Fig. 7 .25a the airplane is 
trimmed; that is, Meg = 0 Imagine that the airplane 
encounters a gust such that its angle of attack is 
momentarily increased. In turn, the lift will momen
tarily increase, as shown in Fig. 7 .25b. Here L1 is 
the lift before the gust, and £.. is the increased lift in 
response to the gust. Because the lift is acting through 
a point behind the center of gravity, the increased lift 
results in a negative (pitch-down) moment about the 

7.11 Static Margin 

~ 
~ 

cg 

(h,.-h)c 

(a) 

Figure 7.25 A diagram of static stability with the 
lift acting behind tbe center of gravity. 

819 

center of gravity, as shown in Fig. 7.25b. Hence the 
initial tendency after encountering the gust will be 
to pitch the nose down, reducing the angle of attack 
and restoring the airplane to its trimmed condition
the precise notion of static stability. It is clear from 
Fig. 7.25 that if the lift acting through the aerody
namic center is behind the center of gravity, the air
plane will be statically stable. 

We note in passing that for the airplane in 
Fig. 7 .25a to be trimmed, Meg = 0. The lift is shown 
acting through the moment arm (h.- h)c, creating 
a pitch-down moment about the center of gravity 
equal to -[ (h. - h )cL ]. In turn, the moment about 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued from page 619) 

the aerodynamic center of the airplane M,. must be 
equal and opposite to have zero total moments about 
the center of gravity. That is, M,. must be a positive 
(pitch-up) moment, as shown in Fig. 7.25a. Usually 
much of this pitch-up moment is due to a download 
on the tail, similar to that illustrated in Fig. 7.17 a. 
If the airplane configuration were a canard, the posi
tive M,. would be due to an upload on the canard, 
similar to that illustrated in Fig. 7.17 b. Indeed, this 
situation is one advantage in favor of the canard. In 
Fig. 7.25 the lift shown is the total lift of the airplane, 
equal to the weight in steady, level flight. For a con
ventioual rear-tail configuration, the download on the 
tail requires the wing to produce more lift in order 
for the total lift to equal the weight. In contrast, with 
the canard configuration, the upload on the canard 
contributes to the overall lift, hence requiring less lift 
from the wing. In turn, this reduces the induced drag 
generated from the wing. 

Figure 7.25 reflects a commonly shown diagram 
illustrating longitudinal static stability, with the lift 
shown acting behind the center of gravity. An alter
native picture illustrating static stability is shown 
in Fig. 7.26. This picture is not so commonly seen, 
but it is perhaps a "purer" explanation of the nature 
of longitudinal static stability. Recall that the lift of 
the airplane is due to the net integrated effect of the 
pressure distribution acting over the entire surface of 
the airPlane. This pressure distribution has a centroid 
(analogous to the centroid of an area or a solid, which 
you calculate from differential calculus). The cen
troid of the pressure distribution is called the center 
of pressure. The center of pressure, being a centroid, 
is the point about which the net moment due to the 
distributed pressure is zero. Hence, when we simu
late the mechanical effect of the pressure distribution 
by a single concentrated force, it is most natural to 
locate this concentrated force at the center of pres
sure. Indeed, the center of pressure can be thought 
of as ''the point on the airplane through which the 
lift effectively acts." To be more specific, we can 
simulate the mechanical effect of the distributed 
pressure loads on the airplane by first locating the 
center of pressure and then drawing the lift through 
this point, with zero moments about this point. This 

~ 
~ 

(c) 

Figure 7.26 A diagram of static stability with the 
lift acting at the center of pressure. 

is the diagram shown in Fig. 7.26. Moreover, when 
the airplane is trimmed, the center of pressure is pre
c.isely located at the center of gravity. This is the case 
shown in Fig. 7.26a: With the lift acting through the 
center of pressure and with the center of pressure at 
the center of gravity, there is no moment about the 
center of gravity, and by definition, the airplane is 
trimmed. This is what nature does. When the airPlane 
is trimmed, the pressure distribution over the airplane 
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has been adjusted so that the center of pressure is pre
cisely at the center of gravity. 

When the angle of attack of the airplane changes, 
the pressure distribution over the surface changes, and 
hence the center of pressure shifts-its location is a 
function of the angle of attack. For longitudinal static 
stability, the shift in the center of pressure must be in 
the direction shown in Fig. 7.26b. For static stability, 
the shift in the center of pressure must be rearward 
to create a restoring moment about the center of grav
ity, as shown in Fig. 7.26b. Similarly, consider the 
originally trimmed airplane encountering a gust that 

decreases the angle of attack, as shown in Fig. 7 .26c. 
For static stability, the shift in the center of pressure 
must be forward to create a restoring moment about 
the center of gravity, as shown in Fig. 7.26c. Hence, 
a statically stable airplane must be designed to have 
the shifts of the center of pressure in the directions 
shown in Fig. 7 .26b and c. 

Insumrnary,Figs. 7.25 and 7.26 are alternative but 
equally effective diagrams to illustrate the necessary 
condition for longitudinal static stability. These figures 
supplement, and are totally consistent with, the more 
detailed mathematical descriptions in Sees. 7.6 to 7 .11. 

7.12 CONCEPT OF STATIC LONGITUDINAL 
CONTROL 

A study of stability and control is double-barreled. The first aspect-that of sta
bility itself-has been the subject of the prece<ling sections. However, for the 
remainder of this chapter, the focus will turn to the second aspect: control. In 
regard to our road map in Fig. 7.5, we are moving to the right column. 

Consider a statically stable airplane in trimmed (equilibrium) flight. Recalling 
Fig. 7.13, we see that the airplane must therefore be flying at the trim angle of 
attack a;,. In turn, this value of a;, corresponds to a definite value of lift coeffi
cient: the trim lift coefficient CL.nm· For steady, level flight, this corresponds to a 
definite velocity, which from Eq. (6.26) is 

(7.34) 

Now assume that the pilot wishes to fly at a lower velocity Voo < V trim· At a lower 
velocity, the lift coefficient, and hence the angle of attack, must be increased to 
offset the decrease in dynamic pressure (remember from Ch. 6 that the lift must 
always balance the weight for steady, level flight). However, from Fig. 7.13, if 
a is increased, CM,cg becomes negative (the moment about the center of grav
ity is no longer zero), and the airplane is no longer trimmed. Consequently, 
if nothing else is changed about the airplane, it cannot achieve steady, level, 
equilibrium flight at any other velocity than V trim or at any other angle of attack 
than a;,. 

Obviously this is an intolerable situation-an airplane must be able to change 
its velocity at the will of the pilot and still remain balanced. The only way to 
accomplish this is to effectively change the moment coefficient curve for the air
plane. Perhaps the pilot wishes to fly at a faster velocity but still remain in steady, 
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CM.ca 

Figure 7.27 Change in trim angle of 
attack due to change in slope of moment 
coefficient curve. 

cM.ea 

' ' ' ' ' ' 

Figure 7.28 Change in trim angle of attack 
due to change in CJJ.o. 

level, balanced flight. The lift coefficient must decrease, so a new angle of attack 
~ must be obtained where ~ < a .. At the same time, the moment coefficient 
cwve must be changed so that Cu,cg= 0 at~· Figures 7.27 and 7.28 demonstrate 
two methods of achieving this change. In Fig. 7.27 the slope is made more nega
tive so that CM,cg goes through zero at~. From Eq. (7.28) or (7.32), the slope can 
be changed by shifting the center of gravity. In our example the center of gravity 
must be shifted forward. Otto Lilienthal (see Sec. 1.5) used this method in his 
gliding flights. Figure 1.15 shows Lilienthal hanging loosely below his glider; 
by simply swinging his hips he was able to shift the center of gravity and change 
the stability of the aircraft. Thiis principle is carried over today to modern hang 
gliders for sport use. 

However, for a conventional airplane, shifting the center of gravity is 
highly impractical. Therefore, another method for changing the moment curve 
is employed, as shown in Fig. 7.28. Here the slope remains the same, but Cu,o is 
changed so that CM,cg = 0 at 0(,. This is accomplished by deflecting the elevator 
on the horizontal tail. Hence, we have arrived at a major concept of static, longi
tudinal control: The elevator deflection can be used to control the trim angle of 
attack and thus to control the equilibrium velocity of the airplane. 

Consider Fig. 7.28. We stated earlier, without proof, that a translation of the 
moment cwve without a change in slope can be obtained simply by deflecting the 
elevator. But how and to what extent does the elevator deflection change CM,cg? 
To provide some answers, first consider the horizontal tail with the elevator fixed 
in the neutral position (that is, no elevator deflection), as shown in Fig. 7.29. 
The absolute angle of attack of the tail is a., as defined earlier. The variation 
of tail lift coefficient with a, is also sketched in Fig. 7 .29; note that it has the 
same general shape as the airfoil and wing lift cwves discussed in Ch. 5. Now 
assume that the elevator is deflected downward through angle 4, as shown in 
Fig. 7.30. This is the same picture as a wing with a deflected flap, as discussed 
in Sec. 5.17. Consequently, just as in the case of a deflected flap, the deflected 
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c ] C 

"'' 
Figure 7.29 Tail lift coefficient curve with no elevator 
deflection. 

Figure 7.30 Tail lift coefficient with elevator deflection. 

elevator causes the tail lift coefficient curve to shift to the left, as shown in 
Fig. 7 .30. By convention (and for convenience later), a downward elevator deflec
tion is positive. Therefore, if the elevator is deflected by an angle of, say, 5° and 
then held fixed as the complete tail is pitched through a range of a,, the tail lift 
curve is translated to the left. If the elevator is then deflected further, say to 10°, the 
lift curve is shifted even further to the left. This behavior is clearly illustrated in 
Fig. 7.30. Note that for all the lift curves, the slope oCL}oa, is the same. 

823 
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act 
~"'---' Slope ~ af"

• 
Constant a, 

Figure 7.31 Tail lift coefficient versus elevator deflection at constant 
angle of attack; a cross-plot of Fig. 7 .30. 

With the preceding discussion in mind, now consider the tail at a fixed angle 
of attack-say (a;)1. If the elevator is deflected from, say, 0 to 15°, then C4 , will 
increase along the vertical dashed line in Fig. 7.30. This variation can be cross
plotted as C4 versus 0.,, as shown in Fig. 7.31. For most conventional airplanes 
the curve in Fig. 7.31 is essentially linear, and its slope ac4,/ao. is called the 
elevator control effectiveness. This quantity is a direct measure of the "strength" 
of the elevator as a control; because 0. has been defined as positive for downward 
deflections, aG4 !o0. is always positive. 

Consequently, the tail lift coefficient is a function of both a; and 0. (hence 
the partial derivative notation is used, as discussed earlier). Keep in mind that 
physically, aG4,/oa; is the rate of change of C4, with respect to a;, keeping 0. 
constant; similarly, ()C4 !o0. is the rate of change of C4 with respect to o., keep
ing a; constant. Hence, on a physical basis, 

C _ OCt,t dCLI s: 
L,t. - --~, + --U . aa, ()8, e 

(7.35) 

Recalling that the tail lift slope is a,= ()C4 ! a a;, we see that Eq. (7.35) can be 
written as 

C ()CLJ" 
L,t = a,a, + - <'- Ue au, (7.36) 

Substituting Eq. (7.36) into (7.24), we have for the pitching moment about the 
center of gravity 

(7.37) 

Equation (7.37) explicitly gives the effect of elevator deflection on moments 
about the center of gravity of the airplane. 
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The rate of change of CM,cg due only to elevator deflection is, by definition, 
()CM.cgl()O.,. This partial derivative can be found by differentiating Eq. (7 .37) with 
respect to 0., keeping everything else constant: 

()CM,cg 

ao. (7.38) 

Note that from Fig. 7 .31, ()C4 !()0. is constant; moreover, Vn is a specific value for 
the given airplane. Thus, the right side of Eq. (7.38) is a constant. Therefore, on a 
physical basis, the increment in CM,cg due only to a given elevator deflection 0. is 

C acL, " A .. =-V.H--' 0 
~... dO e 

e 

(7.39) 

Equation (7.39) answers the questions asked earlier concerning how and to 
what extent the elevator deflection changes CM,cg· Consider the moment curve 
labeled 0.= 0 in Fig. 7.32. This is the curve with the elevator fixed in the neutral 
position; it is the curve we originally introduced in Fig. 7.13. If the elevator is 
deflected through a positive angle (downward), Eq. (7 .3 9) states that all points on 
this curve will be shifted down by the constant amount ACM,cg· Hence the slope 
of the moment curve is preserved; only the value of CM,o is changed by elevator 
deflection. This proves our earlier statement made in conjunction with Fig. 7.28. 

For emphasis, we repeat the main thrust of ·this section. The elevator can 
be used to change and control the trim of the airplane. In essence, this controls 
the equilibrium velocity of the airplane. For example, by a downward deflection 
of the elevator, a new trim angle ~ smaller than the original trim angle a;, can 
be obtained. (This is illustrated in Fig. 7.32.) This corresponds to an increase in 
velocity of the airplane. 

As another example, consider the two velocity extremes-stalling velocity 
and maximum velocity. Figure 7.33 illustrates the elevator deflection necessary 

Original C,v.o 

Original trim angle of attack 

Ia" 
New trim angle of attack 

Figure 7.32 Effect of elevator deflection on moment coefficient. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.33 Elevator deflection required for trim at (a) low flight velocity and (b) high flight velocity. 

s. 
positive 

to trim the airplane at these two extremes. First consider Fig. 7.33a, which cor
responds to an airplane flying at V oo "" V sblJl· This would be the situation on a 
landing approach, for example. The airplane is flying at Ct.,.;, hence the angle 
of attack is large. Therefore, from our previous discussion, the airplane must be 
trimmed by an up-elevator position-that is, by a negative 0.. In contrast, con
sider Fig. 7.33b, which corresponds to an airplane flying at Voo "" V max (near full 
throttle). Because qoo is large, the airplane requires only a small CL to generate 
the required lift force; hence the angle of attack is small. Thus, the airplane must 
be trimmed by a down-elevator position-that is, by a positive 0.. 

7.13 CALCULATION OF ELEVATOR 
ANGLE TO TRIM 

The concepts and relations developed in Sec. 7.12 allow us to calculate the pre
cise elevator deflection necessaxy to trim the airplane at a given angle of attack. 
Consider an airplane with its moment coefficient curve given as in Fig. 7 .34. The 
equilibrium angle of attack with no elevator deflection is a .. We wish to trim the 
airplane at a new angle of attack a;,. What value of 0. is required for this purpose? 

To answer this question, first write the equation for the moment curve with 
0. = 0 (the solid line in Fig. 7.34). This is a straight line with a constant slope 
equal to oCu,cloa. and intercepting the ordinate at CM,o· Hence, from analytic 
geometry the equation of this line is 

C C ()CM,cg 
M - = uo+ a. 

· - , ()a a 

(7.40) 

Now assume that the elevator is deflected through an angle o .. The value of 
CM,cg will change by the increment llCM,cg• and the moment equation given by 
Eq. (7 .40) is now modified as 

C C ()CMcg C 
M,•"" M&+ ' a.+fl Meg 

~ ·• ' Oaa ' 
(7.41) 
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CM,q 

CM,O 

a,, ' 
'-...., 

Figure 7.34 Given the equilibrium angle of attack at zero 
elevator deflection, what elevator deflection is necessary to 
establish a given new equilibrium angle of attack? 

The value of !!.CM,cg was obtained earlier as Eq. (7.39). Substituting Eq. (7.39) 
into (7.41), we obtain 

C C acM,cg TT 0CLJ s;: 
M - = Jl 0 + a. - 'H --u, .. ~ ' aa. ao. (7.42) 

Equation (7 .42) lets us calculate C M,cg for any arbitrary angle of attack a. and 
any arbitrary elevator deflection~. However, we are interested in the spec:ifu sit
uation where C M,cg = 0 at a.= ~ and where the value of~ necessary to obtain this 
condition is o. = O~r;,,. That is, we want to find the value of~ that gives the dashed 
line in Fig. 7.34. Substituting the preceding values into Eq. (7.42), we have 

(7.43) 

Equation (7.43) is the desired result. It gives the elevator deflection necessary to 
trim the airplane at a given angle of attack ~. In Eq. (7.43) V0 is a known value 
from the airplane design, and CM,O, acM,cgl 00(,, and ac ~,,; a~ are known values 
usually obtained from wind tunnel or free-flight data. 

Consider a full-size airplane with the same aerodynamic and design characteristics as 
the wind tunnel model of Examples 7.3 to 7.7. The airplane has a wing area of 19m2, 

a weight of 2.27 x 104 N, and an elevator control effectiveness of 0.04. Calculate the 
elevator deflection angle necessary to trim the airplane at a velocity of 61 m/s at sea level. 
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• Solution 
First we must calculate the angle of attack for the airplane at V ~ = 61 m/s. Recall that 

c - zw 
r - p_v::.s 

2(2.27 x 1 o•) 
0 52 

1.225(61)2(19) 

From Example 7.3, the lift slope is a = 0.08 per degree. Hence, the absolute angle of 
attack of the airplane is 

a., = Cr = 0.52 = g~o 
· a 0.08 

From Eq. (7.43), the elevator deflection angle required to trim the airplane at this angle 
of attack is 

where c.~~,o = o.otl (from Example 7.5) 

~M,cg = -0.() 133 (from Example 7 ,5) 
ua. 

VH = 0.34 

acL,t .o.o4 
as. 

(this is the a. calculated previously) 

(from Example 7 .4) 

(given in the preceding information) 

Thus, fromEq. (7.43), 

8 . = o.o6+(-0.ol33)(6.5) l-1.940 I 
IJUll 0.34(0.04) . . 

Recall that positive ois downward So, to trim the airplane at an angle of attack of 6.5°, 
the elevator must be deflected upward by 1.94°. 

7.14 STICK-FIXED VERSUS STICK-FREE 
STATIC STABILITY 

The second paragraph of Sec. 7.5 initiated our study of a rigid airplane withfixed 
controls-for example, the elevator fixed at a given deflection angle. The ensuing 
sections developed the static stability for such a case, always assuming that the 
elevator can be deflected to a desired angle o. but held fixed at that angle. This 
is the situation when the pilot (human or automatic) moves the control stick to a 
given position and then rigidly holds it there. Consequently, the static stability 
that we have discussed to this point is called stick-fixed static stability. Modern 
high-performance airplanes designed to fly near or beyond the speed of sound 
have hydraulically assisted power controls, so a stick-fixed static stability analy
sis is appropriate for such airplanes. 



7.16 8evator Hinge Moment 

But consider a control stick connected to the e.levator via wire cables without 
a power boost of any sort. This was characteristic of most early airplanes until 
the 1940s and is representative of many light, general aviation, private aircraft 
of today. In this case, to hold the stick fixed in a given position, the pilot must 
continually exert a manual force. This is uncomfortable and impractical. Thus, 
in steady, level flight the control stick is left essentially free; in tum, the eleva
tor is left free to float under the influence of the natural aerodynamic forces and 
moments at the tail. The static stability of such an airplane is therefore called 
stick-free static stability. This is the subject of Sees. 7.15 and 7.16. 

7.15 ELEVATOR HINGE MOMENT 
Consider a horizontal tail with an elevator that rotates about a hinge axis, as 
shown in Fig. 7 .35. Assume that the airfoil section of the tail is symmetric, which 
is almost always the case for both the horizontal and vertical tail. First consider 
the tail at zero angle of attack, as shown in Fig. 7.35a. The aerodynamic pressure 
distribution on the top and bottom surfaces of the elevator will be the same-that 
is, symmetric about the chord. Hence, no moment will be exerted on the elevator 
about the hinge line. Now assume that the tail is pitched to the angle of attack a,, 
but the elevator is not deflected; that is, 4 = 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.35b. 
As discussed inCh. 5, there will be a low pressure on the top surface of the 
airfoil and a high pressure on the bottom surface. The aerodynamic force on the 
elevator will not be balanced, and there will be a moment about the hinge axis 
tending to deflect the elevator upward. Finally, consider the horizontal tail at 
zero angle of attack but with the elevator deflected downward and held fixed at 
the angle 4, as shown in Fig. 7.35c. Recall from Sec. 5.17 that a flap deflection 
effectively changes the camber of the airfoil and alters the pressure distribution. 
Therefore, in Fig. 7 .35c there will be low and high pressures on the top and bot
tom elevator surfaces, respectively. As a result, a moment will again be exerted 
about the hinge line, tending to rotate the elevator upward. Thus we see that both 
the tail angle of attack at and the elevator deflection 4 result in a moment about 
the elevator hinge line; such a moment is defined as the elevator hinge moment. 
It is the governing factor in stick-free static stability, as discussed in Sec. 7.16. 

Let H. denote the elevator hinge moment. Also, referring to Fig. 7 .36, we see 
that the chord of the tail is c,; the distance from the leading edge of the elevator to 
the hinge line is cb; the distance from the hinge line to the trailing edge is c.; and 
the portion of the elevator planform area that lies behind (aft of) the hinge line is 
s •. The elevator hinge moment coefficient CA. is then defined as 

C H. 
h, = I v.·2(' 

2 p .. ...... c. 
(7.44) 

where v .. is the free-stream velocity of the airplane. 
Recall that the elevator hinge moment is due to the tail angle of attack and 

the elevator deflection. Hence, C,_ is a function of both at and 4. Moreover, 
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Elevator hinge 

v• 

(a) 

v· 

(b) 

V' 

(c) 

Figure 7.35 lllustration of the aerodynamic generation of elevator runge moment. (a) No 
runge moment; (b) runge moment due to angle of attack; (c) runge moment due to elevator 
deflection. 

Gap 

/" 7 

I Hinge 
I 

"-- ) ,.... 

- cb r, 

c, 

Figure 7.36 Nomenclature and geometry for runge moment coefficient. 



7.16 Stick-Free Longrtudinal Static Stability 

experience has shown that at both subsonic and supersonic speeds, c~~, is approx
imately a linear function of a, and 0.,. Thus, recalling the definition of the partial 
derivative in Sec. 7.2.4, we can write the hinge moment coefficient as 

c~~, = ac,.. &:, + acA, o, 
aa, ao. (7.45) 

where oC~~,!da., and ac"" toQ,, are approximately constant. However, the actual 
magnitudes of these constant values depend in a complicated way on c.lc, cblc. , 
the elevator nose shape, the gap, the trailing-edge angle, and the planform. 
Moreover, H. is very sensitive to local boundary layer separation. AI; a result, 
the values of the partial derivatives in Eq. (7.45) must almost always be obtained 
empirically (such as from wind tunnel tests) for a given design. 

Consistent with the convention that downward elevator deflections are posi
tive, hinge moments that tend to deflect the elevator downward are also defined 
as positive. Note from Fig. 7.35b that a positive a; physically tends to produce a 
negative hinge moment (tending to deflect the elevator upward). Hence i)C~t,~Or 
is usually negative. (However, if the hinge axis is placed very far back, near the 
trailing edge, the sense of H. may become positive. This is usually not done for 
conventional airplanes.) Also, note from Fig. 7.35c that a positive 0. usually 
produces a negative H.; hence a r.*" j)¢.. is also negative. 

7.16 STICK-FREE LONGITUDINAL 
STATIC STABILITY 

Let us return to the concept of stick-free static stability introduced in Sec. 7.14. 
If the elevator is left free to float, it will always seek some equilibrium deflection 
angle such that the hinge moment is zero; that is, H. = 0. This is obvious because 
as long as there is a moment on the free elevator, it will always rotate. It will 
come to rest (equilibrium) only in the position where the moment is zero. 

Recall our qualitative discussion of longitudinal static stability in Sec. 7 .5. 
Imagine that an airplane is flying in steady, level flight at the equilibrium angle 
of attack. Now assume that the airplane is disturbed by a wind gust and is 
momentarily pitched to another angle of attack, as sketched in Fig. 7.14. If the 
airplane is statically stable, it will initially tend to return toward its equilib
rium position. In subsequent sections we saw that the design of the horizontal 
tail was a powerful mechanism governing this static stability. However, until 
now, the elevator was always considered fixed. But if the elevator is allowed to 
float freely when the airplane is pitched by some disturbance, the elevator will 
seek some momentary equilibrium position different from its position before 
the disturbance. This deflection of the free elevator will change the static sta
bility characteristics of the airplane. In fact, such stick-free stability is usually 
less than stick-fixed stability. For this reason it is usually desirable to design an 
airplane so that the difference between stick-free and stick-fixed longitudinal 
stability is small. 
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Figure 7.37 Illustration of free elevator deflection. 

With this in mind, consider the equilibrium deflection angle of a free eleva
tor. Denote this angle by Orr.., as sketched in Fig. 7.37. At this angle, H.= 0. 
Thus, from Eq. (7.45), 

c"" = o = ac •• tt, +ache o,., 
aa, ao. 

Solving Eq. (7.46) for Orr.. gives 

om:e = _ ac"-Joa, a, 
ac"-Jao. 

(7.46) 

(7.47) 

Equation (7.47) gives the equilibrium, free-floating angle of the elevator as 
a function of tail angle of attack. As stated earlier, both partial derivatives in 
Eq. (7.47) are usually negative; hence a positive a, yields a negative Orr.. (an 
upward deflection). This is intuitively correct, as verified by Fig. 7.37, which 
shows a negative Orr... 

Obviously Orr.. affects the tail lift coefficient, which in turn affects the static 
stability of the airplane. The tail lift coefficient for angle of attack a; and fixed 
elevator deflection 4 was given in Eq. (7 .36), repeated here: 

C ac L, " 
4 , =a,a, +--· u. 

ao. 
However, for a free elevator, 0..= Orr... Denoting the tail lift coefficient for a free 
elevator as C'L,, we see that a substitution ofEq. (7.47) into (7.36) gives 

,..., acLJ " 
'-' t,> = a, a_ + arUfree 

e 

C' - a - acL,t oC~~oloa, 
t,- ,Q, ao. ac"-1ao. a, 

or 

where F is the free elevator factor, defined as 

F = il. _ 2._ ac LJ ac "-raa., 
a, ao. ac"-Jao. 

(7.48) 



7.16 Stick-Free Longrtudinal Static Stability 

The free elevator factor is a number usually less than unity and usually on the 
order of 0.7 to 0.8. It represents a reduction in the tail's contribution to static 
stability when the elevator is free. The magnitude of this reduction is developed 
in the following. 

Consider now the moment about the center of gravity of the airplane. For a 
fixed elevator, the moment coefficient is given by Eq. (7.24): 

CMU = CM,ac, +Cb,..-th - h,cn t- VHCL,t 

For a free elevator, the tail lift coefficient is now changed to C'L.,. Hence, the 
moment coefficient for a free elevator C'M,cg is 

C',., 8 = C.w.,ac .. +cA ... (h - h,.... )- VHC't. ,r 

Substituting Eq. (7.48) into (7.49), we get 

(7.49) 

I c~ i =eM;._+ cA ... <h- h.c ... )- VHa,, ,F I (7.50) 

Equation (7.50) gives the final form of the moment coefficient about the center 
of gravity of the airplane with a free elevator. 

By using Eq. (7.50), we can use the same analyses as given in Sec. 7.9 to obtain 
equations for stick-free longitudinal static stability. The results are as follows: 

(7.51) 

(7.52) 

(7.53) 

Equations (7.51), (7.52), and (7.53) apply for stick-free conditions, denoted 
by the prime notation. They should be compared with Eqs. (7.27), (7.30), and 
(7.33), respectively, for stick-fixed stability. Note that h~ - h is the stick-free 
static margin; because F < 1.0, this is smaller than the stick-fixed static margin. 

It is clear from Eqs. (7 .51) to (7 .53) that a free elevator usually decreases the 
static stability of the airplane. 

Consider the airplane of Example 7 .8. Its elevatoJr hinge moment derivatives are 
tlrh/or~, = - 0.008 and arh,,as. = - 0.013. Assess the stick-free static stability of this 
airplane. 

• Solution 
First obtain the free elevator factor F, defined from Eq. (7 .48): 

F = 1_ 2... acr,r ac.,Jaa:, 
a, ao. ac., taO.. 
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where a1 = o.a (from Example 7 .4) 

ac a:'1 
= 0.04 (from Example 7.1!) 

• 
F = I - - 1 (0.04)(-0.008)= 0.754 

0.1 - 0.013 

The stick-free static stability characteristics are given by Eqs. (7 .51) to (7 .53). First, from 
Eq. (7.51), 

where 

Thus 

CM,oe,.• =-0.032 (from Example 7.3) 

VH= 0.34 (fromExample7.4) 

(from Example 7.4) 

(from Example 7 .4) 

C~0 = - 0.032+0.754(0.34)(0. 1)(2.7) 

ICM,O = 0.037 1 

This is to be compared with CM.o= 0.06 obtained for stick-fixed conditions in Example 7.5. 
From Eq. (7 .52), 

where 

h~ =h... + FV~r ~(I - ae ) 
• a aa 

h""'• = 0.24 (from Example 7 .3) 

ae - = 0.35 (from Example 7 .4) a a 
a = 0.08 (from Example 7.4) 

h~ =0.24 +0.754(o.34) (~)<• -o.35) 
0.08 

This is to be compared with h. = 0.516 obtained for stick-fixed conditions in Example 7.6. 
Note that the neutral point has moved forward for stick-free conditions, decreasing the 
stability. In fact, the stick-free static margin is 

h~ _ Jj = 0.448-0.35 = 0.098 

This is a 41 percent decrease in comparison with the stick-fixed static margin from 
Example 7.7. Finally, from Eq. (7 .53), 

-a(h; -») =- o.oR(0.098) = l - 0.0078 1 



7.17 Directional Static Stability 

Thus, as expected, the slope of the stick-free moment coefficient curve, although still 
negative, is small in absolute value. 

In conclusion, this example indicates that stick-free conditions cut the static stabil
ity of our hypothetical airplane by nearly half. This helps to dramatize the differences 
between stick-fixed and stick-free considerations. 

7.17 DIRECTIONAL STATIC STABILITY 
Returning to Fig. 7.2, we note that the preceding sections have dealt with longi
tudinal stability and control, which concerns angular motion about the y axis
pitching motion. In this section we briefly examine the stability associated with 
angular motion about the z axis-yawing motion. Stability in yaw is called direc
tional stability. In regard to our road map in Fig. 7.5, we are moving to the 
second box at the bottom of the left column. 

Examining Fig. 7.3, we see that the vertical stabilizer (vertical fin or verti
cal tail) is the conventional mechanism for directional stability. Its function is 
easily seen in Fig. 7.38. Consider an airplane in equilibrium flight with no yaw, 
as sketched in Fig. 7.38a. The vertical tail, which is designed with a symmetric 
airfoil section, is at a zero angle of attack to the free stream, and it experiences no 
net aerodynamic force perpendicular to v ... Assume that the airplane is suddenly 
yawed to the right by a disturbance, as shown in Fig. 7.38b. The vertical tail is 
now at an angle of attack 8 and experiences an aerodynamic force F.., perpen
dicular to v ... This force creates a restoring yawing moment about the center of 
gravity that tends to rotate the airplane back toward its equilibrium position. The 
same situation prevails when the airplane is yawed to the left by a disturbance, 
as sketched in Fig. 7.38c. 

(a)Noyaw (b) Yaw to the right (c) Yaw to the left 

Figure 7.38 Effect of the vertical stabilizer on directional stability. 
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DESIGN BOX 

For conventional airplanes, typical values of V"' are 
given by Raymer (see the bibliography) as follows: 

v .. 
General aviation, single-engine 0.04 
Twin turboprop 0.08 
Jet fighter 0.07 
Jet transport 0.09 

These numbers are considerably smaller than typical 
values of VH, which range from 0.4 to 1.0 (in Exam
ple 7.4, we used VH = 0.34), because of the use of b 
rather than c in the definition of v;.,. 

1----' .. ---""1 

Figure 7.39 Moment arm of the vertical tail. 

The magnitude of the restoring moment in yaw is equal to F,1/.., where l .. is 
the moment arm from the aerodynamic center of the vertical tail to the airplane's 
center of gravity, as shown in Fig. 7.39. Because the aerodynamic force on the 
vertical tail F,1 is proportional to the area of the vertical tail S,., shown as the 
shaded area in Fig. 7.39, the design parameter governing directional stability can 
be shown to be the vertical tail volume ratio, defined as 

Vertical tail volume ratio = Ww = l • .Sw (7.54) 
bS 

where b is the wingspan and S is the wing planform area. The definition of V,1 

in Eq. (7.54) is similar to the definition of the horizontal tail volume ratio V0 

defined by Eq. (7.16), except that V,1 uses b rather than the chord cas the nondi
mensionalizing length in the denominator. 

7.18 LATERAL STATIC STABILITY 
Return to Fig. 7 .2. In this section we briefly examine the stability associated with 
angular motion about the x axis-rolling motion. Stability in roll is called lateral 
stability. In regard to our road map in Fig. 7.5, we are moving to the third box at 
the bottom of the left column. 

Consider an airplane in steady, level flight. Let us take a view of this airplane 
from behind, looking in the direction of flight, as sketched in Fig. 7 .40a. The lift 



7.18 Lateral Static Stability 

L 

w 

(a) 

' I (a) 
I 

w 

(b) (b) 

Figure 7.40 Generation of slideslip. Figure 7.41 Effect of dihedral. 

equals the weight. They act equal and opposite to each other; there is no net side 
force. The airplane is suddenly perturbed by a gust that causes the right wing to 
dip; that is, a roll to the right ensues. This is sketclb.ed in Fig. 7 .40b. The lift vec
tor is now rotated from the vertical through angle ¢, called the bank angle. The 
vector resolution of L and W results in a side force F, which causes the airplane 
to accelerate in the direction of F. This sidewise motion of the airplane is called 
a slideslip. Relative to the airplane, there appears a slideslip velocity Vs. shown 
in Fig. 7.40b. 

Consider the effect of this slideslip velocity on the lift generated by the right 
and left wings. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 .41. In Fig. 7 .4la the airplane is shown 
with the right and left wings in the same plane, perpendicular to the plane of 
symmetry of the fuselage. Let L1 and ~ be the lift generated by the right and 
left wings, respectively. The slideslip velocity Vs will affect the lift generated by 
each wing; but because the two wings are in the same plane, Vs makes the same 
angle 8 with respect to both wings; therefore L1 = ~. as shown in Fig. 7 .4la. As 
a result, there is no restoring moment to return the airplane to its original equi
librium position, shown in Fig. 7 .40a. However, consider the case where both 
wings are bent upward through angler, as shown in Fig. 7.4lb; that is, the wings 
are designed with a V shape. This is called dihedral, and r is the dihedral angle. 
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DESIGN BOX 

For a given airplane design, the amount of dihedral 
depends on the location of the wing relative to the 
fuselage-that is, low-wing, midwing, or high-wing 
location. The schematics in Figs. 7.40 and 7.41 show 
a low-wing design. More dihedral is needed for a low
wing position than for a midwing or high-wing posi
tion. Also, a swept-back wing requires less dihedral 
than a straight wing. Some degree of lateral stability 
is usually necessary in conventional airplanes, but 
too much makes the airplane very sluggish to aile
ron control inputs. Indeed, the combination of mid
or high-wing location along with sweepback may 
have too much inherent lateral stability, and anhe
dral (negative dihedral) must be used to counteract 
some of this. Raymer(see the bibliography) gives the 
following typical values of dihedral (and anhedral) 
angle (in degrees) for various classes of airplanes: 

Unswept (civil) 
Subsonic swept wing 
Supersonic swept wing 

Wing Position 

Low Middle IDgb 

5to7 
3to7 
Oto5 

2to4 
-2to2 
-5to0 

Oto2 
-Sto-2 
-5to 0 

The amount of dihedral shown in Fig. 7 .4lb is greatly 
exaggerated for illustration. The amount of dihedral 
(or anhedral) for some actual airplanes can be seen 
from the three-views shown earlier in this book: the 
F-86 (Fig. 2.15), theF4U Corsair (Fig. 2.16), theX-29 
(Fig. 2.19), the F3F (Fig. 2.20), the F-104 (Fig. 4.52), 
the X-1 (Fig. 5.30), the U-2 (Fig. 5.52), the Eng
lish Electric Lightning (Fig. 5.61), the Mirage C 
(Fig. 5.65), the Concorde (Fig. 5.66), and the P-38 
(Fig. 7 .42). 

Here the slideslip velocity makes an angle ~ with respect to the right wing and a 
larger angle ~ with respect to the left wing. As a result, the lift on the left wing 
Lz is smaller than the lift on the right wing, and this creates a restoring rolling 
moment that tends to return the airplane to its equilibrium position, as shown in 
Fig. 7.41 b. Hence, dihedral is the design feature of the airplane that provides 
lateral stability. 

There are more sophisticated explanations of the dihedral effect. Also, there 
is always a coupling between yawing and rolling motion, so one does not occur 
without the other. It is beyond the scope of this book to go into these matters 
further. You will examine these effects when you embark on a more advanced 
study of stability and control. The function of this section and Sec. 7.17 has been 
only to introduce some of the most basic thoughts about directional and lateral 
stability. 

7.19 A COMMENT 
This brings to a close our technical discussion of stability and control. The 
preceding sections constitute an introduction to the subject; however, we have 
just scratched the surface. There are many other considerations: control forces, 
dynamic stability, and so on. Such matters are the subject of more advanced 
studies of stability and control and are beyond the scope of this book. However, 
this subject is a fundamental pillar of aeronautical engineering, and the interested 
reader can find extensive presentations in books such as those of Perkins and 
Rage and Etkin (see the bibliography at the end of this chapter). 



7.20 The Wright Brothers Versus the European Philosophy of Stability and Control 

7.20 HISTORICAL NOTE: THE WRIGHT BROTHERS 
VERSUS THE EUROPEAN PHIJ,OSOPHY 
OF STABILITY AND CONTROL 

The two contrasting scenes depicted in Sec. 7 .1-the lumbering, belabored flight 
of Farman versus the relatively effortless maneuvering of Wilbur Wright
underscore two different schools of aeronautical thought during the first decade 
of powered flight. One school, consisting of virtually all early European and 
U.S. aeronautical engineers, espoused the concept of inherent stability (stati
cally stable aircraft); the other, consisting solely of Wilbur and Orville Wright, 
practiced the design of statically unstable aircraft that had to be controlled every 
instant by the pilot. Both philosophies have advantages and disadvantages; and 
because they have an impact on modem airplane design, we examine their back
ground more closely. 

The basic principles of airplane stability and control began to evolve at the 
time of George Cayley. His glider of 1804, sketched in Fig. 1.8, incorporated a 
vertical and horizontal tail that could be adjusted up and down. In this fashion the 
complete tail unit acted as an elevator. 

The next major advance in airplane stability was made by Alphonse Penaud, 
a brilliant French aeronautical engineer who committed suicide in 1880 at the 
age of 30. Penaud built small model airplanes powered by twisted rubber bands, 
a precursor of the flying balsa-and-tissue paper models of today. Penaud's design 
had a fixed wing and taillike Cayley's, even though at the time Penaud was not 
aware of Cayley's work. Of particular note was Penaud' s horizontal tail design, 
which was set at a negative 8° with respect to the wing chord line. Here we find 
the first true understanding of the role of the tail-setting angle i, (see Sees. 7.5 
and 7.7) in the static stability of an airplane. Penaud flew his model in the 
Tuileries Gardens in Paris on August 18, 1871, before members of the Societe 
de Navigation Aerienne. The aircraft flew for 11 s, covering 131 ft. This event, 
along with Penaud's theory for stability, remained branded on future aeronauti
cal designs right down to the present. 

After Penaud's work, the attainment of"inherenf' (static) stability became 
a dominant feature in aeronautical design. Lilienthal, Pilcher, Chanute, and 
Langley all strived for it. However, static stability has one disadvantage: The 
more stable the airplane, the harder it is to maneuver. An airplane that is highly 
stable is also sluggish in the air; its natural tendency to return to equilibrium 
somewhat defeats the purpose of the pilot to change its direction by means 
of control deflections. The Wright brothers recognized this problem in 1900. 
Because Wilbur and Orville were airmen in the strictest meaning of the word, 
they aspired for quick and easy maneuverability. Therefore, they discarded the 
idea of inherent stability that was entrenched by Cayley and Penaud. Wilbur 
wrote that ''we ... resolved to try a fundamentally different principle. We would 
arrange the machine so that it would not tend to right itself." The Wright broth
ers designed their aircraft to be statically unstable! This feature, along with their 
development of lateral control through wing warping, is primarily responsible 
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for the fantastic aerial performance of all their airplanes from 1903 to 1912 (when 
Wilbur died). Of course this design feature heavily taxed the pilot, who had to keep 
the airplane under control at every instant, continuously operating the controls to 
compensate for the unstable characteristics of the airplane. Thus, the Wright air
planes were difficult to fly, and long periods were required to train pilots for these 
aircraft. In the same vein, such unstable aircraft were more dangerous. 

These undesirable characteristics were soon to become compelling. After 
Wilbur's dramatic public demonstrations in France in 1908 (see Sec. 1.8), the 
European designers quickly adopted the Wrights' patented concept of combined 
lateral and directional control by coordinated wing warping (or by ailerons) and 
rudder deflection. But they rejected the Wrights' philosophy of static instability. 
By 1910 the Europeans were designing and flying aircraft that properly mated 
the Wrights' control ideas with the long-established static stability principles. 
However, the Wrights stubbornly clung to their basic unstable design. As a 
result, by 1910 the European designs began to surpass the Wrights' machines, 
and the lead in aeronautical engineering established in the United States in 1903 
swung to France, England, and Germany, where it remained for almost 20 years. 
In the process, static stability became an unquestioned design feature in all suc
cessful aircraft up to the 1970s. 

It is interesting that very modern airplane design has returned full circle to 
the Wright brothers' original philosophy, at least in some cases. Recent light
weight military fighter designs,. such as the F -16 and F-18, are statically unstable 
in order to obtain dramatic increases in maneuverability. At the same time, the 
airplane is instantaneously kept under control by computer-calculated and elec
trically adjusted positions of tlb.e control surfaces-the fly-by-wire concept. In 
this fashion, the maneuverability advantages of static instability can be realized 
without heavily taxing the pilot: The work is done by electronics! Even when 
maneuverability is not a prime feature, such as in civil transport airplanes, static 
instability has some advantages. For example, the tail surfaces for an unstable 
airplane can be smaller, with subsequent savings in structural weight and reduc
tions in aerodynamic drag. Hence, with the advent of the fly-by-wire system, the 
cardinal airplane design principle of static stability may be somewhat relaxed in 
the future. The Wright brothers may indeed ride again! 

7.21 HISTORICAL NOTE: THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF FLIGHT CONTROLS 

Figure 7.3 illustrates the basic aerodynamic control surfaces on an airplane
the ailerons, elevator, and rudder. They have been an integral part of airplane 
designs for most of the 20th century, and we take them almost for granted. But 
where are their origins? When did such controls first come into practical use? 
Who had the first inspirations for such controls? 

In Sec. 7.20 we already mentioned that by 1804 George Cayley employed 
a movable tail in his designs-the first effort at some type of longitudinal con
trol. Cayley's idea of moving the complete horizontal tail to obtain such control 
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persisted through the first decade of the 20th century. Henson, Stringfellow, 
Penaud, Lilienthal, and the Wright brothers all envisioned or utilized move
ment of the complete horizontal tail surface for longitudinal control. It was not 
untill908 to 1909 that the first "modem" tail control configuration was put into 
practice. This was achieved by the French designer Levavasseur on his famous 
Antoinette airplanes, which had fixed vertical and horizontal tail surfaces with 
movable, flaplike rudder and elevator surfaces at the trailing edges. So the con
figuration for elevators and rudders shown in Fig. 7.3 dates back to 1908, five 
years after the dawn of powered flight. 

The origin of ailerons (a French word for the extremity of a bird's wing) 
is steeped in more history and controversy. It is known that the Englishman 
M. P. W. Boulton patented a concept for lateral control by ailerons in 1868. 
Of course at that time no practical aircraft existed, so the concept could not be 
demonstrated and verified, and Boulton's invention quickly retreated to the 
background and was forgotten. Ideas of warping the wings or inserting vertical 
surfaces (spoilers) at the wing tips cropped up several times in Europe during 
the late 19th century and into the first decade of the 20th century, but always in 
the context of a braking surface that would slow one wing down and pivot the 
airplane about a vertical axis. The true function of ailerons or wing warping
for lateral control for banking and consequently turning an airplane-was not 
fully appreciated until Orville and Wilbur incorporated wing warping on their 
Flyers (see Ch. 1). The Wright brothers' claim that they were the first to invent 
wing warping may not be historically precise, but clearly they were the first to 
demonstrate its function and to obtain a legally enforced patent on its use (com
bined with simultaneous rudder action for total control in banking). The early 
European airplane designers did not appreciate the need for lateral control until 
Wilbur's dramatic public flights in France in 1908. This is in spite of the fact that 
Wilbur had fully described the wing-warping concept in a paper at Chicago on 
September 1, 1901, and again on June 24, 1903; indeed, Octave Chanute clearly 
described the Wrights' concept in a lecture to the Aero Club de France in Paris in 
Aprill903. Other aeronautical engineers at that time, if they listened, did not pay 
much heed. As a result, European aircraft before 1908, even though they were 
making some sustained flights, were awkward to control. 

However, the picture changed after 1908, when in the face of the indisputable 
superiority of the Wrights' control system, virtually everybody turned to some 
type of lateral control. Wing warping was quickly copied and was employed on 
numerous different designs. Moreover, the idea was refined to include movable 
surfaces near the wing tips. These were first separate "winglets" mounted either 
above, below, or between the wings. But in 1909 Henri Farman (see Sec. 7.1) 
designed a biplane named the Henri Farman m that included a flaplike aileron 
at the trailing edge of all four wing tips; this was the true ancestor of the conven
tional modem aileron, as sketched in Fig. 7 .3. Farm.an's design was soon adopted 
by most designers, and wing warping quickly became passe. Only the Wright 
brothers clung to their old concept; a Wright airplane did not incorporate ailerons 
untill915, six years after Farman's development. 
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7.22 HISTORICAL NOTE: THE "TUCK-UNDER" 
PROBLEM 

A quick examination of Fig. 7 .21, and the resulting stability equations such as 
Eqs. (7 .26), (7 .27), and (7 .28), clearly underscores the importance of the down
wash angle e in determining longitudinal static stability. Downwash is a rather 
skittish aerodynamic phenomenon, very difficult to calculate accurately for real 
aixplanes and therefore usually measured in wind tunnel tests or in free flight. 
A classic example of the stability problems that can be caused by downwash, and 
how wind tunnel testing can help, occurred during World War II, as described 
in the following. 

In numerous flights during 1941 and 1942, the Lockheed P-38, a twin-engine, 
twin-boomed, high-performance fighter plane (see Fig. 7.42), went into sudden 
dives from which recovery was exceptionally difficult. Several pilots were killed 

,. . ' 

I 

Figure 7.42 The Lockheed P-38 of World War II fame. 



7.23 Summary and Review 

in this fashion. The problem occurred at high subsonic speeds, usually in a dive, 
when the airplane had a tendency to nose over, putting the plane in yet a steeper 
dive. Occasionally the airplane would become locked in this position, and even 
with maximum elevator deflection, a pullout coul.d not be achieved. This "tuck
under" tendency could not be tolerated in a fighter aircraft that was earmarked 
for a major combat role. 

Therefore, with great urgency NACA was asked to investigate the prob
lem. Because the effect occurred only at high speeds, usually above Mach 0.6, 
compressibility appeared to be the culprit. Tests in the Langley 30-ft by 60-ft 
low-speed tunnel and in the 8-ft high-speed tunnel (see Sec. 4.24) correlated 
the tuck -under tendency with the simultaneous formation of shock waves on the 
wing surface. Such compressibility effects were discussed in Sees. 5.9 and 5.10, 
where it was pointed out that beyond the critical Mach number for the wing, 
shock waves will form on the upper surface, encouraging flow separation far 
upstream of the trailing edge. The P-38 was apparently the first operational air
plane to encounter this problem. The test engineers at Langley made several 
suggestions to rectify the situation, but all involved major modifications of the 
airplane. For a model already in production, a quicker fix was needed. 

Next, the 16-ft high-speed wind tunnel at the NACA Ames Aeronautical 
Laboratory in California (see again Sec. 4.24) was pressed into service for the 
P-38 problem. Here further tests indicated that the shock-induced separated flow 
over the wing was drastically reducing the lift. In turn, because downwash is 
directly related to lift, as discussed in Sees. 5.13 and 5.14, the downwash angle 
e was greatly reduced. Consequently (see Fig. 7.21), the tail angle of attack 
a, was markedly increased. This caused a sharp increase in the positive lift on the 
tail, creating a strong pitching moment, nosing the airplane into a steeper dive. 
After the series of Ames tests in April 1943, AI Erickson ofNACA suggested 
the addition of flaps on the lower surface of the wing at the 0.33c point in order 
to increase the lift and hence increase the downwash. This was the quick fix that 
Lockheed was looking for, and it worked. 

7.23 SUMMARY AND REVIEW 
Being a free body, an airplane experiencing lift, drag, thrust, and moments in flight will 
want to rotate about its center of gravity. Only when the location and magnitude of these 
forces and moments are such as to add up to a net zero moment about the center of gravity 
will the airplane not rotate. For most applications in flight, we want the airplane to trans
late in flight, but not rotate all the time. When the forces and moments on the airplane are 
all adjusted so that the moment about the center of gravity is zero, the airplane is said to 
be trimmed. 

If the airplane is designed to be statically and dynamically stable, and if it is flying 
trimmed at a given velocity, nature will make certain to more or less keep the airplane 
trimmed If a statically stable airplane encounters a disturbing influence such as a gust 
that momentarily rotates the airplane away from its equilibrium position, then it will have 
an initial tendency to rotate back toward its equilibrium (trimmed) position. If it is also 
dynamically stable, it will actually sooner or later arrive back at its equilibrium position. 
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Clearly, static stability is a necessary but not sufficient condition for dynamic stability. 
If, either intentionally or by mistake, the airplane is designed to be statically and/or 
dynamically unstable, then either a human or (more likely) a computer-run automatic 
pilot takes over by properly deflecting the control surfaces (ailerons, rudder, elevator) so 
as to restore a zero moment about the center of gravity. 

This chapter examined the nature of static stability and control; dynamic stabil
ity analyses are beyond our scope. Moreover, we concentrated on longitudinal stability 
(pitching motion). We have seen that for static longitudinal stability, the aerodynamic 
center (the neutral point) must be located behind the center of gravity. These same equa
tions give us pertinent information on how to design an airplane to be statically stable. 

We have also looked into the longitudinal control of an airplane via deflection of 
the elevator. We calculated the amount of elevator deflection necessary to trim the air
plane when the :flight velocity changes, and we examined the forces necessary to rotate 
the elevator to its new setting. All in all, in this chapter we have opened the door into the 
basic aspects of static stability and control. 

Some of the important points of this chapter are given as follows: 

1. If the forces and moments on a body caused by a disturbance tend initially to 
return the body toward its equilibrium position, the body is statically stable. In 
contrast, if these forces and moments tend initially to move the body away from its 
equilibrium position, the body is statically unstable. 

2. The necessary criteria for longitudinal balance and static stability are (a) c.~~.omust 
be positive, (b) ac.~~~loau must be negative, and (c) the trim angle of attack au 
must fall within the :flight range of angle of attack for the airplane. These criteria 
may be evaluated quantitatively for a given airplane from 

and a c.~~.~ = o[lt-h - VH at (1- ae ] aa. ..~. a aa 
where the tail volume ratio is given by 

VH = l,SI 
cS 

(7.27) 

(7.28) 

3. The neutral point is the location of the center of gravity where oC.~~~/() au = 0. It 
can be calculated from 

h. =~. + VH :(1-;:) (7.30) 

4. The static margin is defined as h.- h. For static stability, the location of the center 
of gravity must be ahead of the neutral point; that is, the static margin must be 
positive. 

5. The effect of elevator deflection 0. on the pitching moment about the center of 
gravity is given by 

(7.37) 



Problems 

6. The elevator deflection necessary to trim an airplane at a given angle of attack a, is 

8 . = Cu,o + (oCu,./iJa.,}:x. 
""" v~~(ocL,,,ac.) 

(7.43) 
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Problems 
7.1 For a given wing-body combination, the aerodynamic center lies 0.03 chord 

length ahead of the center of gravity. The moment coefficient about the center of 
gravity is 0.0050, and the lift coefficient is 0.50. Calculate the moment coefficient 
about the aerodynamic center. 

7.2 Consider a model of a wing-body shape mounted in a wind tunnel. The flow 
conditions in the test section are standard sea-level properties with a velocity of 
100 rn!s. The wing area and chord are 1.5 m2 and 0.45 m, respectively. Using the 
wind tunnel force and moment-measuring balance, the moment about the center 
of gravity when the lift is zero is found to be -12.4 N · m. When the model is 
pitched to another angle of attack, the lift and moment about the center of gravity 
are measured to be 3675 Nand 20.67 N · m, respectively. Calculate the value 
of the moment coefficient about the aerodynamic center and the location of the 
aerodynamic center. 

7.3 Consider the model in Pro b. 7 .2. If a mass of lead is added to the rear of the model 
so that the center of gravity is shifted rearward by a length equal to 20 percent of 
the chord, calculate the moment about the center of gravity when the lift is 4000 N. 

7.4 Consider the wing-body model in Pro b. 7 .2. AsSlUme that a horizontal tail with 
no elevator is added to this model. The distance from the airplane's center of 
gravity to the tail's aerodynamic center is 1.0 m. The area of the tail is 0.4 nr, 
and the tail-setting angle is 2. 0°. The lift slope of the tail is 0.12 per degree. From 
experimental measurement, Eo = 0 and oslo a = 0.42.lfthe absolute angle of 
attack of the model is 5° and the lift at this angle ·of attack is 4134 N, calculate the 
moment about the center of gravity. 

7 .S Consider the wing-body-tail model of Pro b. 7 .4. Does this model have 
longitudinal static stability and balance? 

7.6 For the configuration ofProb. 7.4, calculate the neutral point and static margin if 
h = 0.26. 

7.7 Assume that an elevator is added to the horizontal tail of the configuration 
given in Pro b. 7 .4. The elevator control effectiveness is 0.04. Calculate the 
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elevator deflection angle necessary to trim the configuration at an angle 
of attack of8°. 

7.8 Consider the configuration ofProb. 7.7. The elevator hinge moment derivatives 
are CJ C:li,/CJ a. = - 11.007 and ac • .fCJli, = - 0.012. Assess the stick-free static 
stability of this configuration. 

7.9 Consider the canard configuration as illustrated in Fig. 7.17b and represented by 
the XB-70 shown in Fig. 7.18. You will sometimes encounter a statement, either 
written or verbal, that the canard configuration is inherently statically unstable. 
This is absolutely not true. Prove that the canard configuration can be made 
statically stable. What design condition must hold to ensure its stability? 



CHAPTER 

Space Flight (Astronautics) 

It is difficult to say what is impossible, for the dream of yesterday is the hope of today 
and the reality of tomorrow. 

Robert H. Goddard at his 
high-school graduation, 1904 

Houston, Tranquillity Base here. The Eagle has landed. 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Neil Armstrong in a radio transmission 
to Mission Control at the instant 
of the first manned landing 
on the moon, July 20, 1969 

Space--that last frontier, that limitless expanse that far outdistances the reach of 
our strongest telescopes, that region that may harbor other intelligent civiliza
tions on countless planets; space--whose unknown secrets have attracted the 
imagination of humanity for centuries and whose technical conquest has labeled 
the latter half of the 20th century as the space age; space--that is the subject of 
this chapter. 

To this point in our introduction of flight, we have emphasized aeronau
tics, the science and engineering of vehicles that are designed to move within 
the atmosphere and that depend on the atmosphere for their lift and propulsion. 
However, as presented in Sec. 1.11, the driving force behind the advancement 
of aviation has always been the desire to fly higher and faster. The ultimate, of 
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PREVIEW BOX 

Imagine you are in a flight vehicle that flies so 
fast and so high that you suddenly fmd yourself 
outside the earth's atmosphere-you are in space. 
There is no air in space, so your vehicle has no 
aerodynamic lift or drag. What keeps you up 
there? Also, obviously you have no air-breathing 
propulsion-no reciprocating engine with a pro
peller and no jet engine to keep you going. Rocket 
engines may have boosted you into space, but 
those engines have now burned out. What keeps 
you going? Moreover, you are not standing still in 
space; you are moving- at this point in time, your 
vehicle has a certain speed and direction. Where 
is your vehicle taking you? That is, what is your 
flight path in space? These are absolutely funda
mental questions about space flight, and you will 
fmd the answers in this chapter. 

The answers involve a completely different 
set of physics and mathematics than we have dealt 
with so far in this book. This chapter is a fresh 
start, taking us into the different world of space 
flight. 

At some stage of your flight through space, you 
are going to want to come home, to return to the 
surface of the earth. This is not going to be easy. As 
you leave space and enter the outer edge of the atmo
sphere, you will be traveling at a speed of at least 

26,000 ftls (about 8 km/s) and quite possibly much 
faster. (How do you know you will be traveling at 
this speed? Keep on reading.) As you penetrate the 
atmosphere at such speeds, the aerodynamic drag on 
your vehicle, and especially the aerodynamic heat
ing of the vehicle, will build enormously. Indeed, 
such aerodynamic heating is so high that it becomes 
the primary consideration that drives the design of 
any space vehicle that will enter any atmosphere
the earth's or any other planet's. The loss of the 
space shuttle Columbia on February 1, 2003, is an 
unfortunate testimonial to the intense heating asso
ciated with high-speed entry in the earth's atmo
sphere. So here you are, plummeting through the 
atmosphere, approaching the earth's surface from 
space. The high drag will produce large g-forces 
that will strain your body. How can you predict 
the magnitude of these g-forces? You must be pro
tected from the intense aerodynamic heating. How 
much energy is being pumped into the surface of 
your vehicle by aerodynamic heating? How do you 
protect yourself from this heating? This chapter will 
provide some answers. 

After dealing with airplanes and atmospheric 
flight in Chs. 1 through 7, here is your chance 
to get into space. Read on, and may the force be 
with you. 

course, is to fly so high and so fast that you find yourself in outer space, beyond 
the limits of the sensible atmosphere. Here motion of the vehicle takes place only 
under the influence of gravity and possibly some type of propulsive force; how
ever, the mode of propulsion must be entirely independent of the air for its thrust. 
Therefore, the physical fundamentals and engineering principles associated with 
space vehicles are somewhat different from those associated with airplanes. The 
purpose of this chapter is to introduce some basic concepts of space flight-that 
is, to introduce the discipline of astronautics. In particular, in the early sections 
of this chapter we emphasize the calculation and analysis of orbits and trajecto
ries of space vehicles operating under the influence of gravitational forces only 
(such as in the vacuum of free space). In the later sections we consider several 
aspects of the entry of a space vehicle into the earth's atmosphere, especially the 
entry trajectory and aerodynamic heating of the vehicle. 



8. 1 Introduction 

Figure 8.1 Earth orbit. 

The space age formally began on October 4, 1957, when the Soviet Union 
launched Sputnik L the first artificial satellite to go into orbit around the earth. 
Unlike the first flight of the Wright brothers in 1903, which took years to have 
any impact on society, the effect of Sputnik I on the world was inunediate. Within 
12 years people had walked on the moon; and after another 7 years unmanned 
probes were resting on the surfaces of Venus and Mars. A variety of different 
space vehicles designed for different missions have been launched since 1957. 
Most of these vehicles fall into three main categories: 

1. Earth satellites, launched with enough velocity to go into orbit about the 
earth, as sketched in Fig. 8.1. As we will show later, velocities on the order 
of26,000 ft/s (7.9 km/s) are necessary to place a vehicle in orbit about the 
earth, and these orbits are generally elliptical. Figure 8.2 shows a photograph 
of an artificial earth satellite. 

2. Lunar and interplanetary vehicles, launched with enough velocity to overcome 
the gravitational attraction of the earth and to travel into deep space. Velocities 
of36,000 ft/s (approximately 11 km/s) or larger are necessary for this 
purpose. Such trajectories are parabolic or hyperbolic. A typical path from 
the earth to the moon is sketched in Fig. 8.3; here the space vehicle is first 
placed in earth orbit, from which it is subsequently boosted by onboard 
rockets to an orbit about the moon, from which it finally makes a landing on 
the moon's surface. This is the mode employed by all the Apollo manned 
lunar missions, beginning with the historic first moon landing on July 20, 
1969. A photograph of the Apollo spacecraft is shown in Fig. 8.4. 

3. Space shuttles, designed to take off from the earth's surface, perform 
a mission in space, and then return and land on the earth's surface, all 
self-contained in the same vehicle. These are lifting reentry vehicles, 
designed with a reasonable LID ratio to allow the pilot to land the craft just 
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Figure 8.2 The Skylab-an earth satellite. 
(Source: NASA.) 

like an aiiplane. Earth orbit with a lifting reentry path is sketched in Fig. 8.5. 
The first successful flight of a space shuttle into space, with a subsequent lifting 
reentry and landing, was carried out by NASA's Columbia during the period 
Aprill2-14, 1981. A photograph of the space shuttle is given in Fig. 8.6. 

Finally, a discussion of astronautics, even the present introductory one, 
requires slightly greater mathematical depth than just basic differential and inte
gral calculus. Therefore, this chapter will incorporate more mathematical rigor 
than other parts of this book. In particular, some concepts from differential equa
tions must be employed. However, it will be assumed that the reader has not had 
exposure to such mathematics, so the necessary ideas will be introduced in a 
self-contained fashion. 



8. 1 Introduction 

Figure 8.3 Earth-moon mission (not to scale). 

The road map for this chapter is given in Fig. 8.7. Our study of astronautics 
is organized into three parts, following the three primary sequential phases of a 
space mission, as sketched in Fig. 8.8: 

1. Ascent through the atmosphere. Most space vehicles initiate their missions 
by blasting off from the earth's surface, climbing out of the sensible 
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Figure 8.4 The Apollo spacecraft. 
(Source: Smithsonian National Air and Space Mr.veun<) 

Figure 8.5 Earth orbit with lifting reentry. 
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Figure 8.6 The space shuttle. 
(Source: NASA.) 

I Anatomy of a space mission I 
I 

Ascent through the atmosphere Mission in 
(rocket engines-Chapter 9) space-orbit 

or trajectory 

Gravitational force 
- The orbit (trajectory) equation 
- Types of trajectories in space 

Kepler's laws 
- Orbital maneuvers 
- Interplanetary trajectories 

Gravity-assist trajectories 
Lunar transfer 

- Attitude control 

Figure 8.7 Road map for Ch. 8. 

8. 1 Introduction 
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atmosphere, and accelerating to orbital or escape velocity (we will define 
these velocities in Sec. 8.5). Called the ascent phase, this is mainly 
governed by the rocket engines, which boost the vehicle into space. Rocket 
engines are discussed in Ch. 9 on propulsion_ Hence, although for the sake 
of completeness the ascent phase is shown in our road map at the top left of 
Fig. 8. 7, we defer the study of this phase until Ch. 9. 

2. Mission in space. It is with this phase that we begin Ch. 8: We study the 
motion of the space vehicle after it has been inserted into orbit or placed 
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Figure 8.8 Anatomy of a space mission. 
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on a trajectory to carry it away from the earth after the rocket engines have 
burned out. This is represented by the center box in Fig. 8.7. 

3. Planetary entry. Some space vehicles continue on their paths indefinitely, 
moving into deep space without ever again encountering an atmosphere. 
Many others, especially those with human astronauts aboard, will eventually 
return to the earth's surface and will have to come back through the earth's 
atmosphere at very high velocities. This is called earth entry (or sometimes 
by the misnomer reentry). Or the space vehicle may enter the atmosphere 
of another planet in the solar system. This is called planetary entry (a more 
general term that includes earth entry). This phase is represented by the right 
box in Fig. 8. 7; it is the subject of the second half of Ch. 8. 

8.2 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Consider a dependent variable r that depends on an independent variable t. Thus 
r = f(t). The concept of the derivative of r with respect tot, denoted by drldt, has 
been used frequently in this book. The physical interpretation of dr!dt is simply 
the rate of change of r with respect tot. If r is a distance and tis time, then dr!dtis 
the rate of change of distance with respect to time-that is, velocity. The second 
derivative of r with respect to t is simply 

d(dr/dt) d~r 

dt dt2 

This is the rate of change of the derivative itself with respect to t. If r and t are 
distance and time, respectively, then d 2r!dt2 is the rate of change of velocity with 
respect to time-that is, acceleration. 

A differential equation is simply an equation that has derivatives in some of 
its terms. For example, 

d~ dr 
-;:z+r - - 2f - 2 
dt dt 

(8.1) 
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is a differential equation; it contains derivatives along with the variables r and t 
themselves. By comparison, the equation 

(2 

r+ - =0 
r 

is an algebraic equation; it contains only r and t without any derivatives. 
To find a solution of the differential equation in Eq. (8.1) means to find a 

functional relation r = f(t) that satisfies the equation. For example, assume that 
r = t2• Then dr/dt = 2t and d 2r/dt2 = 2. Substitute into Eq. (8.1): 

2 + t~(2t) - 2t1 =2 

2 * 2t3 
- 213 = 2 

2-2 

Hence r = t2 does indeed satisfy the differential equation in Eq. (8.1). Thus 
r = t2 is called a solution of that equation. 

Calculations of space vehicle trajectories involve distance r and time t. 
Some of the fundamental equations involve first and second derivatives of r with 
respect to t. To simplify the notation in these equations, we now introduce the dot 
notation for the time derivatives: 

, dr 
r= -

dt 
.. d"'r 
r=~ 

dt 

A single dot over the variable means the first time derivative of that variable; a 
double dot means the second derivative. For example, the differential equation 
in Eq. (8.1) can be written as 

(8.2) 

Equations (8.1) and (8.2) are identical; only the notation is different. The dot 
notation for time derivatives is common in physical science; you will encounter 
it frequently in advanced studies of science and engineering. 

8.3 LAGRANGE'S EQUATION 
In physical science, a study of the forces and motion of bodies is called mechan
ics. If the body is motionless, this study is further identified as statics; if the body 
is moving, the study is one of dynamics. In this chapter we are concerned with 
the dynamics of space vehicles. 

Problems in dynamics usually involve the use of Newton's second law, 
F = rna, where F is force, m is mass, and a is acceleration. Perhaps the reader 
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Figure 8.9 Falling 
body. 
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is familiar with various applications ofF = rna from basic physics; indeed, we 
applied this law in Ch. 4 to obtain the momentum equation in aerodynamics and 
again in Ch. 6 to obtain the equations of motion for an airplane. However, in 
this section we introduce Lagrange's equation, which is essentially a corollary to 
Newton's second law. The use of Lagrange's equation represents an alternative 
approach to the solution of dynamics problems in lieu ofF= rna; in the study of 
space vehicle orbits and trajectories, Lagrange's equation greatly simplifies the 
analysis. We do not derive Lagrange's equation; we simply introduce it by way of 
an example and then, in Sec. 8.4, apply it to obtain the orbit equation. A rigorous 
derivation of Lagrange's equation is left to more advanced studies of mechanics. 

Consider the following example. A body of mass m is falling freely in the 
earth's gravitational field, as sketched in Fig. 8.9. Let x be the vertical distance 
of the body from the ground. If we ignore drag, the only force on the body is its 
weight w directed downward. By definition, the weight of a body is equal toits 
mass m times the acceleration of gravity g. or w =mg. From Newton's second law, 

F=rna (8.3) 

The force is weight, directed downward. Because the direction of positive x is 
upward, a downward-acting force is negative. Hence 

F=-w= - mg 

From the discussion in Sec. 8.2, the acceleration can be written as 

a•x .. 
a= dt2 = x 

Substituting Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5) into Eq. (8.3) yields 

-wa=mr 
lx- -gl 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

Equation (8.6) is the equation of motion for the body in our example. It is a dif
ferential equation whose solution will yield x = f(t). Moreover, Eq. (8.6) was 
obtained by the application of Newton's second law. 

Now consider an alternative formulation of this example using Lagrange's 
equation. This will serve as an introduction to Lagrange's equation. LetT denote 
the kinetic energy of the body, where by definition 

(8.7) 

Let II> denote the potential energy of the body. By definition, the potential energy 
of a body referenced to the earth's surface is the weight of the body times the 
distance above the surface: 

II> =wx=mgx (8.8) 



a. 3 Lagrange's EquatiOil 

Now define the lagrangian function B as the difference between kinetic and 
potential energy: 

Ba T - <1> 

For our example, combining Eqs. (8.7) to (8.9), we get 

B ... } m(x)2 
- mgx. 

(8.9) 

(8.10) 

We now write Lagrange 's equation, which will have to be accepted without 
proof; it is simply a corollary to Newton's second law: 

!_(aB )- aB = O 
dt ax ax 

(8.11) 

In Lagrange's equation, recall the definition of the partial derivative given in 
Sec. 7.2.4. For example, astax means the derivative of B with respect to x, 
holding everything else constant. Hence from Eq. (8.1 0), 

and 

aB . 
- =mx ax 

aB 
- = - mg ax 

Substituting Eqs. (8.12) and (8.13) into Eq. (8.11), we have 

d . 
- (111X) - ( -mg) = 0 
dt 

or because m is a constant, 

m :r (i) - (- mg)= 0 

mi+ mg= 0 

lx .. -gl 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 

(8.14) 

Compare Eqs. (8.14) and (8.6); they are identical equations of motion. 
Therefore, we see that Lagrange's equation and Newton's second law are 
equivalent mechanical relations and lead to the same equations of motion for a 
mechanical system. In the preceding example, the use of Lagrange's equation 
resulted in a slightly more complicated formulation than the direct use ofF= ma. 
However, in the analysis of space vehicle orbits and trajectories, Lagrange's 
equation is the most expedient formulation, as will be detailed in Sec. 8.4. 

With the preceding example in mind, we can give a more general formula
tion of Lagrange's equation. Again, no direct proof is given; the reader must be 
content with the "cookbook'' recipe given in the following, using the preceding 
example as a basis for induction. Consider a body moving in three-dimensional 
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space, described by some generalized spatial coordinates q~, q2, and q3. (These 
may be r, 8, and ¢ for a spherical coordinate system; x, y, and z for a rectangular 
coordinate system; or the like.) Set up the expression for the kinetic energy of the 
body, which may depend on the coordinates q~, q2, and q3 themselves as well as 
the velocities q~, q2, and q3 : 

(8.15) 

Then set up the expression for the potential energy of the body, which depends 
only on spatial location: 

<I> = <l>(q,, q2, fl) 

Now form the lagrangian function 

(8.16) 

(8.17) 

Finally, obtain three equations of motion (one along each coordinate direction) 
by writing Lagrange's equation for each coordinate: 

q1 coordinate: !!_ ( aB ) - aB = 0 
at aq, aq, 

q2 coordinate: d ( aB ) - aB - 0 
at aq2 aq2 - (8.18) 

q3 coordinate: !!._(aB )- aB =0 
at aql aq3 

Let us now apply this formalism to obtain the orbit or trajectory equations 
for a space vehicle. 

8.4 ORBIT EQUATION 
Space vehicles are launched from a planet's surface by rocket boosters. The 
rocket engines driving these boosters are discussed inCh. 9. Here we are con
cerned with the motion of the vehicle after all stages of the booster have burned 
out and the satellite, interplanetary probe, or other object is smoothly moving 
through space under the influence of gravitational forces. At the instant the last 
booster stage burns out, the space vehicle is at a given distance from the center of 
the planet, moving in a specific direction at a specific velocity. Obviously nature 
prescribes a specific path (a specific orbit about the planet or possibly a specific 
trajectory away from the planet) for these given conditions at burnout. The pur
pose of this section is to derive the equation that describes this path. Referring to 
our road map in Fig. 8.7, we begin with the center column. 

8.4.1 Force and Energy 

Consider a vehicle of mass m moving with velocity V in the vicinity of a planet of 
large mass M, as sketched in Fig. 8.1 0. The distance between the centers of the two 



M 

Figure 8.10 Movement of a small 
mass in the gravitational field of a 
large mass. 

a. 4 Orbit EquatiOfl 

masses is r. In a stroke of genius during the last quarter of the 17th century, Isaac 
Newton uncovered the law of universal gravitation, which states that the gravi
tational force between two masses varies inversely as the square of the distance 
between their centers. In particular, this force is given by 

F= GmM (8.19) 
r 

where G is the universal gravitational constant, G= 6.67 x w-u ml/(kg)(s)2. 
Lagrange's equation deals with energy, both potential and kinetic. First con

sider the potential energy of the system shown in Fig. 8.10. Potential energy is 
always based on some reference point; and for gravitational problems in astro
nautics, it is conventional to establish the potential energy as zero at r equal to 
infinity. Hence, the potential energy at a distance r is defined as the work done in 
moving the mass m from infinity to the location r. Let ci> be the potential energy. 
If the distance between M and m is changed by a small increment dr, then the 
work done in producing this change is F dr. This is also the change in potential 
energy del>. Using Eq. (8.19) we obtain 

d<f) =Fdr = GmM dr 
r2 

Integrating from r equals infinity, where ci> by definition is 0, to r = r, where the 
potential energy is ci> = cl>, we get 

IJo~ del>= t G~ dr l 

or lei>= -a~ I (8.20) 

Equation (8.20) gives the potential energy of small mass m in the gravitational 
field of large mass Mat distance r. The potential energy at r is a negative value 
owing to our choice ofcl> = 0 atr going to infinity. However, if the idea of a nega
tive energy is foreign to you, do not be concerned. In mechanical systems we are 
usually concerned with changes in energy, and such changes are independent of 
our choice of reference for potential energy. 
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Figure 8.1il Polar coordinate system. 

Now consider the kinetic energy. Here we need to more precisely establish 
our coordinate system. In more advanced studies of mechanics, it can be proved 
that the motion of a body in a central force field (such as we are dealing with 
here) takes place in a plane. Hence, we need only two coordinates to designate 
the location of mass m. Polar coordinates are particularly useful in this case, as 
shown in Fig. 8.11. Here the origin is at the center of mass M, r is the distance 
between m andM, and Ois the angular orientation ofr. The velocity of the vehi
cle of mass m is V. The velocity component parallel to r is V,. = dr Jdt = r. The 
velocity component perpendicular to r is equal to the radius vector r times the 
time rate of change of 8--that is, times the angular velocity; f8 = r( d9/dt) = rfJ. 
Therefore, the kinetic energy of the vehicle is 

1 2. 1 ·2 _,; 2 T = 
2 

mV = 
2 

(r + (rv) ]m (8.21) 

8.4.2 Equation ofMotion 

From Eqs. (8.17), (8.20), and (8.21), the lagrangian function is 

1 .2 · 2 GmM 
B = T - <l> = - m[r- +(r9) ] + --

2 r 
(8.22) 

In orbital analysis it is common to denote the product GM by fl. If we are dealing 
with the earth, where M = 5.98 x 1<J2" kg, then 

Equation (8.22) then becomes 

1 ·:t _;, 2 mk? 
B = - m[r + (ru) ] + -

2 r 
(8.23) 



8.4 Orbit EquatiOil 

Now invoke Lagrange's equation, Eq. (8.18), where qt = 0 and q2 = r. First, the 
e equation is 

From Eq. (8.23), 

and 

a (aB)- iW _0 at ae a8 -

iJB 2· 
~=mr8 
()8 

iJB =0 
()8 

Substituting Eqs. (8.25) and (8.26) into Eq. (8.24), we obtain 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

(8.26) 

(8.28) 

Equation (8.27) is the equation of motion of the space vehicle in the 0 direction. 
It can be immediately integrated as 

(8.28) 

From elementary physics, linear momentum is defined as mass times velocity. 
Analogously, for angular motioJ?., angular momentum is defined as IB, where 
I is the moment of inertia and 8 is the angular velocity. For a point mass m, 
I= m~. Hence, the product mr28 is the angular momentum of the space vehi
cle, and from Eq. (8.28), 

Jmr28 =angular momentum= const J 

For a central force field, Eq. (8.28) demonstrates that the angular momentum is 
constant. 

Now consider the r equation. From Eq. (8.18), where q2 = r, 

!!_ iJB _ iJB = 0 (8.29) 
dt a;. i)r 

From Eq. (8.23), 
()B . 
- =mr 
i)f 

(8.30) 

iJB mk2 
·2 

- =- -z- +mr6 
i)r r 

(8.31) 

Substituting Eqs. (8.30) and (8.31) into Eq. (8.29), we get 

d . mk2 
.2 

- mr + -r- mrf} = 0 
dt r 

(8.32) 
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or .. -~Z me Q mr - rru u + -- = 
rz 

(8.33) 

Equation (8.28) demonstrated that because m is constant, r28 is constant. Denote 
this quantity by h: 

r~t • h =angular momentum per unit mass 

Multiplying and dividing the second term of Eq. (8.33) by -,3 and canceling m yield 

or (8.34) 

Equation (8.34) is the equation of motion for the space vehicle in the r direction. 
Note that both h2 and Jil are constants. Recalling our discussion in Sec. 8.2, we 
see that Eq. (8.34) is a differential equation. Its solution will provide a relation 
for r as the function of time; that is, r = f(t). 

However, examine Fig. 8.11. The equation of the path of the vehicle in space 
should be geometrically given by r = /(8), not r = f(t). We are interested in this 
path; that is, we want the equation of the space vehicle motion in terms of its geo
metric coordinates rand 8. Therefore, Eq. (8.34) must be reworked as follows. 

Let us transform Eq. (8.34) to a new dependent variable u, where 

Then 

Hence 

1 
r= -

u 

2 ° 8 
h •r 8= """T 

u 

. _ dr _ d(llu) _ 1 du 
r = - - - ---

dt dt u2 dt 

_ _ 1 du d8 __ 8 du __ h du 
- 7 ae at - 7 aa - 11.8 

Differentiating Eq. (8.37) with respect to t, we get 

;: = - h!!_ du =-h (.!_ du ) d8 
dt d8 d8 d8 dt 

=-h(d
2

u ) d8 =-h d
2

u 0 
d82 dt d82 

(8.35) 

(8.36) 

(8.37) 

(8.38) 
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But from Eq. (8.36), iJ = u<h. Substituting into Eq. (8.38), we obtain 

.. h2 2 a•u 
r= - u dfP 

Substituting Eqs. (8.39) and (8.35) into Eq. (8.34) yields 

a•u - h1.u2 -hV+t'M• =o ae2 

or by dividing by hv-, 
a•u !C 
~+u --;-,- =0 
d8 h 

(8.39) 

(8.40) 

Equation (8.40) is just as valid an equation of motion as the original Eq. (8.34). 
Equation (8.40) is a differential equation, and its solution gives u = f( 0). Specifically, 
a solution ofEq. (8.40) is 

k2 
u= 72 + Acos(t - C) 

h 
(8.41) 

where A and C are constants (essentially constants of integration). You should 
satisfy yourself that Eq. (8.41) is indeed a solution ofEq. (8.40) by substitution 
of (8.41) into (8.40). 

Return to the original transformation, Eq. (8.35). Substituting u = llr into 
Eq. (8.41) yields 

1 
r = -:-k~'"l-=-h..-2 -+-A7 t_o_s""(e=--- --=C)=- (8.42) 

Multiply and divide Eq. (8.42) by h2fl2: 

(8.43) 

Equation (8.43) is the desired equation of the path (the orbit or trajectory) of 
the space vehicle. It is an algebraic equation for r = .1( 8); it gives the geometric 
coordinates r and 8 for a given path. The specific path is dictated by the values 
of the constants h2, A, and C in Eq. (8.43). In turn, refer to Fig. 8.12: These con
stants are fixed by conditions at the instant of burnout of the rocket booster. At 
burnout the vehicle is a distance rb from the center of the earth, and its velocity 
has a magnitude Vb in a direction flb with respect to a perpendicular tor. These 
burnout conditions completely specify the vehicle's path; that is, they determine 
the values of h2, A, and C for Eq. (8.43). 

Equation (8.43) is sometimes generically called the orbit equation. However, 
it applies to the trajectory of a space vehicle escaping from the gravitational field 
of the earth as well as to an artificial satellite in orbit about the earth. In fact, what 
kind of orbit or trajectory is described by Eq. (8.43)? What type of mathematical 
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m 

M 

Figure 8.12 Conditions at the instance of burnout. 

curve is it? What physical conditions are necessary for a body to go into orbit or 
to escape from the earth? The answers can be found by further examination of 
Eq. (8.43), as discussed in Sec. 8.5. 

8.5 SPACE VEHICLE TRAJECTORIES-SOME 
BASIC ASPECTS 

Examine Eq. (8.43) closely. It has the general form 

r = p 
1 + ecos(8 - C) 

(8.44) 

where p = h2f/il, e = A(h2f/il), and Cis simply a phase angle. From analytic geom
etry, Eq. (8.44) is recognized as the standard form of a conic section in polar 
coordinates; that is, Eq. (8.44) is the equation of a circle, ellipse, parabola, or 
hyperbola, depending on the value of e, where e is the eccentricity of the conic 
section. Specifically, 

If e = 0, the path is a circle. 
If e < 1, the path is an ellipse. 
If e = 1, the path is a parabola. 
If e > 1, the path is a hyperbola. 

These possibilities are sketched in Fig. 8.13. Note that point b on these sketches 
denotes the point of burnout and that e is referenced to the dashed line through b; 
that is, 0 is arbitrarily chosen as zero at burnout. Then C is simply a phase angle 
that orients the x andy axes with respect to the burnout point, where the x axis is 
a line of symmetry for the conic section. From inspection of Fig. 8.13, circular 
and elliptical paths result in an orbit about the large mass M (the earth), whereas 
parabolic and hyperbolic paths result in escape from the earth. 

On a physical basis, the eccentricity, and hence the type of path for the space 
vehicle, is governed by the difference between the kinetic and potential energies of the 
vehicle. To prove this, consider first the kinetic energy T = ~mV2• From Eq. (821), 

T = }m[r2 + (r9)2
] 



8. 6 Space Vehicle Trajectories-some Basic Aspects 

y v 

Circle e • 0 E.lllpSe • < I 

y 

Hyperbola e > I 

Figure 8.13 The four types of orbits and trajectories, illustrating the relation of the burnout 
point and phase angle with the axes of symmetry. 

Differentiate Eq. (8.44) with respect to t. 

dr _. _ [resin(8- C)]8 
- - r - -:---....:....:-::-.....:..;~ 
dt 1 +ecos(8 - C) 

Substitute Eq. (8.45) into (8.21): 

T = .!..m {[r2e2 sin2(8- C)}9z + r2(p} 
2 [1 +e cos(8 - C)]2 

Recall that rz8 "" h; hence B2 = lz2/ r4
. Thus Eq. (8.46) becomes 

1 { h1e
2 

sin
2
(9 -C) h

2
} 

T = 2m r 1n + ecos(e- C)Y + 7 

(8.45) 

(8.46) 

(8.47) 
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Putting the right side of Eq. (8.47) over the same common denominator and 
remembering from Eq. (8.44) tlb.at 

r
2fl + ecos(6 - C)f = ( ~ J 

we transform Eq. (8.47) to 
1 k 4 

T • - m ;:rU + 2e eos(il - C) + e2
] 

2 h 
(8.48) 

The reader should fill in the few missing algebraic steps to obtain Eq. (8.48). 
Consider now the absolute value of the potential energy, denoted as 1<1>1 . 

From Eq. (8.20), 

Substitute Eq. (8.44) into Eq. (8.49): 

IIIII = ;;:.u l'cos(t c)J 
h 

(8.49) 

(8.50) 

The difference between the kinetic and potential energies is obtained by sub
tracting Eq. (8.50) from Eq. (8.48): 

1 k' k.,m 
T - Ia~ = - m 7'2"" [1 + 2een~(& -C)+e']- ~-[1 + eeos(Q - C)] (8.51) 

2 h h 

LetH denote T - 1<1>1 . Then Eq. (8.51) becomes 
1 k' 

H • T -ICIII = -
2

m j;T(l - e
2

) (8.52) 

Solving Eq. (8.52) fore, we get 
----:-----:---.. 

I 2ht H 
e = y1 + mk4 (8.53) 

Equation (8.53) is the desired result, giving the eccentricity e in terms of the dif
ference between kinetic and potential energies H. 

Examine Eq. (8.53). If the kinetic energy is smaller than the potential energy, 
H will be negative and hence e < 1. If the kinetic and potential energies are equal, H = 0 
and e = 1. Similarly, if the kinetic energy is larger than the potential energy, His posi
tive ande > 1. Referring again to Fig. 8.13, we can make the following tabulation: 

Type of Trajectory e 

Ellipse < I 

Parabola = I 

Hyperbola > I 

Energy Relation 

I .,~ GA{p1 
m y < 

2 r 

!_m~ > GMm 
2 r 
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From this we draw the important conclusion that a vehicle intended to escape the 
earth and travel into deep space (a parabolic or hyperbolic trajectory) must be 
launched so that its kinetic energy at burnout is equal to or greater than its poten
tial energy-a conclusion that makes intuitive sense even without the preceding 
derivation. 

Equation (8.53) tells us more. For example, what velocity is required for a 
circular orbit? To answer this question, recall that a circle has zero eccentricity. 
Putting e = 0 into Eq. (8.53), we get 

or 

0 - II 2h
2
H -,1 + 4 

1 mk 

mk4 
H= -~ 

2h 

Recall that H ~ T - I <PI = t mV2
- GMn/r. Hence Eq. (8.54) becomes 

From Eq. (8.44), withe= 0, 

Substitute Eq. (8.56) into (8.55) and solve for V: 

Thus V = " circular velocity 

(8.54) 

(8.55) 

(8.56) 

(8.57) 

Equation (8.57) gives the velocity required to obtain a circular orbit. Recall from 
Sec. 8.4.2 that k2= GM= 3.986 x 1014 m3/s2• Assume that r = 6.4 x 1()6 m, essen
tially the radius of the earth. Then 

V- 3.986 X 1014 

- 6.4x106 1.9x 103 mls 

This is a convenient number to remember; circular, or orbital, velocity is 7.9kmls, 
or approximately 26,000 ftls. 

The velocity required to escape the earth can be obtained in much the 
same fashion. We have previously demonstrated that a vehicle will escape if it 
has a parabolic (e = 1) or a hyperbolic (e > 1) trajectory. Consider a parabolic 
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trajectory. For this we know that the kinetic and potential energies are equal: 
T = lcl>l. Hence 

1 V2 GMrn k2
m 

- m = = --2 r r 

Solving for V, we get 

V= ~ parabolic velocity (8.58) 

Equation (8.58) gives the velocity required to obtain a parabolic trajectory. This is 
called the escape velocity; note by comparing Eqs. (8.57) and (8.58) that the escape 
velocity is larger than the orbital velocity by a factor of J2. Again assuming that 
r is the radius of the earth, r = 6.4 x 106m, then escape velocity is 11.2 hn/s, or 
approximately 36,000 fils. Return to Fig. 8.12; if at burnout Vb~ 11.2 km/s, then the 
vehicle will escape the earth, independent of the direction of motion flb· 

At the end of a rocket launch of a space vehicle, the burnout velocity is 9 km/s in a direc
tion due north and 3 ° above the local horizontal. The altitude above sea level is 500 mi. 
The burnout point is located at the 27th parallel (27°) above the equator. Calculate and 
plot the trajectory of the space vehicle. 

• Solution 
The burnout conditions are sketched in Fig. 8.14. The altitude above sealevel is 

------
Equator. 

\ 
\ V = 9 k.m/s 
\ 

/'t 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

Figure 8.141 Burnout conditions for Example 8.1. 
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The distance from the center of the earth to the burnout point is (where the earth's radius 
is r. = 6.4 x 1()6 m) 

As given in Sec. 8.4.2, 

Also, as defined earlier, 

2 . . 
h- r a= r(rlJ) = rV.. 

where Vs is the velocity component perpendicular to the radius vector r. Thus 

Hence 

h = rV.,. = rhV CQS~b = (1.2 X 106)(9 X 1 01)1,~Qll3° = 6.47 X 1010mlfs 

h2 = 4.1 88 X 1021m4/s2 

"' h2 = 4.188 x 1021 = i .OS06 x 107m 
P e 3.986 x 10

14 

The trajectory equation is given by Eq. (8.44), where the above value of p is the numera
tor of the right side. To proceed further, we need the eccentricity e. This can be obtained 
fromEq. (8.53) 

whereH/m = (T- 1<1>1)/m: 

Hence 

Thus 

T VZ (9 x 1~)2 

- = - = .:.__.....,.........:._ 
m 2 2 

4 .05 x 107 m1's2 

1
<1> 1= GM = e = 3 .986 x10,. 5 .536 x 107mZfs2 
m 1), 1), 7.2 X 106 

H = (4.05 - 5.536) x 107 = -1.486 x 107 m2/s2 

m 

- [ 2h2 (H)~'
12 

e - i + - -e m 

= }+ 2(4.188 X 10 )(- 1.486 X 10 ) = ,j0_2166 = O 4654 
[ 

21 7 ]112 
(3.986 X 1014) 2 • 
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Immediately we recognize that the trajectory is an elliptical orbit becanse e < I and 
T< 1<1>1. FromEq. (8.44), 

p 1.0506 X 107 

r = = -:---:-..,....,.,::-:---:-::---::::-
1 + ecos(8- C) I+ 0.4654cos(.,- C) 

To find the phase angle C, simply substitute the burnout location (rb = 7.2 x 1()6 m and 
f) = 0°) into the preceding equation. (Note that f) = 0° at burnout, and hence f) is measured 
relative to the radius vector at burnout, with increasing f) taken in the direction of motion; 
this is sketched in Fig. 8.13.) 

Solve for cos(- C): 

Thus 

p 
rh = :-l_+_e....:.co-s7(-C-=) 

7.2 X l O§ = 1.0506 X 10
7 

I + 0.46S4eos(-C) 

cos( -C)= 0.9878 
C = -8 .96° 

y 

Spacecraft orbit 

Figure 8.15 Orbit for the spacecraft in Example 8.1. 



8. 8 Kepler's Laws 

Finally, the complete equation of the orbit is 

where B is in degrees and r is in meters. 
The orbit is drawn to scale in Fig. 8.15. Note that b designates the burnout point, 

which is 27° above the equator. The x andy axes are the axes of symmetry for the 
elliptical orbit, and the phase angle orients the x axis at 8.96° below (because Cis 
negative in this problem) the radius vector through point b. The angle f) is measured 
from the radius through b, with positive f) in the counterclockwise direction. The 
spacecraft is traveling counterclockwise in an elliptical orbit. The perigee and apogee 
are 7.169 x 106 and 1.965 x 107 m, respectively. (See the next section for definitions 
of perigee and apogee.) 

8.6 KEPLER'S LAWS 
To this point, our discussion has been couched :in terms of an artificial space 
vehicle launched from the earth. However, most of the preceding analysis and 
results hold in general for orbits and trajectories of any mass in a central gravita
tional force field. The most familiar natural example of such motion is our solar 
system-that is, the orbits of the planets about the sun. Such motion has held peo
ple's attention since the early days of civilization. Early observations and map
ping of planetary motion evolved over millennia, passing from the Babylonians 
to the Egyptians to the Greeks to the Romans, carried throughout the dark ages 
by the Arabians, and reaching the age of Copernicus in the 15th century (about 
the time Christopher Columbus was discovering America). However, at this time 
astronomical observations were still inaccurate and uncertain. Then from 1576 
to 1597, Tycho Brahe, a Danish noble, made a large number of precise astro
nomical observations that improved the accuracy of existing tables by a factor 
of 50. Near the end of his life, Brahe was joined by Johannes Kepler, a young 
German astronomer and mathematician, who further improved these observa
tions. Moreover, Kepler made some pioneering oonclusions about the geometry 
of planetary motion. From 1609 to 1618, Kepler induced and published three 
laws of planetary motion, obtained strictly from an exhaustive examination of the 
astronomical data. Kepler did not have the advantage of Newton's law of uni
versal gravitational or Newtonian mechanics, which came three-quarters of a 
century later. Nevertheless, Kepler's inductions were essentially correct, and his 
classical three laws are as important today for understanding artificial satellite 
motion as they were in the 17th century for understanding planetary motion. 
Therefore, we discuss his conclusions in this section. We will take advantage 
of our previous derivations of orbital motion to derive Kepler's laws, a luxury 
Kepler himself did not have. 

Kepler's first major conclusion was this: 

Kepler's first law: A satellite describes an elliptical path around its center of attraction. 
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v 

r 

v 

Figure 8.16 Area swept out by the 
radius vector in moving through 
angle dB. 

Figure 8.17 lllustration of the variation in velocity at 
different points along the orbit. 

We have already proved this fact in Sees. 8.4 and 8.5; so nothing more need 
be said. 

To prove Kepler's second law, recall from Eq. (8.28) that angular momentum 
is constant; that is, mr2B =constant. Consider Fig. 8.16, which shows the radius 
vector r sweeping through an infinitesimally small angle dO. The area of the 
small triangle swept out is dA = ~r dh. However, dh = r dO. Thus dA = ~r~d8. 
The time rate of change of the area swept out by the radius is then 

1 2. 
- r e 
2 

(8.59) 

However, from Eq. (8.28), r 2B is a constant. Hence Eq. (8.59) shows that 

dA 
- =const 
dt 

which proves Kepler's second law: 

(8.60) 

Kepler 's second law: In equal times, the areas swept out by the radius vector of a 
satellite are the same. 

An obvious qualitative conclusion follows from this law, as illustrated in Fig. 8.17. 
Here the elliptical orbit of a small mass m is shown about a large mass M In order 
for equal areas to be swept out in equal times, the satellite must have a larger veloc
ity when it is near Manda smaller velocity when it is far away. This is character
istic of all satellite motion. 

To derive Kepler's third law, consider the elliptical orbit shown in Fig. 8.18. 
The point of closest approach, where r is minimum, is defined as the perigee; the 
point farthest away, where r is maximum, is defined as the apogee. The mass M 
(perhaps that of the earth or the sun) is at the focus of the ellipse. The major axis 
of the ellipse is the distance from the perigee to the apogee, and one-half this 
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b 

Fmu 

Figure 8.18 Illustration of apogee, perigee, and semimajor and 
semiminor axes. 

distance is defined as the semimajor axis a. The semiminor axis b is also shown 
in Fig. 8.18. Let us assume for simplicity that the phase angle C of the orbit is 
zero. Thus, from Eq. (8.44), the maximum and minimum radii are, respectively, 

h'Je 
Ymax = -:--

1- e 
(8.61) 

(8.62) 

From the definition of a, and using Eqs. (8.61) and (8.62), we obtain 

a= .!..(r + r ml) = .!._ h2 {-1-+ _1_) = h"Jk2 (8.63) 
2 max • 2k2 l - e l+e 1- e2 

The eccentricity e of the ellipse is geometrically related to the semimajor and 
semiminor axes; taking a result from analytic geometry, we get 

e= (a" - b2)112 
a 

Solving for b gives 

(8.64) 

If we lift another result from analytic geometry, we find the area of an ellipse is 

A =1tab 

Substituting Eq. (8.64) into (8.65) yields 

A = ll!Xl[a(l- ez)''2 ] =~a2( l _ e2) 112 

Now return to Eq. (8.59): 
2. 

dA = }r-6dt = }hdt 

(8.65) 

(8.66) 

(8.67) 
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Thus we can obtain the area of the ellipse by integrating Eq. (8.67) around the 
complete orbit That is, imagine the satellite starting at the perigee at time= 0. Now 
allow the satellite to move around one complete orbit, returning to the perigee. 
The area swept out by the radius vector is the whole area of the ellipse A. The 
time taken by the satellite in executing the complete orbit is defined as the period 
and is denoted by -r. Thus, integrating Eq. (8.67) around the complete orbit, 
we get 

rdA= r ~hdt 
or A=}hr (8.68) 

We now have two independent results for A: Eq. (8.66) from analytic geom
etry and Eq. (8.68) from orbital mechanics. Equating these two relations, 
we have 

(8.69) 

Solve Eq. (8.63) for h: 

(8.70) 

Substitute Eq. (8.70) into Eq. (8.69): 

or, squaring both sides, 

or (8.71) 

Examine Eq. (8.71). The factor 4rc2 / k?- is a constant. Hence 

(8.72) 

That is, the square of the period is proportional to the cube of the semi
major axis. If we have two satellites in orbit about the same planet, with 
values of 't1, a1 and -r2, a2, respectively, then Kepler's third law can be 
written as follows: 

Kepler's third law: The periods of any two satellites about the same planet are 
related to their semimajor axes as 
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The period of revolution of the earth about the sun is 365.256 days. The semimajor axis 
of the earth' s orbit is 1.49527 x 1011 m. The semimajor axis of the orbit of Mars is 
2.2783 x I 011 m. Calculate the period of Mars. 

• Solution 
From Kepler's third law, we have 

where 

and 

Hence 

T2 =r~(:~Ja 
a1 =1.49527xl011 m earth 

-r 1 = 365.256 days 

a2 = 2.2783 x I 011 m Mars 

.. = 365.256( 2.2783 )3.2 
2 1.49527 

lr2 - 686.96days fur Mars I 

8.7 THE VIS-VIVA (ENERGY) EQUATION 
With this and the following four sections, we examine in more detail the motion 
of spacecraft along their orbits and trajectories. We have more to say about 
orbital motion (Sec. 8.8). We will look at the design of interplanetary trajectories 
that take a spacecraft from the earth to other planets (Sec. 8.9). We will discuss 
the design of lunar trajectories (Sec. 8.10). All these subjects are directly rel
evant to the new earth-moon and earth-Mars manned missions that (at the time 
of writing) had been planned for the next decade or so of space flight, but which 
are currently on hold. All these subjects are also directly relevant to the myriad 
unmanned interplanetary and very deep-space missions that have already taken 
place and will continue to take place in the foreseeable future. 

One of the most important physical aspects of the motion of a spacecraft 
along its trajectory is its total energy. The total energy of a spacecraft moving 
along any of the trajectories shown in Fig. 8.13 is the sum of its kinetic and 
potential energies. From Eq. (8.21), 

and from Eq. (8.20), 

Kinetic energy= !.. mV2 

2 

GmM k'm 
Potential energy-

r r 
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The total energy His therefore 

H • ~mV2 - k"·m 
2 r 

(8.73) 

(Note thatHwas first introducedinEq. (8.52) in the analogous form.H= T- 1<1>1 .) 
The specific total energy, or simply the specific energy, E, is the total energy 

per unit mass of the space vehicle: Him. Hence, from Eq. (8.73), 

y2 i? 
E,= - - -

2 r 
(8.74) 

Recall that the potential energy per unit mass is referenced to its maximum value 
of zero at r ~ oo, and that all smaller values of potential energy are negative 
numbers of progressively larger absolute values. For motion in a central force 
field (that is, along a specific conic section) E, is constant. Parallel to our discus
sion in Sec. 8.5, we see that if 

E, < 0, the spacecraft's path is an ellipse. 
E, = 0, the spacecraft's path is a parabola. 
E, > 0, the spacecraft's path is a hyperbola. 

Note that the latter two paths are escape trajectories withE,> 0. 
Let us slightly expand on some geometric features of the elliptical, para

bolic, and hyperbolic flight paths shown in Fig. 8.13. First consider the ellip
tical orbit sketched in Fig. 8.19. Previously we defined the point of closest 
approach of the spacecraft to the earth as the perigee and the point farthest 
away from the earth as the apogee. This nomenclature is usually specific to a 
spacecraft in an elliptical orbit about the earth. If the spacecraft is in orbit about 
the sun, the points of closest and farthest approach are called the perihelion 
and aphelion, respectively. The more general terms for closest and farthest 
approach are periapsis and apoapsis and are applicable to a spacecraft in an 
elliptical orbit about any central force body M. These general terms are noted in 

Apoapsis 

(Apogee) 
(Aphelion) 

c 

Figure 8.19 Terminology for an elliptical orbit. 

Periapsis 

(Perigee) 
(Perihelion) 
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Fig. 8.19. Also, in Fig. 8.13 the polar angle e is measured from the burnout 
location of the rocket booster. In Fig. 8.19, a p>Olar angle e.-~ is shown, mea
sured from the periapsis. The angle e.-~ is called the true anomaly. In Fig. 8.13 
e- C = e.-~- The distance between the apoapsis and the periapsis is the major 
axis, and the semimajor axis is denoted by a. The center is denoted by c. The 
major symmetry line is called the line of apsides. 

One of the more amazing aspects of spacecraft motion along a conic section is 
that the specific energy E, is given simply by the semimajor axis of the flight path. 
To prove this, return to Eq. (8.52) written in terms of the specific energy, E, =Him: 

1e 
E, = - - 72 (1 - e2

) 
2h 

From Eq. (8.63), repeated here, 

we have 

1 
a 

Combining Eqs. (8.75) and (8.76), we have 

E = _ k1. [e(l-e2
)] = _ k2 

t 2 h 2a 

This result, 

(8.75) 

(8.63) 

(8.76) 

(8.77) 

proves that the semimajor axis is an exclusive measure of the specific energy of 
the spacecraft. 

The definition of E, which is the sum of the kinetic and potential energies, is 
expressed by Eq. (8.74). Combining Eqs. (8.74) and (8.77), we have 

v• k2 k2 
- - - --2 r 2a 

or 

v~ =ee-!) 
or 

lzkz kz 
v = v-;:-- -; (8.78) 
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Eq. (8.78) is called the vis-viva equation or the energy equation. When a space
craft is at a location specified byron a given flight path, Eq. (8.78) allows the 
direct calculation of the magnitude of the spacecraft velocity at that location-a 
tremendously useful result. 

Equations (8.77) and (8.78) apply to all four of the basic space vehicle flight 
paths shown in Fig. 8.13. These equations assume that the semimajor axis a of the 
orbit or trajectory is known. For a circle, a is simply the radius. We have already 
discussed the nature of a for an elliptical orbit. The semirnajor axes for parabolic 
and hyperbolic trajectories can also be defined, as will be discussed in Sec. 8.9. 

Consider the spacecraft orbit calculated in Example 8.!. Calculate the spacecraft's veloc
ity at (a) the perigee, {b) the apogee, and (c) a true anomaly of 120°. 

• Solution 
a. First obtain the values of r at the perigee and apogee from the equation of the orbit, 

which from Example 8.1 is 

1.0506xl07 

r = :-1 +- Q:-. 4..,..,6$4:-=_ -;--006-. ""'(t,...-+"""8""".9"""6 °:::-) 

Examining the graph of this orbit shown in Fig. 8.15, we recall that fJ is referenced from 
the burnout point The true anomaly, f) A, is measured from the axis of symmetry; hence 
fJ A= fJ + 8.96°, and the orbit equation can be written as 

1.0506xl07 

r = 
1+0.4654 cose. 

At perigee f) A= 0. Letting rP be the radius at perigee, from Eq. (E8.3.1), 

r = 1.0506xl0
7 

1.0506x10
7 

7_~69x 106m 
P 1+1l.~6S4 CQt~0°) 1+0.4654 

At apogee f) A= 180°. Letting r. be the radius at apogee, from Eq. (E8.3.1), 

!.0506x107 

1- 0.4654 
1.965x107 m 

(E8.3.1) 

Note: At the end ofExample 8.1 we casually gave the values of the perigee and apogee as 
7.169 x 106m and 1.965 x 107 m without proo£ The calculation here provides the proof. 

The semimajor axis of the elliptical orbit is 

_ r. +rp _ 1.965xl07 +7. 169x106 _
1 

.,A
1 10

1 a - -- - - .., x m 
2 2 ' 

Letting VP denote the velocity at perigee, from the vis-viva equation Eq. (8.78) evaluated 
at r = rp, we have 
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where for orbit around the earth, Ji2 = GM = 3.986 x 1014 m3/s2• Thus k = 1.9965 x 
107 mmts. 

1 
V =1 ~xl07~ 2 

P • 7.169xl06 1.34lxl0 1 

vp = 9026mls = 19 .026kmls 

We can check this answer by recalling that the angular momentum per unit mass of 
the spacecraft in orbit, h = rV8 , is constant. From Example 8.1, h = 6.47 x 1010 m2/s. 
At perigee the direction of the spacecraft velocity is perpendicular to the radius, so 
Vs = VP: 

V = V, = !!._= 6 .47
x

106 
9025mJs= 9.025km/s 

" 
8 

r P 7.169xl06 

Within roundoff error of hand calculations, this result verifies the original calculation of 
Vp from the vis-viva equation. 
b. Denoting the velocity at apogee as v., from the vis-viva equation, 

12 1 7 { 2 J';. = k - - - =1.9965xl0 
7 vr. a l.965xl0 

1 
1.34lxl07 

= 3293mfs= p.293km!s l 

Checking this result using the constant angular momentum, 

h 6.47xl010 

v. = - = 3293m/s 
r. l.965x 107 

which is the same result obtained from the vis-viva equation. 
c. For 8,. = 120° the corresponding value of r is obtained from the orbit equation, 

Eq. (E8.3.l), as 

1.0506xl07 

r = 
1+0.4654cosB. 

-.,...1_. 0...,..5_0_6 _x _l 0_
7
_,_ = 1.3692 X l O 1 m 

1 + 0.4654cos(1 20°) 

From the vis-viva equation, 

2 1 /2 1 7 V - k .,-- - = l.9965x 10 
'f ra a l.3692x 107 - 1.341 xl07 

= 5388mfs = l5.338km!sl 

Comment The velocity of the spacecraft is always a maximum at perigee and a mini
mum at apogee. In this example the maximum velocity is VP = 9.025 km/s, and the mini
mum velocity is v. = 3.293 km/s. From Example 8.1, the burnout velocity is given as 
9 km/s, which is only slightly smaller than the maximum velocity at the perigee. This is 
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consistent with the burnout location on the orbit being only 8.96° away from the perigee. 
In regard to the location at f) A= 120°, the velocity of5.338 km/s is higher than at apogee 
but lower than at perigee. 

For the orbit determined in Example 8.1, calculate the local inclination angle of the 
spacecraft's velocity vector relative to a perpendicular to the local radius direction at a 
true anomaly of 120°. The local inclination angle /]is illustrated in Fig. 8.20. 

• Solution 
From Example 8.3, the velocity magnitude was calculated to be V= 5338 m/s at the true 
anomaly of 120°. The component of this velocity perpendicular to the local radius vector 
is Vs, which can be obtained from the constant angular momentum as 

h 6 47xl010 

Ve =- =----
r r 

From Example 8.3, for f) A= 120°, r = l.3692x 107 m. Thus at f) A= 120° 

6 47xl010 

V, - 4725m/s 8 -1.3692xl07 

Because V8 is the component of V perpendicular to the radius vector, and /3 is the angle 
between the directions of V and V8 , then from Eq. 8.20, 

and 

cos/ii - P8 - 4725 - ~.8852 v 5338 

Figure 8.20 lllustration of the local inclination angle (the 
flight path angle). 
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8.8 SOME ORBITAL MANEUVERS 
The orbit or trajectory of a spacecraft is uniquely determined by the conditions at 
burnout of the rocket booster, as discussed in Sec. 8.4. The motion of a spacecraft 
after burnout is at the mercy of gravitational force, and its flight path becomes a 
predetermined mathematical cwve unless the patlh is changed by application of 
an additional force such as that provided by rocket thrusters carried aboard the 
spacecraft. 

The motion of a spacecraft under the influence of a central force field, such 
as the gravitational attraction of the earth, will not only be a specific cwve in 
space, but will also take place in a given plane, where the orientation of the plane 
of motion is also determined by the conditions at burnout of the rocket booster. 
But sometimes it may be desirable to change the mathematical curve or the plane 
of the flight path partway through the mission. Such changes are called orbital 
maneuvers and are the subject of this section. 

8.8.1 Plane Changes 

Consider a spacecraft in a given orbit about the earth. The plane of this orbit has 
a specific inclination angle relative to the equatorial plane. You wish to change 
the inclination angle of the orbital plane, keeping all other aspects of the orbit 
(eccentricity, semimajor axis, and so on) the same. How do you do it? 

To answer this question, recall that the angular momentum per unit mass of 
the spacecraft in its motion around the orbit is constant. Also recall that angular 
momentum, strictly speaking, is a vector quantity, although we have not until 
now made use of this fact. The initial orbit is sketched in a horizontal plane in 
Fig. 8.21, with the vector angular momentum h perpendicular to this plane. 
When the inclination angle of the original plane is changed by the amount v, the 
angular momentum vector tilts with it, remaining perpendicular to the new 
orbital plane. The magnitude of the new angular momentum vector stays the 
same in order to preserve shape of the orbit; but the direction of the new angular 

I 
lr 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 8.21 Schematic for an orbital plane change. 
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momentum vector is different, having been tilted through the plane change angle v. 
Thus, the change in the angular momentum vector is .Mt as shown in Fig. 8.21, 
and the vector addition of the original h and .Mt results in a new vector with the 
same magnitude h as the original angular momentum. The magnitudes of h, .Mt, 
and v are related through the law of cosines applied to the triangle in Fig. 8.21: 

(Ah)"- = h2 + h"- - 2h2 cos v 

or 

Using the trigonometric identity 

Eq. (8.79) becomes 

or 

1 2 
. 2 v 

- cos. v = sm -
2 

(All)~= h2 
( 4 sin

2 
; ) 

Ma = 2h sin v 
2 

Recall that the magnitude of h is 

h - rVg 

(8.79) 

(8.80) 

where V8 is the component of the spacecraft velocity V perpendicular to the 
radius vector. We write Eq. (8.80) as 

Alt = 2r~ sin(; ) (8.81) 

Let us put Eq. (8.81) on the shelf for a moment and return to the concept of the 
vector angular momentum h. How do we create the change in angular momen
tum, .Mt, shown in Fig. 8.21? The answer is found in Newton's second law 
applied to angular motion: 

Torque= Time rate of change of angular momentum 

Let Q represent the vector torque per unit mass. From Newton's second law, 

db 
Q= dt (8.82) 

The torque Q multiplied by the period of time it is applied, At, is the impulse, 
QAt. From Eq. (8.82), 

QAt =A{~~ )=All (8.83) 

Let us also put Eq. (8.83) on the shelf for a moment. 
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F 

A V; 

Figure 8.22 Application of the impulse for a simple orbital plane change. 

Recall that torque is created by a force acting through a distance. Consider 
Fig. 8.22, which shows the initial and final orbits. Consider a propulsive force 
F per unit mass applied to the spacecraft at the point A where the two orbits 
intersect. The force F is applied in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the 
initial orbit-that is, in a direction parallel to the original angular momentum 
vector h . In this fashion the torque Q created by F acting through the radius rwill 
not change the magnitude of h but will change its direction, which is precisely 
what we want to do. The magnitude of Q is 

Q - Fr 

Inserting this expression into Eq. (8.83) written in terms of scalar quantities 
(magnitude) only, we have 

(8.84) 

The propulsive force F results in a translational acceleration of the spacecraft in 
the direction perpendicular to the orbital plane, which from Newton's second law 
applied to translational motion is 

F=dV 
dt 

(recall that F is the force per unit mass). 

(8.85) 

The impulse due to F applied over a time increment t.t is, from Eq. (8.85), 

dV 
FAt - - I::J -$ (8.86) 

dt 

where t.V is the change in spacecraft velocity over the time intervalt.t. 
Substituting Eq. (8.86) into Eq. (8.84), we have 

Mt =rF11t=ri1V 

Inserting this result for l1h into Eq. (8.81) leads to 

rAV = 2r ~sin(; ) 

(8.87) 
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or 

~~=~sin(r) (8.88) 

Equation (8.88) is an important result. It gives the required velocity change 
~V to achieve a change of orbiital plane angle v. The velocity change is applied 
perpendicular to the initial orbit plane. Examining Fig. 8.22, we see that the point 
on the initial orbit where F is applied becomes a node, point A, common to both 
the initial and final orbits. We also see from Fig. 8.22 that the maximum spatial 
separation between the initial and final orbits occurs at ±90° away from point A. 

The impulse ~ V costs money. It must be provided by propulsive devices 
such as small rocket engines mounted on the spacecraft, and the fuel required to 
achieve~ V is carried aboard the spacecraft. For a given desired change in the 
orbital plane angle v, Eq. (8.88) shows that the smallest ~V will correspond to 
the point on the orbit where V8 is minimum-that is, the apogee. Thus, the best 
efficiency is achieved by executing the plane change maneuver at the apogee, 
where Ve is smallest 

More advanced treatments of orbital plane change maneuvers show that the 
case discussed in this section (a change in inclination angle v only) occurs when 
the impulse ~ V is applied at the line of nodes of the original orbit (at one of 
the two points where the orbit crosses the equatorial plane used as a reference 
plane). If the impulse is applied at any other point on the original orbit, the orbit 
will precess as well as change its inclination. For more details, see the books by 
Brown, Kaplan, and Griffin and French listed in the bibliography for this chapter. 

Consider the orbit determined in Example 8.1 and drawn in Fig. 8.15. The given burnout 
conditions stated that the burnout velocity direction was due north. Therefore the plane 
of the orbit shown in Fig. 8.15 is perpendicular to the equatorial plane and contains both 
the north and south poles. An edge view of this orbital plane is shown in Fig. 8.23, per
pendicular to the equatorial plane. An impulse is applied to the spacecraft to change the 
inclination angle of the orbit by 10°, as shown in Fig. 8.23. Note that the planes of the 
initial and final orbits and the equatorial plane all include the focus F of the elliptical or
bits, which is the center of the eartlh (the assumed origin of the central gravitational force 
field). The impulse is applied at the ascending node of the original orbit. Calculate the 
value of the impulse~ V required to perform this plane change maneuver. 

• Solution 
The impulse is applied at the ascending node of the original orbit. The ascending node 
is where the orbit crosses the equatorial plane shown in Fig. 8.15. The true anomaly of 
this node is e.= 8.96°- 27° = - 18.04°. At this angle, from the equation of the orbit 
determined in Example 8.1, 

1.0506xl07 1.0506xl07 

r= 
1 +0.4654cos8 • 1 +0.4654cos(- lli.04°) 



10° 

F 
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Edge view of the initial orbit 
shown in Fig. 8.15 

Equatorial plane 

Edge view of the final orbit 

Figure 8.23 lllustration of conditions for Example 8.5: edge 
views of the initial and final orbits. 

From Example 8.1, the angular momentum per unit mass of the spacecraft is h = 6.47 x 
1010 m2/s. Thus 

h 6 47xl010 

Vs =;:= 7.283xl06 8884m/s 

From Eq. (8.88), 

Repeat Example 8.5 with the impulse applied at the descending node. Compare the im
pulse for this case with the result obtained for the ascending node in Example 8.5. 

• Solution 
From Fig. 8.15, the spacecraft crosses the equatorial plane at a true anomaly of~ = - 18.04° 
(the ascending node) treated in Example 8.5 and at~ = 180°- 18.04°= 161.96° (the descend
ing node). At~ = 161.96° on the original orbit, 

r= l.0506xl07 L&&Sxl07m 
1 +IU6.54 1las(l61 .116°) 
h 6 47xl010 

v, - - 3432m/s 
e - ; -l.885xl07 
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From Eq. (8.88) 

4V = 2f9sin (~)= 2~lm)sin~0 = j598.2m!sl 

Because r for the descending node is larger than r for the ascending node, the spacecraft 
velocity is smaller at the descending node, and hence the impulse required to achieve a 
10° change in inclination angle is smaller. At this point the plane change maneuver is 
more efficient than at the ascending node, requiring a smaller 11 V and hence a smaller 
consumption of onboard fuel for the onboard rocket engine required to execute the 
maneuver. In Ch. 9 we will learn how to calculate the mass of fuel needed to achieve a 
specific value of 11 V. 

8.8.2 Orbital Transfers: Single-Impulse and Hohmann Transfers 

Consider a spacecraft in a given elliptical orbit, such as orbit 1 in Fig. 8.24. We 
wish to change to a new orbit with a different eccentricity, a different semimajor 
axis, and anew direction of the line ofapsides, but in the same plane as the origi
nal orbit. This new orbit is labeled Orbit 2 in Fig. 8.24. How can we make such 
a change of orbit? The answer is the subject of this section. 

One option is to pick a point on the original orbit, such as point A in Fig. 8.24, 
and apply a single impulse, 11 V, to the spacecraft at point A, keeping 11 V in the 
plane of the original orbit. Such a maneuver is called a single-impulse orbital trans
fer and results in the spacecraft moving along a different orbit, orbit 2, as sketched 
in Fig. 8.24. The original velocity V1 at point A, the applied impulse 11V, and 
the resultant new velocity V2 at point A are sketched in Figs. 8.24 and 8.25. The 
two velocity vectors and 11 V are all in the same plane as orbit 1, so the resulting 
orbit 2 will also be in the same plane. By inspection of Fig. 8.24, we see that orbit 2 

Figure 8.24 Schematic of a coplanar orbital transfer for two intersecting orbits 
(not to scale). 
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Orbit 2 

--- ~ 
-~ 

Figure 8.25 Detail at point A as seen in Fig. 8.24. 

will intersect orbit 1 at point A. Denoting the angle between V 1 and V 2 by ex., from 
the law of cosines, 

(8.89) 

Note from Eq. (8.89) that the smallest impulse (smallest energy) required to 
make the orbital transfer occurs when a= 0-that is, at a point where the two 
orbits are tangent to each other. 

As an example of how fl. V can be calculated for a specified in-plane single
impulse orbital transfer, consider how to change the periapsis and eccentricity 
from rp,t and et in the original orbit to rp,2 and ez for the new Orbit. Among 
other aspects, this changes the distance of closest approach to the surface of 
the earth (as may be required for a given mission profile). To calculate fl. V from 
Eq. (8.89), we first need to obtain three additional equations relating elements 
of a given orbit. 

First we need a relation for the semimajor axis as a function of rP and e. 
Repeating Eq. (8.62), 

we have 

Here is Eq. (8.63) again: 

h~~e 
r = -
P l+e 

(8.62) 

(8.90) 

(8.63) 
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Combining Eqs. (8.63) and (8.90), we have 

Thus 

rp(l-+e) 
0 = -:-( 1---'- -e )~(-1 +- e-:-) 

r 
a = -~'-

1-e 

Eq. (8.91) is the desired relation between a, rP, and e. 

(8.91) 

Next we need a relation for the true anomaly, OA, as a function of rp, e, and 
the radius r. Writing Eq. (8.44) in terms of the true anomaly, 0,. = 8 - C, we have 

r = 
1 +ecos&. 

Substituting Eq. (8.90) into (8.92), we have 

or 

r = rp( l +e) 

1+ecos9. 

r (1+e) 
1 +eoos i. = ..,;~'....:.....~ 

r 
..., rP(l +e) 

1 e cos u • = -"--'--.:.. 
r 

cos e. = rp(1+e) ! 
er e 

(8.92) 

(8.93) 

Eq. (8.93) is the desired relation between 0,., rP, e, and r. For a given orbit with a 
given rP and e, Eq. (8.93) allows the calculation of 0,. as a function of r. 

Finally, we need a relation for the flight path angle jJ as a function of OA and e. 
The flight path angle is illustrated in Fig. 8.26. Recall that jJ at any point along the 
orbit is the angle between the velocity vector of the spacecraft at that point and a 
local perpendicular to rat that point, as shown in Fig. 8.26. (Recall that Fig. 8.12 
illustrates the flight path angle at burnout, A) Examining Fig. 8.26, and assuming 
an infinitely small change for r, dr, with the corresponding infinitely small change 
in 8, dO, we form the triangle shown in Fig. 8.26: 

tan/3 = dr = dr!d9 
rd9 r 

(8.94) 

Differentiating Eq. (8.92) with respect to 8, and recalling that Ois identical to the 
true anomaly 8A, We have 

dr 

d8 

halk 2
( e sin 82 ) 

(1+e cos 9. )2 
(8.95) 
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Figure 8.26 Diagram for the calculation of the flight path angle. 

Substituting Eq. (8.92) for rand (8.95) for dr!dfJm Eq. (8.94), we have 

t J3 _ (lt21&
2
)esintA( I cos •A) 

an - W tk?.)(l ~ coses--
or 

Eq. (8.96) gives the flight path angle fJ as a function of e and 8.-~. 

(8.96) 

For the scenario we have chosen-an in-plane single-impulse orbital trans
fer from a given orbit to a new orbit with a new periapsis and eccentricity-Eqs. 
(8.91 ), (8.93), and (8.96) let us calculate the required impulse, A V, from Eq. (8.89). 

Consider a spacecraft moving in the orbit calculated in Example 8.1. For this orbit, from 
Example 8.1, the eccentricity is e1 = 0.4654, and the periapsis and apoapsis are rp.1 = 7.169 
x 106 and r •. 1 = 1.965 x 107 m, respectively. At the point on the orbit given by the true 
anomaly (JA = 90°, a single impulse is applied to the spacecraft that transfers the spacecraft 
to anew orbit with e2 = 0.6 and rp:J. = 8000 Ian. Calculate the value AV of this impulse. 

• Solution 
A sketch for this example is given in Fig. 8.27. The transfer point, labeled A, is located at 
the true anomaly (JA = 90° along the original orbit, orbit 1. We first calculate the velocity 
of the spacecraft at point A on orbit 1 using the vis-viva equation, Eq. (8.78), 

r;= tze _e 
\ 'i a, 

(E8.7.1) 
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A 

' ' ... ', .... _ ... __________ - - -otbit 2 

Figure 8.27 Sketch for Example 8.7 (not to scale). 

where from Eq. (8.44), 

h2llC l.0506x 107 
rt = .,....-_;_......,._ 

l.050hl07 

1-0 
l.OS06xl07 m 

1 +ecos8 A 1 + 0.4654 \lQ/i 90° 

and from the definition of the semimajor axis, 

a =r" -.r.,1 _ 7. 169xl06 + 1.9<i~xt67 -I.34I x i07m 
1 

2 2 

Inserting these values for r 1 and a 1 into Eq. (E8. 7.1 ) , we have 

'2.k2 
k

2 
J 2(3.986x 10

14
) 3.986x 10

1
• 

V. = V -;;-- -;;;- = l.0506xl07 l.34lxl07 

= .,.'7.S88 x l07 -2.972xl07 = 6794m/s 

The velocity of the spacecraft at point A moving along the new orbit, orbit 2, is also 
obtained from the vis-viva equation: 

12e k2 

Vz = - - -
~ rz Oz 

(E8.7.2) 

Because o.tbits 1 and2 share tbe same focus (see Fig. 8.27), at point A r2 =r1 = l.0506x 107m. 
The value of a2 is obtained from Eq. (8.91 ): 

Oz = r"; = 8 x l06 2 ,. }07 m 
l - e 1 0.6 

Inserting these values for r2 and a2 into Eq. (E8.7.2), we have 

V. _ 2(3.986x 1014) 
2

- \1 l.0506x 107 

= 7480 m/s 

3.986x 1014 = ./7588 lC lO~ - 1.993 x 107 
2 x l 07 
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All that is left to calculate !!.. V from Eq. (8.89) and the value of the angle a between 
V1 and Vz, as sketched in Fig. 8.27. Examining Fig. 8.25, note that a is the difference 
between the two flight path angles fJ1 and /32: 

(E8.7.3) 

The flight path angle is given by Eq. (8.86) as a function of 8, and e. For orbit 1, 8A = 90° 
and e1 = 0.4654. Thus from Eq. (8.96), 

0.4654 sin 90° 

1 +0.4654 cos 90° 
0.4654 

Thus 

To obtain f3z from Eq. (8.96), we have to calculate the true anomaly of point A for orbit 2 
from Eq. (8.93): 

cos8 • = rp,z( L + l'l) 2._ 
e1f2 ez 

B (S x I 04)(1 -"0.6) 1 
cos • = (11.6)(1.0506 x 107) 0 .6 

cosi. = 2.036-1.6667 = 0.3639 

e. • 68.669 

This value of the true anomaly of point A on orbit 2 is shown in Fig. 8.27. From 
Eq. (8.96) we have 

(0.6) sin (68.66°) 0.5589 

1 +(0,6) cos (68.66Q) 1.21834 

Thus 

FromEq. (E8.7.2), 

a =f31 - /32 = 24.957 -24.64 = 0.317° 

Finally, from Eq. (8.89), 

(AV)Z = li';2 +1f3Z- 2J7; Ji; cos a 

0.4587 

= (6794)z+(74&W - 2(6794)(7'480) cos (0.317°) 

= 10.211 X 107 -10.164 X 107 = 4.7 X 105 

Thus 

AV = 685.6m!sl 
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Figure 8.28 Generic sketch of a transfer orbit. 

Consider the in-plane transfer of a space vehicle from a given orbit, orbit 1, 
to a new orbit, orbit 2, that does not intersect orbit 1, as sketched in Fig. 8.28. 
Such a transfer requires two separate impulses. The first impulse 11 V 1 is applied 
at point 1 on orbit 1 and puts the space vehicle into a new orbit-the transfer 
orbit (the dashed curve in Fig. 8.28); the second impulse 11 V2 is applied at point 2 
on the transfer orbit to insert the space vehicle into the desired orbit 2. After the 
transfer orbit is specified by the mission designer, the calculation of the required 
11Vx and 11 V2 follows along much the same lines as outlined in Example 8.7. 

Consider a particular transfer orbit that is tangent to orbit 1 at its periapsis 
and tangent to orbit 2 at its apoapsis. Such a transfer orbit is called a Hohmann 
transfer orbit and is sketched in Fig. 8.29 for the special case where orbits 1 and 
2 are circles. The Hohmann transfer is the minimum energy transfer between 
two coplanar nonintersecting orbits. This is in part because the spacecraft velocity 

2 

1 

Orbit2 

Figure 8.29 Illustration of the Hohmann 
transfer orbit. 
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at point 1 on orbit 1 is tangent to its velocity on the transfer orbit at point 1, and 
similarly at point 2, so that the required impulse 1:1 V has to increase only the mag
nitude of the velocity, not its direction. Indeed, referring to Fig. 8.29, 

and 

where 

M'; = impulse at point I 
8 Vz = impulse at point 2 
VP, .. velocity at periapsis on the transfer orbit 
v., = velocity at apoapsis on the transfer orbit 
J'; .. velocity at point I on orbit I 
1'z = velocity at point 2 on orbit 2 

(8.97) 

(8.98) 

Consider the Space Shuttle in a low-earth circular orbit at an altitude of 200 km above 
sea level. The payload of the shuttle is a satellite to be boosted by means of a Hohmann 
transfer into geosynchronous circular orbit at an altitude of 35,700 km above sea level. 
Calculate the total impulse 1:1 V required for this transfer. 

• Solution 
Referring to Fig. 8.29, the velocity of the spacecraft at point I in orbit I is, from Eq. (8.78), 

For a circular orbit, a1 = r1• Thus 

k2 
Pi = f ;:;-

[Note: This is the same expression for circular velocity given by Eq. (8.57).] Because the 
radius of the earth is 6.4 x I06 m. r 1 = 6.4 x I06 + 2 x I 05 = 6.6 x IQ6 m. 
Thus 

Examining Fig. 8.29, we see that the semirnajor axis of the Hohmann transfer ellipse is 

a =1! +12 
2 
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where r1 = 6.6 x 106 m and r 2 = 3.57 x 107 + 6.4 x 106 = 4.21 x 107 m. 
Thus 

From Eq. (8.78), 

V, = {2~ _ k" = 2(3.986xl014
) 3.986xl014 

P V 'i a1 6.6x 106 2.435x 107 

= Jl .2Q7~xlQ8 - Q.l637 x l08 = 10,219m/s 

Thus, at point 1 the required impulse to get into the Hohmann transfer orbit is, from 
Eq. (8.97), 

6.~ = Vpl - J:; = 10,219- 'lTH = 2448m!s 

At point 2 on orbit 2, the required spacecraft velocity is 

1e 3.986x 1014 

Vz=Vr
2 

= 4.2l x l07 3077mls 

At point 2 on the Hohmann transfer orbit, 

V, = /2k" = k• = 2(3.986xl0
14

) = 3.986xl0
14 

• V r2 a 4.2lxl07 2 .435xl07 

= A8236x 107 -1.637 x 107 = 1602mls 

Then at point 2, from Eq. (8.98), 

6.1'~ = Ji - ¥., = 3077 - 1602 = 1475mls 

The total impulse required for this transfer is 

AV .. AV1 +AV2 = 2448+ 1475 = j3923m/si 

8.9 INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORIES 
The only way that a spacecraft launched from the earth can fly in interplanetary 
space is for the rocket booster burnout velocity to be equal to or greater than the 
escape velocity, given by Eq. (8.58) and repeated here: 

V=l :z (8.58) 

If the burnout velocity is exactly equal to the escape velocity, the spacecraft's 
trajectory will be a parabola; but for all other situations where the burnout velocity 
is larger than that given by Eq. (8.58), the trajectory will be a hyperbola. Almost 
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all intexplanetary space vehicles are initially launched in hyperbolic trajectories; the 
parabolic trajectory is of little interest. In this section we are interested in the flight 
path taken by a space vehicle launched from the earth with a mission to visit one or 
more planets in the solar system. Because the initial trajectory after launch is hyper
bolic, we need to pause and examine some of the features of a hyperbolic trajectory. 

8.9.1 Hyperbolic Trajectories 

The pertinent geometry of a hyperbola is drawn in Fig. 8.30. The periapis radius, 
rP, is as usual the distance of closest approach to the focus, F. The asymptotes are 
shown as dashed lines in Fig. 8.30; they intersect at the center, C. The semimajor 
axis of the hyperbola, a, is the distance from the center to the periapsis; note that 
unlike an ellipse, a is not contained within the concave region of the hyperbola and 
hence is treated as a negative value for a hyperbola The velocity of a spacecraft 
moving along a hyperbolic flight path is given by the vis-viva equation, Eq. (8.78): 

; , , 
; 

v= 12e _k
2 

~ r a 

, , 
; , 

/ 

' , 

, , , , , 

Depature V., 

,I 

, 
; , 

;' a rp 

C ', F 

' ' \ 
' ' \ 

\ 
\ 

' ' \ 
' \ 
' ' ' ' ',\ 

Approach V., 

Figure 8.30 Hyperbolic trajectory. 

(8.78) 
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For a hyperbolic flight path, a is a negative number. 
The threshold of an escape trajectory from a planet is a parabolic trajectory; 

for a parabola, the semimajor axis is infinite, and Eq. (8.78) becomes 

V= J2:z = V.. 

which is precisely the escape velocity defined by Eq. (8.58). Hence, in Eq. (8.78) 
the first term under the radical is the square of the escape velocity, andEq. (8.78) 
can be written as 

1v. 2 e V= . e.t - -
t a 

(8.99) 

Therefore, in Eq. (8.99) the term - feZ/a is associated with the excess energy of 
the spacecraft on a hyperbolic flight path above and beyond the energy that is 
just sufficient to escape from the planet. For escape from the earth, we introduce 
the velocity V BE: 

(8.100) 

Here V BE is the velocity in excess of the escape velocity and is called the hyper
bolic excess velocity. With this definition, Eq. (8.78) can be written as 

12e • 
v = v--;--vHE (8.101) 

Let r go to infinityinEq. (8.101). The velocity at infinity is denoted by v ... From 
Eq. (8.101), 

v~ - vHE 

The terms v .. and VBE are syn onymous. For the case of a planet other than 
the earth, v .. is used for the hyperbolic excess velocity. v .. is illustrated in 
Fig. 8.30. At the bottom of Fig. 8.30, V .. is the approach velocity, and at the 
top of Fig. 8.30, v .. is the departure velocity. The magnitude of v .. is the 
same for approach and departure; however, the directions are different. 

The initial hyperbolic trajectory of the Viking I Mars Lander upon departure from the 
earth had a semimajor axis of - 1.885 x 104 km. Calculate the hyperbolic excess velocity 
provided by the space vehicle's Ti'tan IIIE launch vehicle. 

• Solution 
FromEq. (8.100) , 

VHE = L e = ~ 3.986x l614 = J2.llSxl07 
\ a \ (- l.&&Sx W ) 

VHE = 4598 m/s = 4.598 kmls 
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Recall that escape velocity from the Earth is 11.2 km/s. To initiate the Lander's flight 
palh to Mars, the Titan launch vehicle gave the Lander an extra boost of 4.598 km/s. 

8.9.2 Sphere oflnftuence 

The hyperbolic flight path discussed in Sec. 8.9 .1 assumes that the space vehicle 
is moving under the gravitational attraction of a single planet. This is called the 
two-body problem, with motion of the spacecraft of mass m in the vicinity of 
the planet of mass M where the only force acting on the spacecraft is the gravi
tational force between m and M. The additional gravitational forces between 
the spacecraft and the sun, the moon, or other planets are neglected. This is a 
reasonable assumption as long as the spacecraft is within the sphere of influence 
of the planet of mass M. For space flight within our solar system, the gravita
tional attraction of the sun can play a major role. A conventional definition of the 
sphere of influence for a planet is the region where the gravitational force of the 
planet is greater than that of the sun. For example, the radius of the sphere of 
influence of the earth is 9.25 x 1 OS km; this is much larger than the radius of the 
earth, which is 6.4 x 1 Ql km, but much smaller than the distances between the 
orbits of the planets, such as the distance of 4.19 x 107 km between the orbits of 
the earth and Venus and 7. 774 x 107 km between the orbits of the earth and Mars. 
For an extensive discussion of the sphere of influence and a tabulation of sphere 
of influence radii for all the planets in our solar system, see the book by Griffin 
and French (listed in this chapter's bibliography). 

8.9.3 Heliocentric Trajectories 

Once a space vehicle launched from a planet (labeled the departure planet) leaves 
the sphere of influence of that planet, the vehicle moves primarily under the gravi
tational attraction of the sun. If the mission of the space vehicle is to travel to 
another planet (labeled the target planet), it enters a transfer orbit between the 
respective orbits of the two planets around the sun. This flight path is sketched in 
Fig. 8.31. The motion of the planets and the space vehicle illustrated in Fig. 8.31 is 
relative to the sun--in contrast to our previous discussions of motion along ellipti
cal and hyperbolic flight paths taken relative to a planet (such as an orbit around 
the earth). The transfer orbit shown in Fig. 8.31 is an orbit about the sun. The space 
vehicle enters this transfer orbit at point 1 with a velocity V 1 relative to the sun that 
is the vector sum of the velocity of the departure planet in its orbit around the sun, 
V dp• and the hyperbolic excess velocity V .. relative to the departure planet: 

v, ... vdp + v .. (8.102) 

Similarly, the velocity of the space vehicle relative to the sun upon arrival at the 
target planet at point 2 on the transfer orbit, V 2, is the vector sum of the veloc
ity of the target planet in its orbit around the sun, V 1p, and the hyperbolic excess 
velocity on arrival at the target planet, V .. ,'P: 

(8.103) 
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Target planet 
at time of ----....-
departure 

Target planet 
at time of 
arrival 

Figure 8.31 Heliocentric transfer orbit. 

In the preliminary design of an interplanetary space mission, the transfer 
orbit shown in Fig. 8.31 is frequently taken as a minimum-energy Hohmann 
transfer (see Sec. 8.8.2), although it does not have to be so restricted. The 
heliocentric transfer trajectory can be tailored to whatever the mission designer 
wants. It does not even have to be coplanar with the orbits of the departure or 
arrival planets. See the books by Griffin and French and by Brown (listed in this 
chapter's bibliography) for in-depth discussion of such matters. 

8.9.4 Method of Patched Conics 

The detailed design of an interplanetary mission involves a modem numerical 
solution for the space vehicle :flight path, solving the equations of motion and 
taking into account the multibody problem of the simultaneous influence of the 
gravitational fields of the sun, planets, and various moons. Such matters are well 
beyond the scope of this book. For the preliminary design of an interplanetary 
mission, however, a much simpler approach, called the method of patched conics, 
is used frequently. This method is carried out in three steps: 

1. The heliocentric transfer orbit is computed first. The spheres of influence of 
both the departure and arrival planets are so small compared to the distance 
between the planets that the computation of the heliocentric transfer orbit 
simply ignores these planets. 

2. The hyperbolic trajectory at the departure planet is then designed to produce 
the value of V .. required at the departure end of the transfer trajectory (at 
point I in Fig. 8.31). SeeEq. (8.102). 

3. The spacecraft moving along its transfer orbit arrives at the target planet at 
point 2 in Fig. 8.31 with a hyperbolic excess velocity V .. ,'P relative to the 
target planet [see Eq. (8.103)]. The resulting hyperbolic trajectory about the 
target planet is then calculated for this V ..,"'. 
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We have discussed the essential aspects of the trajectories identi1ied in Steps 1-3 
in previous sections, so no further elaboration will be given here. 

The method of patched conics is only an approximate preliminary design 
method. It assumes an abrupt change from one conic flight path to another at the 
sphere of influence radius, thus ignoring the gradual transition from one flight 
path to another. It gives reasonable predictions of 11 V for the mission but fre
quently leads to errors of hours or even days in the flight time. It can be made 
by hand calculations, however, which is a tremendous advantage for quick fea
sibility assessments. Besides, for our purposes in this chapter, it illustrates the 
essential elements of the flight path of a spacecraft on an interplanetary mission. 

8.9.5 Gravity-Assist Trajectories 

Consider the case where a space vehicle in a heliocentric orbit, such as the dashed 
curve in Fig. 8.31, flies into the sphere of influence of an intermediate planet dif
ferent from the final target planet. The resulting hyperbolic encounter relative to 
the intermediate planet is sketched in Fig. 8.32. The approach asymptote has a 
true anomaly of -e., and the departure asymptote has a true anomaly of e., as 
shown in Fig. 8.32. The trajectory of the space vehicle is turned through 
the angle yrrelative to theplanetasaresultoftheencounter. The magnitudes of the 
approach and departure velocities are the same value, V..; but the direction of the 
velocity vector is changed. 

Transverse 
axis ' \ ' \ ' \ , \ 

\ 
- 8a-' \ 

~\ 
\ \ 

'? 

\~ '<)..: 

'?. 
" 

Approach 

v"" 
Figure 8.32 Geometry for the hyperbolic approach and departure of 
a spacecraft to and from a planet: the gravity-assist maneuver. 
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Now focus on this event as seen in the heliocentric frame of reference (such 
as in Fig. 8.31 ). Because the intermediate planet has a velocity in its orbit around 
the sun, the departure velocity of the space vehicle in the heliocentric system is 
the vector sum of the departure velocity to the planet and the velocity of the planet 
itself. Therefore, the magnitude of the velocity of the space vehicle in the helio
centric system after encounter with the planet will be different than befor~at 
is, the energy of the space vehicle changes as a result of this encounter. When the 
space vehicle gains energy, it does so at the expense of the energy of the planet, 
which is of little consequence !because the mass of the planet M is much larger 
than that of the space vehicle m. The reverse occurs when the space vehicle loses 
energy to the planet. 

The maneuver discussed here is called a gravity-assist maneuver, and the 
resulting trajectory is a gravity-assist trajectory. You might say that the planet 
acts as a slingshot to change the energy of the space vehicle. Gravity assist is 
vital to a deep-space mission where the initial impulse 11 V required to launch the 
space vehicle directly from the earth to its intended target planet is prohibitively 
large. An example is the Galileo mission to Jupiter, which involved a gravity
assist flyby of Venus, then two gravity-assist flybys of the earth before the space
craft had enough energy to get to Jupiter. 

The effect of the gravity-assist maneuver on the velocity of the space vehicle 
is illustrated vectorially in Fig. 8.33.In Fig. 8.33a the arrival and departure veloc
ities of the space vehicle relative to the planet are shown. The departure velocity 
V «>D is the vector sum of the arrival velocity V- and the change in velocity 11 V 
due to the turning angle lj/: 

v .. »= v_ + 11v 

planet 

(a) Velocity vectors relative to the planet. 

(h) Velocity vectors in the heliocentxic system. 

Figure 8 .33 Velocity vectors for the gravity-assist maneuver. 
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The heliocentric velocities are shown in Fig. 8.33b. The velocity of the planet in 
the heliocentric system is VP. The approach velocity of the space vehicle rela
tive to the planet is V .. A. Hence, the approach velocity of the space vehicle in the 
heliocentric systems is V SA: 

VsA = Vp + V_A 

After the encounter with the planet, the departure velocity of the space vehicle in 
the heliocentric system is V5D: 

Alternatively, 

vS'D .. vsA + AV 

Clearly, the magnitude of the velocity of the space vehicle after encounter in 
the heliocentric system is different from that before encounter; the gravity-assist 
maneuver has changed the energy of the space vehicle. For the case shown in 
Fig. 8.33, the gravity-assist maneuver has increased the energy of the space vehi
cle. On a qualitative basis this makes sense. In Fig. 8.33b the planet is moving 
from left to right with velocity Vp. In Fig. 8.32, which is drawn relative to the 
planet, we note that the spacecraft is arriving with the arrival velocity V .. A to 
the left side of the planet, which is the back or retreating side of the planet. As 
a result, when the spacecraft's velocity is bent around to the departure veloc
ity V .. o, the impulse d V is in the same general direction as the velocity of the 
planet, and hence the spacecraft's velocity (energy) in the heliocentric system is 
increased. You might say that the planet is dragging the spacecraft along with 
it for a while. The opposite would happen if the spacecraft arrived in front of 
the planet (to the right ofF in Fig. 8.32); in this case the hyperbolic trajectory 
would curve in the opposite direction as that shown in Fig. 8.32, and the planet's 
motion would slow down the spacecraft's velocity, causing a loss of spacecraft 
energy. This is what is used for inner planetary missions such as to Mercury with 
a gravity-assist maneuver performed at Venus. 

The impulse /1V associated with the gravity-assist maneuver shown in Fig. 8.33 
can be calculated using tools we have already developed in previous sections. The 
calculation requires several intermediate steps. First we calculate the value of the 
turning angle If/shown in Fig. 8.32 as a function of the eccentricity e of the hyper
bola. Imagine a spacecraft moving along the hyperbolic trajectory in Fig. 8.32. As 
r ~ oo, the radial coordinate r becomes parallel to the asymptote. Denote the true 
anomaly where r ~ 00 by 0.,. This is also the same angle made by the asymptote 
relative to the transverse axis, as shown in Fig. 8.32. From Eq. (8.44), 

h0/k2 

r= ---.,-
l+ecoseA 

For the case ofr ~ oo, we have 
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Hence 
1 - P cost., = 0 

1 
cose. =-

e 

From the trigonometric identity 

cos~. =sin(~ -e.) 
Eq. (8.104) can be written as 

sin(~ - e.)= - : 

(8.104) 

(8.105) 

Putting Eq. (8.1 05) on the shelf for a moment, return to Fig. 8.32 and note that 
the angle e. made by the right-running asymptote (upward and slanted toward 
the right) measured from the transverse axis is 

e. =n- e. -+VI 

or 

29.,=7r:+VI 

or 

VI n - =e - -
2 (( 2 

or 

n VI 
(8.106) - -e = - -

2 • 2 

Substituting Eq. (8.106) into (8.105), we have 

sin(- ;)= -~ 
or 

. (VI) 1 sm 2 =; (8.107) 

Eq. (8.107) gives the turning angle vr as a function of the eccentricity e of the 
hyperbolic trajectory. 

Next we calculate the impulse ll V as a function of the approach velocity 
V ooA shown in Fig. 8.32 and the eccentricity of the hyperbolic trajectory. The 
approach and departure Velocities, V ooA and V ooD respectively, are Sketched in 
Fig. 8.33a relative to the planet. This vector diagram is sketched in Fig. 8.34 
showing the bisector of the turning angle, lfl/2. From Fig. 8.34, 
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\ 

' \ 
' \ 

\ 

' ' ' \ 
' 1\1 \ 

Figure 8.34 Trigonometric sketch for Eq. (8.1 08). 

or 

LlV TT • VI 
- =•ooASln -
2 2 

Substituting Eq. (8.107) into (8.108), we have 

ill'= 2V .. A 

e 

(8.108) 

(8.109) 

Finally, to obtain Ll V from Eq. (8.1 09) for the gravity-assist maneuver, we 
need values of both V-ande for the hyperbolic trajectory in the vicinity of the 
host planet. Consider the following scenario. The space vehicle is moving in its 
heliocentric transfer orbit, sketched in Fig. 8.31. By intent, the path of the space 
vehicle comes within the sphere of influence of an intermediate planet to be used 
for the gravity-assist maneuver. The space vehicle encounter with the planet is 
sketched in Fig. 8.35. The space vehicle approaches with the vector velocity 
V ooA relative to the planet; we know the value of V- from the spacecraft vector 
velocity in its heliocentric orbit, V SA, and the vector velocity of the planet, V., 
thus yielding V-as shown in Fig. 8.33b. The scalar magnitude of the approach 
velocity, V ooA> is therefore known and is used in Eq. (8.1 09). 

The eccentricity of the hyperbolic trajectory of the spacecraft relative to the 
planet is determined by V- and the miss distance fJ, shown in Fig. 8.35. The 
miss distance is the hypothetical distance of closest approach of the spacecraft 
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to the planet if the spacecraft's heliocentric trajectory were not influenced by the 
gravitational attraction of the planet-that is, if the spacecraft were to continue 
on its original heliocentric trajectory, zipping by as if the planet were not there. 
The value of fJ is known from the heliocentric path of both the spacecraft and the 
planet and where each is located along its path at the time of arrival. See Griffin 
and French (listed in the chapter bibliography) for these details. Assuming that 
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we know both V ooA and fJ, the angular momentum per unit mass of the spacecraft 
in its hyperbolic trajectory is, from Eq. (8.28), 

(8.110) 

From Eq. (8.63), which is a general result for any conic section (although we 
derived it for an ellipse), 

we have 

From the vis-viva equation in the form ofEq. (8.]00), we have 

k2 
v .. i =- -

a 

or 
k2 

a=- --v .. l 
Combining Eqs. (8.111) and (8.112), we have 

or 

Thus 

2 h2 
l 

e =1+yV .. A 

Substituting Eq. (8.11 0) into (8.113), we have 

(8.111) 

(8.112) 

(8.113) 

(8.114) 

Recall from Sec. 8.4.2 that !& = GM, where G is the universal gravitational 
constant and M is the mass of the encounter planet because we are dealing with 
the hyperbolic trajectory about that planet. With the known value of v ooA as well 
as the value of e obtained from Eq. (8.114), we can calculate the impulse ~V 
generated by the gravity-assist maneuver from Eq. (8.1 09). 
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8.10 LUNAR TRANSFER 
Much of the previous discussion of interplanetary trajectories can be applied to 
some extent to a moon mission from the earth. The masses of the moon and the 
earth, however, are not that different when compared on a cosmic scale, and 
the moon's sphere of influence cannot be ignored with respect to the distance 
between the earth and the moon. Much of the flight path of a space vehicle on a 
mission from the earth to the moon is close to or within the sphere of influence 
of either the earth or the moon. Consequently, the method of patched conics 
described in Sec. 8.9.4 is not as reliable for a preliminary mission analysis 
for an earth-moon mission, although it is still used for conceptual mission 
design. For this mission, detailed numerical solutions of the equations of 
motion are necessary; these techniques are well beyond the scope of this book. 
Instead, in this section we will examine some general qualitative aspects of a 
moon mission. 

To date, the only vehicle to take people to the moon and return them back 
to earth is the Apollo vehicle (Fig. 8.4). The Apollo program was conceived 
and successfully carried out in the 1960s. The Apollo flight path is generi
cally illustrated in Fig. 8.3. The vehicle was initially boosted into low earth 
orbit, where final checks were made on its systems to ensure that everything 
was in working order. In earth orbit, the Apollo remained attached to the third 
stage of the Saturn booster rocket. After the system checks were completed, 
the third-stage rocket engines were started, providing the impulse to put the 
Apollo into a transfer orbit that would intersect the moon's orbit approxi
mately 60 to 80 miles in front of the moon. Ifleft unaltered, the Apollo's flight 
path in the vicinity of the moon would be similar to a gravity-assist maneuver, 
causing a slingshot effect that would pull the Apollo around the back of the 
moon and set it off back toward the earth. To avoid this, another rocket burn 
was necessary to provide the impulse for an orbital transfer maneuver put
ting the Apollo in circular orbit about the moon, as shown in Fig. 8.3. Actual 
transfer of the Apollo astronauts to the lunar surface was accomplished by a 
separate lunar module, the LEM. After finishing their excursion on the lunar 
surface, they used the LEM's ascent rocket engine to return to the Apollo in 
lunar orbit. The Apollo's onboard rocket engines were then fired to provide 
the proper impulse for an orbiital transfer maneuver to bring the vehicle back 
to the earth. 

During the period 2000-20 10, NASA studied a new human mission to the 
moon. The Orion space vehicle to be used for this new mission is illustrated 
by an artist's drawing in Fig. 8.36. The design of the Orion is based on the 
previous Apollo technology but is much improved and modernized, especially 
in regard to the onboard electronics (instrumentation and computers). The 
mission flight path would be somewhat like that of the Apollo's flight path in 
the 1960s, using the same type of lunar orbit rendezvous (LOR) scheme of 
the Apollo. 
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Figure 8.36 The Orion crew exploration vehicle studied by NASA as part of the Constellation 
Program to send human explorers back to the moon and then eventually to Mars and beyond. 
The Orion would be the earth entry vehicle for return from both the moon and Mars missions. The design 
of the Orion is based on the earlier Apollo configuration, but the Orion would be larger and would contain 
21st-century technology in computers, electronics, life support, propulsion, and thermal protection 
systems. 
(Source: NASA~ 

8.11 SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE CONTROL 
Throughout this chapter about space flight, we have dealt with the motion of a 
spacecraft along a trajectory through space. Although we have not explicitly said 
so, the spacecraft has been treated as a point mass of mass m, with its trajectory 
motion independent of the actual configuration of the spacecraft. Return for a 
moment to Sec. 2.7 and examine the configurations shown in Figs. 2.25, 2.28, 
and 2.29. We see spacecraft with solar panel arrays that have to be constantly 
pointed toward the sun's radiation. We see radio antennas that have to be pointed 
toward the earth. We see other instrumentation and sensors that require point
ing in certain directions. Clearly, the angular attitude of the space vehicle as it 
moves along its trajectory is an important aspect of space flight. 
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The discipline of spacecraft attitude control deals with the angular orienta
tion of the spacecraft: the angular orientation of a coordinate frame fixed on the 
body with respect to a separately defined external frame. The external frame may 
be chosen as one fixed in the earth, called a geocentric inertial (GCI) system, or 
one fixed in the sun, called a heliocentric inertial (HCI) system. 

The angular orientation of a spacecraft moving along its trajectory in space 
can be changed and controlled by a variety of mechanical devices, the most com
mon being small reaction jets. Attitude control gas jets (thrusters) are shown at 
the tips of the four solar panels of the Mariner 6 and 7 spacecraft in Fig. 2.28. 
Obviously, attitude control jets must be fixed in pairs producing equal and oppo
site thrust to create only a pure <COuple to rotate the spacecraft; if the thrust forces 
are unbalanced, the net force will perturb the flight trajectory. 

A study of spacecraft attitude control is a mathematically intensive subject 
usually left to graduate-level college courses. The purpose of this short section 
is simply to define the concept and to give you some idea of what is involved. 

On this note we conclude our discussion of space vehicle orbits and trajecto
ries. We have finished the middle column in our road map, Fig. 8. 7. Consistent with 
the scope of this book, we have provided only an introduction to the topic. Modem 
orbital and trajectory analysis is performed on high-speed digital computers, taking 
into account the gravitational attraction of several bodies simultaneously (such as 
gravitational attraction of the earth, sun, and moon on a lunar space vehicle), per
turbations of the gravitational field due to the real nonspherical shape of the earth, 
trajectory corrections and orbit transfers due to in·fiight propulsion, and so on. 
Also, much attention is paid to satellite attitude control. The reader is encouraged 
to look further into such matters in more advanced studies of astronautics. 

8.12 INTRODUCTION TO EARTH 
AND PLANETARY ENTRY1 

In all cases of contemporary manned space vehicles, and with many unmanned 
vehicles, it is necessary to terminate the orbit or trajectory at some time and 
return to the earth. Obviously this necessitates negotiating the atmosphere at high 
velocities. Recall from Sec. 8.5 that an orbital vehicle will enter the outer regions 
of the atmosphere at a velocity close to 26,000 ftls; a vehicle returning from a 
moon mission (such as an Apollo vehicle) will enter at an even higher velocity
nearly 36,000 ftls. These velocities correspond to flight Mach numbers of 30 or 
more! Such hypersonic flight conditions are associated with several uniquely 
difficult aerodynamic problems-so unique and difficult that they dominated 
the research efforts of aerodynamicists during the late 1950s and throughout 
the 1960s. The successful manned entries of the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo 

'In much of the literature you will find references to earth reentry rather than earth entry. The word 
reentry implies that the space vehicle had entered the atmosphere before and now is doing so again. This 
is usually not true except for the Space Shuttle. So we will use the word entry here; it seems grammatically 
more correct, and it is in keeping with modem use. 
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Orbit 

Outer limits of the atmosphere 

Figure 8.37 Three types of entry paths: (a) ballistic; (b) glide; (c) skip. 

vehicles were striking testimonials to the success of this hypersonic research. 
Some aspects of hypersonic vehicles are discussed in Ch. 11. 

Consider a space vehicle in orbit about the earth, as shown in Fig. 8.37. 
We wish to terminate this orbit and land the vehicle somewhere on the earth's 
surface. First the path of the vehicle is changed by firing a retrorocket, decreas
ing the vehicle's velocity. In terms of the orbit equation, Eq. (8.43) or (8.44), 
the retrorocket's firing effectively changes the values of h, e, and C so that the 
vehicle curves toward the earth. When the vehicle encounters the outer region of 
the atmosphere (portrayed by the dashed circle in Fig. 8.19), three types of entry 
paths are possible: 

1. Ballistic entry. Here the vehicle has little or no aerodynamic lift. It falls 
through the atmosphere under the influence of drag and gravity, striking 
the surface at point a in Fig. 8.37. The impact point is predetermined by 
the conditions at first entry to the atmosphere. The pilot has no control over 
his or her landing position during this ballistic trajectory. It literally is the 
same as falling to the surface. Before the Space Shuttle, virtually all entries 
of existing space vehicles were ballistic. (A slight exception might be the 
Apollo capsule shown in Fig. 8.4, which at an angle of attack can generate 
a small lift-to-drag ratio, LID < 1. However, for all practical purposes, this 
is still a ballistic entry vehicle.) 

2. Skip entry. Here the vehicle generates a value of LID between 1 and 4 and 
uses this lifting ability to first graze the atmosphere, then slow down a bit, 
then pitch up so that the lift carries it back out of the atmosphere. This is 
repeated several times, much like a flat stone skipping over the surface of a 
pond, until finally the vehicle is slowed down appropriately and penetrates the 
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atmosphere, landing at point c in Fig. 8.37. Unfortunately the aerodynamic 
heating of a skip entry vehicle is inordinately large, and therefore such an 
entry mode has never been used and is not contemplated in the future. 

3. Glide entry. Here the vehicle is essentially an airplane, generating a lift
to-drag ratio of 4 or larger. The vehicle enters the atmosphere at a high 
angle of attack (30° or more) and flies to the surface, landing at point b 
in Fig. 8.37. An example of such a lifting entry vehicle is given in Fig. 8.6. 
The compelling advantages of the Space Shuttle are that the pilot can, in 
principle, choose the landing site and that the vehicle can be landed intact, 
to be used again. 

All these entry modes present two overriding technical concerns: maxi
mum deceleration and aerodynamic heating. For the safety of the occupants of a 
manned entry vehicle, the maximum deceleration should not exceed 10 times the 
acceleration of gravity-that is, 10 g's. Furthermore, the aerodynamic heating 
of the vehicle should be low enough to maintain tolerable temperatures inside 
the capsule; if the vehicle is unmanned, it still must be kept from burning up in 
the atmosphere. For these reasons entry trajectories, maximum deceleration, and 
aerodynamic heating are the subject of the remainder of this chapter. With this 
we move to the right column in our road map, Fig. 8.7. 

Finally, there is an extra consideration in regard to the entry of manned space 
vehicles returning from lunar or planetary missions. Such vehicles will approach 
the earth with parabolic or hyperbolic trajectories, as shown in Fig. 8.38. If the 

Figure 8.38 lllustration of the entry corridor. 
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vehicle is traveling along path A in Fig. 8.38, penetration of the atmosphere will 
be too rapid, and the maximum deceleration will be too large. In contrast, if the 
vehicle is traveling along path B, it will not penetrate the atmosphere enough; the 
drag will be too low, the velocity will not decrease enough for the vehicle to be 
captured by the earth, and it will go shooting past, back into outer space, never 
to return again. Consequently, there is a narrow entry corridor into which the 
vehicle must be guided for a successful return to the earth's surface. This entry 
corridor is shown in Fig. 8.38, bounded above by the overshoot boundary and 
below by the undershoot boundary. 

8.13 EXPONENTIAL ATMOSPHERE 
Because entry involves motion through the atmosphere, it is reasonable to expect 
entry performance to depend on the physical properties of the atmosphere. Such 
properties have been discussed inCh. 3, where the atmospheric temperature dis
tribution is given in Fig. 3.4. Detailed entry trajectory calculations made on com
puters take into account the precise variation of the standard atmosphere as given 
in Ch. 3. However, for a first approximation, a completely isothermal atmosphere 
with a constant temperature equal to some mean of the variation shown in Fig. 3.4 
can be assumed. In this case the density variation with altitude is a simple expo
nential, as given by Eq. (3.10). [At this point the reader should review the deriva
tion ofEq. (3.10).] Writing Eq. (3.10) with point 1 at sea level, we obtain 

(8.115) 

Equation (8.115) establishes the exponential model aJmosphere. It agrees rea
sonably well with the actual density variation of the earth's standard atmosphere up 
to about 450,000 ft (about 140 km); above this height, the air is so thin that it has 
no meaningful influence on the entry trajectory. The exponential model atmosphere 
was used by NASA and other laboratories in the early studies of earth entry during 
the 1950s and early 1960s. We will adopt it here for the remainder of this chapter. 

8.14 GENERAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
FOR ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY 

Consider a space vehicle entering the atmosphere, as sketched in Fig. 8.39. At 
a given altitude h, the velocity of the vehicle is V, inclined at the angle 8 below 
the local horizontal. The weight W is directed toward the center of the earth, and 
drag D and lift L are parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the flight path, 
as usual. Summing forces parallel and perpendicular to the flight path and using 
Newton's second law, we obtain, respectively, 

- D+WsinO=mdV 
dt 

(8.116) 
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Figure 8.39 Geometry of entry vehicle forces and motion. 

Figure 8.40 Flight path geometry. 

and (8.117) 

where rc is the radius of curvature of the flight path. Equations (8.116) and (8.117) 
are identical to the equations of motion obtained inCh. 6, specifically Eqs. (6.7) 
and (6.8), with T= 0 and 8 measured below rather than above the horizontal. 

We wish to establish an analysis that will yield velocity Vas a function of 
altitude h. Dealing first with the drag equation, Eq. (8.116), we have 

. dV dV ds dV 
- D+Wsm8 =m - =m--=mV-

dt ds dt ds 

I dV2 

- D+Wsin8= - m--
2 ds 

(8.118) 

where s denotes distance along the flight path. From the definition of drag 
coefficient, 

D=}PV2SC0 

Also, from the geometry shown in Fig. 8.40, 

dh 
ds= --

sin8 

(8.119) 

(8.120) 
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Substitute Eqs. (8.119) and (8.120) into Eq. (8.118): 

1 2 1 dV2 

- - _t)\f·SCIJ + W sin8 =- - msin8 --
2 2 dh 

(8.121) 

We are interested in obtaining Vas a function of h. However, recall from 
Eq. (8.115) that p = f(h): 

£.... = e - lfiJhi( RTJ = e - 111 

Po 
(8.122) 

Here Z = gc/RT for simplicity of notation. Therefore, if we instead had a relation 
between velocity and density V = f(p), we could still find the variation of V with 
h by using Eq. (8.122) as an intermediary. Let us take this approach and seek an 
equation relating V top, as follows. 

or 

Differentiating Eq. (8.122), we obtain 

dp = e-1/t(-Z dh)= .f!...(-Zdh) 
Po Po 

dh=- dp 
Zp 

Substitute Eq. (8.123) into Eq. (8.121): 

-~,@ti~SCn + W sin8 = -.!. m sin8 dV
2 

(-ZP) 
2 2 dp 

Divide Eq. (8.124) by- tPZm sin8: 

or 

V2SCD 
Zmsin8 

2mg dV2 

--=---
Zpm dp 

dV2 1 V2 2g 
--+ --=--= -=-~ 
d,@ m/(C~) Z sin8 Zp 

(8.123) 

(8.124) 

(8.125) 

Equation (8.125) is an exact equation of motion for a vehicle entering the 
atmosphere-the only approximation it contains is the exponential model atmo
sphere. Also note that the parameter m/( Cr:$), which appears in the second term in 
Eq. (8.125), is essentially a constant for a given space vehicle; it is identified as 

....!!:__ = ballistic parameter 
CIJS 

The value of m/(Cr:$) strongly governs the entry trajectory, as will be demon
strated later. 
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Equation (8.125) is also a differential equation, and in principle it can be 
solved to obtain V= j{p) and hence V= j{h) through Eq. (8.122). However, in 
general, the angle 8 in Eq. (8.125) also varies with altitude h, and this variation 
must be obtained before Eq. (8.125) can be solved. This is the role of our sec
ond equation of motion, Eq. (8..117)-the lift equation. Equation (8.117) can be 
reworked to obtain a differential equation in terms of d8!dp, which can then be 
solved simultaneously with Eq. (8.125) to obtain an explicit relation for Vas a 
function of p for a vehicle with a given m/( C~ and LID. The details will not be 
given here; our intent has been simply to map out an approach to calculating a 
lifting entry path, as given in the preceding. The reader can obtain more details 
from the NACA and NASA reports given in the bibliography at the end of this 
chapter. 

After the preceding analysis is completed, what does the actual entry path 
look like? An answer is given in Fig. 8.41, which illustrates the variation of 
velocity (the abscissa) with density (the ordinate). Because pis a function of alti
tude through Eq. (8.122), h is also given on the ordinate. Thus Fig. 8.41 shows 
the entry path in terms of velocity versus altitude-a so-called velocity-altitude 
map for entry. Such velocity-altitude maps are frequently used in entry vehicle 
design and analysis. Examine Fig. 8.41 more closely. Imagine an entry vehicle 
just beginning to penetrate the atmosphere. It is at a very high altitude and veloc
ity, such as point a in Fig. 8.41. During the early portion of entry, the atmospheric 
density is so low that the drag is virtually insignificant; the vehicle penetrates the 
upper region of the atmosphere with only a small decrease in velocity, as shown 
from point a to point b in Fig. 8.41. However, below the altitude denoted by 
point b, the air density rapidly increases, with an attendant marked increase in 
drag, causing the velocity to decrease rapidly. This is the situation at point c in 
Fig. 8.41. Finally the vehicle reaches the surface at point d. In Fig. 8.41 the path 
a-b-e-d is for a given ballistic parameter. If m/( CnS) is made larger, the vehicle 

h p 
a 

] ~ b 

-~ ., 
'Oj "" ~~~ 

c 
01) 01) 

" " -~ -~ \_CP'[;) 
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Increasing velocity 

Figure 8.41 Entry trajectory on a velocity
altitude map. 
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penetrates more deeply into the atmosphere before slowing down, as illustrated 
by path a-b-e-f Thus, as suspected from an examination of Eq. (8.125), the bal
listic parameter is an important design aspect of entry vehicles. 

8.15 APPLICATION TO BALLISTIC ENTRY 
A solution of the exact equations of motion, such as Eq. (8.125), must be per
formed numerically on a high-speed computer. That is, the curves in Fig. 8.41 
are obtained from numbers generated by a computer; they are not given by sim
ple, closed-form analytic equations. However, such an analytic solution can be 
obtained for a purely ballistic entry (no lift) with a few assumptions. This is the 
purpose of the present section. 

Return to the picture of a vehicle entering the atmosphere, as shown in 
Fig. 8.39. If the path is purely ballistic, thenL = 0 by definition. Also recall that the 
initial entry velocities are high-26,000 fils for circular orbits, 36,000 fils for para
bolic space trajectories, and so forth. Thus, the dynamic pressures associated with 
entry velocities throughout most of the velocity-altitude map are large. As a result, 
drag is large-much larger, in fact, than the vehicle's weight; D :» W. With this 
in mind, W can be ignored, and the original drag equation, Eq. (8.116), becomes 

dV 
-D=m 

dt 
(8.126) 

FollowingEq. (8.126) with the same derivation that led to Eq. (8.125), we obtain 

dV2 1 V2 

-+ 0 
d~ m!(C.,S) Z sin8 

(8.127) 

(The reader should carry through this derivation to satisfy her or his own curios
ity.) Equation (8.127) is the same as Eq. (8.125), with the right side now zero 
because W has been neglected. 

Furthermore, assume that 0 is constant in Eq. (8.127). Referring to Fig. 8.39, 
we see that this implies a straight-line entry path through the atmosphere. This 
is a reasonable approximation for many actual ballistic entry vehicles. If 0 is 
constant, Eq. (8.127) can be integrated in closed form, as follows. First rearrange 
Eq. (8.127): 

dV2 dp 
7 - [m/(CDS)]Zsin8 

(8.128) 

Integrate Eq. (8.128) from the point of initial contact with the atmosphere, where 
p = 0 and V = Vs (the initial entry velocity), to some point in the atmosphere 
where the density is p and the vehicle velocity is Y: 

rv dV
2 = 1 r dp 

JyE r [m/(C0 S))Z sine o 
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or 

Thus 

V2 v 1n =21n - = - p 
V[ Ve [m/(C»S)]Z sine 

V = e-Pill'" I(C.oS)JZ,,.I) 

v£ (8.129) 

Equation (8.129) is a closed-form expression for the variation of V with p and 
hence of V with h via Eq. (8.122). It is an explicit equation for the entry trajectory 
on a velocity-altitude map, as sketched in Fig. 8.41, except that Eq. (8.129) now 
tells us precisely how the velocity changes; earlier we had to take the shapes of 
the curves in Fig. 8.41 on faith. For example, examine Eq. (8.129). Asp increases 
(that is, as the altitude decreases), V decreases. This confinns the shape of the 
curves shown in Fig. 8.41. Also, if m/(CoS) is made larger, the exponential term in 
Eq. (8.129) does not have as strong an effect until p becomes larger (that is, until the 
altitude is smaller). Hence, a vehicle with a large m/(CoS) penetrates more deeply 
into the atmosphere with a high velocity, as shown in Fig. 8.41. Therefore, the varia
tions shown in Fig. 8.41 are directly verified by the form ofEq. (8.129). 

In Sec. 8.12 maximum deceleration was identified as an important entry con
sideration. We now have enough background to examine deceleration in greater 
detail. First consider the equation of motion, Eq. (8.126), which neglects the 
vehicle's weight. By definition, dV/dt in Eq. (8.126) is the acceleration, and from 
Eq. (8.126), it is negative for entry: 

dV D 
- =- -
dt m 

Also by definition, a negative value of acceleration is deceleration, denoted by 
ldVId4. From the previous equation, 

D 1 
. dV D 

ece eratwn = - = -
dt m 

(8.130) 

From the definition of drag coefficient D = }p V2SC0 , Eq. (8.130) becomes 

dV =pV~SC0 
dt 2m 

(8.131) 

[In Eq. (8.131) the subscript oo has been dropped from p and V for convenience.] 
Note from Eq. (8.131) that ldV!d4 increases asp increases, and decreases as 
V decreases. This allows us to qualitatively sketch the deceleration versus alti
tude curve shown in Fig. 8.42. At high altitudes the velocity is large but rela
tively constant (see Fig. 8.41, from points a to b), whereas pis beginning to 
increase. Therefore, from Eq. (8.131 ), deceleration will first increase as the 
vehicle enters the atmosphere, as shown in Fig. 8.42 at high altitude. However, 
at lower altitudes Fig. 8.41 shows that the velocity rapidly decreases. From 
Eq. (8.131), the velocity decrease now overshadows the increase in density, so 
the deceleration will decrease in magnitude. This is shown in Fig. 8.42 at low 
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Figure 8.42 The variation of deceleration 
with altitude for ballistic entry. 

altitude. Consequently, the deceleration experienced by a vehicle throughout 
entry first increases, then goes through a maximum, and finally decreases; this 
variation is clearly illustrated in Fig. 8.42. 

The quantitative value of the maximum deceleration is of interest. It was 
stated in Sec. 8.12 that a manned entry vehicle should not exceed a maximum 
deceleration of 10 g's; furthermore, even unmanned vehicles have limitations 
dictated by structural failure of the vehicle itself or its components. Therefore, 
let us derive an equation for maximum deceleration. To begin, Eq. (8.131) gives 
an expression for deceleration that holds at any point along our straight-line bal
listic trajectory. We wish to find the maximum deceleration. So, from calculus, 
we wish to differentiate Eq. (8.131) and set the :result equal to zero to find the 
conditions for maximum deceleration. Differentiating Eq. (8.131) with respect to 
time, and noting that both p and V vary along the trajectory, we have 

(8.132) 

From Eq. (8.126), 

(8.133) 

Substitute Eq. (8.133) into Eq. (8.132): 

d
2
V = sc o ['lpv(-pV

2
SC o )+ v2 dp J 

7fi2 2m 2m dt 

d
2
V = SC0 V

2 
(- p

2
VSC0 + dp) 

dt2 2m m dt 

(8.134) 
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Setting Eq. (8.134) equal to zero for conditions at maximum ldV!d4, we find that 

(8.135) 

From the exponential model atmosphere, differentiating Eq. (8.122) with respect 
to time gives 

(8.136) 

However, from the geometric construction of Fig. 8.40 and from Eq. (8.120), 

dh ds.a v ·e - =-- sm.,=- sm 
dt dt 

(8.137) 

Substitute Eq. (8.137) into (8.136): 

dp = pZV sinfJ 
dt . (8.138) 

Substitute Eq. (8.138) into (8.135): 

(8.139) 

Solve Eq. (8.139) for p: 

m 
P • ....:.:..:... Z sinfJ (8.140) 

CDS 
Equation (8.140) gives the value of density at the point of maximum decelera
tion. Substituting this into Eq. (8.131) to obtain maximum deceleration, we get 

dVl 1 m 2 - = ---Z(sin8) V SC0 
dt ax 2m CoS 

dVl 1 < . (} _ = - V Zsm 
dt ax 2 

(8.141) 

The velocity at the point of maximum deceleration is obtained by combining 
Eqs. (8.140) and (8.129), yielding 

(8.142) 

Substituting Eq. (8.142) into (8.141), we find 

dV _ vlz sinfJ 

dt max 2e 
(8.143) 
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Equation (8.143) is the desired result. It gives us a closed-form expression 
from which we can quickly calculate the maximum deceleration for a straight
line ballistic entry trajectory. Note from Eq. (8.143) that 

- oc ' E 
dVl TF~ 
dt ax 

and - ,... sm ldVl . (J 

I dt ax 

Hence, entry from a parabolic or hyperbolic trajectory ( Vs :2: 11.2 km/s) is much 
more severe than from a nearly circular orbit (Vs= 7.9 km/s). However, for entry 
there is little we can do to adjust the value of Vs-it is primarily determined by 
the orbit or trajectory before entry, which in tum is dictated by the desired mission 
in space. So, Eq. (8.143) tells us that maximum deceleration must be primarily 
adjusted by the entry angle 8. In fact, we conclude from Eq. (8.143) that to have 
reasonably low values of deceleration during entry, the vehicle must enter the 
atmosphere at a shallow angle-that is, at a small 0. 

Finally, Eq. (8.143) yields a startling result. Maximum deceleration depends 
only on Vs and 0. Note that the design of the vehicle-that is, the ballistic param
eter m/( C r$)--does not influence the value of maximum deceleration. However, 
you might correctly suspect that m/(CaS) determines the altitude at which maxi
mum deceleration occurs. 

This concludes our discussion of deceleration and of entry trajectories in 
general. In Sec. 8.16 we examine the second major problem of entry as discussed 
in Sec. 8.12: aerodynamic heating. 

Consider a solid iron sphere entering the earth's atmosphere at 13 km/s (slightly above 
escape velocity) and at an angle of 15° below the local horizontal. The sphere diameter 
is 1 m. The drag coefficient for a sphere at hypersonic speeds is approximately l. The 
density of iron is 6963 kg/m3. Calculate (a) the altitude at which maximum deceleration 
occurs, (b) the value of the maximum deceleration. and (c) the velocity at which the 
sphere would impact the earth' s surface. 

• Solution 
First calculate the ballistic parameter m/(CpSJ: 

m - ,Qv =P(7ll1" ) S=trr2 

where r = radius of sphere. Hence 

~= ~ rp = 4r 0 5(1'196l)J= 4642kg/m2 
c~ 3 cD 3l 1 o 

Also, by definition. Z = g01(RT). For our exponential atmosphere, assume a constant 
temperature of 288 K (recall from Sec. 8.13 that the exponential atmosphere is just an 
approximation of the detailed standard atmosphere discussed in Ch. 3). Hence 

Z = go = 9 8 0.000118m-1 

RT 287(288) 
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a. To obtain the altitude for maximum deceleration, calculate the corresponding density 
from Eq. (8.140): 

p "' .l!!._z sinB = 46<U(O.ooo u s)(sin 15°) = n.l418kg/m3 

e»s 
This can be translated to an altitude value via Eq. (8.115): 

p - ZA 
- = e 
Po 

or h =- .!_ln.!_ = 
1 ln °· 1418 

18,275 m 
Z Po 0.000ll8 1.225 

Thus the altitude for maximum deceleration is 

lh -1 8.275km 

b. The value of maximum deceleration is obtained from Eq. (8.143): 

ldVL = V}Zsin fJ 
df X 2e 

Because 9.8 m/s2 is the sea-level acceleration of gravity, the maximum deceleration in 
terms of g's is 

l
dvl = 949.38 196.87 g's 
df X 9.8 

This deceleration is very large; it is way beyond what can be tolerated by humans. 
c. The velocity at impact on the earth's surface is obtained from Eq. (8.129): 

.!::.... = e-PI~mi!CoS>JZ"' o.ll 
~ 

where the value used for pis the standard sea-level value p0 = 1.225 kg/m3. Hence 

Thus 

.!::_ =e-l.~'-"2(""2)(o.ooom>•u• = 0.01329 
VE 

V • 0.01329VE = 0.01329(13,000) 

IV = 172.8m!sl 

It is interesting to note that the sphere has slowed down to subsonic velocity before im
pact. At sea level, a, = 340.9 m/s; hence the Mach number at impact is 

M = .f::= 
172

·
8 

0.507 
a, 340.9 



a. 1 a Entry Heating 

In reality, the iron sphere will encounter tremendous aerodynamic heating during 
entry, especially at the large velocity of 13 km/s. Thus, it is likely that the sphere would 
vaporize in the atmosphere and never impact the surface; this is the fate of most mete
ors that enter the atmosphere from outer space. Aerodynamic heating is the subject of 
Sec. 8.16. 

8.16 ENTRY HEATING 
Imagine an entry body (say the Apollo capsule) as it penetrates the atmosphere. 
For reasons to be developed later, this body has a very blunt nose, as shown in 
Fig. 8.43. The reentry velocities are extremely high, and the corresponding Mach 
numbers are hypersonic. From the aerodynamic discussions in Ch. 4, we know 
there will be a shock wave in front of the vehicle--the bow shock wave shown 
in Fig. 8.43. Because the entry velocities are so large, this shock wave will be 
very strong. Consequently, the temperature of the air behind the shock will be 
extraordinarily high. For example, during the 11.2 km/s entry of the Apollo, the 
air temperature behind the shock wave reached 11,000 K-higher than the sur
face of the sun! At these temperatures the air itself breaks down; the 02 and N2 
molecules dissociate into 0 and N atoms and ionize into Q+ and N+ ions and 
electrons. The air becomes a chemically reacting gas. Of greater importance, 
however, is that such high temperatures result in large heat inputs to the entry 
vehicle itself. As shown in Fig. 8.43, the vehicle is sheathed in a layer of hot air: 
first from the hot shock layer at the nose, and then from the hot boundary layer on 
the forward and rearward surfaces. These hot gases flow downstream in the wake 
of the vehicle. A major objective of entry vehicle design is to shield the vehicle 
from this severe aerodynamic heating. 

An alternative way of looking at this problem is to consider the combined 
kinetic and potential energies of the entry vehicle. At the beginning of entry, 
where Vs and h are large, this combined energy is large. At the end of entry 
(that is, at impact), V and h are essentially zero, and the vehicle has no kinetic or 
potential energy. However, energy is conserved, so where did it go? The answer 
is that the kinetic and potential energies of the vehicle are ultimately dissipated 
as heat. Returning to Fig. 8.43, we see that some of this heat goes into the vehicle 
itself, and the remainder goes into the air. The obj ect of successful entry vehicle 
design is to minimize the heat that goes into the vehicle and maximize the heat 
that goes into the air. 

The main physical mechanism of aerodynamic heating is related to the 
action of friction in the boundary layer, as discussed in reference to shear stress 
and drag inCh. 4. If you take the palm of your hand and rub it vigorously over 
the surface of a table, your skin will soon get hot. The same applies to the high
speed flow of a gas over an aerodynamic surface. The same frictional forces that 
create skin friction drag also heat the air. The net result is heat transfer to the 
surface: aerodynamic heating. 

Incidentally, aerodynamic heating becomes a problem at velocities far below 
entry velocity. For example, even at Mach 2 at sea level, the temperature behind 
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Velocity of vehicle 
Hot wake 

Figure 8.43 High-temperature flow field around a blunt entry vehicle. 

a normal shock, and also deep within a boundary layer, can be as high as 520 K. 
Thus, aerodynamic heating of the surfaces of supersonic airplanes such as the 
F -15 is important and influences the type of materials used in their construction. 
For example, this is why titanium, rather than the more conventional aluminum, 
is extensively used on high-speed aircraft: titanium has greater strength at high 
temperatures. However, with the advent of hypervelocity entry vehicles in the 
space age, aerodynamic heating imperiled the survival of the vehicle. It even 
dictates the shape of the vehicle, as we will soon see. 



8. 1 8 Entry Heating 

For a quantitative analysis of aerodynamic heating, it is convenient to intro
duce a dimensionless heat transfer coefficient called the Stanton number C9 , 

defined as 
Cu = dQ /dt 

p,. V ... (h0 - hw)S 
(8.144) 

where p,. and V,. are the free-stream density and velocity, respectively; h0 is the 
total enthalpy (defined as the enthalpy of a fluid element that is slowed adiabati
cally to zero velocity, in the same spirit as the definition of To in Ch. 4); hw is 
the enthalpy at the aerodynamic surface (remember that the velocity is zero at 
the surface due to friction); Sis a reference area (planform area of a wing, cross
sectional area of a spherical entry vehicle, or the like); and dQ!dt is the heating 
rate (energy per second) going into the surface. Let us use Eq. (8.144) to obtain 
a quantitative expression for entry vehicle heating. 

Rewriting Eq. (8.144) gives 

dQ =p..V,.(ho - hwJSCu 
dt . (8.145) 

Considering the energy equation, Eq. ( 4.41 ), and the definition of h0, we obtain 

v.? 
ho =k..+ -=- (8.146) 

2 
For high-speed entry conditions; V., is very large. Also; the ambient air far ahead 
of the vehicle is relatively cool; hence h,. = cPT is relatively small. Thus, from 
Eq. (8.146), 

(8.147) 

The surface temperature, though hot by normal standards, still must remain 
less than a few thousand kelvins- below the melting or decomposition temper
ature of the surface. In contrast, the temperatures associated with h0 are large 
(11 ,000 K for the Apollo entry, as stated earlier). Thus we can easily make the 
assumption that 

ho » hw"" 0 (8.148) 

Substituting Eqs. (8.148) and (8.147) into Eq. (8.145), we get 

dQ 1 l Tt= 2p,.v;pcH (8.149) 

Note that Eq. (8.149) states that the aerodynamic heating rate varies as the cube 
of the velocity. This is in contrast to aerodynamic drag, which varies only as 
the square of the velocity (as we have seen in Chs. 4 and 5). For this reason, at 
very high velocities, aerodynamic heating becomes a dominant aspect and drag 
retreats into the background. Also recall the reasoning that led from Eq. (8.131) 
to the curve for deceleration versus altitude in Fig. 8.42. This same reasoning 
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Figure 8.44 The variation of heat transfer 
rate during ballistic entry. 

dQ 
dt 

leads from Eq. (8.149) to the curve for heating rate versus altitude, sketched in 
Fig. 8.44. During the early part of entry, dQ/dt increases because of the increas
ing atmospheric density. In contrast, later during entry dQ!dt decreases because 
of the rapidly decreasing velocity. Hence, dQ!dt goes through a maximum, as 
shown in Fig. 8.44. 

In addition to the local heating rate dQ!dt, we are concerned with the total 
heating Q-that is, the total amount of energy transferred to the vehicle from 
beginning to end of entry. The result for Q will give us some vital information 
about the desired shape for entry vehicles. First we draw on a relation between 
aerodynamic heating and skin friction called Reynold's analogy. Indeed, it makes 
sense that aerodynamic heating and skin friction should somehow be connected, 
because both are influenced by friction in the boundary layer. Based on experi
ment and theory, we approximate Reynold's analogy (without proof) as 

1 cH ""
2 

C1 (8.150) 

where C1 is the mean skin friction coefficient averaged over the complete surface. 
Substituting Eq. (8.150) into (8.149), we obtain 

dQ 1 l c -= -P V.' C' 1 dt 4 .. ...... 

Returning to the equation of motion, Eq. (8.126), we have 

dV.. D 1 ~ - = --=--p .. V:.SCo 
dt m 2m 

(8.151) 

(8.152) 

Mathematically, we can write dQ/dt as (dQ/dV .. )(dV ..ldt), where dV .. ldt is given 
by Eq. (8.152): 

dQ = dQ av .. = dQ ( - _1 v;.sc ) 
dt dV.. dt dV.. 2m p.. 0 (8.153) 



Equating Eqs. (8.153) and (8.151), 

or 

or 

dQ (--1 p, v$ c,)= 1 p_v:,Pc1 dV.. 2m 4 

dQ =-!..mv .. c, 
dV, 2 Co 

dQ= -~m c1 dv.;, 
· 2 C0 2 

8. 1 8 Entry Heating 

(8.154) 

Integrate Eq. (8.154) from the beginning of entry, where Q = 0 and V, = Vs, 
and the end of entry, where Q = Q101a1 and V, = 0: 

r··" dQ= - ! c, r d(m v.;, ) 
6 · 2 C0 Ye 2 

(8.155) 

Equation (8.155) is the desired result for total heat input to the entry vehicle. 
It is an important relation-examine it closely. It reflects two vital conclusions: 

1. The quantity ~ mVi is the initial kinetic energy of the vehicle as it first enters 
the atmosphere. Equation (8.155) says that total heat input is directly propor
tional to this initial kinetic energy. 

2. Total heat input is directly proportional to the ratio of skin friction drag to 
total drag CJ Co. 

The second conclusion is of particular importance. Recall from Ch. 5 that the 
total drag of a nonlifting body is pressure drag plus skin friction drag: 

Cl> = CDp + C1 

Equation (8.155) says that to minimize entry heating, we need to minimize 
the ratio 

cl>i> + C1 

Now consider two extremes of aerodynamic configurations: a sharp-nosed, 
slender body such as the cone shown in Fig. 8.45a, and the blunt body shown in 
Fig. 8.45b. For a slender body, the skin friction drag is large in comparison to 
the pressure drag; hence CD, c, and 

c, , 1 slender body 
Co 
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Slender Body 

laJ8eC1 
Small Co,p 

C0 "'Ct 
Drag mainly 

friction drag 

(a) 

Blunt Body 

LarccC0,p 

Small c1 
Co "'Co,p 

Drag mainly 
pressure drag 

(b) 

Figure 8.45 Comparison of blunt and slender bodies. 

In contrast, for a blunt body the pressure drag is large in comparison to the skin 
friction drag; hence C 0 ~ C Dp and 

c, 1 - « 
Co 

blunt body 

In light ofEq. (8.155), this leads to the following vital conclusion: 

To minimize entry heating, the vehicle must have a blunt nose. 

For this reason, all successful entry vehicles in practice, from intercontinental 
ballistic missiles (ICBMs) to the Apollo, have utilized rounded noses. 

Returning to our qualitative discussion surrounding Fig. 8.43, we see that 
the advantage of a blunt body can also be reasoned on a purely physical basis. 
If the body is blunt, as shown in Fig. 8.43, the bow shock wave will be strong; 
that is, a substantial portion of the wave in the vicinity of the nose will be nearly 
normal. In this case the temperature of extensive regions of the air will be high, 
and much of this high-temperature air will simply flow past the body without 
encountering the surface. Therefore, a blunt body will deposit much of its initial 
kinetic and potential energies into heating the air and little into heating the body. 
In this fashion, a blunt body tends to minimize the total heat input to the vehicle, 
as proved quantitatively from Eq. (8.155). 

The mechanism of aerodynamic heating discussed in the preceding is called 
convective heating. To conclude this section about entry heat transfer, another 
mechanism is mentioned-radiative heating from the shock layer. Consider 
Fig. 8.46, which shows a blunt entry body at high velocity. It was mentioned 
earlier that at speeds associated with lunar missions (11.2 Ian/s or 36,000 ftls), 
the air temperature behind the shock wave is as high as 11,000 K. At this high 
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Radiating Ouid element 

V .. large 

Figure 8.46 Mechanism of radiative heatiog from the 
high-tempemture shock layer. 

Convective heating, !!jf 

Rd
. . h . dQR 

a JatJVc. c:atmg, - 
dt 

Figure 8.47 Comparison of convective and :radiative heat tmnsfer 
mtes, illustrating dominance of mdiative heating at high velocities. 

temperature, the shock layer literally radiates energy in all directions, as illustrated 
in Fig. 8.46-much as you feel the warmth radiated from a fireplace on a cold win
ter day. Some of this radiation is incident upon and! absorbed by the vehicle itself, 
giving rise to an additional heat transfer component {b. This radiative heat trans
fer rate is proportional to a power of velocity ranging from V.! Lo V~2, depending 
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on the nose radius, density, and velocity. For ICBM and orbital vehicles, radia
tive heating is not significant. But as sketched in Fig. 8.47, because of its strong 
velocity dependence, radiative heating becomes dominant at very high velocities. 
For the Apollo mission from the moon (Vs = 36,000 ftls), radiative heating was 
slightly less than convective heating. However, for future manned missions from 
the planets (Vs = 50,000 ftls), radiative heating will swamp convecting heating. 
This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 8.47. Moreover, entry into the atmospheres 
of other large planets, especially Jupiter, is overwhelmed by radiative heating. 
For these reasons, the designers of vehicles for advanced space missions must 
be vitally concerned about radiative heating from the shock layer during atmo
spheric entry. The interested reader can find more details on radiative heating in 
the AIAA paper by Anderson listed in the bibliography at the end of this chapter. 

Consider two bodies in circular orbit around the earth at an altitude of800 Ian above the sur
face of the earth. Each body has a mass of 1800 kg. One body is a slender cone with a total 
vertex angle of 100. The other body is a sphere. For the cone, the pressure drag coefficient 
at hypersonic Mach numbers is 0.017 and the skin friction drag coefficient is 0.0 1. For the 
sphere, the pressure drag coefficient is 1. 0 and the friction drag coefficient is 0. 001. Calculate 
and compare the total aerodynamic heating input to each body during atmospheric entry. 

• Solution 
The entry velocity of both bodies from orbit is obtained from Eq. (8.57), where r = r. + ho 
and r. is the radius of the earth, r. = 6.4 x 106 m, and bois the geometric altitude above 
sea level, bo = 800 km= 0.8 x 106 m. 

VE = /k' = 3·986x
1014 

= 0.18Qxl04 m/sec 
~ r V(<».1+ O.H)X106 

The total heat input is given by Eq. (8.155), repeated here: 

where 

a. For the cone: 

FromEq. (8.155), 

cD . cDp +C1 = Q.~l'h O 01 = 0.021 

C1 = o 01 
C0 0.027 

0 37 

(8.155) 

Qtotal = ~ (Q.l1)(5 ,6x 1010 )= ll ,Ql6x1010 joule l(cone) 



b. For the sphere: 

FromEq. (8.155), 

8. 1 7 Ufting Entry, wrth Application to the Space Shuttle 

C" =CD, +C1 = 1.0+0.001 = 1.001 

CJ = 0·001 0.999x10 .... 
CD 1.001 

Q,o<aJ = ~ (O.mx 10-4)(5.6x 101Q)= 12.8 x106 joule I (sphere) 

As expected, the sphere, being a much blunter body, experiences a much smaller total 
heat input compared to the slender cone. 

8.17 LIFTING ENTRY, WITH APPLICATION 
TO THE SPACE SHUTTLE 

On April 14, 1981, the Space Shuttle Columbia entered the atmosphere and suc
cessfully returned to the surface of the earth, en<ling the historic first flight of 
this unique space transportation system into space around the earth. A diagram 
of the Space Shuttle orbiter mounted on its rocket booster is shown in Fig. 8.48. 
The entry trajectory of the Space Shuttle differs considerably from the ballistic 
trajectories discussed in Sec. 8.15 because the shuttle is an aerodynamic vehicle 
that produces lift. Indeed, during the initial part of its entry, the Space Shuttle is 
flying at a very high angle of attack (on the order of 40°). For this angle of attack 
at the hypersonic speeds of reentry from low-earth orbit (initially at Mach 25), 
the lift-to-drag ratio LID for the blunt-nosed, highly swept, delta-wing configu
ration of the Space Shuttle (see Figs. 8.6 and 8.48) is on the order of 2-not a 
high value by conventional subsonic airplane standards as seen in Ch. 6, but 
certainly high enough to produce substantial lift at such hypersonic velocities. 
Because the flight of the Space Shuttle during its return to earth is essentially an 
unpowered glide through the atmosphere with allmost global range, the trajec
tory of the Space Shuttle on a velocity-altitude map should differ considerably 
from the ballistic trajectories sketched in Fig. 8.41. This section examines such 
matters further and obtains the flight trajectories for lifting entry vehicles on a 
velocity-altitude map. 

Return to the general equations of motion for atmospheric entry, (8.116) and 
(8.117). In our previous study of ballistic entry in Sec. 8.15, we usedEq. (8.116) 
as the equation of motion parallel to the vehicle's flight path. It was dominated 
by aerodynamic drag, as expected for a ballistic vehicle. For our present discus
sion of lifting entry, we use Eq. (8.117) as the equation of motion perpendicular 
to the flight path; as expected, it is dominated by aerodynamic lift. Equation 
(8.117) requires more interpretation than it received in Sec. 8.14. Specifically, 
the form ofEq. (8.117) with the right side a positive term pertains to an upward
curved flight path, as shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 8.49; here the lift is 
greater than the weight component, and the vehicle rises. In contrast, when L < W 
cos 8, the vehicle is descending, as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 8.49. For 
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Figure 8.48 The Space Shuttle. 
(Source: Rockwell International.) 
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Figure 8.49 Two flight paths with opposite radii of curvature. 

this case, the right side of Eq. (8.II7) must be negative (because the left side is 
negative), and Eq. (8.II7) must be written as 

(8.I56) 

Equation (8.I56) is the pertinent form for the lifting glide of the Space 
Shuttle, as sketched in Fig. 8.50. The vehicle is gliding at velocity V, and the 
flight path angle 8 is measured below the local horizontal. Assume that the flight 
path is very shallow ( 8 is small and hence cos 8"' I). Furthermore, assume that 
the local radius of curvature rc is approximately the radius of the earth r •. Then 
Eq. (8.I56) becomes 

mV2 

L - W=-
r, 

Because L = }~V2SCL and W= mg, Eq. (8.I57) is written 

I 2 mV2 

-pV SCL+--=mg 
2 r, 

(8.I57) 

(8.I58) 
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Figure 8.50 Glide angle and velocity. 

Dividing Eq. (8.158) by m and factoring the V 2 give 

v2(P CtS +.!_)=g 
2 m r, 

or 

v 

(8.159) 

Both p and g are known functions of altitude, so Eq. (8.159) gives the trajec
tory of a lifting entry vehicle on a velocity-altitude map. Moreover, Eq. (8.159) 
introduces a lift parameter m/(Ctfl) analogous to the ballistic parameter m/(Cr$) 
defined in Sec. 8.14. Clearly, as we can see from Eq. (8.159), the value ofm/(Ctfl) 
strongly governs the entry glide trajectory. 

The influence of m/Clfl is shown in Fig. 8.51; this velocity- altitude map 
illustrates lifting entry trajectories (A and B) for two different values of m/Clfl. 
Curve B pertains approximately to the Space Shuttle. Because higher values of 
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Figure 8.51 Comparison between lifting and ballistic entry paths on a 
velocity-altitude map. 
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m!CrS correspond to lower lift, the vehicle penetrates deeper into the atmosphere 
at higher velocity. For comparison, Fig. 8.51 also shows the ballistic trajectories C, 
D, and E. Curve E, initiated at escape velocity, pertains approximately to the Apollo 
entry capsule. Although the Apollo generated a small amount of lift at the angle of 
attack during entry in order to modulate its flight path, it was essentially a ballistic 
reentry vehicle. Trajectories C and D represent earth entry from orbital velocity. 

8.18 HISTORICAL NOTE: KEPLER 
The 16th century was a period of quandary for astronomy. The conservative line of 
scientific thought held the earth as the center of the universe, with the sun, planets, 
and stars revolving about it on various celestial spheres. This geocentric system 
was popular among the Greeks. Put into a somewhat rational form by Claudius 
Ptolemy in the second century AD, this earth-centered system was adopted as the 
truth by the Church in western Europe and was carried through to the 16th century. 
However, about the time that Columbus was discovering America, a Polish scien
tist by the name of Nicolaus Copernicus was beginning to develop different ideas. 
Copernicus reasoned that the earth as well as all the other planets revolved around 
the sun in a heliocentric system. He established his line of thought in a main work 
titled Six Books Concerning the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres, published in 
the year ofhis death, 1543. Here Copernicus was diplomatic with regard to Church 
dogma. He stated that his heliocentric theory was not new, having been held by a 
few early Greek astronomers, and also that he was just ''postulating and theorizing," 
not necessarily speaking the absolute truth. However, it was clear that Copernicus 
personally believed in what he wrote. Another astronomer, Giordano Bruno, who 
evangelized Copernicus's theory, was not so diplomatic and was bumed at the 
stake in 1600. Galileo Galilei took up the heliocentric banner in 1632 and was 
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ultimately exiled under guard for his heresy. Finally the Danish astronomer Tycho 
Brahe, while shunning a direct association with the controversial heliocentric the
ory, spent virtually his complete life from 1546 to 1602 making astronomical obser
vations of planet and star movements, resulting in spectacular improvements in the 
precision of existing knowledge. 

Into this tenuous time Johannes Kepler was born in Wiirttemberg, Germany, 
on December 27, 1571. By winning scholarships, he was able to finish elemen
tary school and go on to the University of Tiibingen. There he was converted 
to the heliocentric theory by Michael Mastlin, a professor of astronomy. Later 
Kepler became a teacher of mathematics and an ardent astronomer. Through his 
writings about celestial motion, Kepler came to the attention of Tycho Brahe, 
who was now living in Prague. In 1599 Kepler went to Prague to work under 
Brahe, who died just two years later. Kepler stayed in Prague, extending and 
improving the existing tables of celestial movement. In 1627 he published his 
Rudolphine Tables, which were much more accurate than any existing tables at 
that time. 

However, Kepler was also thinking and theorizing about his observations, 
attempting to bring reason and order to the movement of the heavenly bodies. 
For example, the heliocentric system of Copernicus assumed circular orbits of 
the planets about the sun, but Kepler's accurate observations did not precisely 
fit circular motion. In 1609 he found that elliptical orbits fit his measurements 
exactly, giving rise to Kepler 's first law (see Sec. 8.6). In the same year he 
induced that a line drawn from the sun to a planet sweeps out equal areas in 
equal times-Kepler's second law. His first and second laws were published in 
his book New Astronomy in 1609. Nine years later he discovered that the square 
of the period of planetary orbits was proportional to the cube of the semimajor 
axis of the elliptical orbit-Kepler's third law. This was published in 1618 in his 
book Epitome of the Copernican Astronomy. 

Kepler's impact on astronomy was massive; in fact, his work was the found
ing of modem astronomy. His contributions are all the more stunning because 
his laws were induced from empirical observation. Kepler did not have the tools 
developed later by Newton. Therefore, he could not derive his laws with the 
same finesse as we did in Sec. 8.6. 

It is interesting to note that Kepler also wrote science fiction. In his book 
Somnium (Dream), Kepler describes a trip from the earth to the moon. Recognizing 
that the void of space would not support flight by wings, he had to resort to demons 
as a supernatural mode of propulsion. These demons would carry along humans, 
suitably anesthetized to survive the rigors of space travel. He described the moon 
in as much astronomical detail as was possible in that age, but he imagined moon 
creatures that lived in caves. Modem historians of science fiction literature believe 
that Kepler's Somnium was really a vehicle to present his serious scientific ideas 
about the moon while attempting to avoid religious persecution. Somnium was 
published in 1634, four years after Kepler's death. 

Kepler spent his later life as a professor of mathematics in Linz. He died 
in Regensburg on November 15, 1630, leaving a legacy that reaches across the 
centuries to the astronautics of the present day. 
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8.19 HISTORICAL NOTE: NEWTON AND THE LAW 
OF GRAVITATION 

Newton's law of universal gravitation, Eq. (8.19), appears in every modem high 
school and college physics textbook; its existence is virtually taken for granted. 
Moreover, this equation is the very foundation for all modem astronautical calcu
lations of motion through space, as discussed throughout this chapter. However, 
the disarming simplicity ofEq. (8.19) and its commonplace acceptance in clas
sical physics belie the turmoil that swarmed about the concept of gravity before 
and during the 17th century, when Newton lived. 

The earliest ideas about "gravity" were advanced by Aristotle during the 
period around 350 ac. Believing that the four fundamental elements of the uni
verse were earth, water, air, and fire, the Aristotelian school held that everything 
in the universe had its appointed station and tended to return to this station if 
originally displaced. Objects made from "earth" held the lowest station, and thus 
heavy material objects would fall to the ground, seeking their proper status. In 
contrast, fire and air held a high station and would seek this status by rising 
toward the heavens. These ideas persisted until the age of Copernicus, when 
people began to look for more substantial explanations of gravity. 

In 1600 the English scientist William Gilbert suggested that magnetism was 
the source of gravity and that the earth was nothing more than a gigantic lode
stone. Kepler adopted these views, stating that gravity was "a mutual affection 
between cognate bodies tending toward union or -conjunction, similar in kind to 
magnetism." Kepler used this idea in an attempt t o prove his laws of planetary 
motion (see Sec. 8.18) but was not successful in obtaining a quantitative law for 
the force of gravity. About the same time, the French scientist and mathema
tician Rene Descartes (who introduced the Cartesian coordinate system to the 
world of mathematics) proposed that gravity was the result of an astronomical 
fluid that was swirling in a vortex motion, pushing heavy objects toward the 
core of the vortex. Christian Huygens, a Dutch gentleman and amateur scientist, 
seemed to confirm Descartes's theory in the laboratory; he set up a whirlpool of 
water in a bowl and observed that pebbles "gravitated" to the center of the bowl. 

Into this confused state of affairs was bom Isaac Newton at Woolsthorpe near 
Grantham, Lincolnshire, England, on December 25, 1642. Newton's father died a 
few months before he was born, and Newton was raised by his grandmother. His 
education ultimately led to studies at Trinity College, Cambridge University, in 1661, 
where he quickly showed his genius for mathematics. In 1666 he left Cambridge for 
his home in Woolsthorpe Manor to avoid the Great Plague of 1665- 1666. It was 
here, at the fresh age of24, that Newton made some of his discoveries and conclu
sions that were to revolutionize science and mathematics, not the least of which 
was the development of differential calculus. Also, Newton later maintained that 
during this stay in the country he deduced the law of centripetal force: that a body 
in circular motion experiences a radial force that varies inversely with the distance 
from the center. (In today's language, the centripetal acceleration due to circular 
motion is equal to V'-!r, as shown in all elementary physics books.) From this result 
applied to Kepler's third law, Newton further deduced that the force of gravity 
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between two objects varies inversely as the square of the distance separating them, 
which led to the universal law of gravitation, as given by Eq. (8.19). However, 
Newton did not bother to publislh immediately or otherwise announce his findings. 
The public was kept in the dark for another 30 years! 

Throughout the history of science and engineering, there are numerous exam
ples of ideas whose "time had come" and that were conceived by several different 
people almost simultaneously. The same Christian Huygens made experiments 
with pendulums and circular moving bodies that led to his discovery of the law 
of centripetal force in 1673. With this, Robert Hooke (of Hooke's law fame), 
Christopher Wren (later to become an internationally famous architect), and 
Edmund Halley (of Halley's comet fame) all deduced the inverse square law of 
gravity in 1679. Hooke wrote to Newton in the same year, telling him of the inverse 
square discovery and asking Newton to use it to prove that a planet revolves in an 
elliptical orbit Newton did not reply. In 1685 the problem was again posed to 
Newton, this time by Halley. Newton sent back such a proof. Halley was much 
impressed and strongly encouraged Newton to publish all his discoveries and think
ing as soon as possible. This lead to Newton's Philosophiae Naturales Principia 
Mathematica-tb.e famous Principia- which has become the foundation of clas
sical physics. It is interesting to note that the Principia was originally to be pub
lished by the Royal Society. But Hooke, who laid claim to the prior discovery of 
the inverse square law and who was the curator of the Royal Society, apparently 
discouraged such publication. Instead the Principia, the most important scientific 
document to that time in history, was published at the personal expense of Halley. 

Hooke again put forward his claim to the inverse square law during a meeting 
of the Royal Society in 1693. Shortly thereafter, Newton had a nervous break
down, which lasted about a year. After his recovery, Newton finally announced 
that he had made the basic discoveries of both the centripetal force law and the 
inverse square law of gravitation back in 1666. Because of his high standing 
and reputation of that time, as well as subsequently, Newton's claim has been 
generally accepted through the present time. However, the record shows that we 
have only his word. Therefore, the claim by Robert Hooke is certainly legitimate, 
at least in spirit. Equation (8.19), which comes down to us as Newton's law of 
universal gravitation, could legitimately be labeled the ''Newton-Hooke law." 

Of course this is not to detract from Newton himself, who was the giant 
of science in the 17th century. During his later years Newton entered public 
life, becoming warden of the British Mint in 1696, advancing to the chief post 
of master in 1699. In this capacity he made many important contributions dur
ing Britain's massive recoinage program of that time. In 1703 he was elected 
president of the Royal Society, a post he held for the next 25 years. During this 
period Newton was embroiled m another controversy, this time with the German 
mathematician Gottfried von Liebniz over the claim of the discovery of calculus. 
Also, during these later years, Newton's imposing prestige and authority via the 
Royal Society apparently tended to squelch certain ideas put forward by younger 
scientists. Because of this, some historians of science hint that Newton may have 
hindered the progress of science during the first 30 years of the 18th century. 
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Newton died in Kensington on March 20, 1727. He is buried at a prominent 
location at Westminster Abbey. Without Newton, and without Kepler before 
him, this chapter about astronautics might never have been written. 

8.20 HISTORICAL NOTE: LAGRANGE 
In Sec. 8.3 a corollary to Newton's second law was introduced: Lagrange's equa
tion. Lagrange came after Newton. He was one of the small group of European 
scientists and mathematicians who worked to develop and augment Newtonian 
(classical) physics during the 18th century; he was a contemporary of Laplace 
and a friend of Leonhard Euler. 

Joseph L. Lagrange was born of French parents at Turin, Italy, on January 25, 
1736. His father was an officer in the French army; hence it is no surprise that at the 
age of 19 Lagrange was appointed as professor of mathematics at the Turin Artillery 
School. Active in scientific thought, he helped to found the Turin Academy of 
Sciences. In 1756 he wrote to Euler (see Sec. 4.22) with some original contribu
tions to the calculus of variations. This helped to establish Lagrange's reputation. In 
fact, in 1766 he replaced Euler as director of the Berlin Academy at the invitation 
of Frederick ll (Frederick the Great) of Prussia For the next 20 years, Lagrange 
was extremely productive in the field of mechanics. His work was analytical, and 
he endeavored to reduce the many aspects of mechanics to a few general formulas. 
This is clearly reflected in the fonnalism discussed in Sec. 8.3. Lagrange's equations 
used in Sec. 8.3 were published in an important book by Lagrange titled Mecanique 
Analytique in 1787. For these contributions, he is considered by some historians to 
be the greatest mathematician of the 18th century. 

Lagrange moved to Paris in 1786. During the French Revolution, he was 
president of the committee for reforming weights and measures standards. At the 
time of his death in Paris onApri110, 1813, he was working on a revised version 
of his Mecanique Analytique. 

8.21 HISTORICAL NOTE: UNMANNED 
SPACE FLIGHT 

On the evening of October 4, 1957, the present author was a student of aeronauti
cal engineering. The radio was on. Concentration on studies was suddenly inter
rupted by a news bulletin: The Soviet Union had just successfully launched the 
first artificial earth satellite in history. Labeled Sputnik I and shown in Fig. 8.52, 
this 184-lb sphere circled the earth in an elliptical orbit, with an apogee and 
perigee of 560 and 140 mi, respectively, and with a period of 1 ~h. The personal 
feeling of exhilaration that humanity had finally made the first great step toward 
space exploration was tempered by questions about the technical position of the 
United States in space flight. These feelings were to be reflected and amplified 
throughout the United States for weeks, months, and years to come. Sputnik I 
started a technological revolution that has influenced virtually all aspects of soci
ety, from education to business, from biology to philosophy. October 4, 1957, 
is a red-letter date in the history of humanity-the beginning of the space age. 
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Figure 8.52 The first artificial earth satellite-.S)mtnik J-launched on October 4, 1957. 
(Piwto courte.•y of the John Anderson Collection.) 

Although the launching of Sputnik I came as a surprise to most of the general 
public, the technical community of the Western world had been given some clear 
hints by Russian scientists. For example, on November 27, 1953, at the World 
Peace Council in Vienna, the Soviet academician A. N. Nesmeyanov stated that 
"science had reached such a stage that ... the creation of an artificial satellite of 
the earth is a real possibility." Then, in April 1955, the U.S.S.R. Academy of 
Sciences announced the creation of the Permanent Interdepartmental Commission 
for Interplanetary Communications, with responsibility for developing artificial 
earth satellites for meteorological applications. In August of that year, the highly 
respectedRussianscientistLeonidl. Sedov, at the SixthlnternationalAstronautical 
Congress in Copenhagen, said, "In my opinion, it will be possible to launch an 
artificial satellite of the Earth within the next two years, and there is the techno
logical possibility of creating artificial satellites of various sizes and weights." 
Obviously the Russian program kept to its schedule. Indeed, in June 1957, 
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just four months before Sputnik I, the same AN. Nesmeyanov blatantly stated 
that both the rocket launch vehicle and the satellite were ready and would be 
launched in a few months. Clear signs and clear words-yet the launching of 
Sputnik I still fell like a ton of bricks on the Western world. 

In I957 the United States was not new to the idea of artificial satellites. Indeed, 
some farsighted thinking and technical analyses of the prospects for launching 
such satellites were performed by the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Anny Air Force 
beginning in I945. Then, in May I946 Gust one year after Germany had been 
defeated in World War II), a Project RAND report titled "Preliminary Design of an 
Experimental World-Circling Spaceship" was submitted to Wright Field, Dayton, 
Ohio. This report showed the feasibility of putting a 500-lb satellite in orbit at 
around 300 mi high. Moreover, it outlined how this could be accomplished in a 
five-year time scale! The authors of this report made some prophetic statements: 

Although the crystal ball is cloudy, two things seem clear-1. A satellite vehicle 
with appropriate instrumentation can be expected to be one of the most potent scien
tific tools of the Twentieth Century. 

2. The achievement of a satellite craft by the United States would inflame the 
imagination of mankind, and would probably produce repercussions in the world 
comparable to the explosion of the atomic bomb .... 

Then the authors went on to state, 

Since mastery of the elements is a reliable index of material progress, the nation 
which first makes significant achievements in space travel will be acknowledged as 
the world leader in both military and scientific techniques. To visualize the impact 
on the world, one can imagine the consternation and admiration that would be felt 
here if the U.S. were to discover suddenly that some other nation had already put up 
a successful satellite. 

These were indeed prophetic words, written fully II years before Sputnik I. 
The I946 RAND report, along with several contemporary technical reports 

from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at the California Institute ofTechnology, estab
lished some fundamental engineering principles and designs for rocket launch 
vehicles and satellites. However, these ideas were not seized upon by the U.S. 
government. The period after World War II was one of shrinking defense budgets, 
and money was simply not available for such a space venture. Of probably greater 
importance was the lack of a mission. What if a satellite were launched? What 
benefits would it bring, especially military benefits? Keep in mind that this was in a 
period before miniaturized electronics and sophisticated sensing and telemetering 
equipment. Therefore, the first serious U.S. effort to establish a satellite program 
withered on the vine, and the idea lay essentially dormant for the next nine years. 

Although upstaged by Sputnik L the United States in 1957 finally did have an 
ongoing project to orbit an artificial satellite. On July 29, I955, President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower announced that the United States would orbit a small earth satellite in 
conjunction with the International Geophysical Year. Making use of 10 years of 
high-altitude sounding rocket technology, which started with a number of captured 
German V-2 rockets, the United States established the Vangard program, managed 
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by the Office of Naval Research, to accomplish this goal. Martin Company in 
Baltimore, Macyland, was chosen as the prime contractor. During the next two 
years, a rocket booster was designed and built to launch a small, 3-lb experimen
tal satellite. By government edict, the Vangard project was required not to draw 
upon or interface with the rapidly growing and high-priority ICBM program, which 
was developing large rocket engines for the militacy. Therefore, Dr. John P. Hagen, 
director of Project V angard, and his small team of scientists and engineers had to 
struggle abnost as second-class citizens to design the Vangard rocket in an atmo
sphere of relatively low priority. (This is in shaxp contrast to the Russian space pro
gram, which from the very beginning utilized and benefited from the Soviet militacy 
ICBM developments. Because Russian atomic warheads of that day were heavier 
than comparable U.S. devices, the Soviet Union had to develop more powerful 
rocket boosters. Their space program correspondingly benefited, allowing Sputnik I 
and 1l to be the surprisingly large weights of 184 and 1120 lb, respectively.) 

By October 1957 two Vangard rockets had been successfully tested at Cape 
Canaveral, and the test program, which was aimed at putting a satellite into orbit 
before the end of 1958, was reasonably close to schedule. Then came Sputnik I 
on October 4. Not to be completely upstaged, the White House announced on 
October 11 that Project V angard would launch a U.S. satellite "in the near future." 
Suddenly in the limelight of public attention, and now under intense political 
pressure, a third test rocket was successfully tested on October 23, carrying a 
4000-lb dummy payload to an altitude of 109 mi and 335 mi downrange. Then, 
on December 6, 1957, in full view of the world's press, the first Vangard was 
prepared to put a small satellite into orbit. Unfortunately, the Vangard first-stage 
engine had its first (and last) failure of the program. With failing thrust, the rocket 
lifted a few feet off the launch pad and then fell back in a spectacular explosion. 
In Dr. Hagen's words, "Although we had three successful test launches in a row, 
the failure ofTV-3 [the designation of that particular vehicle] was heard around 
the world." 

Despite the original disadvantages of low priority, the emotional pressure 
after Sputnik I, and the inglorious failure of December 6, the V angard project went 
on to be very successful. Vangards /, II, and/// were put into orbit on March 17, 
1958, Februacy 17, 1959, and September 18, 1959, respectively, attributing to 
the fine efforts of Dr. Hagen and his group. 

But Vangard I was not the first U.S. satellite. President Eisenhower's July 
1955 announcement about U.S. plans to orbit a satellite was followed by much 
debate about whether militacy rocketry should be used. One proposal at the time 
was to use the rocket vehicles being developed at the Army's Redstone Arsenal 
at Huntsville, Alabama, under the technical direction of Dr. Wernher Von Braun. 
After the decision was made to go with the Vangard, the engineers at the Army 
Ballistic Missile Agency at Huntsville continued to propose a satellite program 
using the proven intermediate-range Jupiter C rocket. All such proposals were 
turned down. However, the picture changed after Sputnik. In later October 1957, 
Von Braun's group was given the green light to orbit a satellite: the target date 
was Januacy 30, 1958. A fourth stage was added to the Jupiter C rocket; this new 
configuration was labeled the Juno I. The target date was missed by only one day. 
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On January 31, 1958, Explorer I, the first U.S. artificial satellite, was placed into 
orbit by Von Braun's team of scientists and engineers from Huntsville. Explorer I. 
shown in Fig. 8.53, weighed 18 lb, and its orbit had apogee and perigee of 957 
and 212 mi, respectively; its period was 115 min. With the launchings of both 
Sputnik I and Explorer I, the two technological giants in the world-the United 
States and the Soviet Union-were now in competition in the arena of space. 

Figure 8.53 Explorer I, the first U.S. artificial earth satellite, launched on January 31, 1958. 
(Photo courte.•y of the John Anderson Collection.) 
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It is not the purpose here to give an exhaustive survey of space explora
tion. For an authoritative presentation, see the excellent book by Von Braun and 
Ordway, as well as others listed in the bibliography at the end of this chapter. 

8.22 HISTORICAL NOTE: MANNED SPACE FLIGHT 
Section 8.21 about unmanned space flight, the present section about manned 
space flight, and Sec. 9.16 about the early history of rocket engines are inexorably 
entwined-their division into three distinct sections in this book is purely artifi
cial. Indeed, humanity's first imaginative thoughts about space flight involved 
the travel of human beings (not inanimate objects) to the moon. Later, during the 
technological revolution of the 19th and 20th centuries, it was correctly reasoned 
that manned space travel would have to be preceded by unmanned attempts just 
to learn about the problems that might be encountered. Also during this period, 
the rocket engine was recognized as the only feasible mechanism for propulsion 
through the void of space. In fact, the three early pioneers of rocket engines-
Tsiolkovsky, Goddard, and Oberth (see Sec. 9.16}--were inspired in their work 
by the incentive of space travel rather than the military applications that ultimately 
produced the first successful large rockets. Clearly, the histories of unmanned and 
manned space flight and rocketry overlap and in many cases are indistinguishable. 

Manned space flight really has its roots in science fiction and reaches as far 
back as the second century AD, when the Greek writer Lucian of Samosata con
ceived a trip to the moon. In this book Vera Historia, Lucian's ship is caught in a 
storm, lifted into the sky by the high winds, and after seven days and seven nights 
is accidentally blown to the moon. There he finds a land that is "cultivated and 
full of inhabitants." Lucian's work was followed by other science fiction fantasies 
over the ensuing centuries, including Kepler's Somnium, mentioned in Sec. 8.18. 
These science fiction stories served a useful purpose in fueling the imaginative 
minds of some people and spurring them to deeper technological thought. Of par
ticular note are books by Jules Verne and H. G. Wells in the 19th century, which 
were avidly read by many early rocket engineers. In particular, both Tsiolkovsky 
and Goddard avidly read Wells's War of the Worlds and Verne's From the Earth 
to the Moon, and both have gone on record as being inspired by these works. 

Considering that Wells and Verne wrote less than 100 years ago and that just 
40 years ago rockets were only the playthings of a few visionaries, it is astounding that 
manned space flight has now become a reality-and in the minds of the general public, 
a somewhat common reality. The ice was broken on Aprill2, 1961, when the Soviet 
Union orbited the 10,400-lb Vostok/ spacecraft carrying Major YuriA Gagarin--the 
first human being to ride in space. Gagarin was a Russian air force major; his orbital 
flight lasted 1 h 48 min, with an apogee of203 mi. Upon entry Vostok was slowed 
first by retrorockets, and then by parachute, and came to rest on the solid ground 
somewhere deep within the interior of Russia However, it is thought that just before 
touchdown, Gagarin left the spacecraft and floated to earth with his own parachute. 
This entry mode was followed by several other Russian astronauts during subsequent 
years. Unfortunately, Gagarin was later killed in an airplane crash on March 27, 1968. 
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Humanity was now on its way in space! Less than a year later, the first 
American in space for a sustained period, Marine Colonel John H. Glenn, Jr., 
was orbited on February 20, 1962. Executing three orbits in a Mercury cap
sule with an apogee and perigee of 162.7 and 100.3 mi, respectively, Glenn's 
flight lasted 4 h 56 min from blastoff to touchdown. AI; with all subsequent U.S. 
manned spacecraft, Glenn rode the Mercury capsule all the way to the earth's 
surface, impacting at sea and being recovered by ship. Figure 8.54 shows a dia
gram of the single-seat Mercury space capsule and gives a clear picture of its 
size and shape relative to the astronaut himself. Glenn's successful flight in 1962 
was a high point in Project Mercury, which was the United States' first manned 
space program. This project had its roots in an Air Force study titled "Manned 
Ballistic Rocket Research System" initiated in March 1956-a full year and a 
half before Sputnik I. Within two years under this project, the Air Force, NACA, 
and 11 private companies did much fundamental work on spacecraft design and 
life support systems. After Sputnik L and after the formation of NASA in 1959, 
this work was centralized within NASA and designated Project Mercury. Thus, 
when Gagarin went into orbit in 1961, the United States was not far behind. 

Indeed, the U.S. manned space flight program was galvanized when President 
John F. Kennedy, in a speech before Congress on May 25, 1961, declared, "I believe 
that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, before this decade is out, 
of landing [a person] on the Moon and returning him safely to Earth .... " In virtu
ally a flash, the Apollo program was bom Over the next eight years, work on the 
Apollo manned lunar vehicle marshalled a substantial portion of the U.S. human 
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Figure 8.54 The Merc11ry spacecraft. 
(Source: NASA.) 
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and material aerospace resources. Then-almost like a page out of science fiction 
itself-at 4:18PM (EDT) on July 20, 1969, a lunar descent vehicle named Eagle, 
carrying Neil A. Armstrong and Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr., came to rest on the moon's 
surface, with Michael Collins keeping watch in the Apollo Command Module 
orbiting above. President Kennedy's goal had been met; the dreams and aspira
tions of people over the centuries had been fullfilled; and the work of such minds 
as Copernicus, Kepler, Newton,. and Lagrange had come to dramatic fruition. 

The technical story of manned space flight is one of superhuman effort, fan
tastic advances in science and engineering, and unswerving dedication. It is still 
going on,. albeit at a somewhat reduced frenzy after Apollo, and it will continue 
to progress as long as modern society exists. It is impossible to give justice to 
such a story in this short section; whole volumes have been written on this sub
ject alone. Again, for a particularly authoritative and modem review, the reader 
is referred to the book by Von IBraun and Ordway listed in the bibliography. 

8.23 SUMMARY AND REVIEW 
There are at least two, and sometimes three, phases in the life of a typical space vehicle 
that originates on earth: (1) launch from the surface of the earth; (2) travel in space; and 
(3) return to earth, or alternatively landing on some other planet. The launch phase is 
usually carried out using rocket-powered boosters. Chapter 9 deals in part with rocket 
engines and rocket boosters. 

The second phase, travel through space, has been discussed in the present chapter. At 
the instant of burnout of the rocket booster, the space vehicle has a certain velocity magni
tude and direction, and is a certain distance from the center of the earth. Starting with these 
burnout conditions, nature takes over and sends the space vehicle on a path through space 
thereafter dictated solely by gravitational force. Much of this chapter deals with the study 
of this path (trajectory) and the dynamics of the. motion of the space vehicle along this path. 
We have seen how to obtain the mathematical equation for this path, and how to calculate 
the changing velocity of the space vehicle as it moves from point to point along this path. 

Finally, if the mission of the space vehicle is to travel through space indefinitely, 
such as the deep-space mission of the Voyager 2 (Fig. 2.29), then the vehicle experi
ences only the first two phases in its lifetime. However, if the space vehicle is earmarked 
to return to earth or to land on the surface of another planet, it will experience the third 
phase, during which it has to safely enter and travel through an atmosphere. The critical 
aspects of this atmospheric entry are the massive deceleration and aerodynamic heating 
endured by the vehicle associated with its very high entry velocity from space. These 
aspects of atmospheric entry are discussed in this chapter, and equations are obtained for 
the maximum deceleration and total entry heating of the vehicle. 

Some of the highlights of this chapter are summarized as follows: 

1. The equation of the orbit or trajectory of a spacecraft under the influence of a cen
tral, inverse-square gravitational force field is 

r = -:---..:.p"":"::"--::~ 
l+e eu,{8-C) 

(8.44) 

where e is the eccentricity and Cis the phase angle. If e = 0, the orbit is a circle; if 
e< 1, the orbit is an ellipse; if e = 1, the trajectory is a parabola; if e > 1, the 
trajectory is a hyperbola. 
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2. The eccentricity depends on the difference between kinetic and potential energies 
of the spacecraft H: 

~ 
e =VI T-;;;;;< 

3. Circular velocity is given by 

For earth satellites, circular or orbital velocity is 7.9 kmls or approximately 
26,000 ftls (based on r = earth's radius). 

4. Escape velocity is given by 

V=r:2 

(8.53) 

(8.57) 

(8.58) 

For escape from the earth, based on the earth's radius, this velocity is 11.2 km/s or 
approximately 36,000 ftls. 

5. Kepler's laws are (1) a satellite describes an elliptical path around its center of 
attraction; (2) in equal times, the areas swept out by the radius vector of a satellite 
are the same; and (3) the periods of any two satellites about the same planet are 
related to their semimajor axes as 

6. The vis-viva equation, which is based on the total energy of a spacecraft moving 
along its trajectory through space, gives the velocity of the spacecraft as a function 
of its radial coordinate r along the trajectory and the semimajor axis a: 

V=J2e _e 
r a 

(8.78) 

7. If an impulse is applied to an orbiting spacecraft perpendicular to its orbit, the 
inclination of the orbit will change, and it may precess. In the special case where 
the impulse 8 Vis applied at the line of nodes of the original orbit, only the 
inclination angle changes. The impulse required to achieve a given change, v, in 
the inclination angle for this case is 

AV = 2Ve sin (~) (8.88) 

where V8 is the component of the spacecraft velocity perpendicular to the radius 
vector at the point on the orbit where the impulse is applied. 

8. Consider the transfer of a spacecraft from one orbit to another coplanar orbit. 
The transfer orbit requiring the least energy for this orbital maneuver is the 
Hohmann transfer orbit. 

9. Practical interplanetary trajectories are hyperbolas:. The velocity along a hyperbolic 
trajectory can be expressed by 

J
2k2 V= - -1': • r HE 

(8.101) 
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where V BE is the velocity in excess of the escape velocity from the planet from 
which the spacecraft is launched. The symbol v_ is used interchangeably with V BE· 

10. For the preliminary design of an interplanetary mission, the method of patched con
ics is frequently used. This involves the hyperbolic trajectory at the departure planet, 
patched to a heliocentric transfer orbit, patched to the hyperbolic trajectory at the 
target planet 

11. A gravity-assist maneuver is used for some interplanetary missions; here the space
craft flight path is intentionall!y designed to come within the sphere of influence 
of an intermediate planet, where the spacecraft either gains or loses energy due to 
the velocity of the intermediate planet in its orbit about the sun. The intermediate 
planet acts as a slingshot to change the energy of the spacecraft. The change in 
velocity of the spacecraft as a result of the gravity-assist maneuver is 

AV= 2V .. A (8.109) 
e 

where V ooA is the approach velocity of the spacecraft relative to the intermediate 
planet, and e is the eccentricity of the hyperbolic trajectory of the spacecraft rela
tive to the planet In turn, V ooA is known from the spacecraft vector velocity in its 
heliocentric orbit, and e is obtained from 

(8.114) 

where Ji2 = GM is based on the mass M of the intermediate encounter planet used 
for the gravity assist, and /3 is the miss distance shown in Fig. 8.35. 

12. The velocity variation of a ballistic entry vehicle through the atmosphere is given 
by 

.!::.._ = e-P IZI"'I(CDSj1Z t.~e0 
JlE 

(8.129) 

where pis a function of altitude, mi(CnS) is the ballistic parameter, 8 is the entry 
angle, VE is the initial entry velocity, and Z = gcf(RT). The maximum deceleration 
during entry is given by 

I~ = J1Zsin9 
dtL.x 2e 

13. Entry aerodynamic heating varies as the cube of the velocity: 

dQ 1 3 
- = -p .. V .. SCH 
dt 2 

To minimize aerodynamic heating, the vehicle should have a blunt nose. 
14. The lifting entry path depends on the lift parameter m!(CLS). 
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Problems 

8.1 At the end of a rocket launch of a space vehicle from earth, the burnout velocity 
is 13 km/s in a direction due south and 10° above the local horizontal. The 
burnout point is directly over the equator at an altitude of 400 mi above sea level. 
Calculate the trajectory of the space vehicle. 

8.2 Calculate and compare the escape velocities from Venus, Earth, Mars, and Jupiter, 
given the following information: 

Venus 

3.24 X 1014 

6.16x106 

Earth 

3.96x 1014 

6.39 X 106 

Mars 

4.27 X 1013 

3.39 X 106 

Jupiter 

1.27 X 1017 

7.14 X J01 

8.3 The mass and radius of the earth's moon are 7.35 x 1022 kg and 1.74 x 106m, 
respectively. Calculate the orbital and escape velocities from the moon. 

8.4 It is known that the period of revolution of the earth about the sun is 365.3 days 
and that the semimajor axis of the earth's orbit is 1.495 x rou m. An astronomer 
notes that the period of a distant planet is 29.7 earth years. What is the semimajor 
axis of the distant planet's orbit? Check in a reference source (encyclopedia, 
online, or the like) what planet of the solar system this might be. 

8.5 Assume that you wish to place in orbit a satellite that always remaius directly 
above the same point on the earth's equator. What velocity and altitude must the 
satellite have at the iustant of burnout of the rocket booster? 

8.6 Cousider a solid iron sphere entering the earth's atmosphere at 8 km/s and at an angle 
of30° below the local horizontal. The sphere diameter is 1.6 m. Calculate (a) the 
altitude at which maximum deceleration occurs, (b) the value of the maximum 
deceleration, and (c) the velocity at which the sphere would impact the earth's surface. 
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8.7 The aerodynamic heating rate of a given entry vehicle at 200,000 ft traveling at a 
velocity of27,000 ftls is 100 Btu/(ft2)(s). What is the heating rate if the velocity is 
36,000 ftls at the same altitude? 

8.8 There is a finite probability of an asteroid colliding with the earth in a cataclysmic 
event. Such collisions are known to have occurred over the history of the earth, and 
some responsible scientific and technical organizations, including the American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), have studied what measures 
could be taken if such an event were to threaten the earth in the foreseeable future. 
Consider the head-on collision of an asteroid with the earth. Assume that the 
asteroid's velocity (in a reference frame fixed on the sun) is equal to nine-tenths 
of the escape velocity from the sun. In the same reference frame, the velocity 
of the earth around the sun is 29.77 km/s. Calculate the velocity, relative to the 
earth, at which the asteroid would enter the earth' s atmosphere. Assume that the 
earth is moving in a circular orbit about the sun, with a radius of 147 x 1 ()9 m. 
Note: This problem represents a worst-case scenario where there is a head-on 
collision be,tween the earth traveling in one direction and the asteroid traveling 
in the opposite direction. 

8.9 The LANDSAT C earth resources satellite has a nearly circular orbit with an 
eccentricity of0.00132. At perigee the satellite is at an altitude (measured from 
the earth's surface) of 417 km. Calculate its altitude at apogee. 

8.10 For the orbital conditions of the LANDSAT C satellite described in Pro b. 8.9, 
calculate its period. 

8.11 Calculate the velocity of the LANDSAT C satellite at perigee, given the orbital 
conditions in Prob. 8.9. 

8.12 For the spacecraft in Example 8.1, calculate the specific energy using alternatively 
{a) Eq. (8.74) and {b) Eq. (8. 77). Compare the results. To save time, use whatever 
results from Example 8.3 are appropriate. 

8.13 Consider the orbit determined in Example 8.1 and drawn in Fig. 8.15. An impulse 
is applied at the descending node to obtain a pure change in the orbital inclination 
angle of20". Calculate the value of the impulse 11 V required to perform this plane 
change maneuver. How does the magnitude of this impulse compare with that 
calculated in Example 8.6 for a change in inclination of only half as much? 

8.14 Consider a spacecraft moving in the orbit calculated in Example 8.1. At the point 
on the orbit given by the true anomaly 8A = 90°, a single impulse is applied to the 
spacecraft that transfers the spacecraft to a new orbit in the same plane with an 
eccentricity of0.8 and a periapsis of 10,000 km. Calculate the value 11Vofthis 
impulse. 

8.15 Consider the Space Shuttle on a low-earth circular orbit at an altitude of200 km 
above sea level. It is desired to boost the shuttle to a higher circular orbit at an 
altitude of 500 km above sea level by means of a Hohmann transfer. Calculate the 
total impulse 11 V required for this transfer. 

8.16 Consider a Martian satellite in a circular orbit about Mars with a radius of8000 km. 
It is desired to boost this satellite to a higher circular orbit of radius 15,000 km 
using a Hohmann transfer. Calculate the total impulse required for this transfer. 

8.17 The next five problems are based on the Messenger spacecraft launched from 
Earth on August 3, 2002. After gravity-assist maneuvers around the earth, Venus, 
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and Mercury, Messenger is scheduled (at the time of this writing) to go into orbit 
around Mercury on March 18,2011. The radius and mass of Mercury are 2,440 Jan 
and 3.3 x 1()23 kg, respectively. The orbit is designed to be highly elliptical, with 
the altitude of closest approach (periapsis) of200 Jan, and the altitude of farthest 
distance (apoapsis) of 15,193 Jan. (Note: These are altitudes above the surface of 
Mercury, not the distances from the center of the planet.) Calculate the period of 
the Messenger orbit. Ignore the influence of the gravitational attraction of the sun 
on the spacecraft orbit. 

8.18 For the Messenger spacecraft in orbit about Mercury (see Prob. 8.17), calculate 
the spacecraft's velocity at periapsis and at apoapsis. 

8.19 For the Messenger spacecraft in orbit about Mercury (see Probs. 8.17 and 8.18), 
calculate its angular momentum per unit mass. 

8.20 What is the eccentricity of the Messenger's orbit about Mercury? 
8.21 From the characteristics and properties of the orbit, some of which are given in 

Prob. 8.17, it is not possible to extract the mass of the Messenger spacecraft. Why? 
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CHAPTER 

Propulsion 

We have sought power in the same fire which serves to keep the vessel aloft. The 
first which presented itself to our imagination is the power of reaction, which can 
be applied without any mechanism, and without expense: it consists solely in one or 
more openings in the vessel on the side opposite to that in which one wishes to be 
conveyed. 

Joseph Montgolfier, 1783- the 
first recorded technical statement 
in history on jet propulsion for 
a flight vehicle 

I began to realize that there might be something after all to Newton's Laws. 

Robert H. Goddard, 1902 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 
The old saying that "you cannot get something for nothing" is particularly true 
in engineering. For example, the previous chapters have discussed the aerody
namic generation of lift and drag; the performance, stability, and control of air
planes; and the motion of spacecraft. All of this takes the expenditure of power, 
or energy, which is supplied by an engine or propulsive mechanism of some 
type. The study of propulsion is the subject of this chapter. Here we examine 
what makes an airplane or space vehicle go. 



PREVIEW BOX 

In Chs. 1 through 8 of this book, we have dealt with 
aerodynamics and flight dynamics associated with air
planes in :flight and some aspects of astronautics asso
ciated with a vehicle moving through outer space. We 
have taken for granted that the airplanes had engines 
to power themselves through the air-to keep them 
going-and that the space vehicles had engines to 
boost themselves from the earth's surface into space. 
Now is the time to look at the engines themselves-to 
venture into the discipline of ./fight propulsion. 

We begin this chapter with the reciprocating 
engine-propeller combination, a historically classic 
propulsion device, the same type of power plant used by 
the Wright brothers for their 1903 Flyer (see Fig. 12), 
and virtually the only type of aircraft propulsion dur
ing the first half of the 20th century. Reciprocating 
engines and propellers are still used today for the vast 
majority of small general aviation airplanes. Recip
rocating engines-these are the same type of engines 
used in automobiles today. How do they work? How 
do they produce power? For automobiles this power 
is used to turn wheels. For airplanes the power is used 
to turn a propeller, which in tum generates thrust, 
which in turn propels the airplane forward. How does 
all this happen? You will find the answers to this and 
the previous questions in this chapter. 

By the mid-1940s, a propulsion revolution 
occurred-the development of the first practical jet 
engines. The jet engine revolutionized the world of 
atmospheric flight. Its invention is arguably the sec
ond most important milestone in the history of :flight, 
the first being the Wright brothers' invention of the 
first practical airplane at the turn of the century. The 
jet engine made possible high-speed :flight, near and 
beyond the speed of sound. It opened the world to 
safe, reliable, convenient, and rapid travel across 
oceans and between distant countries. Ally study of 
flight propulsion today is dominated by the study of 
jet engines. This chapter is no exception. 

What is so magical about jet engines? How can 
they produce so much thrust that they propel aircraft 
to Mach 1 and higher? There must be some interest
ing physics going on here. What is it? How can you 
calculate the thrust of a jet engine? You will find the 
answers in this chapter. 
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Jet engines and rocket engines are both mem
bers of the general family of jet propulsion devices. 
Rocket engines, however, by their very nature and in 
their specific design features, are different enough 
from jet engines to deserve a separate study all 
their own. Indeed, in some college curricula, air
breathing propulsion and rocket propulsion are two 
separate (but related) courses. What are the differ
ences? The final third of this chapter is devoted to 
rocket engines, and it provides some explanation of 
the differences. 

Rocket engines, with their tremendous thrust, 
and because they carry their own fuel and oxidizer 
and hence do not need air for their operation, are 
at present the only type of engines that can boost 
vehicles into space from the earth's surface. How do 
rocket engines produce so much thrust? How can you 
calculate the thrust of a rocket engine? Most space 
vehicles are boosted into space by not one, but rather 
two or more rocket engine stages that are mounted 
on top of each other, with each spent stage dropping 
away from the vehicle as the next stage is ignited. 
What is going on here? Why are most space vehicles 
boosted into space by multistage rocket boosters? 
Imagine that you are an astronaut in the space vehicle 
and your final rocket stage burns out. How can you 
calculate the velocity of your space vehicle? Will it 
be enough to get you into space and on your way to 
accomplish your mission in space? You can certainly 
appreciate the importance of the answers to these 
questions. This chapter gives you some answers. 

Remember that a flight vehicle is a system 
involving aerodynamics, :flight dynamics, structures, 
and propulsion. All four of these disciplines must 
work successfully and synergistically for the :flight 
vehicle to be a success. Propulsion is a particularly 
important element of the system, and therefore this 
chapter is a particularly important part of this book. 
In addition, propulsion is a particularly interesting 
subject involving the harnessing and conversion of 
sometimes huge amounts of energy to produce some
times large amounts of thrust, involving intricate 
machines. A study of propulsion is fun. I hope you 
will find it that way as you read through this chapter. 
Strap yourself in, open the throttle, and enjoy. 
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Throughout Ch. 1, the dominant role played by propulsion in the advance
ment of manned flight is clearly evident. George Cayley was concerned in 1799, 
and he equipped his airplane designs with paddles. Henson and Stringfellow 
did better by considering "airscrews" powered by steam engines, although their 
efforts were unsuccessful. In 1874, Felix Du Temple momentarily hopped off the 
ground in a machine powered by an obscure type of hot-air engine; he was fol
lowed by Mozhaiski in 1884, who used a steam engine (see Figs. 1.13 and 1.14). 
By the late 19th century, the early aeronautical engineers clearly recognized 
that successful manned flight depended on the development of a lightweight 
but powerful engine. Fortunately, the advent of the first practical internal com
bustion engine in 1860 paved the way for such success. However, in spite of 
the rapid development of these gasoline-powered engines and their role in the 
early automobile industry, such people as Langley (Sec. 1.7) and the Wright 
brothers (Sec. 1.8) still were forced to design their own engines to obtain the 
high horsepower-to-weight ratio necessary for flight. Such internal combustion 
reciprocating engines driving a propeller ultimately proved to be a winning com
bination and were the only practical means of airplane propulsion up to World 
War II. In the process, such engines grew in horsepower from the 12-hp Wright
designed engine of 1903 to the 2200-hp radial engines of 1945, correspondingly 
pushing flight velocities from 28 to more than 500 milh. 

Then a revolution in propulsion occurred. Frank Whittle took out a patent in 
Britain in 1930 for a jet-propelled engine and worked ceaselessly on its devel
opment for a decade. In 1939 the German Heinkel He 178 airplane flew with 
a turbojet engine developed by Dr. Hans von Ohain. It was the first success
ful jet-propelled test vehicle. This led to the German Me 262 jet fighter late 
in World War II. Suddenly jet engines became the dominant power plants for 
high-performance airplanes, pushing flight velocities up to the speed of sound in 
the 1950s and beyond in the 1960s and 1970s. Today the airplane industry rides 
on jet propulsion, and jet-propelled supersonic flight for both commercial and 
military airplanes is a regular occurrence. 

Meanwhile, another revolution of even greater impact occurred: the advent of 
the successful rocket engine. Pioneered by Konstantin Tsiolkovsky (1857-1935) in 
Russia, Robert H. Goddard (1882-1945) in the United States, and Hermann Oberth 
(b. 1894-1989) in Germany, the rocket engine first became operational in 1944 
with the German V -2 missile. Being the only practical means oflaunching a vehicle 
into space, the rocket engine soon proved itself during the space age, allowing peo
ple to go to the moon and to probe the deep unknown regions of our solar system. 

It is clear from these brief historical sketches that propulsion has led the way 
for all major advancements in flight velocities. Propulsion is one of the major 
disciplines of aerospace engineering; therefore, in the following sections, some 
of the basic principles of propellers, reciprocating engines, turbojets, ramjets, 
and rockets will be examined. Such propulsion devices are highly aerodynamic. 
Thus, a firm understanding of the aerodynamic and thermodynamic fundamen
tals presented in Cbs. 4 and 5 will help you grasp the propulsion concepts dis
cussed in this chapter. 
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Figure 9.1 Road map for Chapter 9. 

The road map for this chapter is shown in Fig. 9 .1. Flight propulsion devices 
for aerospace vehicles can be categorized into the three main columns in Fig. 9 .I: 
air-breathing engines, rocket engines, and advanced space propulsion devices. 
Air-breathing engines constitute the left column in Fig. 9.1; from their name, it is 
clear that they are designed to use the oxygen in tlb.e atmosphere for an oxidizer. 
We begin this chapter by discussing the propeller and the reciprocating engine, 
the combination of which was the main power plant for the first 50 years of suc
cessful powered flight. We then examine the principle of jet propulsion, and we 
derive the thrust equation for jet propulsion devices (which include both jet and 
rocket engines).With this, we tour down the remainder of the left column and 
examine the three main types of air-breathing jet engines: the turbojet, turbofan, 
and ramjet. The middle column in Fig. 9 .I deals with rocket engines-propulsion 
devices that carry their own fuel and oxidizer and therefore are independent of 
the atmosphere. We examine how the performance of a rocket engine (thrust and 
efficiency) can be calculated and how we can predict what weight of payload 
can be accelerated to what velocity by a rocket (the rocket equation). The per
formance of a multistage rocket vehicle (as opposed to a single large rocket) is 
calculated and discussed. Also, the important aspects of chemical rocket engine 
propellants are mentioned. Finally, we examine some of the basic concepts for 
advanced space propulsion (the right column in Fig. 9.1). 

9.2 PROPELLER 
Airplane wings and propellers have something in common: They are both made 
up of airfoil sections designed to generate an aerodynamic force. The wing force 
provides lift to sustain the airplane in the air; the propeller force provides thrust 
to push the airplane through the air. A sketch of a simple three-blade propeller 
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QU/jl/llllltz:J»S Airfoil secrion -------

Figure 9.2 The airplane propeller, emphasizing that a propeller cross section is an airfoil 
shape. 

is given in Fig. 9.2, illustrating that a cross section is indeed an airfoil shape. 
However, unlike a wing, where the chord lines of the airfoil sections are essen
tially all in the same direction, a propeller is twisted so that the chord line changes 
from being almost parallel to v .. at the root to almost perpendicular at the tip. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 9.3, which shows a side view of the propeller, as well 
as two sectional views, one at the tip and the other at the root. Study this figure 
carefully. The angle between the chord line and the propeller's plane of rotation 
is defined as the pitch angle fl. The distance from the root to a given section is r. 
Note that fJ = fJ(r). 

The airflow seen by a given propeller section is a combination of the air
plane's forward motion and the rotation of the propeller itself. This is sketched 
in Fig. 9.4a, where the airplane's relative wind is v .. and the speed of the blade 
section due to rotation of the propeller is r(l). Here (!)denotes the angular veloc
ity of the propeller in radians per second. Hence, the relative wind seen by the 
propeller section is the vector sum of V .. and r(l), as shown in Fig. 9.4b. 

Clearly, if the chord line of the airfoil section is at an angle of attack a with 
respect to the local relative wind V, then lift and drag (perpendicular and parallel 
to V, respectively) are generated. In turn, as shown in Fig. 9.5, the components 
of L and D in the direction of V .. produce a net thrust T: 

T =Leos; - D sin¢ (9.1) 

where ¢= fJ- a This thrust, when summed over the entire length of the propel
ler blades, yields the net thrust available (TA as defined inCh. 6), which drives 
the airplane forward. 
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Figure 9.3 Dlustration of propeller, showing variation of pitch along the blade. 
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Figure 9.4 Velocity diagram for the flow velocity relative to 
the propeller. 

This simple picture is the essence of how a propeller works. However, the 
actual prediction of propeller performance is more complex. The propeller is 
analogous to a finite wing that has been twisted. Therefore, the aerodynamics 
of the propeller are influenced by the same induced flow due to tip vortices as 
was described for the finite wing in Sees. 5.13 and 5.14. Moreover, due to the 
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Figure 9.5 Generation of propeller thrust. 

propeller twist and rotational motion, the aerodynamic theory is even more com
plicated. However, propeller theory has been extensively developed, and more 
details can be found in the books by Dommasch et al. and Glauret (see the biblio
graphy at the end of this chapter). Such theory is beyond the scope of this book. 

Instead, let us concentrate on understanding the propeller efficiency 17 intro
duced in Sec. 6.6. From Eq. (6.30), the propeller efficiency is defined as 

p 
T]= ~ 

p 
(9.2) 

where P is the shaft brake power (the power delivered to the propeller by the 
shaft of the engine) and P A is the power available from the propeller. As given in 
Eq. (6.31), PA = TAV ... Hence Eq. (9.2) becomes 

(9.3) 

As previously explained, TA in Eq. (9.3) is basically an aerodynamic phe
nomenon that is dependent on the angle of attack a in Fig. 9.5. In turn, a is 
dictated by the pitch angle fJ and ¢, where ¢itself depends on the magnitudes of 
v .. and r(l). The angular velociity (!)= 27rn, where n is the number of propeller 
revolutions per second. Consequently, TA must be a function of at least fJ, V .. , 
and n. Finally, the thrust must also depend on the size of the propeller, character
ized by the propeller diameter D. In tum, the propeller efficiency, from Eq. (9.3), 
must depend on fJ, v .. , 17, and D. Indeed, theory and experiment both show that 
for a fixed pitch angle fJ, 17 is a function of the dimensionless quantity 

J = V.. advance ratio 
nD 

A typical variation of 17with J for a fixed flis sketched in Fig. 9.6; three curves 
are shown corresponding to three different values of pitch. Figure 9.6 is impor
tant; from such curves 17 is obtained for an airplane performance analysis, as 
described inCh. 6. 

Examine Fig. 9.6 more closely. Note that 17 < 1; this is because some of the 
power delivered by the shaft to the propeller is always lost, and hence PA < P. 
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Figure 9.6 Propeller efficiency versus advance ratio. Note that D denotes 
propeller diameter. 

These losses occur because of several different effects. First imagine that you 
are standing in an open field. The air is still; it has no velocity. Then a propeller
driven vehicle goes zooming by you. After the propeller has passed, you will feel 
a stiff breeze moving in the direction opposite that of the vehicle. This breeze 
is part of the slipstream from the propeller; that is, the air is set into both trans
lational and rotational motion by the passage of the propeller. Consequently, 
you observe some translational and rotational kinetic energy of the air where 
before there was none. This kinetic energy has come from part of the power 
delivered by the shaft to the propeller; it does no useful work and hence robs the 
propeller of some available power. In this fashion, the energy of the slipstream 
relative to the still air ahead of the vehicle is a source of power loss. Another 
source is frictional loss due to the skin friction and pressure drag (profile drag) 
on the propeller. Friction of any sort always reduces power. A third source is 
compressibility loss. The fastest-moving part of the propeller is the tip. For many 
high-performance engines, the propeller tip speeds result in a near-sonic relative 
wind. When this occurs, the same type of shock wave and boundary layer sepa
ration losses that cause the drag-divergence increase for wings (see Sec. 5.10) 
now rob the propeller of available power. Ifthe propeller tip speed is supersonic, 
17 drops dramatically. This is the primary reason why propellers have not been 
used for transonic and supersonic airplanes. (After World War II, the NACA and 
other laboratories experimented with swept-back propellers, motivated by the 
success obtained with swept wings for high-speed flight; but nothing came of 
these efforts.) As a result of all the losses described here, the propeller efficiency 
is always less than unity. 

Return again to Fig. 9 .6. Note that for a fixed ,8, the efficiency is zero atJ = 0, 
increases as J increases, goes through a maximum, and then rapidly decreases 
at higher J, finally again going to zero at some large finite value of J. Why does 
17 go to zero for the two different values of J? At the origin, the answer is simple. 
Consider a propeller with given values of n and D; hence J depends only on 
v ... When v .. = 0, then J = 0. However, when v .. = 0, then P A = TAV .. = 0; 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. 7 Explanation of the variation of propeller efficiency with advance ratio. 
(a) Velocity diagram for low V_. (b) Velocity diagram for high V_. 

consequently 17 = PA/P = 0. Thus, propeller efficiency is zero at J = 0 because 
there is no motion of the airplane and hence no power available. At the other 
extreme, when V.., and hence J, is made large, the propeller loses lift owing to 
small angles of attack. This is shown in Fig. 9.7. Consider a given propeller air
foil section at a distance r from the center. Assume a>; hence rwremains constant. 
If V.., is small, the relative wind will be as shown in Fig. 9. 7 a, where the airfoil 
section is at a reasonable angle of attack and therefore produces a reasonable lift. 
Now if V.., is increased, the relative wind approaches the chord line; hence a; and 
therefore the lift coefficient, decreases. If the value of V.., is such that the relative 
wind corresponds to the zero-lift line, then the lift (and hence the thrust) is zero, 
and again 17 = TAV..,/P = 0. In fact, if V.., is made even larger, the section will 
produce negative lift, and hence reverse thrust, as shown in Fig. 9.7b. 

A consideration of the relative wind also explains why a propeller blade is 
twisted, with a large fJ at the root and a small fJ at the tip, as was first sketched 
in Fig. 9.3. Near the root r, and hence raJ, is small. Thus, as shown in Fig. 9.8a, 
fJ must be large to have a reasonable a: In contrast, near the tip, r, and hence 
rw, is large. Thus, as shown in Fig. 9 .8b, fJ must be smaller in order to have a 
reasonable a: 

Return again to Fig. 9.6. All early airplanes before 1930 had fixed-pitch pro
pellers; that is, the values of fJ for all sections were geometrically fixed by the 
design and manufacture of the blades. Once the propeller was rigidly mounted on 
the engine shaft, the pilot could not change the blade angle. Thus, from the curves 
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Figure 9.8 Difference in the relative wind along the propeller 
blade. (a) Near the root; (b) near the tip. 

9.2 Propeller 

3 .. 

in Fig. 9.6, maximum propeller efficiency could be obtained only at a specific 
value of the advance ratio J. At other flight velocities, the propeller always oper
ated at efficiencies less than maximum. This characteristic severely limited air
plane performance. Some improvement, albeit small, was attempted in 1916 at 
the Royal Aircraft Factory at Farnborough, England, by a design of a two-pitch 
propeller. But the ultimate solution was the variable-pitch propeller, patented in 
1924 by Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw and T. E. Beacham in England and first introduced 
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into practical production in 1932 in the United States. The variable-pitch pro
peller is fixed to a mechanical mechanism in the hub; the mechanism rotates 
the entire blade about an axis along the length of the blade. In this fashion, the 
propeller pitch can be continuously varied to maintain maximum efficiency at 
all flight velocities. This can be visualized as riding along the peaks of the pro
peller efficiency curves in Fig. 9.6, as shown by the dotted Tlmax line. A further 
development of this concept was the introduction in 1935 of the constant-speed 
propeller, which allowed the pitch angle to be varied continuously and automati
cally to maintain the proper torque on the engine so that the engine revolutions 
per minute were constant over the range of flight velocities. This is advantageous 
because the brake power output of aircraft piston engines is usually optimized at 
a given number of revolutions per minute. Nevertheless, the introduction of the 
variable-pitch and constant-speed propellers in the 1930s was one of the most 
important developments in the history of aeronautical engineering. As a result, 
values of 17 range from about 0.83 to 0.90 for most modem propellers. 

A comment is in order concerning airfoil sections used for propellers. 
Early propellers from the World War I era typically utilized the RAF-6 airfoil; 
later the venerable Clark Y shape was employed. During the late 1930s, some 
of the standard NACA sections were used. However, as aircraft speeds rapidly 
increased during World War II, special high-speed profiles were incorporated 
into propellers. The NACA developed a complete series, the 16 series, which 
found exclusive use in propellers. This series is different from the wing airfoil 
sections given in App. D; some typical shapes are sketched in Fig. 9.9. These 
are thin profiles, designed to minimize the transonic flow effects near the pro
peller tips. They should be compared with the more conventional shapes in 
App.D. 

NACA 16·009 

cZtZ/7~$?Z?,. 
NACA 16-509 

az?P;m;;;;;;;;;;&m~ 
NACA 16-1009 

Figure 9.9 Typical high-speed airfoil 
sections for propellers. 



9.3 Reciprocating Engine 

9.3 RECIPROCATING ENGINE 
For the first 50 years of successful manned flight, the internal combustion, recip
rocating, gasoline-burning engine was the mainstay of aircraft propulsion. It is 
still used today in airplanes designed to fly at speeds less than 300 milh, the 
range for the vast majority of light, private, general aviation aircraft (such as the 
hypothetical CP-1 in the examples of Ch. 6). A photograph of a typical internal 
combustion reciprocating engine is shown in Fig. 9.10. 

The basic operation of these engines is a piston moving back and forth (recip
rocating) inside a cylinder, with valves that open and close appropriately to let 
fresh fuel-air mixture in and burned exhaust gases out The piston is connected 
to a shaft via a connecting rod that converts the reciprocating motion of the pis
ton to rotational motion of the shaft. A typical four-stroke cycle is illustrated in 
Fig. 9 .11. During the intake stroke (Fig. 9 .lla ), the piston moves downward, the 
intake valve is open, and a fresh charge of gasoline-air mixture is drawn into the 

Figure 9.10 A large radial air-cooled internal combustion aircraft engine: the Pratt and 
Whitney Twin Wasp R-2000, produced from 1941 tn 1959. 
(Source: Pratt and WhitneyAircrojl, a Diviswn ofUniJedTechiUJiogies.) 
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Figure 9.11 Elements of the four-stroke, internal combustion, reciprocating engine cycle. 
(a) Intake stroke; (b) compression stroke; (c) constant-volume combustion. (continued) 
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Figure 9.11 (continued) (d) Power stroke; (e) exhaust stroke. Note that V denotes the 
gas volume in the cylinder. 

v 

v 

cylinder. This process is sketched on the p-V diagram (a plot of pressure versus 
volume) in Fig. 9 .lla. Here point 1 corresponds to the beginning of the stroke 
(where the piston is at the top, called top dead center), and point 2 corresponds to 
the end of the stroke (where the piston is at the bottom, called bottom dead center). 
The volume V is the total mixture volume between the top of the cylinder and 
the face of the piston. The intake stroke takes place at essentially constant pres
sure, and the total mass of fuel-air mixture inside the cylinder increases through
out the stroke. At the bottom of the intake stroke, the intake valve closes, and 
the compression stroke begins (Fig. 9.llb). Here the piston compresses the now
constant mass of gas from a low pressure P2 to a higher pressure p3, as shown in 
the accompanyingp-V diagram. If frictional effects are ignored, the compression 
takes place isentropically (see Sec. 4.6) because no heat is added or taken away. 
At the top of the compression stroke, the mixture is ignited, usually by an electric 
spark. Combustion takes place rapidly before the piston has moved any meaningful 
distance. Hence, for all practical purposes, the combustion process is one of con
stant volume (Fig. 9.llc). Because energy is released, the temperature increases 
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markedly; in tum, because the volume is constant, the equation of state, Eq. (2.9), 
dictates that pressure increases from p3 to p4. This high pressure exerted over the 
face of the piston generates a strong force that drives the piston downward on the 
power stroke (Fig. 9.lld). Again, assuming that frictional and heat transfer effects 
are negligible, the gas inside the cylinder expands isentropically to the pressure p 5• 

At the bottom of the power stroke, the exhaust valve opens. The pressure inside 
the cylinder instantly adjusts to the exhaust manifold pressure P6, which is usually 
about the same value as p2• Then, during the exhaust stroke, Fig. 9 .lle, the piston 
pushes the burned gases out of the cylinder, returning to conditions at point l. 
Thus, the basic process of a conventional aircraft piston engine consists of a four
stroke cycle: intake, compression, power, and exhaust. 

Because of the heat released during the constant-volume combustion, the 
cycle delivers a net amount of positive work to the shaft. This work can be calcu
lated by using the complete p-V diagram for the cycle, as sketched in Fig. 9 .12. 
Recall from Eq. (4.15) that the amount of work done on the gas due to a change 
in volume dV is ow = - p dV. In turn, the work done by the gas is simply 

~w=pdV 

For any part of the process, say during the power stroke, this is equivalent to the 
small sliver of area of height p and base dV, as shown in Fig. 9.12. In turn, the 
work done by the gas on the piston during the whole power stroke is 

J "5 . 
w;,owcr stroke= pdV 

"• (9.4) 

This is given by the area under the curve from point 4 to point 5 in Fig. 9.12. 
Analogously, the work done by the piston on the gas during the compression stroke is 

p 
4 

3 

v 

Figure 9.12 The complete four-stroke cycle for 
a spark ignition internal combustion engine (the 
Otto cycle). 

(9.5) 
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This is given by the area under the curve from point 2 to point 3. Consequently, 
the net work done during the complete cycle W is 

W &: Wpower stroke - W compTcsliion stroke (9.6) 

This is equal to the shaded area of the p-V diagram shown in Fig. 9.12. Thus 
we see the usefulness of p- V diagrams in analyzing thermodynamic processes 
in closed systems: The area bounded by the complete cycle on a p-V diagram is 
equal to the work done during the cycle. 

The power output of this arrangement is the work done per unit time. 
Consider the engine shaft rotating at n revolutions per second (r/s). The piston 
goes up and down once for each revolution of the shaft. Hence, the number of 
times the complete engine cycle is repeated in 1 s is n/2. The work output on each 
cycle is W, from Eq. (9 .6). If the complete engine has N cylinders, then the power 
output of the engine is 

n 
IP= - NW 

2 
(9.7) 

The symbol IP is used to signify indicated power. This is the power that is 
generated by the thermodynamic and combustion processes inside the engine. 
However, transmission of this power to the shaft takes place through mechanical 
linkages, which always generate frictional losses due to moving parts in contact. 
As a result, the power delivered to the shaft is less than IP. If the shaft brake 
power is P (see Sec. 6.6), then 

P = 17mech (IP) (9.8) 

where T/rnedl is the mechanical efficiency that accounts for friction loss due to the 
moving engine parts. Then, from Eq. (6.30), the power available to propel the 
engine-propeller combination is 

or from Eq. (9.7). 

PA = 1J1Jmecb (IP) (9.9) 

n 
PA = 1J1Jmecb -NW 

2 (9.10) 

If rpm denotes the revolutions per minute of the engine, then n = rpm/60, and Eq. 
(9.10) becomes 

P _ 1111mecb(rpm)NW 
A - 120 (9.11) 

Equation (9 .11) proves the intuitively obvious fact that the power available for a 
propeller-driven airplane is directly proportional to the engine rpm. 

The work per cycle Win Eq. (9 .1 0) can be exp ressed in more detailed terms. 
Consider the piston shown in Fig. 9.13. The length of the piston movement is 
called the stroke s; the diameter of the piston is called the bore b. The volume 
swept out by the piston is called the displacement, equal to (7&b2/4)s. Assume that 
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... ~ ---b------40f4 

~~~~~~--~~~~~ lr 
~-------~ ---~-------;_l 

Figure 9.13 lllustration ofbore, stroke, and mean effective pressure. 

a constant pressure p. acts on the face of the piston during the power stroke; p. 
is called the mean effective pressure. It is not the actual pressure acting on the 
piston, which in reality varies from P4 toPs during the power stroke; rather, p. is 
an artificially defined quantity that is related to the engine power output and that 
is an average representation of the actual pressure. Furthermore, assume that all 
the useful work is done on the power stroke. Thus W is equal to the force on the 
piston ( J&tl/4)p. times the distance through which the force moves s; that is, 

nb2 

W= - sp, 
4 

Combining Eqs. (9.11) and (9.12), we obtain 

(9.12) 

(9.13) 

The total displacement of the engine dis equal to the displacement of each cyl
inder times the number of cylinders: 

nb2 

d = -sN (9.14) 
4 

Combining Eqs. (9.13) and (9.14) yields 

p _ 717Jmecb(rpm)dp, 
A - 120 (9.15) 

Equation (9.15) indicates that power available is directly proportional to engine 
rpm, displacement, and mean effective pressure. 



9.3 Reciprocating Engine 

In Ch. 6, the altitude effect on PA for a reciprocating engine-propeller 
combination was assumed to be governed by ambient density; that is, PA was 
assumed to be directly proportional to p ... More credence can now be added 
to this earlier assumption in light of the preceding discussion. For example, 
Eq. (9 .15) shows that P A is proportional to p eo However, p. is representative of 
the mass of air originally obtained at ambient conditions, then mixed with a 
small amount of fuel in the intake manifold, and then sucked into the cylinder 
during the intake stroke. If this mass of air is reduced by flying at higher alti
tudes where p .. is lower, then p. will be correspondingly lower. In tum, from 
Eq. (9 .15), P A will be correspondingly reduced. Therefore, the assumption that 
PA oc p .. is reasonable. 

The reduction of P A with altitude can be delayed if a supercharger is used on 
the engine. This is basically a pump, driven from the engine crankshaft (a geared 
supercharger) or driven by a small turbine mounted in the engine exhaust jet 
(a turbosupercharger). The supercharger compresses the incoming air before it 
reaches the intake manifold, increasing its density and thereby avoiding a loss 
in PA at altitude. Early work on superchargers was performed in the 1920s by 
the NACA at Langley. This was important research because an unsupercharged 
airplane of that day was limited to altitudes on the order of 20,000 ft or less. 
However, on May 18, 1929, Navy Lt. Apollo Soueck, flying an Apache airplane 
powered by a supercharged Pratt & Whitney Wasp engine, reached 39,140 ft, 
an altitude record for that time. Subsequently a substantial portion of the NACA 
propulsion research was channeled into superchargers, which led to the high
performance engines used in military aircraft during World War II. For modem 
general aviation aircraft of today, supercharged engines are available as options 
on many designs and are fixed equipment on others. 

A more extensive discussion of reciprocating internal combustion engines is 
beyond the scope of this book. However, such engines are important to the gen
eral aviation industry. In addition, their importance to the automobile industry 
goes without saying, especially in light of the modem demands of efficiency and 
low pollutant emissions. Therefore, the interested reader is strongly encouraged 
to study the subject more deeply; for example, more details can be found in the 
book by Obert (see the bibliography at the end of this chapter). 

Consider a six-cylinder internal combustion engine with a stroke of9.5 em and a bore of 
9 em. The compression ratio is 10. [Note that the compression ratio in internal combus
tion (I C) engine terminology is defined as the volume of the gas in the cylinder when 
the piston is at bottom dead center divided by the volume of the gas when the piston is 
at top dead center.] The pressure and temperature in the intake manifold are 0.8 atm and 
250 K, respectively. The fuel-to-air ratio of the mixture is 0.06 (by mass). The mechani
cal efficiency of the engine is 0.75. If the crankshaft is connected to a propeller with an 
efficiency of 0.83, calculate the power available from the engine-propeller combination 
for 3000 rpm. 
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• Solution 
Consider the ideal cycle as sketched in Fig. 9.12. We want to calculate the work done 
per cycle to ultimately obtain the total power output. To do this, we first need to find p3, 

p4, p5, II; = V5, and Jl; = V4• Because the compression stroke is isentropic, from Sec. 4.6, 

P3 =(Vz )r = 101.4 = 25.1 
Pz li; 

p3 = 25.1(0.8) • 20 .I atm 

7; =(Vz )y-1 = (10)04 = 2 .5 
Tz li; 

7; = 2.5(250) = 6251{ 

Referring to Fig. 9 .12, we see that the combustion process from point 3 to point 4 
is at constant volume. The chemical energy release in I kg of gasoline is approximately 
4.29 x 107 J. Hence the heat released per kilogram of fuel- air mixture is (recalling that 
the fuel-to-air ratio is 0.06) 

q = (4.29 x 107)(0.o6) = 2.43x 106 J/kg 
1.06 

From the first law of thermodynamics, Eq. (4.16), and from Eq. (4.23) for a constant
volume process, 

8q =de-rpdv =de+O =c,dT 

Hence 

or 

We can obtain the value of c. from Eq. (4.68), recalling from Example 4.5 that cP = 
1008 J/(kg)(K) for air. Assume that the specific heats and gas constant for the fuel- air mix
ture are approximated by the air vahues alone; this is reasonable because only a small amount 
of fuel is present in the mixture. Hence c. = Cp - R = 1008 - 288 = 720 J/(kg)(K). Thus 

T. : i_+ 7; = 2.4h l 
06 

+ 625 = 4000 K 
c, 720 

From the equation of state, noting that V4 = V3 andR is constant, we findp4 /p 3 = 
T.IT3. Thus 

T4 4ooo 
p~ = P3 - = 20. 1--= 128 6 atm 

T
3 

625 . 
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For the power stroke, the process is isentropic. Hence 

Ps = ~ = - = 0.0398 
(

V. )r ( 1 )1.4 
P• Vs 10 

Ps = 128.6(0.0398) = 5.12 atm 

We now have enough thermodynamic information to calculate the work done per cycle. 
FromEq. (9.5), 

For an isentropic process,pVr= c, where cis a constant. Thusp = cP"Yand 

W._ .... .,. = c J "• V ¥ dV = _c_ (f;1 J- vt r) 
v, 1- y 

Because 

W . = P1Vz - Pl~ 
compresalOn 

1 -r 

We need volumes V2 and V3 to proceed further. Consider Fig. 9.13. The stroke of the 
piston is 9.5 em, and the compression ratio is 10. If x denotes the distance from the top of 
the cylinder to the piston top dead center position, then from the definition of compres
sion ratio, 

Thus 

x+9 .5 
10 

X 

x = l.055cm 
TZ.bz 

V2 = - (9.5+ 1.05) where b • bore = 9 em 
4 

= n:(9)z 9.5+1.05 671.2cm3 
4 

= 6.112 X 10"4 m3 ( remember consistent units) 

Ji; = Vz =0 6712x 10 ... m3 
10 . 

W . = p ,Vz - P1Vs 
compn:aaton 

1 - r 
= 

(0 ,8(6.712 X 10"4 ) - 20.1(0.6712 X 10 ... )}1.01 X 105 

-0.4 
205 J 
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Similarly, the work done by the power stroke from point 4 to point 5 (isentropic) is 

W. [v, d V 
~lilf .:!' Hjr-l.,: - J,.

4 
p 

W. = PsVs- P }', 
power J-y 

= [$.12(6.712 X 10_.) 128.6(6.6712 X 10 4)]1.01 x l05 

--0.4 

Finally, from Eq. (9.6), the net work per cycle is 

w- wpowcr- W.omp!<Won = 1312-205 = 1107 J 

1312 J 

The total power available from the engin~ropeller combination is, from Eq. (9 .11 ), 

p 1 . ( )N W _ 0,83(0.75)(3000)(6)(1107) 
• • 120 ·tJ.n..~ IP tn - 120 

p;. = 1.034xl05 Jts l 

From Sec. 6.6.1, we know that 

lhp = 746J/s 

Hence 

h _ 1.034 X !0 5 

P•- 746 1138.6 hp j 

Note: This example is rather long, with numerous calculations. However, it illus
trates many aspects of our discussion on IC engines, and the reader should examine 
it closely. 

For the engine in Example 9.1 , calculate the mean effective pressure. 

• Solution 
FromEq. (9.15), 

where dis the displacement and p. is the mean effective pressure. From Eq. (9.14), 

d = nb
2 

sN = n(9)
2

(
9.5)(6) 3626om3 = 3.626 x 10-3 m3 

4 4 
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Hence fromEq. (9.15) and the results of Example 9.1, 

1 103,366; 
120 

(0,83)(0.75)(3000)(3.626 X 10 3)p, 

IP•; 1.83 x 10~ Ni m2 =18 .1 atml 

9.4 JET PROPULSION-THE THRUST EQUATION 
Sections 9.2 and 9.3 have discussed the production of thrust and power by a 
piston engine-propeller combination. Recall from Sec. 2.2 that the fundamental 
mechanisms by which nature communicates a force to a solid surface are by 
means of the surface pressure and shear stress distributions. The propeller is a 
case in point, where the net result of the pressure and shear stress distributions 
over the surface of the propeller blades yields an aerodynamic force, the thrust, 
that propels the vehicle forward. Another effect of this thrust on the propeller 
is an equal and opposite reaction that yields a force on the air itself, pushing it 
backward in the opposite direction of the propeller thrust; that is, a change in 
momentum is imparted to the air by the propeller, and an alternative physical 
explanation of the production of thrust is that Tis equal to the time rate of change 
of momentum of the airflow. For a propeller, this change in momentum is in 
the form of a large mass of air being given a small increase in velocity (about 
10 m/s). However, keep in mind that the basic mechanism producing thrust is 
still the distribution of pressure and shear stress over the surface. Also, as in the 
case of lift produced by a wing, the thrust is primarily due to just the pressure 
distribution [see Eq. (9.1) and Fig. 9.5]; the shear s tress is predominantly a drag
producing mechanism that affects the torque of the propeller. 

These same principles carry over to jet propulsion. At; sketched in Fig. 9 .14a, 
the jet engine is a device that takes in air at essentially the free-stream velocity 
V .. , heats it by combustion of fuel inside the duct, and then blasts the hot mixture 
of air and combustion products out the back end at a much higher velocity v •. 
(Strictly speaking, the air velocity at the inlet to the engine is slightly larger than 
v .. , but this is not important to the present discussion.) In contrast to a propeller, 
the jet engine creates a change in momentum of the gas by taking a small mass of 
air and giving it a large increase in velocity (hundreds of meters per second). By 
Newton's third law, the equal and opposite reaction produces a thrust. However, 
this reaction principle, which is commonly given as the basic mechanism for jet 
propulsion, is just an alternative explanation in the same vein as the discussion 
previously given. The true fundamental source of the thrust of a jet engine is the 
net force produced by the pressure and shear stress distributions exerted over the 
surface of the engine. This is sketched in Fig. 9.14b, which illustrates the distri
bution of pressure p, over the internal surface of the engine duct, and the ambient 
pressure, essentially p .. , over the external engine surface. Shear stress, which is 
generally secondary in comparison to the magnitude of the pressures, is ignored 
here. Examining Fig. 9 .14b, we let x denote the flight direction. The thrust of 
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Figure 9.14 illustration of the principle of jet propulsion. (a) Jet propulsion engine. (!>) Surfitce 
pressure on inside and outside surfuces of duct. ~)Front view, illustrating inlet and exit areas. 
(d) Control volwne for flow through duct. (e) Change in momentum of the flow through the engine. 
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the engine in this direction is equal to the x component of p, integrated over the 
complete internal surface, plus that of p .. integrated over the complete external 
surface. In mathematical symbols, 

(9.16) 

Because p .. is constant, the last term becomes 

I (p_d$),. = p .. I (riS)x = P- (At - A.) (9.17) 

where A; and A. are the inlet and exit areas, respectively, of the duct, as defined 
in Fig. 9.14b. lnEq. (9.17), thex component of the duct area, f(dS)., is physically 
what you see by looking at the duct from the front, as shown in Fig. 9.14c. The 
x component of surface area is geometrically the projected frontal area shown by 
the crosshatched region in Fig. 9 .14c. Thus, substituting Eq. (9 .17) into (9 .16), 
we obtain for the thrust T of the jet engine 

T = I (p, dS)x + p_(A; - A.) (9.18) 

The integral in Eq. (9.18) is not particularly easy to handle in its present 
form. Let us couch this integral in terms of the velocity and mass flow of gas 
through the duct. Consider the volume of gas bounded by the dashed lines in 
Fig. 9.14b. This is called a control volume in aerodynamics. This control vol
ume is sketched again in Fig. 9.14b. The frontal area of the volume is A;, on 
whichp .. is exerted. The side of the control volume is the same as the internal 
area of the engine duct. Because the gas is exerting a pressure p, on the duct, 
as shown in Fig. 9.14b, by Newton's third law,. the duct exerts an equal and 
opposite pressure p, on the gas in the control volume, as shown in Fig. 9.14d. 
Finally, the rear area of the control volume is A., on which p. is exerted. The 
pressure p. is the gas static pressure at the exit of the duct. With the preceding 
in mind, and with Fig. 9 .14d in view, the x component of the force on the gas 
inside the control volume is 

(9.19) 

Now recall Newton's second law: F= ma. This can also be written asF = d( m V)Jdt; 
that is, the force equals the time rate of change of momentum (indeed, this is how 
Newton originally expressed his second law). What is the time rate of change of 
momentum of the air flowing through the control volume? The answer can be 
obtained from Fig. 9.14e. The mass flow of air (kg!s or slug/s) entering the duct 
is m.;,; its momentum is m.~rV ... The mass flow of gas leaving the duct (remem
ber that fuel has been added and burned inside) is m • ., + mrue,; its momentum 
is (fflan + '''""') V,. Thus, the time rate of change of momentum of the airflow 
through the control volume is the difference between what comes out and what 
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goes in: (,;,<lit+ ,;,~)V. - m.;,V .. . From Newton's second law, this is equal to 
the force on the control volume: 

F =(m.;. + m~1)V. - m • .,v.. (9.20) 

Combining Eqs. (9.19) and (9.20) yields 

(nlat. + ,;,fuc,)V.- mt~,V- = p .,.A; + J (p_, d S)x - p, A. (9.21) 

Solving Eq. (9.21) for the integral term, we obtain 

f (p. d S) .. = (ril.;. + rnfi>o,) V. - m.,,Y_ -t p. A. - p_ A; (9.22) 

We now have the integral in the original thrust equation Eq. (9 .18), in terms 
of velocity and mass flow, as originally desired. The final result for the engine 
thrust is obtained by substituting Eq. (9.22) into Eq. (9.18): 

T =(m.~o + m~1)V. - m,X- + p. A. - p_A; + p_(A; - A.) (9.23) 

The terms involving A, cancel, and we have 

T = (malT + mM,)V. - m.X- + (p. - p .. )A. I (9.24) 

Equation (9.24) is the fundamental thrust equation for jet propulsion. It is an 
important result and will be examined in greater detail in subsequent sections. 
Keep in mind the reasoning that led to this result. First the engine thrust was 
written down in purely mechanical terms; that is, the thrust is due to the pres
sure distribution acting over the internal and external surfaces of the duct; this 
is the essence of Eq. (9.18). Then the internal pressure distribution acting over 
the internal surface was couched in terms of the change of momentum of the gas 
flowing through the duct; this is the essence ofEq. (9.22). Finally, the two lines 
of thought were combined to yield Eq. (9.24). You should reread the concepts 
presented in this section several times until you feel comfortable with the ideas 
and results. The preceding derivation of the thrust equation using the control vol
ume concept is an example of a general method commonly used for the solution 
of many aerodynamic problems. You will see it again in more advanced studies 
in aerodynamics and propulsion. 

9.5 TURBOJET ENGINE 
In 1944 the first operational jet fighter in the world was introduced by the 
German air force: the ME 262. By 1950 jet engines were the mainstay of all 
high-performance military aircraft, and by 1958 the commercial airlines were 
introducing the jet-powered Boeing 707 and McDonnell-Douglas DC-8. Today 
the jet engine is the only practical propulsive mechanism for high-speed subsonic 
and supersonic flight. (Recall that our hypothetical CJ-1 in Ch. 6 was powered 
by two small jet engines.) A photograph of a typical turbojet engine is shown in 
Fig. 9.15. 



Figure 9.15 The J52 turbojet engine. 
(Source: Pratt and Whitney Aircraft.) 

9.6 Turbojet Engine 

The thrust of a turbojet engine is given directly by Eq. (9.24). The jet engine 
takes in a mass flow of cool air m.;r at a velocity essentially equal to V~ and 
exhausts a mass flow ofhot air and combustion products m.;. + m""1 at velocity v •. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 9 .16. The mass of fuel added is usually small compared to 
the mass of air: m~~to~lm.;, = 0 .05. Thus, Eq. (9.24) can be simplified by neglect
ing mfucl: 

T =m ... (V. - v ... ) + (p. -p~)A. (9.25) 

Equation (9.25) explicitly shows that T can be increased by increasing v. - V~. 
Thus, the function of a jet engine is to exhaust the gas out the back end faster than 
it comes in through the front end. The conventional turbojet engine performs this 
function by inducting amass of air through the inlet (location 1 in Fig. 9.16). The 
flow is reduced to a low subsonic Mach number, M = 0.2, in a diffoser (point 1 
to point 2 in Fig. 9.16). This diffuser is directly analogous to the wind tunnel 
diffusers discussed inCh. 4. If V~ is subsonic, then the diffuser must increase 
the flow area to decelerate the flow; that is, the diffuser is a divergent duct [see 
Eq. (4.83)]. If V ~ is supersonic, the diffuser must be a convergent-divergent duct, 
and the decrease in flow velocity is accomplished partly through shock waves, 
as shown in Fig. 9.16. For such supersonic inlets, a centerbody is sometimes 
employed to tailor the strength and location of the shock waves and to help form 
the convergent-divergent stream tube seen by the decelerating flow. In the diffu
sion process, the static pressure is increased from Pt to P2· After the diffuser, the 
flow is further compressed by a compressor (point 2 to point 3 in Fig. 9.16) from 
P2 to P3· The compressor is usually a series of alternating rotating and stationary 
blades. The rotating sections are called rotors, and the stationary sections are 
stators. The rotor and stator blades are nothing m ore than airfoil sections that 
alternately speed up and slow down the flow; the work supplied by the compres
sor serves to increase the total pressure of the flow. The compressor sketched in 
Fig. 9.16 allows the flow to pass essentially straight through the blades without any 
major deviation in direction; thus such devices are called axial flow compressors. 
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Figure 9.16 Turbojet engine and diffuser configurations. 



9.6 Turbojet Engine 

This is in contrast to the centrifugal flow compressors used in some early jet 
engines, where the air was sometimes turned more than 90°. After leaving the 
compressor, fuel is injected into the airstream and burned at essentially constant 
pressure in the combustor (point 3 to point 4 in Fig. 9 .16), where the temperature 
is increased to about 2500°R After combustion, the hot gas flows through the 
turbine (point 4 to point 5 in Fig. 9.16). The turbine is a series of rotating blades 
(again, basically airfoil sections) that extract work from the flowing gas. This 
work is then transmitted from the turbine through a shaft to the compressor; that 
is, the turbine drives the compressor. The flow through a turbine is an expansion 
process, and the pressure drops from P4 toPs-However, Ps is still larger than the 
ambient pressure outside the engine. Thus, after leaving the turbine, the flow is 
expanded through a nozzle (point 5 to point 6 in Fig. 9 .16) and is exhausted to the 
atmosphere at a high velocity v. and at pressure p6 = Pe- If the engine is designed 
for subsonic flight applications, the nozzle is usually convergent and v. is sub
sonic, or at most sonic. However, if the engine is intended for supersonic aircraft, 
the exhaust nozzle is usually convergent-divergent and v. is supersonic. 

The thermodynamic process in an ideal turbojet engine is shown in the p-v 
diagram of Fig. 9.17. The ideal process ignores fue effects of friction and heat 
losses. Here the air is isentropically compressed from p 1 to p2 in the inlet diffuser, 
and the pressure is further isentropically increased to p3 by the compressor. The 
process moves along the isentrope pvr= c~, where c1 is a constant (see Sec. 4.6). 
In the burner, the combustion process takes place at constant pressure (in con
trast to the combustion process in an internal combustion reciprocating engine, 
which takes place at constant volume, as explained in Sec. 9.3). Because the 
temperature is increased by combustion and the pressure is constant, the equa
tion of state pv = RT dictates that v must increase from v3 to v4 in the burner. 
Expansion through the turbine isentropically drops the pressure toPs, and further 
isentropic expansion through the nozzle decreases the pressure to p6• The turbine 

p 

Inlet diffuser ---- .., - pv == cz 

v 

Figure 9.17 Pressure-specific volume diagram for an ideal turbojet 
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and nozzle expansions follow the isentrope pvr= c2, where c2 is a constant differ
ent from c1• The ideal engine process further assumes that the nozzle expands the 
gas to ambient pressure, such that p. = P6 = Pt = p ... In the real engine process, of 
course, there will be frictional and heat losses. The diffuser, compressor, turbine, 
and nozzle processes will not be exactly isentropic; the combustion process is not 
precisely at constant pressure; and the nozzle exit pressure p. will be something 
different fromp ... However, the ideal turbojet shown in Fig. 9.17 is a reasonable 
first approximation to the real case. The accounting of nonisentropic process in 
the engine is the subject for more advanced studies of propulsion. 

Return again to the turbojet engine thrust equation, Eq. (9.25). We are now 
in a position to understand some of the assumptions made in Ch. 6 concerning 
thrust available T.-~ for a turbojet. In our performance analysis of the CJ-1, we 
assumed that (1) thrust did not vary with V .. and (2) the altitude effect on thrust 
was simply proportional top ... From the continuity equation, Eq. (4.2), applied 
at the inlet, we find that m.u =~V ... Hence, as V .. increases, m.;, increases. 
From Eq. (9.25), this tends to increase T. However, as V .. increases, the fac
tor v. - v .. decreases. This tends to decrease T. The two effects tend to cancel 
each other, and the net result is a relatively constant thrust at subsonic speeds. 
With regard to altitude effects, m.u = P.,.A;V .. decreases proportionately with a 
decrease in p .. ; the factor v. - V .. is relatively unaffected. The term (p. - p .. )A. 
in Eq. (9.25) is usually much smaller than m.u(V. - V_); hence, even thoughp. 
and p .. change with altitude, this pressure term will not have a major effect on T. 
Consequently, the primary consequence of altitude is to decrease p.., which pro
portionately decreases m.ir, which proportionately decreases T. So our assump
tion in Ch. 6 that T oc p .. is reasonable. 

Consider a turbojet-powered airplane flying at a standard altitude of 30,000 ft at a veloc
ity of500 milh. The turbojet engine itself has inlet and exit areas of7 and 4.5 ft2, respec
tively. The velocity and pressure of the exhaust gas at the exit are 1600 ftls and 640 lb/ft2, 

respectively. Calculate the thrust of the turbojet. 

• Solution 
At a standard altitude of30,000 fit, fromApp. B, p .. = 629.661b/ft2, and p .. = 8.9068 x 
J0-4 slug/ft3• The free-stream velocity is V .. = 500 mi1h = 500(88/60) = 733 ftls. Thus, 
the mass flow through the engine is 

rna;, -~V .. A, = (li .9068 X 10-")(7l3)(1) = ~.57slugs/s 

From Eq. (9 .25), the thrust is 

T =m.u(V. - V .. ) + (p - p..)A, 

= 4.5"/(1600 -733) + 4640 - 629.66)(4.5) 

= 3962+46.5 = 14008.5161 



9.6 Turbojet Engine 

9.5.1 Thrust Buildup for a Turbojet Engine 

The thrust of a jet propulsion device is fundamentally the result of the pressure 
distribution integrated over every square meter of surface area in contact with the 
gas flow through and over the device. We used this fundamental idea to derive 
the thrust equation in Sec. 9.4. To emphasize the nature of the pressure distribu
tion through a turbojet engine, and to better understand how the pressure distri
bution exerts the thrust on the engine, consider Fig. 9.18. Figure 9.18a shows 
a schematic of a turbojet identifying the diffuser, compressor, burner, turbine, 
and nozzle sections. The variation of static pressure with axial distance through 
each section is shown schematically in Fig. 9.18b. (In reality, there is a complex 
three-dimensional variation of pressure through each section; the pressure shown 
in Fig. 9 .18b is the variation of the mean pressure, averaged over each local cross 
section.) Fig. 9 .18c illustrates how each component of the turbojet contributes to 
the thrust; this figure is essentially a picture of the thrust buildup for the engine. 
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Figure 9.18 Sketches of the mean pressure distribution and the accumulated thrust through a generic turbojet engine. 
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The internal duct of the diffuser and compressor has a component of surface area 
that faces in the thrust direction (toward the left in Fig. 9.18). The increasing high 
pressure in the diffuser and especially in the compressor, acting on this forward
facing area, creates a large force in the thrust direction. Note in Fig. 9.18c that 
the accumulated thrust F grows with distance along the diffuser (1-2) and the 
compressor (2-3). This high pressure also acts on the component of the forward
facing area in the burner, so that the accumulated value of thrust, F, continues to 
increase with distance through fue burner (3-4), as shown in Fig 9 .18c. However, 
in the turbine and the convergent nozzle, the net surface area has a component 
that faces rearward, and the pressure acting on this rearward-facing area creates 
a force in the negative thrust direction (to the right in Fig 9.18). Thus, the accu
mulated thrust F decreases through the turbine (4-5) and the nozzle (5-6), as 
shown in Fig. 9.18c. However, by the time the nozzle exit is reached (location 6), 
the net accumulated thrust F,... is still a positive value, as shown in Fig. 9.18c. 
This is the net thrust produced by the engine-that is, T = F ,.... This is the thrust 
calculated in Eq. (9.25). 

An illustration of the thrust buildup exerted on a generic turbojet is shown 
in Fig. 9.19. The forward-facing components of thrust are depicted by the white 
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Figure 9.19 Thrust distribution of a typical single-spool axial flow jet engine. 
(Cmlrle.\yofRolls-Royce PLC, Derby, England.) 
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arrows and the rearward-facing components by the black arrows. Note the large 
contributions provided by the compressor and combustion chamber in the for
ward thrust direction, and the counterforces in the negative thrust direction 
created in the turbine and exhaust nozzle. For the case shown here, the pres
sure distribution acting over the internal surfaces of the various components of 
the engine generates a forceof57,836lb toward the left and46,678lb toward the 
right, resulting in a net forward thrust of 11,158lb. 

The detailed calculation of the pressure distribution over the complete 
internal surface of an engine is a herculean task, even in the present day of 
sophisticated computational fluid dynamics (CFD). However, the major jet 
engine manufacturers, such as Rolls-Royce, Pratt and Whitney, and General 
Electric, are developing the CFD expertise that will eventually allow such a 
calculation. Fortunately, the calculation of jet engine thrust is carried out infi
nitely more simply by drawing a control volume around the engine, looking at 
the time rate of change of momentum of the gas flow through the engine, and 
using Newton's second and third laws to obtain the thrust. We did precisely 
that in Sec. 9.4, obtaining a straightforward algebraic equation for the thrust
namelyEq. (9.24). 

In the popular literature, the thrust from a jet propulsion device is frequently 
attributed to the exhaust nozzle and the high velocity of the exhaust gas exiting 
the nozzle. However, Figs. 9.18c and 9.19 clearly show that the nozzle itself 
makes a negative contribution to the net thrust; the nozzle itself does not produce 
the thrust. Neither does the high velocity of the exhaust gas coming out of the 
nozzle. The high exit velocity is the effect of the production of thrust, not the fun
damental cause of thrust. The gas inside the engine exerts the pressure distribu
tion on the solid surface of the engine, creating a net force acting in the forward 
direction. From Newton's third law, the solid surface of the engine exerts an 
equal and opposite reaction on the gas, creating a force on the gas acting in the 
rearward direction that accelerates the gas in the :rearward direction. The larger 
the thrust generated by the engine, the larger the equal and opposite force on the 
gas accelerating it to even higher exit velocities. T his is the connection between 
the high exhaust velocity and the generation of thrust. Note the analogy between 
this discussion and that in Sec. 5.19 on the production of lift. The time rate of 
change of momentum of the airflow over a wing and the downward component 
of the airflow over the wing shown in Fig. 5. 77 are the effects of the production 
of lift, not the fundamental cause of lift. The pressure distribution acting over the 
surface of the wing is the fundamental cause of lift. 

9.6 TURBOFAN ENGINE 
Section 9.4 established the relation between thrust and rate of change of momen
tum of a mass of air. In the turbojet engine (see Sec. 9.5), all this mass flows 
through the engine itself, and all of it is accelerated to high velocity through the 
exhaust nozzle. Although this creates a large thrust, the efficiency of the process 
is adversely affected by the high exhaust velocities. Recall in Sec. 9.2 that one 
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of the losses that reduces propeller efficiency is the kinetic energy remaining in 
the wake relative to the ambient air. In the case of the turbojet, the kinetic energy 
left in the jet exhaust is also a loss, and the high exhaust velocities produced by 
a jet engine just exacerbate the situation. This is why a piston engine-propeller 
combination is basically a more efficient device than a turbojet. (Remember, do 
not get efficiency and thrust confused-they are different things. A jet produces 
high thrust but at a relatively low efficiency.) Therefore, the concepts of the 
pure turbojet and the propeller are combined in the turbofan engine. As sketched 
in Fig. 9.20, a turbofan engine is a turbojet engine that has a large ducted fan 
mounted on the shaft ahead of the compressor. The turbine drives both the fan 
and the compressor. The ducted fan accelerates a large mass of air that flows 
between the inner and outer shrouds; this unburned air then mixes with the jet 
exhaust downstream of the nozzle. The thrust of the turbofan is a combina
tion of the thrust produced by the fan blades and jet from the exhaust nozzle. 
Consequently, the efficiency of a turbofan engine is better than that of a turbojet. 
This efficiency is denoted by the thrust-specific fuel consumption TSFC (see 
Sec. 6.12). For a typical turbojet, TSFC = 1.0 lb of fuel per pound of thrust per 
hour; for a typical turbofan, TSFC = 0.6 lb of fuel per pound of thrust per hour, 
a much better figure. This is why all modern commercial jet transports, such as 
the Boeing 747 and the McDonnell-Douglas MD-11, are equipped with turbofan 
engines. A photograph of a turbofan is given in Fig. 9.21a, and a cutaway view 
of the same engine is shown in Fig. 9.21b. 

Of course, a further extension of this concept replaces the ducted fan and 
outer shroud with an out-and-out propeller, with the turbine driving both the 
compressor and the propeller. Such a combination is called a turboprop, where 
approximately 85 percent of the thrust comes from the propeller and the remain
ing 15 percent comes from the jet exhaust. Turboprops are efficient power plants 
that have found application in the range of 300 to 500 mi!h; one prime example 
is the Lockheed Electra transport of the 1950s. 
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Figure 9.20 A turbofan engine. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 9.21 (a) The Pmtt and Whitney JT9D turbofan engine. (b) A cutaway view. 
(Source: Pratt and Whitney.) 
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9.7 RAMJET ENGINE 
Let us now move in the opposite direction from Sec. 9.6. Instead of adcting 
fans and propellers to a turbojet, let us get rid of all rotating machinery; that is, 
consider the straight-through duct sketched in Fig. 9.22, where air is inducted 
through the inlet at velocity V..., decelerated in the diffuser (point 1 to point 2), 
burned in a region where fuel is injected (point 2 to point 3), and then blasted 
out the exhaust nozzle at very high velocity v. (point 3 to point 4). Such a simple 
device is called a ramjet engine. A cutaway drawing of a ramjet engine is shown 
in Fig. 9.23. Because of their simplicity and high thrust, ramjets have always 
tickled the imaginations of aerospace engineers. However, because of some 
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serious drawbacks, they have not yet been used as a prime propulsive mechanism 
on a manned aircraft. But they are used on numerous guided missiles, and they 
appear to be the best choice for future hypersonic airplanes. For these reasons, 
let us examine ramjets more closely. 

The ideal ramjet process is shown in the p-v diagram of Fig. 9.24. All 
the compression from Pt to P2 takes place in the diffuser; that is, a ramjet 
compresses the air by simply ''ramming" through the atmosphere. Obviously 
the compression ratio p21p 1 is a function of flight Mach number. In fact, to 
enhance combustion, the airflow entering the combustion zone is at a low 
subsonic Mach number; hence, assuming that M2"" 0, thenp2 ""Po (total pres
sure), and from Eq. (4.74), 

- "" 1 + - M,. 
P2 ( y - 1 2 ) YI(r-1 ) 

Pt 2 
(9.26) 

The air decelerates isentropically in the diffuser; hence the compression from p1 

to P2 follows the isentrope shown in Fig. 9.24. Fuel is injected into the air at the 
end of the diffuser, and combustion takes place, stabilized by mechanical flame 
holders. This combustion is at constant pressure, so the specific volume increases 
from v2 to v3. Then the hot, high-pressure gas is expanded isentropically through 
the exhaust nozzle, with the pressure dropping from P3 to P4· 

One disadvantage of a ramjet is immediately obvious from the preceding 
discussion, and especially from Eq. (9.26): To start and operate, the ramjet 
must already be in motion. Otherwise there would be no compression in the 
diffuser; that is, from Eq. (9.26), pJp 1 = 1 when M,. = 0. Therefore, all ramjet
powered vehicles must be launched by some independent mechanism (a catapult 
or rockets) or must have a second engine of another type to develop enough 
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Figure 9.24 Pressure-specific volume diagram for an ideal ramjet. 
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flight speed to start the ramjet At subsonic flight speeds, ramjets have another 
disadvantage. Although they produce high thrust, their subsonic efficiency is 
very low-typically TSFC -= 3 to 4 lb of fuel per pound of thrust per hour for 
ramjets at subsonic speeds. However, as shown in Fig. 9.25, TSFC decreases to 2 
or less at supersonic speeds. 

Indeed, Fig. 9.25 impliciitly shows an advantage of ramjets for super
sonic flight. At supersonic Mach numbers, TSFCs for turbojets and ramjets 
are somewhat comparable. Moreover, the curve for turbojets in Fig. 9.25 is 
terminated at Mach 3 for a specific reason. To operate at higher Mach num
bers, the turbojet must increase its combustion temperature. However, there 
is a material limitation. If the gas temperature leaving the turbojet combus
tor and entering the turbine is too hot, the turbine blades will melt. This is a 
real problem: The high-temperature material properties of the turbine blades 
limit the conventional turbojet to comparatively low to moderate supersonic 
Mach numbers. But a ramjet has no turbine; therefore, its combustion tem
peratures can be much higher,. and a ramjet can zip right into the high-Mach
number regime. Therefore, for sustained and efficient atmospheric flight at 
Mach numbers above 3 or 4, :a ramjet is virtually the only choice, given our 
present technology. 

Starting with Fig. 9 .22, we have described a conventional ramjet as a device 
that takes in the air at the inlet and diffuses it to a low subsonic Mach number 
before it enters the combustion zone. Consider this ramjet flying atM.,.= 6. As 
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Figure 9.25 Comparison of thrust-specific fuel consumption for 
ideal ramjet and turbojet engines. 
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a companion to Eq. (9.26), the temperature ratio T ,}T1 can be estimated from 
Eq. (4.73) as 

7;_ 1 r-IM2 -- + -- .. 
T, 2 

(9.27) 

(Note that the symbol T is used for both thrust and temperature; however, from 
the context, there should be no confusion.) If M .. = 6, Eq. (9.27) gives T2/T1 ""7.9. 
If the ambient temperature T .. = T1 = 300 K, then T2 = 2370 K=4266°R. At such 
high temperatures, the walls of the ramjet will tend to fail structurally. Thus, like 
turbojets, conventional ramjets are also limited by material problems, albeit at 
higher flight Mach numbers. Moreover, if the temperature of the air entering the 
combustor is too high, when the fuel is injected, it will be decomposed by the 
high temperatures rather than being burned; that is, the fuel will absorb rather 
than release energy, and the engine will become a drag machine rather than a 
thrust-producing device. Clearly, for hypersonic flight at very high Mach num
bers, something else must be done. 

This problem has led to the concept of a supersonic combustion ramjet, the 
SCRAMjet. Here the flow entering the diffuser is at high Mach number, say M1 = 
M .. = 6. However, the diffuser decelerates the airflow only enough to obtain a rea
sonable pressure ratio p?!pt; the flow is still supersonic upon entering the combustor. 
Fuel is added to the supersonic stream, where supersonic combustion takes place. In 
this way, the flow field throughout the SCRAMjet is completely supersonic; in turn, 
the static temperature remains relatively low, and the material and decomposition 
problems associated with the conventional ramjet are circumvented. Therefore, the 
power plant for a hypersonic transport in the future will most likely be a SCRAMjet. 
Research on such devices is now in process. Indeed, SCRAM jet research constitutes 
the very frontier of propulsion research today. One such example is the SCRAM jet 
design concept pioneered by the NASA Langley Research Center since the mid-
1960s. Intended for application on a hypersonic transport, the Langley SCRAMjet 
consists of a series of side-by-side modules blended with the underside of the air
plane, as sketched in the upper right comer of Fig. 9.26. The forward portion of the 
underside of the airplane acts as a compression surface; that is, the air flowing over 
the bottom surface is compressed (pressure is increased) when it passes through the 
shock wave from the nose of the vehicle. The configuration of an individual mod
ule is shown in the middle of Fig. 9 .26. The compressed air from the bottom surface 
enters an inlet, where it is further compressed by additional shock waves from the 
leading edge of the inlet. This compressed air, still at supersonic velocity, subse
quently flows over three struts, where H2 is injected into the supersonic stream. 
A cross section of the struts is shown at the bottom left of Fig. 9.26. Combustion 
takes place downstream of the struts. The burned gas mixture is then expanded 
through a nozzle at the rear of each module. The flow is further expanded over 
the smooth underbody at the rear of the airplane, which is intentionally contoured 
to act as an extension of the engine nozzles. For all practical purposes, the entire 
undersurface of the complete airplane represents the whole SCRAMjet engine
hence the concept is called an airframe-integrated SCRAMjet. 
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AIRFRAME-INTEGRATED SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET 

CROSS SECTION Of STRUT 11£601 

Figure 9.26 A concept for an airframe-integrated SCRAM jet engine, developed at 
NASA Langley Research Center. 
(Source: NASA.) 

9.8 ROCKET ENGINE 
With the launching of Sputnik I on October 4, 1957, and with the subsequent 
massive space programs of the United States and the Soviet Union, the rocket 
engine came of age. The rocket is the ultimate high-thrust propulsive mecha
nism. With it people have gone to the moon, and space vehicles weighing many 
tons have been orbited about the earth or sent to other planets in the solar system. 
Moreover, rockets have been used on experimental aircraft; the rocket-powered 
Bell X -1 was the first manned airplane to break the sound barrier (see Sec. 5 .22), 
and the rocket-powered North American X-15 was the first manned hypersonic 
aircraft (see Sec. 5.23). Finally, almost all types of guided missiles, starting with 
the German V-2 in World War II, have been rocket-powered. With this in mind, 
let us examine the characteristics of a rocket engine. 

All the propulsion engines discussed in previous sections have been air
breathing; the piston engine, turbojet, ramjet- all depend on the combustion of 
fuel with air, where the air is obtained directly from the atmosphere. In contrast, 
as sketched in Fig. 9.27, the rocket engine carries both its fuel and oxidizer and 
is completely independent of the atmosphere for its combustion. Thus the rocket 
can operate in the vacuum of space, where obviously the air-breathing engines 
cannot. In Fig. 9.27, fuel and oxidizer are sprayed into the combustion chamber, 
where they bum, creating a high-pressure, high-temperature mixture of com
bustion products. The mixture velocity is low, essentially zero. Therefore, the 
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Figure 9.27 Schematic of a rocket engine. 
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combustion chamber in a rocket engine is directly analogous to the reservoir of 
a supersonic wind tunnel (see Sec. 4.13). Hence, the temperature and pressure in 
the combustion chamber are the total values T0 and p0, respectively. Also directly 
analogous to a supersonic wind tunnel, the products of combustion expand to 
supersonic speeds through the convergent-divergent rocket nozzle, leaving with 
an exit velocity v •. This exit velocity is considerably higher than that for jet 
engines; hence, by comparison, rocket thrusts are higher, but efficiencies are 
lower. Figure 9.28 shows a typical rocket engine. 

The thrust of a rocket engine is obtained from Eq. (9.24), where m.;, = 0 
and riz is the total mass flow of the products of combustion, riz • riztuc1 + rizoxidizc:r· 

Hence, for a rocket engine, 

(9.28) 

The exit velocity v. is readily obtained from the aerodynamic relations in 
Ch. 4. Write the energy equation, Eq. (4.41), between the combustion chamber 
and the nozzle exit: 

(9.29) 

(9.30) 
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Figure 9.28 The IDllin rocket engine for the Space Shuttle. 
(Source: Rockwe//JnternatWnal CorporatWn, Rocketdyrw Corporation.) 

Solve Eq. (9.30) for V}: 

V.2 = lcp.(Tn - T. ) = 2cp10 (1 - i ) (9.31) 

The expansion through the nozzle is isentropic. Hence, from Eq. ( 4.36), T.IT0 = 
(p.lpo)Cr-tYr_ Also, from Eq. (4.69), Cp = rRJ(r- 1). Thus Eq. (9.31) becomes 

{ [ ( )
(r-t)h']}t/2 

v. = 2~~~ 1 - ~: . (9.32) 

A comparative measure of the efficiency of different rocket engines can be 
obtained from the specific impulse Isp, defined as the thrust per unit weight flow 
at sea level: 

(9.33) 

where w = g0m . (Recall that the weight is equal to the acceleration of gravity 
at sea level times the mass.) With this definition, the unit of Isp in any consis
tent system of units is simply seconds. Furthermore, assume that the nozzle exit 
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pressure is the same as the ambient pressure. Combining Eqs. (9.28) and (9.33), 
we get 

(9.34) 

Substitute Eq. (9.32) into Eq. (9.34), and note from chemistry that the specific gas 
constant R is equal to the universal gas constant R divided by the molecular 
weight M; R =iii M. 

(9.35) 

Equation (9.35) is important. It tells what is necessary to have a high specific 
impulse: The combustion temperature T0 should be high, and the molecular 
weight M should be low. The combustion temperature is primarily dictated by 
the chemistry of the oxidizer and fuel; a given combination, say oxygen and 
hydrogen, will bum at a specific T0 called the adiabatic flame temperature, and 
this value of T0 will be determined by the heat of reaction. The more highly 
reacting the propellants, the higher the T0. M is also a function of the chemistry. 
If lightweight propellants are used, then M will b e small. Therefore, outside of 
adjusting the oxidizer-to-fuel ratio (the 0/F ratio), there is not much the engineer 
can do to radically change the Jsp for a given propellant combination: It depends 
primarily on the propellants themselves. However, Eq. (9.35) certainly tells us 
to choose a very energetic combination of lightweight propellants, as dramatized 
by the following tabulation: 

Fuel-Oxidizer 
Combination 

Kerosene-oxygen 
Hydroge~xygen 
Hydrogen-fluorine 

Average Molecular 
Weight of 

Adiabatic Flame Combustion 
Temperature, K Products I.,. s 

3144 22 240 
3517 16 360 
4756 10 390 

The kerosene--oxygen combination was used in the first stage of the Saturn 5 
launch vehicle, which sent the Apollo astronauts to the moon; hydrogen-oxygen 
was used for the Saturn 5 second and third stages. However, the best combina
tion is hydrogen- fluorine, which gives a specific impulse of 390 s, about the 
most we can expect from any propellant combination. Unfortunately, fluo
rine is extremely poisonous and corrosive and is therefore difficult to handle. 
Nevertheless, rocket engines using hydrogen-fluorine have been built. 

Consider again the rocket engine schematic in Fig. 9.27. We discussed 
earlier that T0 in the combustion chamber is essentially a function of the heat 
of reaction of the propellants, a chemical phenomenon. But what governs the 
chamber pressure Po? The answer is basically the mass flow of propellants being 
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pumped into the chamber from the fuel and oxidizer tanks, and the area of the 
nozzle throat A*. Moreover, we are in a position to prove this. From the continu
ity equation evaluated at the throat, 

(9.36) 

Here the superscript * denotes conditions at the throat. Recall from Ch. 4 that the 
velocity is sonic at the throat of a convergent-divergent supersonic nozzle; that 
is, M* = 1. Thus V* is the speed of sound, obtained from Eq. ( 4.54) as 

V• "' .JyRT* (9.37) 

Also, from the equation of state, 

* p*= L 
RT* (9.38) 

Substitute Eqs. (9.37) and (9.38) into Eq. (9.36): 

p* p* A* m = --A* .yRT* - t:y 
RT* " J RT* " ' (9.39) 

Write Eqs. (4.73) and (4.74) between the combustion chamber and the throat: 

T0 = l +y- 1 M*2 =l+ y- 1=y+1 
T* 2 2 2 (9.40) 

P 
( 

Y-1 )~'<r-•l (r+ t )~'<7--ll ....!... = 1+ - M*2 = -
p* 2 2 (9.41) 

Substitute Eqs. (9.40) and (9.41) into Eq. (9.39): 

m = JY A* (r + 1 )-<:ot )JI2<r- JJ ~ 
~R 2 .jT; 

or m=PIJ. L.-. A* J ( 2 r•l5llr l) 
Jir R r+1 

(9.42) 

Equation (9.42) is important. It states that the mass flow through a nozzle that is 
choked (that is, when sonic flow is present at the throat) is directly proportional to 
Po and A* and inversely proportional to the square root of To- Moreover, Eq. (9.42) 
answers the previous question about how Po is governed in a rocket engine combus
tion chamber. For a given combination of propellants, T0 is fixed by the chemistry. 
For a fixed nozzle design, A* is a given value. Hence, from Eq. (9.42), 

Pe. = (const)(m) 
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If m is doubled, then Po is doubled, and so on. In turn, because mass is con
served, riz through the nozzle is precisely equal to rizn..1 + rizoxidU:cr being fed into 
the chamber from the propellant tanks. So we repeat again the conclusion that Po 
is governed by the mass flow of propellants being pumped into the chamber from 
the fuel and oxidizer tanks and the area of the nozzle throat. 

Before we leave this discussion of rocket engines, we note the very restric
tive assumption incorporated in such equations as Eqs. (9.32), (9.35), and 
(9.42)-namely that r is constant. The real flow through a rocket engine is 
chemically reacting and is changing its chemical composition throughout the 
nozzle expansion. Consequently, r is really a variable, and the preceding equa
tions are not strictly valid. However, they are frequently used for preliminary 
design estimates of rocket performance, and r is chosen as some constant mean 
value, usually between 1.2 and 1.3, depending on the propellants used. A more 
accurate solution of rocket nozzle flows taking into account the variable specific 
heats and changing composition must be made numerically and is beyond the 
scope of this book. 

Consider a rocket engine burning hydrogen and oxygen; the combustion chamber pressure 
and temperature are 25 atm and 3517 K, respectively. The area of the rocket nozzle throat 
is 0.1 rrr. The area of the exit is designed so that the exit pressure exactly equals ambient 
pressure at a standard altitude of 30 km. For the gas mixture, assume that r = 1.22 and 
the molecular weight lJ = 16. At a standard altitude of30 km, calculate the (a) specific 
impulse, (b) thrust, (c) area of the exit, and (d) flow Mach number at exit. 

• Solution 
a. The universal gas constant, in SI units, is ][ = 8314J/(kg moi)(K). Hence, the spe
cific gas constant is 

R 8314 
R = - = --= 519.61/(kg)(K) 

M 16 

Thus, from Eq. (9.35), 

lsp = ..!_ 2y R7;, l _ p, 
{ [ ( )

<r-•>•r] }u2 

go (r -l)M Po 

= _1_ 2(1 .22)(8314)(3517) } _ 1.174 X 10-2 ' . . 
{ [ ( )

0.2 II 22]}1/~ 
9 8 0.22(16) 25 

vsp _ 397.9--sJ 

Note that this value is slightly higher than the number tabulated in the previous discussion 
of specific impulse. The difference is that the tabulation gives lsp for expansion to sea
level pressure, not the pressure at 30-km altitude as in this example. 
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b. FromEq. (9.28), 

In this equation, at 30 Jan, p. = Pw Hence 

T=mV. at30-km altitude 

To obtain 3m, use Eq. (9.42): 

P A* r 2 <~•J~r-1> 
• Q 

m = --,r; R r+1 

= 25(1.01 x 10 )(0. 1) 1.22 ..2__ = 121.9 kgls s I ( )22210.22 

,J35f7 ~ 519.6 2.22 

To obtain v .. recall that the nozzle flow is isentropic. Hence 

1'- ( )(p.l)lr 
...!.._ = Pe 
To Po 

( 
2 )11.2211.22 

T. =3517 1.17~ w- = 3517(0.2517)=885.3K 

Also, from Eq. ( 4.69), 

c = rR = 1.22(519.6) = 2881.4 Jt(kg)(K) 
p y - 1 0.22 

From the energy equation, Eq. (4.42), 

P? c7o = cPT. + - • 
2 

V. = .jl c,(T, - T.) = J2(2881.4)(3517 -885.3) = 3894m/s 

Thus the thrust becomes 

r -n.v. = 121.9(3894) = t4. 75 x 105 N I 
Note that 1 N = 0.2247 lb. Hence 

T = (4.15x W)(0.2247) = 1106,700 lbl 

c. To obtain the exit area, use the continuity equation: 

m .. p.A.V. 
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To obtain the exit density, use the equation of state: 

Pe 1.1855 X 103 

p, = RT. = 519.6(885.3) 

m 121.9 
A, = p,V., = (2.577 X W3)(3894) 

A. = 12.14m2
J 

d. To obtain the exit Mach number, 

a • .. JiRT. = Jl ,22(519.6)(885.3) = 749 m/s 

M, = V. = 3894 = 52l 
a, 74!) 

9.9 ROCKET PROPELLANTS-SOME 
CONSIDERATIONS 

Recall from elementary chemistry that to produce a flame (such as on a gas 
stove) you need fuel (such as natural gas or propane) and an oxidizer (such as 
the oxygen in air). The burning process in the combustion chamber of a rocket 
engine is the same: it requires the burning of a fuel and oxidizer. The fuel and 
oxidizer together are called the rocket propellants. The choice of propellants 
is such a serious consideration in the design of :rocket engines that we devote 
this section to some basic discussion of rocket propellants. For example, the 
value of specific impulse for a rocket engine is mainly a function of the pro
pellants used. The specific impulse, from its definition in Eq. (9.33), can be 
thought of as the number of seconds after whiclb. 1 pound of propellants will 
produce 1 pound of thrust, and this number of seconds is critically dependent 
on the propellants themselves. The multiple choices of possible rocket propel
lants, and their combustion chemistry, are a subject in itself for which whole 
books have been written. Here we just introduce some of the basic aspects of 
propellants. 

In the most general sense, there are two different classifications of chemi
cal propellants: liquid propellants and solid propellants. Let us examine each 
in turn. 

9.9.1 Liquid Propellants 

Here both the fuel and oxidizer are carried aboard the rocket in liquid form, 
and they are injected under pressure as a spray into the combustion chamber. 
This was illustrated schematically in Fig. 9.27, where the oxidizer and fuel are 
shown as separate sources being injected and mixed in the combustion chamber. 
The propellants are injected at high pressure. For example, in the Space Shuttle 
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Pressure-fed 
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Pump 

Figure 9.29 (a) Pressure-fed rocket engine. (b) Pump-fed rocket engine. 

main engine (Fig. 9.28), the pr-opellants are injected at a pressure of 440 atm
an extremely high pressure. Historically, the engineering design of the mecha
nisms to pressurize the propellants has been a challenge. There are two basic 
approaches to this problem as described in the following. 

Mechanically, the simplest is the pressure-fed system, shown schematically 
in Fig. 9.29a. Here both the liquid fuel and oxidizer are placed under high pres
sure in their respective tanks by a high-pressure inert gas such as helium (He), 
which is carried in separate (usually spherical) tanks. When valves connecting 
the propellant tanks to the combustion chamber are opened, the propellants, 
which are already under high pressure in their tanks, are forced into the combus
tion chamber. The advantage of this system is its relative simplicity. The disad
vantage is that the propellant tanks must have thick walls to withstand the high 
pressure, so the tanks are heavy. For this reason, pressure-fed systems are usually 
used for small rocket engines (thrust levels of 1000 lb or less) that operate for 
only short durations. Such engines are used as attitude control jets on spacecraft; 
they are usually not used as the primary rocket thrust-producing power plant. 
(An exception to this was the XLRll rocket engine that powered the Bell X-1 to 
its historic first supersonic flight, as described in Sec. 5.22. Because no reliable 
fuel pump existed at the time of this flight, although one was feverishly being 
designed for the engine, the Bell and Reaction Motors engineers had to depend 
on a pressure-fed system for the rocket engine.) 
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The second type of mechanism is the pump-fed system, illustrated in 
Fig. 9.29b. Here the propellants are stored at relatively low pressure in thin
walled (hence lighter) tanks, and their pressure is increased by pumps before 
injection into the combustion chamber. In turn, the pumps can be driven by 
electric motors and batteries or, more usually, by turbines that are themselves 
powered by burning a small amount of propellant. For the Space Shuttle main 
engine (Fig. 9.28), two low-pressure turbopumps boost the inlet pressure for 
two high-pressure turbopumps, which feed the propellants into the combustion 
chamber at a pressure of 440 atm or higher. Dual prebumers generate the gases 
that power the high-pressure turbopumps. The combustion chamber pressure is 
about 210 atm; the difference between the 440-atm propellant injection pressure 
and the 21 0-atm combustion chamber pressure enhances the propellant spray and 
mixing process. 

Liquid propellants come in different categories, some of which are item
ized next. 

Cryogenic Propellants The Space Shuttle main engine utilizes hydrogen (H2) 
for the fuel and oxygen (02) for the oxidizer. Because H2 must be at or below 
20 K(36°R or- 253°C or - 424°F) to be a liquid and 0 2mustbe at or below 135 K 
(243°R or - 138°C or - 2l7°F), they are examples of cryogenic propellants
chemicals that must be stored at extremely low temperatures to remain in liquid 
form. At the launch pads for the Space Shuttle, liquid oxygen (Lox) is stored in 
a giant insulated sphere holding 900,000 gal, and liquid hydrogen (LH2) is con
tained in a separate insulated sphere with an 850,000-gal capacity. These cryo
genic temperatures must be maintained during fueling and the launch periods 
of the shuttle. However, it is worth all the trouble to do this because the Hz-(h 
propellant combination yields a high specific impulse. For the Space Shuttle, the 
vacuum Iso = 455 s. The combustion process in the rocket engine is started with 
an igniter, and the burning is self-sustaining after that. 

Bipropellants and Monopropellants The Hz-(h combination just described 
is an example of a bipropellant combination-two chemicals used for the com
bustion process. Other chemicals exist in which chemical energy can be released 
simply by decomposing the molecules; these are called monopropellants. Usu
ally a solid catalyst is used to promote the decomposition. Monopropellants usu
ally have a smaller Iso than bipropellant combinations do, but they are easier 
to deal with simply because only one chemical propellant is being used. This 
reduces weight, simplifies the fuel system, and usually increases reliability. 
Monopropellants find use in small rocket engines for spacecraft attitude control. 
Hydrazine (N:Jl.i) is an extensively used monopropellant. 

Hypergolic Propellants As mentioned previously, the H2-02 system used 
for the Space Shuttle main engine requires the combustion process to be ini
tiated by an igniter (a type of "spark plug"), after which combustion is self
sustaining. However, some propellant combinations ignite simply on contact 
with one another. These are called hypergolic propellants. Because of this 
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feature, there is an added danger in handling the propellants. However, they 
have the advantage of eliminating the need for a separate ignition system. Fluo
rine (F2) is hypergolic with most fuels, but F2 is among the most dangerous of 
all rocket propellants and therefore is not frequently used. Hypergolic propel
lants are used on two propulsion subsystems on the space shuttl~the orbital 
maneuvering subsystem (OMS) used for orbital insertion and the reaction con
trol subsystem (RCS) used for attitude control. The fuel is monomethylhydra
zine (MMH), and the oxidizer is nitrogen tetroxide (N20 4). As one NASA Space 
Shuttle engineer has glibly stated, "Because of the eagerness of these two pro
pellants to ignite spontaneously, their storage facilities are widely separated on 
Complex 39's launch pads" (NASA Fact Sheet KSC 191-80, November 1980). 
This hypergolic MMH/N204 system is not as energetic as the Hz-()2 system 
used for the main engines; its I sp ranges from 260 to 280 s in the RCS and 313 s 
in the OMS. The higher efficiency of the OMS is due to a higher expansion ratio 
in that rocket engine nozzle. 

9.9.2 Solid Propellants 

So far in this section, we have discussed liquid rocket propellants. These propel
lants usually require large tanks (especially H2, which is a light, high-volume 
chemical). Return to Fig. 8.48, which is a three-view drawing of the Space 
Shuttle, and note the large single tank on which the winged shuttle orbiter is 
mounted. This is the tank for the liquid propellants. But note the two smaller 
cylinders on each side of the big tank; these are the strap-on twin solid rocket 
boosters that help the main shuttle engines lift the entire shuttle system off the 
ground. These two rocket engines use solid propellants in contrast to the liquid 
propellants discussed earlier. Solid propellants are completely different from 
liquid propellants in both their nature and behavior. This is why the first and 
primary distinction made between rocket propellants is that of liquid versus solid 
propellants, as we are making here. 

Historically, the first rockets used solid propellants (see Sec. 9.17 on the his
tory of rockets); these were black-powderrockets used more than 1300 years ago 
in China. In contrast, the first successful liquid propellant rocket was a product of 
the 20th century, developed by Robert H. Goddard in 1926. 

Solid rocket fuels are just that-the fuel and oxidizer are premixed and 
cast in solid form. The two solid rocket boosters of the Space Shuttle use a 
solid propellant consisting of atomized aluminum powder (16 percent) as a 
fuel and ammonium perchlorate (69.93 percent) as an oxidizer. The remainder 
is iron oxide powder (0.7 percent) as a catalyst and polybutadiene acrylic acid 
acrylonitrile (14 percent) as a rubber-based binder. The binder also bums as a 
fuel. The solid propellant is battleship gray and has the consistency of a hard 
rubber eraser. 

Burning of a solid propellant is initiated by an igniter on the surface of the 
propellant grain. Then the surface bums and recedes away, much like a Fourth of 
July sparkler. Some propellant grains are designed to be end burners (one end is 
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Figure 9.30 Some solid propellant burning configurations. 

ignited and burns away, as a cigarette does), as shown in Fig. 9.30a. Others have 
an inner cylindrical bore, where the inner surface is ignited, and the propellant 
grain burns outward toward the motor case, as shown in Fig. 9.30b. Such solid 
rockets are called internal burners. For the cylindrical bore shown in Fig. 9.30b, 
as the burning surface recedes, the burning surface area increases, increasing the 
mass flow of burned gases. In turn, because rocket thrust is proportional to mass 
flow [see Eq. (9.28)], the thrust will increase witlh time. Another internal burn
ing configuration is a solid propellant grain with a star-shaped internal hollow 
channel, as sketched in Fig. 9.30c. With this configuration, ignition takes place 
on the star-shaped internal surface, and then the surface recedes, becoming more 
circular in time. Because the star-shaped internal surface presents the maximum 
burning surface, which decreases with time, the thrust of this shape of grain is 
maximum at the beginning of burning and decreases with time. In essence, the 
timewise variation of the thrust of a solid rocket engine can be tailored via the 
shape of the solid propellant grain. For the Space Shuttle's solid rocket booster, 
the internal cavity is an 11-point star, which provides maximum thrust at liftoff. 
Note that the solid propellant grain configurations shown in Fig. 9.30a to care 
literally housed in the combustion chamber and that the burned gases from these 
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propellants are expanded through a convergent-divergent supersonic nozzle, the 
same as in a liquid propellant rocket, as sketched in Fig. 9.30d. 

One of the important physical characteristics of a solid propellant is the lin
ear burning rate r, which is the time rate at which the burning surface of the 
propellant recedes normal to itself. The burning rate is a function mainly of the 
combustion chamber pressure Po and the initial temperature of the propellant. 
The pressure variation of r is given by 

(9.43) 

where r is the linear burning rate, Po is the combustion chamber pressure, and 
a and n are constants that are determined by experiment for a given propellant. 
For most propellants, n has a value between 0.4 and 0.8, where r is in units of 
inches per second and Po in pounds per square inch. 

In comparison to liquid propellants, solid propellants have the following 
advantages and disadvantages: 

Advantages 
1. Solid rockets are simpler, safer, and more reliable. There is no need for 

pumps and complex propellant feed systems. 

2. Solid propellants are more storable and stable. Some solid rockets can be 
stored for decades before use. 

3. Solid propellants are dense; hence the overall volume of solid rockets is 
smaller. Compare the smaller size of the twin solid boosters on the space 
shuttle to the larger size of the main liquid propellant tank in Fig. 8.48. 

Disadvantages 
1. The specific impulse of solid propellants is considerably less than that of 

liquid propellants. For the Space Shuttle's solid rocket boosters, Isp = 242 s 
at sea level. In general, the specific impulse of solid rockets ranges from 
200 to 300 s. 

2. Once a solid rocket is ignited, it usually cannot be turned off. Also, it 
is difficult to throttle a solid rocket to vary the thrust. In contrast, liquid 
rockets are easily throttled, and the thrust can be cut off whenever desired 
just by manipulating the fuel and oxidizer valves. 

9.9.3 A Comment 

The choice of liquid versus solid propellants in the design of a new rocket engine 
depends on the design specifications, including engine performance, cost, reli
ability, maintainability, and so forth. However, the differences between liquid 
and solid propellants are so well defined that the engineering design choice is 
usually straightforward. We end this section by noting that the concept of hybrid 
rockets has been examined in recent years. Hybrid rockets are part solid and part 
liquid. The oxidizer may be solid and the fuel a liquid, or vice versa, in such 
hybrid rockets. Hybrid rockets are an attempt to combine the advantages of both 
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solid and liquid propellants; but of course, as is true of any design compromise, 
hybrid rockets are just that-a compromise. At the time of writing, hybrid rock
ets are still in the experimental stage. 

9.10 ROCKET EQUATION 
In Sec. 9.8 we developed some of the performance parameters for the rocket 
engine itself. In this section we will relate the rocket engine performance, as 
described by the specific impulse Isp, to the velocity achieved by the complete 
rocket vehicle (such as the V-2 shown in Fig. 9.40). 

The mass of a complete rocket vehicle consists of three parts: (1) the mass of 
the payload ML (satellite, manned space capsule, or the like); (2) the mass of the 
structure of the vehicle M., including the rocket engine machinery, the propel
lant tanks, the structural beams, formers, and stringers; and (3) the mass of the 
propellants MP. Hence, at any instant during the flight of the rocket vehicle, the 
total mass is 

(9.44) 

Consider a rocket vehicle that blasts off from the surface of the earth and 
accelerates until all its propellants are exhausted. At the instant of liftoff, the 
vehicle velocity is zero; after the rocket engines have shut down because all the 
propellants have been consumed, the vehicle velocity is the burnout velocity Vb, 
which can be calculated from Newton's second law: 

F = MdV 
dt 

(9.45) 

The force on the vehicle is the net difference between the thrust of the rocket 
engine, the aerodynamic drag, and the weight of the vehicle. If we assume that the 
last two are small compared with the engine thrust, Eq. (9.45) can be written as 

T:MdV 
dt 

The thrust is related to the specific impulse through Eq. (9.33), written as 

(9.46) 

(9.47) 

where riz is the mass flow of the propellants. In Eq. (9.44), M is changing with 
time due to the decrease in MP; indeed, 

. dMP dM 
m= - - =- - (9.48) 

dt dt 

Combining Eqs. (9.47) and (9.48), we have 

dM 
T = -gof'P dt (9.49) 
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Substituting Eq. (9.49) into (9.46) gives 

dM dV -arlsp - = M -
dt dt 

dM dV 
or M g~sp (9.50) 

Integrating Eq. (9.50) between liftoff(where V= 0 andM is the initial massM,) 
and burnout (where V = Vb and M is the final mass M_r), we have 

-J AI: tiM" = I M, dM = _ 1_ I"b dV 
,,., M Mt M g

0
Isp 0 

or 

or (9.51) 

This so-called rocket equation relates the burnout velocity of a rocket vehicle 
to the specific impulse associated with the engine and the mass ratio M/M_r. The 
equation can be turned inside out to relate the mass ratio necessary to achieve a 
given burnout velocity: 

(9.52) 

9.11 ROCKET STAGING 
To the present, most space vehicles have been launched into space by multistage 
rockets-rocket boosters that are in reality two or more distinct rockets placed 
on top of each other (or beside each other, as in the case ofthe Space Shuttle, as 
shown in Fig. 8.48). Why do it this way? Why not have one large rocket booster 
that will do the job-why not have a single-stage-to-orbit vehicle? The answer 
is basically one of economics: Which system will place a pound of payload in 
orbit for the least cost? Until recently, the design choice was to use multistage 
rockets. This is the least-cost solution when the rockets are expendable-when 
the rocket stages are sequentially separated from the space vehicle (the payload) 
and are destroyed in the atmosphere while falling back to earth. However, at 
the time of writing, there is much discussion and technological development of 
reusable rocket boosters-rockets that are recovered and used again multiple 
times. (This is already partially achieved with the Space Shuttle. The expended 
solid rocket booster casings are recovered from the Atlantic Ocean after each 
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launch. NASA then cleans and refurbishes these casings. They are returned to 
the manufacturer, which refills the casings with propellant. In this way each 
casing is reused about 20 times. And of course the shuttle orbiter returns to 
earth with the main rocket engines intact, ready to be used again. Only the 
large liquid propellant tank is lost on each launch.) If the rocket booster can 
be totally preserved after a launch, the hardware cost of replacing it is forgone. 
This sometimes swings the economic choice of least cost to a single-stage-to
orbit vehicle. To date, modem single-stage-to-orbit vehicles are only in the 
experimental phase. 

In this section we consider multistage rockets,. which are currently the design 
choice for expendable rockets. Our purpose is simply to explain why a multi
stage booster is a cheaper solution to putting a given payload in space than one 
larger, single-stage rocket. 

In Sec. 9.10 we designated the payload mass by M ~., the mass of the struc
ture by M., and mass of the propellants by Mp. In the rocket equation, M; is 
the initial mass of the total vehicle before ignition, and M1 is the final mass 
at burnout. Let us first consider a single-stage rocket. The masses of the pay
load, structure, and propellant are represented schematically by the differ
ently shaded areas in Fig. 9.3la, which is essentially a bar diagram for the 
mass breakdown. The burnout velocity for this single-stage rocket is given by 
Eq. (9.51), repeated here: 

Single-stage Double-stage 

(a) (I>) 

Figure 9.31 Schematic representation of the mass 
components of rockets. (a) Single-stage. (b) Double-stage. 

(9.51) 
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where 

~ ~ =~ +~ 

In contrast, consider the two-stage rocket shown schematically in Fig. 9 .31b. 
For the first stage, the propellant mass is MP~, and the structural mass isMs~. The 
payload for the first stage is the entire second stage. For the second stage, the 
propellant mass is Mp2, the structural mass is M12, and the payload mass is ML. 
Figure 9.31b is essentially a bar diagram showing the masses for both the first 
and second stages. The burnout velocity of the first stage (with the second stage 
attached) Vb, is given by Eq. (9.51): 

M 
v~, = golap ln -' 

Ml 

Here the initial mass is the sum of all the masses shown in Fig. 9.31b: 

M; = Mp, +M,1 +Mp2 +M,1 +ML 

(9.53) 

(9.54) 

The final mass is the structural mass of the first stage plus the total mass of the 
second stage: 

Substituting Eqs. (9.54) and (9.55) into Eq. (9.53), we have 

V - I ln [MP - M.t+Mn+ M,2+ML] 
hl -go •P 

M.. , + Mp2 + M.., + ML 

(9.55) 

(9.56) 

The first stage at the instant of burnout separates from the second stage and 
drops away. The rocket engine of the second stage ignites and boosts the second 
stage from its initial velocity Vb, to its final burnout velocity Vb2. The rocket 
equation, Eq. (9.51), when appllied to the second stage, which is already moving 
with the initial velocity Vbt, yields the increase in velocity, Vb2 - Vb1 as 

vi>, - vh, = gaisp 1n (M; J (9.57) 
Ml 2 

where (9.58) 

and (9.59) 

Substituting Eqs. (9.58) and (9.59) into Eq. (9.57), we have 

(9.60) 

The advantage of a multistage rocket is illustrated by the following worked 
example. 



9.11 Rocket Staging 

Consider the single-stage rocket and the double-stage rocket sketched in Fig. 9.32a and b, 
respectively. Both rockets have the same total mass M.- = 5000 kg and the same specific 
impulse I., = 350 s. Both rockets have the same payload mass ML = 50 kg. The total struc
tural mass ofthedouble-stagerocketis V.1 +M12 = 400 kg+ 100 kg = 500 kg, which is the 
structural mass of the single-stage rocket The total propellant mass of the double-stage 
rocket is Mp1 + MP2 = 3450 + 1000 = 4450 kg, which is the propellant mass of the single
stage rocket. Both rockets are boosting the same payload mass of 50 kg into space. The 
breakdown between payload, structural, and propellant masses chosen in this example is 
purely arbitrary, but keeping the total masses in each category the same between the two 
rockets is intentional. In this way, the only difference between the rockets in Fig. 9 .32a 
and b is that one is a single-stage rocket and the other is a double-stage rocket, but with 
the same total masses distributed over two stages. Calculate and compare the burnout 
velocities for the rockets in Fig. 9 .32a and b. 

• Solution 
For the single-stage rocket in Fig. 9.32a, the initial and final masses are 

M, . Mp + M, I ML = 4450 + 500 +50 = 5000 kg 
M, =M. + ML = 500 +50 = 550kg 

I M-= 5000 kg I 

M,=500kg 

~~=3450kg 

Single-stage Double-stage 

(a) (h) 

Figure 9.32 Sketch for Example 9.5. 
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FromEq. (9.51), 

M, 5000 
V, =Kolsp In - = 9.8(350)1n --= '1S70m.ls = 17.57 km/s 

. ~ 550 

For the double-stage rocket in Fig. 9.32b, we have for the burnout velocity of the 
first stage, from Eq. (9 .56), 

V _ . r I M,. . + M61 +M,., - M112 +Mr 
11 - Kf>' sp n ----"..:,--,.-'-';--:,.---".:,.-,-....:.:,:-;---=-
. M,. + Mp2 +M,. + Mr 

= 9 .S(JSO) In 3450 + 400 + 1000 + I 00 + 50 
400 + 1000 + 100 +50 

= 9 .8(3SO) In ~~~~ = 4017 m/s 

The increase in velocity provided by the second stage is given by Eq. (9.60): 

M,., + Ma + Mr V,, - V.1 = g,lsp In ....:."'";-;----:-:;--
M,1 +Mr 

= 9.S(J50)ln 1000 + 100 +50 
100 +50 

= 9.8(350)1n \
1
;

0
° = 6987m/s 

Hence, the velocity at burnout of the second stage is 

V,. 2 =6987- Jfb1 =6987 +4017 =11,004m.ls = l11 km!sl 

• Comparison 
From this example we see that the payload of 50 kg is launched into space at a veloc
ity of 11 km/s by the double-stage rocket, whereas for the same total expenditure of 
propellants, the single-stage rocket provides a velocity of only 7.57 km/s. Indeed, for 
this example the single-stage rocket provides essentially orbital velocity for the payload, 
whereas the double-stage rocket gives the payload escape velocity, allowing the space 
vehicle to go into deep space. 

9.12 PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS FOR 
SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORY MANEUVERS 

The impulse ~V required for various spacecraft orbital and trajectory maneuvers 
was discussed and calculated in Sees. 8.8 and 8.9. We now address the question 
of the cost of these maneuvers in terms of the propellant mass required to achieve 
them. Simply stated, the question is this: For a given~ V and a given rocket engine 
to provide this impulse, what is the mass of propellants consumed? This is a serious 
question because for a given spacecraft on a given mission, the mass of propellants 
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required for various trajectory maneuvers must be added to the total mass of the 
payload, thus adcting to the mass that must be boosted into space during launch. 

Return to the derivation of the rocket equation in Sec. 9.10 and in par
ticular to Eq. (9.50), which gives the infinitesimal change in mass of the space 
vehicle, dM, as a function of the infinitesimal change in velocity dV. Recall that 
dM is the change in mass due to the consumption of rocket propellants. Consider 
a given spacecraft of initial mass M1 with an initiall. velocity V; before the maneu
ver. An onboard rocket engine is then fired to provide the required impulse V. 
After the maneuver is finished, the final mass and velocity of the spacecraft are 
Mjand fjrespectively, where dV= fj - V;. Eq. (9.50) is repeated here: 

dM dV 

M g/sp 

Integrating Eq. (9 .50) between the initial and final conditions, we have 

_I.,: riM = I M, dM = _ 1_ r~ dV 
II#; M Mt M gl I'; 

0 sp 

or 

or 
M; - IJ.V~ofsp - - e 
Ml 

(9.61) 

Eq. (9.61) is essentially the same as Eq. (9.52); in Eq. (9.61), however, the veloc
ity in the exponent is the impulse for the maneuver, d V. You might wonder 
about the meaning of go in Eq. (9 .61) when that equation is applied to an object in 
space. Keep in mind that go is simply a constant equal to 9.8 m/s2 or 32.2 ft/s2 that 
is part of the definition of specific impulse from Eqs. (9.33) and (9.34). When 
we quote the specific impulse for a rocket engine, whether the engine is on the 
surface of earth or somewhere in space, it is always quoted in terms of its defini
tion reflected in Eq. (9.34). In fact, from Eq. (9.34) 

The termgrlso inEq. (9.61) is simply the thrust per unit mass .flow, and mass 
is the same no matter where we are in space. 

The mass of propellant consumed is 

MP .,. Mt- Mf (9.62) 

From Eq. (9.61), 

(9.63) 
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Inserting Eq. (9.63) into (9.62), we have 

MP = M1 e411 'g J .. - ~ 

or 

(9.64) 

Eq. (9.64) gives the amount of propellant consumed to achieve an impulse ..1 V 
for an orbital or trajectory maneuver of a spacecraft; it is the cost of carrying out 
such a maneuver. 

This is the first of three seemingly repetitive examples for the calculation of propel
lant mass. These examples, however, are companions to Examples 8.6, 8.7, and 8.9, 
which addressed the impulsed V required for various orbital maneuvers for a spacecraft. 
Examples 9.6, 9.7, and 9.8 calculate, compare, and contrast the required propellant mass 
for these different maneuvers. Although the same technique is used for the next three 
examples, the different answers are the point. 

Consider a spacecraft moving in the orbit determined in Example 8.1 and drawn 
in Fig. 8.15. In Example 8.6 an impulse is applied at the ascending node of the original 
orbit to change the orbital inclination by 10°. The value of the required impulse was 
calculated to be aV = 1549 m/s. The spacecraft is essentially the size of the Mercury 
shown in Fig. 8.54, with a final mass of 1300 Jan. The onboard solid rocket motor has 
a specific impulse of 290 s. Calculate the mass of propellant required for this change in 
orbital inclination. 

• Solution 
The mass of 1300 Jan is the mass of the spacecraft not including the propellant mass 
required for the change in orbital inclination; the propellant mass is an add-on. From 
Eq. (9.64), 

M" - ~( e""111
'" - I) 

M" -ll00[e15491(~ •><'"'>- 1] = 1300(t0 545 - 1) = 1300(0. 7247) 

IE'" - 942.!§) 

Note thatMP is almost as large as t!b.e final mass. Hence, the launch vehicle for this space
craft must boost an initial mass of M =Mp +~= 942.1 + 1300 = 2242 kg into orbit. The 
mass of the onboard rocket engine is part of the final mass, M1 = 1300 kg. Clearly, the 
change in orbital inclination is an expensive maneuver. 

For the spacecraft in Example 9.6, if the impulse for the change in orbital inclination is 
applied at the descending node, the result of Example 8.7 shows that a smaller impulse, 
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t:. V = 598.2 mls, is required for the 10° change in orbital inclination. Calculate the mass 
of propellant required for this maneuver. 

• Solution 
FromEq. (9.64), 

M" =Mt(e''"'' I· - :) = l300[e;~s t<, &X~> - 1] 

= 1300(, 021 - 1) = 1300(0.2337) - p o3.8 kg) 

In this case the launch vehicle for the spacecraft has to boost only 1603.8 kg into orbit- a 
considerable savings in comparison to the case in Example 9 .6. 

Consider the case treated in Example 8.9 where a satellite was boosted into a geosyn
chronous circular orbit from the Space Shuttle in low-earth orbit. Assuming a minimum
energy Hohmann transfer, the required impulse for this change in orbit was calculated in 
Example 8.8 to bet:. V = 3923 m/s. The satellite is a weather satellite with a final mass of 
850 kg. The rocket engine used for this orbital transfer has a specific impulse of 290 s. 
Calculate the mass of propellants required for this orbiilal transfer. 

• Solution 
FromEq. (9.64), 

M" - Mt(e""lg i,,- I) - 85G[ellt231' 9'X"->- I] 

= 850(e138
- 1) -850(2.976) = j2530 kgJ 

In this case the mass of the propellants required to launch the weather satellite into geo
synchronous orbit from the Space Shuttle in low-earth orbit is about three times that of 
the satellite itself. 

9.13 ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
The chemical rockets discussed in Sees. 9.8 through 9.11 are the "brute-force" 
propulsion devices for space vehicles-high thrust but relatively low Jsp. Their 
high thrust is absolutely necessary for ascent from the earth's surface to space. 
However, once in space, a space vehicle could take advantage of a propulsive 
device that produces much less thrust but has a much greater Jsp and that could 
provide a sustained thrust for very long times, perhaps indefinitely. Unmanned 
missions to deep space would benefit from such devices. This has spawned a class 
of propulsion devices under the generic label of advanced space propulsion. In 
this section we discuss only one type of advanced space propulsion-electric 
propulsion-and that only briefly. Our purpose is to give you the flavor of such 
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a device so you know that other propulsive mechanisms for space vehicles are 
feasible besides chemical rockets. 

Electric propulsion describes the generic class of propulsion devices that 
use electric power to generate thrust. The idea is coupled with the fact that 
low-molecular-weight propellants have high values of Isp [recall the discus
sion surrounding Eq. (9.35) that Isp varies inversely with molecular weight]. 
Electric propulsion concepts use electricity in various forms to accelerate a 
low-molecular-weight gas, hence creating thrust and at the same time achiev
ing a high Isp. Some of the types of electric propulsion devices are discussed in 
Sees. 9.13.1 through 9.13.4. 

9.13.1 Electron-Ion Thrwster 

The electron-ion thruster produces thrust by accelerating positively charged ions 
in an electrostatic field. The basic concept is sketched in Fig. 9.33. A propellant 
(such as mercury, or an inert gas such as helium or argon) is fed into a chamber. 
Inside the chamber is an anod e and a cathode. A beam of electrons is gener
ated between the anode and cathode. The high-speed electrons collide with the 
atoms of the propellant, stripping off other electrons and leaving behind posi
tively charged ions in the chamber. These ions then pass through a separately 
applied electrostatic field and are accelerated out of the device in the form of an 
ion beam. If nothing else were done, there would be a rapid buildup of negative 
charge in the chamber because of the flux of positively charged propellant leav
ing the device. In turn, the positively charged ion beam would be retarded by the 
massive negative charge in the chamber. Therefore, it is necessary to make the 
beam of particles exiting the chamber electrically neutral. This can be achieved 
by feeding electrons into the exhaust beam. Being neutral, the beam will not be 
retarded by the negative charge in the chamber. 

Electron-ion thrusters have specific impulses from 3000 to 5000 s. 

Propellant -

Electrostatic 
/ field applied 

r---====-:• , here 
Anode : ___ _ 

I 
I 
I 

<> Ions 1 

~ created in : 
~ chamber 

Anode 

Beam of 
JUgiily 
accelerated 
ions 

Electrons fed into 
the ion beam to 
neutralize the beam 

Figure 9.33 Schematic of an electron-ion thruster. 
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Figure 9.34 Schematic of a magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) 
thruster. 

9.13.2 Magnetoplasmadynamic Thruster 

The magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster uses a self-induced magnetic field 
to accelerate positive ions. The basic concept is sketched in Fig. 9.34. Here a 
powerful pulse of electric current surges from a central cathode to the anode on 
the walls of a chamber. The propellant is ionized by the electric current. The cur
rent paths are illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 9.34. The electric current sets 
up an induced magnetic field in the chamber (recall that an electric current in a 
wire sets up an induced magnetic field about the wire), which then accelerates 
the plasma out the back end of the chamber. 

Magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters can potentially create more thrust than an 
electron-ion thruster with approximately the same specific impulse. 

9.13.3 Arc-Jet Thruster 

An arc-jet thruster is fundamentally simple, and is more closely related to chemi
cal rockets than the other electric propulsion devices previously discussed. In 
the arc-jet thruster, hydrogen is heated in a reservoir by an electric arc, and then 
the hot, low- molecular-weight gas expands through a conventional convergent
divergent nozzle, as sketched in Fig. 9.35. There are no electromagnetic forces 
on the hot gas; the electric arc is simply a mechanism to create a hot gas in the 
reservoir, akin to the energy release during combustion of chemical rocket pro
pellants in the combustion chamber. 

The arc-jet thruster has a specific impulse on the order of 800 to 1200 s, due 
mainly to the low molecular weight of hydrogen. 

9.13.4 A Comment 

All electric propulsion devices require a separate power source to drive their 
electromagnetic functions. The power supplies for electric propulsion devices 
can be solar cells, nuclear reactors, or other advanced energy sources that can 
be converted to electricity. Such matters are beyond the scope of our discussion. 
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Figure 9.35 Arc-jet thruster. 
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For a more extensive but still fundamental discussion of advanced space 
propulsion, see the article by Frisbee listed in the bibliography; this article is a 
primary reference source for this section. 

The first ion engine to be employed on a deep-space probe was launched on 
October 24, 1998, from Cape Canaveral. Appropriately named Deep Space 1, 
the space vehicle has the mission to test new, advanced technologies. On 
November 10, NASA engineers powered up the engine. It ran for 4.5 min before 
shutting itself off. On November 24, in response to commands sent to the space
craft, the ion engine came to life again and, at the time of writing, is continuing 
to run smoothly. At full throttle the ion engine, which is powered by solar cells, 
consumes about 2500 W of electric power and produces 0.02 lb of thrust-a 
force equal to the weight of a slb.eet of paper in the palm of your hancl 

9.14 HISTORICAL NOTE: EARLY PROPELLER 
DEVELOPMENT 

The ancestry of the airplane propeller reaches as far back as the 12th century, 
when windmills began to dot the landscape of western Europe. The blades of 
these windmills, which were essentially large wood-and-cloth paddles, extracted 
energy from the wind to power mechanical grinding mills. Only a small intellec
tual adjustment was necessary to think of this process in reverse--to mechanically 
power the rotating paddles in order to add energy to the air and produce thrust. 
Indeed, Leonardo da Vinci developed a helical screw for a 16th-century helicop
ter top. Later, a year after the first successful balloon flight in 1783 (see Ch. 1 ), 
a hand-driven propeller was mounted to a balloon by J. P. Blanchard. This was 
the first propeller to be truly airborne, but it did not succeed as a practical propul
sive device. Nevertheless, numerous other efforts to power hot-air balloons with 
hand-driven propellers followed, all unsuccessfully. It was not untill852 that a 
propeller connected to a steam engine was successfully employed in an airship. 
This combination, designed by Henri Giffard, allowed him to guide his airship 
over Paris at a top speed of 5 mi/h. 



9.14 Historical Note: Early Propeller Development 

As mentioned inCh. 1, the parent of the modem airplane, George Cayley, 
eschewed the propeller and instead put his faith mistakenly in oarlike paddles 
for propulsion. However, Henson's aerial steam carriage (see Fig. 1.11) envi
sioned two pusher propellers for a driving force; after that, propellers became 
the accepted propulsion concept for heavier-than-air vehicles. Concurrently, 
in a related fashion, the marine propeller was developed for use on steamships 
beginning in the early 19th century. Finally, toward the end of that century, the 
propeller was employed by Du Temple, Mozhaiski, Langley, and others in their 
faltering efforts to get off the ground (see Figs. 1.13, 1.14, and 1.18). 

However, a close examination of these 19th-century aircraft reveals that the 
propellers were crude, wide, paddlelike blades that reflected virtually no under
standing of propeller aerodynamics. Their efficiencies must have been exceed
ingly low, which certainly contributed to the universal failure of these machines. 
Even marine propellers, which had been extensively developed by 1900 for 
steamships, were strictly empirical in their design and at best had efficiencies on 
the order of 50 percent. There existed no rational hydrodynamic or aerodynamic 
theory for propeller design at the turn of the century. 

This was the situation when Wilbur and Orville Wright returned from Kill 
Devil Hills in the fall of 1902, flushed with success after more than 1000 flights 
of their number 3 glider (see Ch. 1) and ready to make the big step to a powered 
machine. Somewhat naively, Wilbur originally expected this step to be straight
forward; the engine could be ordered from existing automobile companies, and 
the propeller could be easily designed from existing marine technology. Neither 
proved to be the case. After spending several days in Dayton libraries, Wilbur 
discovered that a theory for marine propellers did not exist and that even an 
appreciation for their true aerodynamic function had not been developed. So 
once again the Wright brothers, out of necessity, had to plunge into virgin engi
neering territory. Throughout the winter of 1902-1903, they wrestled with pro
peller concepts to provide accurate calculations for design. And once again they 
demonstrated that without the benefit of formal engineering education, they were 
the premier aeronautical engineers of history. For example, by early spring of 
1903 they were the first to recognize that a propeller is basically a rotating wing, 
made up of airfoil sections that generate an aerodynamic force normal to the 
propeller's plane of rotation. Moreover, they made use of their wind tunnel data, 
obtained the previous year for several hundred different airfoil shapes, and chose 
a suitably cambered shape for the propeller sectiol!l. They reasoned the necessity 
for twisting the blade to account for the varying relative airflow velocity from the 
hub to the tip. Indeed, in Orville's words, 

It is hard to find even a point from which to start, for nothing about a propeller, or 
the medium in which it acts, stands still for a moment. The thrust depends upon the 
speed and the angle at which the blade strikes the air; the angle at which the blade 
strikes the air depends upon the speed at which the propeller is turning, the speed the 
machine is traveling forward, and the speed at which the air is slipping backward; 
the slip of the air backward depends upon the thrust exerted by the propeller and the 
amount of air acted upon. When any of these changes, it changes all the rest, as they 
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are all interdependent upon one another. But these are only a few of the factors that 
must be considered .... 

By March of 1903 Wilbur had completed his theory to the extent that a propeller 
could be properly designed. Using a hatchet and drawknife, he carved two pro
pellers out of laminated spruce and surfaced them with aluminum paint. Excited 
about their accomplishment, Orville wrote, "We had been unable to find any
thing of value in any of the works to which we had access, so we worked out a 
theory of our own on the subject, and soon discovered, as we usually do, that all 
the propellers built heretofore are all wrong, and then built a pair ... based on 
our theory, which are all rightr' 

The propeller designed by the Wright brothers, principally by Wilbur, 
achieved the remarkably high efficiency of 70 percent and was instrumental 
in their successful flight on D ecember 17, 1903, and in all flights thereafter. 
Moreover, their propellers remained the best in aviation for almost a decade. 
Indeed, until 1908 all competitors clung to the older, paddlelike blades, both in 
the United States and in Europe. Then, when Wilbur made his first dramatic pub
lic flight on August 8, 1908, at Hunaundieres, France, the impact of his highly 
efficient propeller on the European engineers was almost as great as that of the 
Wrights' control system, which allowed smoothly maneuverable flight. As a 
result, subsequent airplanes in Europe and elsewhere adopted the type of aerody
namically designed propeller introduced by the Wrights. 

Consequently, credit for the first properly designed propeller, along with the 
associated aerodynamic theory, must go to the Wright brothers. This fact is not 
often mentioned or widely recognized; however, this propeller research in 1903 
represented a quantum jump in a vital area of aeronautical engineering, without 
which practical powered flight would have been substantially delayed. 

The final early cornerstone in the engineering theory and design of airplane 
propellers was laid by William F. Durand about a decade after the Wright broth
ers' design was adopted. Durand was a charter member ofNACA and became 
its chairman in 1916 (see Sec. 2.8). Durand was also the head of the mechani
cal engineering department at Stanford University at that time; and during 
1916-1917 he supervised the construction of a large wind tunnel on campus 
designed purely for the purpose of experimenting with propellers. Then, in 
1917, he published NACA Report No. 14, titled "Experimental Research on Air 
Propellers." This report was the most extensive engineering publication on pro
pellers to that date; it contained experimental data on numerous propellers of dif
ferent blade shapes and airfoil sections. It is apparently the first technical report 
to give extensive plots of propeller efficiency versus advance ratio. Hence, the 
type of efficiency curve sketched in Fig. 9.6 dates back as far as 1917! Moreover, 
the values of maximum efficiency of most of Durand' s model propellers were 
75 to 80 percent, a creditable value for that point in history. It is interesting to 
note that almost 90 years later, modem propeller efficiencies are not that much 
better, running between 85 and 90 percent. To Durand must also go the credit 
for the first dimensional analysis in propeller theory; in the same NACA reports 
he shows by dimensional analysis that propeller efficiency must be a function of 
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advance ratio, Reynolds number, and Mach number, and he uses these results to 
help correlate his experimental data. This early NACA report was an important 
milestone in the development of the airplane propeller. Indeed, a copy of the 
report itself is enshrined behind glass and is prominently displayed in the lobby 
of the Durand Engineering Building on the Stanford campus. 

9.15 HISTORICAL NOTE: EARLY DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE 
FOR AVIATION 

The pivotal role of propulsion in the historical quest for powered flight was dis
cussed in Ch. 1. The frustrating lack of a suitable prime mover was clearly stated 
as far back as 1852 by George Cayley, who wrote about his trials with a "govern
able parachute" (glider): "It need scarcely be further remarked, that were we in 
possession of a sufficiently light first mover to propel such vehicles by waftage, 
either on the screw principle or otherwise, with such power as to supply that 
force horizontally, which gravitation here supplies in the descent, mechanical 
aerial navigation would be at our command without further delay." 

Indeed, Cayley devoted a great deal of thought to the propulsion problem. 
Before 1807 he had conceived the idea for a hot-air engine, in which air is drawn 
from the atmosphere, heated by passing it over a fire, and then expanded into a 
cylinder, doing work on a piston. This was to be an alternative to steam power. 
Considering his invention in a general sense, and not mentioning any possible 
application to flight, Cayley wrote in the October 1807 issue of Nicholson's 
Journal that ''the steam engine has hitherto proved too weighty and cumbrous for 
most purposes of locomotion; whereas the expansion of air seems calculated to 
supply a mover free from these defects." In 1843 Cayley summarized his work on 
aeronautical propulsion in a type of letter to the editor in Mechanics' Magazine: 

The real question rests now, as it did before, on the possibility of providing a suf
ficient power with the requisite lightness. I have tried many different engines as first 
movers, expressly for this purpose [flight]. Gun powder is too dangerous, but would, 
at considerable expense, effect the purpose: but who would take the double risk of 
breaking their neck or being blown to atoms? Sir Humphrey Davy's plan of using 
solid carbonic acid, when again expanded by heat, proved a failure in the hands of 
our most ingenious engineer, Sir M. Isambard Brune!. 

As all these processes require nearly the same quantity of caloric to generate 
the same degree of power, I have for some time turned my own attention to the 
use, as a power, of common atmospheric air expanded by heat, and with consider
able success. A five-horse engine of this sort was shown at work to Mr. Babbage, 
Mr. Rennie, and many other persons capable of testing its efficiency, about three 
years ago. The engine was only an experimental one, and had some defects, but each 
horse power was steadily obtained by the combustion of about 6 } pounds of coke 
per hour, and this was the whole consumption of the engine, no water being required. 
Another engine of this kind, calculated to avoid the defects of the former one, is now 
constructing, and may possibly come in aid of balloon navigation-for which it was 
chiefly designe~r the present project, if no better means be at hand. 
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Thus, in keeping with his remarkable and pioneering thjnkjng on all aspects 
of aviation, George Cayley stated the impracticality of steam power for flight 
and clearly experimented with some forerunners of the IC engine. However, his 
thoughts were lost to subsequent aeronautical engineers of the 19th century, who 
almost universally attempted steam-powered flight (see Ch. 1). 

The development ofiC engines gained momentum with Lenoir's two-cycle 
gas-burning engine in 1860. Then, in 1876, Nikolaus August Otto designed 
and built the first successful four-stroke IC engine, the same type of engine 
discussed in Sec. 9.3. Indeed, the thermodynamic cycle illustrated in Fig. 9.12, 
consisting of isentropic compression and power strokes with constant-volume 
combustion, is called the Otto cycle. Although Otto worked in Germany, 
strangely enough, in 1877 he took out a U.S. patent on his engine. Otto's work 
was soon applied to land vehicle propulsion, heralding the birth of the automo
bile industry before 1900. 

But automobiles and airplanes are obviously two different machines, and IC 
engines used in automobiles in 1900 were too heavy per horsepower for aeronau
tical use. One man who squarely faced this barrier was Samuel Pierpont Langley 
(see Sec. 1.7). He correctly recognized that the gasoline-burning IC engine was 
the appropriate power plant for an airplane. To power the newer versions of his 
Aerodromes, Langley contracted with Stephen M. Balzer of New York in 1898 
for an engine of 12 hp weighing no more than 100 lb. Unfortunately Balzer's 
delivered product, which was derived from the automobile engine, could produce 
only 8 hp. This was unacceptable, and Charles Manly, Langley's assistant, took 
the responsibility for a complete redesign of Balzer's engine in the laboratory of 
the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, District of Columbia. The net result 
was a power plant, finished in 1902, that could produce 52.4 hp while weighing 
only 208 lb. This was a remarkable achievement; it was not bettered until the 
advent of ''high-performance" aircraft toward the end of World War I, 16 years 
later. Moreover, Manly's engine was a major departure from existing automobile 
engines of the time. It was a radial engine, with five cylinders equally spaced in 
a circular pattern around a central crankshaft. It appears to be the first aircraft 
radial engine in history, and certainly the first successful one. Unfortunately, 
the failure of Langley's Aerodromes in 1903 obscured the quality of Manly's 
engine, although the engine was in no way responsible for these failures. 

Five hundred miles to the west, in Dayton, Ohio, the Wright brothers also 
originally planned to depend on a standard automobile engine for the power plant 
for their Flyer. In the fall of 1902, after their stunning success with their number 3 
glider at Kill Devil Hills, the Wrights were rudely surprised to find that no auto
mobile engine existed that was light enough to meet their requirement Because 
Wilbur had taken the prime responsibility of developing a propeller (see Sec. 9 .14) 
during this time, he assigned Orville the task of designing and building a suitable 
engine. It is interesting to note that Wilbur correctly considered the propeller to be a 
more serious problem than the engine. With the help of Charles Taylor, a mechanic 
who worked in the Wrights' bicycle shop, and using as a model the car engine of 
a Pope--Toledo (long since defunct), Orville expeditiously completed his engine 
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design and construction in less than six weeks. In its first test in February 1903, the 
aluminum crankcase cracked. Two months later a local foundry finished casting a 
second case, and the engine was finally successfully tested in May. 

The engine was a four-cylinder in-line design. It had only one speed, about 
100 rpm, and could be stopped only by cutting off the supply of gasoline, which 
was fed to the cylinders by gravity. The engine produced 12 hp and weighed 
(without oil and fuel) about 100 lb. Although the Wrights' engine produced far 
less horsepower per pound of engine weight than Manly's design, it was never
theless adequate for its purpose. The Wright brotlb.ers had little experience with 
IC engines before 1903, and their successful design is another testimonial to their 
unique engineering talents. In Orville's words, "Ignorant of what a motor this 
size ought to develop, we were greatly pleased with its performance. More expe
rience showed us that we did not get one-half the power we should have had." 

The Wright brothers' engine was obviously the first successful aircraft power 
plant to fly, by virtue of their history-making flight of December 17, 1903 (see 
Sec. 1.1). Subsequent development of the IC engine for airplanes carne slowly. 
Indeed, nine years later Captain H. B. Wild, speaking in Paris, gave the follow
ing pilot-oriented view of the aircraft engine: 

The comparatively crude and unreliable motor that we have at our disposal at the 
present time [1912] is no doubt the cause of many of the fatalities and accidents 
befalling the aeroplane. If one will look over the accessories attached to the aero 
engine of today, it will be noted that it is stripped c lean of everything possible which 
would eliminate what he deems unnecessary parts in order to reduce the weight of 
the engine, and in doing so he often takes away the parts which help to strengthen 
the durability and reliability of the motor. 

The eventual successful development of efficient, reliable, and long-endurance 
aircraft power plants is now a fact of history. However, it was accomplished only 
by an intensive and continuous engineering effort. Various reports about engine 
development-carburetors, valves, radiators, and so forth-perfuse the early 
NACA literature. The recognition of the importance of propulsion was made 
clear in 1940 with the establishment of a complete laboratory for its research and 
development: the NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory in Cleveland, Ohio. 

The internal combustion reciprocating engine has now been supplanted by 
the gas turbine jet engine as the main form of aeronautical propulsion. However, 
IC engines are still the most appropriate choice for general aviation aircraft 
designed for speeds of 300 mi/h or less, so their continued development and 
improvement will remain an important part of aerospace engineering. 

9.16 HISTORICAL NOTE: INVENTORS 
OF EARLY JET ENGINES 

By the late 1920s, the reciprocating engine-propeller combination was so totally 
accepted as the means of airplane propulsion that other concepts were generally 
discounted. In particular, jet propulsion was viewed as technically infeasible. For 
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example, NACA reported in 1923 that jet propulsion was "impractical," but its 
studies were aimed at flight velocities of 250 milh or less, where jet propulsion 
is truly impractical. Eleven years later the British government still held a similar 
opJIDon. 

Into this environment came Frank Whittle (now Sir Frank Whittle). Whittle 
was an Englishman, born on June I, 1907, in Coventry. As a young boy he was 
interested in aviation, and in 1923 he enlisted in the Royal Air Force. Showing 
much intelligence and promise, he soon earned a coveted student's slot at the 
RAF technical college at Cranwell. It was here that Whittle became interested in 
the possibilities of gas turbine engines for propelling airplanes. In 1928 he wrote 
a senior thesis at Cranwell titled "Future Developments in Aircraft Design," 
in which he expounded the virtues of jet propulsion. It aroused little interest. 
Undaunted, Whittle went on to patent his design for a gas turbine engine in 
January 1930. For the next five years, in the face of polite but staunch disinter
est, Whittle concentrated on hiis career in the RAF and did little with his ideas 
about jet propulsion. However, in 1935, with the help of a Cranwell classmate, 
a firm of bankers agreed to finance a private company named Power Jets Ltd., 
specifically to develop the Whittle jet engine. So, in June 1935 Frank Whittle 
and a small group of colleagues plunged into the detailed design of what they 
thought would be the first jet engine in the world. The engine was finished in less 
than two years and was started up on a test stand on Aprill2, 1937- the first jet 
engine in the world to successfully operate in a practical fashion. 

However, it was not the first to fly. Quite independently, and completely 
without knowledge of Whittle's work, Hans von Ohain in Germany developed 
a similar gas turbine engine. Working under the private support of the famous 
airplane designer Ernst Heinkel, von Ohain started his work in 1936. (As in the 
United States and England, the German government showed little initial interest 
in jet propulsion.) Three years after his work began, von Ohain's engine was 
mated with a specially designed Heinkel airplane. Then, on August 28, 1939, 
the He 178 (see Fig. 9.36) became the first gas-turbine-powered, jet-propelled 
airplane in history to fly. It was strictly an experimental aircraft, but von Ohain's 
engine with 838lb of thrust pushed the He 178 to a maximum speed of 435 milh. 
Later, after the beginning of World War II, the German government reversed 
its lack of interest in jet propullsion, and soon Germany was to become the first 
nation in the world with operational military jet aircraft. 

Meanwhile, in England, Whittle's success in operating a jet engine on a test 
stand finally overcame the Air Ministry's reluctance, and in 1938 a contract was 
let to Power Jets Ltd. to develop a revised power plant for installation in an air
plane. Simultaneously, Gloster Aircraft received a contract to build a specially 
designed jet-propelled aircraft. Success was obtained when the Gloster E.28/39 
airplane (see Fig. 9.37) took off from Cranwell on May 15, 1941, the first air
plane to fly with a Whittle jet engine. The engine produced 860 lb of thrust and 
powered the Gloster airplane to a maximum speed of 338 milh. The Gloster 
E.28/39 now occupies a distinguished berth in the Science Museum in London, 
hanging prominently from the top-floor ceiling of the massive brick building in 
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Figure 9.36 The German He 178-the firstjet-propeUed airplane in the world to fly 
successfully. 
(Photo courte.•y of the John Anderson Collection.) 

Figure 9.37 The Gloster E.28/39-the first British airplane to fly with jet propulsion. 
lf'lwto courte.•y of the John Anderson Collection.) 

South Kensington, London. The technology gained with the Whittle engine was 
quickly exported to the United States and eventually fostered the birth of the 
highly successful Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star, the first U.S. production-line 
jet airplane. 

In 1948 Frank Whittle retired from the RAF as an air commodore and was 
knighted for his contributions to British aviation. In 1976 he moved to the United 
States, where he worked and taught at the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, 
Maryland. On August 8, 1996, he died at his home in Columbia, Maryland. 
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Hans von Ohain was among the large group of German scientists and engi
neers who were brought to the United States at the end of World War II. He pur
sued a distinguished career at the Air Force's Aeronautical Research Laboratory 
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, where he led a propulsion group 
doing research on advanced concepts. Indeed, the present author had the privi
lege of working for three years in the same laboratory with von Ohain and shared 
numerous invigorating conversations with this remarkable man. Later von Ohain 
became affiliated with the U.S. Air Force Aeropropulsion Laboratory at Wright 
Field, from which he retired in 1980. He remained active after retirement as 
a tireless spokesman for aeronautics. In 1984 he served a year at the National 
Air and Space Museum of the Smithsonian Institution in the prestigious Charles 
Lindbergh Chair (a chair that the present author was honored to occupy two years 
after von Ohain). Hans von Ohain died at his home in Melbourne, Florida, on 
March 13, 1998. He is buried in Dayton, Ohio. Within a span of two years, the 
world lost the two co inventors of the jet engine. History has already shown that 
these two men created a revolution in aeronautics-the jet revolution-perhaps 
on a par with the invention of the practical airplane by the Wright brothers. 

9.17 HISTORICAL NOTE: EARLY HISTORY 
OF ROCKET ENGINES 

"When it was lit, it made a noise that resembled thunder and extended 100 li 
[about 24 km]. The place where it fell was burned, and the fire extended more 
than 2000 feet. . . . These iron nozzles, the flying powder halberds that were 
hurled, were what the Mongols feared most." These words were written by Father 
Antonine Gaubil in 1739 in conjunction with his book about Genghis Khan; they 
describe how a Chinese town in 1232 successfully defended itself against 30,000 
invading Mongols by means of rocket-propelled fire arrows. They are an example 
of the evidence used by most historians to show that rocketry was born and devel
oped in Asia many centuries ago.lt is reasonably clear that the Chinese manufac
tured black powder at least as early as 600 AD and subsequently used this mixture 
of charcoal, sulfur, and saltpeter as a rocket propellant. Over the centuries, the 
rocket slowly spread to the West as a military weapon and was much improved 
as a barrage missile by Sir William Congreve in England in the early 1800s. (The 
"rockets' red glare" observed by Francis Scott Key in 1812 at Fort McHenry was 
produced by a Congreve rocket.) However, not until the end of the 19th century 
and the beginning of the 20th century was the rocket understood from a technical 
viewpoint and was its true engineering development begun. 

The Soviet Union was first into space, both with an artificial satellite 
(Sputnik I on October 4, 1957) and with a human in orbit (Yuri Gagarin on April 
12, 1961). Thus, in historical perspective it is fitting that the first true rocket sci
entist was a Russian: Konstantin Eduardovitch Tsiolkovsky, born in September 
1857 in the town of Izhevskoye. As a young student, he absorbed physics and 
mathematics and was tantalized by the idea of interplanetary space travel. In 
1876 he became a schoolteacher in Borovsk, and in 1882 he moved to the village 
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Figure 9.38 Tsiolkovsky's rocket design of 1903, burning liquid hydrogen (H) and liquid 
oxygen(O). 

of Kaluga. There, in virtual obscurity, he worked on theories of space flight, 
hitting upon the idea of reactive propulsion in March 1883. Working without 
any institutional support, Tsiolkovsky gradually solved some of the theoretical 
problems of rocket engines. Fig. 9.38 shows his design of a rocket, fueled with 
liquid hydrogen (H2) and liquid oxygen (02), which was published in the Russian 
magazine Science Survey in 1903 (the same year as the Wright brothers' success
ful first powered airplane flight). The fact that Tsiolkovsky knew to use the high
specific impulse combination ofHz-()2 testifies to the sophistication of his rocket 
theory. Tsiolkovsky was neither an experimentalist (it took money that he did not 
have to develop a laboratory) nor an engineer. Therefore, he conducted no prac
tical experiments and generated no design data. Nevertheless, Tsiolkovsky was 
the first true rocket scientist, and he worked incessantly on his theories until his 
death on September 19, 1935, at the age of78 years. In his later life, his contribu
tions were finally recognized, and he became a member of the Socialist Academy 
(forerunner of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Science) in 1919, with a subsequent 
grant of a government pension. 

At the turn of the century, progress in rocketry arrived in the United 
States in the form of Dr. Robert H. Goddard. Goddard was born at Worcester, 
Massachusetts, on October 5, 1882. His life had many parallels to Tsiolkovsky's: 
He too was an avid physicist and mathematician; he too was convinced that rock
ets were the key to space flight; and he too worked in virtual obscurity for most 
of his life. But there was one sharp difference. Whereas Tsiolkovsky's contribu
tions were purely theoretical, Goddard successfully molded theory into practice 
and developed the world's first liquid-fueled rocket that worked. 

Goddard was educated completely at Worcester, graduating from South 
High School in 1904, obtaining a bachelor's degree from Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute in 1908, and earning a doctorate in physics at Clark University in 
1911. Subsequently he became a professor of physics at Clark, where he began 
to apply science and engineering to his childhood dreams of space flight. He 
too determined that liquid H2 and ~ would be very efficient rocket propellants, 
and he pursued these ideas during a leave of absence at Princeton University 
during 1912-1913. In July 1914 he was granted patents on rocket combustion 
chambers, nozzles, propellant feed systems, and multistage rockets. In 1917 he 
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obtained a small grant ($5000) from the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, 
which permanently entrenched him in a career of rocketry. This grant led to 
one of the most historic documents of rocket engine history, a monograph titled 
A Method of Reaching Extreme Altitudes, published as part of the Smithsonian 
Miscellaneous Collections in 1919. This book was a scholarly and authoritative 
exposition of rocket principles; at that time, though, few people seized upon 
Goddard's ideas. 

Goddard increased his laboratory activities back at Worcester in the early 
1920s. Here, after many tests and much engineering development, Goddard suc
cessfully launched the world's :first liquid-fuel rocket on March 16, 1926. A pic
ture of Goddard standing beside this rocket is shown in Fig. 9.39. The vehicle 
was 10ft long; the motor itself was at the very top (far above Goddard's head in 
Fig. 9.39) and was fed liquid oxygen and gasoline through two long tubes that 
led from the propellant tanks at the rear of the vehicle (below Goddard's arm 
level in the figure). The conical nose on the fuel tanks was simply a deflector to 
protect the tanks from the rocket nozzle exhaust. This rocket reached a maximum 
speed of 60 milh and flew 184ft. Although modest in performance, this flight on 
March 16, 1926, was to rocketry what the Wright brothers' December 17, 1903, 
flight was to aviation. 

This work ultimately brought Goddard to the attention of Charles A. 
Lindbergh, who now had considerable stature because of his 1927 trans-Atlantic 
flight. Lindbergh was subsequently able to convince the Daniel Guggenheim 
Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics to give Goddard a $50,000 grant to fur
ther pursue rocket engine development. Suddenly Goddard's operation magni
fied, and in 1930 he and his wife moved to a more suitable testing location near 
Roswell, New Mexico. Here, for the next II years, Goddard made bigger and 
better rockets, although still in an atmosphere of obscurity. The government was 
simply not interested in any form of jet propulsion research during the 1930s. 
Also, Goddard was cast somewhat from the same mold as the Wright broth
ers: he imposed a blanket of secrecy on his data for fear of others pirating his 
designs. However, at the beginning ofWorld War ll, the government's interest in 
Goddard's work turned from cold to hot; his complete operation, personnel and 
facilities, was moved to the Naval Engineering Experiment Station at Annapolis, 
Maryland. There, until July 1945, this group developed jet-assisted takeoff units 
for seaplanes and worked on a variable-thrust rocket engine. 

On August I 0, 1945, Dr. Robert H. Goddard died in Baltimore. Recognition 
for his contributions and realization of their importance to the development 
of modem rocketry came late. Indeed, only in the political heat of the post
Sputnik years did the United States really pay homage to Goddard. In 1959 he 
was honored by Congress; that same year, he received the first Louis W. Hill 
Space Transportation Award of the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences (now the 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics). Also, on May I, 1959, the 
new NASA Goddard Space Flight Center at Greenbelt, Maryland, was named in 
his honor. Finally, in 1960 the Guggenheim Foundation and Mrs. Goddard were 
given $1,000,000 by the government for use of hundreds of Goddard's patents. 
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Figure 9.39 Robert H. Goddard and his first successful liquid-fuel rocket. This rocket made 
the world's first successful flight on March 16, 1926. 
(Source: National Air and Space MIL,eum.) 
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During the 1930s, and completely independent of Goddard's operation, 
another small group in the United States developed rockets. This was the 
American Rocket Society (ARS), originally founded in March 1930 as the 
American Interplanetary Society and changing its name in 1934. This small 
group of scientists and engineers believed in the eventual importance of rock
etry. The society not only published technical papers, but also built and tested 
actual vehicles. Its first rocket, burning liquid oxygen and gasoline, was launched 
on May 14, 1933, at Staten Island, New York, and reached 250ft. Following 
this, and up to World War II, the ARS was a public focal point for small rocket 
research and development, all without government support. After the beginning 
of the war, much of the ARS experimental activity was splintered and absorbed 
by other activities around the country. However, as an information dissemina
tion society, the ARS continued untill963, publishing the highly respected ARS 
Journal. Then the American Rocket Society and the Institute of Aeronautical 
(by that time, Aerospace) Sciences were merged to form the present American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. 

As a brief example of how the threads of the history of flight are woven 
together, in 1941 members of the ARS formed a company, Reaction Motors, 
Inc., which went on to design and build the XLR-11 rocket engine. This engine 
powered the Bell X-1 and pilot Chuck Yeager to the first manned supersonic 
flight on October 14, 1947 (see Sec. 5.22 and Fig. 5.88). 

The early history of rocket engines forms a geographic triangle, with one 
vertex in Russia (Tsiolkovsky), the second in the United States (Goddard), 
and the third in Germany. Representing this third vertex is Hermann Oberth, 
born in Transylvania on July 25, 1894, to later become a German citizen. Like 
Tsiolkovsky and Goddard before him, Oberth found inspiration in the novels 
of Jules Verne and began a mental search for a practical means of reaching 
the moon. During World War I Oberth became interested in rockets, suggest
ing long-range liquid-fueled missiles to the German war department. In 1922 
he combined these thoughts and suggested rockets for space flight. Oberth was 
at that time ignorant of the work of both Tsiolkovsky and Goddard. However, 
shortly thereafter, Goddard's work was mentioned in the German newspapers, 
and Oberth quickly wrote for a copy of the 1919 Smithsonian monograph. In 
1923 Oberth published his own work on the theory of rocket engines, titled The 
Rocket into Planetary Space. This was a rigorous technical text, and it laid the 
basis for the development of rockets in Germany. 

To foster Oberth's ideas, the German Society for Space Travel was formed 
in 1927 and began experimental work in 1929. (The American Rocket Society 
was subsequently patterned after the German society.) Oberth's ideas had a cata
lytic effect, especially on some of his students, such as Wernher Von Braun; and 
the 1930s found an almost explosive development of rocketry in Germany. This 
work, with Von Braun as the technical director, culminated in the development 
of the German V-2 rocket of World War II. Although an instrument of war, the 
V -2 was the first practical long-range rocket in history. A sketch of the V -2 is 
shown in Fig. 9 .40. Powered by liquid oxygen and alcohol, this rocket was 46.1 ft 
long, 65 in in diameter, and 27,000 lb in weight. It was the first vehicle made by 
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Figure 9.40 The German World War II V-2 rocket. 
(Source: NASA.) 
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humans to fly outside the sensible atmosphere (that is, in space), with altitudes 
above 50 mi and a range of200 mi. The missile reached supersonic speeds dur
ing its flight within the atmosphere. During the closing phases of World War II, 
hundreds of production V -2s were captured by both Russian and U.S. forces and 
shipped back to their respective countries. As a result, all modem rockets today 
can trace their ancestry directly back to the V-2 and hence through Von Braun 
back to Hermann Oberth. 

The development of modern rockets, culminating in the huge Saturn booster 
for the Apollo program, is a story in itself and is beyond the scope of this book. 
The early history sketched in this section is intended to add appreciation for the 
technical aspects of rocket engines discussed in Sec. 9.8. For an authoritative 
presentation on the history of modem rocketry, see the books by Von Braun and 
Ordway and by Emme (see the bibliography at the end of this chapter). 

9.18 SUMMARY AND REVIEW 
There are two primary propulsion devices used to provide thrust for :flight vehicles: (1) a 
reciprocating engine-propeller combination, and (2) jet propulsion engines. Jet propul
sion further subdivides into air-breathing engines (turbojets, fanjets, ramjets, SCRAM
jets) and rocket engines. In this chapter we have progressively worked our way through 
different engines. 

We started with the propeller Gust as the Wright brothers did, and everybody else 
designing and building airplanes until the beginning of World War II). We discussed the 
qualitative aspects of how a propeller, which is essentially like a twisted wing, generates 
thrust. We studied aspects of the internal combustion reciprocating engine to which many 
propellers are fixed, and how the propeller transmits power from the engine to power 
available from the propeller, the ratio of which defines the propeller efficiency. Further
more, we looked at the thermodynamic cycle that takes place in the reciprocating engine 
and used this to estimate the power output of the engine. 

In terms of jet propulsion engines, we first derived the generalized thrust equa
tion for such engines. Both the derivation of the equation and the equation itself are 
very important The derivation uses the control volume concept by which we related the 
pressure distribution exerted on every square centimeter of the engine {the fundamental 
source of the thrust) to the time rate of change of momentum of the flow through the 
engine from the inlet to the exit. The resulting thrust equation for jet propulsion is amaz.. 
ingly straightforward, and it provides a relatively simple means to calculate the thrust 
generated by air-breathing jet engines and rocket engines. 

We then proceeded to look at the conventional turbojet engine with its major compo
nents: inlet diffuser, compressor, burner, turbine, and exhaust nozzle. We examined the 
thermodynamic processes taking place in each of these components, and then noted how 
each component contributes to the thrust of the engine-the thrust buildup. We discussed 
how the addition of a large fan in front of the engine greatly increases the efficiency of the 
jet engine; the turbofan engine that is now used on the vast majority of jet engines. Then 
we looked at the advantages and disadvantages of getting rid of all the rotating machinery 
of a turbojet, and creating a straight flow path through the engine; the ramjet engine and, 
for hypersonic :flight, the SCRAM jet engine. 

We investigated the engine capable of generating the highest thrust of any practical 
jet propulsion device, the rocket engine. Using the thrust equation for a rocket engine, we 
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defined an important figure of merit that gives the efficiency of the rocket: namely, the 
specific impulse, defined as the thrust per unit weight flow through the engine. We found 
that the specific impulse is mainly a function of what chemical propellants are used in the 
engin~a result that was not immediately intuitive. Then we went on to obtain the "rocket 
equation," which relates the rocket burnout velocity to the initial and final mass of the 
rocket (the difference being the mass of the burned propellants) and the specific impulse. 

Finally, we took a brief look at some advanced devices proposed for propulsion in 
space, based on various forms of electric propulsion. 

A few important aspects of the chapter are itemized as follows: 

1. The cross section of a propeller is an airfoil shape designed to produce an 
aerodynamic force in the direction of motion of the airplan~that is, thrust. The 
efficiency of a propeller depends on the pitch angle and the advance ratio: 

J =V-I(nD) 

2. The four strokes of an Otto cycle reciprocating internal combustion engine are 
intake, compression, power, and exhaust. Combustion takes place essentially at 
constant volume. The power generated by such an engine along with a propeller is 
the power available, expressed as 

n 
P. = TJTJmech - NW 

2 
(9.10) 

where 17 = propeller efficiency, 11-= mechanical efficiency, n = revolutions per 
second of the engine shaft, N = number of cylinders, and W = work produced during 
the complete four-stroke cycle. The power available can also be expressed as 

p _ '7'7mech (rpm)dp, 
A - 120 (9.15) 

where rpm is the revolutions per minute of the engine shaft, dis the displacement, 
and p. is the mean effective pressure. 

3. The thrust equation for a jet propulsion device is 

(9.24) 

4. The turbojet engine process involves aerodynamic compression of the intake air 
in a diffuser, further compression in a rotating compressor, constant-pressure 
combustion in the burner, expansion through a turlbine that drives the compressor, 
and further expansion through an exhaust nozzle. In a turbofan engine, a large 
ducted fan is mounted on the shaft ahead of the compressor, which accelerates 
a large mass of auxiliary air outside the core of the engine itself, thus producing 
more thrust with higher efficiency. The ramjet engine has no rotating machinery 
and produces its thrust by means of aerodynamic compression in an inlet diffuser 
of the incoming air, burned at constant pressure in the combustor and exhausted 
through a nozzle. 

5. The thrust for a rocket engine is 

T -mv - (p -p )A , e - .e (9.28) 

A rocket carries its own fuel and oxidizer and is not dependent on atmospheric air 
for the generation of thrust. 
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6. The specific impulse is a direct measure of the efficiency of a rocket engine
propellant combination: 

1sp = ~ =.!... {zr RTo [l- (P· )<r-l)lr]}'
12 

w go y -1 Po 
(9.35) 

For a high specific impulse, the combustion temperature T0 should be high, and the 
molecular weight of the combustion gas should be low. 

7. The rocket equation relates burnout velocity to the specific impulse and the initial
to-final mass ratio: 

(9.51) 
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Problems 

9.1 A reciprocating engine for light aircraft, modeled after the Avco Lycoming 0-235 
engine, has the following characteristics: bore = 11.1 em, stroke = 9.84 em, number 
of pistons = 4, compression ratio = 6.75, mechanical efficiency= 0.83. It is connected 
to a propeller with an efficiency of 0.85. If the fuel-to-air ratio is 0.06 and the pressure 
and temperature in the intake manifold are 1 atm and 285 K, respectively, calculate 
the power available from the engine-propeller combination at 2800 rpm. 

9.2 For the engine in Prob. 9.1, calculate the mean effective pressure. 
9.3 Consider a turbojet mounted on a stationary test stand at sea level. The inlet 

and exit areas are the same, both equal to 0.45 m2• The velocity, pressure, and 
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temperature of the exhaust gas are 400 m/s, 1.0 atm, and 750 K, respectively. 
Calculate the static thrust of the engine. (/Vote: Static thrust of a jet engine is the 
thrust produced when the engine has no forward motion.) 

9.4 Consider a turbojet-powered airplane flying at a standard altitude of 40,000 ft at a 
velocity of 530 milh. The turbojet engine has inlet and exit areas of 13 and I 0 ft2, 
respectively. The velocity and pressure of the exhaust gas at the exit are 1500 ftls 
and 450 lb/ft2, respectively. Calculate the thrust of the turbojet. 

9.5 Consider a turbojet in an airplane flying at standard sea level with a velocity of 
800 ftls. The pressure ratio across the compress01r is 12.5: 1. The fuel-to-air ratio 
(by mass) is 0.05. If the nozzle exhausts the flow to ambient pressure, calculate 
the gas temperature at the exit (In solving this problem, assume that the air in 
the diffuser is slowed to a very low velocity before entering the compressor. Also 
assume that the heat released per pound of fuel is 1.4 x 107 ft · lbllb.,.) 

9.6 A small ramjet engine is to be designed for a maximum thrust of 1000 lb at sea 
level at a velocity of950 ftls. If the exit velocity and pressure are 2000 ftls and 
1.0 atm, respectively, how large should the inlet be? 

9.7 The mass flow through a rocket engine is 25 kg/s. If the exit area, velocity, and 
pressure are 2m2, 4000 m/s, and 2 x 104 N/m2, respectively, calculate the thrust at 
a standard altitude of 50 km. 

9.8 Consider a rocket engine in which the combustion chamber pressure and 
temperature are 30 atm and 3756 K, respectively. The area of the rocket nozzle 
exit is 15 Jii2 and is designed so that the exit pressure exactly equals ambient 
pressure at a standard altitude of25 km. For the gas mixture, assume that r= 1.18 
and the molecular weight is 20. At a standard altitude of25 km, calculate the 
(a) specific impulse, (b) exit velocity, (c) mass flow, (d) thrust, and (e) throat area. 

9.9 In a given rocket engine, a mass flow of propellants equal to 87.6lb.,/s is pumped 
into the combustion chamber, where the temperature after combustion is 6000°R. 
The combustion products have mixture values ofR = 2400 ft · lb/(slug)(0 R) and 
r = 1.21. If the throat area is 0.5 ft2, calculate the pressure in the combustion 
chamber. 

9.10 Consider a rocket with kerosene--oxygen as the fuel-<>xidizer combination. The 
ratio of initial weight before blastoff to the final weight at burnout is 5.5. Calculate 
the burnout velocity. 

9.11 A rocket using hydrogen-<>xygen as the fuel-<>xidizer combination has a specific 
impulse of 360 s. Calculate the ratio of propellant mass to initial mass required to 
achieve a burnout velocity equal to the escape velocity from the earth. 

9.12 Consider a solid propellant rocket engine with an end-burning configuration as 
shown in Fig. 9 .30a. The solid propellant is ammonium nitrate. The burning 
characteristics of this propellant when the initial grain temperature is 60°F 
are given by the following measured data: linear burning rate is 0.04 in/sat a 
combustion pressure of 500 lb/in2, and 0.058 in/s at a combustion pressure of 
1000 lb/i.tt2. The rocket engine is operating at a combustion pressure of 1500 lb/in2• 

Calculate the distance the burning surface will recede in 5 seconds. 
9.13 Consider a two-stage rocket with the following design characteristics. First stage: 

propellant mass = 7200 kg; structural mass = 800 kg. Second stage: propellant 
mass = 5400 kg; structural mass = 600 kg. The payload mass is 60 kg. The specific 
impulse for both stages is 275 s. Calculate the final burnout velocity. 
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9.14 Examine the control volume sketched in Fig. 9.14d. Although this control volume 
was used in Sec. 9.4 to obtain the thrust equation for a jet propulsion device, it 
can be used in general to exaunine any propulsive device that creates an increase 
in flow velocity through the control volume. For example, you could imagine a 
reciprocating engine-propeller combination inside the control volume, with air 
at velocity V~ coming into the control volume ahead of the propeller, and with 
velocity V.leaving the control volume behind the propeller. So the control volume 
in Fig. 9 .14d is generic and can represent both propeller and jet engines. 

Imagine that you are standing outside in the still air and the propulsive 
device represented by Fig. 9 .14d flies past you at velocity V ~· The inlet and exit 
velocities, V~ and V., shown in Fig. 9.14d are relative to the device. The exhaust 
velocity exiting the device relative to you is not the same as v. in Fig. 9 .14d. 
Before the propulsive device entered your space, the air around you was still. 
After the device left your space, it left behind a jet of air moving in the opposite 
direction at a velocity different than V.. This jet of air has energy, and that energy 
is wasted; it performs no useful work. Show that the energy wasted by this jet of 
air, per unit time, is 

where m is the mass flow through the device. 
9.15 Continuing the line of thought started in Prob. 9.14, the propulsive efficiency, 

denoted by T/p, is defined as 

. _ useful power available t) p = ---:-..;.._ ____ 7' 

total power generated 

Using the result obtained in Pro b. 9.14 and recalling the definition of power 
available from Ch. 6, show that 

2 
I) = .,.---::::-=:-

P - 1 + V.fV-

9.16 For the turbojet engine operating under the conditions given in Example 9.3, 
calculate the propulsive efficiency, as defined inProb. 9.15. 

9.17 Using the propulsive efficiency defined in Prob. 9.15, discuss why the propeller is 
the most efficient propulsion device, the rocket engine is the least efficient, and the 
gas turbine jet engine is in between. 

9.18 The pressure ratio across the compressor of a given turbojet engine is 11.7. The 
temperature of the air entering the compressor is T2 = 585°R. The mass flow through 
the compressor is 200 Ibm/sec. Assume that the flow velocities entering and leaving 
the compressor are equal, that is, V2 = V3. Calculate the power (in horsepower) 
provided by the compressor. Hint: Because compressor work is done on the gas 
between the inlet (point 2) and exit (point 3) of the compressor, the energy equation 
given by Eq. ( 4.42) is modified to include the compressor work as follows: 

c"1;, + V2
2/2 I W ,. =c,'l; I J'i/2 

where w. is the compressor work per unit mass of gas. 



Problems 

9.19 For the same engine in Prob. 9.18, fuel is injected and burned in the combustor. 
The gas temperature at the exit of the combustor is 2ll0°R. Assuming that 
the heat released per pound of fuel is 1.4 x 107 ft lbllb., calculate the fuel 
consumption in lbm/sec. 

9.20 In a simple turbojet engine, the turbine provides the power that drives the 
compressor. For the same engine treated in Probs. 9.18 and 9.19, the temperature 
of the gas entering the turbine is the same as the temperature of the gas leaving 
the combustor, namely T4 = 2ll0°R. Assuming no mechanical losses, the work 
provided by the turbine is equal to the work done by the compressor. Assume that 
the flow velocity entering the turbine is equal to the velocity leaving the turbine, 
that is, v. = V5• Calculate the gas temperature at the exit of the turbine. 

9.21 For the same engine in Probs. 9.18-9.20, the pressure at the exit of the nozzle 
is 2116lb/ft2. The pressure at the inlet to the compressor is also 2116lb/ft2. The 
flow velocity entering the nozzle is 1500 ftlsec. Calculate the flow velocity at 
the nozzle exit. 

9.22 For the same engine in Prob. 9.21, calculate the Mach number at the nozzle exit. 
From this result, comment on the Mach number regime of the type of aircraft that 
might use this engine. 

9.23 With Probs. 9.18-9.22, we have worked our way through the flow path through 
a given turbojet engine. Finally, consider this engine propelling a supersonic 
airplane at Mach 2 at a standard altitude of36,000 ft. Calculate the thrust 
generated by the engine. The exit diameter of the nozzle is 28 inches. Note: The 
engine treated in Probs. 9.18-9.23 is hypothetical. However, it is somewhat based 
on the General Electric J79 turbojet used to power the F-4 Phantom]] and the 
B-58 Hustler supersonic aircraft. 

9.24 The specific thrust for a jet engine is defined as the thrust per unit weight flow of 
gas through the engine. {This is analogous to the ·definition of specific impulse for 
a rocket engine.) Calculate the specific thrust for the engine in Prob. 9.23. Neglect 
the weight flow of fuel, which is very small compared to the weight flow of air. 
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CHAPTER 

Hypersonic Vehicles 

Within recent years the development of aircraft and guided missiles has brought a 
number of new aerodynamic problems into prominence. Most of these problems arise 
because of the extremely high flight velocities and are characteristically different in 
some way from the problems which arise in supersonic flight. The term ''hypersonic" 
is used to distinguish flow fields, phenomena, and problems appearing at flight speeds 
far greater than the speed of sound from their counterparts appearing at flight speeds 
which are at most moderately supersonic. The appearance of new characteristic 
features in hypersonic flow fields justifies the use of a new term different from the 
well established term "supersonic." 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

Wallace D. Hayes and 
Ronald F. Probstein, 1959 

The scene: A conventional airport for large jet aircraft, anywhere in the United 
States. The time: The 21st century. The characters: A flight crew, poised and 
ready for business. The action: The aircraft is ready, brimming with liquid 
hydrogen as fuel, and parked at the edge of the runway. The flight crew is noti
fied and is rapidly transported from the airport terminal to the sleek, dartlike 
vehicle waiting on the runway. Within 30 minutes, the aircraft takes off as a 
conventional airplane; but once in the air, the powerful air-breathing engines 
rapidly accelerate the vehicle through Mach 1. At Mach 5, supersonic combus
tion ramjet engines (Sec. 9.7 and Fig. 9.26) take over, and the aircraft continues 



PREVIEW BOX 

What is the future of flight? As we look back on the 
past century of flight, it is natural to look forward 
into the next century of flight. This author feels the 
future of flight is very bright indeed. What has been 
accomplished in flight to date is simply a spring
board for even greater advances in technology and 
the design of flight vehicles in the future. The readers 
of this book will have many exciting challenges in 
the future, and many of you can look forward to con
tributing to futuristic airplanes and space vehicles the 
likes of which we cannot even imagine today. 

One of these challenges is the development of 
practical hypersonic flight for sustained periods of 
cruise in the atmosphere. Hypersonic flight is loosely 
defined as flight at Mach 5 and higher. Hypersonics 
represent the final frontier of the human quest to fly 
faster, higher, and farther. They are a wave of the 
future, and many readers of this book will have the 
opportunity to ride this wave in the 21st century. 

Dramatic changes occur in the aerodynamic flow 
over a vehicle flying at very high Mach numbers. 
The pressures exerted on the vehicle surface can be 
enormous. How enormous? How can you calculate 
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the magnitudes of these pressures? Of equal or more 
importance are the very high temperatures that are 
encountered in many hypersonic flows. How hot is 
the flow? What do these high temperatures do to the 
flow field and to the vehicle? Does the chemistry of 
the air flow change at such high temperatures? Read 
on to find the answers. 

The demands of aerodynamics, flight dynamics, 
propulsion, and structures associated with hypersonic 
vehicles are much more severe than for conventional 
airplanes. There remains a host of technical chal
lenges and problems to be met and solved before 
sustained, practical hypersonic flight becomes a 
reality. But just as I am convinced, as I have men
tioned earlier in this book, that readers of this book 
will have opportunities to help design a successful 
second-generation supersonic transport in the early 
21st century, I am equally convinced that some of 
you will help to solve the daunting technical prob
lems of hypersonic flight in the same century and 
will participate in the design of practical hypersonic 
aircraft. I cannot believe that it will not happen. Read 
this chapter, and turn your eyes toward the future. 

to accelerate through the sensible atmosphere-Mach 10, Mach 15, Mach 20. 
When Mach 25 is reached, still within the sensible atmosphere at 200,000 ft, the 
vehicle has enough kinetic energy to coast into orbit around the earth. It has done 
so strictly under the power of air-breathing propulsion and in a single stage after 
taking off from the airport. No rockets are used, and no intermediate propulsive 
stages were detached from the vehicle and dropped back to earth during the 
ascent. This airplane is simply a single-stage-to-orbit vehicle. A flight of fancy? 
A fantasy from the annals of science fiction? The author thinks not. The concept 
described is that of a transatmospheric vehicle. Such a concept at various recent 
times has been under active development in five different countries around the 
world, including a major program in the United States, where the vehicle was 
designated the aerospace plane. A general artist's concept of such an aerospace 
plane is shown in Fig. I 0.1, and the flight trajectory of such a vehicle is depicted 
in Fig. 10.2 on a Mach number-altitude map (analogous to the velocity-altitude 
maps in Ch. 8). For comparison, the ascent and entry trajectories for the space 
shuttle are also shown in Fig. 10.2. Note that the ascent flight path for the aero
space plane takes place well below the shuttle ascent or entry, illustrating the 
need for the aerospace plane to stay within the sensible atmosphere so that the 
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Figure 10.1 Artist's concept of the National Aerospace Plane (NASP), a technology 
development program in the United States during 1985-1995. 
(Source: NASA.) 
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Figure 10.2 Flight paths for the ascent and entry of the Space Shuttle 
compared with the ascent path of an aerospace plane. 
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air-breathing engines can produce enough thrust to accelerate the vehicle to 
orbital velocity. (Some recent design concepts use air-breathing propulsion to 
reach Mach numbers of 12 to 14 and then use rocket propulsion to go the rest of 
the way to orbit.) This vehicle is a futuristic example of a hypersonic airplane
that is, an aircraft designed to fly faster than five times the speed of sound. Such 
hypersonic vehicles are the subject of this chapter. 

When such a transatmospheric vehicle flies successfully, it will by no means 
be the first hypersonic vehicle. The first time a piece of machinery flew faster 
than Mach 5 was on February 24, 1949, when a WAC Corporal second-stage 
rocket mounted on top of an old German V-2 rocket and launched from the 
White Sands proving ground in New Mexico achieved a top speed of 5150 tnilh 
as it entered the atmosphere. (See the book by Anderson listed in the bibliogra
phy for details.) By the 1950s, intercontinental ballistic missiles were flying at 
Mach 25 during entry tests of their nose cones. On Aprill2, 1961, the Russian 
astronaut Flight Major Yuri Gagarin became the first person to orbit the earth 
and hence to experience hypersonic flight at Mach 25 during entry. In the same 
year, on June 23, the X-15 hypersonic test aircraft (see Fig. 5.89) first exceeded 
Mach 5 in flight. In 1969 and the early 1970s, the Apollo lunar return vehicles 
reached Mach 36 during entry into the earth's atmosphere. Thus we can clearly 
state that hypersonic flight is a reality and has been so since 1949. 

Hypersonic aerodynamics and the impact it will have on the configura
tion of hypersonic vehicles are distinctly different from the lower supersonic 
regime, as noted in the passage quoted at the beginning of this chapter. Our 
purpose in this chapter is to describe briefly the physical aspects of hypersonic 
flow, to develop a simple but approximate aerodynamic theory for predicting 
pressure distributions on hypersonic vehicles, and to examine some of the per
formance and design aspects of such vehicles. By including this chapter in an 
introduction to aerospace engineering, we are recognizing the importance of 
hypersonic flight in the past and assuming a continued growth of its importance 
in the future. 

The road map for this chapter is shown in Fig. 10.3. It is a simple plan. First 
we examine some of the physical aspects of hypersonic flow, in keeping with the 
other chapters of this book where the fundamental physics of the given subjects 
are emphasized. Then we examine a particular result from Newtonian mechanics, 
based on Newton's study of fluid dynamics published in his Principia in 1687, 
called the Newtonian sine-squared law. This law is useful for estimating pressure 
distributions on the surfaces of hypersonic vehicles. The chapter concludes with 

Hypersonic vehicles 

Physical aspects of hypersonic flow 
Newtonian sine-squared law 

Hypersonic airplanes 
Wave rider concept 

Figure 10.3 Road map for Chapter I 0. 
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a discussion of some of the aerodynamic characteristics of hypersonic airplanes, 
including a presentation of a novel concept for the shape of such airplanes called 
the wave rider. 

10.2 PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF HYPERSONIC FLOW 
Although it is generally accepted that hypersonic aerodynamics is defined as that 
part of the high-speed flight spectrum above Mach 5, this is no more than a rule 
of thumb; when a flow accelerates fromM = 4.99 toM= 5.01, there is no clash 
of thunder or instant change of flow from green to red. No special flow phenom
enon begins exactly at M = 5.0, in contrast to the distinct changes that occur 
when sonic flow, M = 1.0, is achieved. Instead, hypersonic flow is best defined as 
the high-Mach-number regime where certain physical flow phenomena become 
progressively more important as the Mach number is increased. In some cases 
one or more of these phenomena become important above Mach 3, whereas in 
other cases they may not be compelling before Mach 7 or higher. Therefore, the 
designation of hypersonic flow as flow above Mach 5 is clearly just a convenient 
rule of thumb. 

This section briefly describes the important physical aspects of hypersonic 
flow; in some sense this entire section will constitute a definition of hypersonic 
flow. Five main aspects that diistinguish hypersonic flow from the lower-speed 
supersonic regime are described in the following. 

10.2.1 Thin Shock Layers 

Consider flow over a sharp wedge at two different Mach numbers: (1) a super
sonic flow atM.,.= 2 and (2) a hypersonic flow atM.,.= 20. The shock waves and 
flow streamlines for these two cases are sketched in Fig. 10.4a and b, respec
tively. In both cases a straight oblique shock wave will emanate from the lead
ing edge of the wedge, as explained in Sec. 5.11. And in both cases the straight 
horizontal streamlines in the free stream ahead of the shock wave are discontinu
ously and uniformly bent in traversing the shock, the flow downstream consist
ing of straight uniform streamlines tangent to the wedge surface. However, at 
Mach 2 the shock wave angle is large (53.5°), whereas at Mach 20 the shock 
wave angle is much smaller (25°). The flow field between the shock wave and 
the body surface is called the shock layer, and we see from Fig. 10.4 that shock 
layers at hypersonic speeds are thin. A characteristic of hypersonic flow is that 
shock waves lie close to the surface, thus creating thin shock layers, which in 
turn can cause physical complications. For example, at low Reynolds number, 
the boundary layer on the body surface can grow quite thick, on the same order 
as the thickness of the thin shock layer itself. This leads to a merging of the shock 
wave with the boundary layer, constituting a fully viscous shock layer. However, 
the fact that the shock layer is thin allows the development of some simplified 
aerodynamic theories for the prediction of surface pressure at hypersonic speeds, 
one of which is described in Sec. 10.3. 
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Figure 10.4 Shock waves and streamlines over a 20° half-angle wedge, illustrating that 
hypersonic flows are characterized by thiD shock layers. 

10.2.2 Entropy Layer 

Consider the hypersonic flow over a blunt-nosed body (Fig. 10.5). Consistent 
with the photographs in Fig. 4.28, the shock wave on a blunt-nosed body is 
slightly detached from the nose by the shock detachment distance d shown in 
Fig. 10.5. The shock wave curves downstream of the nose and at hypersonic 
speeds essentially wraps itself around the nose of the body. In the nose region, 
the shock layer is very thin, and the shock wave is highly curved. This strong 
shock curvature induces large velocity gradients in the flow behind the shock 
in the nose region. These large velocity gradients are accompanied by strong 
thermodynamic changes in the flow. This region of strong gradients, called an 
entropy layer; extends downstream close to the body surface. Downstream of 
the nose, the entropy layer interacts with the boUllldary layer growing along the 
surface; this interaction increases aerodynamic heating of the surface, above and 
beyond that which would be predicted without the entropy layer. At supersonic 
speeds the shock wave at the nose is also curved,. but the magnitude of the cur
vature is far less than at hypersonic speeds. Because the strength of the entropy 
layer is related to shock curvature, the entropy layer effect is primarily a hyper
sonic phenomenon. 

'Entropy is a thermodynamic state variable alluded to in Sec. 4.6 but not defined in this book. Such 
matters are treated in the study of thermodynamics. Suffice it to say that the entropy varies greatly 
throughout the layer shown in Fig. 10.5. 
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Entropy 
layer 

Figure 10.5 Entropy layer on a blunt-nosed hypersonic body. 

10.2.3 Viscous Interaction 

In Sec. 4.16 we stated that the thickness of the laminar boundary layer is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the Reynolds number. In addition, results for 
compressible flow boundary layers show that the thickness is proportional to the 
Mach number squared. Hence 

As a result, at the high Mach numbers associated with hypersonic flows, o can 
be very large. Indeed, for hypersonic vehicles flying at high altitudes and high 
Mach numbers (the upper right portion of the map in Fig. 10.2), the boundary 
layer thickness can become so large that the flow outside the boundary layer, 
called the inviscid flow, is greatly affected. This creates a viscous interaction: 
The thick boundary layer flow affects the outer inviscid flow, and the changes in 
the inviscid flow feed back and influence the boundary layer growth. The practi
cal consequence of viscous interaction on hypersonic vehicles is an increase in 
surface pressure and skin friction, leading to increased drag and increased aero
dynamic heating. For example, consider the hypersonic flow over a sharp, flat 
plate sketched in Fig. 10.6. If the flow were inviscid, the pressure distribution 
over the flat plate would be constant and equal to the free-stream pressure p., as 
shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1 0.6. However, in the real viscous flow over the 
flat plate, a boundary layer exists adjacent to the surface. At hypersonic speeds 
this boundary layer can be quite thick. In turn, the outer inviscid flow no longer 
sees a flat plate; instead, it sees a body with some effective thickness induced by 
the thick boundary layer. (In boundary layer language, the effective thickness 
the boundary layer adds to a surface is called the displacement thickness.) In 
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Figure 10.6 Viscous interaction on a flat plate at hypersonic speeds. 

tum, the actual pressures exerted on the fiat plate are higher than p..; the pressure 
on the surface induced by viscous interaction can be very high near the lea<ling 
edge and then decreases downstream, as sketched by the solid curve in Fig. 10.6. 
The difference between the two curves in Fig. 10.6 is called the induced pres
sure increment. Induced pressures near the lea<ling edge of hypersonic vehicles 
generally tend to increase the drag. 

10.2.4 High-Temperature Effects 

High-Mach-number flows are high-energy flows; the ratio of kinetic energy to 
the gas internal energy increases as the square of the Mach number. This is easily 
seen by fonning the ratio of kinetic energy to internal energy per unit mass of gas: 

V2 12 _ V2 12 _ r -1 V2 
_ r<r- 1) V2 

_ r<r- 1) M2 

-e-- cvT - 2 RT - 2 a2 - 2 
(10.1) 

Therefore, a hypersonic free stream at M.,. = 20 has a kinetic energy that is 
112 times larger than its internal energy. However, when this fi ow enters a bound
ary layer (as in the fiat plate in Fig. 10.6), it is slowed by the effects of friction. 
In such a case the kinetic energy decreases rapidly and is converted in part to 
internal energy, which zooms in value. Because the gas temperature is propor
tional to internal energy, it also increases rapidly. Hence, hypersonic boundary 
layers are high-temperature regions of the flow, due to viscous dissipation of 
the flow kinetic energy. Another region of high-temperature flow is the shock 
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layer behind the strong bow shock wave shown in Fig. 10.5. In this case the flow 
velocity discontinuously decreases as it passes through the shock wave; once 
again the lost kinetic energy reappears as an increase in internal energy and hence 
an increase in temperature behiind the shock wave. Therefore, the portion of the 
shock layer behind a strong bow shock wave on a blunt-nosed body is a region of 
high-temperature flow. 

High temperatures cause chemical reactions to occur in the flow. For exam
ple, in air when T > 2000 K, diatomic oxygen will dissociate: 

02-.20 

ForT> 4000 K, diatomic nitrogen will dissociate: 

N2_.lN 
In this temperature range, nitric oxide will form 

N2+ 0 2 ~2NO 

and will ionize: 

At higher temperatures the atoms will ionize; for example, for T > 9000 K, 

Clearly, a hypersonic flow can sometimes be a chemically reacting flow. In turn, 
these chemical reactions change the flow field properties and affect aerodynamic 
heating of the surface. Because these high-temperature aspects are perhaps one 
of the dominant characteristics of hypersonic flow, any detailed study and analy
sis of a hypersonic flow should take them into account. 

To emphasize these points, the velocity-altitude map in Fig. 10.7 shows the 
flight trajectories for lifting entry vehicles. Superimposed on the map are the regions 
where various chemical reactions occur around the nose of the vehicles. Clearly, 
much of the entry flight path is characterized by chemically reacting flow fields. 

A typical variation of chemical species in the flow field around a blunt-nosed 
body is shown in Fig. 10.8. The body shape, shock wave shape, and two stream
lines labeled A and Bare shown in Fig. 10.8a for v .. = 23,000 ftls at an altitude 
of250,000 ft. The nose radius of the body is about 0.5 ft. In Fig. 10.8b the varia
tion in concentration of atomic oxygen and atomic nitrogen along streamlines 
A andB is shown as a function of distances along the streamlines. Note that dis
sociation occurs rapidly behind the shock wave and that large amounts of oxygen 
and nitrogen atoms are formed in the shock layer. 

10.2.5 Low-Density Flow 

Throughout this book we have treated air as a continuous medium. If you wave 
your hand through the air around you, the air feels like a continuous substance; 
but if you could go to an altitude of 300,000 ft and wave your hand about, the 
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Figure 10.7 Velocity-altitude map showing where various chemical reactions are important 
in the blunt-nosed region of a hypersonic verucle. 

air would not feel so continuous. Your hand would begin to feel the influence of 
individual molecular impacts on its surface, and the air would seem to consist 
of distinct particles (molecules, atoms, ions, and so on) widely separated from 
one another. In this case the air is no longer a continuous medium, but is a gas 
at low density that exhibits certain special behavior. Let us examine this picture 
more closely. 

The air around you is made up of individual molecules, principally oxy
gen and nitrogen, that are in random motion. Imagine that you can isolate one 
of these molecules and watch its motion. It will move a certain distance and 
then collide with one of its neighboring molecules. It will then move another 
distance and collide with another neighboring molecule, a process that will con
tinue indefinitely. Although the distance between collisions is different, over 
time there will be some average distance that the molecule moves between suc
cessive collisions. This average distance is defined as the mean free path A.. At 
standard sea-level condition for air, A.= 2.176 x 10·7 ft, a very small distance. 
This implies that at sea level when you wave your hand through the air, the 
gas itself "feels" like a continuous medium-a so-called continuum. Imagine 
now that we raise ourselves to an altitude of 342,000 ft, where the air density is 
much lower and consequently the mean free path much larger than at sea level 
(at 342,000 ft, A.= 1 ft). Now when you wave your hand through the air, you are 
more able to perceive individual molecular impacts; instead of a continuous sub
stance, the air feels like an open region punctuated by individual widely spaced 
particles of matter. Under these conditions the aerodynamic concepts, equations, 
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Figure 10.8 (a) Hypersonic flow over a blunt-nosed body, showing the shock wave, the 
body, and the shape of two streamlines labeled A and B. (b) Variation of concentrations of 
atomic oxygen and atomic nitrogen along the two streamlines in (a). Concentrations are 
given on the ordinates as moles of nitrogen or oxygen per original mole of air upstream of 
the shock wave. 

N,. 

(Source: From J. G. Hallet a/., "Blunt Nose lnviscid Airflows with Coupled Nonequilibrium Process," 
Journal of the Aeronautical Sciences, val. 29, no. 9, September 1962, pp. I 038-1051.) 

and results based on the assumption of a continuum begin to break down, and we 
must approach aerodynamics from a different point of view, using concepts from 
kinetic theory. This regime of aerodynamics is called low-density flow. 

Whether or not low-density effects prevail for a given aerodynamic problem 
depends on the value of a nondimensional parameter called the Knudson number 
K •• defined as 

A. 
K=-• l 

where l is a characteristic dimension of the flow-for example, the length of a 
hypersonic vehicle or the diameter of a sphere. Continuum flow conditions will 
exist when A. << !- that is, when K. << L Typically K. < 0.03 for continuum 
conditions to hold. At the other extreme, when A. >> l, we have free-molecule 
flow- that is, when K. > 10. In free-molecule flow, a body surface feels only a 
small number of distinct molecular impacts. Moreover, the structure of the flow 
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field becomes very blurred; for example, shock waves become very thick and 
essentially lose their identity. The aerodynamic force coefficients and surface 
heat transfer coefficients become strong functions of K. (in addition to Mach 
number and Reynolds number), and the aerodynamic picture changes consider
ably. To illustrate such a change, recall from Example 8.3 that the drag coef
ficient for a sphere at hypersonic speeds is approximately I. This is a continuum 
result, associated with K. << I. However, asK. is increased, Cv progressively 
increases, as shown in Fig. I0.9, approaching a value of 2 for free-molecule 
conditions, where K. > I 0. 

Because low-density flows are not an inherent part of hypersonic flow, 
this discussion is not legitimately part of the definition of hypersonic flow. 
Nevertheless, hypersonic vehicles frequently fly at very high altitudes and 
therefore encounter low-density conditions. Hence, the design and analysis of 
hypersonic vehicles sometimes require consideration of low-density flow. For 
example, the nose radius of the Space Shuttle is approximately I ft; therefore, at 
an altitude of 342,000 ft, the value of the Knudsen number based on nose radius, 
K. = ').)R, will be near unity. AI; a consequence, the flow in the nose region of 
the Space Shuttle encounters low-density effects at an altitude of approximately 
300,000 ft, effects that are spread over the whole vehicle at higher altitudes. 
A glance at Fig. I0.2 shows that most of the important dynamics and aerody
namics for the entry of the Space Shuttle occur at altitudes below 300,000 ft, 

Free-
moleev lo ---... 
value 

O.ot 0.1 1.0 10 100 

Kn = 1../RN 

Figure 10.9 Low-density effects on the drag coefficient 
of a sphere at hypersonic speeds; variation of CD versus 
Knudsen number. 
(Source: The curve shown is from calculation made by 
Dr . .James Moss at the NASA Langley Research Center.) 
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so low-density effects are not a driving force in the performance of the shuttle. 
However, new generations of hypersonic airplanes may spend a considerable 
portion of their mission at high altitudes, and for these vehicles, low-density 
effects will become more signilicant. 

10.2.6 Recapitulation 

To repeat, hypersonic flow is best defined as the regime where all or some of the 
physical phenomena discussed in the preceding become important as the Mach 
number is increased to high values. For a vehicle of a given shape, some of these 
phenomena may begin to occur at Mach numbers below 5, whereas for other 
vehicles, the physical characteristics of hypersonic flow may not appear until 
Mach 7 or higher. We are therefore reminded once again that the definition of 
hypersonic flow as flight above Mach 5 is simply a convenient rule of thumb. 

10.3 NEWTONIAN LAW FOR HYPERSONIC FLOW 
In 1687 Newton published his famous Principia, which has formed the basis for 
all classical physics to the present. In the second book of the Principia, devoted 
to fluid mechanics, Newton postulated the following model of fluid flow. He 
considered a flow as a uniform rectilinear stream of particles, much like a cloud 
of pellets from a shotgun blast. As sketched in Fig. 10.10, Newton assumed that 
upon striking a surface inclined at a angle e to the stream, the particles would 
transfer their normal momentum to the surface (thus exerting a force on it), but 
their tangential momentum would be preserved. Hence, the particles would 
move along the surface after oolliding with it. For the inclined flat plate shown 
in Fig. 10.10, the force due to the loss of normal momentum by the impacting 
particles N is calculated as follows. The oomponent of the free-stream velocity 
normal to the surface is V .. sin 8; according to Newton's model, this is the veloc
ity lost by the particle upon impact with the surface. The area of the inclined sur
face A projects a cross-sectional area perpendicular to the flow equal to A sin 8, 
as shown in Fig. 10.1 0. The mass flow across this area is the product of density, 
velocity, and projected area perpendicular to V.., as described in Sec. 4.1 and 

N 

T 
A sin 8 

1-----------~~-~~r~~ 
Figure 10.10 Model for the derivation of the Newtonian sine
squared Jaw. 
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given by the product pAV in Eq. ( 4.2). Therefore, we can write the following 
statement: 

The time rate of change of momentum due to particles striking the surface 
is equal to 

(Ma~s fl ow) x (change in normal component of velocity) 

or 

In turn, from Newton's second law, the force on the surface is equal to the 
time rate of change of momentum: 

N - A.V:f.A sin•e (10.2) 

The force acts normal to the surface. From Eq. (1 0.2), the normal force per unit 
area is 

(10.3) 

Let us now interpret the physical meaning of N/A, the normal force per unit area in 
Eq. (10.3), in terms of our modern knowledge of aerodynamics. Newton's model 
assumes a stream of individual particles all moving in straight parallel paths toward 
the surface; that is, the particles have a completely directed rectilinear motion. 
There is no random motion of the particles, which simply form a stream like pel
lets from a shotgun. In terms of our modem concepts, we know that a moving gas 
has molecular motion (composed of random motion of the molecules) as well as a 
directed motion. Moreover, as stated in Sec. 4.11, the static pressure (in this case 
the static pressure of the free stream is p.,) is simply a ramification of the purely 
random motion of the molecules. In Newton's model there is no random motion, 
only directed motion. Therefore, when the purely directed motion of the particles 
in Newton's model results in the normal force per unit area N/A in Eq. (10.3), this 
normal force per unit area must be construed as the pressure difference above p..: 
namely p - p., on the surface. Hence, Eq. (1 0.3) becomes 

v.l . ze p - p., = {J., .. Sill (10.4) 

This can be written in terms of the pressure coefficient C P> defined by Eq. (5.27), as 

P - p., = 2sin2 8 
1 V.2 T p., oo 

or (10.5) 

which is the famous sine-squared law of Newton. It allows us to calculate the 
pressure coefficient at a point on a surface where the angle between a tangent to 
the surface at that point and the free-stream direction is e. 

What does all this have to do with hypersonic flight or even with fluid mechan
ics in general? Equation (10.5) dates from the late 17th century, when hypersonic 
flight was not even a notion in anybody's mind. Newton's work on fluid mechanics 
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was motivated by the need to calculate the resistance of bodies moving through 
fluids, such as a ship through water; and for that application, the Newtonian sine
squared law was woefully inaccurate. The problem starts with the flow model itself 
(Fig. 10.10). In reality, in the low-speed flow of air or the flow of a liquid, the 
streamlines are not straight and parallel until they impact the body, as sketched 
in Fig. 10.10; actually the streamlines begin to curve far ahead of the body and, 
in general, do not run into the surface of the body (usually only the single stream
line through the stagnation point touches the body). Such real flow phenomena 
are clear in the smoke photograph shown in Fig. 2.6. Therefore, Eq. (10.5) is not 
expected to be an accurate result, and indeed our previous discussions of subsonic 
and supersonic aerodynamics lb.ave not used the Newtonian sine-squared law. 
Now, however, let us return to the hypersonic flow pictured in Fig. 10.4b. If we 
look at it from across the room, the shock layer is so thin that it appears as if the 
straight parallel streamlines ahead of the shock waves are literally hitting the sur
face and then running tangentially along it. This is precisely the model used by 
Newton, as described earlier. Therefore, actual hypersonic flows come close to 
matching the Newtonian model, with the result that the sine-squared law might be 
appropriate for estimating the pressure distributions over the surface of hypersonic 
vehicles. This indeed turns out to be the case, as shown in Fig. 10.11, where the 

y 

1.0 

0.8 

a Modified Newtonian 
0.6 

-Finite difference calculation 

0.4 

0.2 a a a 

00~--~--~--~~--~--~~--~--~--~~--~--~ 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

Figure 10.11 Surface pressure distribution on an axisymmetric body of parabolic shape, 
M.. = 4. Comparison between modified Newtonian results and exact finite difference 
calculations made on a high-speed digital computer. 
(Source: From Anderson, Modem Compxessible Flow: With Historical Perspective, 2nd ed 
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1990.) 
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surface pressure distribution is given for a parabolically shaped axisymmetric body 
at Mach 4 in air. The solid line is from the exact numerical solution of the fl. ow field 
obtained by the author on a high-speed digital computer, and the small squares are 
from the sine-squared law, slightly modified from Eq. (10.5) as follows. In esti
mates of hypersonic pressure distributions, it is best to replace the pure number 2 in 
Eq. (10.5) with the value of the maximum pressure coefficient Cp . ...., which occurs 
at the stagnation point. That is, a modified Newtonian law is 

where C _ Pll.2 - p, 
p,max - I V.2 

-rP, "" 

(10.6) 

where Po;z. is the total pressure behind a normal shock wave, given by the 
Rayleigh Pitot tube formula, Eq. (4.79). The squares in Fig. 10.11 are obtained 
from Eq. (10.6). Because excellent agreement is obtained with the exact results, 
the Newtonian sine-squared law is useful for hypersonic applications. 

Returning to Fig. 10.10, we calculate the lift and drag coefficients for the 
fiat plate at an angle of attack a, using Newtonian theory. For this case, because 
angle Oin Fig. 10.10 is the angle of attack, we will use a as usual to denote this 
angle, 8= a From the geometry of Fig. 10.10, 

L-Ncosa 

and D =Nsina 

Substituting Eq. (10.2) in Eqs. (10.7) and (10.8), we find that 

and 

In terms of lift and drag coefficients, Eqs. (10.9) and (10.10) become 

CL = L 2 =2sin2 a cosa 
1 p, V .. A 

and Co= D i =2sin3 a 
~p,V,A 

The lift-to-drag ratio becomes 

L 
-=cota 
D 

(10.7) 

(10.8) 

(10.9) 

(10.10) 

(10.11) 

(10.12) 

(10.13) 
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Figure 10.12 Newtonian results for lift aod drag coefficients aod lift
to-drag mtio for a flat plate as a function of aogle of attack. 

The results ofEqs. (10.11) to (10.13) are plotted in Fig. 10.12 as functions of the 
angle of attack. From this figure, note the following important characteristics: 

1. The lift coefficient increases gradually with angle of attack up to a high 
value of a: Indeed, maxim1!1lll. CL occurs at a= 54.7°, and CL decreases for 
larger angles of attack. It is interesting to note that a"" 55° for maximum lift 
is fairly realistic; the maximum lift coefficient for many practical hypersonic 
vehicles occurs at angles of attack in this neighborhood. The attainment 
of CL.rmu. at such a high a at hypersonic speeds is certainly in contrast to our 
lower-speed experience discussed inCh. 5, where it was seen that CL.rmu. for 
subsonic airplanes occurs at values of a around 14° to 16°. 

2. Another contrast between hypersonic conditions and our low-speed 
experience discussed earlier in this book is the variation of CL versus a at 
low angle of attack, say in the range of a from 0 to 15°. Note in Fig.10.12 
that the hypersonic CL varies nonlinearly with a, in direct contrast to the 
linear variations seen at subsonic and supersonic speeds. From the point 
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of view of theoretical aerodynamics, hypersonic flow is a very nonlinear 
phenomenon. 

3. The value of liD increases monotonically as a is decreased. Indeed, 
LID -too as a-t 0, but this is misleading. When skin friction is added to 
the picture, D becomes finite at a= 0 and LID reaches a maximum at some 
small angle of attack and then decreases to zero at a= 0, as shown by the 
dashed line in Fig. I 0.12, where laminar skin friction at a Reynolds number 
of 3 x 106 and a Mach number of 20 is assumed. 

Consider the hypersonic flow over a sphere at Mach 25. Let s denote distance along 
the sphere surface, measured from the stagnation point, and let R denote the radius of 
the sphere. Point 1 is located a distance siR = 0.6 from the stagnation point. Estimate the 
pressure coefficient at point l. 

• Solution 
The location of point 1 is shown in Fig. 10.13; recalling that 1 rad is 57.3° and that ¢in 
radiaus is given by siR, we have, in degrees, 

.s: ¢ = 57.1 R = 573(0 .6)=~4.:W 

In turn, the line tangent to the body at point 1 makes the angle &with respect to the free 
stream, where 

8 = 90° - 1/J = 55.61° 

From 

Po.2 = Po,2 (y + 1) M- 1 - y + 2y M-[ 2 2 ]r'<r-I>[ 2 J 
PI P- 4yM:. - 2(y - 1) r + 1 

(4.79) 

Figure 10.13 Geometly for Example 10.1. 
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where Po:2 is the total pressure behind a normal shock wave (and hence the pressure at the 
stagnation point) and p 1 is the static pressure in the free stream ahead of the shock (that 
is, p1 = P~). we have for r = 1.4 and M~ = 25 

or 

Po,2 =[ 2.42e2S)2 J~..,o. [-0.4 + 2(1.4)(25)2
] 

p.. 4(1.4)(2.5)2
- 2(0,4) 2.4 

Po;2 = 1.1045(729) • 805.18 
p.. 

To convert the preceding ratio to a pressure coefficient, first note that the dynamic 
pressure can be written, using Eq. (4.53), as 

q = !_P v. .. 2 = "~ p. .. ~- vz = r p .. v; =rPM:. 
- 2 - 2 r p.. - 2 a! 2 -

Thus, from the definition of pressure coefficient 

At the stagnation point p = Po:J• and 

C = 2 (Po,2 -1)= 2 (805.18-1) 
p ,max r M!. p.. 1. 4(25)2 

or C p,mu = 1.838 

From the modified Newtonian law, Eq. (10.6), 

Evaluated at point 1, 

cp - cp,max sin2 6 = i.838sin2 55.62° 

ICP - 1.25 1 

10.4 SOME COMMENTS ABOUT HYPERSONIC 
AIRPLANES 

The infinitely thin, flat plate discussed in Sec. 10.3 is the most effective lifting 
surface at hypersonic speeds; the ratio of LID from such a flat plate is the high
est that can be expected at hypersonic flight conditions but the least effective in 
terms of volume capacity.lt goes without saying that all practical flight vehicles 
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Momit reference 
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Figure 10.14 A generic hypersonic transport configuration. The dimensions pertain to a 
wind tunnel model, the data for which are given in Figs. I 0 .15 to I 0 .17. Solid lines = 
wing-body model used for the wind tunnel tests; dashed lines = tail and propulsion modules 
for the complete configuration. 
(Source: From J. A. Penlund eta/., Wall Temperature Effects on the Aerodynamics of a Hydrogen
Fueled Transport Concept in Mach 8 Blowdown and Shock Tunnels, NASA TP 2159, July 1983.) 

must have a finite volume to carry fuel, payload, people, and the like. Hence the 
fiat-plate results, although instructive, are primarily of academic interest. This 
section briefly examines the characteristics of some more realistic hypersonic 
airplane configurations. 

Figure 10.14 shows a three-view diagram of a conceptual hypersonic cruise 
aircraft, such as a hypersonic transport. This NASA concept, in existence since 
the early 1970s, is a typical example of a hypersonic airplane configuration. The 
solid lines show the wing-body combination, which was tested in a hypersonic 
wind tunnel; the dashed lines show the propulsion module and vertical tail sur
face, which are part of the airplane design but were not included in the wind 
tunnel model. 

The variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack for this aircraft is shown 
in Fig. 10.15 forM.,. = 8.0. The solid lines are theoretical results calculated at 
two different Reynolds numbers, and the symbols are wind tunnel data. Note the 
following: 

1. The lift coefficient varies nonlinearly with angle of attack, exhibiting concave 
curvature--a trend consistent with the fiat-plate results shown in Fig. 10.12. 
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Figure 10.15 Lift curve for the hypersonic transport 
configuration shown in Fig. 10.14. ~=8. 
(Source: Wind tunnel data and theoretical curves from J. A. 
Penlund eta/., Wall Temperature Effects on the Aerodynamics 
of a Hydrogen-Fueled Transport Concept in Mach 8 Blowdown 
and Shock Tunnels, NASA TP 2159, Jury 1983.) 

2. The lift coefficient is very :insensitive to Reynolds number-a fact 
consistent with the low-speed experience discussed throughout this book. 

The lift-to-drag ratio versus angle of attack is given in Fig. 10.16. The 
two solid curves are theoretical results obtained assuming (1) turbulent flow at 
a high Reynolds number of 24.32 x 1 Q6 and (2) laminar flow at a low Reynolds 
number of 1.68 x 106• The wind tunnel data are partially bracketed by the theo
retical curves and indicate that the actual flow on the model was transitional; that 
is, the flow near the nose and leading edges was laminar, followed by transition 
to turbulent flow. At the lower Reynolds numbers, the flow was mainly laminar, 
whereas at the higher Reynolds numbers, the flow was mainly turbulent. At high 
Mach numbers, transition to turbulent flow is usually delayed; hence, hypersonic 
flight vehicles frequently experience much larger regions of laminar flow than 
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Figure 10.16 Lift-to-drag ratio for the hypersonic 
transport configuration shown in Fig. I 0.14. M_ = 8. 
(Source: Wi11d tumud data a~~d theoretical curves from J. A. 
Penlund eta/., Wall Temperature Effects on the Aerodynamics 
of a Hydrogen-Fueled Transport Concept in Mach 8 Blowdown 
and Shock Tunnels, NASA TP 2159, July 1983.) 

those expected at low speeds at the same Reynolds number. Note from Fig. I O.I6 
that the value of(L/D)mux is higher for turbulent flow than for laminar. At first this 
seems wrong; inCh. 4 we said that skin friction drag for a turbulent flow is much 
larger than for a laminar flow, so LID for turbulent flow should be much less. 
This would be true at the same Reynolds number. However, the two solid curves 
in Fig. IO.I6 pertain to different Reynolds numbers. In Sees. 4.I6 and 4.I7 we 
saw that the skin friction coefficient decreases as the Reynolds number increases 
for both laminar and turbulent flows. Therefore, in Fig. I O.I6 the turbulent curve 
corresponds to a lower skin friction drag coefficient Cp because the Reynolds 
number is so high (Re = 24.32 x IQ6)+, whereas the laminar curve is given for a 
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much lower Reynolds number (Re = 1.68 x 1<1). In turn, the (L/D)mv. value is 
higher for the turbulent than for the laminar case. Note from Fig. 10.16 that 

1. The LID value is greatly affected by the Reynolds number. 
2. Maximum LID occurs in the angle-of-attack range of3° to 5°. 

3. The values of (L/D)ma:x. range from 4.5 to about 6, depending on the 
Reynolds number. 

A drag polar is given in Fig. 10.17, plotted in the less conventional form of 
CD versus Ci, in which the experimental data are almost linear, indicating that 
the drag polar equation given by Eq. (6.lc) in the form of 

cl> = CD,o+ rCi 
is reasonably valid at hypersonic speeds as well. 

CD 
0.028 r-----,,------,-----,,-----,----, 

0.020 

R1 = 1.68 X to6 

o R1 = 1.68 X I 06 

.. 4.37 
e 11.0 I 
0 24.32 

- Theory 

R1 = 24.32 X 106 
I 

Turbulent CF 
0.004 F------1---+---+--+------i 

Figure 10.17 Drag polar for the hypersonic transport 
configuration shown in Fig. I 0.14. M_ = 8. 
(Source: Wind tunmd data and theoretical curves from J. A. 
PenlWid eta/., Wall Temperature Effects on the Aerodynamics of 
a Hydrogen· Fueled Transport Concept in Mach 8 Blowdown and 
Shock Tunnels, NASA TP 2159, Jury 1983.) 
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Table 10.1 Maximum lift-to-drag ratio for 
subsonic and supersonic aircraft 

Airplane 

North American P-51 
Grumman F6F HeUcat 
BoeiogB-29 
Beech Bonaoza 
Grumman A-6E 
North American F-86 
General Dynamics F-Ill 
Hypersonic transport 

(IJD),... 

14.6 
12.6 
16.8 
13.8 
15.2 
15.1 
15.8 
6.0 

Let us return to a consideration of the lift-to-drag ratio LID at hypersonic 
speeds. Note from Fig. 10.16 that the value of (LID)max for the hypersonic air
plane at Mach 8 is almost 6. Compare this with the typical subsonic airplane val
ues of 14 to 17 (for example, see the LID values shown in Figs. 6.44 and 6.46). 
This is further dramatized by Table 10.1. It is a general trend that as the Mach 
number increases through the supersonic and hypersonic flight regimes, (LID)max 
decreases. In fact, forM.,.> 1, there is a general correlation for (LID)max based on 
actual flight vehicle experience: 

( fin) = 4(.4f. ~) 
max M 

"" 
(1 0.15) 

This equation, which was first advanced in England by the famous airplane 
designer and aerodynamicist D. Kuchemann in 1978, is shown as the solid 
curve in Fig. 10.18, a plot of (LID)max versus free-stream Mach number across 
the supersonic and hypersonic regime. Figure 10.18 also shows a shotgunlike 
scatter of open-circle data points corresponding to a variety of hypersonic vehi
cle designs; (LID)max was obtained from wind tunnel tests, actual flight data, or 
theory. Details about these data points can be obtained from the references by 
Bowcutt and Anderson and by Corda and Anderson, listed in the bibliography at 
the end of this chapter. 

The message from the solid curve and the open-circle data points in 
Fig. 10.18 is that high LID is difficult to obtain at hypersonic speeds and that LID 
decreases as Mach number increases. This natural phenomenon is due to the high 
drag associated with the strong shock waves and strong viscous effects encoun
tered at hypersonic speeds. In some sense, the solid curve in Fig. 10.18 might 
be construed as a type of LID barrier that is hard to break at hypersonic speeds. 
Also note that although LID decreases with Mach number, at high Mach numbers 
the rate of decrease becomes small; that is, the curve plateaus, and the variation 
of LID with M.,. becomes very small. Thus, at high Mach number, LID becomes 
almost independent of M ... This Mach number-independence principle, a basic 
principle of hypersonic aerodynamics, describes the fact that certain aerody
namic coefficients, such as lift, drag, moment, and pressure coefficients, become 
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Figure 10.18 Comparison of the DlliXllnum lift-to-drag ratios for various 
hypersonic configurations. Solid symbols correspond to hypersonic wave 
riders generated by Corda, Bowcutt, and Anderson (see the papers listed in 
the bibliography). 

relatively independent of Mach number when M.,. is high enough (M.,. greater 
than approximately 1 0). Mach number independence can be theoretically derived 
from the governing flow equations at hypersonic speeds; see the hypersonic text 
by Anderson listed in the bibliography. 

Returning to Fig. 10.18, we see that current research is aimed at breaking 
the LID barrier discussed earlier. An example is a class of vehicles called wave 
riders, so named because they are designed to have an attached shock wave 
along their complete leading edge so that it appears as if the vehicle were riding 
on top of its shock wave. An example of a modem wave rider shape is shown in 
Fig. 10.19, generated from the works ofBowcutt, Corda, and Anderson listed in 
the bibliography. Although this rather complex and unusual shape is just an aca
demic result today (no such wave riders have actually flown), the high predicted 
values of (LID)=. for wave riders are given in Fig. 10.18 by the solid symbols. 
Clearly, these theoretical results break the LID barrier shown in Fig. 10.18. They 
are discussed here only as an example of the novel vehicle configurations that 
must be considered for efficient flight at hypersonic speeds. 

As a final note in this section, we mention an important characteristic of any 
hypersonic airplane design: the necessity to integrate the propulsion system fully 
with the airframe. For subsonic airplane design, some attention is always paid 
to the aerodynamic interaction between the engine nacelles and the rest of the 
airframe. However, this is not a driving aspect of airplane design, and in most 
subsonic airplanes the location of the engines is distinctly obvious; for example, 
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.... 

Figure 10.19 A typical wave rider configuration, designed forM.. = 6. 
(Source: From Bowcutt and Anderson.) 

in Fig. 6.11, the jet aircraft's engine nacelles are clearly evident and stand as a 
distinct component more or less by themselves. In contrast, at hypersonic speeds, 
extreme care must be taken to ensure that shock waves from one portion of the 
airplane, including the propulsion system, do not adversely impinge upon, and 
interact with, other portions of the airplane. Moreover, the flow that goes through 
the supersonic combustion ramjet engines has first passed through one or more 
shock wave systems from the forward portion of the vehicle, and it is necessary to 
tailor the aerodynamic properties of this air so as to encourage the most efficient 
engine performance. Therefore, for a hypersonic airplane, the propulsion system 
and the airframe must be highly integrated. An example appears in Fig. 9.24, 
which shows an airframe-integrated SCRAMjet engine. In the upper right cor
ner is a hypersonic airplane; and as explained at the end of Sec. 9.7, the entire 
undersurface of the complete airplane represents the whole SCRAMjet engine. 
In another example (Fig. 10.20), three typical generic configurations are com
pared: a Mach 3 supersonic transport, a Mach 6 hypersonic transport, and a Mach 
12 hypersonic cruise vehicle. Note that the supersonic airplane (Fig. 10.20a) still 
has fairly distinct propulsion nacelles and that none of the engine exhaust is 
designed to touch the airframe. In contrast, the Mach 6 hypersonic transport 
(Fig. 10.20b) has a more fully integrated propulsion system, where the rear part 
of the airframe acts as part of the engine nozzle expansion. Also, the wing and 
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Figure 10.20 Comparison of high-speed airplane design from Mach 3 to 12. (a) Supersonic 
transport (M = 3), ram drag = 54,500 lb, gross thrust = 123,000 lb. (b) Hypersonic transport 
(M = 6), ram drag = 220,000 lb, gross thrust = 330,000 lb. (c) Hypersonic cruise vehicle 
(M= 12), ram drag = 1,950,000 lb, gross thrust= 2,100,000 lb. 
(Source: From Johnston et al.) 

fuselage are more fully integrated, the wings being less distinct than for the 
Mach 3 airplane; that is, the Mach 6 airplane is more of a blended wing-body 
configuration than the supersonic airplane. At Mach 12 (Fig. 10.20c), these fea
tures are even more pronounced; the undersurface area of the airframe exposed 
to the engine exhaust is much greater, and the engine is much more an integral 
part of the airframe. Because the wings have become much smaller, the Mach 
12 vehicle is more like a lifting body than a wing-body combination. Obviously, 
the design of hypersonic vehicles is a marked departure from conventional air
plane design, and this will pose many interesting challenges for the aerospace 
engineers of the future. 



10.6 Summary and Review 

10.5 SUMMARY AND REVIEW 
It is fitting to conclude this book on the introduction to flight with a short chapter on 
hypersonic aerodynamics and hypersonic vehicles because this author feels that hyper
sonics is going to be an important aspect of flight in the 21st century. Many of the young 
readers of this book will have the opportunity to participate in the research, design, and 
testing associated with the new, advanced hypersonic vehicles of the future. Hypersonic 
aerodynamics is usually presented as a graduate course in most universities, and for good 
reason: an understanding of the extreme natural phenomena that accompany hypersonic 
flows requires a certain maturity in aerodynamics certainly not expected at the level of 
this book. Nevertheless, it is important to introduce some of the basic ideas of hyperson
ics in order to contrast this :flight regime with others presented in this book. This is the 
purpose of the present chapter. Let us summarize, as follows. 

Hypersonic flow is the region of the high-speed flight spectrum in which the follow
ing physical phenomena become important as the Mach number increases to large values: 

1. Thin shock layers. 
2. Entropy layers. 
3. Viscous interactions. 
4. High-temperature flow. 
5. Low-density flow. 

Depending on the vehicle size, shape, and altitude, some of these hypersonic phenomena 
may occur at Mach numbers less than 5, whereas others may occur at Mach numbers 
greater than 5. As a rule of thumb only, hypersonic flow may be considered as flow 
whereM> 5. 

A convenient and sometimes reasonably accurate formula for predicting pressure 
distribution on the surface of hypersonic vehicles is the Newtonian sine-squared law: 

(10.5) 

c" .cp,maxsin2 9 modified form (10.6) 

Here CP·""" is the pressure coefficient at a stagnation point and B is the angle between a 
tangent at a given point on the surface and the free-stream direction. 

Aerodynamic characteristics of hypersonic vehicles include the following: 

1. Variation of CL with angle of attack is nonlinear. 
2. Maximum CL usually occurs at a very high angle of attack, a~ 55° or so. 
3. Values of (liD).,.. decrease as M.,. increases. Hypersonic vehicles have lower 

values of([) D)... than do subsonic and supersonic vehicles. 
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Problems 

10.1 Consider a laminar boundary layer on a fiat plate. At the trailing edge of the plate, 
with a free-stream Mach number of2, the boundary layer thickness is 0.3 in. 
Assuming that the Reynolds number is held constant, calculate the boundary layer 
thickness for a Mach number of20. 

10.2 Consider a hypersonic vehicle flying at Mach 20 at a standard altitude of 59 km. 
Calculate the air temperature at a stagnation point on this vehicle. Comment on the 
accuracy of your answer. 

10.3 Assume that the nose of the Space Shuttle is spherical, with a nose radius of 1 ft. 
At Mach 18, calculate (a) the pressure coefficient at the stagnation point and 
(b) the pressure coefficient at a distance of 6 in away from the stagnation point 
measured along the surface. 

10.4 Consider an infinitely thin, fiat plate. Using Newtonian theory, show that 
CL.1Dv. = 0.77 and that it occurs at a = 54.7°. 

10.5 Consider hypersonic flow over an infinitely thin, fiat plate. The zero-lift drag 
coefficient is denoted by CD.o· (Note that the zero-lift drag for a fiat plate is 
entirely due to skin friction.) Consider that the wave drag coefficient is given by 
the Newtonian result for drag coefficient-that is, by Eq. (10.12). Also assume 
that the lift coefficient is given by the Newtonian result in Eq. (10.11). We wish 
to examine some results associated with (IJ D)"""' for this fiat plate. Because 
(LID) .... , occurs at a small angle of attack, make the assumption of small a 
in Eqs. (10.11) and (10.12). Under these conditions, show that at maximum 
IJD, (a) (LID),... = 0.67{Cj;,t and occurs at a = C~~; and (b) the wave drag 
coefficient = 2C I>.o· 



APPENDIX 

Standard Atmosphere, SI Units 

Altitude 

hc,m h, m Temperature T, K Pressure p , N/m2 Density p, kglm' 

- 5,000 - 5,004 320.69 1.7761 + 5 1.9296 + 0 
-4,900 -4,904 320.03 1.7587 1.9145 
-4,800 -4,804 319.38 1.7400 1.8980 
-4,700 -4,703 318.73 1.7215 1.8816 
-4,600 -4,603 318.08 1.7031 1.8653 
-4,500 -4,503 317.43 1.6848 1.8491 
-4,400 -4,403 316.78 1.6667 1.8330 
-4,300 -4,303 316.13 1.6488 1.8171 
-4,200 -4,203 315.48 1.6311 1.8012 
-4,100 -4,103 314.83 1.6134 1.7854 

-4,000 -4,003 314.18 1.5960 + 5 1.7698 + 0 
- 3,900 - 3,902 313.53 1.5787 1.7542 
- 3,800 - 3,802 312.87 1.5615 1.7388 
- 3,700 - 3,702 212.22 1.5445 1.7234 
- 3,600 - 3,602 311.57 1.5277 1.7082 
- 3,500 - 3,502 310.92 1.5110 1.6931 
- 3,400 - 3,402 310.27 1.4945 1.6780 
- 3,300 - 3,302 309.62 1.4781 1.6631 
- 3,200 - 3,202 308.97 1.4618 1.6483 
- 3,100 - 3,102 308.32 1.4457 1.6336 

- 3,000 - 3,001 307.67 1.4297 + 5 1.6189 + 0 
- 2,900 - 2,901 307.02 1.4139 1.6044 
- 2,800 - 2,801 306.37 1.3982 1.5900 
- 2,700 - 2,701 305.72 1.3827 1.5757 
- 2,600 - 2,601 305.07 1.3673 1.5615 
- 2,500 - 2,501 304.42 1.3521 1.5473 
- 2,400 - 2,401 303.77 1.3369 1.5333 
- 2,300 - 2,301 303.12 1.3220 1.5194 
- 2,200 - 2,201 302.46 1.3071 1.5056 
- 2,100 - 2,101 301.81 1.2924 1.4918 
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Altitude 

hc, m II, m Temperature T, K Pressure p, N/or Density p, k&fm' 
-2,000 -2,001 301.16 1.2778 + 5 1.4782 + 0 
-1,900 - 1,901 300.51 1.2634 1.4646 
-1,800 - 1,801 299.86 1.2491 1.4512 
-1,700 - 1,701 299.21 12349 1.4379 
-1,600 - 1,600 298.56 12209 1.4246 
-1,500 - 1,500 297.91 12070 1.4114 
-1,400 - 1,400 297.26 1.1932 1.3984 
-1,300 - 1,300 296.61 1.1795 1.3854 
-1,200 - 1,200 295.96 1.1660 1.3725 
-1,100 - 1,100 295.31 1.1526 1.3597 

-1,000 - 1,000 294.66 1.1393 + 5 1.3470 + 0 
-900 -900 294.01 1.1262 1.3344 
-800 -800 293.36 1.1131 1.3219 
-700 -700 292.71 1.1002 1.3095 
-600 -600 292.06 1.0874 1.2972 
-500 - 500 291.41 1.0748 1.2849 
-400 -400 290.76 1.0622 1.2728 
-300 -300 290.11 1.0498 1.2607 
-200 -200 289.46 1.0375 1.2487 
-100 - 100 288.81 1.0253 1.2368 

0 0 288.16 1.01325 + 5 1.2250+ 0 
100 100 287.51 1.0013 1.2133 
200 200 286.86 9.8945 +4 1.2071 
300 300 286.21 9.7773 1.1901 
400 400 285.56 9.6611 1.1787 
500 500 284.91 9.5461 1.1673 
600 600 284.26 9.4322 1.1560 
700 700 283.61 9.3194 1.1448 
800 800 282.96 9.2077 1.1337 
900 900 282.31 9.0971 1.1226 

1,000 1,000 281.66 8.9876+4 1.1117 + 0 
1,100 I, 100 281.01 8.8792 1.1008 
1,200 1,200 280.36 8.7718 1.0900 
1,300 1,300 279.71 8.6655 1.0793 
1,400 1,400 279.06 8.5602 1.0687 
1,500 1,500 278.41 8.4560 1.0581 
1,600 1,600 277.76 8.3527 1.0476 
1,700 1,700 277.11 8.2506 1.0373 
1,800 1,799 276.46 8.1494 1.0269 
1,900 1,899 275.81 8.0493 1.0167 

2,000 1,999 275.16 7.9501 + 4 1.0066+ 0 
2,100 2,099 274.51 7.8520 9.9649- I 
2,200 2,199 273.86 7.7548 9.8649 
2,300 2,299 273.22 7.6586 9.7657 
2,400 2,399 272.57 7.5634 9.6673 
2,500 2,499 271.92 7.4692 9.5696 
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Altitude 

lrc,m h, m Temperature T, K Pressure p , N/m2 Density p , kglm' 
2,600 2,599 271.27 7.3759 9.4727 
2,700 2,699 270.62 7.2835 9.3765 
2,800 2,799 269.97 7.1921 9.2811 
2,900 2,899 269.32 7.1016 9.1865 

3,000 2,999 268.67 7.0121 + 4 9.0926 - I 
3, 100 3,098 268.02 6.9235 8.9994 
3,200 3,198 267.37 6.8357 8.9070 
3,300 3,298 266.72 6.7489 8.8153 
3,400 3,398 266.07 6.6630 8.7243 
3,500 3,498 265.42 6.5780 8.6341 
3,600 3,598 264.77 6.4939 8.5445 
3,700 3,698 264.12 6.4106 8.4557 
3,800 3,798 263.47 6.3282 8.3676 
3,900 3,898 262.83 6.2467 8.2802 

4,000 3,997 262.18 6.1660 + 4 8.1935 - I 
4, 100 4,097 261.53 6.0862 8.1075 
4,200 4,197 260.88 6.0072 8.0222 
4,300 4,297 260.23 5.9290 7.9376 
4,400 4,397 259.58 5.8517 7.8536 
4,500 4,497 258.93 5.7752 7.7704 
4,600 4,597 258.28 5.6995 7.6878 
4,700 4,697 257.63 5.6247 7.6059 
4,800 4,796 256.98 5.5506 7.5247 
4,900 4,896 256.33 5.4773 7.4442 

5,000 4,996 255.69 5.4048 + 4 7.3643 - I 
5, 100 5,096 255.04 5.3331 7.2851 
5,200 5,196 254.39 5.2621 7.2065 
5,400 5,395 253.09 5.1226 7.0513 
5,500 5,495 252.44 5.0539 6.9747 
5,600 5,595 251.79 4.9860 6.8987 
5,700 5,695 251.14 4.9188 6.8234 
5,800 5,795 250.49 4.8524 6.7486 
5,900 5,895 249.85 4.7867 6.6746 

6,000 5,994 249.20 4.7217 + 4 6.6011 - I 
6, 100 6,094 248.55 4.6575 6.5283 
6,200 6,194 247.90 4.5939 6.4561 
6,300 6,294 247.25 4.5311 6.3845 
6,400 6,394 246.60 4.4690 6.3135 
6,500 6,493 245.95 4.4075 6.2431 
6,600 6,593 245.30 4.3468 6.1733 
6,700 6,693 244.66 4.2867 6.1041 
6,800 6,793 244.01 4.2273 6.0356 
6,900 6,893 243.36 4.1686 5.9676 
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Altitude 

hc, m II, m Temperature T, K Pressure p, N/or Density p, k&fm' 
7,000 6,992 242.71 4.1105 + 4 5.9002- I 
7,100 7,092 242.06 4.0531 5.8334 
7,200 7,192 241.41 3.9963 5.7671 
7,300 7,292 240.76 3.9402 5.7015 
7,400 7,391 240.12 3.8848 5.6364 
7,500 7,491 239.47 3.8299 5.5719 
7,600 7,591 238.82 3.7757 5.5080 
7,700 7,691 238.17 3.7222 5.4446 
7,800 7,790 237.52 3.6692 5.3818 
7,900 7,890 236.87 3.6169 5.3195 

8,000 7,990 236.23 3.5651 + 4 5.2578- I 
8,100 8,090 235.58 3.5140 5.1967 
8,200 8,189 234.93 3.4635 5.1361 
8,300 8,289 234.28 3.4135 5.0760 
8,400 8,389 233.63 3.3642 5.0165 
8,500 8,489 232.98 3.3154 4.9575 
8,600 8,588 232.34 3.2672 4.8991 
8,700 8,688 231.69 3.2196 4.8412 
8,800 8,788 231.04 3.1725 4.7838 
8,900 8,888 230.39 3.1260 4.7269 

9,000 8,987 229.74 3.0800 + 4 4.6706 - I 
9,100 9,087 229.09 3.0346 4.6148 
9,200 9,187 228.45 2.9898 4.5595 
9,300 9,286 227.80 2.9455 4.5047 
9,400 9,386 227.15 2.9017 4.4504 
9,500 9,486 226.50 2.8584 4.3966 
9,600 9,586 225.85 2.8157 4.3433 
9,700 9,685 225.21 2.7735 4.2905 
9,800 9,785 224.56 2.7318 4.2382 
9,900 9,885 223.91 2.6906 4.1864 

10,000 9,984 223.26 2.6500+4 4.1351-1 
10,100 10,084 222.61 2.6098 4.0842 
10,200 10,184 221.97 2.5701 4.0339 
10,300 10,283 221.32 2.5309 3.9840 
10,400 10,383 220.67 2.4922 3.9346 
10,500 10,483 220.02 2.4540 3.8857 
10,600 I 0,582 219.37 2.4163 3.8372 
10,700 10,682 218.73 2.3790 3.7892 
10,800 10,782 218.08 2.3422 3.7417 
10,900 10,881 217.43 2.3059 3.6946 

11,000 10,981 216.78 2.2700+4 3.6480- I 
11,100 11,081 216.66 2.2346 3.5932 
11,200 11,180 216.66 2.1997 3.5371 
11,300 11,280 216.66 2.1654 3.4820 
11,400 11,380 216.66 2.1317 3.4277 
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Altitude 

hc,m II, m Temperature T, K Pressure p, Nfm2 Density p, k&fm' 
11,500 11,479 216.66 2.0985 3.3743 
11,600 II ,579 216.66 2.0657 3.3217 
11,700 II ,679 216.66 2.0335 3.2699 
11,800 II ,778 216.66 2.0018 3.2189 
11,900 11,878 216.66 1.9706 3.1687 

12,000 11,977 216.66 1.9399+ 4 3.1194 -1 
12,100 12,077 216.66 1.9097 3.0707 
12,200 12,177 216.66 1.8799 3.0229 
12,300 12,276 216.66 1.8506 2.9758 
12,400 12,376 216.66 1.8218 2.9294 
12,500 12,475 216.66 1.7934 2.8837 
12,600 12,575 216.66 1.7654 2.8388 
12,700 12,675 216.66 1.7379 2.7945 
12,800 12,774 216.66 1.7108 2.7510 
12,900 12,874 216.66 1.6842 2.7081 

13,000 12,973 216.66 1.6579+ 4 2.6659- I 
13,100 13,073 216.66 1.6321 2.6244 
13,200 13,173 216.66 1.6067 2.5835 
13,300 13,272 216.66 1.5816 2.5433 
13,400 13,372 216.66 1.5570 2.5036 
13,500 13,471 216.66 1.5327 2.4646 
13,600 13,571 216.66 1.5089 2.4262 
13,700 13,67 1 216.66 1.4854 2.3884 
13,800 13,770 216.66 1.4622 2.3512 
13,900 13,870 216.66 1.4394 2.3 146 

14,000 13,969 216.66 1.4170 + 4 2.2785- I 
14,100 14,069 216.66 1.3950 2.2430 
14,200 14,168 216.66 1.3732 2.208 1 
14,300 14,268 216.66 1.3518 2.1737 
14,400 14,367 216.66 1.3308 2.1399 
14,500 14,467 216.66 1.3101 2.1065 
14,600 14,567 216.66 12896 2.0737 
14,700 14,666 216.66 12696 2.0414 
14,800 14,766 216.66 12498 2.0096 
14,900 14,865 216.66 12303 1.9783 

15,000 14,965 216.66 1.2112 + 4 1.9475- I 
15,100 15,064 216.66 1.1923 1.9172 
15,200 15,164 216.66 1.1737 1.8874 
15,300 15,263 216.66 1.1555 1.8580 
15,400 15,363 216.66 1.1375 1.8290 
15,500 15,462 216.66 1.1198 1.8006 
15,600 15,562 216.66 1.1023 1.7725 
15,700 15,661 216.66 1.0852 1.7449 
15,800 15,76 1 216.66 1.0683 1.7178 
15,900 15,860 216.66 1.0516 1.6910 
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Altitude 

hc, m II, m Temperature T, K Pressure p, N/or Density p, k&fm' 
16,000 15,960 216.66 1.0353 + 4 1.6647- I 
16, I 00 16,059 216.66 1.0192 1.6388 
16,200 16,159 216.66 1.0033 1.6133 
16,300 16,258 216.66 9.8767+3 1.5882 
16,400 16,358 216.66 9.7230 1.5634 
16,500 16,457 216.66 9.5717 1.5391 
16,600 16,557 216.66 9.4227 1.5151 
16,700 16,656 216.66 92760 1.4916 
16,800 16,756 216.66 9.1317 1.4683 
16,900 16,855 216.66 8.9895 1.4455 

17,000 16,955 216.66 8.8496+3 1.4230- I 
17,100 17,054 216.66 8.7119 1.4009 
17,200 17,154 216.66 8.5763 1.3791 
17,300 17,253 216.66 8.4429 1.3576 
17,400 17,353 216.66 8.3115 1.3365 
17,500 17,452 216.66 8.1822 1.3157 
17,600 17,551 216.66 8.0549 1.2952 
17,700 17,651 216.66 7.9295 1.2751 
17,800 17,750 216.66 7.8062 1.2552 
17,900 17,850 216.66 7.6847 1.2357 

18,000 17,949 216.66 7.5652 + 3 1.2165 - I 
18,100 18,049 216.66 7.4475 1.1975 
18,200 18, 148 216.66 7.3316 1.1789 
18,300 18,247 216.66 7.2175 l.l606 
18,400 18,347 216.66 7.1053 1.1425 
18,500 18,446 216.66 6.9947 1.1247 
18,600 18,546 216.66 6.8859 l.l072 
18,700 18,645 216.66 6.7788 1.0900 
18,800 18,745 216.66 6.6734 1.0731 
18,900 18,844 216.66 6.5696 1.0564 

19,000 18,943 216.66 6.4674+3 1.0399- I 
19,100 19,043 216.66 6.3668 1.0238 
19,200 19,142 216.66 62678 1.0079 
19,300 19,242 216.66 6.1703 9.9218-2 
19,400 19,341 216.66 6.0744 9.7675 
19,500 19,440 216.66 5.9799 9.6156 
19,600 19,540 216.66 5.8869 9.4661 
19,700 19,639 216.66 5.7954 9.3189 
19,800 19,739 216.66 5.7053 9.1740 
19,900 19,838 216.66 5.6166 9.0313 

20,000 19,937 216.66 5.5293 +3 8.8909-2 
20,200 20,136 216.66 5.3587 8.6166 
20,400 20,335 216.66 5.1933 8.3508 
20,600 20,533 216.66 5.0331 8.0931 
20,800 20,732 216.66 4.8779 7.8435 
21,000 20,931 216.66 4.7274 7.6015 
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Altitude 

hc,m lr, m Temperature T, K Pressure p, Nfm2 Density p, kgfm' 

21,200 21,130 2 16.66 4.5816 7.3671 
21,400 21,328 216.66 4.4403 7.1399 
21,600 21,527 216.66 4.3034 6.9197 
21,800 21,725 216.66 4.1706 6.7063 
22,000 21,924 216.66 4.0420+3 6.4995-2 
22,200 22,123 216.66 3.9174 6.2991 
22,400 22,321 216.66 3.7966 6.1049 
22,600 22,520 216.66 3.6796 5.9167 
22,800 22,719 216.66 3.5661 5.7343 
23,000 22,917 2 16.66 3.4562 5.5575 
23,200 23,116 216.66 3.3497 5.3862 
23,400 23,314 216.66 3.2464 5.2202 
23,600 23,5 13 216.66 3.1464 5.0593 
23,800 23,7 11 2 16.66 3.0494 4.9034 

24,000 23,910 216.66 2.9554+3 4.7522-2 
24,200 24,108 216.66 2.8644 4.6058 
24,400 24,307 216.66 2.7761 4.4639 
24,600 24,505 216.66 2.6906 4.3263 
24,800 24,704 216.66 2.6077 4.1931 
25,000 24,902 216.66 2.5273 4.0639 
25,200 25,100 216.96 2.4495 3.9333 
25,400 25,299 217.56 2.3742 3.8020 
25,600 25,497 218.15 2.3015 3.6755 
25,800 25,696 218.75 2.2312 3.5535 

26,000 25,894 219.34 2.1632+3 3.4359-2 
26,200 26,092 219.94 2.0975 3.3225 
26,400 26,29 1 220.53 2.0339 3.213 1 
26,600 26,489 221.13 1.9725 3.1076 
26,800 26,687 221.72 1.9130 3.0059 
27,000 26,886 222.32 1.8555 2.9077 
27,200 27,084 222.91 1.7999 2.8130 
27,400 27,282 223.51 1.7461 2.7217 
27,600 27,481 224.10 1.6940 2.6335 
27,800 27,679 224.70 1.6437 2.5484 

28,000 27,877 225.29 1.5949 + 3 2.4663-2 
28,200 28,075 225.89 1.5477 2.3871 
28,400 28,274 226.48 1.5021 2.3106 
28,600 28,472 227.08 1.4579 2.2367 
28,800 28,670 227.67 1.4151 2.1654 
29,000 28,868 228.26 1.3737 2.0966 
29,200 29,066 228.86 1.3336 2.0301 
29,400 29,265 229.45 1.2948 1.9659 
29,600 29,463 230.05 1.2572 1.9039 
29,800 29,66 1 230.64 1.2208 1.8440 
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Altitude 

hc, m II, m Temperature T, K Pressure p, N/or Density p, kgfm' 

30,000 29,859 231.24 l.l855 + 3 1.7861-2 
30,200 30,057 231.83 l.J514 1.7302 
30,400 30,255 232.43 l.J183 1.6762 
30,600 30,453 233.02 1.0862 1.6240 
30,800 30,651 233.61 1.0552 1.5735 
31,000 30,850 234.21 1.0251 1.5278 
31,200 31,048 234.80 9.9592+2 1.4777 
31,400 31,246 235.40 9.6766 1.4321 
31,600 31,444 235.99 9.4028 1.3881 
31,800 31,642 236.59 9.1374 1.3455 

32,000 31,840 237.18 8.8802+2 1.3044-2 
32,200 32,038 237.77 8.6308 1.2646 
32,400 32,236 238.78 8.3890 1.2261 
32,600 32,434 238.96 8.1546 l.J889 
32,800 32,632 239.55 7.9273 l.J529 
33,000 32,830 240.15 7.7069 l.J 180 
33,200 33,028 240.74 7.4932 1.0844 
33,400 33,225 214.34 7.2859 1.0518 
33,600 33,423 241.93 7.0849 1.0202 
33,800 33,621 242.52 6.8898 9.8972 -3 

34,000 33,819 243.12 6.7007 + 2 9.6020-3 
34,200 34,017 243.71 6.5171 9.3162 
34,400 34,215 244.30 6.3391 9.0396 
34,600 34,413 244.90 6.1663 8.7720 
34,800 34,611 245.49 5.9986 8.5128 
35,000 34,808 246.09 5.8359 8.2620 
35,200 35,006 246.68 5.6780 8.0191 
35,400 35,204 247.27 5.5248 7.7839 
35,600 35,402 247.87 5.3760 7.5562 
35,800 35,600 248.46 5.2316 7.3357 

36,000 35,797 249.05 5.0914+2 7.1221-3 
36,200 35,995 249.65 4.9553 6.9152 
36,400 36,193 250.24 4.8232 6.7149 
36,600 36,390 250.83 4.6949 6.5208 
36,800 36,588 251.42 4.5703 6.3328 
37,000 36,786 252.02 4.4493 6.1506 
37,200 36,984 252.61 4.3318 5.9741 
37,400 37, 181 253.20 4.2176 5.8030 
37,600 37,379 253.80 4.1067 5.6373 
37,800 37,577 254.39 3.9990 5.4767 

38,000 37,774 254.98 3.8944+2 5.3210 - 3 
38,200 37,972 255.58 3.7928 5.1701 
38,400 38,169 256.17 3.6940 5.0238 
38,600 38,367 256.76 3.5980 4.8820 
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Altitude 

hc,m II, m Temperature T, K Pressure p, Nfm2 Density p, k&fm' 
38,800 38,565 257.35 3.5048 4.7445 
39,000 38,762 257.95 3.4141 4.6112 
39,200 38,960 258.54 3.3261 4.4819 
39,400 39,157 259.13 3.2405 4.3566 
39,600 39,355 259.72 3.1572 4.2350 
39,800 39,552 260.32 3.0764 4.1171 

40,000 39,750 260.91 2.9977 + 2 4.0028-3 
40,200 39,947 261.50 2.9213 3.8919 
40,400 40,145 262.09 2.8470 3.7843 
40,600 40,342 262.69 2.7747 3.6799 
40,800 40,540 263.28 2.7044 3.5786 
41,000 40,737 263.87 2.6361 3.4804 
41,200 40,935 264.46 2.5696 3.3850 
41,400 41 ' 132 265.06 2.5050 3.2925 
41,600 41 ,300 265.65 2.4421 3.2027 
41,800 41 ,527 266.24 2.3810 3.11 56 

42,000 4 1,724 266.83 2.3215 + 2 3.03 10 - 3 
42,400 41 ,922 267.43 2.2636 2.9489 
42,400 42,11 9 268.02 2.2073 2.8692 
42,600 42,3 16 268.61 2.1525 2.7918 
42,800 42,5 14 269.20 2.0992 2.7167 
43,000 42,7 11 269.79 2.0474 2.6438 
43,200 42,908 270.39 1.9969 2.5730 
43,400 43,106 270.98 1.9478 2.5042 
43,600 43,303 271.57 1.9000 2.4374 
43,800 43,500 272.16 1.8535 2.3726 

44,000 43,698 272.75 1.8082 + 2 2.3096-3 
44,200 43,895 273.34 1.7641 2.2484 
44,400 44,092 273.94 1.7212 2.1889 
44,600 44,289 274.53 1.6794 2.13 12 
44,800 44,486 275.12 1.6387 2.0751 
45,000 44,684 275.71 1.5991 2.0206 
45,200 44,881 276.30 1.5606 l.96n 
45,400 45,078 276.89 1.5230 1.9162 
45,600 45,275 277.49 1.4865 1.8662 
45,800 45,472 278.08 1.4508 1.8177 

46,000 45,670 278.67 1.4162 + 2 1.7704-3 
46,200 45,867 279.26 1.3824 1.7246 
46,400 46,064 279.85 1.3495 1.6799 
46,600 46,261 280.44 1.3174 1.6366 
46,800 46,458 281.03 1.2862 1.5944 
47,000 46,655 281.63 1.2558 1.5535 
47,200 46,852 282.22 1.2261 1.51 36 
47,400 47,049 282.66 1.1973 1.4757 
47,600 47,246 282.66 1.1691 1.4409 
47,800 47,443 282.66 1.1416 1.4070 
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Altitude 

lrc, m h, m Temperature T, K Pressure p , N/nr Density p, kg!m' 
48,000 47,640 282.66 1.1147 + 2 1.3739 - 3 
48,200 47,837 282.66 1.0885 1.3416 
48,400 48,034 282.66 1.0629 1.3100 
48,600 48,231 282.66 1.0379 1.2792 
48,800 48,428 282.66 1.0135 1.2491 
49,000 48,625 282.66 9.8961 + I 1.2197 
49,200 48,822 282.66 9.6633 1.1910 
49,400 49,019 282.66 9.4360 1.1630 
49,600 49,216 282.66 9.2141 1.1357 
49,800 49,413 282.66 8.9974 1.1089 
50,000 49,610 282.66 8.7858 + I 1.0829 - 3 
50,500 50,102 282.66 8.2783 1.0203 
51,000 50,594 282.66 7.8003 9.6140 - 4 
51,500 51,086 282.66 7.3499 9.0589 
52,000 51,578 282.66 6.9256 8.5360 
52,500 52,070 282.66 6.5259 8.0433 
53,000 52,562 282.66 6.1493 7.5791 
53,500 53,053 282.42 5.7944 7.1478 
54,000 53,545 280.21 5.4586 6.7867 
54,500 54,037 277.99 5.1398 6.4412 

55,000 54,528 275.78 4.8373 + I 6.1108 - 4 
55,500 55,020 273.57 4.5505 5.7949 
56,000 55,511 271.36 4.2786 5.4931 
56,500 56,002 269.15 4.0210 5.2047 
57,000 56,493 266.94 3.7770 4.9293 
57,500 56,985 264.73 3.5459 4.6664 
58,000 57,476 262.52 3.3273 4.4156 
58,500 57,967 260.31 3.1205 4.1763 
59,000 58,457 258.10 2.9250 3.9482 
59,500 58,948 255.89 2.7403 3.7307 



APPENDIX 

Standard Atmosphere, English 
Engineering Units 

Aldtude 

hc, ft h, ft Temperature T, 0 R Pressure p , lb/ft' 

- 16,500 - 16,513 577.58 3.6588 +3 
- 16,000 - 16,012 575.79 3.6641 
- 15,500 - 15,512 574.00 3.6048 
- 15,000 - 15,011 572.22 3.5462 
- 14,500 - 14,510 57Q.43 3.4884 
- 14,000 - 14,009 568.65 3.4314 
- 13,500 - 13,509 566.86 3.3752 
- 13,000 - 13,008 565.08 3.3197 
- 12,500 - 12,507 563.29 3.2649 
- 12,000 - 12,007 561.51 3.2109 

- 11,500 - 11,506 559.72 3.1576 + 3 
- 11,000 - 11,006 557.94 3.1050 
- 10,500 - 10,505 556.15 3.0532 
- 10,000 - 10,005 554.37 3.0020 
--9,500 --9,504 552.58 2.9516 
--9,000 --9,004 550.80 2.9018 
- 8,500 - 8,503 549.01 2.8527 
- 8,000 - 8,003 547.23 2.8043 
- 7,500 - 7,503 545.44 2.7566 
- 7,000 - 7,002 543.66 2.7095 

--6,500 - 6,502 541.88 2.6631 + 3 
--6,000 --6,002 540.09 2.6174 
- 5,500 - 5,501 538.31 2.5722 
- 5,000 - 5,001 536.52 2.5277 
-4,500 - 4,501 534.74 2.4839 
-4,000 - 4,001 532.96 2.4406 
- 3,500 - 3,501 531.17 2.3980 

Density p, slugs/ft' 

3.6905 - 3 
3.7074 
3.6587 
3.6105 
3.5628 
3.5155 
3.4688 
3.4225 
3.3768 
3.3314 

3.2866 - 3 
3.2422 
3.1983 
3.1548 
3.1118 
3.0693 
3.0272 
2.9855 
2.9443 
2.9035 

2.8632 - 3 
2.8233 
2.7838 
2.7448 
2.7061 
2.6679 
2.6301 

871 



872 APPEND 1 x B Standard Atmosphere, English Engineering Units 

Aid tude 

hc,ft JJ,ft Temperature T, 0R Pressure p, lblft' Deaslty p, slugslft' 

-3,000 - 3,000 529.39 2.3560 2.5927 
-2,500 - 2,500 527.60 2.3146 2.5558 
-2,000 - 2,000 525.82 22737 2.5192 

-1,500 - 1,500 524.04 22335 + 3 2.4830 - 3 
-I ,000 - 1,000 52225 2.1938 2.4473 

-500 - 500 520.47 2.1547 2.4119 

0 0 518.69 2.1162 2.3769 

500 500 516.90 2.0783 2.3423 
I ,000 1,000 515.12 2.0409 2.3081 
1,500 1,500 513.34 2.0040 2.2743 
2,000 2,000 51 1.56 1.9677 2.2409 
2,500 2,500 509.77 1.9319 2.2079 
3,000 3,000 507.99 1.8967 2.1752 

3,500 3,499 506.21 1.8619 + 3 2.1429 - 3 
4,000 3,999 504.43 1.8277 2.1110 
4,500 4,499 502.64 1.7941 2.0794 
5,000 4,999 500.86 1.7609 2.0482 
5,500 5,499 499.08 1.7282 2.0174 
6,000 5,998 497.30 1.6960 1.9869 
6,500 6,498 495.52 1.6643 1.9567 
7,000 6,998 493.73 1.6331 1.9270 
7,500 7,497 491.95 1.6023 1.8975 
8,000 7,997 490.17 1.5721 1.8685 

8,500 8,497 488.39 1.5423 +3 1.8397 - 3 
9,000 8,996 486.61 1.5129 1.8113 
9,500 9,496 484.82 1.4840 1.7833 

I 0,000 9,995 483.04 1.4556 1.7556 
10,500 10,495 481.26 1.4276 1.7282 
II ,000 10,994 479.48 1.4000 1.7011 
11,500 II ,494 477.70 1.3729 1.6744 
12,000 11,993 475.92 1.3462 1.6480 
12,500 12,493 474.14 1.3200 1.6219 
13,000 12,992 472.36 12941 1.5961 

13,500 13,491 470.58 12687 + 3 1.5707 - 3 
14,000 13,991 468.80 1.2436 1.5455 
14,500 14,490 467.01 1.2190 1.5207 
15,000 14,989 465.23 1.1948 1.4962 
15,500 15,488 463.45 1.1709 1.4719 
16,000 15,988 461.67 1.1475 1.4480 
16,500 16,487 459.89 1.1244 1.4244 
17,000 16,986 458.11 1.1017 1.4011 
17,500 17,485 456.33 1.0794 1.3781 
18,000 17,984 454.55 1.0575 1.3553 



APPENDIX B Standard Atmosphere, English Engineering Units 873 

Aid tude 

hc,ft lr, ft Temperature T, 0 R Pressure p, lbl~ Deaslty p. slugs/~ 

18,500 18,484 452.77 1.0359 +3 1.3329 - 3 
19,000 18,983 450.99 1.0147 1.3107 
19,500 19,482 449.21 9.9379 +2 1.2889 
20,000 19,981 447.43 9.7327 1.2673 
20,500 20,480 445.65 9.5309 1.2459 
21,000 20,979 443.87 9.3326 1.2249 
21,500 2 1,478 442.09 9.1376 1.2041 
22,000 21,977 .wl.32 8.9459 1.1836 
22,500 22,476 438.54 8.7576 1.1634 
23,000 22,975 436.76 8.5724 1.1435 

23,500 23,474 434.98 8.3905 +2 1.1238 - 3 
24,000 23,972 433.20 8.2116 1.1043 
24,500 24,47 1 431.42 8.0359 1.0852 
25,000 24,970 429.64 7.8633 1.0663 
25,500 25,469 427.86 7.6937 1.0476 
26,000 25,968 426.08 7.5271 1.0292 
26,500 26,466 424.30 7.3634 1.0110 
27,000 26,965 422.53 7.2026 9.93 11 - 4 
27,500 27,464 420.75 7.0447 9.7544 
28,000 27,962 418.97 6.8896 9.5801 

28,500 28,46 1 417.19 6.7373 +2 9.4082 - 4 
29,000 28,960 415.41 6.5877 9.2387 
29,500 29,458 413.63 6.4408 9.0716 
30,000 29,957 411.86 6.2966 8.9068 
30,500 30,455 410.08 6.1551 8.7443 
31,000 30,954 408.30 6.0161 8.5841 
31,500 3 1,452 406.52 5.8797 8.4261 
32,000 3 1,95 1 404.75 5.7458 8.2704 
32,500 32,449 402.97 5.6144 8.1 169 
33,000 32,948 401.19 5.4854 7.9656 

33,500 33,446 399.41 5.3589 +2 7.8165 - 4 
34,000 33,945 397.64 52347 7.6696 
34,500 34,443 395.86 5.1129 7.5247 
35,000 34,941 394.08 4.9934 7.3820 
35,500 35,.wl 392.30 4.8762 7.2413 
36,000 35,938 390.53 4.7612 7.1028 
36,500 36,436 389.99 4.6486 6.9443 
37,000 36,934 389.99 4.5386 6.7800 
37,500 37,433 389.99 4.4312 6.6196 
38,000 37,931 389.99 4.3263 6.4629 

38,500 38,429 389.99 4.2240 +2 6.3100 - 4 
39,000 38,927 389.99 4.1241 6.1608 
39,500 39,425 389.99 4.0265 6.0150 
40,000 39,923 389.99 3.9312 5.8727 
40,500 40,422 389.99 3.8382 5.7338 



874 APPEND 1 x B Standard Atmosphere, English Engineering Units 

Aid tude 

hc, ft h,ft Temperature T, 0R Pressure p, lblft' Deaslty p, slugslft' 

41,000 40,920 389.99 3.7475 5.5982 
41,500 41,418 389.99 3.6588 5.4658 
42,000 41,916 389.99 3.5723 5.3365 
42,500 42,414 389.99 3.4878 5.2103 
43,000 42,912 389.99 3.4053 5.0871 

43,500 43,409 389.99 3.3248 + 2 4.9668 - 4 
44,000 43,907 389.99 3.2462 4.8493 
44,500 44,405 389.99 3.1694 4.7346 
45,000 44,903 389.99 3.0945 4.6227 
45,500 45,401 389.99 3.0213 4.5134 
46,000 45,899 389.99 2.9499 4.4067 
46,500 46,397 389.99 2.8801 4.3025 
47,000 46,894 389.99 2.8120 4.2008 
47,500 47,392 389.99 2.7456 4.1015 
48,000 47,890 389.99 2.6807 4.0045 

48,500 48,387 389.99 2.2173+2 3.9099 - 4 
49,000 48,885 389.99 2.5554 3.8175 
49,500 49,383 389.99 2.4950 3.7272 
50,000 49,880 389.99 2.4361 3.6391 
50,500 50,378 389.99 2.3785 3.5531 
51,000 50,876 389.99 2.3223 3.4692 
51,500 51,373 389.99 2.2674 3.3872 
52,000 51 ,871 389.99 2.2138 3.3072 
52,500 52,368 389.99 2.1615 3.2290 
53,000 52,866 389.99 2.1105 3.1527 

53,500 53,363 389.99 2.0606 +2 3.0782 - 4 
54,000 53,861 389.99 2.0119 3.0055 
54,500 54,358 389.99 1.9644 2.9345 
55,000 54,855 389.99 1.9180 2.8652 
55,500 55,353 389.99 1.8727 2.7975 
56,000 55,850 389.99 1.8284 2.7314 
56,500 56,347 389.99 1.7853 2.6669 
57,000 56,845 389.99 1.7431 2.6039 
57,500 57,342 389.99 1.7019 2.5424 
58,000 57,839 389.99 1.6617 2.4824 

58,500 58,336 389.99 1.6225 + 2 2.4238 - 4 
59,000 58,834 389.99 1.5842 2.3665 
59,500 59,331 389.99 1.5468 2.3107 
60,000 59,828 389.99 1.5103 2.2561 
60,500 60,325 389.99 1.4746 2.2028 
61,000 60,822 389.99 1.4398 2.1508 
61,500 61,319 389.99 1.4058 2.1001 
62,000 61,816 389.99 1.3726 2.0505 
62,500 62,313 389.99 1.3402 2.0021 
63,000 62,810 389.99 1.3086 1.9548 
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Aid tude 

hc,ft ll, ft Temperature T, 0 R Pressure p, lbl~ Deulty p. slqsl~ 

63,500 63,307 389.99 1.2777 +2 1.9087 - 4 
64,000 63,804 389.99 1.2475 1.8636 
64,500 64,301 389.99 1.2181 1.8196 
65,000 64,798 389.99 1.1893 1.7767 
65,500 65,295 389.99 1.1613 1.7348 
66,000 65,792 389.99 1.1339 1.6938 
66,500 66,289 389.99 1.1071 1.6539 
67,000 66,785 389.99 1.0810 1.6148 
67,500 67,282 389.99 1.0555 1.5767 
68,000 67,779 389.99 1.0306 1.5395 

68,500 68,276 389.99 1.0063 +2 1.5032 - 4 
69,000 68,772 389.99 9.8253 +I 1.4678 
69,500 69,269 389.99 9.5935 1.4331 
70,000 69,766 389.99 9.3672 1.3993 
70,500 70,262 389.99 9.1462 1.3663 
71,000 70,759 389.99 8.9305 1.3341 
71,500 74,256 389.99 8.7199 1.3026 
72,000 71,752 389.99 8.5142 1.2719 
72,500 72,249 389.99 8.3134 1.2419 
73,000 72,745 389.99 8.1174 1.2126 

73,500 73,242 389.99 7.9259 +I l.l840 - 4 
74,000 73,738 389.99 7.7390 1.1561 
74,500 74,235 389.99 7.5566 l.l288 
75,000 74,731 389.99 7.3784 l.l022 
75,500 75,228 389.99 7.2044 1.0762 
76,000 75,724 389.99 7.0346 1.0509 
76,500 76,220 389.99 6.8687 1.0261 
77,000 76,717 389.99 6.7068 1.0019 
77,500 77,213 389.99 6.5487 9.7829 - 5 
78,000 77,709 389.99 6.3944 9.5523 

78,500 78,206 389.99 6.2437 + I 9.3271 - 5 
79,000 78,702 389.99 6.0965 9.1073 
79,500 79,198 389.99 5.9528 8.8927 
80,000 79,694 389.99 5.8125 8.6831 
80,500 80,190 389.99 5.6755 8.4785 
81,000 80,687 389.99 5.5418 8.2787 
81,500 81,183 389.99 5.4112 8.0836 
82,000 81,679 389.99 5.2837 7.8931 
82,500 82,175 390.24 5.1592 7.7022 
83,000 82,671 391.06 5.0979 7.5053 

83,500 83,167 391.87 4.9196 +I 7.3139 - 5 
84,000 83,663 392.69 4.8044 7.1277 
84,500 84,159 393.51 4.6921 6.9467 
85,000 84,655 394.32 4.5827 6.7706 
85,500 85,151 395.14 4.4760 6.5994 



878 APPEND 1 x B Standard Atmosphere, English Engineering Units 

Aid tude 

lfc, ft h,ft Temperature T, 0R Pressure p, lblft' Deulty p, slugslft' 

86,000 85,647 395.96 4.3721 6.4328 
86,500 86, 143 396.77 4.2707 6.2708 
87,000 86,639 397.59 4.1719 6.1132 
87,500 87, 134 398.40 4.0757 5.9598 
88,000 87,630 399.22 3.9818 5.8106 

88,500 88, 126 400.04 3.8902 + I 5.6655 - 5 
89,000 88,622 400.85 3.8010 5.5243 
89,500 89, 118 401.67 3.7140 5.3868 
90,000 89,613 402.48 3.6292 5.2531 
90,500 90, 109 403.30 3.5464 5.1230 
91,000 90,605 404. 12 3.4657 4.9963 
91,500 91 , 100 404.93 3.3870 4.8730 
92,000 91 ,596 405.75 3.3103 4.7530 
92,500 92,092 406.56 3.2354 4.6362 
93,000 92,587 407.38 3.1624 4.5525 

93,500 93,083 408.19 3.0912 +I 4.4118 - 5 
94,000 93,578 409.01 3.0217 4.3041 
94,500 94,074 409.83 2.9539 4.1992 
95,000 94,569 410.64 2.8878 4.0970 
95,500 95,065 411.46 2.8233 3.9976 
96,000 95,560 412.27 2.7604 3.9007 
96,500 96,056 4 13.09 2.6989 3.8064 
97,000 96,551 413.90 2.6390 3.7145 
97,500 97,046 414.72 2.5805 3.6251 
98,000 97,542 415.53 2.5234 3.5379 

98,500 98,037 416.35 2.4677 +I 3.4530 - 5 
99,000 98,532 417.16 2.4134 3.3704 
99,500 99,028 417.98 2.3603 3.2898 

100,000 99,523 418.79 2.3085 3.2114 
100,500 100,018 419.61 2.2580 3.1350 
I 0 I ,000 100,513 420.42 22086 3.0605 
101,500 101,008 421.24 2.1604 2.9879 
I 02,000 101,504 422.05 2.1134 2.9172 
102,500 101,999 422.87 2.0675 2.8484 
I 03,000 102,494 423.68 2.0226 2.7812 

103,500 102,989 424.50 1.9789 + I 2.7158 - 5 
104,000 103,484 425.31 1.9361 2.6520 
104,500 103,979 426.13 1.8944 2.5899 
105,000 104,474 426.94 1.8536 2.5293 
106,000 105,464 428.57 1.7749 2.4128 
107,000 106,454 430.20 1.6999 2.3050 
108,000 107,444 431.83 1.6282 2.1967 
109,000 108,433 433.46 1.5599 2.0966 
110,000 109,423 435.09 1.4947 2.0014 
111,000 110,412 436.72 1.4324 1.9109 



APPENDIX B Standard Atmosphere, English Engineering Units 877 

Aid tude 

hc, ft lr, ft Temperature T, 0 R Pressure p, lbl~ Deulty p. slugs/~ 

112,000 11 1,402 438.35 1.3730 +I 1.8247 - 5 
113,000 112,391 439.97 1.3162 1.7428 
114,000 113,380 441.60 12620 1.6649 
115,000 114,369 443.23 12102 1.5907 
116,000 115,358 444.86 1.1607 1.5201 
117,000 116,347 446.49 1.1134 1.4528 
118,000 117,336 448.11 1.0682 1.3888 
119,000 118,325 449.74 1.0250 1.3278 
120,000 119,313 451.37 9.8372 +0 1.2697 
121,000 120,302 453.00 9.4422 1.2143 

122,000 121,290 454.62 9.0645 +0 1.1616 - 5 
123,000 122,279 456.25 8.7032 1.1113 
124,000 123,267 457.88 8.3575 1.0634 
125,000 124,255 459.50 8.0267 1.0177 
126,000 125,243 461.13 7.7102 9.7410 - 6 
127,000 126,23 1 462.75 7.4072 9.3253 
128,000 127,2 19 464.38 7.1172 8.9288 
129,000 128,207 466.01 6.8395 8.5505 
130,000 129,195 467.63 6.5735 8.1894 
131,000 130, 182 469.26 6.3188 7.8449 

132,000 13 1, 170 470.88 6.0748+0 7.5159 - 6 
133,000 132,157 472.51 5.8411 7.2019 
134,000 133,145 474.13 5.6171 6.9020 
135,000 134, 132 475.76 5.4025 6.6156 
136,000 135,1 19 477.38 5.1967 6.3420 
137,000 136,106 479.01 4.9995 6.0806 
138,000 137,093 48o.63 4.8104 5.8309 
139,000 138,080 482.26 4.6291 5.5922 
140,000 139,066 483.88 4.4552 5.3640 
141,000 140,053 485.50 4.2884 5.1460 

142,000 141,040 487.13 4.1284 + 0 4.9374 - 6 
143,000 142,026 488.75 3.9749 4.7380 
144,000 143,013 490.38 3.8276 4.5473 
145,000 143,999 492.00 3.6862 4.3649 
146,000 144,985 493.62 3.5505 4.1904 
147,000 145,971 495.24 3.4202 4.0234 
148,000 146,957 496.87 32951 3.8636 
149,000 147,943 498.49 3.1750 3.7106 
150,000 148,929 500.11 3.0597 3.5642 
151,000 149,9 15 501.74 2.9489 3.4241 

152,000 150,900 503.36 2.8424+0 3.2898 - 6 
153,000 151,886 504.98 2.7402 3.1613 
154,000 152,871 506.60 2.6419 3.0382 
155,000 153,856 508.22 2.5475 2.9202 



878 A P PEN D 1 X B Standard Atmosphere, English Engineering Untts 

Aldtude 

lrc, ft h, ft Temperature T, 0R Pressure p, lb/W Density p, slugs/ft' 

156,000 154,842 508.79 2.4566 2.8130 
157,000 155,827 508.79 2.3691 2.7127 
158,000 156,812 508.79 2.2846 2.6160 
159,000 157,797 508.79 2.2032 2.5228 
160,000 158,782 508.79 2.1247 2.4329 
161,000 159,797 508.79 2.0490 2.3462 



APPENDIX 

Symbols and Conversion Factors 

SYMBOLS 
meter, m 
kilogram, kg 
second, s 
kelvin, K 
foot, ft 
pound force, lb or lbr 
pound mass, lbm 
degree rankine, 0 R 
newton, N 
atmosphere, atm 

CONVERSION FACTORS 
1 ft = 0.3048 m 
1 slug= 14.594 kg 
1 slug= 32.2 lbm 
1 lbm = 0.4536 kg 
llb=4.448N 
1 atm = 2116lb/ft2 = 1.01 x lOS N/m2 

1 K = l.8°R 

879 



APPENDIX 

Airfoil Data 

' I"' 

II' 

II LA 

IB 

-.... 

1\ 

. ~ 

-:u -N -IG -8 0 ~ IS 
.S•cffM <~nlll• of t11f<1clt, «., dtlg 

NACA 1408 Wing Section 

880 
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.2 .c:uoo 

-- .au 
' • 
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:20 
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.2 .I .$ .8 /.0 

* 
.0~ ~ 
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2 I I 
)4. \ 1\ 
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tl' 9' -~ r-.. 

~ 
cf 

-..,;; ~ ~ 

.I 

R 
o.c. po&~ficn 

-~gJ$8 0 311¥10' -
..:J 0 6.0 .250 .Oi?O 

oSO 25() .()()7 
4 81) Srandrrd rou~ azoc s~ftld #pPt flop dtlf~~d 60. 

-.4 v40 - - 1111 
r 6.1) Stondal '(/ r .....: H 

.s 
-t.G -1.2 ~4 0 . <1 .8 /.G 

S=fiDfl lift CO#f'ISf:tM/1 L't 

NACA 1408 Wing Section (COI'IIinu<d) 
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VI 
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fl 
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~ lA 
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~ 

). 

1' • ~ 
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IV 

- 16 -8 '" StlctK>n Dnf}le of olfoc1r1 ..r., dtlg 

l'ACA 1412 \\'on1 S.C,uon 
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APPENDIX D Airfoi Data 

', I 

.4 * .6 .8 1.0 

j 

1\ 

\ lA 

1"- lA 
r-. m "' ~ ... ~ 

J I I I I 
I I I I I 

-.4 0 .4 .8 
S.Ction lift co•flicit!nt, C~ 

NACA 1412 Will& SKtion (to>lliltu<d) 

II 

p 
I l 

11 
rJ 

} V' 
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~I 
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I .6 
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.e 

.4 

0 
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.8 
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1/ 
l/ 
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1/ 
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p 

16 
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APPENDIX D Airfoil Data 
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NACA 2412 Wina Section (c<mlinutd) 
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888 APPENDI X D Airfoil Data 

.1 6 

z 

8 2. 
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I. 6 v 
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APPENDIX D Airfoil Data 

.4 ll(c .(J .8 1.0 
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" tl: """C 
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. '"' :~ .,. 
-~ :"n, :· 

I ·::; :~ "'!'', 0 
"j. 6.0 

.. J .. ·::' :0 4 9.0 .J 
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-·· -.4 .4 
5«1ion tift coefficitmt, c, 

NACA 2415 Wing Seetion (c<mtinued) 
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888 APPENDI X D Airfoil Data 
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I 
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I I 
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l'r 

... 
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I " 
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b. 

a. II' 

-liS -8 0 ' /j 

.Sttt:tion O?fJie of ottocJr, -r., deg 

NACA ~12 Wine Section 
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.t. .., .. 
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.JJ ./J 1.0 
,, 

~~ II h 

17 

I < 1/ 
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M 

0 
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I 
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R .. r )(c 
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o!I.O <17 -.041 
~>SO I Stondor r1 roughness 
QZ(k slmulofN !fplt f flap defl«tlld 60" 
V60 

4 -. 

-I.Z -.8 -.4 0 .4 .JJ 
SKtion lift co•fft'cif!!n~ c1 

1.?. 1.8 

N ACA 4412 Wing ~tion (con.tinutd) 
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892 APPENDI X D Airfoil Data 
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J, 
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NACA 23012 Wing Section 
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.2 -~ 
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~, 

- - -. - . 2 I.G /.2 8 .4 0 .4 
S•dm lih t:OflfliCi<Mf, c, 
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NAC"A 2:1012 WinR ~tinn (etntlinucd) 
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6 

6 2 

4 
I 

'' v 

'" fll 
I 

I #I 
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I till 
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~ .... I ' 

.I i 
~ 
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.4 
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c 

0 .. r, 
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.4 :1 

fT 

·~ 
~-z 

§ • .. 
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1.2 • 
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,.., 

-.5 -z 
-32 -16 .g 0 8 16 

S«<li::n onq/6 of alf«<r, «.,lkt/ 
NACA $3-210 Wine Section 
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.2 ·-
-l o 1..--" .#Jl 
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' I 

-.2 
0 .2 .4 

\It' 
.(i .8 1.0 

* 
.Q;>~ 

·- " 

.o/6 -
1/ 

I' [) iJ 

.012 
1\ 10 

~ 
B" fl iP 

11 I' I .... II 

""" 
~ 

f.. ~ 
.J)(}8 

~ .... ~ 

~ 
K 

ILJ 

.1104 

0 

~ 
-.1 

i ... , ... 
o.c.po.mon 

~ • ·~· 0 3.1JAI~. 2U -.o:JI 

t .. 0 6.0 .I 1- .261 -.OJ, 
o 9.0 I .261 -.().)J .. 
• 6.0 • Sftndcrd rou,nrwn ;.... 

t.~ Utk ~latH $111it f lap defl«t«< ou 
96.0 - -
, 6.0 StondtJrd r~ 

.,~ .G -a •8 -A. 0 ~ 8 
S«fion lift co.flicWnf, 1\ 

f.;> I. 

NACA 63-210 Win1 &euon (contin~<d) 
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J. 

.I 
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·\I 
::: ~J -J.zH-++H-++-1-H++-H-++-H-+.;!-H-4-+-1-H++-H-l 

~ 
J ·.4 ·1.6 H-++++++++-+-+-+-+-H-H+-l+-IH-H-H-+++++-l 

,s ·20~~-LLt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-JZ ·Z4 ·16 ·8 0 8 16 24 JZ 

Site ten~ o f olloclr, « ., dti<J 
NACA 64-210 Winlt Soetlon 
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S«fion lift cO#fficit1rlf, c, 

NACA M-210 Willi Section (continvtd) 
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I• 
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p 
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o;· .... 

~.ons~4-~+44-~+l~·~++~~++~~~ll~~~~~ 
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~ ~+4~~~+4~Hk~~+4~~+&~~~~~v.~~H 

~ .~~EEEEEEEE~~'~!!itl~~~~~~~~~ 
1-( 

II 

•i2 "'' - 4 0 .4 ./J 
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.~·~~~~~~4-~~~+44-~4-~~~+4~~ 

o1 
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~ 
! 
~I rt~~~~~~~~~,++~~~/~P~~~~++~~~ 

t~~4-r+4-~~~~~~~+· ~~~~~+4~~~~~~~~p+4~+4~~ 

j'~++~~++~~++rr~+++4-~~ 

r--~~-++++4-++++4~-++-1-+4-4-1-1 
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-~~~~~~-L~-L~-L~~~-L~-L~-L~~~~ 
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S«tiDn Uf ~o-fflcivtf, .c-1 

NACA 0006 Win& Seetion (continvtd} 
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NACA 0000 Wing Section (conlinutd) 
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ANSWER KEY 

Answer Key for the 
Even-Numbered Problems 

Chapter 2 
2.2 1.558 X 1()6 J 
2.4 15.6% 

2.6 0.0076 atm/sec 
2.8 1.38 m3/kg 

2.10 0 mph, 127.5 mph 

2.12 129 atm 
2.14 {a) 15.49 kg!m3, {b) 9.29 kg!m3 

2.16 1015 ftlsec, 309.3 rnfsec 
2.18 43.35 1b/ft2, 211.8 kg/ m2 

2.20 7.925 kmfsec 

Chapter 3 
3.2 9.88km 
3.4 378°R 
3.6 5.38 x 1()4 N/m2 

3.8 -17 .171b/(ft2 sec) 
3.10 33,156 ft 

3.12 2.03 x 10-3 kg!m3 

3.14 268.43 K, 6.9807 x 1()4 N/m2, 0.90599 kg!m3 

3.16 0.34% 

Chapter 4 
4.2 22.7 lb/ft2 

4.4 67 ftlsec 
4.6 216.8 ftlsec 
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suo Answer Key for the Even-Numbered Problems 

4.8 155 K, 2.26 kg!m3 

4.10 4.19 x 10'N/m2 

4. I 2 6.3 ftlsec 
4.14 1.07 

4.1 6 2283 m.i/h 
4.18 2.8 em 
4.20 2172 lblft2 

4.22 56 m/sec 
4.24 0.801 

4.26 614.3°R = 154.3°F 
4.28 q = (rf2)pM1 
4.30 Po = 1.656 x 1()4Jb/ft2,p02 = 1.193 x 10' lb/ftl; 

Bernoulli's result= 0.804 x 104 1b/ft2 

4.32 1.35 
4.34 540N 

4.36 5452N 
4.38 4.555 x 10'N/m2 

4.40 535.9, 20.3 atm. 5791 K 
4.42 15,377, 3390 m/sec 
4.44 [answer given in the problem statement] 
4.46 (a) 340.2 m/sec, (b) 68 m and -68 m 
4.48 1.0184 kg!m3 compared to 1.0066 kg!m3 

4.50 0.99258 x J05N/m2 

4.52 53.64 m/sec, 7.66 m/sec 
4.54 (a) 3.793 x J03N/m3, (b) 11.05 N/m3 

4.56 0.096 m 

4.58 0.309, 1709 lb/ft2 

4.60 2.00, 2817 lblft2 

Chapte.r 5 
5.2 23.9 lb, 0.25 Jb, -2.68 ft lb 
5.4 2° 

5.6 112 
5.8 -0.27 

5.10 -0.625 

5.12 -0.129 
5.14 2° 
5.16 0.68 

5.18 22.9 km 
5.20 (a) 0.00462; (b) 0.0177 
5.22 1202 N 



5.24 0.11 per degree 

5.26 19.1 m/sec 
5.28 0.11, 0.329 

5.30 33.7 

Answer Key for the Even-Numbered Problems 

5.32 [The answer is given in the problem statement:/= CDS] 
5.34 negligible (essentially zero) 

5.36 6.7% 
5.38 0.0055 

Chapter 6 
6.2 98.11b 

6.4 {a) sample point on curve; for V~ = 100 ftlsec, PR = 53.4 hp; {b) V,.... = 201 mph; 
{c) sample point on curve; for V~ = 300 ftlsec, PR = 360 hp; {d) 198 mph 

6.6 42.5 ftlsec, 24.6 ftlsec 
6.8 28,500 ft 

6.10 97.2 ftlsec 
6.12 719mi, 7.4hr 
6.14 [derivation] 

6.16 452m 
6.18 268m 
6.20 312m, 0.358 radlsec 

6.22 [derivation] 
6.24 In both cases the drag is higher than the sum of the weight and thrust. 
6.26 3440km 

6.28 [derivation] 
6:30 93,666 lb thrust from each engine at sea level 

6.32 5.84 m/sec2 

6.34 8591b 
6.36 261.6 ftlsec 

6.38 754.4 ftlmin 
6.40 0.0243 

Chapter7 
7.2 -0.003; 0.02 or2% of the chord length ahead of the CG. 

7.4 -215 Nm 
7.6 h.= 0.70, static margin= 0.44 
7.8 static margin for stick-free is 79% of that for stick-fixed. 

ChapterS 
8.2 Venus, 10.3 km/sec; Earth, 11.3 km/sec; Mars, 5.02 km/sec; Jupiter, 59.6 km/sec 
8.4 1.43 x 1012 m 
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8.6 {a) 8710 m; {b) 70.88 g's; {c) 1978 m/sec 

8.8 67.62 km/sec 
8.10 1.56 hr 
8.12 - 1.486 x 1Q-7 joules/kg 

8.14 5890 m/sec 
8.16 608.6 m/sec 

8.18 3.809 km/sec, 0.57 km/sec 
8.20 0.743 

Cbapter9 
9.2 17 atm 

9.4 4587 lb 
9.6 0.42 ft2 

9.8 {a) 375 sec; {b) 3678 m/sec; {c) 263.5 kg/sec; {d) 217,682lb; {e) 0.169 m2 

9.10 4009.6 m/sec 

9.12 0.36 in 
9.14 [derivation] 
9.16 0.63 

9.18 40,364 hp 
9.20 1514°R 
9.22 1.77 

9.24 61.9 sec 

Chapter 10 
10.2 20,906 K 

10.4 [derivation] 
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